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JOURNAL FOCUS
Emergency medicine is a specialty which closely reflects societal challenges and consequences of public policy 
decisions. The emergency department specifically deals with social injustice, health and economic disparities, 
violence, substance abuse, and disaster preparedness and response. This journal focuses on how emergency 
care affects the health of the community and population, and conversely, how these societal challenges affect the 
composition of the patient population who seek care in the emergency department. The development of better 
systems to provide emergency care, including technology solutions, is critical to enhancing population health.
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Emergency physician (EP) productivity has traditionally 
been measured in terms of patients per hour and has 
historically been estimated to be anywhere from 1.8 to 5.0, 
with most estimates ranging from 2.4 to 3.3.1 However, these 
early approximations from 20-40 years ago were derived from 
generalizations and individual conjecture. Furthermore, they 
largely failed to account for patient acuity, which has only 
risen since the inception of emergency medicine (EM) and 
even more so since the COVID-19 pandemic. Productivity 
has also come to be measured in other ways, which adds 
complexity to the original metric. The EM landscape today is 
very different than when those original values were proposed 
and, therefore, a fresh look at productivity is merited. 

Productivity is closely tied to quality of care and patient 
safety. It is generally accepted that there is a trade-off between 
the number of patients evaluated per shift and the time and 
attention devoted to each of those patients. As more higher 
acuity patients are cared for during a shift, fewer overall 
patients can be evaluated; as more lower acuity patients 
are cared for during a shift, more overall patients can be 
evaluated. There is likely a threshold beyond which quality 
of care and safety are potentially sacrificed for efficiency 
and throughput. Determining that threshold, though, is very 
challenging, because EP and non-physician practitioner (NPP) 
productivity is influenced by a multitude of variables, many 
of which are constantly fluctuating. Because of the variability 
among these factors in all emergency departments (ED) and 
limited recent data, it is difficult, if not impossible, to identify 
a specific safe productivity threshold for EPs or NPPs. 

In the following sections, we aim to outline the factors 
that affect productivity and supervision, and how those factors 
are likely to increase or decrease the number of patients that 
can be evaluated safely during a shift in the ED. We define 
productivity in terms of patients per hour evaluated during a 
shift in the ED. Primary productivity refers to the number of 
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patients seen only by an attending EP. Overall productivity 
includes all patients evaluated during that shift, whether 
independently by an attending EP or by an attending EP in 
conjunction with a resident physician or NPP. 

To supplement the existing literature with current data, 
we recently conducted a survey of practicing EPs who work 
in diverse clinical settings for a variety of employers. The 
relevant results are incorporated into the following discussion. 

PATIENT ACUITY 
Productivity is routinely evaluated in the context of patient 

acuity. Higher acuity patients often require more complex 
thinking and decision-making, in addition to needing more 
resources for care. Higher acuity patients also often merit more 
documentation, which requires additional physician time.1,2 
The additional time spent on each complex patient likely 
negatively impacts the overall efficiency of an attending EP. In 
a previous survey, academic EDs were found to have a higher 
rate of admission as compared to their community counterparts, 
suggesting that the patients are more complex. However, other 
markers of patient acuity, including the admission rate of 
patients arriving via emergency medical services and Current 
Procedural Terminology codes, were similar between academic 
and community settings, implying that the acuity mix is similar 
across different types of practice locations.2 Therefore, at either 
community or academic sites, we believe that greater numbers 
of higher acuity patients are associated with reduced primary 
and overall productivity. 

While higher acuity patients generally require more treatment 
time, lower acuity patients can also merit additional clinician time 
beyond what their triage level may dictate. This may come in the 
form of answering questions the patient may have or reassuring 
patients about the absence of emergent diagnoses. Any additional 
time spent caring for lower acuity patients may also negatively 
impact productivity. However, while an increase in this patient 
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subset would reduce primary productivity, it likely would have no 
impact on overall productivity. 

Our survey found that the median number of patients per 
hour seen by practicing EPs, without supplementation from 
NPPs or resident physicians, was 2.1 patients per hour. This is 
lower than prior productivity estimates and is likely reflective 
of a patient acuity mix that now includes more higher acuity 
patients. However, of the respondents surveyed only two-
thirds felt that they were able to see that many patients per 
hour in a safe manner. 

DOCUMENTATION 
Documentation accounts for a significant portion of the 

time spent caring for individual patients in the ED, as it does 
in other clinical settings. Generally, reduced time documenting 
equates to more time available to see new patients, which 
would then lead to increased productivity. 

The implementation of an electronic health record (EHR) 
has been shown to have mixed impacts on productivity, 
depending on the time the EHR has been in use. Early on, EHRs 
were shown to decrease productivity. Over time, however, 
productivity returned to baseline for the primary care practices 
that were studied.3 The same trajectory is likely true in EDs. 

Scribes have been shown to both directly and indirectly 
increase physician productivity.4-6 By reducing the time 
required for the physician to directly document on each 
patient, physicians are able to see additional patients 
during each shift. A newer adjunct to documentation, voice 
recognition and dictation software, has been shown to reduce 
documentation time for nurses.7 Presumably, the same would 
hold true for physicians. Any documentation enhancement 
that shortens the time physicians must spend directly 
documenting will likely lead to an increase in both primary 
and overall productivity. 

EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT OPERATIONS 
Department flow is maintained through three critical 

servers: beds; clinicians; and nursing. Boarding negatively 
impacts EP productivity. By definition, boarding patients 
occupy existing ED treatment spaces and reduce the capacity 
of that server. Occupied beds reduce the number of available 
beds for new patients. When new patients arrive but cannot 
be bedded in treatment areas, they instead occupy the waiting 
room. As this scenario has unfortunately become more 
common, physicians are seeing and evaluating patients in 
waiting rooms. This practice is not ideal, but it is necessary 
in many settings to allow patients to receive care. Physicians 
cannot see as many patients if they cannot be bedded; thus, 
both primary productivity and overall productivity are 
inherently reduced. Several survey respondents confirmed that 
flow in their EDs has been compromised by boarding, and as a 
result patient safety has been jeopardized. 

In many EDs, EPs have responsibilities that go 
beyond their usual ED duties. These include responding 

to deteriorating patients or codes, staffing ED observation 
units, covering inpatient medical units, and accompanying 
ambulance transfers. The more duties a physician has 
beyond the ED, the less time there is to see and treat 
ED patients; thus, both primary productivity and overall 
productivity will decrease. 
 
STAFFING 

Ancillary staff are critical to maintaining ED flow. 
Decreased nurse staffing is one factor that may decrease 
productivity. With fewer nurses, another of the three key 
servers for ED flow is compromised, which means that fewer 
patients can move through the department successfully. 
Furthermore, the remaining nurses may carry higher patient-
nurse ratios, which requires them to divide their time and 
resources among more patients. Because of the server 
limitation, compounded by increased workload on the rest of 
the staff, EPs will not be able to see as many patients when 
there are nurse staffing shortages. In a nursing shortage, both 
primary and overall productivity would be reduced. Many 
survey respondents identified a shortage of nurse staffing as a 
barrier to providing safe patient care. 

The same is true, to a lesser extent, for other ancillary 
staff such as patient care technicians and paramedics. While 
not one of the traditional ED critical servers for patient flow, 
non-nurse ancillary staff are adjuncts to expediting patient 
care and essential in many large-volume EDs. As is the case 
with nursing staff, the fewer additional ancillary staff who are 
available, the less time each patient can receive from those 
staff members. The less time a patient receives care from 
ancillary staff, the less is done to progress their care. Often 
that leads to a longer ED stay. Again, with shortages of non-
nurse ancillary staff, both primary and overall productivity 
would be reduced. 

EXPERIENCE
The years of practice experience of all clinicians in 

a supervisory relationship is expected to impact clinical 
productivity. Generally, more practice experience should 
be associated with higher levels of clinical productivity. 
However, this is unlikely to be a linear relationship. 
Among attending EPs, we expect that clinical productivity 
increases over the first years in unsupervised practice 
as physicians form practice patterns and risk tolerance. 
There is likely a greater increase in primary productivity 
compared to overall productivity, as there is an additional 
learning curve for supervision. 

Peak primary and overall productivity is likely to be 
reached when EPs are comfortable in the system in which 
they are working and have a set of safe heuristics that allows 
them to operate efficiently. However, this increase in clinical 
productivity is unlikely to continue over a career. Attending EPs 
in the late stages of their career may be less productive, both 
individually and overall, than they were in mid-career. This is 
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likely the combination of discomfort with changing clinical 
practice conditions (eg, documentation changes), lower risk 
tolerance (as might occur after involvement in a lawsuit), and 
expected cognitive and physical changes with age. 

For learners being supervised, more practice experience 
will likely correlate with increased autonomy and less 
supervision time needed to ensure clinical safety. Thus, a 
resident in their final year of training would require less 
supervision than an intern in the same program. 

For NPPs being supervised, more practice experience 
in EM likely correlates with less supervision time and/or a 
lower level of supervision needed. The addition of NPPs has 
been shown to have mixed impacts on productivity. One study 
found that NPPs increase physician productivity, both in low- 
and high-acuity settings.8,9 Another found that NPPs increased 
productivity compared to resident trainees.6 However, a third 
study reported that when physicians were paired with NPPs, 
physician productivity decreased.8 Years of experience in EM 
likely impacted those results but were not fully accounted 
for. Independent of years of experience, however, EPs are 
more productive than NPPs. The Emergency Department 
Benchmarking Alliance typically assigns NPPs a lower 
productivity factor than EPs.8 

A previous comprehensive survey found that attending 
physicians at community sites saw similar numbers of 
patients per hour, on average, with and without NPP 
coverage. However, when accounting for resident coverage 
at academic sites, attending EPs saw fewer patients per 
hour than their community counterparts.2 This implies that 
even though academic sites have residents that function 
as an extension of the attending EP, the supervisory 
requirement for trainees offsets the efficiency they may add. 
Resident supervision likely has more of a negative impact 
on efficiency because the supervisory requirements are 
more stringent vs the supervision of NPPs.2,6 In addition 
to EM residents, residents in other specialties are often 
intermediaries for consultations or admissions, which may 
further reduce efficiency. However, the higher level of 
supervision likely equates to a higher level of patient safety 
and lower rate of adverse events. The balance between 
efficiency and safety needs to be accounted for when 
comparing NPP and resident experience and supervision. 

Our survey confirmed that more experienced NPPs 
increase overall physician productivity and that those NPPs 
with EM experience require less oversight than NPPs who 
have spent less time in EDs. While an increase in overall 
productivity would be expected with an increasing level of 
experience for both physician learners and NPPs, it is also 
likely that, with decreasing levels of experience, overall and 
primary productivity would be negatively impacted. 

SUPERVISION
Supervising the care provided by lesser trained clinicians 

(both learners and NPPs) is an integral part of both academic 

and community EM practice. In some practice settings, 
attending EPs do not see primary patients but rather devote 
their time to supervision of one or more clinicians. 

The American Academy of Emergency Medicine 
(AAEM) believes that ED patients should have timely 
and unencumbered access to the most appropriate care led 
by a board-certified or board-eligible EP. The AAEM has 
made its position on supervision of NPPs by EPs clear in 
previous statements.10 

Further, training of future EPs requires supervision 
and training of residents. The Accreditation Council for 
Graduate Medical Education (ACGME) has established that 
“[s]upervision in the setting of graduate medical education 
provides safe and effective care to patients; ensures each 
resident’s development of the skills, knowledge, and attitudes 
required to enter the unsupervised practice of medicine; and 
establishes a foundation for continued professional growth. 
. .Each patient must have an identifiable and appropriately 
credentialed and privileged attending physician. . . who is 
responsible and accountable for the patient’s care.” The 
ACGME further established that “[i]t is important that each 
program maintain sufficient levels of faculty staffing coverage 
in the Emergency Department in order to ensure adequate 
clinical instruction and supervision, as well as efficient, high 
quality clinical operations. The ACGME Review Committee 
uses a faculty staffing ratio of 4.0 patients per faculty hour or 
less as a guideline in this determination.”11,12 

Overall, inadequate data is available regarding the impact 
of supervision and different models of supervision of residents 
and NPPs on EP productivity. Nonetheless, some basic 
principles may be expected to hold. First, the time and effort 
required to provide safe supervision decreases the number 
of patients that the attending EP can safely manage on their 
own (“primary patients”). Second, while the supervision of 
learners and the supervision of NPPs may contain overlapping 
features, the nature of these relationships is distinct. The 
clinical supervision of learners, both at the medical student 
and resident level, is a mentoring relationship in which the 
focus is on development of the learner into an independent EP. 
The relationship emphasizes both teaching and the provision 
of safe clinical care. In contrast, the clinical supervision of 
NPPs is centered around ensuring the provision of safe clinical 
care. Thus, the time and effort required for these distinct 
supervisory relationships is not comparable. More research in 
this area is an essential next step to inform policy.

The level of supervision needed in the supervisory 
relationship impacts attending EP productivity. Under direct 
supervision, which is the model expected for learners, 
attending EPs personally evaluate all patients. Under indirect 
supervision, attending EPs provide real-time guidance in 
patient evaluation and management but do not personally 
evaluate patients. In an indirect supervision model, attending 
EPs should have the ability to pivot to a direct supervisory 
role and evaluate patients if the need arises. Supervision 
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should never be performed remotely. Remote supervision 
does not allow for the possibility of any direct supervision. 
Furthermore, we believe that an independently licensed and 
board-certified physician should be on site at all times in EDs 
and that remote supervision contradicts that tenet. 

The decision regarding the level of supervision (eg, direct, 
indirect) required for any given situation should be made by 
the supervising EP and not by other stakeholders, including 
the individual being supervised or non-clinicians. While 
asynchronous chart review may serve as a quality assurance 
(QA) or human resources function, it does not represent a 
form of supervision, nor does it imply a physician-patient 
relationship between the physician reviewing the chart and the 
patient receiving care from another clinician. Furthermore, the 
asynchronous nature of the chart review suggests that it should 
not impact clinical productivity. More research is needed to 
determine appropriate compensation for the administrative 
and QA work associated with asynchronous chart review. If 
an EP is sent the chart of a patient whose clinical care they 
did not supervise and the EP does not have a compensated 
administrative review role, they should indicate this and, when 
appropriate, forward the chart to their administrative leadership.

Our survey of practicing EPs evaluated current practices 
and opinions on safety with respect to NPP supervision. The 
majority of our survey respondents who supervised NPPs 
oversaw two at a time, although a one-to-one ratio was 
preferred for direct supervision. The most common model 
of supervision was indirect supervision. Only two-thirds of 
survey respondents felt that their current supervision model 
was safe. Of the third who did not, about half recommended 
a direct supervision model to ensure safe care. A third of that 
group recommended additional training for EM-specific NPPs. 

Regardless of the level of supervision, an increase 
in the number of clinicians that require supervision will 
reduce the primary productivity of a supervising attending 
EP. However, as those being supervised are able to see 
additional patients, overall productivity will likely increase. 
It should be expected, however, that the more supervision 
required, the more significant the reductions that will be 
seen in primary productivity, as well as in some reduction in 
overall productivity. Again, the balance between productivity 
and patient safety must be considered when evaluating 
supervision models. 

CONCLUSION
Physician productivity is impacted by several variables in a 
multitude of ways. While general trends can be identified, 
it is difficult to establish a direct numeric relationship 
between a change in the variables and the resultant impact on 
productivity. Our survey, with a median of 2.1 patients per 
hour, suggests that productivity is lower than prior estimates 
and is likely a combination of changing patient acuity, 
barriers to ED flow, and staffing limitations. Our findings 
further suggest that direct supervision is much safer than 

indirect supervision, and that the appropriate ratio for direct 
supervision is one EP to one NPP. While productivity can be 
enhanced by resident physicians and NPPs, maintaining a 
balance between productivity and safety must be a priority. 
Further exploration of the safety of supervision models 
and how those relate to productivity is merited. Changes to 
current supervision practices to optimize patient safety, while 
maintaining productivity, are necessary.
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INTRODUCTION
An estimated 61 million  adults in the United States 

live with disability.1 Data from the 2006-2008 Medical 
Expenditure Panel Survey, a US health survey representative 
of community-dwelling civilians, demonstrated that people 
living with a disability accounted for roughly 40% of annual 
ED visits despite representing less than a quarter of the 
adult population.2 Factors such as complex medical profiles, 
poor access to medical care, and urgency of medical needs 
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University of Massachusetts, Chan Medical School, Department of Emergency Medicine, 
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Introduction: The emergency department (ED) is a critical service area for patients living with 
disabilities in the United States. Despite this, there is limited research on best practices from the 
patient experience regarding accommodation and accessibility for those with disabilities. In this 
study we investigate the ED experience from the perspective of patients living with physical and 
cognitive disability, as well as visual impairment and blindness, to better understand the barriers to 
accessibility in the ED for these populations. 

Methods: Twelve individuals with either physical or cognitive disabilities, visual impairments or 
blindness were interviewed regarding their ED experiences, particularly related to accessibility. 
Interviews were transcribed and coded for qualitative analysis with generation of significant themes 
relating to accessibility in the ED.

Results: Major themes from coded analysis were as follows: 1) inadequate communication between 
staff and  patients with visual impairments and physical disabilities; 2) the need for electronic delivery 
for after-visit summaries for individuals with cognitive and visual disabilities; 3) the importance of 
mindful listening and patience by healthcare staff; 4) the role of increased hospital support including 
greeters and volunteers; and 5) comprehensive training with both prehospital and hospital staff 
around assistive devices and services. 

Conclusion: This study serves as an important first step toward improving the ED environment 
to ensure accessibility and inclusivity for patients presenting with various types of disabilities. 
Implementing specific training, policies, and infrastructure changes may improve the experiences 
and healthcare of this population. [West J Emerg Med. 2023;24(3)377–383.]

play important roles in contributing to the need for higher 
utilization among patients living with disabilities (PWD).2 
Deaf/American Sign Language users and individuals living 
with autism are at a higher risk of using the emergency 
department (ED) than the general population,3,4 and adults of 
working age living with disabilities have higher rates of ED 
usage than individuals without disabilities.1

While some studies have explored the experiences of 
PWD in other healthcare settings such as primary care,5 
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Population Health Research Capsule

What do we already know about this issue?
Little is known about how people with disabilities 
(PWD experience care in the ED. Research in other 
clinical contexts suggests a need for more inclusive 
environments.

What was the research question?
What are the experiences of PWD who have 
received care in the ED, and what barriers to 
inclusive care exist in this space?”

What was the major finding of the study? 
Subjects described 1) inadequate communication 
between staff and patients; 2) the need for electronic 
delivery for after-visit summaries 3) the importance 
of mindful listening and patience by healthcare staff; 
4) the need for increased hospital support including 
greeters and volunteers; and 5) comprehensive 
training with staff about assistive devices and services.

How does this improve population health?
We describe actionable changes that can be made to 
improve ED accessibility, with suggestions derived 
from the recommendations of PWD.

Medicaid-managed care,6 general access to healthcare,7 
hospital admissions and hospital care, and even as 
standardized patients,8-13 no studies to our knowledge have 
investigated experiences specific to the ED for these patients. 
Additionally, the majority of qualitative studies in alternate 
healthcare environments were performed in other Western 
countries with different healthcare systems compared to the 
US. The lack of research investigating the ED experiences 
of those living with disabilities represents a large gap in 
understanding between ED staff and these patient populations, 
which comprise a significant number of ED visits each year 
nationwide. In this study our goal was to understand the 
perspectives of patients living with various forms of disability 
as they access care in the ED, specifically identifying barriers 
and potential solutions to create an inclusive, accessible, 
patient-centered care environment.

METHODS
Study Criteria and Recruitment 

From July 2021–July 2022, patients with disabilities were 
recruited through patient advocacy groups, advertisements 
on social media, contacts with local clinicians, or through 
word of mouth. Inclusion criteria included adults who had 
visited local EDs in the prior 18 months and were living 
with a disability including the following: significant visual 
impairment or vision loss; significant hearing impairment 
or deafness; mobility impairments; and autism or other 
intellectual and developmental disability. Participants were 
required to have access to the technology necessary for 
remote interviewing, such as a phone or laptop with video 
call capabilities. Exclusion criteria included those without the 
capacity to give informed consent or without the technology 
needed to conduct the interview. All potential participants 
were screened using a REDCap electronic data capture survey 
hosted at the University of Massachusetts to verify eligibility 
before scheduling an interview. This study was approved by 
the university’s institutional review board. 

Interviews and Analysis
Semi-structured interviews were conducted by study staff 

via video call using Zoom (Zoom Video Communications, 
San Jose, CA) or a telehealth platform (Caregility. Eatontown, 
NJ). Interviews lasted approximately 45-60 minutes each. 
Participants were mailed a $50 Visa gift card for their 
participation. 

Each interview was audio recorded with consent from 
the participant and transcribed by the lead author. Each 
transcription was then deidentified and entered into qualitative 
data analysis software (Dedoose, Manhattan Beach, CA),14 
for storage of the data, labeling of codes, and analysis of each 
transcript. In the initial coding phase, we reviewed transcripts 
using a grounded theory framework,15 which permitted the 
generation of codes informed by reviewing the available 
data to establish the initial codebook. After this initial phase, 

each interview transcript was then coded independently by 
two researchers. Throughout this process the codebook was 
continually updated with emerging codes derived from the 
data as similarities and differences between the transcript 
data were identified. Coding of the transcripts continued until 
analysis yielded no newly emerging codes, at which point it 
was determined that theoretical saturation had been reached. 
We then grouped the final codes into themes, which were 
refined through team discussions until the final five themes 
were determined. 

RESULTS
Participants 

Twelve participants were interviewed for this study. 
Participants had a mean age of 62 years, with 10 participants 
(83%) identifying as female. Four participants (33%) identified 
as Black and eight participants (66%) identified as White (Table 
1). All participants were English-speaking. Six participants 
reported living with physical disability (50%), six reported 
visual impairment or blindness (50%), and two reported living 
with cognitive disability (16%). Several participants reported 
living with more than one disability and were encouraged to 
speak about the entirety of their experience. 
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Characteristic Subjects n (%)
Age (years)

40-49 2 (16)
50-59 2 (16)
60-69 5 (41)
70-79 3 (25)

Gender
Male 2 (16)
Female 10 (83)

Race
White 8 (66)
Black 4 (33)
Asian 0
Other 0

Type of Disability
Physical disability 6 (50)
Visual impairment 6 (50)
Cognitive impairment 2 (16)

Total 12 (100)

Table 1. Participant demographics

Themes 
Five emergent themes were derived from the data. These 

included the following: 1) inadequate communication between 
staff and  patients with visual impairments and physical 
disabilities; 2) the need for electronic delivery for after-visit 
summaries (AVS) for individuals with cognitive and visual 
disabilities; 3) the importance of mindful listening and patience 
by healthcare staff; 4) the role of increased hospital support 
services including greeters and volunteers; and 5) comprehensive 
training with both prehospital and hospital staff around assistive 
devices and services. Each of these themes is described in detail 
below, with specific quotes chosen that were deemed to be 
representative of the study results.

Inadequate communication between staff and patients with 
visual impairments and physical disabilities 

Participants identified multiple communication gaps 
where staff lacked consideration when communicating 
with someone with a disability/impairment. Participants 
emphasized the importance of being properly addressed by 
name to help them navigate the healthcare system. 

V06 – “... It was very challenging. And it’s kind of 
embarrassing because I’m like, ‘What? Who are you 
talking to?’ And they’re like, ‘Miss!’ You know like 
other than the person who initially brought me to the 
back, or put me in a stretcher or something, [she] doesn’t 
know that I’m blind. It gets back to what’s helpful.” 

Additionally, introductions and identification are 
important for situational awareness for these patients to ensure 
their safety and basic needs are being addressed. 

V01 – “At one point some food was left for me, 
but I didn’t know that it had been left there… you 
can’t see a person’s uniform or see their little badge 
that identifies them as an employee or what their 
name is so… if it could just be part of the training and 
part of the culture to say ‘Hi, my name is Mary. I’m 
from food service. I’m leaving your tray over here to 
the right’ or something, that would be really helpful.”

V06 – “… ‘Are you here to harm me or help me 
or what?’ You know, everybody from the doctor down 
to the essential floor sweeper, I’d like to know who 
they are and what they are intending to do.” 

Participants also expressed discomfort when staff did not 
explain a procedure or task, especially if there was intrusive 
physical contact without preparation. Others went on to 
discuss the importance of clear instructions and descriptions 
prior to and during imaging procedures.

V01 – “Like if someone is going to give me a 
shot for instance. I can’t see it coming. So, I like 
for the doctor to say, ‘I’m going to give you an 
injection; this is what it’s for. It’s going to be in your 
left arm. I’m going to put some alcohol on you now.’ 
Otherwise, it just sort of happens out of the blue 
without warning because I’m not seeing the doctor 
doing the prep work in advance… before you do 
anything, just tell me what it is that you’re going to 
do, and that’s helpful… I think that just goes to the 
communications piece, knowing that a patient isn’t 
able to see any lights or read any signs; it really has to 
be verbal direction from staff members.”

Furthermore, participants emphasized the importance of 
respecting the patient’s autonomy and asking whether a patient 
wants assistance before offering it or touching them.

V04 – “Very rarely do people know to say, ‘I’ve 
noticed that you seem to be vision impaired,’ or ‘I’ve 
noticed that you’re using a cane; would you like a 
human guide?’ You know, they either take my arm 
or start guiding me by pushing my shoulder along or 
something like that.” 

Participants repeatedly expressed the need for increased 
staff and volunteer training around sighted-guide (or human-
guide) technique. The basis of the sighted-guide technique 
is to enable a person who is blind or has low vision to move 
through an environment safely with the assistance of a guide.16
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V05 – “  I would suggest that everyone, all the 
staff of the ED be trained [in sighted guide]… … 
And what [sighted guide] means is I would hold their 
elbow and then they would guide me and if there’s a 
step they’d say ‘step’ or ‘there’s a doorway over here.’ 
And not everyone is trained in that, but certainly a 
medical professional should be.” 

For those with mobility challenges, patients face an 
additional barrier of navigating hallways with multiple 
obstructions, such as stretchers and hospital equipment that 
are designed for able-bodied personnel. 

M14 – “When I’m having to walk with people 
they forget and they just keep walking and I might not 
be with them because I’m stuck. Like, transport often 
is unaware of the obstructions I’m dealing with.” 

The need for electronic delivery of after-visit summaries for 
individuals with cognitive and visual disabilities

Participants expressed concern about the accessibility of 
documents they would receive in the ED, particularly related 
to discharge instructions or summaries. 

V01 – “I think that the more forethought that 
a hospital can put into not only information, any 
information that a doctor would be distributing to a 
patient in the ER as a handout to take home, but also 
any kind of follow-up communication, it needs to be 
done in an accessible format.” 

V05 – “My suggestion would be along with the 
normal whatever [after-visit summary] is given… if the 
instructions can be emailed… if the instructions were 
sent to me by email I could read them, no problem.”

Several participants shared the idea that larger print forms 
would be helpful for some patients with visual impairments. 

V04 – [referring to discharge papers]  “.. But in 
terms of what you go home with, it’s always pulling 
teeth. ‘Can you put this in large print for me?’ … 
And then it’s always 10 minutes of guiding them. 
‘OK, you extract it and then you put it into a Word 
document and then you increase it to 32- point font… 
Stop looking at me like I’m a monster.”

The importance of mindful listening and patience by 
healthcare staff

Participants felt that patience was paramount when caring 
for PWD and appreciated more humanism in medicine. 
Participants emphasized human connection and keen listening.

M13 – “Sometimes I wish people would stop and 

take a breath and slow down and listen to the person 
more. Sometimes they’re so stressed and in a hurry. 
I don’t know. It’s very important to me to establish a 
human connection and sometimes people only have, you 
know, ‘Get these people in and out. Move fast, move 
fast.’ But you’re not servicing cattle; these are humans.”

Others spoke about how their disability impacts 
communication, or their ability to comply with medical 
directions, during an encounter.

M07 – “I know everybody is busy, but patience. 
Because I still lose my words. So sometimes you can’t 
get everything out, and before you can actually answer 
sometimes, they’re asking you another question… 
maybe they think you didn’t understand. I understood 
what you said, I just can’t get the words out!”

M09 – “One time where I had to get in a weird 
position, I did get in that position, but I was limited 
in how fast I could get into that position. And [staff] 
got a little irritated that it was taking me a little longer 
than some of you [able-bodied people].” 

Others participants requested recognition of their 
autonomy and lived experience as a person with a disability.

M14 – “But it’s like we need… to be listened to 
because we are the ones who know our equipment. 
We know our bodies, we know our needs. We know 
our overlapping medical issues. We might be there 
for one problem, but you’re going to end up causing 
a different problem if you don’t listen to me and you 
don’t give me my regular meds that I need at this 
time. So I think from that standpoint, listening to 
those that are disabled, especially those with complex 
needs, we know ourselves the best. And that’s often 
under-recognized in medicine. Everybody wants to 
talk about us without us.”

The role of increased hospital support services including 
greeters and volunteers 

Most participants recommended more volunteer services, 
specifically for navigation to and from the ED. 

V05 – “ I think having somebody in the ED, if I 
didn’t have the family member there, if I had taken a 
Lyft [ride-share app], then the important thing would 
be for someone in the ED to see that you have some 
disability or can’t see… If I was alone, I would hope 
that somebody, some member of the ED staff, could 
help me kind of navigate the physical ED in order to 
get to the point where I could call the Lyft and kind of 
get me to the right place.”
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Others noted volunteers would be helpful in meeting their 
basic needs such as going to the bathroom or getting comfort 
care items like a drink of water or warm blanket. 

M07 – “So, I think that in situations like that, 
that’s an issue of dignity… I’m not just going to the 
bathroom to look in the mirror or something, I need 
to use the restroom, you know?... I’ve had it happen 
twice. Even though I was in bed the first time, I still 
couldn’t get anybody to take me to the restroom. So, 
it’s an issue of dignity?”

Comprehensive training with both prehospital and hospital 
staff around assistive devices and services

Participants shared that healthcare workers need to 
have increased training specifically around the proper use of 
assistive devices and services, such as wheelchairs, canes, and 
service animals. 

M10 – “They told me to leave my cane folded up 
in the bag, like ‘don’t use that in [the ED]’… So they 
didn’t want me to use my cane or any of my devices, 
they didn’t want me to bring the rollator to the hospital, 
they didn’t want me to open the cane there, and they 
weren’t offering me like any other supplementary device 
or help, if I requested help, to get up!”

M14 – “It’s just always a technicality about 
everything. Automatically bring the stretcher. There’s 
no way to just know on a chart that goes to transport 
automatically to let somebody know that they’re a 
wheelchair user, and there’s a wheelchair to be used 
in some capacity … Or they would have to find a staff 
member willing to drive it from one building to the 
other. Which was always a nerve-wracking thing, in 
that I’ve got valuables on the chair, I don’t want to 
lose my chair.”

DISCUSSION
This study highlights the experience of individuals living 

with disabilities to understand the barriers they face in the ED. 
We identified five key patient-centered areas for change that are 
actionable and feasible for any ED to implement. Prior research 
on healthcare access for individuals living with disabilities used a 
framework centered on seven core dimensions of accessibility.17 
Our qualitative study revealed the dimensions of accommodation, 
acceptability, and awareness to be most applicable to 
understanding accessibility in the ED.

Accommodation remains the central tenet to many of the 
barriers and challenges facing patients living with disability 
when they visit the ED. Areas of improvement include sighted-
guide training for all staff, electronic delivery of AVS, changes 
to patient transport policies to accommodate those with assistive 
devices and wheelchairs, and verbal descriptions of procedures 

and consent when working with visually impaired patients. Some 
participants reflected that when they requested accommodations 
from the healthcare staff, they felt ostracized or insulted. This 
finding is not unique to the ED, as prior research has found that 
even when accessible medical equipment is available, healthcare 
personnel are still hesitant to use it.18 Thus, it is important that 
any equipment or technology provided to improve accessibility 
be paired with healthcare worker training that enables personnel 
to feel comfortable using the equipment. Furthermore, prior 
studies have found that PWD desire improved accommodations 
for communication, navigating unfamiliar environments, and for 
completion of paperwork,19 all of which were concepts identified 
by participants in this study. 

Acceptability and awareness also emerged as critical 
dimensions of healthcare accessibility for PWD, and analysis of 
these dimensions yielded results that we found to be unique to 
the ED. Suggestions for improving awareness and acceptability 
included the following: more consistent staff introductions when 
entering an exam room; visual reminders and signage to indicate 
a patient has a visual impairment; and assistance with entry, exit, 
and general navigation of the ED. It is our belief that improving 
global awareness of the needs of PWD is a unique challenge to 
the ED, where patients are being seen by unfamiliar clinicians 
and staff in an urgent context. Results of studies investigating 
the experiences of PWD in other fields, such as obstetrics and 
gynecology or primary care, have not highlighted the importance 
of staff introductions or signage to indicate disability.5, 20 

It is likely that the pace of the ED, including rapid turnover 
of both patients and staff, influences the need for an improved 
communication infrastructure in this setting. Outside the hospital, 
interventions consisting of disability awareness training to 
improve disability awareness among members of the community 
have resulted in more positive emotional and cognitive attitudes 
toward individuals with disabilities.21 It is reasonable to believe 
that similar interventions conducted with hospital staff could help 
improve the emotional and cognitive awareness of PWD in ways 
that would engender a more caring and accepting environment.  

The role of the ED as the catchment area that is open 24/7 
has allowed it to remain accessible under other framework 
dimensions, including availability, geography, affordability, 
and timeliness. Additionally, healthcare facilities under the 
American Disability Act Standards for Accessible Design 
have created physical accommodations to ensure facilities are 
accessible to patients. However, this study highlights the need 
for more investment in staff training and expectations to ensure 
personnel are continuing to create an inclusive, accommodating 
environment for PWD.

LIMITATIONS
This study had several limitations including its lack 

of generalizability, as patients were recruited locally. 
Additionally, the interviews were conducted remotely due to 
the COVID-19 pandemic, which limited our ability to access 
PWD, especially with the additional requirement of access to 
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video call technology. We believe this also contributed to the 
small sample size and to challenges recruiting participants 
who were deaf or living with autism or intellectual disability. 
Our study was limited in scope as all of our participants had a 
physical disability, cognitive disability, or had blindness/visual 
impairment with limited engagement from other communities 
with disability. Future study should pursue understanding the 
perspectives of individuals from patients with deafness/hard of 
hearing and autism to understand the unique barriers to care for 
their populations.

CONCLUSION
We investigated the experiences of individuals living with 

physical, cognitive, and visual impairments to better understand 
the barriers they face when receiving care in the ED. Common 
themes from interviews emerged, touching on many aspects of 
care that present challenges for patients living with disabilities. 
Improvements made to aspects of the ED relevant to these themes 
may lead to improved patient comfort and satisfaction, improved 
communication between ED staff and patients, and improved 
outcomes for patients living with disabilities.
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INTRODUCTION
Approximately 340,000 patients with hip fractures present 

to the emergency department (ED) each year.1 These occur 
most commonly among patients greater than 60 years of age. 
One challenge emergency physicians (EP) face in caring for 
these patients is adequate pain control. Frequently, parenteral 
opiates are used as the first line of pain management for hip 
fractures. However, the elderly population is susceptible to the 
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Introduction: A robust body of literature supports the use of fascia iliaca compartment blocks (FICB) for 
improving outcomes in hip fractures, especially in the geriatric population. Our objective in this project 
was to implement consistent pre-surgical, emergency department (ED) FICB for hip fracture patients and 
to address barriers to implementation.

Methods: With the support of a multidisciplinary team, including orthopedic surgery and anesthesia, 
a core team of emergency physicians developed and implemented a departmentwide FICB training 
and credentialing program. The goal was to have 80% of all emergency physicians credentialed to 
provide pre-surgical FICB to all hip fracture patients seen in the ED who met the criteria. Following 
implementation, we assessed approximately one year of data on hip fracture patients presenting to the 
ED. We evaluated whether or not they were eligible for FICB and, if so, whether or not they received it. 

Results: Emergency physician education has resulted in 86% of clinicians credentialed to perform FICB. 
Of 486 patients presenting for hip fracture, 295 (61%) were considered eligible for a block. Of those 
eligible, (54%) consented and underwent a FICB in the ED.

Conclusion: A collaborative, multidisciplinary effort is vital for success. The primary barrier to achieving 
a higher percentage of eligible patients receiving blocks was the deficit of emergency physicians initially 
credentialed. Continuing education is ongoing, including credentialing and early identification of patients 
eligible for the fascia iliaca compartment block. [West J Emerg Med. 2023;24(3)384–389.]

adverse effects of these medications.2 These side effects include 
sedation, dizziness, delirium, constipation, and respiratory 
depression. The use of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs 
also has deleterious effects.   They can increase the risk of 
gastrointestinal bleeding and exacerbate a patient’s existing 
renal dysfunction.   In addition, the use of opioids alone is often 
ineffective and leads to inadequate pain management that can 
place the patient at a higher risk of delirium.3
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Population Health Research Capsule

What do we already know about this issue?
Fascia iliac compartment blocks (FICB) are a 
safe procedure within the skillset of emergency 
physicians to improve clinical outcomes.

What was the research question?
What methods can be used to optimize a large-
scale implementation of FICBs for patients 
with hip fractures?

What was the major finding of the study? 
Of eligible patients, 54% received a FICB. 
At end of the study period, 86% of emergency 
physicians were credentialed.

How does this improve population health?
Expanding access to FICBs allows more 
patients to experience the benefits including 
reduced pain, shorter length of stay, and 
theoretical decrease in delirium.

Regional anesthesia is an effective way of controlling pain 
associated with hip fractures.2, 3 The fascia iliaca compartment 
block (FICB) has been well studied by anesthesiologists for 
perioperative pain relief.4 The use of ultrasound-guided FICB 
has been associated with reduced pain scores, shorter length 
of stay, lower incidence of pneumonia, and fewer opiate 
requirements.5, 6 Although there are many documented benefits 
of performing FICBs preoperatively in the ED, it can be 
challenging to implement this procedure into an EP’s practice. 
One institution used a multidisciplinary initiative to train EPs 
with lectures, online video-narrated instructions, and hands-
on sessions. The hands-on sessions involved three stations 
focusing on visualizing anatomy using a human model and 
needle utilization on models and simulators. A geriatric order 
set for the electronic health record was also created. Despite this 
implementation, the study showed that just two of 77 (2.5%) 
eligible patients received the FICB.7

Our emergency medicine residency program at an 
urban, Level 1 trauma center, tertiary care hospital recently 
implemented FICBs into our general practice. In this 
study our aim was to describe the implementation of a 
multidisciplinary initiative to credential EPs, describe the 
resources used for this process and the outcomes, and to 
identify barriers to implementation. 

METHODS
Intended Patient Demographics

Patients included were adults who presented to the ED 
with femoral neck fractures, intertrochanteric fractures, or 
femoral shaft fractures from January 1–December 17, 2020. 
Patients were excluded if they had infection over the site, 
prior vascular surgery to the inguinal region, allergy to the 
anesthetic, clinical signs of femoral nerve injury or vascular 
injury, open fracture, polytrauma (per clinician discretion), or 
were on anticoagulants or antiplatelets such as warfarin (with 
international normalized ratio >1.4), ticagrelor, apixaban, 
rivaroxaban, dabigatran, and clopidogrel.

Approval Process
Emergency physicians must be credentialed to perform nerve 

blocks. This process was implemented and is standard of care for 
patients with hip fractures. Therefore, no institutional research 
board approval for patient enrollment was required. Prior to 
implementation, while there was a rare block performed by 
ultrasound faculty, there was no consistent use of this procedure. 
The ED team consulted the institution’s ethics committee 
to determine how to obtain consent from patients who were 
unable to consent to the procedure and when challenges arose in 
obtaining consent while patients were in the ED. The institution’s 
ethics committee and ED leadership determined that for patients 
unable to consent to the FICB procedure, attempts would be 
made and documented to reach out to the patient’s healthcare 
power of attorney. If unable to consent, the block would be 
deemed emergent for this time-sensitive procedure.   

Implementation
Initially, a core group of EPs (three ultrasound faculty 

and one vice chair) and an anesthesiologist served as the 
team for implementing the FICB in the ED. A hospital-wide 
multidisciplinary group was also created to evaluate the care of 
patients with hip fractures. A proposal was drafted (Figure 1), 
and then a FICB protocol was developed and summarized into a 
one-page document that functioned as a reference guide for the 
procedure (Figure 2).  

Once the protocol was in place, representatives from the 
other departments (orthopedic surgery, anesthesia, and nursing) 
formed an expert panel to develop a consensus on how the 
block would be implemented and what guidelines would be 
instituted. Nursing protocols (Figure 3), as well as documents 
for quality assurance (Figure 4) and assessing clinical 
competency (Figure 5), were drafted. References (Figure 6) and 
post-block instruction (Figure 7) are also provided. 

Addressing Barriers to Implementation
Measures were taken to minimize barriers to implementation 

of the FICB, encourage use, and prevent delays in care. These 
included protocols coordinated with ED pharmacists to ensure 
anesthetic (40 milliliters [mL] 0.25% bupivacaine) would be 
stocked. Information technology (IT) developed an order set 
for EPs. The ED nursing leadership assembled kits in the ED, 
which included chlorhexidine swabs, a nerve block needle, a 
large sterile transparent dressing, an 18-gauge drawing needle, 
two 20-mL syringes for drawing anesthetic, a colored, post-
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block instruction sheet to remain on the patient’s bed (Figure 
7), and a body-marking pen. The ED also purchased 22-gauge 
50 millimeter (mm) and 100 mm SonoPlex II Facet nerve 
block needles (Pajun GMbH Mediziatechnologie, Geisengen, 
Germany). The Department of Anesthesia was already using 
these needles for FICBs. These needles provide documented 
improvement of visualization under ultrasound and have a better 
safety profile around neurovascular structures.8

There is also the challenge of physicians who did not train 
with ultrasound feeling uncomfortable with the ultrasound-
based approach, identifying the fascia iliaca and then 
subsequently performing an in-plane approach. One of the 
means used to mitigate this was including the landmark-based 
approach. This provides a faster set-up, is more manageable 
with just one person and, as implied, does not use ultrasound. 

Training and Procedural Competence
Procedural competence was determined using expert 

consensus by an anesthesiologist, the ED chair, the emergency 
ultrasound director, and the assistant emergency ultrasound 
director to be adequate after five successful supervised FICBs 
with a minimum of two live FICBs (allowing for ≤3 FICBs on 

Figure 1. Initial fascia iliaca compartment block implementation 
proposal prepared for administration.
IV, intravenous; NS, normal saline.

 

Figure 2. One-page reference guide for fascia iliaca compartment 
block procedures. INR, international normalized ratio; hr, hour; 
mL, milliliter; mg, milligram.

 

Figure 3. Protocol participation in fascia iliaca compartment 
blocks for nursing staff. 
ECG, electrocardiogram; MRN, medical record number.

Goal: 

To establish a protocol for performing fascia iliaca blocks in the emergency department in 
collaboration with anesthesiology and minimize practice variation by providing guidelines for 
consistent practice. 

Why: 

In light of the opiate epidemic, regional pain control is becoming a key alternative to narcotic 
pain medications. The literature for regional anesthesia for hip fractures has grown markedly 
over the last decade. It has been shown to improve pain control, minimize opiate use, and reduce 
rates of delirium/pneumonia. This block has also been performed safely and effectively by 
emergency clinicians.  

Nerve Block Cart: 
• Medications (stocked by pharmacy. Order and pull out of cart): 

o Lidocaine 
▪ Onset of action ~30 minutes with a duration of 30-120 minutes. 

o Bupivacaine 
▪ Onset of action ~30 minutes with a duration of 2-8 hours. 

o Ropivacaine 
▪ Onset of action ~15—30 minutes with a duration of 5-8 hours. 

o Chloroprocaine 
▪ Onset of action ~ 6—12 minutes with a duration of 30-60 minutes. 

• Stock into a bag: 

o 1 - 3mL syringe 
o 2 - 20mL syringes 
o 1 - 10mL saline flush 
o 2 - gel packets 
o 2 - Chlorhexidine swabs 
o 1 - 25Ga x 1" needle 
o 1 - 18Ga Blunt drawing needle 
o 1 - Pajunk 10cm Nerve Block Needle 
o 1 - Large Tegaderm 
o 1 - body marking pen 
o 1 - packet of papers (Universal Protocol Sheet, Block Sheet, Supplies list) 
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Figure 4. Documentation of fascia iliaca compartment block 
information to be submitted for continued quality assurance. 
MRN, medical record number; VAS, visual analog scale

 Figure 5. Process for documentation of clinical competency for 
emergency medicine providers. 

 
Figure 6. Resources used to develop fascia iliac block protocol in 
the emergency department.

a simulator).  These were tracked and documented on the FICB 
competency worksheet. Initially, the core group of EPs became 
credentialed by performing blocks with anesthesia in the post-
anesthesia care unit.

A program consisting of didactics (live or online lecture), a 
review of the ED FICB protocol, and a website were developed 
for training. The FICB simulator, a Simulab Regional 
Anesthesia Femoral Training Package, (Simulab Corporation, 
Seattle, WA) was purchased to implement the FICB training 
program and develop competency. The simulator was securely 
stored in the ED to be easily accessed while physicians were 
on shift.  Due to the complexity of scheduling and coronavirus 
2019, no formal, in-person course was done.  

All staff EPs were provided the opportunity to become 
credentialed in performing FICBs, and their successful 
blocks were signed off by the four credentialed EPs or the 
anesthesiologist. Once a staff physician was credentialed, 
they could supervise other physicians (employing the “teach 
the teacher” model) and sign off on performances of a 
successful supervised FICB. All levels of emergency resident 
physicians were trained in this procedure and were able to 
perform a FICB under the direct supervision of a credentialed 
attending EP. In addition, in conjunction with the departments 
of anesthesia and orthopedic surgery, a core group of 
orthopedic surgery resident physicians were also credentialed 
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at the same time to enhance the number of patients receiving 
FICB in the ED.

Throughout the process, there was encouragement 
by the initial core group of EPs to increase the number of 
credentialed clinicians performing the procedure. This was 
done through educational spaced repetition (an educational 
method to improve retention that uses a repeated review 
of content at different time intervals) at weekly emergency 
medicine conference, through access to online and written 
training materials, and through email communication detailing 
where staff physicians were in the credentialing process.13 
Departmental statistics on the percentage of eligible patients 
who received the nerve block were also communicated to EPs.

Chart Review, Data Collection, and Data Analysis
The institutional research review board approved a review of 

patient charts and granted a waiver of consent due to its minimal 
risk. Data on all patients who presented to the ED and were 
diagnosed with a hip fracture (as defined above) were collected 
as part of a QI program within the institution and used for this 
evaluation. Data abstracted included the date of presentation, 
whether the patient received a block in the ED, and whether the 
patient had a contraindication for a FICB. We used descriptive 
statistics to determine the percentages of patients eligible for and 
receiving the block.

RESULTS
From January 1–December 17, 2020, 485 patients in the 

ED had a femoral neck fracture, intertrochanteric fracture, or 
femoral shaft fracture confirmed with radiographic imaging. 
Of the patients who presented to the ED, 295 (61%) had no 
contraindications to receiving a FICB. Compartment blocks 
were performed on 160/ 295 (54%) eligible patients after 
obtaining written informed consent. A total of 37 EPs (86%) 
are certified to perform the FICBs in the ED. These physicians 
can perform FICBs independently and supervise other 
physicians performing FICBs in the ED. During the early 
phases of implementation, the blocks were also completed by 
orthopedic surgeons consulted to the ED.

DISCUSSION
Numerous studies have shown FICB to be a safe 

and effective means of pain reduction in patients with 

 Figure 7. Instructions to be left on the bed of the patient following 
the block.

hip fractures.6,9,10 Anesthesia and orthopedic surgery 
have traditionally administered these blocks during the 
perioperative period. However, EPs can perform the FICB 
after a standardized training program.9 Challenges arise with 
the implementation of new procedures in a hospital system, 
and barriers to changes in patient management can occur.11

We used an interdisciplinary collaboration between 
anesthesia, orthopedic surgery, nursing, pharmacy, and IT to assist 
in implementing this procedure. Most EDs have not employed 
this type of collaboration regarding ultrasound-guided regional 
anesthesia.11 We found collaboration was fundamental for 
credentialing physicians caring for patients with hip fractures in the 
ED and optimizing the number of patients receiving blocks. 

Initially, we had a goal of credentialing 95% of EPs to 
perform the block, but we did not reach this percentage within 
this timeframe. Other institutions have reported this challenge.11 
Increasing the number of credentialed clinicians likely increases 
the number of blocks provided to eligible patients in the ED. 
There are multiple considerations on how to improve the number 
of credentialed clinicians: incentivizing (including monetarily) 
physicians to become credentialed and perform the FICBs, 
making credentialed clinicians available 24/7 to supervise and 
sign off on uncredentialed clinicians, paying physicians to come 
in off-shift for training, developing a hospital-wide nerve block 
team, developing a hospital-approved video teleconference 
for supervision, and requiring all physicians to become 
credentialed.12 One of the most effective pieces for credentialing 
was having the simulator easily accessible in the ED to help 
increase comfort in the moment and sign physicians off when 
time was found in the department or at the end of shift. 

There are significant opportunities for future research. 
There remain opportunities to optimize the most efficient 
and cost-effective means to implement such procedures. As 
modern pain control in the ED evolves, there are other blocks 
to explore in the hip, such as pericapsular nerve blocks,13 
and elsewhere in the body such as erector spinae blocks for 
visceral truncal pain or brachial plexus. We did find that the 
established safety profile and familiar anatomy of the fascia 
iliaca block function as a stepping stone to grow comfortable 
with regional anesthesia and explore more opportunities to 
better manage our patients’ pain. 

When developing a FICB program, using the ethics 
committee and having a QI process is important. Every 
ultrasound-guided FICB was reviewed, with feedback given 
to the performing clinician via our usual departmental point-
of-care ultrasound quality assurance (QA) processes at our 
institution. Including the QA/QI component of care assists the 
implementation and ongoing operations related to delivering 
FICBs in the ED. 

LIMITATIONS
A variety of factors potentially limit the success of this 

implementation. This process was implemented at a tertiary 
trauma center with in-house access to all necessary specialties. 
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Centers that see fewer high acuity patients may not receive 
patients with hip fractures or may transfer them to higher levels 
of care. This can make having the numbers needed for physician 
credentialing a challenge. This was also performed in a higher 
resource setting, limiting generalizability to other environments 
such as a community hospital with fewer resources and no 
learners. The landmark-based approach does offer a potentially 
more feasible option in some of these environments, including 
but not limited to time, staff, and equipment requirements.

CONCLUSION
Our experience shows that within approximately one 

year of implementation it is possible to significantly increase 
utilization of the fascia iliaca compartment block in ED 
patients with a documented hip fracture. Our capture of 
61% of eligible patients in this period is notably higher than 
previously documented implementation protocols. We believe 
the fundamental components of successful implementation at 
our institution included multidisciplinary collaboration, ED 
leadership support, a core group of emergency physicians 
leading the FICB program, material and educational support for 
the training process that provides spaced repetition in training 
and communication, and hospital-specific QA/QI processes 
that bolster continuation of the implemented protocols. Due to 
the success of this project, we have expanded our program to 
freestanding EDs and have started to use this as a platform for 
other nerve blocks and associated research.
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INTRODUCTION
Emergency department observation units (EDOU) provide 

outpatient observation services for patients who do not meet 
inpatient criteria but still require additional care before they 
can be safely discharged from the ED. These units have an 
average length of stay (LOS) of 10 hours per patient and are 

Pennsylvania State University College of Medicine, Hershey, Pennsylvania
Penn State Health Milton S. Hershey Medical Center, Department of Emergency 
Medicine, Hershey, Pennsylvania 

Introduction: The number of emergency department observation units (EDOU) and observation 
stays has continued to increase. Despite this, there is limited data on the characteristics of patients 
who return unexpectedly to the ED after EDOU discharge. 
 
Methods: We identified the charts of all patients who were admitted to the EDOU of an academic 
medical center between January 2018–June 2020 and had a return to the ED within 14 days 
of discharge from the EDOU. Patients were excluded if they were admitted to the hospital from 
the EDOU, left against medical advice, or died in the EDOU. We manually extracted selected 
demographic factors, comorbidities, and healthcare utilization data from the charts. Physician 
reviewers identified return visits thought to be related to the index visit or potentially avoidable. 
 
Results: During the study period, there were 176,471 ED visits, 4,179 admissions to the EDOU, 
and 333 return visits to the ED within 14 days from discharge from the EDOU, representing 9.4% of 
all patients discharged from the EDOU. We identified a higher rate of return for patients treated for 
asthma and lower rates of return for patients treated for chest pain or syncope than the overall return 
rate. Physician reviewers determined that 64.6% of unplanned returns were related to the index 
visit, and 4.5% were potentially avoidable. Of potentially avoidable visits, 53.3% occurred within 48 
hours of discharge, supporting the use of this period as a potential quality metric. While there was no 
significant difference in the percentage of related return visits between males and females, there was 
a higher rate of potentially avoidable visits for male patients. 
 
Conclusion: This study adds to the limited body of literature on EDOU returns, finding an overall 
return rate of under 10%, with about two-thirds of returns determined to be related to the index visit 
and <5% considered to be potentially avoidable. [West J Emerg Med. 2023;24(3)390–395.]

capable of caring for 5-10% of ED volume.1 On average, 
80% of EDOU patients can be safely discharged, while the 
remaining 20% will be upgraded to inpatient status.1

There are four types of observation units (Figure 1). Type 
1 units are the most structured, with care governed by specific 
protocols and provided within a designated area. Type 2 units use 
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Population Health Research Capsule

What do we already know about this issue?
Use of emergency department observation 
units (EDOU) is increasing. However, research 
on unplanned returns to the ED after discharge 
is limited.

What was the research question?
We aimed to identify patient demographics or 
diagnoses associated with higher rates of return 
after discharge.

What was the major finding of the study?
Our return rate was 9.42% (CI 8.45-10.38%), 
with 64.6% of returns related to the index visit 
and 4.5% potentially avoidable.

How does this improve population health?
Greater understanding of rates and reasons for 
return visits can inform how to reduce unplanned 
returns after discharge from the EDOU.

a designated area but do not have specific protocols. Type 3 units 
use specific protocols but lack a designated observation area. 
Type 4 units lack both protocols and a designated area.2 Type 1 
units have been shown to perform best, resulting in shorter LOS, 
lower rates of admission, and better clinical outcomes.2 EDOUs 
have also been reported to improve patient satisfaction.3

While EDOUs have existed since the 1960s, the number 
of observation stays resulting from ED visits has significantly 
grown.2 From 2001 to 2008, observation stays increased over 
360%, from 0.6% of ED visits in 2001 to 1.9% in 2008.4 By 
2008, over 34% of EDs had an EDOU, 56% of which were 
under ED administrative control.4 Observation units are 
associated with reduced cost, with a 27-42% lower cost in 
a Type 1 unit compared to a similar inpatient stay.2,5 A 2012 
study estimated that if all hospitals had an EDOU, over 2.4 
million inpatient visits could be avoided, saving 3.1 billion 
dollars annually.5 If these units were all Type 1 units, potential 
savings could be up to 8.5 billion dollars annually.2

However, there is limited research about the rate 
of unplanned returns to the ED (colloquially known as 
“bouncebacks”) of patients discharged from observation 
units. Although some studies have analyzed return visits for 
specific conditions, few have examined overall rates of return 
or compared the return rates for different complaints. The 
primary outcome of this paper was to describe demographic 
characteristics and complaints associated with higher rates of 
return compared to EDOU rates at large. Secondary outcomes 
included approximate time-to-return for return visits that were 
related to the initial EDOU stay or considered potentially 
avoidable. 

METHODS
The charts of all patients admitted to the EDOU of an 

academic medical center between January 2018 –June 2020 
were exported from the electronic health record (Cerner 
Corporation, Kansas City, MO) into Microsoft Excel (Microsoft 
Corporation, Redmond, WA). Our Type 1 EDOU is staffed 
with advanced practice providers (APP) and supervised by an 
attending physician. A list of EDOU protocols is available in 
Appendix 1. All patients who returned to the ED within 14 

days of discharge from the EDOU were identified. We excluded 
patients if they were admitted to the hospital from the EDOU, 
left against medical advice, or died in the EDOU. 

Selected demographic factors, comorbidities, and 
healthcare utilization data were manually extracted from the 
charts. The EDOU medical director then sorted the data into 
categories by treatment protocol. When patients had multiple 
complaints, they were categorized under the primary complaint 
protocol. Once charts were sorted, two blinded emergency 
physicians reviewed the patients’ charts. Using their clinical 
judgment, they determined whether the return ED visit was 
related to the original EDOU visit (i.e., the same complaint) and 
whether it could have potentially been avoided by actions taken 
during the EDOU admission. A third physician reviewed and 
adjudicated any disagreements between the other reviewers.

A report was generated for all EDOU patients containing 
each visit’s diagnosis and treatment plan. We manually coded 
each unique pairing into the appropriate treatment protocol 
category, with codes then applied in bulk to the duplicate 
pairings. We used visits grouped by EDOU protocol when 
calculating the rate of related and potentially avoidable visits, 
whereas visits sorted by diagnosis were used to calculate 
return rates by complaint. Adult and pediatric patients were 
split into subpopulations, as different protocols were used 
for patients <18 years. Additionally, we compiled a report of 
the age and gender of all patients treated in the ED during 
the same period. The remaining ED and EDOU records for 
patients who did not return during the study period served as a 
comparison population.

 
Figure 1. Types of emergency department observation units.
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Complaint
N (%) of EDOU 

admissions Return visits N (%; 95% CI) 
Chest pain 667 (18.86) 43 (6.45%; 4.58-8.31)
Cellulitis 395 (11.17) 35 (8.86%; 6.06-11.66)
Dehydration 330 (9.33) 33 (10.00%; 6.76-13.24)
Abdominal pain 262 (7.41) 33 (12.60%; 8.58-16.61)
Ambulatory 
dysfunction

234 (6.62) 27 (11.54%; 7.44-15.63)

Syncope 196 (5.54) 10 (5.10%; 2.20-8.18)
UTI 139 (3.93) 13 (9.35%; 4.51-14.19)
Asthma 120 (3.39) 21 (17.5%; 10.7-24.3)
Anemia 104 (2.94) 7 (6.73%; 1.92-11.55)
Dizziness 97 (2.74) 5 (5.15%; 0.75-9.55)
GI bleed 96 (2.71) 10 (10.42%; 4.31-16.53)

Table 1. Most commonly used adult protocols in the emergency 
department observation unit.

CI, confidence interval; EDOU, emergency department 
observation unit; GI, gastrointestinal; UTI, urinary tract infection.

We performed statistical analysis using SAS version 9.4 
(SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC). We generated descriptive 
statistics and used chi-square and Fisher exact tests to 
identify statistically significant differences within the return 
population. For each complaint, we calculated the rate of 
return with 95% confidence interval (CI).

RESULTS
ED and EDOU Visits

Between the opening of the EDOU in January 2018 and 
the time of data collection in June 2020, there were 176,471 ED 
visits, of which 43,224 (24.5%) resulted in hospital admissions. 
A total of 2,289 (1.3%) patients left against medical advice or 
without being seen; 312 (0.2%) patients died; 126,134 (71.5%) 
were discharged; and 4,179 (2.4%) were admitted to the EDOU. 
Of the 4,179 EDOU visits, 621 (14.9%) patients were admitted 
to the hospital, 21 (0.5%) left during treatment or against medical 
advice, one died, and 3,536 (84.6%) were successfully treated 
and discharged. Of those 3,536 patients, 333 had a return visit to 
the ED within 14 days of discharge from the EDOU, representing 
9.4% of all patients discharged from the EDOU and 8.0% of all 
patients ever admitted to the EDOU. Of these 333 return visits, 
215 (64.6%) were determined by two physician-reviewers to be 
related to the index visit and 15 (7.0% of related returns, 4.5% of 
all returns) were determined to have been potentially avoidable. A 
flowchart outlining this process is shown in Figure 2.

Rate of Returns
The overall rate of returns was 9.42% (CI 8.45-10.38%). The 

return rate among adult patients was 9.74% (CI 8.72-10.76%), 
compared with 5.67% (CI 3.28-8.37%) among pediatric patients. 
Table 1 shows the most common adult complaints for EDOU 
admission and the return rate for each complaint. The most 

 
Figure 2. Workflow to determine emergency department (ED), 
emergency department observation unit (EDOU), and return visits 
for inclusion.

common reasons for adult EDOU admissions were for chest pain 
(18.9%), cellulitis (11.2%), dehydration (9.3%), and abdominal 
pain (7.4%). The rate of return for patients treated for asthma 
(17.5%; CI 10.7-24.3%) was higher than the overall return rate. 
The rate of return for patients treated for chest pain (6.5%; CI 
4.6-8.3%) or syncope (5.1%; CI 2.2-8.2%) was lower than the 
overall return rate. A complete list of adult return rates is available 
in Appendix 2. 

The most common complaints treated in the EDOU for 
pediatric patients were bronchiolitis (19.4% of pediatric 
EDOU patients; 1.5% of all EDOU patients), dehydration 
(17.8% of pediatric EDOU patients; 1.4% of all EDOU 
patients), and asthma (17.2% of pediatric EDOU patients; 
1.3% of all EDOU patients) (Table 2). There were no pediatric 
return rates for any specific complaint greater than the overall 
pediatric return rate. No pediatric patients who were treated 
for abdominal pain (10) or pyelonephritis (6) returned during 
the study period. A complete list of pediatric return rates is 
available in Appendix 2. 

Characteristics of the Return Population
The study population was overwhelmingly White (86.2%) 

and English-speaking (97%). Compared with males, females 
were less likely to be married (36.8% vs 53.1%; P=.003) and 
more likely to be separated or divorced (24.5% vs 16.4%; 
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P=0.01) or widowed (12.3% vs 3.1%, P<.001). Females 
were also more likely to arrive at the ED by ambulance 
(P=.01). Males were more likely to use tobacco (25.0% 
vs 12.7%; P<.001) and alcohol (23.8% vs 12.1%; P=.007) 
and have aspirin in their medication list (31.7% vs 21.6%, 
P=.047). There were no differences in gender by insurance 
type (P=0.22), hospitalizations (P=0.23), additional ED visits 
(beyond index visit and return visit; P=.10), or primary care 
physician visits (P=0.96) during the time between the index 
EDOU stay and their return visit. Demographic information is 
shown in Appendix 3.

Timing of Returns
Overall, 14.4% of returns occurred within 24 hours, 27.3% 

within 48 hours, and 65.76% within 72 hours, with similar 
timing of returns for males and females. Although only 30.2% 
of related visits occurred within 48 hours of discharge, 53.3% of 
potentially avoidable visits occurred during this period. 

Related and Potentially Avoidable Visits
Physician reviewers agreed that 215 of the 333 return visits 

(64.6%) were related to the initial visit and 15 of 332 (4.5%) 
return visits were potentially avoidable. While there was no 
significant difference between male and female patients in the 
percentage of return visits that were related to the original visit 
(69.5% vs 61.5%; P=0.13), there was a significantly higher rate 
of potentially avoidable visits among males (8.7% vs 2.0%, 
P=.004). Reasons for potentially avoidable return visits included 
medications issues (errors in prescription or patient was unable 
to obtain), incomplete workup, lack of specialist consultation, or 
reviewers believed that the patient should have been admitted to 
the hospital during the initial ED visit. 

Visits by Gender
When comparing the percentage of female patients in the 

ED population with that of the EDOU, there was no significant 
difference (56.3% vs. 54.9%; P=0.12). Although there was a 
higher percentage of females in the return visit population than 
in the ED populations (61.6% vs 54.9%; P=.02), there was no 

significant difference between the percentage of females in the 
EDOU and return visit populations (56.3% vs 61.6%; P=.07).

Length of Stay
The overall population had a mean LOS of 26.89±11.52 

hours in the ED and a mean LOS of 20.55±11.49 in the 
EDOU. There was no statistically significant difference 
t(332)=0.66, P=0.5 between the LOS in the ED for male 
(mean [M] 26.36, SD 13.45) and female (M 27.21, SD 10.16) 
patients, nor the EDOU LOS t(332)=0.44, P=0.6 for male (M 
20.20, SD 13.87) and female (M 20.77, SD 9.75) patients. 
Patients who did not have a return visit had a mean EDOU 
LOS (M 13.00, SD 6.27).

Visits by Age
The mean age of patients who returned was 56.21 years 

(CI 53.77-58.65), not statistically different from the mean age 
of 54.32 years (CI 53.47-55.18) of patients who did not return. 
There was also no difference between the ages of males and 
females in the return population, nor between each respective 
gender when compared to the population that did not return. A 
complete list of mean ages for the subgroups of the populations 
with and without return visits are available in Appendix 4.

DISCUSSION
Our results are similar to those reported in two previous 

studies of academic EDOUs conducted by Ross et al. and 
Southerland et al.6,7 In addition to having a similar average age 
and percentage female, we found no statistically significant 
difference between the return rates of males and females and 
the makeup of the EDOU at large.6 While our EDOU’s 14.9% 
hospital admission rate was somewhat lower than the 19% and 
23.5% reported by Ross and Southerland, respectively, we found 
percentages of EDOU patients who returned similar to those 
reported by Ross (9.4% vs 10.7%).6,7 Our rate of returns related 
to the initial visit was also similar to that found in the Ross study 
(65% vs 74%).6 We were unable to locate any previous studies 
that attempted to determine whether the EDOU return visits were 
potentially avoidable. 

When comparing between males and females, there was 
no significant difference in LOS. This is in line with prior 
research that examined the LOS in observations units.8-9 

Previous studies have demonstrated that LOS is usually 
associated with factors beyond the ED’s control, including 
organizational factors.10 Other studies have suggested that 
triage level, consultations, and investigative testing are causes 
for prolonged LOS.11  

While the majority of complaints had a return rate that 
was not significantly different from our overall return rate, 
our return rate for adults treated for asthma was 17.5%. This 
was not only higher than our overall return rate, but higher 
than the 12.1% of asthma patients who returned to the ED 
within one year of an ED visit and the 30-day readmission 
rate for hospitalized asthma patients of 11.9% reported in 

Table 2. Most commonly used pediatric protocols in the 
emergency department observation unit.

Complaint
N (%) of EDOU 

admissions Return visits N (%; 95% CI) 
Bronchiolitis 52 (1.47) 2 (3.85%; 0.00-9.07)
Dehydration 48 (1.36) 1 (2.08%; 0.00-6.12)
Asthma 46 (1.30) 1 (2.17%; 0.00-6.39)
Soft tissue 
infection

40 (1.13) 4 (10.00%; 0.70-19.30)

Croup 31 (0.88) 5 (16.13%; 3.18-29.08)
CI, confidence interval; EDOU, emergency department 
observation unit; CI, confidence interval.
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prior literature.12,13 However, a previous study of EDOU 
asthma returns found a rate of 9%, suggesting that our EDOU 
may accept a higher acuity of asthma patients or indicate the 
need to refine our treatment protocol.6 We also found lower 
rates of return for patients treated for chest pain and syncope, 
indicating these patients are well suited for EDOU care. 
Previous research also supports findings of lower rates of 
chest pain returns from the EDOU.6 

Although less than one-third of related visits occurred 
within 48 hours of discharge, more than half of potentially 
avoidable visits occurred during this period. This suggests 
that using a 48-hour window for quality review might catch 
a majority of potentially avoidable visits, allowing for 
development of protocol improvements that could reduce return 
visits. It is important to note that for visits determined to be 
potentially avoidable, it does not necessarily mean there was a 
medical error. Our physician review team conducted a thorough 
review of the patient records, something that may not have been 
possible or indicated at the original ED visit. In some situations, 
consults or further workup may have been deferred because of 
the clinical status of the patient or patient preference, items that 
may not have been documented in the chart. 

Our EDOU study population was very large and comprised 
of data collected over a 30-month period, enabling generation 
of an overall return rate with a relatively narrow CI, as well as 
generation of individual return rates for primary complaints. Our 
overall return rate and return rate of related visits were similar to 
those of a previous study, supporting the validity of our results. 
However, in our study, we went further by attempting to quantify 
the rate of potentially related return visits.

LIMITATIONS
We acknowledge that this study has several limitations. 

First, it took place at a single academic medical center whose 
patient population was overwhelmingly White, English-
speaking, and insured, potentially limiting generalizability to 
differing populations. Although Type 1 EDOU units are well 
defined, differences in staffing, primary caregiver (physician 
vs APP), capabilities of the unit, types of protocols, and 
overall efficacy of institutional treatment protocols could 
pose further barriers to generalizability to other institutions. 
Second, patients who had a return visit to hospitals outside 
the health system would not have been captured in the study, 
potentially yielding a lower return rate than the true rate. 
Patients who returned after day 14 from EDOU discharge 
were not included in the study, also potentially affecting the 
true return rate. 

The study period also included the first three months of 
the COVID-19 pandemic in the US. During this period, many 
hospitals saw a reduction in patients, potentially affecting our 
return rate.14 Lastly, although multiple physician-reviewers 
were used to categorize visits as related or avoidable, what is 
considered avoidable is highly subjective and varied between 
reviewers. Additionally, the reviewers knew that the charts 

they were reviewing were from patients who had a return 
visit; so their attributions may have been affected by hindsight 
bias. For example, after a records review, one reviewer noted 
that although a patient’s vital signs were within normal range, 
they were abnormal for the patient in question. While this 
was factually correct, it is unlikely that the treating physician 
would have reached this conclusion while caring for the 
patient without an indication to conduct an extensive chart 
review. Future studies should establish criteria for what visits 
could “reasonably” be avoided. 

CONCLUSION
This study adds to the limited body of literature on returns 

to ED observation units, finding an overall return rate of under 
10%, with about two-thirds of returns determined to be related to 
the index visit and <5% considered to be potentially avoidable. 
Our study demonstrates findings consistent with previous single-
center studies, including return rates. In addition, this study 
demonstrates that potentially avoidable revisits were likely to 
occur within the first 48 hours of discharge. Additional studies 
should include data from multiple institutions and further explore 
returns related to potentially avoidable revisits.
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INTRODUCTION
Urinary tract infections (UTI) are the most common 

outpatient infections in the United States with over 10 million 
cases annually.1 In the ED, UTIs account for two million 
annual visits.2 Of this group, the majority of these patients are 
discharged directly home from the ED.  

 For patients with a UTI, urine cultures are obtained 

University of California Irvine Medical Center, Department of Pharmacy, Orange, 
California 
University of California Irvine Medical Center, Department of Emergency Medicine, 
Orange, California 

Introduction: Urinary tract infections (UTI) are a common reason for an emergency department (ED) visit. 
The majority of these patients are discharged directly home without a hospital admission.  After discharge, 
emergency physicians have traditionally managed the care of the patient if a change is warranted (as a result 
of urine culture results). However, in recent years clinical pharmacists in the ED have largely incorporated 
this task into their standard practice. In our study, we aimed to 1) describe our unique process in having a 
pharmacist-led, urinary culture follow-up, and 2) compare it to our previous, more traditional process.

Methods: In our retrospective study, we evaluated the impact of a pharmacist-led, urinary culture follow-up 
program after discharge from the ED. We included patients prior to and after the implementation of our new 
protocol to compare the differences. The primary outcome was time to intervention after urine culture result 
was released. Secondary outcomes included rate of documentation of intervention, appropriate interventions 
made, and repeat ED visits within 30 days.

Results: We included a total of 265 unique urine cultures from 264 patients in the study: 129 cultures 
were from the period prior to implementation of the protocol, and 136 were from the post-implementation 
period. There were no significant differences between pre- and post-implementation groups for the primary 
outcome. Appropriate therapeutic intervention based on positive urine culture results was 16.3% in the pre-
implementation group vs 14.7% in the post-implementation group (P=0.72). Secondary outcomes of time to 
intervention, documentation rates, and readmissions were similar between both groups.

Conclusion: Implementation of a pharmacist-led, urinary culture follow-up program after discharge from the 
ED led to similar outcomes as a physician-run program.  An ED pharmacist can successfully run a urinary 
culture follow-up program in an ED without physician involvement.
 [West J Emerg Med. 2023;24(3)396–400.]

*

†

so that clinicians can compare antimicrobial species and 
antibiotic susceptibility to selected treatment. Patients are 
discharged from the ED with empiric antibiotics (based 
on institution treatment algorithms) while the results of 
the urine culture are processing. Once the cultures are 
finalized, standard practice is to follow up with the patient 
if medical therapy modification is required. For example, if 
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the patient received an antibiotic that is resistant on culture 
susceptibilities, a phone call would have to be made to access 
a change in therapy. With the increasing resistance rates of 
antibiotics and development of multi-drug-resistant organisms, 
more patients have been requiring antibiotic therapy 
modification after culture results.3

Although most institutions provide discharge culture 
follow-up, there is not a standardized workflow for this 
common practice.4-9 Traditionally, the emergency physician 
would get notified of discharge culture results and would 
have to make therapy modifications. The physicians may 
have worked in conjunction with nurses, nurse practitioners, 
physician assistants, or pharmacists to triage culture results.4-9 
However, our new process would allow the clinical pharmacist 
the independence to access and modify urine culture results 
under a specified collaborative protocol.

Clinical pharmacists in the ED, especially those who 
have done residency training, are capable of interpreting 
culture results and identifying the optimal antibiotics. Studies 
involving pharmacists in discharge culture follow-up have 
shown a decrease in ED revisits and hospital admissions.10-11 
Although there is evidence supporting pharmacist 
involvement, data is specifically lacking for a pharmacist-led 
program without physician consultation. At our institution, 
we implemented a pharmacist-led, urinary culture follow-
up protocol for patients discharged from the ED. Under the 
stipulations of the protocol, pharmacists in the ED were 
empowered to interpret and intervene of their own volition. In 
this study our aim was to assess the efficacy of this protocol in 
providing timely and appropriate therapeutic interventions for 
this patient population while describing our unique process.

METHODS
We report a retrospective study on the impact of a 

pharmacist-led, urinary culture follow-up after discharge 
from the ED. This study was conducted at the University of 
California, Irvine Medical Center. The ED has over 50,000 
patient visits annually with ≈50 patients discharged per 
week with a diagnosis of a UTI. Three pharmacists provided 
decentralized services in the department for 16 hours on 
weekdays and eight hours on the weekends. 

In March 2020, a pharmacist-led, urine culture follow-
up protocol was implemented. Prior to implementation of 
the protocol, ED pharmacists assisted emergency physicians 
in reviewing cultures and could provide recommendations 
regarding treatment but required physician authorization 
before making changes. The pharmacist would have to 
approach an attending physician who was on shift to discuss 
the culture results. With the implementation of the new 
protocol, pharmacists were privileged to independently 
adjust antibiotic regimens based on urine culture results. The 
ED pharmacists were able to add, adjust, and discontinue 
antibiotics within the specifications of the protocol. 

Based on our protocol, if an intervention was required, the 
pharmacist would contact the patient to conduct an interview. 
In doing so, the pharmacist would assess the patient’s 
condition, medication compliance, and treatment efficacy to 
decide whether any interventions would be required. If the 
patient required a medication change, the pharmacist would 
notify the patient of the new treatment plan and provide 
counseling/education. The pharmacist would send a new 
prescription and document the intervention made on the 
patient’s electronic health record. Lastly, the pharmacist would 
notify the original prescriber of the updated treatment plan. 
Pharmacists in the ED would take about 20 minutes a day to 
review urine culture results. On average, there were about 
10 cultures a day to review, with most of them not needing 
an intervention. There were no direct costs associated with 
implementation of this program. 

We included patient data from two months before and 
after implementation. Patients were included in the study if 
they were >18 years and seen in the ED with a urine culture 
collected. Patients were excluded from the study if they were 
admitted to the hospital. We included patients treated after 
the new protocol was implemented. The control group was 
composed of patients prior to the protocol implementation. 

The primary outcome was time to intervention after 
culture results were released. Time to intervention was 
measured from time of culture result to when a progress 
note was charted regarding the result. Secondary outcomes 
included rate of documentation of intervention, rate of 
appropriate interventions made, and repeat ED visits within 
30 days. We defined an appropriate intervention as a correct 
treatment plan dependent on the patient’s urine culture, which 
included antibiotic choice, dosing, and duration. For our 
statistical analysis, we used chi-squared tests for nominal data 
and Student t-tests for continuous variables. A P-value of less 
than 0.05 was considered to indicate statistical significance. 

RESULTS
A total of 265 positive urine culture results from 264 

unique patients were included in the final analysis from 
February–May 2020: 129 culture results were from the 
pre-implementation period, and 136 were from the post-
implementation period. Baseline characteristics were 
similar between both groups (Table 1). The most frequent 
comorbidities were immunocompromised state (8.7%), 
pregnancy (7.9%), and recent UTI (6.8%). Of the patients 
with a positive urine culture result, only 106 (40.2%) had a 
presentation consistent with a UTI. Of these patients, there 
was not a significant difference in rate of treatment-organism 
discordance, defined as inappropriate treatment based on the 
organism(s) that grew out (P=0.66). 

The primary outcome of time to intervention was 
14.5 hours in the pre-group vs 7.0 hours in the post-
group (P=0.54). For the secondary outcomes, we found 
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Characteristics Pre-group, n = 129 Post-group, n = 136 P-value
Female, n (%) 111 (86.1) 118 (86.8) 0.87
Age, mean ± SD 48.5 ± 20.8 47.4 ± 19.9 0.68
Clinical comorbidities,a  (%) 38 (29.5) 51 (37.5) 0.17

Pregnancy, n (%) 11 (8.5) 10 (7.4) 0.72
Recent UTI, n (%) 6 (4.7) 12 (8.8) 0.18
Nephrostomy tube, n (%) 1 (0.8) 4 (2.9) 0.37
Immunocompromised, n (%) 7 (5.4) 16 (11.8) 0.07
History of MDR organisms, n (%) 1 (0.8) 1 (0.7) >0.99
Recent urological procedure, n (%) 3 (2.3) 1 (0.7) 0.36
Catheterized, n (%) 6 (4.7) 11 (8.1) 0.25
Neurological handicaps, n (%) 5 (3.9) 8 (5.9) 0.45

Positive urine analysis, n (%) 63 (48.8) 78 (57.4) 0.17
Received antibiotics in ED, n (%) 39 (30.2) 55 (40.4) 0.08
Positive urine culture growth, n (%) - - 0.20

Single pathogen, n (%) 93 (72.1) 88 (64.7) -
Multiple pathogens, n (%) 36 (27.9) 48 (35.3)

MDR pathogens, n (%) 7 (5.4) 10 (7.4) >0.99
ESBL, n (%) 6 (85.7) 9 (90) -
MRSA, n (%) 1 (14.3) 1 (10)

Rate of treatment-organism discordance a - - 0.66
Yes, n (%) 15 (25.9) 16 (22.5) -

No, n (%) 43 (74.1) 55 (77.5)

Characteristics Pre-group, n = 129 Post-group, n = 136 P-value
Time to intervention, median [IQR] 14.5 [2.7-25.7] 7.0 [2.3-15.7] 0.54
Discharged with antimicrobials, n (%) 60 (46.5) 70 (51.5) 0.42
Interventions required, n (%) 21 (16.3) 20 (14.7) 0.72
Interventions documented, n (%) 8/21 (38.1) 12/20 (60) 0.16

Start new antibiotics, n (%) 1 (12.5) 2 (16.7)
Change in antibiotics, n (%) 6 (75) 6 (50) -
Discontinue antibiotics, n (%) 1 (12.5) 4 (33.3)

Re-admitted within 30 days, n (%) 11 (8.5) 2 (2.3) 0.08

Table 1. Baseline demographics and clinical characteristics according to cohort.

a After removal of colonization and asymptomatic patients.
 UTI, urinary tract infection ED, emergency department; MDR, multidrug resistant; ESBL, extended-spectrum beta-lactamases; MRSA, 
methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus.

Table 2. Discharge outcomes and associated interventions according to cohort.

IQR, interquartile range.

no significant differences between the pre- and post- 
implementation groups. Of the interventions, 8 (38.1%) vs 12 
(60%) of them were documented for the pre-implementation 
and post-implementation groups, respectively (P=0.16). The 
rate of appropriate therapeutic interventions based on positive 
urine culture results was 16.3% in the pre-implementation 
group vs 14.7% in the post-implementation group (P=0.72). 

There was also no significant difference in repeat ED visits 
within 30 days (Table 2). The initial prescribing physicians 
were notified of any interventions made by pharmacists, 
and the interventions were deemed appropriate after being 
reviewed by the physicians. Appropriate interventions were 
defined as antibiotics at discharge being susceptible based on 
urine culture results. 
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DISCUSSION
In this retrospective study assessing the efficacy of a 

pharmacist-led, urine culture follow-up protocol, we found 
no significant difference in the time to intervention of urine 
culture results of patients with UTI discharged from the 
ED. None of the secondary outcomes showed a statistically 
significant difference pre- and post- implementation of this 
protocol. Despite not requiring direct physician oversight, 
intervention rates and repeat ED visits were similar after 
protocol implementation. This study provides evidence 
that pharmacists working independently are capable of 
appropriately managing urine cultures. Although our study did 
not show these results, having a pharmacist manage cultures 
could potentially increase documentation rates, decrease time 
to intervention, and decrease readmissions.  

Like previous studies, our study described implementation 
of a new process for managing ED discharge cultures and 
compared post-implementation data with pre-implementation 
data.12-13 Having pharmacists work on discharge cultures is not 
unique to the ED setting. However, our protocol privileged 
ED pharmacists to work independently to review and manage 
discharge urine cultures. Prior to our protocol implementation, 
ED pharmacists were already involved in reviewing discharge 
culture results. Pharmacists were able to identify when 
interventions were required and would advise an attending 
physician on call to make an intervention. The difference in 
protocol implementation is that now pharmacists conduct 
interventions independently, which may allocate more time for 
emergency physicians to manage more acute patients. Despite 
a pharmacist solely managing these interventions, there was 
not a drop-off in appropriate interventions.

A potential benefit of an ED pharmacist-led protocol is the 
capability to reduce time to intervention. Because the initial 
prescribing physician was not involved in the management 
of culture callbacks, there were no delays due to physician 
staffing schedules. Furthermore, current physicians who 
were staffing in the department did not need to be notified 
of past culture results and then address them. This in turn 
would free up more time for direct patient care. Additionally, 
the pharmacist did not have to wait on an ED clinician to 
discuss the culture result, as required by many pharmacy-led 
protocols, and could intervene more quickly of their own 
volition under the collaborative practice. Although our study 
did not show it, our protocol could potentially lead to faster 
time to intervention and could identify treatment discordances 
and inappropriate treatment of UTIs, which would in turn 
reduce treatment failures, antimicrobial resistance, and 
readmissions. 

LIMITATIONS
A limitation in our study included the short time frame 

of data collection. The study data was only collected for four 
months, and the results could have been more robust with 
a longer collection period and greater sample size. A power 

analysis was not done; so it is unknown whether the study 
was adequately powered to detect a difference. Another 
limitation is the retrospective study design, and so we could 
not control for other confounding variables. A delay or lack of 
documentation could affect the time-to-intervention results.

CONCLUSION
This study describes the implementation of a pharmacist-

led, urinary culture follow-up protocol in the ED and 
demonstrates that ED pharmacists can successfully lead urine 
culture follow-ups without physician consultation under a 
collaborative practice. We found no significant differences in 
time to intervention after urine culture result was released, nor 
in appropriate interventions made or repeat ED visits within 
30 days. The protocol described here could be implemented 
in other institutions and expanded upon to provide more 
opportunities for pharmacist clinical services.
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INTRODUCTION
Recently there has been increasing scrutiny of emergency 

department (ED) billing practices.1 A report released by the Office 
of the Inspector General revealed a 21% increase in the highest 
reimbursement category between 2001–2010.2,3 Explanations to 
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Introduction: Recent reports suggest rising intensity of emergency department (ED) billing practices, 
sparking concerns that this may represent up-coding. However, it may reflect increasing severity and 
complexity of care in the ED population. We hypothesize that this in part may be reflected in more severe 
manifestations of illness as indicated by vital sign abnormalities. 

Methods: Using 18 years of data from the National Hospital Ambulatory Medical Care Survey, we 
conducted a retrospective secondary analysis of adults (>18 years). We assessed standard vital signs 
using weighted descriptive statistics (heart rate, oxygen saturation, temperature, and systolic blood 
pressure [SBP]), as well as hypotension and tachycardia. Finally, we evaluated for differing effects 
stratifying by subpopulations of interest, including age (<65 vs ≥65), payer type, arrival by ambulance, 
and high-risk diagnoses.

Results: In total there were 418,849 observations representing 1,745,368,303 ED visits. We found only 
minimal variations in vital signs over the study period: heart rate (median 85, interquartile range [IQR] 
74-97); oxygen saturation (median 98, IQR 97-99); temperature (median 98.1, IQR 97.6-98.6); and SBP 
(median 134, IQR 120-149). Similar results were found among the subpopulations tested. The proportion 
of visits with hypotension decreased (first/last year difference 0.5% [95% CI 0.2%-0.7%]) while there was 
no difference in the proportion of patients with tachycardia.

Conclusions: Arrival vital signs in the ED have largely remained unchanged or improved over the most 
recent 18 years of nationally representative data, even for key subpopulations. Greater intensity in ED 
billing practices is not explained by changes in arrival vital signs. 
[West J Emerg Med. 2023;24(3)401–404.]
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account for these trends include concerns about billing at a level 
of care higher than appropriate for the services rendered, referred 
to as “up-coding,” greater adoption and integration of electronic 
health records that enhance billing processes, and changes related 
to ED clinical  practices pressures, especially tied to greater 
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intensity of services as a result of the changing complexity, 
illness, or clinical instability of patients.4,5 Understanding the 
sources of these trends is important given increasing efforts to 
contain ED expenditures in the setting of rising healthcare costs.

One important hypothesis to consider that may explain rising 
intensity in ED billing practices is increased severity of illnesses 
presenting to EDs. Prior work has used claims-based data to 
explore correlations between coding intensity on claims and a 
variety of surrogate markers of illness severity, including acuity 
assignments and billed ED services such as use of procedures or 
diagnostic testing.4 However, these markers are also confounded 
by temporal and evolving trends in clinical practice rather than 
differences in the level of illness severities confronted in the 
ED, limiting their ability to trend increasing clinical acuity 
over time. Further, while generally felt to be reliable metrics 
to identify high-resource patients,6 acuity assignments remain 
vulnerable to potential bias related to factors such as physician 
clinical knowledge, environmental constraints, and patient 
demographics.7 

Vital sign measurements provide an alternative approach 
to measuring severity of illness. Since measurement of vital 
signs is standard and central to the clinical assessment and 
treatment of ED patients, they provide a useful objective 
measure with resistance to the temporal biases that are 
encountered with other metrics and can act as a proxy 
for patient severity and acuity of illness.8 We examined 
a nationally representative dataset with longitudinally 
consistent, data-definition standards to test for differences 
over time in the vital signs of patients arriving to the ED. 
Specifically, we hypothesized that increasing severity of 
illness, as measured by vital sign instability (defined as 
hypotension (systolic blood pressure [SBP] <90), tachycardia 
(heart rate >100), or >1 abnormal vital sign), may be 
correlated with known increased intensity in ED billing 
practices over time. 

METHODS
We used the most recent 18 years (2001–2018) of 

the National Hospital Ambulatory Medical Care Survey 
(NHAMCS) for this analysis. The NHAMCS is an annual, 
national probability sample of ambulatory visits made to non-
federal general and short-stay hospitals in the US, which is 
conducted by the National Center for Health Statistics. Sample 
hospitals are randomly assigned to 16 groups that rotate across 
four-week reporting periods so that each hospital is surveyed 
about once every 15 months.9 Information about ED visits is 
abstracted from chart review using standard data definitions, 
including demographics, vital signs, and diagnostic codes. 

Because children particularly have varying definitions of 
abnormal vital signs dependent on age, we excluded 125,518 
patients <18 years old. We then calculated and trended 
weighted descriptive statistics for the following vital signs: 
heart rate; oxygen saturation; temperature; and SBP. Given 

non-normal distribution, median and interquartile ranges 
[IQR] are reported. Respiratory rate, also available in the 
dataset, was excluded due to significant missingness (>60%). 
As repeat vital signs are not measured in all patients, we used 
vital signs on arrival to the ED for this analysis.

To analyze common clinically relevant measures, we 
also assessed for trends in vital sign instability. This included 
tachycardia (pulse >100), hypotension (SBP <80), abnormal 
temperature (temperature <95°F or ≥100.4°F), and hypoxia 
(SpO2 <88%) Finally, we evaluated for the possibility of 
differing effects across important ED subpopulations that 
were defined a priori, stratifying by age (<65 vs ≥65), 
payer (uninsured, private, government), ambulance arrival, 
and previously described high-risk diagnoses.10 High-risk 
diagnoses were defined as those having greater than 3% 
inpatient mortality and include the following: pneumonia; 
congestive heart failure; acute myocardial infarction; 
stroke; sepsis; gastrointestinal bleed; acute renal failure; and 
respiratory failure. 

We calculated survey-weighted summary statistics for 
each of the available vital signs, and differences between 
the first and last year of study were calculated using post-
estimation for linear combinations of variables. To assess 
for trends in clinical instability over time, we completed 
survey-weighted logistic regressions. Details regarding 
the methodology used to address annual NHAMCS survey 
revisions and data collection changes can be found in the 
manuscript supplement. All analyses were completed in 
StataSE v17.0 (StataCorp LLC, College Station, TX), and the 
study was deemed exempt from review by the University of 
Michigan Institutional Review Board.

RESULTS
In total there were 418,849 observations representing 

1,932,843,890 ED visits from 2001–2018. The median age 
was 43 years (interquartile range [IQR] 29-60) with 43.1% 
male (Supplement Table 1). Vital sign trends analyzed 
revealed minimal variation over the study period (Figure). 
Heart rate measurements remained stable (median 85, IQR 
74-97; yearly median range 84-85). Similar trends were noted 
in measurements of oxygen saturation (median 98, IQR 97-99; 
all yearly medians 98), temperature (median 98.1°, IQR 97.6-
98.6°; yearly median range 98-98.2°), and SBP (median 134, 
IQR 120-149; yearly median range 133-135). Finally, among 
the assessed subpopulations evaluated, we found no difference 
in vital sign trends over time (Supplement).

We also evaluated for differences in the proportion of ED 
patients with unstable arrival vital signs but found no evidence 
of increasing severity. The percentage of hypotensive visits 
decreased over time, accounting for 1.1% in 2001 to 0.6% 
in 2018 (difference of –0.5%; 95% confidence interval [CI] 
–0.2% - –0.7%). In addition, we saw no clear trends in patients 
presenting with tachycardia, with this proportion being 22.9% 
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in 2001 as compared to 25.1% in 2018 (difference of 2.2%; 
95% CI –5.4%-1.0%) (Supplement Figure 2). The proportion 
of patients presenting with >1 abnormal vital sign was 9.2% 
in 2001 and 6.7% in 2018 (difference of –2.5%; 95% CI 
–5.2%-0.3%). When evaluating the odds of presentation with 
signs of clinical instability over time, we saw there was no 
change in the likelihood of tachycardia (P=0.22) or hypoxia 
(P=0.15) over the study period. For hypotension and abnormal 
temperature, we noted decreasing odds over time (P<0.01 for 
both measures). Similar trends were noted in all subgroups.

DISCUSSION
In this nationally representative data of ED visits, we 

found no indication of increased severity of illness, as 
measured by initial vital sign abnormalities at time of ED 
presentation. This trend persisted among subpopulations 
of interest, including high-risk diagnoses, patients ≥65, 
ambulance arrival, and publicly insured patients. Similarly, 
when looking at tachycardia, there was minimal change 
over the studied period. Notably, there was a decrease in the 
proportion of hypotensive patients presenting to the ED over 
the study period, accounting for 1.1% of patients in 2001 to 
0.6% in 2018.

Our findings suggest that trends in increasing billing 
practices are not correlated with increasing vital sign instability. 

*Box and whisker plot intervals represent 1st, 25th, 50th, 75th, and 99th percentiles. Circle overlying box and whisker plot represents 
annual mean.
**Reference lines have been demarcated for pulse=100; systolic blood pressure=90; oxygen saturation=88%; temperature=100.4°F.

Figure. Annual trends in vital sign abnormalities.*,**

However, while the proportions and central estimates of these 
results do not suggest overall increases in the severity of illness in 
the average ED patient, our study years overlap with considerable 
temporal changes in ED care delivery. These changes include the 
implementation of electronic health records, which allows for 
improved capture of clinical elements and thus a higher level of 
billing, implementation of the Affordable Care Act, and Medicare 
expansions coupled with increasing numbers of hospital closures, 
which have resulted in increasing patient volumes with decreased 
access to local EDs and other venues for acute unscheduled 
care.11 There has also been evolving pressures on EDs to 
implement more intense and complex care management practices 
prior to hospitalization or discharge.12 This may include increased 
critical care rendered in the ED as hospital crowding increases.13 
Additionally, as prehospital care practices and protocols have 
become increasingly sophisticated, the observed trends in vital 
signs may be confounded by earlier stabilization of medical 
conditions prior to presentation to the ED.

LIMITATIONS
Limitations of this study include the use of a single 

measure of vital signs rather than serial measures during 
the ED visit, as well as use of vital sign abnormalities as 
a surrogate for measuring trends over time in ED acuity 
and severity of illness. Vital sign changes may be only one 
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potential component of clinical complexity in the ED. Other 
factors include increasing patient age, greater comorbidities 
and chronic disease burden, and rising demands on ED 
evaluations such as higher intensity of diagnostic testing 
and pressures to avoid hospitalization, which have all been 
shown to be increasing.4,12 However, even in the setting of 
these limitations, vital signs and clinical instability remain 
an important component of the evaluation of illness severity 
among patients presenting to the ED. 

Further, limitations of the dataset we used include the 
lack of availability of respiratory rate, which is particularly 
relevant for cardiopulmonary disorders. That being 
acknowledged, the remainder of the available vital sign data 
independently provide important information that contributes 
the consideration of illness severity. Utilization of this national 
sample provides estimates that have broad generalizability 
but may not necessarily reflect trends seen in smaller 
communities. The limitations are among those previously 
noted to be inherent in the utilization and interpretation of 
NHAMCS data.14 

CONCLUSION
Vital signs provide an objective, standard measure of 

patient illness severity that is both clinically relevant and 
can be trended over time.8 When analyzing vital signs as 
one component of illness severity, we note that they remain 
largely unchanged or improved, even for key subpopulations. 
These results, in the context of greater intensity in ED billing 
practices, do not suggest a correlation with changes in illness 
severity, specifically as measured by arrival vital signs. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) outbreak was 

declared a pandemic by the World Health Organization on 
March 11, 2020.1 At that time, emergency departments (ED) 
and hospitals in the United States, and specifically New York 
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Introduction: Limited information exists on patients with suspected coronavirus disease 2019 
(COVID-19) who return to the emergency department (ED) during the first wave. In this study we 
aimed to identify predictors of ED return within 72 hours for patients with suspected COVID-19. 

Methods: Incorporating data from 14 EDs within an integrated healthcare network in the New York 
metropolitan region from March 2–April 27, 2020, we analyzed this data on predictors for a return ED 
visit—including demographics, comorbidities, vital signs, and laboratory results. 

Results: In total, 18,599 patients were included in the study. The median age was 46 years old 
[interquartile range 34-58]), 50.74% were female, and 49.26% were male. Overall, 532 (2.86%) 
returned to the ED within 72 hours, and 95.49% were admitted at the return visit. Of those tested for 
COVID-19, 59.24% (4704/ 7941) tested positive. Patients with chief complaints of “fever” or “flu” or a 
history of diabetes or renal disease were more likely to return at 72 hours. Risk of return increased with 
persistently abnormal temperature (odds ratio [OR] 2.43, 95% CI 1.8-3.2), respiratory rate (2.17, 95% 
CI 1.6-3.0), and chest radiograph (OR 2.54, 95% CI 2.0-3.2). Abnormally high neutrophil counts, low 
platelet counts, high bicarbonate values, and high aspartate aminotransferase levels were associated 
with a higher rate of return. Risk of return decreased when discharged on antibiotics (OR 0.12, 95% CI 
0.0-0.3) or corticosteroids (OR 0.12, 95% CI 0.0-0.9).

Conclusion: The low overall return rate of patients during the first COVID-19 wave indicates that 
physicians’ clinical decision-making successfully identified those acceptable for discharge. [West J 
Emerg Med. 2023;24(3)405–415.]

City, became inundated with patients with respiratory concerns 
for a disease with evolving diagnostics and therapeutics. The 
COVID-19 outbreak quickly spread throughout New York 
State at an unprecedented rate with the peak of hospitals’ 
capacity occurring on April 9, 2020.2-4 Many patients presenting 
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Population Health Research Capsule

What do we already know about this issue?
There is limited data about discharged patients from 
the emergency department (ED) and those at risk for 
requiring further care due to progression of disease.

What was the research question?
We sought to identify factors that increased the risk 
of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) patients 
returning to the hospital within 72 hours.

What was the major finding of the study? 
2.9% returned within 72 hours and 95% were then 
admitted. Patients with increased age (OR 1.37 
per decade), abnormal temperature (OR 2.43), and 
abnormal chest radiograph (OR 2.54) are at higher 
odds of returning to the ED.

How does this improve population health?
Our findings can help emergency physicians and 
outpatient clinicians caring for suspected COVID-19 
patients, as most can be treated as an outpatient.

to EDs were evaluated, and their disposition was made 
largely without confirmatory testing. Thus far, little is known 
about the subsequent healthcare encounters of patients who 
were discharged from the ED with COVID-19 or suspected 
COVID-19 and the factors that may have increased their risk for 
return. We hope to better understand the role of EDs during this 
outbreak and the outcomes of treat-and-release patients with 
suspected COVID-19.

Although recent studies have looked at clinical 
characteristics and risk factors for poor outcomes in hospitalized 
patients with COVID-19, sparse data exists for the ED setting.5-12 
During the initial surge of COVID-19 in New York, there were no 
evidence-based guidelines to help clinicians care for patients in 
the ED. The role of the ED in evaluating patients with suspected 
COVID-19 and determining disposition was instrumental during 
this ongoing public health crisis. Limited inpatient beds and 
overall resources, such as COVID-19 testing and mechanical 
ventilators, forced emergency clinicians to use surrogate markers 
of critical illness—vital signs, laboratory data, and radiologic 
data—to determine whether patients with suspected COVID-19 
required admission. Further, during the first COVID-19 surge 
there were dynamic changes in clinical decision-making and 
admission criteria. As our knowledge of COVID-19 evolved and 
resources remained limited, data on outcomes of patients who 
were discharged from the ED with suspected COVID-19 would 
assist in the development of future clinical guidelines. 

Our main study objective was to understand how ED care 
was delivered during the first wave of the novel COVID-19 
pandemic when resources and therapeutics were severely 
limited. Specifically, we aimed to achieve this objective by 
characterizing the demographics, baseline comorbidities, 
presenting clinical tests, and outcomes of patients with 
suspected COVID-19 who were discharged from an 
academic healthcare system at the epicenter of the pandemic. 
Understanding this information is vital in identifying patients 
who were at the highest risk of returning to the ED potentially 
due to worsening COVID-19 infection. Findings from this study 
may also highlight those patients who were safely discharged 
from the ED despite the acuity of their presenting complaint. 
This investigation can assist healthcare systems in developing 
future disaster protocols and allocating limited resources.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study Design and Setting

This was a retrospective chart review of consecutive 
patients with suspected COVID-19 who were seen in one 
of 14 EDs at 13 hospitals within an integrated healthcare 
network. This health system serves approximately 11 million 
persons in the New York City metropolitan area. The study 
was performed with institutional review board approval and 
waiver of informed consent. As a general quality metric, 
EDs track patients who return for a second visit to the ED 
within 72 hours to assess possible misdiagnosis or treatment 
failures. Due to the availability of this metric in our health 

system and in other health systems, we specifically assessed 
the characteristics of patients with suspected COVID-19 who 
returned to the ED within 72 hours of discharge and who 
required hospital admission on their second visit. Patients with 
suspected COVID-19 were included mainly because testing and 
delays in results were extremely limited during this period with 
turnaround times of 72-96 hours. Thus, patients’ COVID-19 
status was not known at the time of disposition. 

Patients were included if they had an initial ED visit 
between March 2–April 27, 2020. This timeframe represents 
a bell curve of cases that presented to the ED during the 
initial surge of the COVID-19 pandemic in the New York 
City metropolitan area. The EDs were classified based on 
their available services and included one freestanding ED, six 
community EDs, six tertiary EDs, and one tertiary pediatric ED. 
We selected these 14 EDs because they use the same electronic 
health record (EHR) (Sunrise Emergency Care, Allscripts 
Healthcare Solutions, Inc., Chicago, IL). 

Selection of Participants
We collected data on consecutive adult patients ≥18 

years with suspected COVID-19 who were discharged from 
the ED. To determine suspicion of COVID-19, participants 
needed to meet two criteria. The first criteria for inclusion 
was presentation to the ED with a chief complaint related to 
“viral illness” (See Table 1). The second criteria for inclusion 
was documentation of either a COVID-19-related discharge 
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diagnosis or discharge instructions containing verbiage such 
as “quarantine” or “stay at home” that started in March 2020 
at the beginning of the pandemic (See Table 1 and Appendix 
A). For example, a patient could meet the first criteria for 
inclusion with an initial chief complaint of “flu.” To meet the 
second criteria for inclusion, the patient would need either a 
COVID-19-related discharge diagnosis or a set of discharge 
instructions containing phrases such as “quarantine,” “14-
day,” or “stay at home.” 

Patients could have an ICD-10 discharge diagnosis of 
“pain” or “headache” that was not COVID-19 related, but 
their discharge instructions contained pandemic-related 
verbiage, which meets the second criteria for inclusion. Or, 
they could have a COVID-19 related discharge diagnosis of 
“COVID-19” and have discharge instructions that did not 
contain pandemic-related verbiage. Discharge from the ED 
was defined as having an ED disposition of “discharged” or 
“left against medical advice.” Patients were excluded if they 
were registered in the ED and left without being seen by a 
clinician or were admitted or transferred on their first visit. 
Included patients were divided into two cohorts: 1) patients 
who did not return within 72 hours; and 2) patients who 
returned within 72 hours. 

Measurements and Outcomes
We collected initial triage vital signs and discharge vital 

signs. Vital signs were classified as normal–yes or no–based 
upon clinical relevance (See Appendix B). To account for the 
possibility of improvement or worsening of vital signs after 
administration of therapies, multiple categories were identified 
for each patient: normal to normal; normal to abnormal; 
abnormal to normal; and abnormal to abnormal. Laboratory 
test variables from a patient’s first visit were classified either 
as a normal value, an abnormal high value, or an abnormal 
low value depending on clinical significance. Laboratory 
testing was based upon the treating clinician’s discretion, and 
well-presenting patients may not have required laboratory 
values. If a laboratory test was not ordered at the discretion 
of the clinician, it was classified as “not ordered.” These “not 
ordered” laboratory values had no impact on the decision to 
discharge the patient as the values were not available to the 
clinicians at the time of disposition decision. These values 
were assumed to be normal had they had been officially 
ordered, and thus were classified as such.

Findings from chest radiograph (CXR) reports from the 
initial ED visit were extracted and then analyzed using a 
natural language processing computer model developed by 
our institution’s radiology department. The model was built 
in a stepwise iterative method. An initial model was designed 
by asking radiologists for common terms used to describe 
common lung pathology or the absence of lung pathology 
and review of 100 cases by manual annotation of key terms 
and phrases. This served as the initial model. Three random 
samples of 100 studies were annotated by two radiologists 

No. (%)
Inclusion criteria description chief 
complaint relating to viral illness

Flu 4,528 (24.35%)
Fever 4,372 (23.51%)
Cough 3,870 (20.81%)
Shortness of breath 3,223 (17.33%)
Chest pain 741 (3.98%)
COVID-19 469 (2.52%)
Cold 226 (1.22%)
Upper respiratory infection 46 (0.25%)

Category of discharge diagnosis based on 
ICD-10-CM codes designated by clinician

Signs and symptoms involving the 
respiratory system

4,317 (23.21%)

General symptoms and signs 3,353 (18.03%)
Infectious and communicable 
diseases

2,873 (15.45%)

Flu-like symptoms including fever, 
malaise, fatigue, dizziness

2,337 (12.57%)

No ICD-10 code available 2,275 (12.23%)
Respiratory infection 2,127 (11.44%)
COVID-19 331 (1.78%)
Pain 282 (1.52%)
Signs and symptoms involving the 
gastrointestinal system

233 (1.25%)

Encounter for other disease, disorder, 
or symptom

154 (0.83%)

Headache 77 (0.41%)
Signs and symptoms involving the 
circulatory system

54 (0.29%)

Other symptoms and signs involving 
the circulatory and respiratory system

43 (0.23%)

Syncope and collapse 41 (0.22%)
Signs and symptoms of mental and 
behavioral disorders

22 (0.12%)

Abnormal findings through testing and 
on examination

20 (0.11%)

Signs and symptoms involving the 
musculoskeletal system

20 (0.11%)

Injuries and environmental health 
hazards

16 (0.09%)

Disturbances of smell and taste 12 (0.06%)
Encounter for circumstances and 
disorders related to maternal care, 
pregnancy, and reproduction

10 (0.05%)

Complications of surgical and medical 
care, not elsewhere classified

2

Table 1. Inclusion criteria met by study sample (N=18,599).

COVID-19, coronavirus disease 2019; ICD-10-CM, International 
Classification of Diseases, 10th Revision, Clinical Modification.
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(MAB, SLC) in a binary fashion (pathology/no pathology). 
The same annotated reports were then analyzed by the model 
with discrepancies analyzed by MAB and SLC.

The model was then manipulated after each of the three 
rounds of 100 studies to account for these discrepancies and 
additional phrases. This process (annotation followed by 
model testing) was then repeated until a threshold accuracy 
rate of >94% was achieved on all three samples of 100 cases 
within the iteration. Once the threshold was reached, the 
model was considered complete, and model statistics were 
tested on a random sample of 10 sets of 100 cases. In this 
set of 1,000 annotated cases, the model had an accuracy rate 
of 96.6%.

Analysis
We divided the included patients into two cohorts: 

patients discharged with no return within 72 hours; and 
patients discharged with a return visit within 72 hours. 
Predictor variables from each patient’s first visit were used to 
determine the predictors of a return to the ED within 72 hours. 

Continuous variables are described by mean and standard 
deviation or median and interquartile range (IQR). Frequency 
counts and percentages are reported for categorical variables. 
Predictor variable importance was initially determined by 
testing the univariable associations between each variable and 
return to the ED within 72 hours. Age was tested using logistic 
regression, and categorical variables were tested using chi-
square and Fisher exact tests. Predictor variables were selected 
for relevance if the P-value from this initial test was P < 0.1. 

Next, predictors meeting this threshold were entered into 
a multivariable logistic regression model that was refined 
using backward elimination. Backward elimination continued 
until tests of association between each predictor variable in 
the model and return to the ED within 72 hours had P-values 
of P < 0.05. We performed logistic regression models using 
the identified important predictor variables to evaluate their 
association with return to the ED within 72 hours status. 
We classified laboratory variables into normal or missing, 
abnormal high, or abnormal low depending on clinical 
significance. All statistical analyses were performed using 
SAS software version 9.4 (SAS Institute Inc, Cary, NC).

RESULTS
Characteristics of Study Subjects

A total of 81,321 patients were seen in the ED during the 
study period, of whom 27,144 were identified as having a 
chief complaint of “viral illness” and 18,599 were identified 
as having “suspected COVID-19” as per our inclusion 
definitions. A total of 18,599 patients met the inclusion 
criteria.

The demographic distribution of included patients is 
shown in Table 2 and 3. The median age of patients who met 
inclusion criteria was 46 years (IQR 34-58, range 18-104). The 
gender distribution was 50.74% female (9,437), and 49.26% 

Table 2. Demographic characteristics of patients with suspected 
COVID-19 (N=18,599).

Demographic information No. (%)
Age, median (IQR), [Range] 46, (34-58), [18-104]
Gender

Female 9,437 (50.74%)
Male 9,162 (49.26%)

Race
Black 3,287 (17.67%)
Asian 1,499 (8.06%)
White 6,365 (34.22%)
Native American/Alaskan/
Hawaiian/Pacific Islander/
unknown

1,222 (6.57%)

Other/multiracial 6,226 (33.47%)
Ethnicity

Hispanic or Latinx 5,384 (28.95%)
Not Hispanic or Latinx 11,677 (62.78%)
Unknown 1,538 (8.27%)

Prior hospitalization within past 6 
months

0 17,304 (93.04%)
1-2 1,137 (6.11%)
≥3 158 (0.58%)

Insurance 
Commercial 13,983 (75.18%)
Medicaid 869 (4.67%)
Medicare 1,322 (7.11%)
Other/unknown 114 (0.61%)
Self-pay/uninsured 2,311 (12.43%)

ESI Triage Level
1 16 (0.09%)
2 2,386 (12.83%)
3 9,722 (52.27%)
4 6,312 (33.94%)
5 163 (0.88%)

Language 
English 14,694 (79.00%)
Spanish 2,871 (15.44%)
Other 576 (3.10%)
Unknown 458 (2.46%)

Medical history
Cancer 573 (3.08%)
Chronic pulmonary disease 21 (0.11%)
Cardiovascular disease 1,130 (6.08%)
COVID-19 15 (0.08%)

IQR, interquartile range; ESI, Emergency Severity Index; 
COVID-19, coronavirus disease 2019.
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or renal disease were more likely to return at 72 hours. Patients 
with persistently abnormal temperature (OR 2.43, 95% CI 1.8-
3.2) and respiratory rate (2.17, 95% CI 1.6-3.0) were more likely 
to return within 72 hours. Abnormal systolic blood pressure at 
triage or at discharge had lower odds of returning for evaluation. 
Of the laboratory tests, abnormally high neutrophil counts, 
abnormally elevated bicarbonate, abnormally low platelets, and 
abnormally elevated aspartate aminotransferase (AST) were 
associated with a higher rate of return within 72 hours (Table 3). 
Furthermore, patients with an abnormal CXR had higher odds of 
return admission (OR 2.54, 95% CI 2.0-3.2).

Among all patients, those discharged on antibiotics 
(2.77% of our study population) were significantly less likely 
to return at 72 hours (OR 0.12, 95% CI 0.0–0.3). Of the 516 
patients who were discharged on antibiotics, five returned 
within 72 hours. Similarly, those discharged on corticosteroids 
(2.23% of the study population) were significantly less likely 
to return at 72 hours (OR 0.12, 95% CI 0.02-0.9). Of the 
415 patients who received corticosteroids, only one patient 
(0.24%) returned within 72 hours. 

DISCUSSION
Despite the lack of evidence-based clinical guidelines 

in the ED setting during the initial surge in the New York 
City metropolitan area, our study found that the return rate 
was relatively low (<3%). While our sample looked at return 
rates within three days, two other studies by Husain et al and 
Berdahl et al noted return rates of 13.7% within 14 days and 
24.7% within 30 days during this initial surge, respectively.28,29 
Further, our admission rate for return patients presenting with 
respiratory concerns was lower when compared to the year 
prior. Considering the unprecedented circumstances and the 
novel presenting features of COVID-19, the admission rate was 
much lower than expected. 

Our lower admission rates could be explained by the 
lack of availability of inpatient beds and the overall volume 
of critically ill patients, which necessitated discharge of 
patients who were stable. Disposition decisions for suspected 
COVID-19 patients were based largely on available vital 
signs, clinical gestalt, and laboratory results. Our findings 
further establish that despite not having definitive confirmation 
of COVID-19, emergency physicians can base their clinical 
decisions on results from more widely available resources 
to discharge patients, even with a novel disease. Moreover, 
our low return rate signifies that patients who were safe for 
discharge were reliably identified, which speaks volumes for 
potentially subsequent waves and future disasters. 

Vital sign abnormalities in respiratory rate and temperature 
increased the odds of return to the ED in patients with suspected 
COVID-19. Of those within our analysis, persistent abnormal 
respiratory rate and temperature were noted to have the largest 
effect. While temperature is a concrete variable, respiratory rate 
can be subjective and at times undermeasured, it is important 
to highlight the effect on a patient of persistently abnormal 

Demographic information No. (%)
CVA/TIA 179 (0.96%)
Diabetes 1,702 (9.15%)
Gastrointestinal disorder 150 (0.81%)
Hematologic 22 (0.12%)
Hypertension 3,209 (17.25%)
Immunologic disease 115 (0.62%)
Obesity 378 (2.03%)
Pulmonary disease 1,715 (9.22%)
Renal disease 138 (0.74%)
Smoking 36 (0.19%)
Transplant 10 (0.05%)
Venous thrombotic disease 193 (1.04%)

BMI Class
Missing/unknown 8,436 (45.36%)
Underweight 123 (0.66%)
Normal weight 2,596 (13.96%)
Pre-obesity 3,845 (20.67%)
Obesity class I 2,213 (11.90%)
Obesity class II 864 (4.65%)
Obesity class III 522 (2.81%

Table 2. Continued.

CVA, cerebral vascular accident; TIA, transient ischemic attack; 
BMI, body mass index.

male (9,162). Most patients identified as not Hispanic or Latino 
(62.78%; 11,677) and the remaining were Hispanic or Latino 
(28.95%; 5,384) or of unknown ethnicity (8.27%; 1,538). With 
regard to race, 34.22% (6,365) of patients were White, 33.47% 
(6,226) identified as other/multiracial, 17.67% (3,287) were 
Black, 8.06% (1,499) were Asian, and 6.57% (1,222) were Native 
American/Alaskan/ Hawaiian/Pacific Islander/unknown. Most 
patients were insured through commercial insurance including 
private insurance, insurance through an employer, or managed 
care (75.18%, 13,983). 

Of the 18,599 patients identified, 532 (2.86%) returned 
to the ED within 72 hours from their initial visit (See Figure 
1a). The admission rate was 95.49% (508/532) for those who 
returned within 72 hours. Of these patients who were admitted 
to the hospital on their second visit, 73 (13.72%) were 
admitted to the intensive care unit (ICU). Historical data from 
2019 showed a 72-hour return rate for patients presenting 
with respiratory symptoms of 1.42% and an admission rate of 
93.68% on the second ED visit (See Figure 1b). 

Males had significantly higher odds of return within 72 hours 
(odds ratio [OR] 1.41, 95% CI 1.2-1.7) (Table 3). Older patients 
had greater odds of returning than younger patients (10-year 
increment: OR 1.37, 95% CI 1.3-1.5 for 72-hour return). With 
regard to chief complaints and past medical history, patients with 
chief complaints of “fever” or “flu” or with a history of diabetes 
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Table 3. Odds ratio estimates for multivariate analysis: 72-hour return.
Effect Point estimate 95% Wald confidence limits

Age (Estimate x [n] year) 1.03 1.03 1.04
Age (Estimate x 10 [n] year) 1.37 1.28 1.47
Gender

Female 1.00 (Reference)
Male 1.41 1.17 1.70

Insurance status
Employee/managed care 1.00 (Reference)
Medicaid 1.23 0.82 1.83
Medicare 0.66 0.49 0.90
Other/unknown 1.89 0.74 4.83
Self-pay/uninsured 0.64 0.45 0.92

Initial chief complaint
Fever
Not present 1.00 (Reference)
Present 1.78 1.44 2.20

Flu
Not present 1.00 (Reference)
Present 1.56 1.20 2.01

Past medical history
Diabetes
Not present 1.00 (Reference)
Present 1.33 1.04 1.69

Renal
Not present 1.00 (Reference)
Present 2.07 1.14 3.76

Number of hospitalizations within past 6 months
0 1.00 (Reference)
1-2 1.63 1.21 2.18
≥3 1.51 0.80 2.88

Triage ESI Level
1 5.34 1.07 26.55
2 1.29 1.03 1.62
3 1.00 (Reference)
4 0.69 0.51 0.92
5 0.52 0.07 3.77

Vital signs from triage to discharge
Temperature
Normal to normal 1.00 (Reference)
Abnormal to abnormal 2.43 1.83 3.218
Abnormal to normal 1.65 1.26 2.16
Normal to abnormal 1.78 1.06 2.98

Systolic BP
Normal to normal 1.00 (Reference)

The area under the receiver operating characteristic curve for the regression model was 0.84.
ESI, Emergency Severity Index; BP, blood pressure.
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Effect Point estimate 95% Wald confidence limits
Abnormal to abnormal 0.68 0.53 0.86
Abnormal to normal 0.68 0.51 0.92
Normal to abnormal 0.72 0.43 1.18
Respiratory rate
Normal to normal 1.00 (Reference)
Abnormal to abnormal 2.17 1.57 3.00
Abnormal to normal 1.57 1.15 2.14
Normal to abnormal 1.17 0.64 2.13

Radiology findings of chest radiograph
Normal 1.00 (Reference)
Abnormal 2.54 2.00 3.22
Not done 0.93 0.70 1.22

Therapies administered
Antibiotics in the ED
Not administered 1.00 (Reference)
Administered 1.52 1.11 2.07

Discharged on antibiotics
Not discharged on antibiotics 1.00 (Reference)
Discharged on antibiotics 0.12 0.05 0.30

Discharged on corticosteroids
Not Discharged on corticosteroids 1.00 (Reference)
Discharged on corticosteroids 0.12 0.02 0.89

Laboratory values
AST

Normal/missing 1.00 (Reference)
High 1.63 1.30 2.07

Bicarbonate
Normal/missing 1.00 (Reference)
High 4.66 1.84 11.79
Low 1.98 0.62 6.35

Neutrophils
Normal 1.00 (Reference)
Low 0.31 0.08 1.31
High 1.32 1.03 1.69

Platelets
Normal 1.00 (Reference)
Low 1.68 1.19 2.38
High 0.64 0.23 1.80

Disposition on first visit
Discharge 1.00 (Reference)
Against medical advice 2.97 1.29 6.84

ED, emergency department; AST, aspartate aminotransferase; CRP, C-reactive protein.

Table 3. Continued.

respiratory rate, possibly as a sign of potential decompensation 
from this respiratory illness. We found that abnormalities in heart 

rates were not associated with increased odds of return, which 
differs from Husain et al and Margus et al.28,29 The Margus et al 
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Figure 1. A. Eligibility criteria for study sample (N=18,599). B. 
Historical data on emergency department 72-hour return and 
admission from 2019 for patients presenting with respiratory 
symptoms.
COVID-19, coronavirus 2019; ED, emergency department.

study differs in methodology from our paper and that of Husain 
et al in that the Margus study was a nested control trial, where 
patients were matched who returned within 72 hours. While 
bradycardia and tachycardia may clinically differ in a clinician’s 
decision-making, our analysis of the unadjusted rates of return 
was higher for patients with either bradycardia or tachycardia. 
This further supports grouping heart rate abnormalities together 
as abnormal. 

Systolic blood pressure (BP) abnormalities decreased the 
likelihood of returning to the ED within 72 hours. Systolic BPs 
(SBP) that were not normal were defined as anything outside of 
the 90-140 range (Appendix B). Only 53 patients of this group 
were hypotensive during their ED stay, and only five of the 53 
were noted to have returned within 72 hours. We were unable to 
separate the abnormal into high and low given the small number 
of hypotensive patients in this large sample, with hypotensive 
patients representing 0.28%. Thus, clinical judgment should be 
used when discharging patients who experienced hypotension 
during their ED stay. Patients presenting with hypertension, 
which was initially thought of as a predisposing factor based 
upon past medical history for worse outcomes, were noted to 
have a lower return rate, which also is contrary to Margus et al. 

Diagnostic tests such as laboratory values and imaging can 
also impact the clinician’s disposition decision. Abnormal lung 
findings on a CXR increased the odds of return within 72 hours, 
similar to Margus et al. More subtle findings of an abnormally 

high AST, neutrophil counts, and bicarbonate level and 
abnormally low platelet counts were also indicative of a higher 
rate of return. This finding of transaminitis was also found to be a 
predictor for return in the sample from Husain et al.28 While each 
individual finding may have impact on the likelihood of return 
to the ED, the composite results of this study may lead toward 
prospective scoring tools that can better guide the clinician on 
disposition decisions for patients who present with COVID-19.

Among patients who did return to the ED within 72 
hours, we found the subsequent admission rate to be almost 
96%. In comparison to our data from 2019 for those patients 
presenting with respiratory symptoms, our system admitted 
a similar percentage (93.7%) of patients. More specifically, 
these patients who returned were noted to have significantly 
worsening symptoms, with approximately 13.7% requiring 
an ICU admission. This is consistent with the inpatient data 
published during the earlier surge with the finding that14.2% 
were treated in the ICU.30 Our study identifies factors that 
increases the odds for returning to the ED and admission to the 
hospital for patients with suspected COVID-19. The natural 
disease progression of COVID-19, like many other infectious 
respiratory illnesses, has the possibility of a patient requiring 
ICU admission and mechanical ventilation. 

Other studies have also looked at clinical factors in the ED 
that could be predictive of worse outcomes or return to the ED. 
In our study, older age, abnormal temperature readings, increased 
respiratory rate, and abnormal CXRs predicted return in 72 hours. 
These results were similar to a recent study by Kilaru et al12 and 
to the discharge criteria used by Berdahl et al. In Kilaru’s study, 
only confirmed COVID-19 patients (1,419) were included, and 
their findings were similar with abnormal temperature, oxygen 
saturation, and CXR, and older age (>60 years) having higher 
odds of return within 72 hours (66 patients) or 7 days (117).12 
The findings in our study support some of the findings in these 
prior studies. Unlike the Kilaru study, we did not restrict our 
study population to patients with confirmed COVID-19. Instead, 
we included any patients under investigation for COVID-19 
based upon chief complaints, discharge diagnoses, and discharge 
instructions related to COVID-19. During our study, only 
7,941/18,599 patients (42.70%) were tested for COVID-19, of 
whom 4,704 (59.24%) tested positive (See Table 2). Testing 
for COVID-19 was a non-contributing factor in the disposition 
decision-making for the treating emergency physician, as these 
results were not available for 24-48 hours for the study period. 
Factors such as abnormal oxygen saturation, advanced age, 
abnormal temperature, and CXR results appear to be markers of 
COVID-19 disease severity.

Although the sample size is small, we must note the 
significantly decreased odds of returning within 72 hours for 
patients discharged on corticosteroids and antibiotics. During the 
study period, health system guidelines initially warned against 
the use of steroids, which was later changed upon identification 
of the inflammatory phase of the COVID-19 infection. These 
findings support early data on COVID-19-hospitalized patients 
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requiring supplemental oxygen that showed corticosteroids 
could be beneficial. Currently, corticosteroids are a key therapy 
for hospitalized patients who require oxygen. More research is 
needed to evaluate the effect of corticosteroids for patients who 
are seen for COVID-19 in the ED or outpatient setting.13 Recent 
studies on the impact of antibiotics on COVID-19 have shown 
a lack of efficacy. However, in our small sample of patients who 
received antibiotics at discharge, the odds of return were also 
reduced. Given that our current sample is not fully composed 
of COVID-19 cases, administration of antibiotics and steroids 
could be effective in treating alternative diagnoses, like bacterial 
etiologies of infection. 

Our study adds to the limited literature that describes 
patients who presented to the ED during the initial wave of 
COVID-19 in the New York City metropolitan area. Our study 
supports using clinically available data for clinicians to discharge 
suspected COVID-19 patients. However, given the nature of 
COVID-19 and the natural progression of the disease, strict return 
precautions must be provided to patients. Before these studies, 
risk factors were primarily extrapolated from in-patient studies, 
and based on experiences in China, Europe, and other countries 
that were affected by the pandemic before the US.8,12,14-26 Our 
study supports that many risk factors for severe disease found 
in hospitalized patients—older age and abnormal temperature, 
tachypnea, and CXR—were also present in discharged ED 
patients with suspected or confirmed COVID-19 who had higher 
odds of returning to the ED within 72 hours.14-16,27

LIMITATIONS
While this retrospective cohort study allows us to 

identify associations between patient characteristics and 
return to the ED, it does not permit conclusions related to 
causality. This study was performed at a single health system 
in the Northeast, so our findings may not reflect national or 
international populations. They may have had a 72-hour return 
to an ED at different health system, death, or other morbidity 
that was not captured within the EHR shared by the 14 EDs 
from which we collected data. Further, neither do we know 
how mortality rates among those who returned within 72 
hours compared to those who were initially admitted with 
COVID-19, information that could have provided deeper 
clinical insight into the effects of discharge.

Emergency departments track 72-hour returns as a quality 
measure and can be indicative for possible misdiagnosis and 
or treatment failures. Given the pathogenesis of COVID-19, 
72-hour return may not encompass the progression of the 
COVID-19 disease process, although patients may present to 
the ED at different points during their disease. Their first visit 
could be on day 1 or 10 of symptoms; thus, allowing for a 72-
hour return could allow for varying sequelae of COVID-19 
depending on the day of their presentation. Husain et al and 
Berdhal et al extended the window of follow-up to 14 and 30 
days, respectively; however, these follow-up windows may be 
more indicative of other pathology rather than the acute viral 

phase of COVID-19. Furthermore, we are not advocating that 
these patients require admission for that length of time.30,31 
Within the 72-hour window, certain sequelae of COVID-19 
may be missed, such as bacterial super-infections, deep vein 
thromboses, and neurologic complications that were seen as late 
complications of COVID-19. 

Our cohort included patients based on presenting 
symptoms consistent with COVID-19. They did not always 
have a COVID-19 test to confirm the diagnosis, as the 
testing platform was limited at that time. Within our cohort 
that was tested, the positivity rate was 59.24%, although 
it must be noted that during the study period the accuracy 
of the polymerase chain reaction tests was evolving; some 
patients required multiple tests and were clinically treated as 
having COVID-19. Furthermore, with regard to our findings 
regarding who did not return after receiving antibiotics, 
some of these patients may have been treated for bacterial 
etiologies, which may explain their low return rate. 

One of our assumptions in our regression analysis was 
that patients who did not have lab tests ordered, and thus 
had no reported values, were classified as normal. This 
assumption was made because clinicians did not deem the 
tests to be relevant to the patient’s diagnosis or disposition. 
As these tests were not available upon discharge, it did not 
contribute to the overall decision-making process regarding 
the patient’s disposition. Patients in these instances were 
presenting overall well-appearing, and during a time of limited 
resources, ordering such tests was unnecessary. In addition, 
our analytical testing indicated that separating those patients 
who did not have labs ordered into their own category resulted 
in unstable modeling estimates, therefore necessitating the 
combining of categories. Because of this, there is the potential 
that some patients were misclassified. However, we believe 
this proportion to be low and to have not influenced our 
estimates in any meaningful way.

CONCLUSION
During the initial surge of the pandemic in the New 

York City metropolitan area, there was limited knowledge of 
COVID-19 and its clinical course in patients who presented 
to the ED. Despite this lack of knowledge, our 72-hour return 
rate was relatively low, even with an extremely high rate of 
patients who were presenting with COVID-19. As COVID-19 
diagnostic tools and treatment algorithms evolve, we need to 
better understand the factors that may contribute to a patient 
returning to the ED. As many patients with COVID-19 can 
be discharged at the initial time of evaluation, programs and 
follow-up procedures tailored to these patients should be 
implemented and investigated.
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INTRODUCTION
Patients with sepsis have life-threatening organ 

dysfunction caused by a dysregulated host response to 
infection.1 Septic shock is the most severe manifestation of 
sepsis syndrome with increased mortality due to circulatory 

University of Florida College of Medicine - Jacksonville, Department of Emergency 
Medicine, Jacksonville, Florida
Mayo Clinic, Department of Emergency Medicine, Jacksonville, Florida
University of Florida Health Jacksonville, Center for Data Solutions, Jacksonville, 
Florida
University of Florida College of Medicine, Department of Emergency Medicine, 
Gainesville, Florida

Background: Metabolic derangements in sepsis influence phosphate levels, which may predict 
mortality outcomes. We investigated the association between initial phosphate levels and 28-day 
mortality in patients with sepsis. 

Methods: We conducted a retrospective analysis of patients with sepsis. Initial (first 24 
hours) phosphate levels were divided into phosphate quartile groups for comparisons. We 
used repeated-measures mixed-models to assess differences in 28-day mortality across the 
phosphate groups, adjusting for other predictors identified by the Least Absolute Shrinkage and 
Selection Operator variable selection technique.

Results: A total of 1,855 patients were included with 13% overall 28-day mortality (n=237). 
The highest phosphate quartile (>4.0 milligrams per deciliter [mg/dL]) had a higher mortality 
rate (28%) than the three lower quartiles (P<0.001). After adjustment (age, organ failure, 
vasopressor administration, liver disease), the highest initial phosphate was associated with 
increased odds of 28-day mortality. Patients in the highest phosphate quartile had 2.4 times 
higher odds of death than the lowest (≤2.6 mg/dL) quartile (P<0.01), 2.6 times higher than the 
second (2.6-3.2 mg/dL) quartile (P<0.01), and 2.0 times higher than the third (3.2-4.0 mg/dL) 
quartile (P=0.04).

Conclusion: Septic patients with the highest phosphate levels had increased odds of mortality. 
Hyperphosphatemia may be an early indicator of disease severity and risk of adverse outcomes 
from sepsis. [West J Emerg Med. 2023;24(3)416–423.]

and metabolic abnormalities.1 Approximately 1.7 million 
adults are hospitalized with sepsis per year in the United 
States, with a mortality rate of 15.6%.2 Early recognition and 
diagnosis of sepsis remain challenging due to the nonspecific 
diagnostic criteria for the syndrome. Consensus guidelines 
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What do we already know about this issue?
Phosphate derangements are common in 
critically ill patients and may be an early 
indicator of infection and increased mortality 
in patients with sepsis.

What was the research question?
Our objective was to determine the association 
of initial phosphate levels in septic patients 
with 28-day mortality.

What was the major finding of the study? 
Patients with the highest phosphate levels (4.0 
mg/dL) had a higher mortality rate than those 
in the three lower quartiles (P<0.001).

How does this improve population health?
Hyperphosphatemia may be an early indicator 
of disease severity and risk of adverse 
outcomes from sepsis. 

recommend prompt resuscitation with intravenous crystalloid, 
early administration of broad-spectrum antibiotics, and 
vasopressors to support blood pressure in the setting of septic 
shock.3 Elevated serum lactate levels are indicative of cellular 
dysfunction in sepsis, making hyperlactatemia a useful marker 
of sepsis severity.1,4–6

Other metabolic derangements occur in critically ill sepsis 
patients, including changes in phosphate levels. Phosphorus 
is a component of cell membranes, nucleic acids, and nuclear 
proteins. It is required for energy metabolism and intracellular 
signaling, and it plays a key role in regulatory mechanisms, 
generation of adenosine triphosphate, acid-base homeostasis, 
and oxygen release by hemoglobin.8,9 Phosphate derangements 
are, therefore, commonly expected in critically ill patients. 

Hypophosphatemia has been described in sepsis, 
metabolic or respiratory alkalosis, refeeding syndrome, and 
ketoacidosis, as well as after major trauma or surgery.10 
It has also been associated with increased morbidity and 
mortality in critically ill patients.11–13 Several studies suggest 
hypophosphatemia may be an early indicator of infection 
and increased mortality in sepsis.14,15 However, more recent 
studies found associations between hyperphosphatemia and 
increased mortality in critically ill patients with sepsis and 
septic shock.16,17 The direction of early phosphate derangement 
(high or low) and its predictive ability for mortality in sepsis 
remains unclear. Our primary objective in this study was to 
determine the association of initial phosphate levels (measured 
in the first 24 hours) in septic patients with 28-day mortality. 

METHODS
Data Source

We conducted a retrospective analysis using an existing 
dataset of adult patients admitted for sepsis at University of 
Florida Health Jacksonville, an urban, not-for-profit academic 
medical center. The parent study evaluated hospital sepsis 
outcomes before and after the implementation of a quality 
improvement program.18 The parent study was a retrospective 
analysis of patients identified by diagnosis codes for sepsis 
in the University of Florida Health Jacksonville electronic 
health record system.18 Trained research coordinators worked 
in concert with the biostatistician and clinician team to clean 
and curate the data for analysis. Our approach and reporting 
followed STROBE guidelines.19 The study was approved by 
the University of Florida Institutional Review Board with a 
waiver of informed consent.

The original dataset included patients admitted with any 
one of  28 explicit International Classification of Diseases, 
9th Revision, Clinical Modification codes for sepsis (see 
Supplemental Information) and two or more systemic 
inflammatory response syndrome (SIRS) criteria between 
October 2013–May 2016. In 2016, the Third International 
Consensus Definitions for Sepsis and Septic Shock (Sepsis-3) 
deemphasized SIRS criteria, defining sepsis as a dysregulated 
response to infection. 1,4 Sepsis-3 operationalized this 

consensus definition as an increase in the Sequential Organ 
Failure Assessment (SOFA) score of two or more points.4 
Therefore, we a priori planned a sub-analysis limited to 
patients with a SOFA score of two or more.

Exclusion and Inclusion Criteria
Patients were included in this study if they met the above 

study criteria for sepsis and they were in the parent dataset 
and had a phosphate lab result within the first 24 hours of 
emergency department (ED) presentation. We excluded 
patients who had a diagnosis of hyperparathyroidism, 
hypoparathyroidism, or end-stage renal disease (ESRD), as 
well as those patients who did not have a phosphate lab result 
within 24 hours of ED presentation (Figure 1).

Data Collection
We collected demographic information, clinical data, vital 

signs, SOFA scores, and lab values for all patient encounters. 
Phosphate levels collected within 24 hours of ED presentation 
were included for analysis. Only the initial phosphate 
laboratory result from each encounter was included in the 
analysis, as subsequent values may have been influenced 
by phosphate repletion, and phosphate repletion data was 
not available. We excluded phosphate results (reported in 
milligrams per deciliter [mg/dL]) that were extreme outliers 
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Figure 1. Patient inclusion flow diagram.
ESRD, end-stage renal disease.

(greater than 3 interquartile range [IQR] above the third 
quartile) among all phosphate lab results from the study.20 
There were no extremely low outliers. The quartiles of the 
initial phosphate values were used as the boundaries of the 
four phosphate quartile groups. The primary outcome was 28-
day mortality. 

Statistical Analysis
We summarized data using medians (first quartile, 

third quartile) for continuous data and using counts and 
percentages for categorical data. Chi-square and Wilcoxon 
rank-sum tests were used to compare the baseline 
characteristics among the phosphate quartile groups. For 
univariate analyses, we used data from the first encounter 
if the patient had multiple encounters during the study 
period. Repeated-measures mixed-models were used to 
identify predictors of 28-day mortality. We used data 
from all encounters for the 28-day mortality multivariable 
regression model with repeated-measures mixed-models to 
account for repeated encounters. Candidate predictors in the 
model were phosphate quartile group; age at first encounter 
(years); gender (biologic sex); race (Black, White, other); 

vasopressor use (yes/no); mechanical ventilation (yes/no); 
history of diabetes (yes/no); history of liver disease (yes/
no); initial creatinine level during the encounter; initial 
calcium level during the encounter; total SOFA scor; and the 
interaction between creatinine and SOFA score.

Missingness was under 1% for all variables included 
in the logistic regression model. As a prescreening step to 
discard the least important model terms, the least absolute 
shrinkage and selection perator (LASSO)21 and least angle 
regression22 methods implemented in the GLMSELECT23 
SAS procedure were used. The LASSO method is a penalized 
regression method that considers all candidate variables and 
reduces the coefficients of non-important variables to zero, 
thereby removing them from the final model. It allows us to 
perform comprehensive variable selection from the candidate 
variables and reduce multicollinearity. We determined the 
optimal covariance structure by fitting several covariance 
structures and determining the one with the lowest corrected 
Akaike information criterion.24 We estimated differences 
between groups using adjusted odds ratios (aOR), along 
with 95% confidence intervals. We used area under the 
receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve to assess the 
performance of the predictive model. The level of significance 
was set at 5%. We performed all analyses using SAS version 
9.4 for Windows (SAS Institute, Inc; Cary, NC).

RESULTS
We reviewed data from 3,297 encounters in the original 

dataset, representing 2,796 unique patients, for inclusion in 
this study. The primary reason for exclusion was a lack of 
phosphate levels within the first 24 hours of ED presentation 
(882 encounters). Other reasons for exclusion included 
a history of ESRD or parathyroid disorders. Finally, we 
excluded extremely high outlier phosphate values (phosphate 
>8.2 mg/dL). The final study population included 2,101 
encounters, representing 1,855 unique patients (Figure 1).

The 1,855 patients admitted for sepsis had a median age 
of 60 years (Table 1); 51% of patients were female, 48% 
were Black, 47% were White, and 5% were other races. The 
median initial SOFA score was 2 (0, 5). Table 1 displays 
demographics, comorbidities, and disease severity for enrolled 
patients. The overall 28-day mortality rate was 13% (237).

Among all encounters for sepsis, the median phosphate 
level was 3.2 mg/dL, the bounds of first and third quartiles 
were 2.6 and 4.0 mg/dL, respectively (Table 2). The median 
time to initial phosphate level was 2.87 hours (quartiles 0.7, 
12.8). Table 2 presents the number of patients, the mortality 
rate, and the distributions of phosphate levels within each 
quartile group by unique patients. Mortality differed among 
phosphate quartile groups (P <0.001). The greatest mortality 
rate (28%, 113) occurred in the quartile with the highest 
phosphate levels (> 4.0 mg/dL). The quartile with the lowest 
phosphate levels (≤ 2.6 mg/dL) had the lowest mortality rate 
(7%, 38). The second and third quartiles had mortality rates of 
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Variable Overall Highest quartile Third quartile Second quartile Lowest quartile P-value
Age, years* 60 (50, 71) 64 (53, 74) 60 (49, 73) 59 (49, 70.5) 58 (48, 68) <0.001
Gender, female 950 (51) 219 (54) 233 (52) 238 (52) 260 (48) 0.39
Race, Black 889 (48) 190 (46) 226 (50) 211 (46) 262 (49) 0.34

Other 92 (5) 14 (4) 18 (4) 25 (5) 34 (6)
White 874 (47) 204 (50) 207 (46) 220 (48) 243 (45)

AIDS 61 (3) 11 (3) 18 (4) 14 (3) 18 (3) 0.75
Malignancy† 210 (11) 47 (11) 56 (12) 50 (11) 57 (11) 0.83
CHF 388 (21) 127 (31) 85 (19) 92 (20) 84 (16) <.001
COPD 629 (34) 149 (36) 145 (32) 184 (40) 151 (28) <.001
CVD 180 (10) 53 (13) 37 (8) 44 (10) 46 (9) 0.08
Diabetes 637 (34) 144 (35) 165 (37) 158 (35) 170 (32) 0.40
Dementia 104 (6) 31 (8) 35 (8) 17 (4) 21 (4) 0.01
Liver disease 207 (11) 47 (11) 45 (10) 53 (12) 62 (12) 0.84
Myocardial infarct 152 (8) 54 (13) 33 (7) 28 (6) 37 (7) <.001
Mechanical vent 116 (6) 50 (12) 28 (6) 21 (5) 17 (3) <.001
Metastatic cancer‡ 78 (4) 16 (4) 22 (5) 19 (4) 21 (4) 0.87
Vasopressors 532 (29) 204 (50) 105 (23) 111 (24) 112 (21) <.001
Calcium, mg/dL*ˆ 9.1 (8.6, 9.5) 9 (8.4, 9.5) 9.1 (8.6, 9.6) 9 (8.6, 9.5) 9.1 (8.6, 9.5) 0.07
Creatinine, mg/dL *ˆ 1.09 (0.78, 1.65) 1.73 (1.12, 2.73) 1.11 (0.77, 1.76) 0.94 (8.6, 9.5) 0.99 (0.74, 1.33) <.001
Lactate, mmol/L *ˆ 2.0 (1.4, 3.1) 2.3 (1.5, 3.9) 1.7 (1.2, 2.8) 1.9 (1.2, 3.0) 2.0 (1.5, 3.0) <.001
SOFA Total*^ 2 (0, 5) 5 (3, 8) 5 (3, 8) 2 (0, 4) 1 (0, 3) <.001

Table 1. Categorical variables by phosphate quartile group (unique patients). 

†Any malignancy except malignancy skin neoplasm; ‡metastatic solid tumor; data is reported as count (percentage) and analyzed using 
chi-square test, unless specified by *median (1st quartile, 3rd quartile) and Wilcoxon rank-sum test; ˆfirst available measure at first 
encounter.
AIDS, acquired immunodeficiency syndrome; CHF, congestive heart failure; COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; CVD, 
cerebrovascular disease; mg/dL, milligram per deciliter; SOFA, Sequential Organ Failure Assessment,.

Table 2. Distribution of phosphate quartile groups and mortality by unique patients.

Phosphate lab value range*
Median phosphate value* 
(1st quartile, 3rd quartile) Mortality rate

Lowest quartile ≤2.6 2.20 (1.90, 2.50) 7% (38/539)
Second quartile 2.6 - 3.2 2.90 (2.80, 3.10) 9% (39/456)
Third quartile 3.2 - 4.0 3.60 (3.40, 3.80) 10% (47/451)
Highest quartile >4.0 5.00 (4.50, 5.90) 28% (113/409)
Overall 0.40-8.20 3.20 (2.50, 3.90) 13% (327/1,855)

*mg/dL.
mg/dL, milligram per deciliter.

9% (39) and 10% (47), respectively. 
As shown in Table 1, both comorbidities and disease 

severity varied among phosphate quartile groups. Compared 
to other quartile groups, patients in the highest quartile were 
older and more likely to have a history of congestive heart 
failure or myocardial infarction. There was also a significant 
difference in rates of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease 
across phosphate quartiles. Initial creatinine and lactate 
levels were significantly higher among patients with higher 

phosphate levels. Initial total SOFA scores increased with 
phosphate quartiles, with the highest quartile experiencing 
the most pronounced degree of organ failure. Patients in the 
highest quartile were also more likely to require mechanical 
ventilation and vasopressor support. 

Multivariable Analyses
After screening of candidate variables, the LASSO 

method selected age at first encounter, SOFA score, 
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vasopressor use, history of diabetes, and history of liver 
disease to be the covariates in the multivariable analyses, 
in addition to the phosphate quartile. Initial creatinine and 
calcium levels were included as candidate variables in the 
initial model. However, because their contribution was non-
significant, these variables were not selected by the LASSO 
procedure for the final model. The area under the ROC curve 
(AUC) was 0.950 (95% CI 0.939-0.960, Figure 2), indicating 
excellent performance of the fitted model in predicting 28-
day mortality. 

 Figure 2. Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve for 
28-day Mortality with Area Under the Curve (AUC) from the 
multivariable model, controlling for age at first encounter, SOFA 
score, vasopressor use, history of diabetes, history of liver disease, 
and phosphate quartile. AUC 0.950 (95% CI 0.939, 0.960).

Controlling for the effect of these covariates, the repeated-
measures mixed-model revealed that the likelihood of 28-day 
mortality was different across the quartile groups (P<0.01). 
Increasing age, higher initial SOFA score, vasopressor use, 
and history of liver disease were also significantly associated 
with mortality (Figure 3). 

The odds ratios, adjusted for other covariates in the 
multivariable model, for 28-day mortality by phosphate 
quartile groups are presented in Table 3. Accounting for other 
covariates, the highest phosphate quartile group (> 4.0 mg/dL) 
had 2.4 times higher odds of death than the lowest (≤ 2.6 mg/
dL) quartile group (P<0.01), 2.6 times higher odds of death 
than the second (2.6-3.2 mg/dL) quartile group (P<0.01), and 

 
Figure 3.  Adjusted odds ratios for 28-day mortality.  
Odds rations from multivariable model, adjusting for age at first 
encounter, SOFA score, vasopressor use, history of diabetes, and 
history of liver disease. CI=Confidence interval
OR, odds ratio; SOFA, Sequential Organ Failure Assessment.

2.0 times higher odds than the third (3.2-4.0 mg/dL) quartile 
group (P=0.04). 

Sub-analysis of Sepsis-3 Cohort 
In the pre-planned sub-analysis of patients with SOFA 

scores of two or more, initial phosphate remained significantly 
associated with mortality. There were 1,051 patients in 
the sub-analysis with an overall mortality rate of 19% 
(Supplemental Table 1). The mortality rate was highest among 
patients in the highest phosphate quartile (30%; Supplemental 
Table 1). Again, patients in the highest quartile had increased 
odds of mortality compared to those in the lowest two 
quartiles (Supplemental Table 2). However, mortality 
differences between patients in the highest quartile and those 
in the third quartiles were no longer significant (P=0.05; 
Supplemental Table 2). Other significant predictors of 
mortality in the original model were similar in the secondary 
analysis multivariable model (Supplemental Figure 1). 

DISCUSSION
In this retrospective study of hospitalized sepsis patients, 

we found patients in the highest quartile of first 24-hour 
phosphate levels had increased mortality and odds of death 
compared to all other phosphate quartiles. Patients in the 
lowest quartile of phosphate levels had similar odds of 
mortality compared to those in the second or third quartiles 
and significantly lower odds of mortality compared to those 
in the highest quartile. Although we divided phosphate 
levels into quartiles for analysis, the bounds closely aligned 
with accepted diagnostic thresholds. The significance of our 
findings persisted after adjusting for comorbidities, severity of 
illness, and potential confounders.

Our findings are similar to other recent studies, which 
have found that elevated phosphate levels are associated 
with poor outcomes.16,17 Miller et al reported significantly 
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Table 3. Adjusted odds of mortality by phosphate quartile groups.

Phosphate quartile group
Comparator phosphate quartile 

group Adjusted OR (95% CI)* Adjusted P value
Second quartile Lowest quartile 0.955 (0.465-1.962) 0.9984
Second quartile Third quartile 0.774 (0.377-1.589) 0.79
Third quartile Lowest quartile 1.234 (0.622-2.449) 0.86
Highest quartile Lowest quartile 2.442 (1.227-4.863) <0.01
Highest quartile Second quartile 2.558 (1.239-5.291) <0.01
Highest quartile Third quartile 1.980 (1.026-3.817) 0.04

*From regression model adjusting for age at first encounter, Sequential Organ Failure Assessment score, vasopressor use, history of 
diabetes, and history of liver disease.
OR, odds ratio.

higher rates of 28-day mortality in mechanically ventilated 
sepsis patients with phosphate levels above 3.5 mg/
dL.16 Paradoxically, both time-weighted hypo- and 
hyperphosphatemia were associated with decreased 
length of time on mechanical ventilation.16 Mortality rates 
observed by Miller et al were higher compared to our study 
(58.5% and 28%, respectively); however, all the patients in 
their dataset were mechanically ventilated and represented 
a more critically ill cohort at baseline. In our study, which 
was not limited to mechanically ventilated patients, patients 
in the highest phosphate quartile (>4.0 mg/dL) experienced 
higher mortality and were also more likely to require 
mechanical ventilation.

Al Harbi et al reported increased intensive care unit 
(ICU) and hospital mortality (aOR 1.60, 95% CI 1.13–2.28, 
P<0.01 and 1.70, 95% CI 1.21-2.29, P<0.01, respectively) 
among ICU patients with hyperphosphatemia.17 In addition 
to increased mortality, patients with hyperphosphatemia 
had increased vasopressor use and mechanical ventilation 
dependence.17 Similar to our methodology, phosphate 
levels in their study were from the first day of presentation, 
although our study was not limited to ICU patients. 
Although cutoff values in our study were slightly different, 
and our cohort included a broader severity of illness, 
we found comparably higher mortality and increased 
mechanical ventilation requirements among patients with 
the highest phosphate levels.

Haider et al investigated the association between 
hyperphosphatemia and mortality among a broad cohort 
of 2,390 patients presenting to the ED.25 They found 
hyperphosphatemia was an independent risk factor for 
mortality (OR 3.29; P<0.001). Among the 215 patients 
with hyperphosphatemia, the mortality rate was 10.7%, 
compared to 3.2% in the overall cohort. Their study was 
a cross-sectional study of ED patients regardless of the 
reason for presentation, whereas our study was specifically 
focused on phosphate derangements among septic patients. 

Although we, and others, found septic patients 
with hyperphosphatemia had higher odds of mortality, 

some literature supports an association between 
hypophosphatemia and adverse outcomes.11,12,14 However, 
there are several notable limitations to those studies. In a 
small retrospective study of 55 patients from 2006, Shor et 
al found that severe hypophosphatemia (<1.0 mg/dL) was 
an independent risk factor for sepsis mortality, compared 
to patients without severe hypophosphatemia (>1.0 mg/
dL).14 However, all patients with a phosphate level >1.0 
mg/dL were included in the same group for analyses for 
their study, and no data were presented on patients with 
hyperphosphatemia. 

Suzuki et al included all ICU patients, not limited to 
sepsis, in their investigation of phosphate levels among 
critically ill patients.11 After excluding patients with any 
episode of hyperphosphatemia, patients with at least one 
episode of hypophosphatemia had higher ICU mortality 
than those without any episodes of hypophosphatemia 
(34% vs 22%, respectively; P<0.01). However, in 
their multivariable analysis, hypophosphatemia was 
not independently associated with mortality, and a 
hyperphosphatemia subgroup (>4.3 mg/dL) had increased 
ICU mortality, duration of mechanical ventilation, and ICU 
length of stay. Moreover, correction of hypophosphatemia 
was not associated with improvement of outcomes. 
Although they did not find hypophosphatemia to be an 
independent predictor of mortality, their study seems to 
suggest a potential bimodal distribution, with phosphate 
extremes (either low or high) having an association with 
increased illness severity in critically ill patients. 

Wang et al also investigated the relationship between 
hypophosphatemia and mortality among all ICU patients, 
although not limited to sepsis.12 They separated patients 
into a normal phosphate group and a hypophosphatemia 
group based on phosphate levels at time of ICU admission 
and found hypophosphatemia to be an independent risk 
factor for ICU 28-day mortality (OR 1.5; P=0.01). Patients 
with hyperphosphatemia were excluded from their analysis. 
We did not find an association between hypophosphatemia 
and mortality among our cohort of patients with 
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sepsis. Although some studies only investigated severe 
hypophosphatemia, in our cohort less than 1% of 
encounters had phosphate levels <1.0 mg/dL. Several of 
the above studies only examined the relationship between 
hypophosphatemia and adverse outcomes and excluded 
patients with hyperphosphatemia. A strength of our study 
design was that we included patients with both high and 
low phosphate levels in our analysis. 

Our results support some existing literature that 
suggests an association between hyperphosphatemia 
and adverse outcomes in critically ill patients. Our 
study provides valuable insights into the association 
between phosphate derangements and adverse outcomes 
in septic patients, an area with limited, and conflicting, 
existing evidence. Our findings suggest that phosphate 
dysregulation, and specifically elevated phosphate levels, 
is associated with increased sepsis mortality, although the 
pathophysiologic mechanism could not be elucidated by 
the retrospective design of our study. Potential etiologies of 
this relationship could include that phosphate is a marker 
of organ dysfunction or dysregulated cellar metabolism 
from sepsis. Whether high serum phosphate is an early 
indicator of increased mortality, a marker of organ failure 
severity, a potential therapeutic target, or mediates cellular 
dysfunction, warrants further investigation. 

LIMITATIONS
It is possible that the relationship between elevated 

phosphate levels and mortality could reflect residual 
confounding from an unmeasured covariate. For 
example, increased phosphate could be secondary to 
other unexplained organ dysfunction that influences 
sepsis mortality. However, we accounted for a number 
of potentially confounding factors in our multivariable 
model and included both SOFA score and markers of 
renal dysfunction as candidate variables and found 
high phosphate levels to be persistently associated with 
increased sepsis-related mortality. Additionally, we had a 
limited number of patients with severe hypophosphatemia 
in our patient population, which may have limited our 
ability to detect significant associations. Finally, given 
the retrospective nature of our study, we were unable to 
ascertain the reason a phosphate level was drawn. Although 
this could have been part of some clinicians’ usual practice, 
it may also have biased the sample toward a sicker cohort 
that had a broader laboratory evaluation. 

CONCLUSION
In this retrospective study of hospitalized sepsis 

patients, we found that patients with the highest initial 
phosphate levels in the first 24 hours of presentation had 
increased odds of death compared to patients in all other 
phosphate-level groups.
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Introduction: Syndromic surveillance (SyS) is an important public health tool using de-identified healthcare 
discharge data from emergency department (ED) and urgent care settings to rapidly identify new health 
threats and provide insight into current community well-being. While SyS is directly fed by clinical 
documentation such as chief complaint or discharge diagnosis, the degree to which clinicians are aware 
their documentation directly influences public health investigations is unknown. The primary objective of this 
study was to evaluate the degree to which clinicians practicing in Kansas EDs or urgent care settings were 
aware that certain de-identified aspects of their documentation are used in public health surveillance and to 
identify barriers to improved data representation.

Methods: We distributed an anonymous survey August–November 2021 to clinicians practicing at least 
part time in emergency or urgent care settings in Kansas. We then compared responses from emergency 
medicine (EM)-trained physicians to non-EM trained physicians. Descriptive statistics were used for 
analysis. 

Results: A total of 189 respondents across 41 Kansas counties responded to the survey. Of those surveyed, 
132 (83%) were unaware of SyS. Knowledge did not differ significantly by specialty, practice setting, urban 
region, age, nor by experience level. Respondents were unaware of which aspects of their documentation 
were visible to public health entities, or how quickly records were retrievable. When asked about improving 
documentation for SyS, lack of clinician awareness (71.5%) was perceived as a greater barrier than 
electronic health record platform usability or time available to document (61% and 59%, respectively).

Conclusion: This survey suggests that most practitioners in EM have not heard of SyS and are unaware 
of the invaluable role certain aspects of their documentation play in public health. Critical information that 
would be captured and coded into a key syndrome is often missing, but clinicians are unaware of what types 
of information may be most useful in their documentation, and where to document that information. Lack of 
knowledge or awareness was identified by clinicians as the single greatest barrier to enhancing surveillance 
data quality. Increased awareness of this important tool may lead to enhanced utility for timely and impactful 
surveillance through improved data quality and collaboration between EM practitioners and public health. 
[West J Emerg Med. 2023;24(3)424–430.]
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What do we already know about this issue?
Syndromic surveillance (SyS) is a public health 
tool using de-identified ED visit records to 
rapidly assess current health threats.

What was the research question?
Are clinicians in emergency medicine aware 
their documentation is important for public 
health surveillance? 

What was the major finding of the study? 
Of 189 clinicians surveyed, 83% were 
unfamiliar with SyS or the role their charting 
plays in public health. 

How does this improve population health?
Increasing awareness of SyS within emergency 
medicine will inform public health practice 
through collaboration to target surveillance 
and enhance data quality.

INTRODUCTION
Syndromic surveillance (SyS) is a data collection strategy 

that informs public health about concerning trends in near real-
time by analyzing patient-reported symptoms and electronic 
health record (EHR) documentation from clinicians in emergency 
departments (ED) and urgent care.1,2 The timely information 
that SyS can provide about current community well-being, and 
the ability to query free-text fields (eg, chief complaint, triage 
notes) in addition to discharge diagnosis, allow for early outbreak 
detection and active surveillance of a wide variety of public 
health indicators. Health departments work with hospitals to send 
de-identified visit data in batches as frequently as every hour, and 
the data is monitored on a daily basis to alert epidemiologists to 
potential health-related concerns. 

Epidemiologists actively use SyS tools in their day-to-
day practice, and there is great opportunity for collaboration 
with frontline clinicians providing the data input. For example, 
e-cigarette or vaping-associated lung injury, was initially 
identified when astute healthcare clinicians alerted public health 
practitioners to cases of respiratory failure among young adults, 
prompting widespread SyS queries to further quantify this 
public health problem and identify cases for investigation.3 More 
recently, SyS was used to assess the real-time impact of physical 
and social distancing rules implemented in the initial phase of the 
coronavirus coronavirus 2019 pandemic.4 

Syndromic surveillance has also been used to prove the 
efficacy of vaccination initiatives by demonstrating a decrease 
in patients presenting to EDs for target diseases.6,7 Furthermore, 
SyS has been used to analyze extreme weather events, providing 
information to assist in statewide response plans.8-10 The public 
health applications of SyS are as vast as the data SyS obtains 
from EHR-documented symptoms and diagnoses, and the data 
can be used to more rapidly respond to emerging health threats 
than traditional sources of public health information.

As SyS systems use data generated from clinician 
documentation, the strength of the data collected is reliant 
on clinician awareness of the role of their documentation in 
SyS.11 To date, this relationship has not been well examined in 
public health or medical literature, which is surprising as SyS 
systems are fed directly by EHR documentation from acute 
care, urgent care, and ED settings (which in this manuscript we 
will consider collectively as “ED settings”). To better explore 
clinician understanding of SyS, we created a survey evaluating 
their awareness of SyS and perception of EHR data-collection 
methods. We hypothesized that emergency clinicians in our state 
are largely unaware of SyS and unaware of the invaluable role 
their documentation plays in the aggregation of data for public 
health action. Given that Kansas has a robust SyS system and is 
leading the way in SyS outreach and application, the state was 
well situated for an investigation of this hypothesis. 

METHODS
We conducted a cross-sectional survey designed to assess 

emergency clinician (physician and midlevel practitioner) 

awareness and understanding of SyS through an electronic 
survey questionnaire. Twelve of 29 survey questions gathered 
respondent demographics, training level, primary practice setting, 
and assessed their understanding of SyS and perceived barriers 
toward improving documentation for public health purposes. 
(For full survey template see supplement.) The questionnaire 
was created by the Kansas Syndromic Surveillance Program. 
The survey instrument was piloted with nine physicians and 
underwent three revisions. 

Survey subjects were eligible to participate if they identified 
as practicing in an EM or urgent care (UC) setting in the state of 
Kansas (eg, EM-trained, and non-urban family medicine [FM], 
internal medicine [IM] clinicians and rural physician assistants 
[PA]). In rural counties, the ED did not have to be the primary 
practice setting provided the clinician identified as practicing in 
the ED at least part time. We acquired clinicians’ emails from 
the Kansas Board of Healing Arts database, and we contacted 
potential survey participants via email correspondence and 
the Kansas Chapter of the American College of Emergency 
Physicians (KS ACEP). Responses were anonymous. The survey 
was disseminated and stored with survey software (Qualtrics XM, 
Provo, UT) from August 1–November 12, 2021, and participants 
were contacted multiple times. We analyzed qualitative data using 
survey analytic descriptive statistics (SAS Institute, Inc, Cary, 
NC). Awareness and perception differences were compared with 
Pearson chi-square tests. 
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Demographics

All respondents 
(N=189) Have you heard of syndromic surveillance?*

% (n) Yes, % (n) No, % (n) Unsure, % (n)
Group P-value 

(chi-square)
17.0% (27/159) 74.8% (119/159) 8.2% (13/159)

Hospital type 
Critical access hospital 14.0% (23/164) 0% (0/21) 90.5% (19/21) 9.5% (2/21)

0.152
Teaching facility 37.8% (62/164) 20.8% (11/53) 71.7% (38/53) 7.5% (4/53)
Non-teaching facility 25.6% (42/164) 16.7% (6/36) 80.6% (29/36) 2.8% (1/36)
Other (Urgent care, ambulatory) 22.6% (37/164) 21.9% (7/32) 62.5% (20/32) 15.6% (5/32)

Age
20-29 15.4% (29/188) 0% (0/25) 84% (21/25) 16% (4/25)

0.173
30-49 54.8% (103/188) 20.5% (17/83) 73.5% (61/183) 6.0% (5/83)
50-69 25.5% (48/188) 20.9% (9/43) 69.8% (30/43) 9.3% (4/43)
70+ 4.3% (8/188) 12.5% (1/8) 87.5% (⅞) 0% (0/8)

Level of training
Resident or fellow 18.6% (34/183) 14.8% (4/27) 74.1% (20/27) 11.1% (3/27)

0.468Attending 67.8% (124/183) 18.9% (21/111) 73.0% (81/111) 8.1% (9/111)
Mid-level practitioner 13.7% (25/183) 9.5% (2/21) 85.7% (18/21) 4.8% (1/21)

Practice location
Urban or semi-urban 75.5% (143/189) 20% (23/115) 72.2% (83/115) 7.8% (9/115)

0.347Rural 24.3% (46/189) 10% (4/40) 80% (32/40) 10% (4/40)
Primary practice setting

Emergency department 48.1% (88/183) 16.9% (13/77) 76.6% (59/77) 6.5% (5/77)

0.676
Inpatient 15.3% (28/183) 14.3% (3/21) 76.2% (16/21) 9.5% (2/21)
Urgent care 4.4% (8/183) 37.5% (3/8) 62.5% (5/8) 0% (0/8)
Other (clinic, tele-medicine) 32.2% (59/183) 15.1% (8/53) 73.6% (39/53) 11.3% (6/53)

Specialty
Emergency medicine 46.7% (86/184) 21.3% (16/75) 73.3% (55/75) 5.3% (4/75)

.806

Family medicine 24.5% (45/184) 16.7% (7/42) 71.4% (30/42) 11.9% (5/42)
Internal medicine 20.7% (38/184) 10.3% (3/29) 79.3% (23/29) 10.3% (3/29)
Pediatrics 3.3% (6/184) 16.7% (1/6) 66.7% (4/6) 16.7% (1/6)
Other (hematology, oncology, 
occupational medicine, 
endocrinology, geriatrics, 
toxicology) 4.9% (9/184) 28.6% (2/7) 57.1% (4/7) 14.3% (1/7)

Table 1. Respondent breakdown and calculated P-values to assess whether awareness of syndromic surveillance differed significantly 
by hospital type, age, role, specialty, or practice setting.

*Not all respondents answered every question. Total responses to this question may vary from imputed practitioner information.
SyS, syndromic surveillance

RESULTS
Of 1,553 EM, FM, IM physicians and PAs queried, 189 

responded. Of those queried, 480 were formally trained 
in EM. There is no existing source to quantify how many 
clinicians practice in Kansas EDs. Further, not all physicians 
queried may have been eligible to participate in the survey 
as outlined by our communication. The response rate for 

emergency physicians at our state’s large academic medical 
facility reached 38%. Responses were received from 
clinicians in 41 counties, reflecting excellent Kansas clinician 
representation given that three-quarters of the state population 
resides in just six counties. 

See Table 1 for responses by practice setting, age range, 
and level of training. The majority of respondents identified 
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as EM-specialized (46.7%) followed by FM (24.5%) and 
IM (20.7%). Primary practice setting was identified as the 
ED in 48.1%, followed by “other” in 32.2%, inpatient for 
15.3%, and 4.4% urgent care. As Kansas is a largely rural 
state, emergency clinicians in critical access areas are often 
physicians or mid-level practitioners from a variety of 
specialty-training backgrounds, practicing acute care primarily 
in non-traditional EM settings. 

The majority of survey respondents indicated they were 
unfamiliar with SyS, and the role that EHR documentation 
serves in public health. When discussing public health and 
SyS, 75% of respondents indicated “no” when asked “Have 
you heard of a subset of public health surveillance called 
syndromic surveillance?” Only 17% of respondents indicated 
they had heard of SyS, although none indicated where they 
had previously learned of SyS. Awareness of SyS did not 
significantly differ by practice setting, academic vs non-
academic center, age, nor by clinician training (Table 1). For 
the analysis, we compared the relative difference in responses 
between EM and non-EM trained physicians and found no 
significant differences between the responses.  

Respondents were unsure which aspects of documentation 
are visible to public health, how quickly data is received, 
and what conditions are monitored using SyS (Table 2). 

When asked what their perceived barriers were to improving 
clinician documentation as it relates to public health data, the 
most popular three answers were clinician lack of awareness 
(most frequently chosen), electronic health systems (second 
most frequent response), and time (third most frequent 
response). (These answer choices do not reflect accurate 
information related to SyS data collection in Kansas.)

DISCUSSION
The data obtained in this survey supports our hypothesis 

that emergency physicians and other clinicians who practice 
in ED settings are unfamiliar with SyS. Respondents were 
also unclear about the role EHRs serve in capturing public 
health trends using SyS. Although not all clinicians identified 
as practicing primarily in an ED setting, the distribution of 
responses was similar to a 2020 study demonstrating that FM 
physicians represented nearly half of the overall physician 
workforce.12 Additionally, we found that awareness did not 
differ significantly by primary practice setting or formal 
training. This near ubiquitous lack of awareness was identified 
by clinicians as the largest barrier to improving EHR 
documentation for SyS, ahead of constraints of EHR platforms 
and the time available to document thoroughly. While there is 
minimal ability to broadly impact the types of EHR systems 

Awareness EM Respondents, % (n) All Respondents, % (n)
Have you heard of syndromic surveillance?

yes 21.3% (16/75) 17.0% (27/159)
no 73.3% (55/75) 74.8% (119/159)
unsure 5.3% (4/75) 8.2% (13/159)

Is public health able to monitor de-identified healthcare discharge data for 
surveillance purposes?

yes 36.0% (27/75) 30.2% (48/159)
no** 4.0% (3/75) 6.3% (10/159)
unsure 60.0% (45/75) 53.4% (101/159)

Which aspects of documentation can be monitored for public health 
surveillance? (Select all that apply.)

unsure 63.1% (41/64) 65.4% (85/130)
ICD diagnosis codes 51.6% (33/64) 50.8% (66/130)
patient demographics (e.g. age, county) 20.3% (13/64) 23.1% (30/130)
procedure codes 15.6% (10/64) 16.9% (22/130)
chief complaint 14.1% (9/64) 13.9% (18/130)
identifiable patient data (e.g. name, address)** 6.3% (4/64) 26.9% (35/130)
vital signs 4.7% (3/64) 5.4% (7/130)
triage notes 4.7% (3/64) 4.6% (6/130)
Clinician assessments (e.g. HPI, assessment, and plans)** 0.0% (0/64) 10.8% (14/130)

Table 2. All analyzed survey questions and their results.

ICD, International Classification of Diseases; HPI, history of present illness; EVALI, e-cigarette or vaping product use-associated lung 
injury; AMI, acute myocardial infarction; CC, chief complaint; ED, emergency department; EHR, electronic health record.
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Awareness EM respondents, % (n) All respondents, % (n)
When ED or UC surveillance is possible, how soon is it generally 
retrievable after ED discharge?

Unsure 78.1% (50/64) 80.8% (105/130)
1-12 hours 7.8% (5/64) 4.6% (6/130)
12-48 hours 6.3% (5/64) 10.0% (13/130)
2-7 days** 0% (0/64) 4.6% (6/130)
1-2 weeks** 4.7% (3/64) 3.1% (4/130)
Not possible** 3.1% (2/64) 1.6% (2/130)

Which data is monitored from ED/urgent care EHR systems at the public 
health level? (Select all that apply.)

Unsure 56.3% (36/64) 56.2% (73/130)
Reportable infectious diseases 34.3% (22/64) 36.2% (47/130)
Critical diseases only by state mandate of importance 34.3% (22/64) 34.6% (45/130)
Emerging conditions of interest (e.g. EVALI) 29.7% (19/64) 29.2% (38/130)
Environmental exposures (e.g. weather related) 28.2% (18/64) 28.5% (37/130)
Visits following a mass gathering or disaster 26.6% (17/64) 28.5% (37/130)
Adverse events (e.g. vaccine side effects) 25.0% (16/64) 26.2% (34/130)
Trauma-related (e.g. child abuse, interpersonal violence) 25.0% (16/64) 25.4% (33/130)
Syndromes (e.g. diarrhea, rash + fever) 15.6% (10/64) 18.5% (24/130)
Acute conditions (e.g. AMI, appendicitis) 12.5% (8/64) 16.9% (22/130)
Mental health-related visits 18.8% (12/64) 15.4% (20/130)

What barriers would you perceive as most affecting your ability to improve 
documentation for public health surveillance data? (Select your top 3.)

Clinician lack of awareness (e.g. clinicians do not realize certain 
documentation is monitored or important for surveillance) 49/62 (79.0%) 71.5% (93/130)
Electronic health systems (i.e. usability, platforms, and vendors) 66.1% (41/62) 60.8% (79/130)
Time required to document 64.5% (40/62) 59.2% (77/130)
Perceived level of importance (e.g. irrelevance of patient history to 
coding) 50.0% (31/62) 43.1% (56/130)
Lack of standardization/proper codes 40.3% (25/62) 39.2% (51/130)
Lack of collaboration between medicine and public health 35.5% (22/62) 36.9% (48/130)
Nurse or receptionist lack of awareness (e.g. documentation of CC or 
triage-note data by nurse or receptionist is not perceived as important) 33.9% (21/62) 32.3% (42/13)

Table 2 Continued. All analyzed survey questions and their results.

ICD, International Classification of Diseases; HPI, history of present illness; EVALI, e-cigarette or vaping product use-associated lung 
injury; AMI, acute myocardial infarction; CC, chief complaint; ED, emergency department; EHR, electronic health record.

used, or the time available for clinicians to document patient 
encounters, increasing awareness among ED practitioners 
about SyS is a feasible intervention that could impact the 
future of SyS practice.

This survey fills a gap in the literature addressing the 
understanding of SyS by clinicians. Our survey results 
indicate clinicians are unsure what types of information might 
be useful and where in the EHR documentation. They are 
not sure what types of conditions and social determinants of 
health epidemiologists are attempting to monitor. When asked 
about what this data is used for, respondents were more likely 

to select that public health monitors reportable infectious 
diseases or conditions only via state mandate of importance. 
In reality, public health is using SyS data to monitor a 
wide variety of health outcomes.13 Its use has recently 
been expanded beyond outbreak detection for real-time 
monitoring of a wide variety of conditions including mental 
health-related visits, drug overdose, environmental health 
impacts, and surveillance of patterns in trauma, violence, and 
injury.8,10,14,15,16 Public health can do more to actively inform 
emergency clinicians about conditions and codes of interest 
or work directly with them to actively monitor conditions of 
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concern.13 
From direct conversations with the National Syndromic 

Surveillance Program and ACEP we suspect awareness of SyS 
is low nationally, not just in Kansas. In fact, Kansas has been 
one of the state programs leading the way in SyS outreach and 
application. Increasing awareness of SyS by clinicians has 
the potential to unearth many meaningful applications for this 
data through academic public health partnerships and applied 
public health research. Physicians in Kansas changed the way 
they document to include additional contextual diagnosis 
codes not included prior to knowledge about SyS. Codes or 
language of interest may be determined in collaboration with 
local public health agencies for emerging health threats or 
community events. This is also an opportunity to enhance the 
feedback loop between public health and medicine to target 
surveillance efforts and provide useful data back to clinicians. 
Improving the quality of SyS data at the clinician level 
through increased awareness has obvious implications for 
future advances in the way we predict, monitor, and respond 
to disease on a local and national level. 

LIMITATIONS
Although our overall response rate was typical for e-mail-

based survey studies of clinicians without incentives, our 
study is limited by the number of respondents. While our 
responses are representative of a wide variety of practice 
settings and experience levels, we cannot exclude the 
possibility of non-response bias or bias from the survey 
instrument itself. The length of the survey was likely a factor, 
as not all respondents answered every question. Additionally, 
while we suspect our results are likely generalizable to 
other states, the survey in this study was only administered 
to practitioners in Kansas. Many of our responses came 
from clinicians who are not formally EM trained or may be 
practicing in ED settings part time. While this could generate 
concerns about reaching our intended audience, it is also a 
strength of our study because it demonstrates that we captured 
responses from non-traditional, rural clinicians who practice 
in ED settings. Finally, the high response rate of academic 
practitioners in EM to the survey may introduce bias that 
makes the results less representative of the statewide ED 
workforce.

CONCLUSION
Frontline clinicians practicing in ED settings in 

the state of Kansas are largely unaware of syndromic 
surveillance and the critical role their documentation plays 
within this facet of the public health system. Clinicians 
reported that a lack of understanding of SyS is a significant 
barrier to making changes to electronic health record-level 
documentation that would improve the quality of data 
collected for SyS. These findings represent an opportunity 
to increase education and collaboration between EM and 

public health for surveillance purposes. 
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Introduction: The coronavirus 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic has presented various unprecedented 
challenges to healthcare systems globally, prompting society to adopt new preventative strategies 
to curb spread of the disease. Those experiencing homelessness have been particularly impacted 
because of barriers to practicing social distancing, inability to isolate, and poor access to care. 
Project Roomkey was established in California as a statewide measure to provide non-congregate 
shelter options for individuals experiencing homelessness to properly quarantine. On goal in this 
study was to analyze the effectiveness of hotel rooms as a safe disposition alternative to hospital 
admission for patients experiencing homelessness and who were also positive for severe acute 
respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2). 

Methods: This was a retrospective, observational study that included chart review of patients 
who were discharged to the hotel from March 2020–December 2021. We recorded demographic 
information, index visit details, number of emergency department (ED) visits both a month prior to 
and following the index visit, admission rates, and number of deaths. 

Results: During this 21-month study period, a total of 2,015 patients who identified as undomiciled 
were tested for SARS-COV-2 in the ED for various reasons. Of those patients, 83 were discharged 
from the ED to the hotel. Of the 83 patients, 40 (48.2%) ultimately tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 
during their index visit. Two patients returned to the ED within seven days with COVID-19-related 
symptoms, and 10 patients within 30 days. Two patients required subsequent admission with 
COVID-19 pneumonia. No deaths were recorded within the 30-day follow-up period. 

Conclusion: The availability of a hotel served as a safe alternative to hospital admission for patients 
experiencing homelessness and who were either suspected or confirmed to have COVID-19. It is 
reasonable to consider similar measures in the management of other transmissible diseases for 
patients experiencing homelessness who require isolation. [West J Emerg Med. 2023;24(3)431–
435.]
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Population Health Research Capsule

What do we already know about this issue?
Those experiencing homelessness during the 
COVID-19 pandemic experienced barriers 
to practicing social distancing and accessing 
care.

What was the research question?
Are hotel rooms a safe disposition alternative 
to hospital admission for undomiciled patients 
with COVID-19?

What was the major finding of the study?
Two of 83 undomiciled patients (2.4%) who 
were discharged to a hotel were later admitted 
for pneumonia. No deaths were reported. 

How does this improve population health?
Hotel rooms can be a safe disposition 
alternative for undomiciled patients with or 
suspected to have transmissible diseases, such 
as COVID-19.

INTRODUCTION
The coronavirus 2019 (COVID-19 pandemic caused by 

severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus-2 (SARS COV-
2) presented various unprecedented challenges to healthcare 
systems globally since it was first identified in December 
2019. According to the National Center for Health Statistics, 
the highly contagious viral illness had resulted in greater than 
6.2 million deaths worldwide by May 2022, thereby quickly 
emerging as the worst global health crisis since the 1918 
influenza pandemic.1 More than one million of those deaths 
occurred in the United States alone. Although significant 
progress in clinical research has led to better understanding 
of the disease and its subsequent management, the continued 
spread and emergence of variants are of increasing concern.2 
Hospitals around the world continue to be overwhelmed by 
admissions due to COVID-19, prompting society as a whole 
to adopt new strategies on preventive measures to help curb 
the spread of the disease.

Those experiencing homelessness have been particularly 
impacted because of barriers to practicing social distancing, 
inability to isolate, and poor access to care. Due to these 
numerous barriers, more extensive interdisciplinary work 
has been required for individuals experiencing homelessness 
during the pandemic with emphasis on disposition planning.3 
As of 2018, 47% of individuals experiencing homelessness 
in the US were living in California, and 69% of California’s 
homeless population was determined to be unsheltered (ie, they 
were living on the streets as opposed to emergency shelters or 
transitional housing. That number continues to climb.4 

In a statewide attempt to address the COVID-19 pandemic, 
Project Roomkey was established in California in March 
2020. The initiative aimed to provide non-congregate shelter 
options for individuals experiencing homelessness to properly 
quarantine, which would consequently aid in recovery, prevent 
further spread, and minimize strain on the healthcare system due 
to the disease. People eligible for Project Roomkey included 
those experiencing homelessness who had tested positive for 
SARS-CoV-2, had been exposed to the virus, or were at “high 
risk” of health complications should they have become infected 
including those who were elderly, immunocompromised, or had 
other medical comorbidities.5,6

In this study our goal was to analyze the effectiveness of 
hotel rooms as a safe quarantine option for undomiciled patients 
discharged from the emergency department (ED) during the 
COVID-19 pandemic from March 2020–December 2021. 

METHODS 
Study Design and Setting

This was a retrospective, observational study performed 
at an ED from an inner-city, tertiary care, teaching hospital 
in Southern California. We collected data from March 2020–
December 2021 for a total of 21 months. A hotel in geographic 
proximity to our hospital that was funded by the state of 
California was designated as an alternative admission site for 

patients experiencing homelessness who were suspected or 
confirmed to be positive for SARS-CoV-2 and determined to 
have a low likelihood of needing further medical interventions 
in an inpatient setting.

Patients and Data Collection
Inclusion criteria for the study patients were as follows: 

1) identified as homeless in the electronic health record 
according to information provided during registration; 2) 
tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 during their ED visit and/
or were suspected to be SARS-CoV-2 positive while pending 
testing results based on symptoms including fever, cough, 
fatigue, anosmia, and ageusia; and 3) were medically stable 
for discharge.  
Excluded from the study were patients who were unable 
to perform activities of daily living and those exhibiting 
behavioral health issues that deemed them unsafe for hotel 
room solidarity. 

Once eligibility was confirmed, social workers in the ED 
made arrangements to have the patient transported to one 
specific, state-funded hotel. At the hotel a registered nurse was 
on duty. The nurse was available to assist with acute medical 
needs, thereby potentially mitigating the need for a return visit 
to the ED from the hotel. The criteria for safe release from 
the hotel varied as the pandemic progressed and were based 
on information issued by the US Centers for Disease Control 
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and in accord with the California Department of Public Health 
criteria and San Diego County guidelines. 

Demographic information was collected including gender, 
race, and age. Other data points obtained included Emergency 
Severity Index (ESI), chief complaint, SARS-CoV-2 testing 
results, comorbidities, and disposition. The ESI is a five-level 
triage algorithm that has been shown to help facilitate reliable 
acuity assessment and predict patient disposition in the ED. 
We also recorded visits to the ED in the month both prior to 
and following the index visit and admission rates, as well as 
number of deaths. 

Statistical Methods
Given the small numbers of patients in the study, we 

analyzed the data using descriptive statistics. 

RESULTS
During this 21-month study period, a total of 2,015 

patients who identified as undomiciled were tested for SARS-
CoV-2 in the ED for various reasons. Of those patients, 83 
were discharged from the ED to the hotel for quarantine 
purposes. Within this cohort of patients discharged to the 
designated hotel, 56 patients (67.5%) were male, 34 (41.0%) 
were White, 17 (20.2%) were Black, and the average age was 
45.7 years (Table 1). The majority of patients had an ESI score 
of 3-4 (97.6%). Of the 83 patients, 40 (48.2%) ultimately 
tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 during their index visit, 
with one patient having an unknown result from a pending 
test ordered from an outside hospital. The most common 
presenting symptom was cough in 42 patients (50.6%), 
followed by 24 with fever (28.9%), 21 with shortness of 
breath (25.3%), and 18 with prior COVID-19 diagnosis and/
or personal request for COVID-19 testing (21.7%). Common 
comorbidities represented in this cohort included 28 patients 
with hypertension (33.7%), 27 with psychiatric illness 
(32.5%), and 16 with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease 
and/or asthma (19.3%) (Table 2).

Following the index ED visit, five patients (6.0%) 
returned within seven days, of whom two presented 
with possible COVID-19-related symptoms, specifically 

(N = 83)

Mean age 45.7
Gender

Male 56 (67.5%)
Female 27 (32.5%)

Race
White 34 (41.0%)
Black 17 (20.2%)

Table 1. Demographics of 83 homeless patients who sheltered in 
a hotel during the COVID-19 pandemic.

(N = 83)

Presenting Symptom
Cough 42 (50.6%)
Fever 24 (28.9%)
Shortness of breath 21 (25.3%)
Prior COVID-19 diagnosis and/or personal 
request for COVID-19 testing

18 (21.7%)

Common Comorbidities
Hypertension 28 (33.7%)
Psychiatric illness 27 (32.5%)
COPD and/or asthma 16 (19.3%)

Table 2. Presenting symptoms and comorbidities at emergency 
department index visit.

worsening shortness of breath and hypotension. Nineteen of 
the 83 patients (22.9%) returned within 30 days, of whom 
10 presented with possible COVID-19-related symptoms 
including new or worsening cough, shortness of breath, fever, 
and generalized weakness. Of those 19 patients returning 
within 30 days, three required hospital admission. Two 
of the three patients—the same patients who presented to 
the ED with COVID-related symptoms within seven days 
following their index visits—were hospitalized for COVID-19 
pneumonia, while one was hospitalized for seizures secondary 
to alcohol withdrawal. No deaths were reported in the 30 days 
following ED discharge to the hotel (Table 3). 

DISCUSSION
With the high transmissibility of SARS-CoV-2, physical 

isolation of patients positive for this virus has been essential 
to mitigate spread.7 The implementation of an alternative 
to hospital admission, such as sequestering in hotel rooms 

Table 3. Summary of results. 
(N = 83)

SARS-CoV-2 testing during index visit
Positive 40 (48.2%)
Negative 43 (51.8%)

Following Index ED visit
Returned to ED within 7 days of index visit 5 (6.0%)
Returned to ED within 7 days AND required 
hospitalization 2 (2.4%)

Returned to ED within 30 days of index visit 19 (22.9%)
Returned to ED within 30 days AND required 
hospitalization 3 (3.6%)

Deaths within 30 days 0 (0%)
SARS-CoV-2, severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2; 
ED, emergency department.
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for those experiencing homelessness amid a pandemic, 
was a novel intervention to facilitate the physical isolation 
of a population with limited resources to do so. This study 
demonstrated the feasibility and safety of securing disposition 
to a hotel for appropriately selected patients infected or 
concerned to be infected with SARS-CoV-2 and who were 
experiencing homelessness.  

Leveraging the availability of an alternative, safe 
disposition from the ED for a population experiencing 
homelessness has several advantages. In the absence of 
this option, these patients would otherwise have required 
hospitalization for isolation. Hospitalization is not without 
risks, such as falls, delirium, and nosocomial infections 
including SARS-CoV-2.8 Thus, by avoiding unnecessary 
hospitalization, these risks may have been averted. 
Additionally, disposition of these patients to a hotel helped to 
mitigate hospital crowding due to the COVID-19 pandemic. 
Hospital crowding is characterized by a shortage of inpatient 
beds rather than lack of ED capacity, as had been previously 
suspected.9 Various factors can contribute to hospital 
crowding including increasing age of patients, hospital 
regulations, and the use of EDs as an alternative to primary 
care.10 With increased admissions and hospital crowding, 
the ED can transition from a temporary holding area to an 
extended patient care unit, thereby decreasing capacity for 
new admissions. As a result, delays in treatment, increased 
mortality, and a greater number of hospital readmissions may 
occur.11 Furthermore, recent studies have shown that when 
intensive care unit (ICU) beds reach capacity, the risk of death 
for patients infected with SARS-CoV-2 nearly doubled.10 
One study found that once ICU occupancy reaches 85%, the 
chance of a COVID-19 patient dying was nearly 20% higher 
compared to when occupancy was between 45-85%.12

Medical safety is essential for patient disposition from 
the ED to a hotel. We did not establish firm medical criteria to 
guide patients’ medical appropriateness for the hotel; rather, 
we let the emergency physicians make this determination. 
If the patient was medically safe for discharge, then the 
patient was considered appropriate for disposition to the 
hotel. Interestingly, most of our patients had an ESI score 
of 3 or higher, suggesting overall medical stability.13 We did 
set behavioral standards and establish basic functionality 
regarding activities of daily living so that the patients would 
be functional and safe in the hotel. This decision-making 
process proved to be effective as we had a low rate of return to 
the ED, with just two of the 83 patients requiring subsequent 
hospitalization for COVID-19-related disease. Additionally, 
there were no deaths within 30 days of the index visit. 

As of December 2020, Project Roomkey had provided 
hotel rooms for more than 22,000 people, which equated to 
about 8% of California’s homeless population and slightly 
over 10% of the state’s unsheltered population. In response 
to the success of Project Roomkey as a short-term emergency 
measure, Project Homekey was developed in a statewide 

effort to sustain and rapidly expand housing for individuals 
experiencing or at risk of homelessness14. The initiative had 
varied effects over different counties statewide, providing 
rooms to about 3% of the homeless population in San Diego 
County compared to 20% in San Francisco County. While 
our study notably included a smaller cohort, its conclusions 
are in alignment with more robust studies, such as that by 
Fleming et al, which demonstrated that shelter-in-place hotels 
with embedded health services may be an effective strategy to 
mitigate the risk of SARS-CoV-2 infection and reduce acute 
care use among undomiciled patients with a history of high 
health services use.15 

Although established as a direct response to the 
COVID-19 pandemic, the use of hotel rooms could 
theoretically be expanded beyond the current pandemic in 
the management of various other communicable diseases. 
Repurposed hotel rooms can be differentiated from other 
shelters, which have stricter admission requirements and 
limitations from ineligibility criteria as well as limited 
availability. Furthermore, permanent shelters and temporary 
shelter alternatives, such as convention centers, entail 
congregate settings that can be counteractive when combating 
contagious illnesses. Theoretically, the use of hotel rooms 
could be considered in future public health interventions for 
transmissible disease outbreaks, such as tuberculosis, measles, 
scabies, meningitis, shingles, hepatitis A, and influenza. 
Notably, there is a paucity of literature demonstrating the 
effectiveness of hotel rooms in disposition-planning for 
communicable diseases other than COVID-19, as this is an 
area of emerging research. 

LIMITATIONS
There are several limitations to this study, including 

the small sample size and short period of observation. An 
additional limitation is that patients self-reported their status 
of experiencing homelessness. If a patient did not report 
that they were experiencing homelessness, then that patient 
would not have been included in this study. In this regard, 
the self-reporting status of experiencing homelessness may 
have limited selection and biased the study. Furthermore, 
we did not have access to the hotel nursing notes or have the 
potential to mitigate return visits to the ED from the hotel. 
Our inability to track hotel nurse check-ins with the patients 
while they were staying at the hotel is a limitation of the study. 
Additionally, as this was a single-center study with strong 
social support available to its ED patients, these results may 
not be generalizable to all EDs.

CONCLUSION
The availability of a hotel for undomiciled patients 

presenting to the ED for quarantine purposes served as a 
feasible and safe alternative to hospital admission during the 
COVID-19 pandemic. It is reasonable to consider similar 
measures in the management of other transmissible diseases for 
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patients experiencing homelessness and requiring isolation.
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Introduction: The coronavirus 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic not only exacerbated barriers to healthcare 
but has also highlighted the trend toward increased vaccine hesitancy. Our goal was to improve COVID-19 
vaccine uptake through a student-led, emergency department-based (ED) vaccination program.

Methods: This prospective, quality-improvement pilot program used medical and pharmacy student 
volunteers as COVID-19 vaccine screeners in a southern, urban, academic ED. Patients eligible for 
vaccination were offered either the Janssen-Johnson & Johnson or the Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine 
and were educated about vaccine concerns. Vaccine acceptance rates were recorded, as well as reasons for 
vaccine hesitancy, vaccine brand preferences, and demographics. The primary and secondary quantitative 
outcomes were overall vaccine acceptance and change in vaccine acceptance after student-provided 
education, respectively. We performed logistic regression to identify potential variables that correlated with 
vaccine acceptance. Guided by the Consolidated Framework for Implementation Research, focus group 
interviews with four key stakeholder groups explored implementation facilitators and barriers. 

Results: We screened 406 patients for COVID-19 vaccination eligibility and current vaccine status, the 
majority of whom were unvaccinated. Of unvaccinated or partially vaccinated patients, vaccine acceptance 
before education was 28.3% (81/286), and vaccine acceptance after education was 31.5% (90/286) (% 
difference, 3.1% [95% CI 0.3%-5.9%], P=0.03). The most common hesitancy factors cited were concerns 
about side effects and safety. Results from the regression analysis indicated that increasing age and Black 
race were associated with an increased odds of vaccine acceptance. Focus groups revealed implementation 
barriers, including patient resistance and workflow issues, and facilitators, including student involvement and 
public health promotion. 

Conclusion: Using medical and pharmacy student volunteers as COVID-19 vaccine screeners was 
successful, and brief education provided by the students led to a modest increase in vaccine acceptance, 
with overall acceptance of 31.5%. Numerous educational benefits are described. 
[West J Emerg Med. 2023;24(3)436–446.]
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Population Health Research Capsule

What do we already know about this issue?
Vaccine hesitancy has been a growing public 
health concern exacerbated by the recent 
COVID-19 pandemic. As a result, vaccine 
uptake has been suboptimal. 

What was the research question?
Can a student-led, ED-based COVID-19 
vaccine program adequately address vaccine 
concerns and improve uptake? 

What was the major finding of the study?
Medical student education of patients in the 
ED increased vaccine acceptance rates from 
28.3% to 31.5% (mean difference 3.1%, 95% 
CI 0.3%-5.9%, P=0.03).

How does this improve population health?
A student-led COVID-19 vaccination program 
can successfully provide patient education and 
facilitate vaccine uptake in the ED setting, 
potentially reducing the burden of this disease.

INTRODUCTION 
Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus, the 

virus that causes coronavirus 2019 (COVID-19), was first 
identified in 2019 but quickly spread globally, leading the 
World Health Organization to declare a worldwide pandemic 
in March 2020.1 Widespread vaccination has been a crucial 
aspect of the public health response to the COVID-19 
pandemic, contributing to the generation of immunity in the 
general population.2 The available COVID-19 vaccines are 
highly effective—decreasing symptomatology, transmission, 
hospitalization, and death.3

A significant challenge to vaccination is vaccine hesitancy, 
defined as delay or refusal of vaccination despite availability,4 
which has been increasing over the past two decades.5 Vaccine 
hesitancy is pervasive among emergency department (ED) 
patients and can diminish their trust in informational sources 
regarding vaccines.2,6 Among unvaccinated individuals, data 
suggests decreased trust in medical professionals and medical 
care. Studies in Arkansas, where the current study took place, 
demonstrated relatively low rates of vaccination and high rates 
of vaccine hesitancy.7,8

The ED serves as the primary healthcare resource for 
approximately one-fifth of the United States (US) population. 
These underserved patients have been disproportionately 
affected by the COVID-19 pandemic and are a prime target 
for a public health response.9 Studies suggest that ED-based 
COVID-19 vaccine interventions may be a way to reach 
these vulnerable populations, similar to other public health 
interventions (eg, HIV testing and influenza vaccination).9–11 

The purpose of this quality improvement (QI) pilot 
study was to improve vaccine uptake among patients offered 
COVID-19 vaccination in the ED. While it can be difficult for 
the care team to have thoughtful conversations with vaccine-
hesitant patients due to time constraints, other resources such 
as students12,13 may be available. Therefore, in this study we 
examine COVID-19 vaccine acceptance using medical and 
pharmacy students as dedicated COVID-19 vaccine screeners 
for ED patients.

METHODS
Study Design and Setting

We conducted a prospective, observational QI pilot in 
a single, adult, tertiary care, inner-city ED with an annual 
volume of approximately 60,000 patients. There were two 
phases: Phase 1 occurred May 21–June 6, 2021, and Phase 
2 June 28–August 31, 2021. We chose these dates due to the 
availability of medical and pharmacy students during their 
summer break. 

Based on a Plan-Do-Study-Act model, Phase 1 served as 
a needs assessment to measure potential vaccine acceptance.14 
In this phase, ED patients were screened for their interest in 
COVID-19 vaccination. Once we identified sufficient interest 
in ED-administered vaccines, predefined as theoretical vaccine 
acceptance of ≥10%, we transitioned to Phase 2 by offering 

and administering both Janssen-Johnson & Johnson (stocked 
in the ED) and Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccines (stocked 
in inpatient pharmacy) to ED patients. At the time, the 
Moderna COVID-19 vaccine was not on formulary. After two 
months of Phase 2, we conducted a qualitative study of the 
process through focus-group interviews of key stakeholders.

Because this vaccine initiative was part of a QI project, 
the university institutional review board determined that this 
was not human subjects research. We followed the Revised 
Standards for Quality Improvement Reporting Excellence 
(SQUIRE)15 reporting guidelines where appropriate.

Selection of Participants
Patients aged ≥12 years were included based on the 

Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) approval during the 
study period. Patients <18 years were required to have a 
guardian present. See Table 1 for details regarding included 
patients. 

Medical and pharmacy students approached patients 
in four-hour shifts between 10 am and 10 pm daily, with 
weekdays prioritized. Shifts were shortened to two hours 
later in the study when the students’ fall classes started. In 
both phases, the screening process consisted of students 
assessing for eligibility using the ED trackboard. Early in 
the initiative, once a student found a patient meeting the age 
restrictions who was not dispositioned to be admitted, they 
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Inclusion Criteria
● ED patients ≥12 years old
Included but ineligible for vaccination
● Contraindication to COVID-19 vaccination (e.g., history of 
vaccine allergy)
● Already fully vaccinated by self-reporting
● Had COVID-19 test pending or active symptoms related to 
COVID-19
Exclusion Criteria
● <18 years old without a guardian
● Already fully vaccinated based on notification in electronic 
health record
● Dispositioned to be admitteda

● Undergoing active medical care (e.g., clinician in room, 
patient undergoing a procedure or test/imaging)
● In respiratory isolation
● Patient declined to participate

Table 1. Inclusion and exclusion criteria for patients offered a 
COVID-19 vaccination in the emergency department.

aAdmitted patients not included because they were offered 
vaccination at inpatient discharge.
ED, emergency department; COVID-19, coronavirus 2019.

would approach the patient. In mid-June 2021, our electronic 
health record (EHR) update released a banner in every chart 
that alerted the treatment team to the patient’s COVID-19 
vaccination status, which was synced with the health 
department’s statewide vaccine database. From this point 
forward, students would enter the chart and assess the vaccine 
status for patients who fit the age criteria who were not 
dispositioned to be admitted. If the patients were noted to be 
fully vaccinated, they were excluded. Partially vaccinated and 
unvaccinated patients were approached and further assessed 
for eligibility.

At the start of their shift, students would begin screening 
in the main ED and the ED clinical decision unit, an ED 
observation unit that holds observation patients or ED 
overflow patients. After they had screened and assessed all 
roomed ED patients, they would check for any new roomed 
patients before moving to the waiting room or triage area to 
approach patients waiting to be seen. Once a patient had been 
approached, patients were not questioned again during that 
ED visit unless the encounter had been interrupted and not 
yet completed or the patient asked for time to consider their 
response. Patients receiving active medical care could be 
reapproached later in the visit if that portion of their care had 
been completed and they were available for questioning, but 
they were excluded if still receiving active medical care or 
were critically ill. 

Overall, 39 students participated, many working in pairs. 
Before approaching patients independently, students were 
required to review educational materials on the available 

COVID-19 vaccines and complete an in-person orientation, 
which included supervised patient encounters. Students were also 
provided with a script to facilitate discussion (see Appendix 1). 

Intervention
For vaccine-eligible patients, student volunteers offered 

the vaccine, recorded concerns, provided education, and 
then offered the vaccine again. Based on a previous study 
on vaccine hesitancy, patients’ concerns were categorized 
as follows: efficacy; safety; side effects; belief that it was 
unnecessary; belief it was not needed due to prior COVID-19 
infection; cost or financial concerns; other, or no concerns.16 
If the patient had questions or concerns that the student could 
not adequately address, the student notified the clinician(s) 
caring for the patient. 

Before vaccines were available in the ED (Phase 1), 
accepting patients were scheduled at a COVID-19 vaccine 
clinic. In Phase 2, patients vaccinated in the ED received 
the required US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
(CDC) COVID-19 vaccine card and applicable Emergency 
Use Authorization (EUA) fact sheet, as well as information 
about when and where to obtain a second dose, if indicated. 
Scheduling in the vaccine clinic was still an option if patients 
were accepting but declined to be vaccinated in the ED. For 
patients needing to complete a two-shot series, the second 
dose was given based on the CDC guidelines. Booster 
shots were not in use at the time of this study. Due to EHR 
limitations and hospital policies, only the bedside nurse or a 
paramedic could physically administer the vaccine. During 
Phase 2, the ED care team could administer vaccines as part 
of routine care when student volunteers were not available; 
however, data on those patients was not collected. 

Quantitative Data Collection
Data was recorded using a departmental iPad (Apple 

Inc, Cupertino, CA). For each patient interviewed, we 
recorded vaccination status, contraindications to COVID-19 
vaccination, vaccine acceptance before and after education, 
and demographic information related to gender identity, race, 
and ethnicity. Age was recorded from the EHR. After the 
initiative, we used a pharmacy report of all patients who were 
vaccinated in the ED to confirm whether patients recorded in 
our study as accepting of the vaccine were vaccinated and to 
quantify the number of vaccines administered outside student 
volunteer hours. 

Qualitative Data Collection
We used the Consolidated Framework for Implementation 

Research (CFIR)17 to guide qualitative data collection and 
analysis. We developed a semi-structured interview guide to 
explore CFIR constructs as potential influences on COVID-19 
vaccine implementation in the ED. After two months of 
the administration phase, the study team (TE, CE, BM, and 
AM) conducted semi-structured focus group interviews with 
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key stakeholders, which included 12 medical students, 15 
emergency medicine (EM) resident physicians, and 10 EM 
faculty physicians. Due to difficulty with scheduling a focus 
group of nurses, we approached ED nurses at random for 
one-on-one interviews, resulting in 10 interviews with ED 
nurses. In total, 47 individuals participated in a qualitative 
interview or focus group. We used a core set of questions for 
all stakeholder groups, with the addition of specific questions 
tailored to each stakeholder group (see Appendix 2). All 
interviews were audio recorded and then transcribed. 

Outcomes
For analysis, we combined both phases. The primary 

outcome was vaccine acceptance after education among 
vaccine-eligible patients. The secondary outcome was the 
change in vaccine acceptance after education was provided by 
the students. Common causes of COVID-19 vaccine hesitancy 
were reported. We performed a post-hoc analysis to compare 
the number of vaccines given per student hour vs non-
student hour. Lastly, we describe implementation facilitators 
and barriers, educational impacts, and recommendations to 
improve future implementation processes identified from 
focus-group interviews.

Analysis
We used descriptive statistics for demographic data. 

Vaccine acceptance was defined as answering “Yes” when 
offered the vaccine; vaccine refusal was defined as either 
answering “No” or “Unsure.” Because we were comparing 
vaccine acceptance rates within the same population before 
and after education, a paired sample t-test was used to 
compare proportions of vaccine acceptance. We used chi-
squared testing to compare rates of vaccine administration 
between student-covered hours and uncovered hours. Logistic 
regression was performed to determine whether any factors 
were predictive of vaccine acceptance, such as age, gender, 
race, ethnicity, or category of vaccine-related concerns. All 
comparisons were made using a two-sided approach with 
ɑ = 0.05, and 95% confidence intervals are reported where 
appropriate. Cases that were eligible for vaccination but 
had missing outcome data were treated with case deletion. 
If only demographic responses were missing, these cases 
were included. Data were entered into REDCap, a research 
electronic data capture tool hosted at the University of 
Arkansas for Medical Sciences and analyzed in SPSS 
Statistics for Macintosh version 28.0 (IBM Corp, Armonk, 
NY) and SAS version 9.4 (SAS Institute, Inc, Cary, NC).

The CFIR was used to guide qualitative analysis. Using 
an inductive approach, we performed thematic analysis of 
the transcribed interviews, starting with individual coding by 
authors (TE, CE, BM, and AM).17 After individual coding, 
the authors (TE, CE, BM, AM, and MS) met to compare and 
discuss individual coding. Based on group consensus, coding 
was revised and organized into major themes.

RESULTS
Quantitative Results 

We transitioned to Phase 2 after 16 hours of Phase 
1, as we met our predetermined threshold for theoretical 
acceptance of 10% (Phase 1 acceptance rate 29.2%). 
Combining both phases, we analyzed 406 patients. The 
average age was 43.5 years (SD 16.3), and the majority 
were female (55.3%) and reported being Black (50.8%). 
See Figure 1 for a detailed patient flow chart and Table 2 for 
demographic information. Of the 388 patients eligible for 
vaccine questioning, 26.2% were already fully vaccinated. 
Before education, 286 patients were offered the COVID-19 
vaccine, with 81 accepting (28.3%), 164 declining (57.3%), 
and 41 (14.3%) unsure. After education, 90 agreed to be 
vaccinated (31.5%); 172 declined (60.1%), and 24 were 
unsure (8.4%). The change in vaccine acceptance after 
education was statistically significant (Table 3). The most 
common vaccine-related concerns were regarding side 
effects (26.9%), safety (22.4%), or other (11.9%), while 
many had no concerns (40.2%). 

Regression analysis revealed that Black patients were 
associated with a near three-fold increase in the odds of 
vaccine acceptance when compared to White patients (OR 2.7, 
95% CI 1.30-5.59; P=0.008). We also found that every year 
increase in age was associated with a 3% increase in the odds 
of vaccine acceptance (OR 1.03, 95% CI 1.00-1.05; P=0.005). 
Additionally, patients who stated they “did not believe 
the vaccine was necessary” or had “other concerns” were 
significantly less likely to be vaccinated (Table 4). 

Based on pharmacy data during Phase 2, 68 of 78 
patients (87.2%) who accepted the vaccine were vaccinated. 
Of the remaining 10 patients, one needed Moderna which 
was unavailable, two received their vaccinations within 30 
days of the ED visit, and one patient had a vaccine ordered 
but then discontinued. Details on the remaining patients were 
not available.

The students covered 140 ED hours during Phase 2. 
This left 1,420 ED hours without coverage, during which an 
additional 85 patients were vaccinated as part of routine care. 
Based on these confirmed administrations, there were 0.49 
vaccinations per student hour vs 0.06 vaccinations per non-
student hour, indicating a significant difference in vaccination 
during times with student coverage (relative risk 8.1, 95% CI 
6.2-10.6, P<0.001).

Qualitative Results
The medical students, EM nurses, residents, and 

faculty involved provided valuable insight into their 
experiences, revealing 1) barriers to implementation; 2) 
facilitators to implementation; 3) educational impacts; and 
4) recommendations for process improvement (Table 5). 
We used the CFIR to analyze and describe barriers and 
facilitators to implementation.17 
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Figure 1. Flowchart of all patients approached and enrolled in 
emergency department program of medical student education to 
promote COVID-19 vaccination.

Barriers to Implementation
Patients’ Needs and Resources

Many of those interviewed said that patients were 
resistant to the vaccine. They perceived that the patients’ 
established religious and political beliefs and opinions about 
the safety and efficacy of the vaccine contributed to this 
resistance. Some participants said that patients expressed 
various safety concerns, such as risk of thromboembolic 
events. One nurse cited instances where patients became 
angry and “political.” Similarly, a resident physician referred 
to vaccines as a “hot topic,” causing the patient to be “mad 
the rest of the visit,” while a faculty physician reported that 
mentioning the vaccine “made the patient upset.” 

Compatibility with Existing Workflow
Participants described the screening and vaccine 

administration process and its incompatibility with ED 

workflows as a barrier to implementation. Most patients 
preferred the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, which had to be 
retrieved in person by walking to the inpatient pharmacy; 
participants stated that obtaining this vaccine was “time 
consuming” and “cumbersome.” One nurse also reported 
that the screening questions (when student screeners were 
not available) were “another thing to tack on” to the existing 
triage process. Multiple faculty physicians referenced 
workflow interruptions and increased length of stay. Some 
students said that the vaccine screening impeded the nursing 
triage process. One student said, “I felt in the way in triage.” 

Facilitators to Implementation
Patients’ Needs and Resources

Participants described a common goal of improving 
the health of patients on an individual and population level, 
which facilitated implementation of this project. One faculty 
member said, “Sometimes it feels like it is the biggest thing I 
accomplish in a shift.” Another faculty member felt that they 
were doing their part to promote public health and “reduce 
burden of illness.” Participants, particularly nurses, expressed 
their belief that the project increased access to the vaccine 
among patients who might otherwise have significant barriers 
to receiving healthcare, such as lack of transportation. One 
nurse stated that “exposure is key, especially in people that 
wouldn’t have [access] otherwise.” Nearly all participants felt 
the project was “worthwhile” and should be continued.

Available Resources
Multiple nurses reported that it was far easier to 

implement the vaccine protocol when students were present. 
Physicians felt they did not have time to approach patients 
directly to offer the vaccine, but the students’ presence both 
reminded them and allowed them to delegate that time-
consuming task. Physicians also said that the students had 
“plenty of time” to do the screening. 

Implementation Process
Similarly, participants noticed increased vaccine uptake 

when the screening process was started early in the ED 
visit and that workflow was improved when the process 
was initiated during triage. Participants felt that this gave 
the patient time to consider the vaccine and limited delays 
at discharge. Additionally, students felt that having a script 
facilitated implementation. 

Educational Impacts
The perceived educational benefits to the students were 

clear across multiple interviews. One resident noted that 
they “seemed very excited” to be involved. Students cited 
patient interaction, experience having difficult conversations, 
exposure to the clinical environment, and EHR experience as 
educational benefits. One student said, “It was a good skill to 
learn how to react when talking to … patients who didn’t want 
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All (N=406)

Study Phase

Phase 1 
(N=77)

Phase 2  
(N=329)

N % N % N %
Age (years), mean, SD 43.5 16.3 48.4 17.1 42.45 15.9
Gendera Male 166 44.7% 19 37.3% 147 44.7%

Female 205 55.3% 32 62.7 173 54.1%
Racea Black 188 50.8% 30 58.8% 158 49.5%

White 139 37.6% 20 39.2% 119 37.3%
Hispanic 25 6.8% 1 2.0% 24 7.5%

Asian 1 0.3% 0 0.0% 1 0.3%
American Indian/Alaska Native 2 0.5% 0 0.0% 2 0.6%

Native Hawaiian/Other Pacific Islander 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%
Multiple races 15 4.1% 0 0.0% 15 4.7%

Ethnicitya Hispanic or Latino 36 9.8% 3 5.9% 33 10.4%
Not Hispanic or Latino 333 90.2% 48 94.1% 287 89.6%

History of 
COVID-19 
Vaccination 
(N=388)

Yes with 2-shot series 83 21.4% 29 39.7% 54 17.1%
Yes with single shot (Janssen–Johnson & Johnson) 19 4.9% 3 4.1% 16 5.1%

Scheduled but not yet received 2 0.5% 1 1.4% 1 0.3%
First dose received, second scheduled 8 2.1% 0 0.0% 8 2.5%

First dose received, second not scheduled 12 3.1% 1 1.4% 11 3.5%
No vaccine 264 68.0% 39 53.4% 225 71.4%

Vaccine 
Concern 
(N=388)

Efficacy 19 6.6% 0 0.0% 19 7.6%
Safety 64 22.4% 7 17.1% 57 22.9%

Side effects 77 26.9% 14 34.1% 63 25.3%
Do not believe it is necessary 22 7.7% 4 9.8% 18 7.2%

Already had Covid-19 3 1.0% 0 0.0% 3 1.2%
Cost/financial concerns 1 0.3% 0 0.0% 1 0.4%

Other 34 11.9% 6 14.6% 28 11.2%
No concerns or questions 115 40.2% 19 46.3% 96 38.6%

Preferred 
Vaccine

Do not want one 2 2.3% 0 0.0% 2 2.6%
Pfizer-BioNTech 52 59.1% 9 75.0% 43 56.6%

Janssen–Johnson & Johnson 33 37.5% 2 16.7% 31 40.8%
No preference 1 1.1% 1 8.3% 0 0.0%

Table 2. Patient demographics, history of vaccination, and and vaccine hesitancy characteristics. 

Data reported in n with proportions unless otherwise noted. 
aAge recorded from electronic health record; other demographic data self-reported at the end of interview; some demographic 
responses missing.
COVID-19, coronavirus disease 2019.

Vaccine acceptance before education
(N, % Yes)

Vaccine acceptance after education
(N, % Yes)

Change in vaccine acceptance with education
% difference (95% CI)

81/286 28.3% 90/286 31.5% 3.1% (0.3%-6.0%), P=0.03

Table 3. Change in vaccine acceptance after education: all vaccine-eligible patients.

CI, confidence interval.
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Variable Adjusted OR (95% CI) P-value
Age per year 1.03 (1.00, 1.05) 0.005
Male (ref=Female) 1.53 (0.84, 2.79) 0.17
Racea   

Black (ref=White) 2.70 (1.30, 5.59) 0.008
Other (ref=White) 2.08 (0.54, 8.00) 0.29

Hispanic (ref=non-Hispanic) 1.85 (0.45, 7.56) 0.39
Hesitancyb   

Efficacy 0.39 (0.08, 1.97) 0.25
Safety 0.48 (0.18, 1.31) 0.15
Side effects 0.49 (0.19, 1.28) 0.14
Do not believe it is necessary 0.08 (0.01, 0.73) 0.02
Other 0.21 (0.05, 0.84) 0.03
No questions 1.01 (0.38, 2.73) 0.98

Table 4. Logistic regression for primary outcome of vaccine acceptance

aRacial categories were divided into Black, White, and other due to low prevalence of some races. 
bHesitancy categories of “already had COVID-19” and “cost/financial concerns” were removed from the regression model as they were 
rarely cited.
OR, odds ratio.

the vaccine.” 
Students appreciated the clinical experience in light of 

curricular changes due to the COVID-19 pandemic. One 
student said, “I haven’t gotten to spend a lot of time in the 
hospital because of the pandemic, so just getting to talk to 
patients one on one was really helpful.” Another student said, 
“I thought it was also helpful to interact with [the EHR] and 
learn to utilize it and put in an order.” 

Most students reported positive experiences interacting 
with ED staff, describing residents as “helpful,” “excited,” and 
“complimentary.” Some students felt that similar projects should 
be offered permanently as elective courses. The educational value 
was not limited to students. One resident physician reported, “I 
know more information about the COVID-19 vaccines because 
of this. Reading more about the data and literature for the 
vaccines than I probably would have done.” 

Recommendations for Process Improvement 
Every group recommended ways to improve the 

implementation process. A common suggestion was to 
expand the role of students to include vaccine administration. 
Multiple nurses and students felt that allowing students to 
administer vaccines would have significantly improved the 
workflow. Participants also recommended that COVID-19 
vaccination be discussed with the patient early in their ED 
stay to avoid delays. Participants recommended improving 
educational materials and resources related to vaccination, 
such as providing a handout of vaccine statistics or other 
background information for students to reference, as well as 
playing informative video messages or having an educational 
poster in the waiting room. A few staff reported that they did 

not feel well trained in the COVID-19 vaccine screening and 
administration process and that additional instruction would 
have been helpful. 

DISCUSSION
The COVID-19 pandemic presented unique challenges 

for ED patients, clinicians, and even students in clinical 
training. Because our ED reaches underserved groups, we had 
the opportunity to assist populations with less access to the 
COVID-19 vaccine. In an effort to increase vaccination rates 
within our patient population, we piloted a student-facilitated, 
ED-based COVID-19 vaccination campaign.

Overall, our pilot campaign was successful in increasing 
vaccine uptake through a novel student-learning experience. 
In addition to scheduling patients in our institution’s vaccine 
clinic, we vaccinated 68 patients in the ED in two months 
using student-led patient screening and education. Past studies 
have shown the value of involving medical and pharmacy 
students in influenza vaccination initiatives,12,13,18 but to 
our knowledge, studies about student-facilitated, ED-based 
COVID-19 vaccination programs are lacking. We found 
a higher vaccine acceptance rate after a brief educational 
intervention and that more vaccines were given when students 
were present. 

Interestingly, in Phase 1 we saw a non-significant 
downward trend in vaccine acceptance after the educational 
intervention. Possible explanations for this include level 
of student experience and comfort in providing education 
early in the initiative, lack of effectiveness of the education, 
or simply the small sample size in Phase 1. Fortunately, we 
found a statistically significant increase in post-intervention 
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Theme CFIR construct Theme description
Barriers to 
implementation

Patients’ needs 
and resources

Patients’ resistance to getting the vaccine

Patients’ concerns for safety and side effects 
of the vaccine

Medical student: “[Hesitant patients] probably 
made up their mind beforehand.”

Compatibility 
with existing 
workflow

Workflow interruptions

Location of the preferred vaccines (Pfizer-
BioNTech COVID-19 vaccines stored outside 
the ED at the hospital pharmacy)

Medical student: “Sometimes I felt like [the 
nurses] were so busy, they wondered why we 
couldn’t [administer the vaccine] ourselves. 
Especially in triage. It felt like we were adding 
a burden to the nurses.”

Facilitators to 
implementation 

Patients’ needs 
and resources

Helping patients and promoting public health

Improved access to care for patients who may 
otherwise not have access to the vaccine

Nurse: “Helping people that don’t have 
access to healthcare.”

Physician: “Performing [our] civic duty”
Available 
resources

Involvement and availability of students to 
screen patients 

Resident physician: “Having the students 
there was great because they had more time 
to sit down and go over questions.”

Implementation 
process

Early timing of screening in ED visit

Scripting

Medical student: “The script was really 
helpful, if you went blank, to lean back on for 
every conversation.”

Educational 
impacts

Clinical experience for students during 
COVID-19 pandemic

Improved student comfort with patient 
interactions, including having difficult 
conversations with patients

Medical student: “I think it has helped me 
learn to talk to patients and talk to them about 
something difficult and teach them something 
that could actually help their health. …it will 
make me a better doctor in the future learning 
how to talk to all different kinds of people.”

Medical student: “I think we have all asked 
ourselves how we can help during the 
pandemic, and I think this is a really easy 
way to help, and you feel like you actually 
contributed something.”

Recommendations 
for process 
improvement

Expand the role of students (have students 
administer the vaccine)

Workflow/early timing of introducing vaccine

Improve education materials (eg, fact sheets, 
videos)

Train staff on the screening and vaccine 
administration process

Medical student: “It would have been really 
nice if the students would have been able to 
give the shots because most of us are trained 
in that.”

Nurse: “[The provided Vaccine Card and EUA 
Fact Sheet] don’t have all the answers. We 
can’t answer all their questions and don’t 
have the time.”

Table 5. Qualitative themes, CFIR* constructs, and theme descriptions

*CFIR, Consolidated Framework for Implementation Research; ED, emergency department; EUA, Emergency Use Authorization.

acceptance in Phase 2 and in the pooled data. Even if this 
small overall increase based on education may not be 
clinically significant, we feel that given the reduction in 
morbidity and mortality risk associated with vaccination that 
every additional vaccinated patient is beneficial. Regardless of 
the educational intervention, having students available in the 
ED to offer vaccines considerably increased our chances of 
vaccination. We feel this adequately shows that medical and 
pharmacy students can effectively screen and educate patients 
about vaccine safety, efficacy, and concerns. While the typical 
nurse or physician in the ED may not have time to counsel 
patients on COVID-19 vaccine concerns, student volunteers 

can fill this role effectively.
Despite the successful vaccination of many patients, 

the COVID-19 vaccine campaign had multiple barriers 
to implementation in the ED, which our study identified. 
The most significant barrier was vaccine hesitancy, as only 
31.5% of vaccine-eligible patients accepted the vaccine. 
Common hesitancy factors were concern for safety, side 
effects, efficacy, feeling it was not necessary, and several 
other specific concerns. These mirror barriers encountered 
in recent studies on influenza and COVID-19 vaccine 
hesitancy in the ED.2,9,19,20 The modest increase in vaccine 
acceptance after a brief educational intervention may 
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suggest underlying unmet educational needs or the need 
for additional information, which is similar to findings 
by Rodriguez et al, who found lack of information was a 
common contributor to hesitancy.9 

However, patients’ beliefs that vaccination was 
unnecessary predicted lower acceptance, indicating that 
overcoming preconceived sentiments about vaccine necessity 
may be difficult. Likewise, Willis et al found that low fear of 
COVID-19 predicted lower acceptance.8 We also found that 
patients with “other” concerns were less likely to be vaccinated, 
possibly because they had very specific concerns that we could 
not adequately address. We suspect that these factors most 
contributed to our difficulty in achieving a more robust change 
in post-education acceptance; some patients were open to the 
discussion, but most who declined felt it simply was not needed 
and were not interested in hearing about the risks of COVID-19 
infection or the benefits of vaccination.

Other non-patient related barriers included interference 
with ED workflow and increased workload for ED staff. These 
barriers are congruent with studies on influenza vaccination, 
which found that nurses believed that an ED-based 
vaccination program was “too time consuming” and cited 
a “need to simplify documentation process.”19 We received 
similar feedback; having students serve as screeners helped to 
reduce these negative impacts.

Mitigating workflow barriers was an important part 
of facilitating the implementation of our program. This 
included introducing COVID-19 vaccination early in 
a patient’s ED visit (when possible), having dedicated 
individuals to screen, and providing training and a script 
to students. Cohen et al also found that having dedicated 
staff (pharmacists) providing the screening and counseling 
for influenza vaccinations improved the feasibility of ED-
based vaccinations.21 Similar to other community-based 
vaccination programs,18 the desire of stakeholders to provide 
a worthwhile public health initiative was a strong motivator, 
as was helping to eliminate barriers for underserved patients, 
such as transportation. 

 Our study explored associations between vaccine 
acceptance and demographic characteristics. Prior literature 
reveals mixed findings on the association between age and 
COVID-19 vaccine acceptance.2,9,16,22 Similar to another 
study in Arkansas, we found that increased age correlated 
with vaccine acceptance, although this association was not 
particularly strong.8 In regard to race, recent studies have 
shown that Black Americans are less likely to accept the 
COVID-19 vaccine, more likely to delay vaccination, and 
more likely to report mistrust of the vaccine when compared 
to White Americans.8,23 However, our study found that Black 
patients were more likely to accept the COVID-19 vaccine. 
A recent qualitative study of 72 Black and Latinx individuals 
revealed the influence of distrust in COVID-19 acceptance, 
as well as the importance of providing consistent, fact-based 
information to inform trust and addressing structural barriers 

to vaccination.24 Although this was not the focus of our 
study, it is possible that we saw higher vaccine acceptability 
among this group because the program made the vaccine 
more readily available and provided fact-based education. 

The COVID-19 pandemic affected not only patients 
and frontline healthcare workers but also disrupted 
medical education. In-person clinical rotations were often 
replaced with virtual learning experiences, and many 
medical students perceived this lack of clinical experience 
as a lapse in their medical education.25 Fortunately, once 
our institution allowed students back into the clinical 
setting, our program provided a new opportunity for 
clinical experience while also reducing the burden of 
vaccination on clinical ED staff. While there have been 
student-led vaccine campaigns in other settings, to our 
knowledge this was the first ED-based, student-facilitated 
vaccination program. The students cited many positive 
educational impacts, including clinical exposure in the 
time of COVID-19 when such exposure was lacking, 
an introduction to having difficult conversations with 
patients, and the development of skills for educating 
their future patients about the importance of vaccines as 
part of preventive health. These clinical, knowledge, and 
communication benefits were similar to those found in 
other student-led influenza-vaccine initiatives, and we feel 
these educational benefits will continue even when clinical 
rotations are not restricted.18

While previous ED-based studies reported COVID-19 
vaccine acceptance of 50-70%,2,9 acceptance in our study 
was only 31.5%, with 23.8% having confirmed inoculations. 
We have two potential explanations for this variance. 
First, our study occurred in summer 2021 after COVID-19 
vaccines were widely available and only those eligible for 
vaccination were analyzed, missing those who had already 
received it. Second, we were giving vaccines for most of 
our study, while the prior studies examined hypothetical 
acceptance. Farrell et al (2022) and Ford et al’s (2022) 
preliminary data on automated, EHR-prompted, ED-based 
COVID-19 vaccination programs suggest a much lower 
true acceptance rate (2.6% in all unvaccinated patients,26 
and 3.6% in homeless patients targeted,27 respectively). 
Our results are more consistent with Cohen et al who found 
an acceptance rate of 41% when initiating pharmacist-
driven, ED influenza vaccinations, possibly due to both our 
programs having an approach based on personal interaction 
and education, rather than being computerized.21

Implications and Recommendations for Future 
Intervention

This program demonstrated that medical and pharmacy 
students can be an invaluable resource in spearheading ED 
vaccination campaigns while participating in a valuable 
educational experience. We believe that our framework could 
be used to develop other student-driven, preventive health 
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programs implemented in EDs. Our next goal is to finalize a 
formal ED-based public health elective rotation, during which 
students can continue this important work, while receiving 
credit toward their degrees.

LIMITATIONS
There were several limitations. First, this work was 

performed at a single site. While many EDs likely share 
similar barriers or facilitators to an ED-based vaccination 
program, our findings may not be universally applicable 
and patient populations of other sites may differ. While 
we did survey patients on their opinions about potential 
hesitancy factors, our qualitative data does not include 
patient perspectives. Additionally, although both pharmacy 
and medical students were vaccine screeners in this 
project, we only interviewed medical students about their 
experiences; pharmacy students may have had different 
perspectives. We were also limited by the short pilot 
period and small sample size due to resumption of student 
classes. Response bias may have introduced a trend toward 
vaccine acceptance, which may be reflected in the findings 
that only 86% of patients in Phase 2 who accepted were 
vaccinated in the ED; some likely changed their mind 
when the vaccine was ready to be given. Finally, outside of 
quantifying vaccinations, we were not able to collect data 
on patients who were offered vaccination outside student 
volunteer hours and specifics on patients scheduled in the 
vaccine clinic were not available.

CONCLUSION
Emergency departments within academic health 

centers are ideal environments in which to disseminate 
the COVID-19 vaccine to underserved patients, as well as 
engage healthcare students in vaccine screening. Our pilot 
study found that nearly one-third of patients were willing 
to be vaccinated, and patients were slightly more likely to 
accept the vaccine after a brief educational intervention. This 
student-led model is unique as both healthcare students and 
patients benefited from the educational component of the 
vaccine campaign. Although patients’ concerns about the 
vaccine and workflow interruptions were implementation 
barriers, facilitators included the involvement of students, 
providing scripts for students, and clinicians’ perception 
that the initiative improves patients’ access to the vaccine. 
Our study suggests that a student-led, COVID-19 vaccine 
initiative is not only feasible in the ED but viewed 
as promoting public health and providing a valuable 
educational experience.
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INTRODUCTION
Mental disorders are common in the United States (US), 

with about 25% of adults with a mental disorder1,2 and 22.3% 
with serious mental disorders.1 However, 57.4% of adults 
with mental disorders and 33.3% of those with serious mental 
disorders did not receive mental health services in the past 

College of Health and Human Services, University of North Carolina at Charlotte, 
Charlotte, North Carolina

Introduction: Emergency department (ED) utilization for psychiatric disease is increasing, and 
a lack of health insurance has been identified as a potential cause of preventable or avoidable 
ED use. Through the Affordable Care Act (ACA), more uninsured individuals gained health 
insurance; however, the effects of increased health insurance coverage on ED utilization for 
psychiatric disease have not been examined.

Methods: We performed a longitudinal, cross-sectional analysis of data from the Nationwide 
Emergency Department Sample, the largest all-payer ED database in the US, which contains 
data on over 25 million ED visits each year. We examined ED utilization for psychiatric disease 
as the primary reason for visit among adults aged 18-64. We compared the proportion of ED 
visits with a psychiatric diagnosis during post-ACA years (2011-2016) to pre-ACA (2009) using 
logistic regression adjusted for age, gender, payer, and hospital region.

Results: The proportion of ED visits with psychiatric diagnosis increased from pre-ACA (4.9%) 
to post-ACA years (ranging from 5.0-5.5%). There was a significant difference in the proportion 
of ED visits with a psychiatric diagnosis when comparing each post-ACA year with pre-ACA, with 
adjusted odds ratios ranging from 1.01-1.09. Among ED visits with a psychiatric diagnosis, the 
most common age group was 26-49 years, and patients were more likely to be male than female 
and to have visited urban rather than rural hospitals. During post-ACA years (2014-2016), 
private and uninsured payers decreased, Medicaid payers increased, and Medicare payers 
increased in 2014 and decreased in 2015-2016 compared to pre-ACA. 

Conclusion: With the ACA more people gained health insurance, yet ED visits for psychiatric 
disease continued to increase. These results suggest that increasing access to health insurance 
alone is not sufficient to reduce ED utilization for patients with a psychiatric disease. [West J 
Emerg Med. 2023;24(3)447–453.]

year.3 Multiple studies have shown that psychiatric disorders 
account for a large and growing number of all emergency 
department (ED) visits in the US.2,4-7 From 1992 to 2000, 
psychiatric-related ED visits for adults increased by 15%.4 
Visits to the ED increased by 8.6% from 2006 to 2011 for all 
adults aged 18-64, but they increased by 20.5% for primary 
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Population Health Research Capsule

What do we already know about this issue?
A lack of mental health care resources is a 
contributor to ED use. The Affordable Care Act 
(ACA) improved benefits for mental health, yet 
ED use continues to increase.  

What was the research question?
We evaluated the association of the ACA and 
ED visits for adults with psychiatric disease 
post-ACA, 2011-2016, and pre-ACA, 2009.  

What was the major finding of the study? 
The analysis of ED visits with primary 
psychiatric diagnosis for post-ACA 2016 vs 
pre-ACA year was significant with odds ratio 
(95% CI) of 1.040 (1.037, 1.043). 

How does this improve population health? 
Increasing access to health insurance alone is 
not sufficient to reduce ED use by patients with 
psychiatric disease.  

psychiatric diagnoses and by 53.3% for ED visits with 
psychiatric comorbidity.6

The number of ED visits for patients with psychiatric 
disease continues to increase. With increasing numbers of 
psychiatric patients and limited availability or access to 
outpatient, mental healthcare facilities, psychiatric patients 
turn to EDs for their healthcare.8 The Affordable Care 
Act (ACA) improved access, affordability, and quality 
of healthcare and required benefits for mental health and 
substance use disorder through the essential health benefits 
(EHB). Among the EHBs included were ambulatory and 
emergency services, hospitalization, and mental health and 
substance use disorder services, including behavioral health 
treatment and prescription drugs.9 

A lack of health insurance has been identified as a 
contributor to the utilization of emergency services for 
non-emergent psychiatric conditions,10 and a lack of mental 
healthcare resources is frequently cited as a reason for seeking 
emergency psychiatric care.11,12 With the enactment of the 
ACA, the number of uninsured individuals declined by 43%, 
from 48.6 million in 2010 to 28.6 million in 2015,13 and the 
percentage of uninsured nonelderly adults aged 18-64 declined 
by 41% from 2010 to 2018.14 If lack of health insurance was a 
primary reason for ED utilization for psychiatric disease, then 
an increase in health insurance coverage would be expected to 
reduce ED utilization for patients with psychiatric diagnosis. 
However, whether a reduction in the uninsured population 
in the US is correlated to changes in ED utilization for 
psychiatric disease is currently unknown. 

The 2016 National Hospital Ambulatory Medical Care 
Survey (NHAMCS) showed that nearly 5.5 million (3.8%) 
ED visits had a primary diagnosis of mental disorder,7, and the 
proportion of ED visits with a psychiatric diagnosis increased 
from 4.1% to 5.4% between 2007– and 2016.15 However, 
that survey did not specifically examine the effect of the 
ACA on ED visits with psychiatric diagnosis from post-ACA 
compared to pre-ACA years. In our study, we used nationally 
representative ED discharge data from pre-ACA and post-
ACA years to compare the proportion of ED visits for 
psychiatric disease in years before versus after implementation 
of the ACA. Our primary objective in this study was to 
evaluate the association between the ACA and ED visits for 
patients with psychiatric disease for post-ACA years 2011-
2016 and pre-ACA year 2009. 

METHODS
Standard Protocol Approvals, Registrations, and Patient 
Consents

This study was exempt from approval by the University 
of North Carolina at Charlotte Institutional Review Board 
due to the fully de-identified nature of the data, and informed 
consent was not required. The analysis was compliant 
with the Healthcare Cost and Utilization Project data use 
agreement policy.

Data
We used data from the Nationwide Emergency 

Department Sample (NEDS), which is the largest all-payer 
ED database in the US. The NEDS consists of all ED visits 
occurring at one of over 950 hospital-based EDs with more 
than 25 million unweighted observations per year.16 The 
NEDS database consists of ED visit-level discharge data. 
Diagnoses or disease conditions were coded and collected for 
each ED visit with up to 15 diagnoses for 2009-2013 and up to 
30 diagnoses for 2014-2016. According to ambulatory coding 
guidelines, the diagnosis code in the first position indicates 
the primary reason for the healthcare encounter and is thus 
referred to as the “primary diagnosis”; all other diagnoses are 
placed in a secondary position. The diagnosis codes of NEDS 
were based on the International Classification of Diseases, 
9th Clinical Modification (ICD-9-CM) for the years 2009-
2014 and the first three-quarters of 2015 and the 10th Clinical 
Modification (ICD-10-CM) for the last quarter of 2015 and 
2016. We used data from 2009 and 2011-2016 for analysis. 

Population
We identified all ED visits for adults aged 18-64 with 

psychiatric diagnoses in the primary diagnosis position (ICD-
9-CM 290-319 and ICD-10-CM F01-F99). We excluded 
adults ≥65 years because Medicare is the primary insurer for 
older adults and was not affected or designed to be impacted 
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by the ACA. We categorized psychiatric diagnoses by ICD-9-
CM code into the following categories: Dementias/Delusional/
Transient/Persistent (290, 293, 294, 297); Drug and Alcohol 
Dependence (291, 292, 303, 304, 305); Schizophrenic and 
Other Psychoses (295, 298); Depressive and Episodic Mood 
(296, 311); Anxiety, dissociative and somatoform (300); Acute 
and Adjustment Reaction to Stress (308, 309); and Other (299, 
301, 302, 306, 307, 310, 312-319). Since the last quarter of 
2015 and the 2016 data had ICD-10 codes, all ICD-9 codes 
were mapped to ICD-10 detailed levels using the Agency for 
Healthcare Research and Quality MAPIT toolkit. The MAPIT 
tool takes a set of ICD-9 codes at each level, up to five digits, 
and maps them to equivalent ICD-10 codes at each level up 
to five digits using the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid 
Services equivalence mapping.17 

Outcomes and Covariates
The primary endpoint was the proportion of ED visits 

with a psychiatric diagnosis in the primary diagnosis position. 
This endpoint was summarized for each pre-ACA and post-
ACA year, and each post-ACA year was compared with the 
pre-ACA reference using logistic regression adjusting for the 
following covariates: age (18-25, 26-49, 50-64); gender; payer 
(Medicare, Medicaid, private, uninsured); and hospital region 
(urban, rural). Race is not recorded in the NEDS database. We 
performed adjusted and unadjusted analyses of the proportion 
of ED visits with primary psychiatric diagnosis for each post-
ACA year compared to pre-ACA. For statistical analyses, all 
tests were two-sided, with significance interpreted at α = 0.05. 
The odds ratio (OR) and 95% confidence interval (CI) using 
Mantel-Haenszel chi-Square (χ2) statistics were reported. 
We used SAS statistical software version 9.4 (SAS Institute, 
Inc, Cary, NC) for all analyses. The study results are reported 
using the Strengthening the Reporting of Observational 
studies in Epidemiology (STROBE) guidelines.18 

RESULTS
The number of observed annual ED visits for adults 

aged 18-64 was 17.6 million in 2009 and ranged from 
17.8 million to 20.1 million for 2011-2016 (Table 1). The 
number of ED visits with primary psychiatric diagnosis 
was more than 866,000 in pre-ACA 2009 and increased to 
between 892,000 and 1.1 million in post-ACA years. The 
proportion of ED visits with primary psychiatric diagnosis 
for pre-ACA and post-ACA years increased from 4.9% 
in 2009 to ranging from 5.0% to 5.2% in 2011-2013, and 
between 5.3% to 5.5% in 2014-2016 (Table 1). The number 
of ED visits continued to increase in each post-ACA year 
compared to pre-ACA, with more than one million ED 
visits with primary psychiatric diagnosis each year from 
2014-2016. In both adjusted and unadjusted analyses, there 
was a statistically significant difference in the proportion of 
ED visits with primary psychiatric diagnosis for each post-
ACA year compared to pre-ACA 2009 with adjusted ORs 

ranging from 1.01-1.09 and unadjusted ORs ranging from 
1.02 to 1.12 (Table 2). All adjusted and unadjusted analyses 
of the proportion of ED visits with psychiatric diagnosis 
and all covariates (age, gender, payer, hospital region) were 
statistically significant (P<0.001).

The most common age group among ED visits with 
primary psychiatric diagnosis was 26-49 (54.2% to 57.5%) 
followed by 50-64 (22.6% to 26.1%), and 18-25 (19.5% 
to 20.6%). Males (55.3% to 57.9%) had more ED visits 
with primary psychiatric diagnosis than females (42.1% to 
44.7%) (Table 3). 

The proportion of ED visits with primary psychiatric 
diagnosis where Medicare was the primary expected payer 
increased from 14.5% in 2009 to 15.2% in 2014 and decreased 
to 14.2% in 2015 and 14.0% in 2016. For Medicaid, it 
increased from 25.7% in pre-ACA 2009 to 28.7% in 2013 and 
continued to increase in post-ACA 2014-2016 from 36.1% to 
38.8%. There was a decrease in the proportion of ED visits 
with primary psychiatric diagnosis for the private payers 
from 25.9% in 2009 to 22.4% in 2013, and between 22.7% 
to 24.3% in 2014-2016. The same trend was observed for the 
uninsured payers with the proportion of ED visits of 33.8% in 
2009, 32.2% to 33.7% in 2011-2013 with significant decrease 
from 26.1% in 2014 to 23.2% in 2016 (Table 4). There was a 
significant increase in the proportion of ED visits for Medicaid 
payers and a significant decrease for uninsured payers in post-
ACA 2014-2016 compared to pre-ACA and the other post-
ACA years. 

The proportion of ED visits with primary psychiatric 
diagnosis for urban hospitals increased from 95.6% in pre-
ACA 2009 to post-ACA 2011 to 2015, ranging from 95.8% to 
97.1%, and decreased to 95.7% in 2016. For rural hospitals, 
the proportion of ED visits decreased from 4.4% in pre-ACA 
2009 to 2.9% in 2015 and 4.3% in 2016 (Table 4). 

The most common primary psychiatric diagnoses were 
for Drug/Alcohol disorders (34.8% to 43.1%), followed by 
Depressive (19.4% to 25.8%) and Anxiety disorders (17.9% 
to 19.4%), and other psychiatric diagnoses, Schizophrenic 
disorders (11.3% to 13.5%), Dementia (0.7% to 1.0%), and 
Stress (3.0% to 3.6%) (Table 5). 

DISCUSSION
The proportion of ED visits and ED visits with psychiatric 

diagnosis for adults aged 18-64 increased in the post-ACA 
years compared to pre-ACA. Even when accounting for the 
increase in ED volume over time, the proportion of ED visits 
with psychiatric diagnosis increased and was higher in post-
ACA years 2014-2016 than pre-ACA year and other post-ACA 
years. These results suggest that increasing access to health 
insurance alone is not sufficient to reduce ED utilization for 
patients with a psychiatric disease. 

We found that psychiatric diagnoses accounted for 4.9% 
in 2009 and 5.0-5.5% of ED visits in the US from 2011-2016. 
This is consistent with findings from the NHAMCS, where the 
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Year

All ED visits 
adults 18-64

n

Primary or secondary 
psychiatric diagnosis

adults 18-64
n (%)

Primary psychiatric 
diagnosis

adults 18-64
n (%)

Pre-ACA 2009 17,645,539 4,253,110 (24.1) 866,810 (4.9)

Post-ACA

2011 17,845,772 4,717,856 (26.4) 892,511 (5.0)
2012 19,325,068 5,267,941 (27.3) 984,964 (5.1)
2013 18,412,805 5,261,875 (28.6) 963,247 (5.2)
2014 19,498,007 5,832,444 (29.9) 1,066,007 (5.5)
2015 18,738,803 5,857,686 (31.3) 1,018,056 (5.4)
2016 20,073,238 5,986,274 (29.8) 1,054,731 (5.3)

Table 1. Summary of emergency department visits for adults aged 18-64.

Percentages are based on total visits, N.
ACA, Affordable Care Act; ED, emergency department.

Table 2. Analysis of emergency department visits with primary psychiatric diagnosis, post- vs pre-Affordable Care Act.

Post-ACA
vs

Pre-ACA

Analysis of ED visits with primary psychiatric diagnosis
Adjusted analysis a Unadjusted analysis

Odds ratio (95% CI) b Odds ratio (95% CI) b

2011 vs 2009 1.012 (1.008, 1.015) 1.019 (1.016, 1.022)
2012 vs 2009 1.031 (1.028, 1.034) 1.040 (1.036, 1.043)
2013 vs 2009 1.060 (1.057, 1.063) 1.069 (1.065, 1.072)
2014 vs 2009 1.086 (1.083, 1.089) 1.119 (1.116, 1.123)
2015 vs 2009 1.067 (1.064, 1.071) 1.112 (1.109, 1.115)
2016 vs 2009 1.040 (1.037, 1.043) 1.073 (1.070, 1.077)

a Adjusted analysis model adjusted for age, gender, payer and hospital region.
b P-value using χ2 test. All statistical tests and covariates were significant (P<0.001).
ACA, Affordable Care Act; ED, emergency department; CI, confidence interval.

Table 3. Emergency department visits with primary psychiatric diagnosis by age and gender.
Age (Year) Gender

Year N 18 - 25 26 - 49 50 - 64 Male Female
Pre-ACA 2009 866,810 172,429

(19.9)
498,220
(57.5)

196,161
(22.6)

478,809
(55.3)

387,334
(44.7)

Post-ACA

2011 892,511 183,478 
(20.6)

493,806
(55.3)

215,227
(24.1)

498,973
(55.9)

393,473
(44.1)

2012 984,964 199,197
(20.2)

538,987
(54.7)

246,780
(25.1)

549,789
(55.8)

435,123
(44.2)

2013 963,247 193,247
(20.1)

524,007
(54.4)

245,993
(25.5)

543,271
(56.4)

419,915
(43.6)

2014 1,066,007 210,498
(19.8)

577,819
(54.2)

277,690
(26.1)

612,818
(57.5)

453,152
(42.5)

2015 1,018,056 198,452
(19.5)

555,257
(54.5)

264,347
(26.0)

589,326
(57.9)

428,642
(42.1)

2016 1,054,731 205,351
(19.5)

578,560
(54.8)

270,820
(25.7)

610,655
(57.9)

443,966
(42.1)

Percentages are based on total visits, N. 
ACA, Affordable Care Act; ED, emergency department.
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Table 4. Emergency department visits with primary psychiatric diagnosis by payer and by hospital region.

N

Payer Hospital region

Year Medicare Medicaid Private Uninsured Urban Rural
Pre-ACA 2009 866,810 125,094

(14.5)
221,664
(25.7)

223,359
(25.9)

290,938
(33.8)

828,261
(95.6)

38,549
(4.4)

Post-ACA

2011 892,511 134,890
(15.2)

262,006
(29.5)

205,794
(23.2)

286,005
(32.2)

855,365
(95.8)

37,146
(4.2)

2012 984,964 149,962 
(15.3)

286,841 
(29.2)

219,056 
(22.3)

327,253 
(33.3)

949,855 
(96.4)

35,109 
(3.6)

2013 963,247 146,099
(15.2)

276,061
(28.7)

215,432
(22.4)

323,488
(33.7)

927,678
(96.3)

35,569
(3.7)

2014 1,066,007 161,764
(15.2)

383,703
(36.1)

241,292
(22.7)

277,494
(26.1)

1,027,502
(96.4)

38,505
(3.6)

2015 1,018,056 144,011
(14.2)

393,715
(38.8)

237,632
(23.4)

240,764
(23.7)

988,728
(97.1)

29,328
(2.9)

2016 1,054,731 146,990
(14.0)

405,756
(38.5)

256,005
(24.3)

244,169
(23.2)

1,009,363
(95.7)

45,368
(4.3)

Percentages are based on total visits, N.
ACA, Affordable Care Act; ED, emergency department.

Table 5. Summary of primary psychiatric diagnoses.

Year N Dementia
Drug / 
alcohol Schizophrenic Depressive Anxiety Stress Other

2009 866,810 5,887
(0.7)

301,495
(34.8)

110,006
(12.7)

223,398
(25.8)

155,117
(17.90)

28,340
(3.3)

42,567
(4.9)

2011 892,511 5,982
(0.7)

331,756 
(37.2)

106,734
(12.0)

207,067
(23.2)

165,474 
(18.5)

31,968 
(3.6)

43,530
(4.9)

2012 984,964 6,586
(0.7)

359,446 
(36.5)

121,017
(12.3)

234,250
(23.8)

184,013 
(18.7)

32,785 
(3.3)

46,867
(4.8)

2013 963,247 6,900
(0.7)

357,571 
(37.1)

119,226
(12.4)

224,840 
(23.3)

175,901 
(18.3)

32,716 
(3.4)

46,093 
(4.8)

2014 1,066,007 7,804 
(0.7)

393,245
(36.9)

144,214
(13.5)

245,995
(23.1)

192,138 
(18.0)

32,891 
(3.1)

49,720 
(4.7)

2015 1,018,056 8,577
(0.8)

420,313
(41.3)

117,213
(11.5)

208,329
(20.5)

188,095
(18.5)

30,677 
(3.0)

44,852 
(4.4)

2016 1,054,731 10,498 
(1.0)

454,532 
(43.1)

118,775 
(11.3)

204,245 
(19.4)

204,684 
(19.4)

33,482 
(3.2)

28,515 
(2.7)

Percentages are based on all psychiatric diagnoses, N.

proportion of ED visits with a psychiatric diagnosis for adults 
≥19 years was 4.3-5.4% from 2009-2016.15 

With the ACA, more people gained health insurance, and 
insurance plans were required to include mental health and 
substance use disorder treatment and services as part of the 
EHBs.19 Yet the number and proportion of all ED visits and 
ED visits for patients with psychiatric diseases continued to 
increase and was significantly higher for post-ACA than pre-
ACA years in our study. A lack of health insurance limits access 
to outpatient mental health services. If this was the primary 
driver of ED utilization for psychiatric disease, then increased 
insurance coverage should have led to greater outpatient mental 

health services utilization, which would in turn have decreased 
ED utilization for psychiatric disease. However, we observed 
the opposite trend: ED visits for psychiatric disease increased 
despite greater insurance coverage.

There are several potential reasons for the paradoxical 
increase in ED visits for psychiatric disease despite greater 
insurance coverage. First, health insurance coverage is not a 
guarantee of outpatient healthcare access. For example, people 
with health insurance may not seek medical or psychiatric 
care due to access barriers, lack of a designated primary 
care or mental health physician, or high out-of-pocket costs. 
In addition, some mental health clinicians may not accept 
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certain health insurance, such as Medicaid. Second, having 
mental healthcare access alone may not sufficiently prevent 
psychiatric emergencies from occurring. Although psychiatric 
diseases can be managed in an outpatient setting, some 
conditions may require emergency care, and not all ED visits 
for psychiatric diseases are preventable or avoidable.2,20 

Psychiatric-related ED visits have continued to increase, 
both before and after the ACA. Much of the literature on 
preventable ED visits for psychiatric disease has focused on a 
lack of alternative healthcare resources for acute psychiatric 
disease. With the replacement of state mental hospitals by 
community mental health centers, there has been a shift from 
inpatient to outpatient care, which has left some patients with 
severe mental illness at risk for lapses in care and readmission. 
Furthermore, community mental health centers have declined 
over time due to a lack of state and local funding. As a result, 
in 2003 the Subcommittee on Acute Care to the President’s 
New Freedom Commission reported that since 1970, the 
total number of inpatient psychiatric beds per capita and 
the number of state and county psychiatric beds per capita 
declined by 62% and 89%, respectively.21 

We observed that the most common psychiatric diagnosis 
was Drug and Alcohol disorders followed by Depressive, 
Anxiety and Schizophrenic disorders. We also observed a 
change in the payer mix for ED visits with primary psychiatric 
diagnosis before vs after passage of the ACA. The ACA aimed 
to increase access to health insurance through two different 
mechanisms: 1) enhanced access to private health insurance 
plans through the marketplace; and 2) an increase in Medicaid 
eligibility.19 In our study, a decrease in uninsured patients was 
offset by an increase in Medicaid-insured patients but not by 
private payers. This suggests that the effect of the ACA on 
uninsured ED visits with primary psychiatric diagnosis was 
mediated by Medicaid rather than private insurance. 

LIMITATIONS
Our study had several limitations. First, while the ACA 

was passed in 2010, it was not fully implemented until 
January 1, 2014. Therefore, the classification of 2011-2013 
as post-ACA years may have been incomplete. We were also 
limited to a single pre-ACA year. The sampling strategy of 
NEDS includes government, non-federal (public), private 
not-for-profit, and private investor hospitals but not federal 
hospitals such as Veteran’s Administration, Department of 
Defense, and Indian Health Service hospitals, which limits 
generalizability. The NEDS lacks data such as severity of 
mental illness and outpatient treatment history. While we 
were able to characterize changes in payer mix among ED 
patients with and without psychiatric disease, we lacked 
data on the prevalence and insurance status of patients 
who were not seen in the ED. Because of the logistical 
barriers involved in signing up for expanded access to 
Medicaid benefits, patients with serious mental illness 
may be less likely to benefit from ACA-related coverage 

and are also more likely to require ED care. Furthermore, 
depending on the prevalence of psychiatric disease in the 
general population, an increasing number of ED visits could 
theoretically represent a relative decrease in ED utilization if 
the overall prevalence were increasing more rapidly. 

Future studies should re-evaluate the association between 
the ACA and psychiatric-related ED visits as more data 
becomes available and possibly use a national claims database 
with detailed information for the ED visits. Furthermore, 
because Medicaid expansion varies by state, future studies 
should also examine state-level variability in the association 
between the ACA and ED visits with psychiatric diagnosis. 

CONCLUSION
We showed that with the Affordable Care Act, more 

people gained health insurance. However, we also showed 
that psychiatric-related visits to the ED increased both before 
and after the ACA. Even with health insurance, there are 
barriers to accessing outpatient mental healthcare, and even 
with outpatient treatment, some psychiatric emergencies 
are unavoidable. With the ACA, more people gained health 
insurance, yet ED visits for patients with primary psychiatric 
diagnosis continued to increase. These results suggest that 
increasing access to health insurance alone is not sufficient to 
reduce ED utilization for patients with a psychiatric disease.
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INTRODUCTION
Among all emergency department (ED) patients, 2.6% 

present with agitation or become agitated during their 
ED visit.1 Agitation describes a broad group of behaviors 
characterized by excessive motor or verbal activity 
manifesting as irritability, uncooperativeness, psychomotor 

Cleveland Clinic Akron General, Department of Emergency Medicine, Akron, Ohio
Cleveland Clinic Emergency Services Institute, Cleveland, Ohio
Cleveland Clinic, Patient Quality and Safety, Cleveland, Ohio

Introduction: Agitation is frequently encountered in the emergency department (ED) and can range 
from psychomotor restlessness to overt aggression and violent behavior. Among all ED patients, 
2.6% present with agitation or become agitated during their ED visit. We aimed to determine ED 
disposition for patients requiring agitation management with physical restraints. 

Methods: This was a retrospective cohort of all adult patients who presented to one of 19 EDs in 
a large integrated healthcare system and received agitation management with physical restraints 
between January 1, 2018–December 31, 2020. Categorical variables are presented as frequency 
and percentages, and continuous variables are presented as medians and interquartile range. 

Results: There were 3,539 patients who had agitation management with physical restraints included 
in this study. In total 2,076 (58.8%) were admitted to the hospital (95% CI [confidence interval] 0.572-
0.605), and of those 81.4% were admitted to a primary medical floor and 18.6% were medically 
cleared and admitted to a psychiatric unit. Overall, 41.2% were able to be medically cleared and 
discharged from the ED. Mean age was 40.9 years, 2,140 were male (59.1%), 1,736 were White 
(50.3%), and 1,527 (43%) were Black. We found 26% had abnormal ethanol, (95% CI 0.245-0.274) 
and 54.6% had an abnormal toxicology screen (95% CI 0.529-0.562). A significant number were 
administered a benzodiazepine or antipsychotic in the ED (88.44%) (95% CI 0.874-0.895).

Conclusion: The majority of patients who had agitation management with physical restraints were 
admitted to the hospital; of those patients, 81.4% were admitted to a primary medical floor and 
18.6% were admitted to a psychiatric unit. [West J Emerg Med. 2023;24(3)454–460.]

restlessness, aggression, and violent behavior.2,3 As behavioral 
complaints and agitation become increasingly common in 
the ED, emergency physicians are tasked with maintaining 
both the safety and care of the patient and the safety of the 
staff and healthcare team. It has been reported that up to 50% 
of healthcare workers have experienced violence in their 
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Population Health Research Capsule

What do we already know about this issue?
While use of physical restraints has declined, they are still 
used in the acute setting, with studies suggesting use in 
>50% of all acutely agitated patients.

What was the research question?
We sought to determine patient disposition when agitation 
is managed with physical restraints in the emergency 
department.

What was the major finding of the study? 
We found that 58.8% of patients were admitted to the 
hospital (95% CI 0.572-0.605), with 81.4% of these 
admitted to a medical floor and 18.6% to psychiatry. 
Almost half (41.2%) were discharged from the ED after 
medical/psychiatric care.

How does this improve population health?
Consider a workup to assess for underlying medical 
conditions in patients requiring physical restraints and be 
cautious of anchoring on substance use as the cause of 
agitation.

careers. A survey of emergency clinicians found that 78% had 
experienced violence in the workplace in the previous year.4-6 

In the ED, the cause of agitation can be due to substance 
use disorder (SUD), psychiatric illness, or underlying medical 
illness. Therefore, early efforts in the ED should include 
identifying and treating reversible causes. However, in many 
cases of behavioral disturbance, intervention is indicated 
to reduce the risk of serious harm to patients and ED staff. 
Initial interventions to treat agitation may include non-
coercive approaches such as verbal de-escalation;7,8 however, 
these techniques may be unsuccessful, and pharmacological 
sedation or restraint use may be necessary.

Despite the rate at which violence occurs in the ED, 
there is no standardized approach for managing agitation 
or objective measures for when agitation management 
with physical restraints is appropriate.9,10 Although the use 
of physical restraints has declined over the past several 
decades, they are still commonly used in the acute setting, 
with studies suggesting their use in over half of all acutely 
agitated patients.11-13 Non-medical physical restraints have 
been associated with significant morbidity and mortality 
with documented complications including restraint asphyxia, 
blunt trauma, catecholaminergic surge, and sudden death.14,15 
Additionally, pharmacological management in an acutely 
agitated patient with comorbid medical conditions or SUD 
increases the risk of adverse respiratory events.16 

Importance
Given the heightened regulatory scrutiny and potential 

adverse events, physical restraints should be approached 
carefully. Many studies have evaluated the use of physical 
restraints in specific populations and the risk factors leading 
to restraint use.17-19 Few studies have examined the disposition 
of agitated patients and whether those admitted went to a 
primary medical or psychiatric unit. For example, one prior 
study examined the use of restraints on elderly patients and 
found that all patients were admitted to the hospital.20 Another 
study evaluated the length of stay and disposition of restrained 
patients who received an ED psychiatric consultation and 
found that approximately 70% were admitted to the hospital 
or a psychiatric facility.21 To our knowledge, no study has 
evaluated the characteristics and disposition of agitated 
patients who require management with physical restraints in a 
large, integrated healthcare system.

Goals of the Investigation
We sought to determine patient disposition when the 

management of agitation with physical restraints is used in 
the ED.

METHODS
Study Design and Setting

This was a retrospective cohort of all adult patients who 
required agitation management with physical restraints across 

19 EDs in a large, integrated healthcare system. All the EDs 
are located in northeast Ohio, except for one in southeast 
Florida, and include academic, community, freestanding, and 
critical access settings. Our study timeframe was January 1, 
2018–December 31, 2020. The institutional review board 
approved this study.

Whenever there is an escalating, potentially violent patient 
or situation in our healthcare system, caregivers may activate 
a “code violet.” Our healthcare system defines a “code violet” 
as a “violent or combative patient.” Once a “code violet” is 
initiated, an overhead page is sent out via the hospital-wide 
intercom system. This assembles a team with a Non-Abusive 
Psychological and Physical Intervention-trained team leader. 
This key communicator, who is typically the patient’s nurse, a 
hospital security officer, or a hospital police officer, first attempts 
to verbally de-escalate the patient in which no physical touch 
is used. If de-escalation fails, using reasonable physical force 
to protect caregivers, patients, and visitors from injury may be 
used. Next, pharmacological management or management with 
physical restraints may be used if deemed necessary to protect the 
safety of caregivers, patients, or visitors. 

Selection of Participants
Patients were included if they were ≥18 years of age and 

presented to one of 19 EDs within the healthcare system. In 
addition, to be included in the study participants must have 
had agitation management with physical restraints during their 
ED encounter. 
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Data Collection
Study data were abstracted from the electronic health 

record (EHR) (Epic Systems Corporation, Verona, WI) 
via an automated query performed by one data analyst for 
the healthcare system. The data analyst was blinded to the 
study hypothesis. All patients who had management with 
physical restraints in the ED were required to have an order 
within the EHR. This was routinely audited by nursing and 
hospital quality leadership. We used Epic’s Clarity internal 
data warehouse to identify any ED encounters for which 
the “Restraint for Violent or Self-Destructive Behavior 
Management” order was applied. For all ED encounters 
with the “Violent Restraint” order, the original query was 
then expanded to collect additional data from the EHR. 
This included demographics, primary diagnosis of mental 
health condition, duration of restraint use, ED medications 
administered, ED lab toxicology screen results, ED medical 
clearance, ED disposition, and whether an ED psychiatric 
intake encounter occurred.  

Outcomes
The primary outcome was ED disposition for patients 

requiring agitation management with physical restraints. 
Secondary outcomes included duration of physical restraint 
use, use of pharmacological management (antipsychotics or 
benzodiazepines) in the ED, primary diagnosis of behavioral 

health disorder in the ED, history of dementia, abnormal ED 
ethanol results, abnormal ED toxicology results, ED length of 
stay (LOS), and whether an ED psychiatric intake encounter 
occurred. Behavioral health disorders were determined using 
the International Classification of Diseases, 10th Ed, codes 
from the “Meaningful Use” recommendation and are included 
in the appendix.  

Statistical Analysis
Categorical variables are presented as frequency and 

percentages, and continuous variables are presented as 
medians and interquartile ranges (IQR).

RESULTS
There were 3,539 patients who had management with 

physical restraints during the study timeframe. Overall, the 
mean age was 40.9 years; 2,140 59.1% were male (59.1%), 
1,736 (49.1%) were White, and 1,522 (43%) were Black. 
Overall, 22.2% had Medicare, 53.7% had Medicaid, 12.3% 
had private insurance, and 10.7% were self-pay (Table 1). 

For our primary outcome, we found that 2,076 patients 
(58.7%) were admitted to the hospital (95% confidence 
interval [CI] 0.572-0.605). Of those patients, 1,172 (56.5%) 
were admitted to a primary medical unit, 518 (25.0%) were 
admitted to an intensive care unit, and 386 (18.6%) were 
medically cleared and admitted to a psychiatric unit. Three 

Table 1. Demographics of patients in study of use of physical restraints in the emergency department.
Demographics ED encounters Admitted Discharged

Gender
Male 2,093 (59.1%) 1,142 (32.3%) 951 (26.9%)
Female 1,445 (40.8%) 948 (26.8%) 497 (14.0%)
Unknown 1 1 (0%) 0
Total 3,539 2,091 (59.1%) 1,448 (40.9%)

Insurance 
Medicaid HMO 1,901 (53.7%) 1,041(29.4%) 860 (24.3%)
Medicare HMO 784 (22.2%) 597 (16.9%) 187 (5.3%)
Self-pay 381 (10.8%) 154 (4.4%) 227 (6.4%)
Private       437 (12.3%)    280 (7.9%) 157 (4.4%)
Left blank 36 (1.0%) 19 (0.5%) 17 (0.5%)
Total 3,539 2,091 (59.1%) 1,448 (40.9%)

Race 
White 1,736 (49.1%) 1,130 (31.9%) 606 (17.1%)
Black 1,522 (43.0%) 790 (22.3%) 732 (20.7%)
Multiracial 93 (2.6%) 51 (1.4%) 42 (1.2%)
Other 178 (5.0%) 112 (3.2%) 66 (1.9%)
Asian 7 (0.2%) 5 (0.1%) 2 (0.1%)
American Indian/Alaskan Native 3 (0.1%) 3 (0.1%) 0
Grand total 3,539 2,091 (59.1%) 1,448 (40.9%)

ED, emergency department; HMO, health maintenance organization.
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patients expired in the ED, two of them due to critical illness 
and unrelated to restraint use. One death was due to cardiac 
arrest of unclear etiology while in restraints. Overall, 41.2% 
were medically cleared and discharged from the ED. Table 
2 shows characteristics of patients based on ED disposition 
(admitted vs discharged).

We also found that most patients had a primary mental 
health diagnosis (54.5%) in the ED, while only 7.9% had a 
prior history of dementia. We found that 29.6% had elevated 
ethanol levels (≥11 milligrams per deciliter), and 59.7% had 
an abnormal toxicology screen. A significant number were 
administered a benzodiazepine (80.2%) or antipsychotic 
(71.2%) while in the ED, and 42.2% had an evaluation by the 
ED psychiatric intake team (Table 2).

The overall median ED LOS was 495 minutes; ED LOS 
was 463 minutes for admitted patients and 526 minutes for 
discharged patients. Overall median minutes in restraints 
was 99 minutes: 98 minutes for admitted patients and 100 
minutes for discharged patients (Table 3). We then tested the 
association of the characteristics from Table 3 in Table 4.

DISCUSSION
There is limited information characterizing agitated 

patients managed with physical restraints in the ED and their 
disposition. Agitation can be multifactorial, and its causes 
include underlying medical issues, SUD, psychotic episodes, 
and non-psychotic psychiatric illness. Understanding this 

patient population allows for more informed use of restraints 
in the ED.17

When evaluating the primary outcome of our study, the 
ED disposition of patients managed with physical restraints 
varied. Only 18.6% of admitted patients were admitted to 
a psychiatric unit, showing that agitation is a multifactorial 
process and is often not solely psychiatric. Additionally, 41% 
of patients managed with physical restraints were successfully 
de-escalated, medically cleared, and discharged home after 
ED evaluation. This supports prior literature that management 
with physical restraints is often temporary, and many patients 
can be discharged from the ED.21 

Patients who are agitated are often assumed to be under 
the influence of a behavior-modifying substance. This can lead 
clinicians to chemically sedate and physically restrain them 
for safety, allowing time for the behavior-modifying substance 
to wear off, with no additional workup being undertaken. We 
found that of patients admitted, 81.4% required admission to a 
primary medical unit for an underlying medical condition. Just 
under half of all patients evaluated did not have a primary mental 
health diagnosis in the ED. These numbers help illustrate that a 
substantial portion of agitated patients managed with physical 
restraints do not have a psychiatric etiology for their agitation, 
and a medical workup for other causes should be undertaken. 

Our secondary outcomes help to define characteristics of 
agitated patients managed with physical restraints. Substance 
use was present in a substantial number of those restrained, 

Table 2. Characteristics of participants based on whether they were admitted or discharged, N=3,539.
Overall( N=3,539) Admitted (n=2,076) Discharged (n=1,452)

Variable N (column %) 95% CI n (column %) 95% CI n (column %) 95% CI
Primary diagnosis of behavioral health 1,928 (54) 53 - 56 847 (44.14) 39 -43 1,072 (74) 72 - 76
Dementia present in the problem list 278 (8) 7 - 9 248 (12) 11 -13 30 (2) 1 - 3
Psychiatry intake encounter 1,493 (42)  41 - 44 1,028 (50)  47 -52 455(31) 29 - 33
Antipsychotics administered in ED 2,521 (71) 70 -73 1,461(70) 68 -72 1,050 (72) 70 -75
Benzodiazepines administered in ED 2,838 (80) 79 - 82 1,687(81) 80 -83 1,141(79) 76 -81
Both benzodiazepines and antipsychotics 
administered in ED

2,230 (63) 61 - 65 1,306 (63) 61 - 65 915 (63) 61 - 66

Results positive for opioids 162 (5)  4 - 6 110 (5) 4 - 6 52 (4) 3 - 5
Results positive for benzodiazepines 268 (8)  7 - 9 192 (9) 8 - 10 76 (5) 4 - 6
Results positive for ethanol 1,046 (30)  28 - 31 368(18) 16 -19 676(47) 43 - 49
Positive toxicology screen 2,113 (60) 58 - 61 1,127 (54) 52 -56 982 (68) 65 -70
ED chief complaint of suicidal ideation or 
suicide attempt 

370 (10) 9 -11 236 (11) 10 - 13 133 (9) 8 - 11

ED chief complaint of ethanol problem 378 (11) 10 - 12 103 (5) 4 - 6 275 (19) 17 -21
ED chief complaint of Intoxication 295 (8) 7 - 9 53 (3) 2 - 3 242 (16.67) 15 -19

Median (IQR) 95% CI Median (IQR) 95% CI Median (IQR) 95% CI
ED LOS (min.) 495 (443) 478 - 509 463 (529) 441 - 478 526 (349) 511 – 539
Total minutes in restraints 99 (150) 94 - 105 98 (170) 90 - 105 100 (129) 91- 105

ED, emergency department; LOS, length of stay; CI, confidence interval; IQR, interquartile range.
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Table 3. Characteristics of participants based on disposition [for results (+) benzodiazepines, unable to determine whether taken prior 
to emergency department (ED) visit or given in the ED].

Overall Admitted Discharged

Variable
N (%) or 

Median (IQR) 95% CI
N (%) or 

Median (IQR) 95% CI
N (%) or 

Median (IQR) 95% CI
ED LOS (min.) 495 (443) 478 - 509 463 (529) 441 - 478  526 (349) 511 - 539
Total minutes in restraints 99 (150) 94 - 105  98 (170) 90 - 105 100 (129) 91- 105
Psychiatry consults 1,493 (42%)  41 - 44 1,028 (50%)  47 -52 455 (31%)  29 - 33
Results (+) for opioids 162 (5%)  4 - 6 110 (5%) 4 - 6 52 (4%) 3 - 5
Results (+) for benzodiazepines 268 (8%)  7 - 9 192 (9%) 8 - 10 76 (5%) 4 - 6
Results (+) for ethanol 1,046 (30%)  28 - 31 368(18%)  16 -19 676 (47%)  43 - 49
Medicated with benzodiazepines 2,838 (80%) 79 - 82 1,687 (81%) 80 -83 1,141 (79%) 76 -81
Medicated with antipsychotics 2521 (71%) 70 -73 1,461 (70%) 68 -72 1,050 (72%) 70 -75

ED, emergency department; IQR, interquartile range; CI, confidence interval; LOS, length of stay.

Table 4. Associations of different characteristics by admission status (admitted vs discharged).
Variable Admitted Discharged IM or RD (95% CI) P-value

ED LOS (minutes) 463 (529) 526 (349) -19.00 (-39.00, 2.00) 0.081
Total minutes with restraints 98 (170) 100 (129) 1.00 (-5.00, 6.00) 0.860
Psychiatry consults

Yes 1,028 (69.32) 455 (30.68) 18.07 (14.88, 21.27) <0.0001
No 1,048( 51.25) 997 (48.75)

Results positive for opioids
Yes 110 (67.90) 52 (32.10) 7.91 (0.49, 15.32) 0.045
No 1,669 (59.99) 1,113 (40.01)

Results positive for benzodiazepines
Yes 192 (71.64) 76 (28.36) 12.34 (6.63, 18.05) <0.0001
No 1,587 (59.30) 1,089 (40.70)

Results positive for ethanol
Yes 368 (35.25) 676 (64.75) -39.01  (-42.52, -35.51) <0.0001
No 1,411 (74.26) 489 (25.74)

Positive toxicology screen
Yes 1,127 (53.44) 982 (46.56) -13.44(-16.69, -10.20) <0.0001
No 949 (66.88) 470 (33.12)

Used benzodiazepines
Yes 1,687 (59.65) 1,141 (40.35) 4.08 (-0.02, 8.18) 0.054
No 389(55.57) 311 (44.43)

Used antipsychotics
Yes 1,461 (58.18) 1,050 (41.82) -2.29 (-5.86, 1.28) 0.211
No 615 (60.47) 402 (39.53)

Results presented as median (IQR) or n (row %).
IM, interval midpoint; RD, risk difference; CI, confidence interval; ED, emergency department; LOS, length of stay.

with many having either abnormal ethanol levels or an 
abnormal toxicology screen. The ED often manages and 
observes patients whose agitation is thought to be primarily 
due to an underlying SUD. Emergency clinicians typically 

wait until the substance has cleared from a patient’s system 
and the patient has the capacity to make decisions, which may 
explain why patients discharged had a longer ED LOS. We 
found that time in restraints was similar whether patients were 
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admitted or discharged regardless of the underlying cause. 
This may be due to an overall goal of our healthcare system to 
minimize the time agitated patients are managed with physical 
restraints. Despite pharmacological management for agitation 
being used in most cases, we found physical restraints were 
additionally needed to maintain safety in the ED setting. 
We found that the frequency with which pharmacological 
management occurred was similar for admitted or discharged 
patients. Pharmacological management of agitation is done 
with the goal to help to calm the patient. It can be a valuable 
adjunct to management with physical restraints in maintaining 
safety while determining how to evaluate best and manage the 
underlying cause.18  

LIMITATIONS
This study has several limitations. First, this was a 

retrospective study based on EHR data; therefore, it depends 
on proper documentation for the data points assessed. It 
is unlikely that restraint use was not documented, or that 
patients were missed in our cohort. A physical restraint order 
is required for restraints to be placed on all violent or agitated 
patients throughout the healthcare system. Also, our population 
represents data from a single, large, integrated healthcare 
system. Since the healthcare system is primarily located in one 
region of the United States, our results may not be generalizable 
to other regions. Finally, we could not differentiate whether 
a patient who was positive on the toxicology screen for 
benzodiazepines had taken them prior to arrival or whether they 
were administered in the ED for agitation. 

CONCLUSION
Most patients with agitation management with physical 

restraints were admitted to the hospital to a primary medical 
floor due to an underlying medical condition. This emphasizes 
the importance of a thorough workup to assess for underlying 
medical conditions and to be cautious of anchoring on 
substance use disorder as the cause of their agitation.
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We are emergency physicians. We resuscitate the dead and 
dying, and then we keep them alive. We work up, clear, and 
discharge patients. We tidy up the board, sign out, and then go 
home. Right?

Historically, our scope of practice has been confined to 
the hustle and bustle of the emergency department (ED), and 
the appeal for many is the ability to walk away at the end of 
the shift. Things have changed though, and our specialty is 
evolving. The pandemic has codified our place on the frontline 
of population health. For many individual patients, as well 
as the greater public good, the ED is all that stands against 
the growing number of societal harms. This obligation does 
not end with infectious diseases but encompasses all the 
worsening public health crises: firearm deaths; homelessness; 
unmanaged mental health; and more. Embracing our role in 
addressing the needs of our local communities, such as the 
worsening opioid use disorder crisis, is now an essential part 
of our job. This truth may be no more evident than during a 
walk right outside the ED’s front door. As the saying goes, a 
picture speaks a thousand words…

On a frigid winter day with just a few minutes to spare, 
the opportunity to step outside during a busy shift presented 
itself. After turning the corner onto a familiar street, the 
sidewalk was found to be obstructed by piles of used syringes. 
There were unfolded cardboard boxes, empty food containers, 
and dirty clothes spilled across the sidewalk among the 
syringes. Community members, excluded from the photo, 
were actively using intravenous (IV) drugs as they huddled in 

NYC H+H/Lincoln, Department of Emergency Medicine, Bronx, New York
The Warren Alpert Medical School of Brown University, Department of Emergency 
Critical Care, Providence, Rhode Island

Winter Walk is a photo essay meant to be an inspirational commentary on emergency medicine’s 
role in meeting the needs of our most vulnerable patients. Oftentimes, the social determinants of 
health, now well reviewed in the modern medical school curriculum, become intangible concepts 
that get lost amongst the busy environment of the emergency department. The photos within this 
commentary are striking and will move readers in various ways. The authors hope that these 
powerful images generate a mix of emotion that ultimately motivates emergency physicians 
to embrace the emerging role in addressing the social needs of our patients both inside and 
outside the emergency department. [West J Emerg Med. 2023;24(3)461–462.]

 

Figure 1. A photograph of a sidewalk just around the corner from an 
emergency department, strewn with empty boxes and used syringes.

a doorway within the brick wall of the hospital—as visible to 
the public as the sun’s light.

These photos were taken in a neighborhood within 
the poorest congressional district of the United States. 
On one side of the street was a school, and on the other, 
the hospital. Here was a nearly impassable mess of used 
syringes and the remnants of a frozen winter campsite, 
juxtaposed between the two pillars of society meant to 
empower individuals to lead fuller lives. The painful irony 
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of these images is demoralizing. There were emergency 
physicians working tirelessly to save the lives of patients 
inside, while just on the other side of the wall other patients 
were struggling to get by.

 Figure 2. This seeming image of despair in fact reveals a roadmap 
toward hope, evidenced in needles discarded after a clean single 
use, used fentanyl test strips, and empty naloxone atomizers meant 
to prevent the next lethal overdose.

Truthfully, most of us have probably never used IV 
drugs or even seen someone actively using them. We will 
probably never truly understand what life is like for our 
patients between injections. But we have all written “IVDU” 
(intravenous drug use) in a chart or formed a differential 
diagnosis after considering a patient’s drug use history. Then, 
we drain the soft tissue abscesses and schedule wound checks. 
We treat endocarditis with broad-spectrum antibiotics and 
admit for sepsis. We revive victims of accidental overdoses 
from a drug supply tainted with fentanyl, and we monitor for 
clinical sobriety. We know these complications well, but it 
is hard to gain true insight into the day-to-day lives of some 
of our most vulnerable patients. Perhaps these photos may 
represent a glimpse into these hardships.

After it is safe for a patient to leave the hospital, what 
are we doing next for them? What is the environment we 
are sending them to live in? Here, while visualizing what 
life looks like for some of our most vulnerable patients, ask 
yourself how these photos make you feel as a physician. 
Understandably, some will feel the despair of defeat as if the 
care we provide matters little if this is the inevitable result 
just outside our doors. Others will feel invigorated to redouble 
their efforts to ensure adequate follow-up for the patients they 
induce on buprenorphine during an upcoming shift.

Pause. Take a moment and look closely. The details matter. 

 
Figure 3. A snapshot of the hardships that some our most vulnerable 
patients face after discharge from the emergency department.

These needles are discarded after a clean single use, the 
empty boxes left behind as proof. There are filters and sterile 
saline. They have come from a local harm reduction program 
meant to mitigate the infectious mortality and morbidity 
associated with opioid use disorder. There are discarded 
fentanyl test strips and empty naloxone atomizers among the 
debris, too, likely given just on the other side of those brick 
walls meant to prevent the next lethal overdose. These are 
hopeful details, partially hidden within the instilling dread of 
this social blight but keenly evident to an observant eye. 

This is not a battle lost, but a fight that has just begun. 
Physicians in all specialties are feeling the burden of new 
social imperatives, and the field of medicine as a whole is on 
its own so-called winter walk right now. Despite the current 
biting cold of a dysfunctional healthcare system, the embers 
of hope must be kindled. As emergency medicine evolves, it 
must continue to embrace the imperative needs of the most 
vulnerable. Our patients need us inside and outside the ED, 
and our specialty continues to rise to the occasion.
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INTRODUCTION
Victims of human trafficking are likely to interact 

with the healthcare system at some point while they are 
being trafficked, particularly in the emergency department 
(ED). One study noted that up to 60-88% of trafficked 
persons surveyed had visited an ED while actively being 
trafficked.1,2 The frequency of ED visits by victims places 
emergency physicians in a unique position to intervene. 
Unfortunately, many clinicians lack familiarity and 
confidence with identifying and caring for victims of 
trafficking.3 In fact, one study showed that less than 5% of 
emergency physicians felt confident identifying trafficked 
persons who present to the ED.4

University of Cincinnati, Department of Emergency Medicine, Cincinnati, Ohio
HCA St. Lucie Medical Center, Department of Emergency Medicine, Port St. 
Lucie, Florida
University of Oklahoma School of Community Medicine, Department of 
Emergency Medicine, Tulsa, Oklahoma

Human trafficking is an ongoing, global human rights crisis and one of the largest illicit industries 
worldwide. Although there are thousands of victims identified each year within the United States, the 
true extent of this problem remains unknown due to the paucity of data. Many victims seek care in 
the emergency department (ED) while being trafficked but are often not identified by clinicians due 
to lack of knowledge or misconceptions about trafficking. We present a case of an ED patient being 
trafficked in Appalachia as an educational stimulus and discuss several unique aspects of trafficking in 
rural communities, including lack of awareness, prevalence of familial trafficking, high rates of poverty 
and substance use, cultural differences, and a complex highway network system. The lack of data, 
appropriate resources, and training for healthcare professionals also poses distinct issues. We propose 
an approach to identify and treat victims of human trafficking in the ED, with a focus on rural EDs. This 
approach includes improving data collection and availability on local patterns of trafficking, improving 
clinician training in identification, and care of victims using trauma-informed techniques. While this case 
illustrates unique features of human trafficking in the Appalachian region, many of these themes are 
common to rural areas across the US. Our recommendations emphasize strategies to adapt evidence-
based protocols, largely designed in and for urban EDs, to rural settings where clinicians may be less 
familiar with human trafficking. [West J Emerg Med. 2023;24(3)463–468.]

This uncertainty may be especially prevalent in rural areas 
where clinicians perceive trafficking as an urban problem 
and may lack dedicated training in screening and emergency 
care of victims of human trafficking. In this article we sought 
to examine human trafficking in Appalachia to highlight 
common themes in the emergency care of victims of trafficking, 
spotlight important issues in rural trafficking including familial 
trafficking, and explore the vulnerability of the region and 
marginalized groups living in Appalachia, a region made up of 
423 counties across 13 states that spans 205,000 square miles 
from southern New York to northern Mississippi (Figure). 
We begin by presenting a real ED case as a stimulus for 
learning about human trafficking. Then we present realities 
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of Appalachian human trafficking as opposed to common 
misperceptions. Finally, we conclude with an approach to 
identifying and treating victims of human trafficking in the ED. 

Case: 
A 30-year-old female presented to the ED accompanied by 

police for altered mental status. Per police report, the patient 
was running in the woods. Her behavior was erratic, and she 
was unable to provide a succinct history. She endorsed visual 
hallucinations and lacked focus during the interview. Her vital 
signs were within normal limits. She appeared anxious but did 
not have any focal physical exam abnormalities. The patient 
revealed that she was forced to perform commercial sex acts 
by her dealer after a recent relapse, had been forced to take 
illicit drugs, and alluded to physical and sexual assault.

“You’ll meet somebody who will act like some kind of Prince 
Charming, and they wind up selling you.” 
― “Marie,” former sex worker, Charleston, WV.5

Human trafficking is defined as the “the act of compelling 
or coercing a person’s labor, services, or commercial sex 
acts.”6 There are more victims today than at any other time 
in history, with an estimated 40.3 million victims of human 
trafficking globally and 24.9 million people trapped in forced 
labor.2 While 16,658 victims were identified in the United 
States in 2020, it is estimated that 199,000 incidents of 
trafficking occur in the US every year.7,8 The US Department 
of Justice (DOJ) estimates that trafficking generates nearly 
$150 billion in profits annually.9 It is the second largest and 
fastest growing organized crime trade in the world, recently 
surpassing the illegal arms trade, and is anticipated to surpass 
the illegal sale of drugs in the next few years.10 Human 
trafficking occurs in all 50 states and the District of Columbia. 
There is no typical victim, although marginalized individuals 
such as homeless youth and those in extreme poverty are at 
especially high risk.11,12 Traffickers exploit vulnerabilities such 
as poverty, addiction, or lack of agency to compel victims into 
forced labor, commercial sex work, or other activities against 
their will.13,14

Appalachia is home to over 26 million residents.15 
Appalachia’s history is characterized by economic depression, 
generational poverty, geographic isolation and, more recently, 
by the devastating impact of the opioid epidemic, all of which 
are risk factors for human trafficking5,16 (Table 1). Contrary 

 Figure. “Appalachia” most commonly refers to the 423-county 
region designated by the Appalachian Regional Commission 
(ARC) in 1965, which is divided into 5 subregions. It is important 
to note that the counties designated by the ARC were included 
for a variety of reasons, some geographic, some economic, and 
some political. However, given that lines were not drawn by social 
ethnographers, there may be persons in areas near the region 
who identify as Appalachian and whose lived experiences mirror 
those within the region.14,21 Map produced by the Appalachian 
Regional Commission. Used with permission from the ARC.

Lack of awareness among the community
Lack of training among healthcare and law enforcement 
personnel
Lack of resources, including lack of transportation and 
inadequate funding
Familial trafficking
Poverty
Substance abuse and the opioid epidemic
Cultural differences including traditional gender roles 
Truck stop proximity and large network of highways

Table 1. Intersectional challenges in Appalachia.

to common perception among Appalachian residents, human 
trafficking is not only an urban issue.16,17 Appalachian states 
comprise three of the top 10 states for human trafficking with 
Mississippi, Georgia, and Ohio ranking second, fourth, and 
fifth, respectively.8 Since Appalachia became a battleground 
for the “war on poverty” in 1965, the region has seen 
economic gains, although it still lags behind other areas of 
the country. Between 2015–2019, the median income in 
Appalachia was 85% the national median. In the same period, 
the overall poverty rate in Appalachia was 15.2% compared 
to 13.4% for the US overall; however, the poverty rate in the 
central subregion was 23.5%.16,18 Amidst the opioid crisis, 
which has been responsible for the greatest loss of life of any 
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overdose epidemic, the Appalachian region stands above all 
others. In this highly rural 13-state region, overdose deaths 
among those aged 25-44 are over 70% higher than the rest of 
the US.19,20

Trafficking in Appalachia
A common misperception in the region is that human 

trafficking occurs only in urban areas and is perpetuated by 
strangers. In contrast, much of the trafficking in Appalachia 
is familial, meaning that victims are trafficked by family 
members, often in exchange for drugs or money.22,23 In 2013, 
a survey was conducted to assess professionals who work 
with minors who were victims of sex trafficking in Kentucky. 
Most professionals surveyed found that at least one of the 
victims they had worked with were recruited or lived in 
Kentucky while being trafficked.21 Furthermore, victims who 
are recruited in Appalachian states may be transported and 
trafficked in larger, urban areas outside the region. In the same 
study, two in five professionals stated that at least one of the 
victims with whom they had worked had been trafficked in 
states other than Kentucky.24 In the case presented above, the 
victim was both recruited and trafficked within Appalachia 
prior to her ED presentation. 

Based on these studies, it is important for emergency 
clinicians to stay vigilant and maintain a high suspicion for 
human trafficking regardless of the patient’s place of origin or 
current location. Law enforcement personnel in Appalachia 
note that much of the trafficking is familial and that the 
practice is very likely severely under-reported.24 In one study, 
up to 44% of data samples included survivors who had been 
sex trafficked by family members, mainly parents, and most 
often mothers. Younger girls in rural areas are more likely to 
be sex trafficked by their parents than those in urban areas, 
and at younger ages.25 From the limited existing data, familial 
trafficking is more common in rural areas. In a study of 40 
adjudicated juvenile females in a southern, rural state, of 
those trafficked all the rural victims were trafficked by family 
members; in urban areas, none were trafficked by family 
members.25 In the study from Kentucky, the most mentioned 
trafficker-victim relationship was family (61.9%).24 [It is 
unknown whether the victim in this case was ever trafficked 
by family members.] Therefore, a patient who presents with 
their family should not be assumed to be safe from trafficking 
and should be screened privately and offered intervention if 
there is concern for trafficking.26 

The geography of Appalachia makes it particularly 
vulnerable to trafficking as well as movement of victims 
across long distances in a short time. In addition to its rurality, 
major interstate highways connecting large cities crisscross 
the region. These highways, thoroughfares of cross-national 
shipping, bring drugs and buyers into the region and ship men 
and women out into the commercial sex and labor market. 
Victims are trafficked along the nation’s highways at truck 
stops, gas stations, and rest areas.27,28 In the case we discuss, 

the victim presented to an ED over 90 miles from her most 
recent known address within days of being trafficked. 

Marginalization and discrimination compound existing 
vulnerabilities, and those who identify with multiple 
vulnerable groups are subject to higher risk. Sexual and 
gender minorities are especially vulnerable in Appalachia 
where there is an overall lack of LGBTQIA+ specific 
resources. This is especially true for transgender individuals 
who are particularly vulnerable to exploitation.29 Persons from 
these groups often struggle to maintain stable employment 
due to discrimination in the workplace and rely almost 
exclusively on family and community networks for support.30 
Unfortunately, as noted above, familial trafficking may 
compound this exploitation risk. Housing insecurity is also 
often exploited by traffickers, making homeless persons even 
more vulnerable. Transgender individuals are more likely to 
be homeless than their cisgender counterparts. Transgender 
individuals in the commercial sex industry also face higher 
rates of violence, with trans women of color facing the highest 
rates of any group.29,30 Children who have experienced trauma 
are also more likely to be trafficked, making those in the foster 
care system particularly vulnerable. Furthermore, children 
in foster care may have unmet basic needs.31 The opioid 
epidemic has increased the number of children in foster care 
nationwide and especially in Appalachia, a problem further 
exacerbated by the COVID-19 pandemic.32,33

    The overall paucity of data is one of the primary 
challenges in combating human trafficking worldwide. The 
data from Appalachia is even less robust than from other 
areas of the country. In Appalachia, the lack of data means 
that perhaps even fewer victims than is typical are being 
identified.14 Overall, the DOJ reports that fewer than 1% of 
victims of human trafficking are identified because of the 
frequent movement of victims, victims’ inability to escape, 
and knowledge deficit among healthcare professionals related 
to the red flags of trafficking.6 Up to 88% of victims report 
accessing healthcare at some point during their trafficking 
situation, with many presenting to the ED.2 Given this, 
emergency physicians should be extensively trained in 
identification and intervention for victims of human trafficking 
(Table 2). Below, we propose recommendations on these 
practices with particular emphasis on rural settings where 
clinicians may be less familiar with human trafficking.

Case (continued):
In our case, the clinicians were familiar with the signs 

and symptoms of human trafficking and recognized how these 
played a significant role in our patient’s clinical presentation. 
They were able to gain the patient’s trust and reconnect her with 
resources and a safe house. Unfortunately, despite all efforts 
from healthcare professionals and ancillary staff, our patient 
still did not get fully connected to the resources she needed. 
On chart review, it appears that she presented to another local 
hospital three days after discharge for medical clearance for jail 
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for methamphetamine use and “engaging in prostitution.” The 
patient was seen again one month later for medical clearance for 
a human trafficking program; however, it does not appear that she 
was directly reconnected with the program and was ultimately 
discharged and told to follow up as an outpatient. This was her 
last known encounter with the healthcare system to date.

RECOMMENDATIONS
A recently published article aptly noted that emergency 

physicians must educate themselves on the unique aspects 
of human trafficking in their local area and the resources 
available to victims.34 This is especially pertinent in the 
Appalachian region given the prevalence of familial 
trafficking, which is more common than in other regions 
of the US. Tools such as the HEAL Trafficking Toolkit and 
Rapid Appraisal for Trafficking (RAFT) screening tool are 
excellent starting points for developing an ED screening 
and response protocol; however, protocols must be adjusted 
to accommodate regional differences35,26 (Table 3). Ideally, 
protocols would be evidence-based, but as we have seen 
with the COVID-19 pandemic, it is not always possible to 
wait to develop a response until more information becomes 
available, especially given the overall dearth of data in 
Appalachia. Furthermore, much of the existing evidence and 

recommendations come from large urban EDs and are not 
tailored for rural emergency clinicians. Therefore, improving 
national and regional data collection on human trafficking 
must occur in tandem with developing locally tailored systems 
and protocols for screening and response. 

Clinicians looking to create a screening and response 
protocol in their ED would benefit from collaboration with social 
work to identify community partners working to combat human 
trafficking. These partners can help to build a local database of 
relevant resources for patient referrals and linkage to care. Use 
of the National Human Trafficking Hotline’s “Framework for a 
Human Trafficking Protocol in Healthcare Settings” is a useful 
resource when creating a protocol.36 Their website can also be a 
helpful resource in identifying relevant federal and local laws, as 
well as potential community partners. Additionally, their website 
provides educational materials regarding recognition of human 
trafficking, which can be used for clinician training. While the 
toolkits mentioned above provide evidence-based screening 
questions, clinicians implementing these toolkits will still want 
to ensure that their colleagues have been provided with the 
education to recognize common signs of human trafficking, such 
as patients being accompanied by someone who does not let them 
speak for themselves, patients not being in control of their own 
legal and financial documents, or tattoos that the patient does not 
wish to discuss, among others.

Rural clinicians may encounter pediatric and adult 
victims of human trafficking but have fewer resources to 
support care of these patients. Mandatory reporting laws 
for human trafficking vary by state; therefore, clinicians 
should familiarize themselves with their local policy.37 Social 
workers can assist in providing appropriate care and resources 
to these patients. In rural areas where resources, including 
social work, may not be available, clinicians should have a 
low threshold to discuss with and potentially transfer patients 
to the nearest referral center where forensic nursing and/
or social work support are available. This is especially true 
for pediatric patients, as dedicated pediatric hospitals may 
offer significantly more resources for follow-up and ongoing 
support than rural or critical access hospitals.

Healthcare professionals should be educated on trauma-
informed care, as well as on trafficking patterns in their region.38 
While training ideally begins in undergraduate medical education, 
it is important that it be consistently accessible to clinicians in 

Table 2. Recommendations for emergency clinicians.
1. Emergency physicians should become familiar with patterns 
of human trafficking in their area.34

2. Clinicians should recognize that victims may present after being 
trafficked from a different geographical area and may face unique 
challenges related to the area from which they were trafficked.
3. Healthcare professionals should advocate for the collection 
of quantitative data on human trafficking to advance research 
efforts. This may include multidisciplinary approaches 
with involvement of health departments, law enforcement, 
government officials, and other community advocates to add to 
the fund of available knowledge. 
4. Despite the paucity of available data, emergency physicians 
should strive to create standardized protocols to identify and treat 
victims of human trafficking in the emergency department. These 
protocols should be tailored to account for regional differences in 
trafficking patterns.
5. Clinicians should employ the principles of trauma-informed 
care when caring for victims of trafficking.37 Considerations for 
care include 1) not having the victim repeat the story so many 
times; 2) establishing a code word if they feel uncomfortable and 
want to stop at any point of the exam; and 3) not undressing the 
patient unless absolutely necessary.37 See NHATTC website for 
further recommendations and suggestions.39

6. Special considerations for rural emergency clinicians are 
to become familiar with mandatory reporting laws in their 
area40 and consider transfer if a safe discharge plan cannot be 
established (i.e., resources unavailable).

NHATTC, National Human Trafficking and Technical Assistance 
Center.

Table 3. Resources for clinicians in the emergency department.
HEAL protocol toolkit35

National Human Trafficking Hotline Awareness materials38

HEAL: Legal requirements for reporting40

RAFT screening tool26

National Human Trafficking Resource Center: Framework for a 
human trafficking protocol in healthcare settings36
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various practice environments and throughout the spectrum of 
practice. The National Human Trafficking Training and Technical 
Assistance Center (NHTTAC) offers resources for continuing 
education in trauma-informed care for healthcare professionals.39 
Furthermore, there is significant variability in the background 
and training among clinicians, particularly among those working 
in rural EDs, and those who trained in the era before human 
trafficking was regularly incorporated in medical education 
curricula. Therefore, there are likely differences in the degree 
of formal training regarding identification and care of victims 
of human trafficking. Additionally, clinicians should have an 
awareness that due to the fluid nature of human trafficking, they 
may encounter a patient who does not fit the typical or expected 
pattern of trafficking within their local community. All clinicians 
should be educated on resources that are available at their 
facilities and in their communities, as well as how to connect 
patients to these services.

CONCLUSION
Human trafficking victims in Appalachia remain a 

particularly vulnerable population for which there is little 
accurate data. Educational strategies can dispel myths and 
help accurately identify victims. Leveraging and strengthening 
networks of existing community resources is paramount to 
combating human trafficking. Finally, improving the availability 
of data about trafficking from the Appalachian region is crucial 
to understanding the extent of the problem. Understanding is the 
first step to identifying, supporting, and protecting the victims 
and potential victims of trafficking in the Appalachian region.
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INTRODUCTION
The practice of medicine is increasingly influenced by 

politics. In the United States, tax-financed expenditures were 
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Introduction: Medicine is increasingly influenced by politics, but physicians have historically had lower 
voter turnout than the general public. Turnout is even lower for younger voters. Little is known about the 
political interests, voting activity, or political action committee (PAC) involvement of emergency physicians 
in training. We evaluated EM trainees’ political priorities, use of and barriers to voting, and engagement 
with an emergency medicine (EM) PAC.

Methods: Resident/medical student Emergency Medicine Residents’ Association members were emailed 
a survey between October–November 2018. Questions involved political priorities, perspective on single-
payer healthcare, voting knowledge/behavior, and EM PACs participation. We analyzed data using 
descriptive statistics. 

Results: Survey participants included 1,241 fully responding medical students and residents, with a 
calculated response rate of 20%. The top three healthcare priorities were as follows: 1) high cost of 
healthcare/price transparency; 2) decreasing the number of uninsured; and 3) quality of health insurance. 
The top EM-specific issue was ED crowding and boarding. Most trainees (70%) were supportive of single-
payer healthcare: “somewhat favor” (36%) and “strongly favor” (34%). Trainees had high rates of voting 
in presidential elections (89%) but less frequent use of other voting options: 54% absentee ballots; 56% 
voting in state primary races; and 38% early voting. Over half (66%) missed voting in prior elections, 
with work cited as the most frequent (70%) barrier. While overall, half of respondents (62%) reported 
awareness of EM PACs, only 4% of respondents had contributed. 

Conclusion: The high cost of healthcare was the top concern among EM trainees. Survey respondents 
had a high level of knowledge of absentee and early voting but less frequently used these options. 
Encouragement of early and absentee voting can improve voter turnout of EM trainees. Concerning EM 
PACs, there is significant room for membership growth. With improved knowledge of the political priorities 
of EM trainees, physician organizations and PACs can better engage future physicians. 
[West J Emerg Med. 2023;24(3)469–478.]

estimated to fund 66% of all national health expenditures in 
2020.1 Emergency medicine (EM) is particularly exposed 
to the effects of political changes because emergency 
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What do we already know about this issue?
US politics influence medical practice, but 
physicians have lower voter turnout than the 
public. Less is known about EM trainees’ political 
priorities and behavior.

What was the research question?
We surveyed EM trainees on political priorities, 
voting behavior/barriers, and EM political action 
committee (PAC) use.

What was the major finding of the study? 
Their top priority was the high cost of healthcare; 
54% reported absentee ballots use and 38% reported 
early voting; just 4%, donated to EM PACs.

How does this improve population health?
Physician organizations can better engage 
trainees on their top issues of patient access. 
Early voting and absentee ballots will improve 
voter turnout for trainees.

departments see a disproportionately higher share of patients 
insured by Medicaid, a state- and federal government-funded 
program.2 Despite the important influence of elected officials 
on US healthcare, adjusted physician voter turnout rates have 
historically been lower than that of the general population.3,4 
Recently, turnout has increased for physicians and is now 
similar to or slightly higher than the general population in 
the 2018 and 2020 elections.5 Voter turnout is still lower for 
millennials (the generation born 1981-1996), which includes 
most EM trainees, even though this demographic is quickly 
approaching the “baby boom” cohort (born 1946-1964) as 
the largest share of the electorate.6 While there are speculated 
reasons for low physician-voter turnout,4,5,7 less is known 
about trainees’ voting behaviors or barriers to voting. 

Understanding the political priorities of future physicians 
is of critical importance for physician organizations and 
political action committees (PAC) in a time of partisan 
division. Health professional PACs have a significant 
monetary impact in election cycles; PACs contributed $24.9 
million in the 2018 election cycle, surpassing the total 
amount from health insurers or hospital groups.8 However, 
EM trainees have low participation rates in the National 
Emergency Medicine PAC (NEMPAC),9 one of the largest 
EM PACS and the fourth largest contributor of all physician 
PACS, spending over $2 million in the 2018 election cycle.10 
Despite high EM PAC contributions, EM trainee participation 
in an EM PAC is lower than other specialty physician trainees’ 
participation rates in their PACS.11-13 Little is currently known 
about the political interests of EM trainees, and highly 
engaged trainees in particular. Also less understood is the EM 
trainee’s perspective on specific key-item political topics such 
as single-payer health coverage, an issue of recurring interest 
to EM physician organizations.14 

In this study our goal was to characterize EM trainees’ 
political priorities, knowledge, and experiences with voting 
as well as their participation and interest in EM PACs. We 
secondarily explored how political priorities vary by political 
party and voter registration varies by training level. We 
present data from EM residents and medical students who, as 
respondents to a survey from a trainee organization, are more 
likely to represent socially engaged individuals.15 As such, 
their political interests and PAC involvement have particular 
value to the institution of EM, as actively involved medical 
trainees are more likely to join physician organizations16 and 
make political campaign donations.17 

METHODS
Study Design and Participants

This was a cross-sectional online survey emailed as an 
anonymous link to medical students and resident members of 
the Emergency Medicine Residents Association (EMRA) three 
times between October 1– November 16, 2018. The EMRA 
email list at the time of the survey comprised approximately 
69% residents and 31% medical students. To recruit 

participants, we stratified trainees by training level (medical 
student vs resident); as part of a separate, unrelated study on 
survey incentives.18 The trainees were randomized to one of 
four incentive levels: one Amazon gift card worth $5, $25, 
$100, or none. Email subject lines were non-partisan as follows: 
“Planning to vote?”; “Make your voice heard”; and “Last call to 
participate!” The study was approved by the Yale institutional 
review board and is reported following the Strengthening 
the Reporting of Observational Studies in Epidemiology 
(STROBE) guidelines (see Appendix 3).19

Survey Outcomes
The survey was composed of three primary outcomes 

to describe EM trainee political priorities, voting, and PAC 
involvement (survey instrument in Appendix 2). The survey 
questions were informed by prior literature regarding medical 
trainees and their political interests and PAC involvement.11,12,20,21 
In the first part of the survey, respondents were asked to rank 
their top three political priorities from the following subjects: 1) 
general healthcare; 2) emergency physician issues; and 3) US 
politics. We created this list of topics based on the current year’s 
National EMPAC 2018 candidate questionnaire, on Gallup Poll’s 
top issues for voters,22,23 the American College of Emergency 
Physicians’ Legislative & Regulatory Priorities, and this survey’s 
pilot feedback. As part of the political priorities section we also 
assessed opinions on single-payer healthcare, based on language 
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used by the non-partisan Kaiser Family Foundation.24 In the 
second part of the survey, we assessed voting behavior and voting 
knowledge—registration, primaries, absentee, and early voting—
based on questions from the US Census Voting and Registration 
Supplement.25 Lastly, we assessed participants’ awareness and 
engagement in any EM PAC. 

 Survey Development
A 36-item survey covering political priorities, voting, and 

PACS was informed by published guidelines for questionnaire 
development.26 The survey was designed to take fewer than 
10 minutes to complete. The authors who developed the 
survey included a health services researcher experienced in 
qualitative evaluations and two EM national representatives 
versed in EM trainee advocacy and health policy. To begin the 
survey development process, we searched relevant literature to 
assemble questions from existing surveys11,12,20–25 and, where 
necessary, developed new questions for the preliminary survey 
instrument. Using this initial survey, we conducted cognitive 
interviews with three EM residents to assess response process 
validity and ensure survey instrument comprehension. 
Interviewees verbalized their interpretation of the questions 
while taking the survey using the “think-aloud” approach. 
We then iteratively updated the survey following interviews 
if there was confusion on any questions. Next, pilot surveys 
were distributed to a convenience sample of eight trainees of 
different training levels and at institutions with geographical 
variety. The eight participants who completed the pilot survey 
provided written feedback on short forms following the 
survey. The survey was then edited in an iterative process 
to correct comprehension and technical issues based on the 
written pilot feedback and assessed to ensure outcomes were 
complete and appropriate. 

Survey Validity Approach
Validity evidence for our survey instrument is described 

following Messick’s sources of evidence framework 
adapted for medical education:27 1) content: the wording 
of questions was derived from literature or developed with 
cognitive interviews and pilot feedback; 2) response process: 
respondents’ self-report of voting activity—an approach 
employed by the U.S. Census for national data on voting—-
and political beliefs was conducted anonymously and thus 
less likely to be influenced by social desirability bias; 3) 
internal structure: where appropriate, variables were analyzed 
for reliability via Cronbach’s alpha, and theoretically related 
variables were assessed for correlations using Spearman’s 
correlation; and 4) relationships with other variables: 
comparing data to national data where possible. 

Data Analysis
We calculated response rates according to the American 

Association for Public Opinion Research (AAPOR) response 
rate 4 (RR4) definition.28 This calculation includes partial 

survey responses (AAPOR-defined as 50-80%) and completed 
surveys (AAPOR-defined as more than 80% complete), and 
considers a variable to estimate what proportion of cases of 
unknown eligibility are eligible. Because we did not know 
how many of the email addresses we included in the survey 
were active and, thus, what percentage was non-respondents 
vs potentially inactive email addresses, we estimated this 
eligibility variable by the maximum open rates of any previous 
email sent from the EMRA email list that year. We identified 
an open rate of 87% for students and 48% for residents 
and used these percentages for our eligibility variable. We 
evaluated non-response bias according to Halbesleben et 
al’s decision framework:29 a) wave analysis comparing the 
first to last respondents; b) comparing respondents to non-
respondents based on available characteristics of gender, 
training year, and US Census Division; and c) comparing 
respondents to national benchmark data. We used frequency 
weighting to address differences between respondents and 
non-respondents on known characteristics from the whole 
population: gender; training year; and ZIP code.30 

To determine aggregate ranking for political priorities, 
we scored choices following a Borda count approach31: 1st = 3 
points; 2nd = 2 points, and 3rd = 1 point. Standard descriptive 
statistics were used to report the primary outcome variables. 
We used chi-square tests to compare how demographics, 
political priorities, and single-payer perspective varied by 
political party, as well as how voter registration varied by 
training level with p<0.05 as the threshold for statistical 
significance. Data were included if at least 50% of the survey 
was completed and responses were dropped as missing if less 
than 50% was completed. We used Qualtrics LLC (Provo, 
UT) for survey management and Stata v16.1 (StataCorp LLC, 
College Station, TX) for analysis. 

RESULTS
Participant Characteristics 

Of 8,493 potential participants, the response rate 
calculated using the AAPOR RR4 definition was 20% 
including 1,241 individuals who completed 100% of the 
survey, 13 who completed over 80%, and 56 who partially 
completed between 50-80% of the survey. (See Appendix 
1 for details.) Unless otherwise specified, proportions are 
reported below as unweighted for simplicity, given the 
similarities between weighted and unweighted results. Of 
the sample of 1,241 individuals, 500 were female (40%), 
and almost half were medical students (570/1271, 45% 
observed, 24% weighted) (Table 1). Most respondents of the 
observed sample were socially liberal (682/1241, 55%) and 
fiscally liberal (444/1232, 36%). Regarding political parties, 
weighted proportions were as follows: 47% Democrat, 29% 
Independent, and 11% Republican. Females, compared to 
males, were more likely to be Democrat (P<0.001), with 
288/490 females (59%) reporting Democratic Party affiliation 
vs 348/741 males (47%) identifying as Democrats. The 
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Overall Non-response weighted %
Observed 
N (1,241)

Observed 
%

Non-response 
weighted %

Republican 
(11.3%)

Democrat 
(46.9%)

Independent 
(28.5%)

No preference 
(13.3%)

P-value

Gender
Female 500 40.3% 40.1% 11.3% 54.5% 27.8% 6.4% <0.001
Male 741 59.7% 59.9% 11.3% 41.8% 29.1% 17.9%  

Training year         
M1-2 82 6.1% 4.3% 13.7% 45.5% 32.2% 8.3% <0.001
M3 106 8.5% 5.0% 6.7% 50.2% 31.2% 11.7%  
M4 382 30.8% 14.9% 12.7% 53.5% 27.5% 6.3%  
PGY1 231 18.6% 26.3% 14.0% 56.2% 25.2% 4.6%  
PGY2 189 15.2% 20.7% 4.6% 38.8% 31.8% 24.7%  
PGY3 155 12.5% 18.6% 9.3% 37.5% 29.2% 24.1%  
PGY4 86 6.9% 10.0% 20.6% 46.6% 27.9% 4.8%  
Missing 10 0.8% 0.2% 12.5% 6.3% 25.0% 56.3%  

Race         
White 956 77.0% 75.6% 12.0% 45.6% 29.7% 12.7% <0.001
Black 57 4.6% 3.0% 1.2% 66.4% 22.4% 10.0%  
Asian 201 16.2% 18.2% 11.0% 44.7% 26.2% 15.6%  
American Indian 9 0.7% 0.3% 31.0% 27.6% 27.6% 13.8%  
Native Hawaiian/ 
Pacific Islander 4 0.3% 0.1% 45.4% 0.0% 0.0% 54.6%

 

Missing 14 1.1% 2.8% 0.0% 64.2% 20.6% 15.2%  
Ethnicity         

Hispanic/Latino 99 8.0% 6.3% 20.0% 55.7% 7.6% 16.7% <0.001
Not Hispanic/Latino 1122 90.1% 92.2% 10.7% 44.7% 29.3% 13.1%  
Missing 20 1.6% 1.5% 10.9% 14.7% 68.2% 6.2%  

SOCIAL political 
ideology

Extremely liberal 171 13.8% 11.0% 0.8% 92.8% 4.5% 1.9% <0.001
Liberal 682 55.0% 57.9% 5.6% 50.6% 37.6% 6.2%  
Neutral 152 12.3% 11.5% 22.3% 9.1% 26.7% 41.5%  
Conservative 144 11.6% 11.4% 42.8% 6.7% 17.0% 33.5%  
Extremely conservative 16 1.3% 0.7% 77.2% 10.5% 12.3% 0.0%  
Missing 76 6.1% 7.5% 0.2% 73.1% 16.2% 10.5%  

FISCAL political ideology
Extremely liberal 38 3.1% 2.4% 0.0% 91.8% 8.2% 0.0% <0.001
Liberal 444 35.8% 32.5% 0.1% 76.2% 19.2% 4.5%  
Neutral 275 22.2% 22.6% 10.5% 55.3% 25.2% 9.0%  
Conservative 382 30.8% 33.0% 16.9% 10.1% 46.2% 26.9%  
Extremely conservative 59 4.8% 4.4% 75.4% 7.9% 9.7% 7.1%  
Missing 34 3.5% 5.1% 0.0% 74.0% 14.8% 11.2%  

Table 1. Characteristics of emergency medicine trainee respondents.

Note: Two-sided P-values taken from chi-squared tests of non-response weighted values. Non-response weights based on gender, 
training year, and geographic location.
PGY, postgraduate year.
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distribution of respondents was similar to the locations of 
EM residencies (eFigure 1), with the top areas being Middle 
Atlantic (22%) and East North Central (20%) (eTable 1). 
Respondents’ locations are displayed geographically by their 
reported political party in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1. Geographic location in the United States of survey 
respondents based on ZIP code location. Location is displayed by 
the respondent’s stated political party.

Survey Validity Assessment
In assessing the survey instrument’s reliability, 

Cronbach’s alpha comparing social and fiscal ideology scales 
(two items measuring conceptually similar outcomes) had 
acceptable internal consistency with α = 0.76. Supporting the 
survey’s construct validity, Spearman’s correlation indicated 
a significant association between theoretically similar 
groupings of being more liberal and Democrat and favoring 
single-payer healthcare coverage. Additionally, there was a 
significant correlation between awareness of absentee voting, 
early voting, and primaries (correlational matrix in eTable 
2). While to our knowledge there is no national polling on 
political party identification for medical trainees, in comparing 
our survey findings to other published Gallup Poll national 
data, we found similarities between the increase in numbers 
of the Millennial generation identifying less frequently as 
Republicans and more frequently as Independents compared 
to older age categories.32 Compared to previously reported 
voting rates of residents from other specialties, 90% of plastic 
surgery trainees reported voting in the 2016 election compared 
to the 89% of EM trainees who reported in this survey as 
having voting in the 2016 election, although this is lower than 
national data for physicians (63%) in the 2018 election.33  

Non-response Bias Analysis
In addition to calculating frequency weighting for the 

responses based on gender, training year, and geographic location, 
we additionally conducted analyses to assess non-response 
bias. For this analysis, we followed a decision framework29 

involving a wave analysis and comparison of respondents to 
non-respondents. We conducted a wave analysis comparing the 
first 200 respondents to the last 200 respondents based on their 
demographics and answers to survey questions on single-payer 
health insurance and PAC awareness (eTable 3). Late respondents 
had slightly lower rates of females (56% vs 66%, respectively), 
lower rates of medical students (30% vs 37%), were less likely 
to be from the South Atlantic region (12% vs 19%), more likely 
to be from the Pacific region (14% vs 8%). Late and early 
respondents were similar in political party, ideology, perspective 
on the issue of single-payer health insurance, and awareness of 
PACS. Next, we compared data between respondents and non-
respondents based on known characteristics from the EMRA 
email list. Non-respondents compared to respondents had 
lower rates of medical students (27% vs 45%, respectively), 
and slightly lower rates of females (37% vs 40%) but similar 
geographic distribution (eTable 1). Lastly, compared to national 
data on emergency physician race and resident gender from the 
Association of American Medical Colleges in 2018, 34–36 (eTable 
4) our study is similar to national data for female proportion (40% 
vs 36%, respectively), and representation of Black (5% vs 5%), 
and Hispanic (8% vs 5%). 

Political Priorities
General Healthcare Priorities

Overall, trainees ranked their top three healthcare 
priorities as follows: 1) high cost of healthcare/price 
transparency, 2) decreasing the number of uninsured, and 
3) the quality of health insurance (Figure 2, tabular form 
in eTable 5) .The rest of the priorities were ranked in the 
following order: mental health services availability: family 
planning/women’s reproductive health; Medicare/Medicaid 
solvency for the future; high cost of prescriptions; the opioid 
epidemic; drug shortages; and disaster preparedness. The 

Figure 2. Weighted distribution of general healthcare priorities of 
trainees in emergency medicine. Participants ranked 1,2,3 level 
priority where 1 was highest concern and given 3 weighted points; 
level 3 priority was 1 point. The total points for each category were 
divided by total points per trainee grouping by party identification.
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ranking of priorities differed significantly by political party 
affiliation across all three sets of issues: general healthcare; 
emergency physician issues; and general politics (P<0.05). 
The most considerable differences in rank were as follows: 
a) decreasing the uninsured was ranked second by both 
Independents and Democrats compared to seventh by 
Republicans; b) reproductive healthcare was ranked fourth 
for Democrats compared to seventh for Independents and 10th 
for Republicans; and c) solvency for Medicare and Medicaid 
was ranked third for Republicans compared to seventh for 
Democrats, and sixth for Independents. 

Emergency Physician Priorities
For emergency physician-specific issues, the top concerns 

were as follows: 1) ED crowding and boarding; 2) regulatory 
burden on physicians; and 3) malpractice reform. (Figure 
3, tabular form in eTable 6). The rest of the priorities were 
ranked in the following order: emergency services as a 
covered insurance benefit; physician reimbursement; federal 

Figure 3. Weighted distribution of emergency physician priorities 
of EM trainees in emergency medicine. Participants ranked 1,2,3 
level priority where 1 was the highest concern and given three 
weighted points, level 3 priority was 1 point. The total points for 
each category were divided by total points per trainee grouping by 
party identification.  

funds for graduate medical education residency slots; the 
scope of practice  (physician supervision of advanced practice 
practitioners), health information exchange interoperability; 
and telemedicine and other modern delivery systems. There 
were similarities in ranking across political party affiliation 
among the top three issues for this category. There were 
differences by political party affiliation for some lower rated 
matters: a) reimbursement was third for Republicans and 
fifth for Democrats and Republicans; and b) EM services 
covered by insurance was third and fourth for Democrats and 
Independents, respectively, but was sixth for Republicans. 

American Political Priorities
For general American political issues, the priorities 

were as follows: 1) healthcare; 2) wealth inequality; and 
3) education (eFigure 2, tabular form in eTable 7). The 
rest of the priorities were ranked in the following order: 
political corruption; racial disparities; federal budget deficit/
spending/ taxes; environment/pollution; gun safety/ control; 
economy/unemployment/ jobs; immigration; foreign policy; 
national security; criminal justice reform; and drug policy. 
Although healthcare was a top issue for all political parties 
responding, priorities varied widely by political party. The 
most considerable differences by top priorities were a) wealth 
inequality was second for Democrats, third for Independents, 
and 12th for Republicans; b) racial disparities were third for 
Democrats, sixth for Independents, and 11th for Republicans; 
and c) the budget deficit was first for Republicans, fifth for 
Independents, and eighth for Democrats. 

Regarding opinions on single-payer insurance, overall, 
trainees were highly supportive (869/1239, 70%: “somewhat” 
(36%), and “strongly favor” (34%) (Figure 4) Opinions on 
single-payer insurance differed significantly by party lines 
(P<0.05), with most Democrats (564/637, 89%) in favor of it 

Figure 4. Weighted distribution of emergency medicine trainees’ 
opinions on single-payer healthcare by political party identification
EM, emergency medicine.

and the majority of Republicans (126/176, 72%) against. 

Voting
Trainees reported high rates of Election Day voting but lower 

use of early voting opportunities or absentee ballot (Figure 5). 
Most respondents (89% (1043/1170)) reported voting in the last 
presidential election. While most respondents reported awareness 
of absentee voting, early voting, and primary elections (96%, 
84%, and 90%, respectively), of those who were aware, far fewer 
reported previously using absentee ballots (644/1192, 54%), early 
voting (399/1038, 38%), and voting in state primaries (619/1104, 
56%). Of those who had not previously voted early, absentee, or 
in the primaries, approximately one-third to half would want to 
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Figure 5. Weighted distribution of emergency medicine trainees’ 
voting knowledge and use of voting options.

learn more or consider future use of these voting options. 
Many trainees did not vote due to commonly cited barriers 

(eFigure 3). More than half (66%, 771/1169) of EM trainees had 
missed voting in prior elections. Among those who missed voting 
or had never voted, common reasons were working (525/752, 
70%); personal life (374/737, 51%); didn’t feel voting made a 
difference (304/ 738, 41%); forgot to vote (294/723, 41%); and 
failed to register (182/711, 26%). Free-text responses also cited 
travel, being out of their home district, forgetting to request 
or send in absentee ballots, or not knowing enough about the 
candidates.

Approximately a quarter of trainees had voter registration 
at a previous address (300/1169, 26%). Registration at an earlier 
address varied significantly (P<0.01) by training level such that 
medical students  (MS) and residents in their first postgraduate 
year (PGY) had almost double the rate of still being registered at 
a previous address compared to those in their fourth year: medical 
students’ previous address registrations were MS1 (43%, 6/14) vs 
MS4 (21%, 76/285); resident previous address registrations were 
PGY1 (40%, 86/214) vs PGY4 (17 %, 13/77). 

Political Action Committee
Engagement in the PAC was low, but many respondents 

were interested in learning more (eFigure 4). Just over half 
(767/1238, 62%) of trainees knew there was an EM PAC. 
Only 7% (52/767) of those who were aware had contributed 
(4% of 1,238 respondents to the PAC awareness question). 
Equal proportions of EM trainees who reported they were 
aware of the PAC would consider donating (50%) 380/767 
or were not interested (44%) 335/767. Many free-text 
respondents who wanted to avoid contributing to the PAC 
reported financial difficulties as a barrier. 

DISCUSSION
To our knowledge, this is the first national study to 

investigate EM trainees’ political awareness, interests, and 
behavior. Importantly, their main general healthcare priorities 
centered around the affordability of healthcare and insurance 

coverage. Regarding EM-specific priorities, ED crowding and 
boarding were top concerns, while reimbursement was a lower 
priority.

 These rankings differ substantially from that of other 
specialty physicians’ prioritization: In a 2014 study of 397 young 
plastic surgery physicians, the scope of practice and Medicare 
reimbursement were first and second highest priority concerns 
by 277 and 202 respondents, respectively, while the patient 
access issue, the “Patient Protection/Affordable Care Act,” was 
ranked as seventh level priority. 20 In a 2009 study of 2,689 young 
surgeons, reimbursement was the top concern.21 These differences 
may reflect the older age groups surveyed in those studies—most 
were between the ages 30-40—or may reflect the differences 
in preferences between surgeons, who have higher proportions 
of physicians who contribute to Republican candidates,37 and 
emergency physicians. 

Recent national surveys of medical students have also 
reflected their high concerns for patients’ ability to afford 
care.38 These concerns about the cost of healthcare and access 
issues may explain our survey’s demonstration of the strong 
support for single-payer health coverage. Our finding that 
70% of trainees support single-payer coverage aligns with a 
2007 national poll that reported a similar level of support by 
practicing emergency physicians.39

Additionally, recent events of medical student 
mobilization for single-payer advocacy within the American 
Medical Association further reflect the importance of this 
issue to medical trainees.40 Moreover, the preponderance of 
EM trainees identifying as Democratic/Independent mirrors 
the trend in medicine of a shift from the previous conservative 
base.37,41 This liberalization may be due partly to generational 
shifts,32 the increasing number of females in medicine37 and 
EM,42 employee status vs independent practice,37 and the 
influence of student debt.

Concerning voting, many trainees cited work commitments 
as a barrier. This finding is consistent with previous national 
surveys of US citizens, which have shown that practicing 
physicians are more likely than the general public to cite not 
voting due to being “too busy, conflicting work or school.”4 
However, in contrast to practicing physicians who showed an 
increased likelihood to vote early,4 EM trainees had low early 
voting use (38%) but high interest in early voting in future 
elections (47%). Additional barriers trainees in our study included 
forgetting to vote or not having a current registration, issues 
which may be amenable to institutional support and initiatives. 
These initiatives include flexible Election Day scheduling to 
allow trainees to vote, reminders to vote early or register for an 
absentee ballot, and voter registration campaigns, which should 
be targeted to trainees upon relocating to a new institution, 
such as Citizen Physicians and TurboVote. Increased visibility 
and recognition of the importance of voting by medical trainee 
governing bodies such as the Association of American Medical 
Colleges and the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical 
Education could legitimize Election Day scheduling adjustments 
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for trainees to get to the polls. 
Additionally, this is the first publicly reported survey of 

EM trainees’ interest and participation in an EM PAC. Despite 
high election voting rates and reasonable awareness of the EM 
PAC (62%), respondents had low rates of contributing (4%). 
Notably, half of all trainees already aware of the PAC (50%) 
would “consider donating” if given more information, indicating 
room for potential growth in PAC awareness and membership 
with proper outreach and messaging. As consolidation in 
hospitals rises both hospital prices43 and costs to patients44 
without a commensurate rise in physician prices,45 it will become 
increasingly crucial for PACs to champion causes that matter 
to individual physicians, especially as physicians increasingly 
become employees of large practice groups.46,47 To fortify the 
pipeline of contributors, PACs should focus on membership 
development of trainees and articulating ways in which PAC 
goals align with trainees’ top political priorities. 

LIMITATIONS
This study has limitations. First, the 20% response rate 

can be interpreted to limit the generalizability of the findings 
to non-respondent EM trainees. However, studies of response 
rates have found that lower responses are less inherently a 
sign of nonrepresentative data than previously assumed.48,49 
Additionally, wave analysis revealed only slight differences 
between early to late responders, and national demographics were 
similar to survey demographics. Moreover, survey respondents’ 
geographical distributions were similar to national EM residency 
programs, and respondents were of similar race/ethnicity and 
gender proportions compared to national data. While these 
analyses and literature are reassuring, we acknowledge that this 
survey’s findings are likely representative of a trainee who is 
more likely to be civically engaged than a non-respondent, as 
suggested by higher-than-expected voting rates. 

Although this possible response bias may limit assumptions 
on the whole of EM trainees, we feel knowledge of this group’s 
interests are especially important because EM trainees who 
are engaged now are more likely to be involved in physician 
organizations and advocacy in the future. Secondly, the reliance 
on self-report of political activity may limit the internal validity 
and could contribute to why trainees had high voting rates. 
Lastly, as a quantitative study, we could not gain a more detailed 
understanding of political priorities than ranking from pre-
specified lists, which limits knowledge of alternative preferences. 
Future research could use qualitative methods to explain political 
priorities further. 

CONCLUSION
Physicians’ participation in the political conversation is 

even more critical as the US continues to face challenges at 
the intersection of politics and healthcare. Trainees in EM 
prioritized healthcare access issues, including the cost of care, 
health insurance quality, and ED boarding. Single-payer health 
insurance was favored by most respondents. Many EM trainees 

reported high voting levels but lower use of early or absentee 
voting and lower financial contributions to EM political action 
committees. With more at stake in the political process, it is 
even more urgent that the house of medicine prioritizes efforts to 
recruit, train, and retain future healthcare advocates.
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BACKGROUND
Feedback is an important tool within medical education for 

the improvement of clinical skills and professional development.1 
However, the emergency department (ED) presents a uniquely 
complex environment for feedback due to the rapid pace and 
workflow for patient care, relative lack of privacy, and need 
for constant task-switching.1 Incorporating feedback into this 
environment can negatively impact an emergency medicine 
(EM) resident’s training, with consistent reports of dissatisfaction 
regarding the quality of feedback received from faculty.2 
The Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education 
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Within medical education, feedback is an invaluable tool to facilitate learning and growth 
throughout a physician’s training and beyond. Despite the importance of feedback, variations in 
practice indicate the need for evidence-based guidelines to inform best practices. Additionally, 
time constraints, variable acuity, and workflow in the emergency department (ED) pose unique 
challenges to providing effective feedback. This paper outlines expert guidelines for feedback 
in the ED setting from members of the Council of Residency Directors in Emergency Medicine 
Best Practices Subcommittee, based on the best evidence available through a critical review of 
the literature. We provide guidance on the use of feedback in medical education, with a focus on 
instructor strategies for giving feedback and learner strategies for receiving feedback, and we 
offer suggestions for fostering a culture of feedback. [West J Emerg Med. 2023;24(3)479–494.]

(ACGME) Milestones stipulate that important domains for high-
quality feedback should include timeliness, specificity, balance, 
recipient feedback/reflection, and an action plan.1,3-30 

Despite the importance of feedback, evidence to inform 
best practices in the ED is limited, and there is a need for 
evidence-based guidelines to optimize feedback within the ED 
setting.2,31,32 Based on the best available evidence through a 
critical review of the literature, we offer expert guidelines on 
feedback from members of the Council of Residency Directors 
in Emergency Medicine (CORD) Best Practices Subcommittee. 
This paper provides readers with recommendations on the use 
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of feedback, with a focus on giving and receiving feedback, and 
suggestions for fostering a positive culture of feedback.

CRITICAL APPRAISAL 
This is the tenth article in a series of evidence-based 

best practice reviews from the CORD Best Practices 
Subcommittee.33-41 Created for medical educators, these best-
practice reviews cover a wide breadth of topics from clinical 
teaching, didactics, and journal club to guidance for increasing 
diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) initiatives for faculty 
and resident recruitment. We conducted a literature search in 
conjunction with a medical librarian using MEDLINE with 
a combination of medical subject heading (MeSH) terms and 
keywords focused on feedback searching for articles published 
from inception to March 15, 2021 (Appendix). We also 
reviewed the bibliographies of all included articles. Two authors 
(SN, MG) independently screened and included articles that 
addressed delivering feedback, receiving feedback, or feedback 
culture. We included articles based on discussion and negotiated 
consensus. Articles were excluded if they were not related 
to the three domains of feedback. The search yielded 2,402 
articles, of which 207 were deemed to be directly relevant to 
this review. The level and grade of evidence were provided for 
each best-practice statement implementing the Oxford Centre 
for Evidence-Based Medicine criteria (Tables 1 and 2).42 When 
supporting data was not available, we made recommendations 
based upon our combined experience and consensus opinion 
drawn from expertise in research and scholarship regarding 
feedback and medical education. Prior to submission, our 
manuscript was peer reviewed by the CORD Best Practices 
Subcommittee and posted to the CORD website for two weeks 
for review by the entire CORD medical education community. 
We reviewed the comments and feedback prior to incorporating 
them into the final manuscript.

GIVING FEEDBACK
Components and Characteristics of High-quality Feedback

Delivering feedback is a complex process with many 
influencing factors.  Prior literature has demonstrated that 
feedback practices by faculty vary.31,44 Educational experts, 
learners, and regulatory bodies agree on several key 
components and characteristics of high-quality feedback. 
They recommend that feedback should be clear, specific, 
timely, and actionable.1,3-22,24-30,45

Clarity in feedback is essential; lack of learner 
understanding leads to an inability to incorporate feedback 
into an action plan for improved performance.45 For 
feedback to be effective and valued by learners, it should 
be specific and based on directly observed behaviors and 
encounters.1,9,13,14,24,46–55 In today’s era of competency-
based medical education, it is important that feedback be 
targeted toward learner goals and a shared mental model of 
competencies and expectations.4,6,11,22,29,47,56–59 Feedback should 
be given using descriptive, non-judgmental language.14,15,22,48,60 
It is important to target feedback toward actions and behaviors 
rather than judgment of the individual.17,29,61,62 Doing so has 
the benefit of mitigating the shame response in learners, which 
can worsen performance and feedback efficacy.10,57,60 

Experts and learners advocate for feedback to be timely, 
which increases the likelihood that the feedback will be used 
for improvement.3–7,20,26,28,30,52,54,63 While finding time to provide 
feedback during clinical work can be a challenge,46,64–67 real-
time feedback has been shown to improve performance.68,69 
Additionally, there is literature to support that real-time, 
workplace-based assessments provide more specific and effective 
feedback than end-of-rotation evaluations.70 The optimal volume 
and frequency of feedback are unknown. Multiple observations 
are likely required to achieve reliable assessments.71 Regular 
feedback is important to improve performance,72,73 and learners 
appreciate receiving frequent feedback.6,21 Some experts 
recommend that more feedback is necessary for the current 
generation of learners.61 It is important to note, however, that 
many learners may value quality over quantity in feedback.8

Constructive feedback is important and can lead to 
motivational learning and enhanced future performance.74 

Level of evidence Definition
1a Systematic review of homogenous RCTs
1b Individual RCT
2a Systematic review of homogenous cohort 

studies
2b Individual cohort study or a low-quality RCT*
3a Systematic review of homogenous case-

control studies
3b Individual case-control study**
4 Case series/Qualitative studies or low-

quality cohort or case-control study***
5 Expert/consensus opinion

*Defined as <80% follow up; **includes survey studies and cross-
sectional studies; ***defined as studies without clearly defined 
study groups.
RCT, randomized controlled trial.  

Table 1. Oxford Centre for Evidence-Based Medicine Levels of 
Evidence.42

Table 2. Oxford Centre for Evidence-Based Medicine Grades of 
Recommendation.42

Grade of evidence Definition
A Consistent level 1 studies
B Consistent level 2 or 3 studies or 

extrapolations* from level 1 studies
C Level 4 studies or extrapolations* from 

level 2 or 3 studies
D Level 5 evidence or troublingly inconsistent 

or inconclusive studies of any level
*Extrapolation refers to data used in a situation that has potentially 
clinically important differences than the original study situation.

https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=12380195,10888965,12380183,7651241,7927478,4216192,12380113,4597827,12380159,12380160,11531668,12380110,4959680,9619994,12380184&pre=&pre=&pre=&pre=&pre=&pre=&pre=&pre=&pre=&pre=&pre=&pre=&pre=&pre=&pre=&suf=&suf=&suf=&suf=&suf=&suf=&suf=&suf=&suf=&suf=&suf=&suf=&suf=&suf=&suf=&sa=0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0&dbf=0&dbf=0&dbf=0&dbf=0&dbf=0&dbf=0&dbf=0&dbf=0&dbf=0&dbf=0&dbf=0&dbf=0&dbf=0&dbf=0&dbf=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=12380127,12380142&pre=&pre=&suf=&suf=&sa=0,0&dbf=0&dbf=0
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While some learners may value constructive feedback over 
reinforcing or encouraging feedback, both have been shown 
to be valuable.10,18,29,30,75–78 It may not be necessary or helpful 
to include both constructive and reinforcing feedback during 
the same conversation.79 Giving constructive feedback may be 
particularly challenging due to fear of retaliation (especially 
in systems where learner feedback is tied to summative 
evaluations, linked to author, pay or promotion).80,81 However, 
limited literature suggests that the fear of retaliation may 
be unwarranted.82,83 Other potential concerns surrounding 
constructive feedback include damaging rapport with learners 
or triggering an emotional response from trainees; however, 
these can be reduced by ensuring the feedback is clear, 
focused on actions or behaviors (as opposed to the individual), 
and supported by specific examples.2,84 

As a step toward improved performance, incorporating 
co-creation of goals58,85–87 and the formation of learning 
or action plans into feedback can increase the benefit to 
trainees.1,6,12,17,21–23,60,78,87,88 Additionally, encouraging collaborative 
discussion and learner reflection during the feedback conversation 
may be beneficial.7,12,48,60,74,89 Faculty should be attentive and 
dedicated to providing feedback, as faculty effort and engagement 
have been shown to improve feedback.7,90 

The setting in which feedback is given is also 
important.5,26 Feedback should be given in a non-threatening 
and supportive environment.15,17,25,29,48,74,91 It may be prudent 
to use different types of settings for different feedback 
activities.4 For example, constructive feedback may best 
be given in a one-on-one setting after a clinical encounter, 
whereas positive feedback on physical exams, procedural 
skills, or clinical decision-making may be more effective if 
given during or immediately after the patient encounter.4,92 The 
optimal method used to provide feedback is unknown, and 
strengths and weaknesses of various forms of feedback have 
been highlighted.19,90 Verbal feedback may be more helpful for 
engaging in collaborative discussion, but written feedback is 
more easily recognized and can serve as a reference for future 
reflection.19,90 It is important to note that inconsistencies exist 
between verbal and written feedback. An example is when 
learners receive positive laudatory feedback verbally, only to 
find disparaging or negative critiques in the written review. 
This inconsistency can lead to distrust and frustration among 
the learner and should be avoided.47 

Sources of Feedback and Personnel Involved
The source of feedback and the individuals involved can 

also impact feedback quality.88,93 It is important that feedback 
be from a credible source.94 Learners consider feedback more 
valuable and credible when given by those they consider 
experts in that specific domain.8,21,94,95 However, the reliability 
of assessment may vary with assessor groups for different 
skills assessed; so, it can be valuable to deliberately align 
assessment and feedback areas with rater domains of expertise 
when possible.71 The relationship between the individuals 

involved in the feedback discussion is also important. Having 
a good relationship based on mutual respect and trust can 
enhance the quality and accuracy of feedback.3,12,57,62,77,87,90,96–100 

Training individuals on how to give feedback can 
also improve the quality and specificity of feedback 
delivered.32,48,56,91,101–107 Training can lead to improved comfort 
with providing feedback and increase the likelihood of the 
learner incorporating reflection and goal-setting into feedback 
discussions.108,109 This is important, as lack of training in those 
providing feedback has been highlighted as a barrier to giving 
meaningful feedback.20 

Feedback may come from multiple sources, and prior 
literature has demonstrated that both learners and supervisors 
value multisource feedback (MSF) as described in Table 
1.49,52,63,110–119 Limited literature supports that MSF may be more 
helpful for identifying strengths and weaknesses compared to 
standard assessment methods and may be more likely to result 
in behavior change.52,63 Multisource feedback may also be 
effective in distinguishing between high, intermediate, and low 
performance in learners.113 Additionally, data on the correlations 
of assessments between assessor groups is mixed, and different 
assessor groups may provide distinct feedback.63,71,110,120–128 
Variations in assessments between assessor groups could 
suggest that assessments may be different but not necessarily 
less valuable, lending support to the importance of having 
multiple perspectives in feedback systems to provide learners 
with more comprehensive data about their skills.63,120,122 
Moreover, learners may value feedback from various groups 
differently51; so, care should be taken to align assessor 
qualifications with the assessments they will be performing. 

Barriers to MSF do exist and include lack of training 
in those providing feedback, time and resources required to 
gather MSF, and the ability of learners to incorporate this type 
of feedback.20,112,124,129 Multisource feedback can be gathered 
synchronously or asynchronously,121 but regardless of route, it 
should be timely and ideally incorporate multiple settings.20,63 
The incorporation of learner self-assessment into feedback can 
also have a positive impact.17,22,23,128,130,131

Techniques and Tools for Providing Feedback
Currently, there is no consensus regarding the best 

methods for feedback and no formal endorsement by 
educational bodies of a single strategy.18 When providing 
feedback, it is important to use a variety of techniques and 
tools tailored to the individual learner and situation. We 
summarize several feedback techniques including direct 
observation, real-time feedback, self-assessment, multiple 
sources, and other specialized techniques in Table 3. 

Each of these techniques has strengths and weaknesses. 
Direct observation has been shown to be highly valued and 
can increase clinical knowledge, skills, and attitudes; however, 
there is limited data to suggest a behavioral change.132 
Strengths of direct observation include the emphasis on 
timely, learner-centered feedback.107 Challenges to direct 

https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=12380165&pre=&suf=&sa=0&dbf=0
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Table 3. Feedback techniques.
Feedback techniques

Description Types Pearls & pitfalls
Direct observation Real-time, one-on-one 

observation and feedback of 
a learner for both clinical and 
non-clinical skills, either in the 
clinical setting, simulation, or 
nonclinical environment

Objective Structured Clinical 
Examination (OSCE)95

Formative and timely but time- and 
resource-intensive

Observed Structured Teaching 
Exercises (OSTE)115,119,144

Learner-centered

Structured clinical observation Beware of the “Hawthorne effect”
shadowing Time intensive

Real-time feedback Getting feedback to the learner 
at the moment, whether verbal, 
written or using an app or 
virtual form

Online survey (eg, Google Forms, 
Qualtrics, SurveyMonkey)

Learner-centered, Improves quantity 
of feedback

EMR based68

One minute mentor145 May be challenging to give corrective 
feedback

Minute feedback system27,138 
Self-assessment Learners reflect on, diagnose, 

and critique their own progress; 
often informs learning goals to 
mark intended outcomes

Johari window99,100 Feedback can be focused on 
intended goals

Reflective feedback 
conversation74

Caution on only focusing on self-
assessed topics, as self-assessment 
may not identify all learner needs

Evaluative models Framework for assessing 
learners based on established 
categories such as 
competencies or entrustable 
professional activities

CanMEDS140 Focused feedback
Evaluation and feedback for 
effective clinical teaching 
instrument (EFFECT) tool146

Snapshot in time

Entrustable professional activities 
(EPA)141,147

Blurs line between assessment and 
feedback

ACGME milestones18,148 Limits narrative feedback
Inviting co-workers to evaluate 
Physicians tool (INCEPT)124

Formative feedback
Through a survey with similar 
questions to different respondents 
(ie, groups of peers, coworkers, and 
residents)

Mini peer assessment tool (Mini-
PAT) 

Team assessment of behavior 
(TAB)112

Needs many encounters to be 
reliable

TAB is primarily a free-text tool

EM-HS MSF tool from nursing and 
faculty

Emergency medicine humanism 
scale (EM-HS)121,122

Communication assessment tool 
(CAT)129

Often surface-level feedback only

Specialized feedback 
techniques

Various techniques for in-the-
moment feedback, sometimes 
combining acquiring clinical 
information along with giving 
feedback

Relationship, Reaction, Content, 
Change (R2C2) model86,152,153

Quick/efficient for a variety of 
learners

Ask-Tell-Ask154 Built-in mechanism for feedback
One minute preceptor39,143

Summarize the history and 
physical, narrow differential, 
analyze options, probe, plan 
management, self-directed 
learning (SNAPPS)39,143

Promotes learner accountability

Feedback sandwich falls short 
of a reflective conversation as 
recipients learn to ignore positive 
statements because they know a 
“but” is coming.

Feedback sandwich1,74

ACGME, Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education; CANMeds, Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of Canada 
competency framework; EMR, electronic medical record.
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Feedback techniques
Description Types Pearls & pitfalls

Setting, Probe, Inquire, 
Knowledge, Empathy, Summary 
(SPIKES)104

Concise framework that allows 
gentle probing of the learner to 
commit, while then allowing timely, 
specific, actionable feedback to be 
given. 

Professionalism & Procedural 
Skills, Reporter, Interpreter, 
Manager, Educator, Procedural 
skills (PRIMES)22,23

Process is facilitated with an iPad 
app called PRIMES with residents’ 
self-assessment and goal setting. 
The faculty then assesses the 
resident blindly. The app compares 
assessment with results visually 
highlighting areas of agreement and 
disagreement.

Creating an environment, 
observing/preparing for feedback, 
assembling the learner and 
providing feedback, check/follow-
up afterwards (COACH)91

Can be applicable across a variety 
of medical disciplines and learning 
environments, simultaneously 
teaches both the giving and eliciting 
of feedback

Pendleton’s Model of Feedback74 Techniques must be learned

Table 3. Continued.

observation include resources required, competing time 
demands of faculty and learners, perceived loss of credibility 
with patients by learners, and the Hawthorne effect.46,132–135 
These barriers may be overcome by creating a structured, 
longitudinal direct observation and feedback program.136 Real-
time feedback is highly learner-centered, has been shown to 
improve the quantity of feedback given, and is generally well 
liked by users.137 However, it doesn’t necessarily improve 
feedback quality; studies have shown that less than 20% of the 
feedback given in real time is specific or corrective, often only 
focusing on positive and encouraging aspects of care.27,138

While learner self-assessment may not correlate well 
with external assessments,122,127,128 it can contribute positively 
to feedback discussions by encouraging reflection and 
establishing a shared understanding and mental model for 
feedback.17,22,23,74,85,128,130,131,139 Combining self-assessment with 
feedback can positively impact improvement behaviors.130,131 
Importantly, while evaluative models for feedback have been 
shown to improve the number of feedback evaluations, they 
may not improve the quality of corrective feedback.140,141 
Multisource feedback tools are generally well liked and have 
good efficacy for competencies such as inter-professional 
communication and professionalism; however, they may 
be limited in their ability to identify struggling learners.142 
Overall these techniques are quick and efficient and can work 
for a wide variety of learners to provide formative feedback.143 

Tools for Giving Feedback
Much like the variety of techniques for giving feedback, 

many tools have been developed to assist in providing feedback. 
Feedback tools have been demonstrated to increase the number 

of feedback encounters and improve learner satisfaction with 
feedback.7,32,59,155–157 However, it is important to note that 
feedback tools are not a replacement for verbal feedback or 
preceptor experience.7,19 We provide a summary of physical 
and electronic feedback tools including feedback cards, mini-
cards, field note tool, MSF tools, web-based platforms, apps, 
crowdsourcing, and video recording in Table 4. 

Like the techniques described above, each tool has its own 
strengths and weaknesses. Feedback encounter cards have 
repeatedly been shown to increase the perceived number of 
feedback encounters and, typically, improve learner satisfaction 
of quality, amount, and timeliness of feedback.2,32,155,156,158 
However, some studies have reported that feedback may not 
be specific enough.156,159 This challenge can be mitigated by 
pairing encounter cards with a curriculum for educators and 
learners regarding giving and receiving feedback.2,32 Mini-cards 
and the Mini-Clinical Examination Exercise can identify the 
struggling learner and provide formative assessments to support 
their growth.88,148,160–162 Both tools can be integrated into routine 
clinical work while providing reliable assessments if at least 
6-8 such encounters are used.162 A limitation noted for these 
card-based observation tools is that they may be perceived as a 
one-way evaluation and less likely to result in a learner-driven 
action plan.148,161 As MSF has become more incorporated into 
feedback approaches, several tools have been developed and 
studied as listed in Table 3.112,121,122,124,129,142 

With the increased availability of smartphones and portable 
devices, an array of new electronic-based feedback tools have 
been created and implemented with the hope of making the 
administration of feedback more convenient, accessible, and 
timely for educators and learners.18 Studies have shown that 

https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=10740717&pre=&suf=&sa=0&dbf=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=12380096,12380178&pre=&pre=&suf=&suf=&sa=0,0&dbf=0&dbf=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=12380154,6413727&pre=&pre=&suf=&suf=&sa=0,0&dbf=0&dbf=0
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Table 4. Feedback tools.
Name Description Examples

Physical
Feedback Cards32,155,156,158,159,173 This tool is typically handed out by the 

learner and often designed to identify 
areas the learner desires feedback on. 

Encounter cards, debrief cards, 
“Prescription pads” feedback cards, 
pocket feedback

Direct Observation 
Cards88,102,160–162

This tool uses direct observation and 
performance assessment with written 
narrative feedback.

Mini Direct Observation (Mini-Card)

Mini Clinical Evaluation Exercise (Mini-
CEX)

Field note tool174 This written tool with open-ended 
questions for both the learner and 
the assessor to facilitate a two-way 
discussion and real-time workplace-
based assessment with the development 
of action plans.

Field note tool

Multisource feedback 
tools112,121,122,124,129,142 

Techniques aimed at gathering feedback 
from various assessors to give a more 
comprehensive view of the learner.

INCEPT, Mini-PAT, TAB, EM-HS, CAT

E-tools
Web-based27,138,145,163–165,175 Designed to take a minute to complete 

in order to facilitate same-day, timely 
responses in brief narrative comments, 
these systems were felt to be easy 
to institute and feasible approach 
to assessing students, particularly 
regarding professionalism behavior. 
These online survey platforms can 
increase the amount and timeliness 
of feedback. However, there is a need 
to emphasize data consolidation and 
distribution with these tools to ensure 
that feedback is distributed in a timely 
manner.

Facebook Dashboard, QuickNotes, 
TIPreport, One Minute Mentor/
Minute Feedback System, and online 
surveys such as Google Forms and 
SurveyMonkey

App-based18,70,168–170 This is a feedback tool accessed through 
a mobile application to allow ease of 
use. These apps were shown to help 
collect useful data and provide an 
increased amount of quality feedback. 
They also were found to have benefits of 
accessibility, low cost, and ability to trend 
resident progression.

Mobile Medical Milestones Application 
(M3App), Healthcare Supervision 
Logbook App, System for improving 
and measuring procedural learning 
(SIMPL), Resident report card (RRC), 
MyTIPReport

Online Social Media 
Platforms18,171 

Use of social media platforms to allow 
discussion and feedback through the 
internet to obtain feedback through 
crowdsourcing. Online social media 
platforms can focus on in-the-moment 
discussion points and provide easily 
digestible feedback from a diverse group 
of evaluators.

Twitter, Instagram, Facebook

Video Recording43,103,133,172 This form can play a role as a feedback 
tool in itself and as an adjunct with other 
feedback tools such as checklists. By 
recording learners and educators in 
various situations evaluators can provide 
specific guidance afterward.

Pre-recorded clinical, feedback 
sessions, educational, simulation 
sessions, OSTEs, OSCEs, etc

INCEPT, Inviting Co-workers to Evaluate Physicians Tool; Mini-PAT, Mini Peer Assessment Tool; TAB, Team Asessment of Behavior; 
EM-HS, Emergency Medicine Humanism Scale; CAT, Communication Assessment Tool; OSTE, Observed Structured Teaching 
Exercises; OSCE, Objective Structured Clinical Examination.
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these web-based tools can be beneficial for improving faculty 
engagement in and frequency of their feedback.11,163,164 The timely 
nature of this feedback also leads to increased satisfaction from 
learners.164 However, these platforms can be limited by faculty 
comfort with, and knowledge of, technology.165 Additionally, 
specific and corrective feedback may be challenging.27,138 

It is important to consider data consolidation and distribution 
with these tools to ensure that feedback is distributed in a 
timely manner.137,166 To improve the accessibility of online 
feedback tools, several platforms have used quick response (QR) 
codes.163,167 The use of QR codes to access online feedback forms 
was found to be user-friendly and resulted in faster completion 
than paper and online web-based tools not associated with a 
QR code.167 Various apps have been created, which have led 
to an increase in the quality of feedback.18,70,168–170 Additional 
strengths include accessibility, low cost, and ability to trend 
resident progression.18 However, much like web-based platforms, 
app-based platforms can be limited by faculty and resident 
engagement.18,170 When instituting any app-based evaluation tool, 
it is important to pair it with training on the app and changes to 
feedback culture, such as regular encouragement, incentivization, 
physician champions, or regular reminders.18,168,170 

Using online social media platforms (eg, Twitter 
messaging) is another tool to increase the volume and timeliness 
of feedback; however, effectiveness may be limited.18,171 Video-
assisted feedback can be a valuable tool for feedback similar 
to direct observation.133,172 However, much like other forms 
of direct observation, video recording may not represent true, 
real-world encounters as learners may act differently due to 
the Hawthorne effect. Additionally, video recording can cause 
anxiety in trainees.133

Inviting Co-workers to Evaluate Physicians Tool 
(INCEPT); Mini Peer Assessment Tool (Mini-PAT); Team 
Assessment of Behavior (TAB); Emergency Medicine 
Humanism Scale (EM-HS); Communication Assessment Tool 
(CAT); Observed Structured Teaching Exercises (OSTE), or 
an Objective Structured Clinical Examination (OSCE) are 
other useful evaluation tools.

Best Practice Recommendations:
1. Feedback should be clear, specific, timely, and 

actionable. (Level 1a, Grade B)
2. Feedback should be based on observed behaviors. 

(Level 3b, Grade B)
3. Both corrective and reinforcing feedback should be 

provided to learners, although not necessarily at the 
same time. (Level 4, Grade C)

4. Feedback tools are recommended to increase learner 
satisfaction and volume of feedback; however, the use 
of tools must be combined with faculty development 
and a culture of feedback to improve the quality of 
feedback. (Level 3b, Grade C) 

5. Feedback should incorporate learner self-assessment. 
(Level 3b, Grade C)

Receiving Feedback
Traditional approaches place learners in the role of 

passively receiving feedback,79,82,176,177 which have been 
criticized for being too centered on the actions of the instructor. 
More modern models shift to include the learner as an active 
participant in soliciting and responding to feedback.4,13,153

Soliciting Feedback
A crucial initial step to engaging in effective feedback 

is the act of soliciting feedback that opens the individual 
to the critiquing process.55,178 The ability to engage in 
feedback-seeking behaviors is dependent on four factors: 
the purpose and quality of the feedback; the learner’s 
emotional response to feedback; the learner-evaluator 
relationship; and the workplace culture.4,13,50,176,179,180 While 
the environment is outside our control, appropriately 
prepping learners to take contextual factors into account 
and shifting the focus to environmentally appropriate 
feedback models may be particularly helpful.181,182 One 
common example is the implementation of end-of-shift 
feedback evaluations. While these have not been identified 
by faculty as providing a higher quality of feedback, their 
systematic and reliable delivery results in higher resident 
satisfaction with the feedback.32 

Accepting Feedback
Despite the best intentions of the feedback giver, 

feedback receptivity is never assured. Literature demonstrates 
that faculty and learners even disagree on their perceptions 
of how much feedback is being given.1,16,55 Nevertheless, 
learner perception significantly impacts feedback acceptance 
and integration.130,180,183 Different experts have categorized 
such factors in different ways.1,50,57,184 One of the more 
usable classifications includes categorization of personal 
(ie, resilience, humility), relational (ie. the strength of 
supervisory relationship, power differentials), and contextual 
(ie, culture) factors.57

Personal Factors
Much of feedback receptivity depends on the learner’s 

frame of reference. Possessing a growth mindset and 
employing routine self-reflection is key.62,89,96,100,182,183,185–187 
Learners often approach feedback situations as a performance, 
probing the situation to see what is expected of them and 
then acting in a way to better shape their reputation and 
evaluations.1,13,16,184,188 Those who have blind spots regarding 
their weaknesses may be resistant to feedback that challenges 
their existing self-perception.130,185–191 Failure to internalize 
feedback happens when a mismatch in external and internally 
generated assessment occurs. For instance, EM residents 
consistently assign themselves higher milestone competency 
ratings than their evaluating attendings.189 

When feedback is perceived as an attack on 
personal identity, feedback internalization is effectively 

https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=12380133&pre=&suf=&sa=0&dbf=0
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hindered. Thus, learners should perceive feedback as 
opportunities for improvement, rather than statements 
on character.1,134,192 Evidence suggests that learners 
educated on feedback have shown comfort in giving and 
receiving feedback.105 Melding self-generated learning 
goals with faculty-provided observations closes the 
feedback loop and produces more improved, usable, 
and well-received feedback aimed at mastering current 
skills and setting goals for future accomplishments.12,22,130 
To bridge the gap between reception of the feedback to 
internalizing it, multiple experts have outlined various 
practical tips for learners to use feedback for performance 
improvement.190,191,193–200 We distilled the consistent themes 
among our recommendations below.

Relational Factors
Feedback receptivity is significantly impacted by 

relational factors such as the strength of the supervisory 
relationship and power differentials. Regardless of the 
experience level of the assessor, learners consistently 
recognize feedback as valid when coming from someone 
they trust and respect, find credible,1,182,192 and have sought 
out rather than been assigned,181,197 such as from role 
models.198,199 Mutual respect, establishing shared priorities, 
and the strength of the educational alliance (defined as the 
learner’s belief of shared goals, activities, and bonds)200 
facilitated better feedback receptivity.57 Interpersonal skills 
also affect the relationship and receptivity. Power dynamics 
and fear of the effect of corrective feedback are barriers to 
feedback integration.57 Learners value feedback when given 
in a caring, nonjudgmental manner31,62,99 from educators who 
are friendly and approachable.201 

Contextual Factors
Environmental and cultural considerations affect the 

receptivity of feedback. The tension between assessment 
and feedback, specifically the fear of consequences, can 
lead to learner development of a fixed mindset, limiting 
growth opportunities.57,96 For professionalism issues, 
feedback should be given one on one.1,20 In busy learning 
environments, learner-centered approaches grounded 
in self-directed learning theories (eg, Learner-Centered 
Approach to Raise Efficiency [L-CARE)] in Clinical 
Teaching) have been proposed to facilitate more efficient 
learning.202 Ultimately, various studies demonstrated 
benefit and/or learner preference for standardized,139,203 
structured,150,203 multisource,150 and longitudinal1,105,204,205 
feedback processes.

FEEDBACK CULTURE
Feedback culture is defined as written or verbal comments 

regarding medical knowledge, performance, technique, 
or patient care within the pedagogical approaches that are 
routine within a profession.206,207 The learning culture and 

Best Practice Recommendations:
1. Encourage learners to take an active role in the 

feedback process. (Level 2b, Grade B)
2. Take the work environment into account when 

creating appropriate feedback systems that are 
contextually appropriate as a way to improve learner 
perception of feedback. (Level 2a, Grade B)

3. Provide opportunities for learners to build 
longitudinal trusting relationships in order to 
promote a strong educational alliance and a growth 
mindset and to facilitate feedback reception. (Level 
4, Grade C)

4. Address the tension between assessment and 
feedback as fear of consequences can predispose a 
learner to have a fixed mindset, thus limiting learner 
growth. (Level 4, Grade C)

5. Develop and maintain standardized, structured, 
multisource, and longitudinal feedback processes. 
(Level 3a, Grade B)

type of clinical environment influences learners’ feedback 
behaviors such as recognizing, seeking, and implementing 
feedback, namely whether this process is encouraged or 
not.99,100 The ED is particularly challenging due to the nature 
of the work environment, including time constraints, frequent 
interruptions, and patient acuity, among other factors.29,208,209 

Implementation
Institutions should provide and encourage educational 

opportunities to all individuals involved in feedback 
interactions including learners and educators. This will 
allow a culture of growth emphasizing a bidirectional 
feedback approach1,62,100 with a shift from performance-
oriented assessments to learner-oriented feedback.56 
One method is to emphasize the concept of lifelong 
learning and normalize the need to identify strengths 
and weaknesses as a way to grow. Training on giving 
feedback upward and receiving feedback as an educator 
can help provide the framework for effective bidirectional 
feedback.1,16,99,181,194,200 Learners need an environment where 
vulnerability is acceptable and assessment focuses on a set 
of shared goals.14,47 Other strategies include establishing 
expectations for both educators and learners, promoting 
specific tasks for all involved, and providing professional 
development sessions.57,210 For establishing longitudinal 
relationships, providing protected faculty time for 
observational assessments and using standardized feedback 
tools are beneficial.97,136,207 Furthermore, institutions 
should encourage a culture of growth. Learners develop a 
fixed mindset when they perceive performance is linked 
to assessment, rather than a growth mindset when the 
relationship is not tied to assessments.96 

An interdisciplinary, multimodal approach to feedback 
through MSF can provide additional insight regarding 
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communication, professionalism, and team dynamics 
and broaden the scope of the feedback received by the 
learner.18,20,121–123,203,211 Using non-physician medical education 
specialists to observe learners in the clinical setting may be a 
useful way to provide tangible feedback on communication, 
task-switching, professionalism, accountability, and team 
management skills.50

Barriers to Successful Implementation
Successful implementation of an optimal feedback 

culture requires a firm understanding of the potential 
barriers. Grade inflation, discomfort in providing negative 
feedback, concern with preserving healthy working 
relationships,2,32,84 time constraints, and personal deficiencies 
in feedback delivery each present unique challenges.67,84 
Administrative support and the encouragement of the 
importance of feedback are also important.67 While feedback 
tools may pose a barrier, choosing a user-friendly tool that 
is of appropriate length and provides sufficient detail with 
required narrative comments is key.8,9,24 

Although limited literature suggests this may be 
unwarranted,82 educators often avoid corrective feedback 
due to fear of retaliation (especially in systems where learner 
evaluations are linked to pay or promotion).80,81 Transparency 
and focus on the importance of corrective feedback as a 
learning tool12 can prevent reluctance to provide negative 
feedback.12,80 Finally, a culture of “niceness” can make the 
learning environment overtly positive, which can hinder the 
delivery of honest feedback and the creation of a culture of 
constructive feedback.12,99,100 Being “nice” can be construed 
as focusing on the positive with a priority on minimizing any 
negative feelings in the other person, while being “kind” can 
be construed as focusing on what is best for the learner overall 
— even if it means creating negative feelings.

Special Considerations
Implicit bias, which is the unconscious attitudes we 

have toward people or associated stereotypes, impacts both 
feedback provided to learners and the perception or receptibility 
of feedback from faculty.47 To minimize this potential bias, 
assessments should be performed by multiple assessors in 
multiple different settings.47,63,210 Furthermore, institutions 
should implement training to identify areas where biases exist, 
while working to alleviate these biases with full transparency.47 
Gender bias may lead to different distributions of the frequency 
and type of feedback. One study found female preceptors 
completed more feedback forms and provided more corrective 
feedback to male learners, whereas male preceptors used more 
communal language and less agentic language with female 
learners.212 Additionally, female learners had more discordant 
feedback, especially regarding the balance of autonomy and 
feedback receptivity, than their male counterparts.213 Finally, in 
a study by Stroud, female faculty were found to be perceived as 
less credible when delivering feedback.95 

Like racial, cultural, and gender bias, generational gaps 
can also affect meaningful feedback. Different generations 
have different patterns of learning. For example, the millennial 
generation is more engaged in technology and collaborative 
learning, while preferring clear objectives and timely 
feedback.28,61 Additionally, feedback should be provided to 
all learners, not just low performers. High performers may 
exhibit the “halo effect,” which can result in them receiving 
less constructive feedback.1 Learner shame responses can be 
triggered by repeated humiliation experienced in receiving 
feedback from facilitators. Providing feedback that is focused 
on behaviors, providing support that normalizes errors in the 
learning process, and guiding learners through reflection can 
decrease these learner responses.60

Best Practice Recommendations:
1. Maximize the impact of feedback by minimizing 

implicit bias through providing feedback from multiple 
different assessors in multiple different settings. 
(Level 4, Grade C)

2. Encourage a culture of growth and transparency, 
focusing on corrective feedback as a learning tool. 
(Level 4, Grade C)

3. Establish expectations for both educators and 
learners, promote specific tasks for all involved, 
implement processes to encourage bi-directional 
feedback, and provide development sessions for 
professional growth. (Level 4, Grade C)

4. Shift emphasis from performance-oriented 
assessment to learner-oriented feedback. (Level 2b, 
Grade B)

LIMITATIONS
Although we performed a comprehensive search guided 

by a medical librarian in conjunction with a bibliographic 
review and expert consultation to augment content when 
needed, we used a single search engine (MEDLINE), and it 
is possible that we may have missed some pertinent articles. 
In instances where evidence in the form of high-quality data 
was limited or lacking, we relied upon expert opinion and 
group consensus for the best practice recommendations. The 
literature specific to feedback for the field of EM and within 
graduate medical education is limited. To supplement, we 
included relevant articles from other medical specialties 
and health-related professions as we believe that EM, as 
a specialty, can learn from other colleagues across many 
disciplines. Finally, in areas where evidence was not available, 
we used the consensus from the expertise of our authorship 
group. While our author group possesses experience in 
research and scholarship in both feedback and medical 
education, there is a potential for bias to be introduced during 
this process. Therefore, we also sought peer review from the 
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CORD Best Practices Subcommittee and posted it online for 
open review feedback by the CORD community.

CONCLUSION
Feedback is integral to professional development. This 

paper provides readers with guidance on the use of feedback 
in medical education, with a focus on instructor strategies for 
giving feedback, learner strategies for receiving feedback, and 
suggestions for fostering a culture of feedback.
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BACKGROUND
The importance of addressing social determinants of 

health (SDoH) as a part of patient care is widely recognized. 

University of Alabama at Birmingham Heersink School of Medicine, Department of 
Emergency Medicine, Birmingham, Alabama
Boston Medical Center, Department of Emergency Medicine, Boston, Massachusetts 

Introduction: Emergency physicians are in a unique position to impact both individual and population 
health needs. Despite this, emergency medicine (EM) residency training lacks formalized education 
n the social determinants of health (SDoH) and integration of patient social risk and need, which are 
core components of social EM (SEM). The need for such a SEM-based residency curriculum has been 
previously recognized; however, there is a gap in the literature related to demonstration and feasibility. 
In this study we sought to address this need by implementing and evaluating a replicable, multifaceted 
introductory SEM curriculum for EM residents. This curriculum is designed to increase general 
awareness related to SEM and to increase ability to identify and intervene upon SDoH in clinical practice.

Methods: A taskforce of EM clinician-educators with expertise in SEM developed a 4.5-hour educational 
curriculum for use during a single, half-day didactic session for EM residents. The curriculum consisted 
of asynchronous learning via a podcast, four SEM subtopic lecture didactics, guest speakers from 
the emergency department (ED) social work team and a community outreach partner, and a poverty 
simulation with interdisciplinary debrief. We obtained pre- and post- intervention surveys.

Results: A total of 35 residents and faculty attended the conference day, with 18 participants completing 
the immediate post-conference survey and 10 participants completing the two-month delayed, post-
conference survey. Post-survey results demonstrated improved awareness of SEM concepts and 
increased confidence in participants’ knowledge of community resources and ability to connect patients 
to these resources following the curricular intervention (25% pre-conference to 83% post-conference). 
In addition, post-survey assessment demonstrated significantly heightened awareness and clinical 
consideration of SDoH among participants (31% pre-conference to 78% post-conference) and increased 
comfort in identifying social risk in the ED (75% pre-conference to 94% post-conference). Overall, all 
components of the curriculum were evaluated as meaningful and specifically beneficial for EM training. 
The ED care coordination, poverty simulation, and the subtopic lectures were rated most meaningful. 

Conclusion: This pilot curricular integration study demonstrates feasibility and the perceived participant 
value of incorporating a social EM curriculum into EM residency training. [West J Emerg Med. 
2023;24(3)495–501.]

The World Health Organization’s Commission on SDoH 
emphasized the importance of increased awareness as well 
as education and training specifically related to SDoH as a 
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way to improve health equity.1 There is growing interest in 
incorporating SDoH into the undergraduate medical education 
curriculum, although this education is not standardized and is 
not yet available to every medical student.2 Within graduate 
medical education, the emphasis on SDoH education has 
predominantly been within primary care specialties (ie, 
internal medicine, family medicine, and pediatrics) due 
to the longitudinal patient relationships typically present 
in these specialties. However, primary care residency 
training programs still lack uniform and standardized SDoH 
curriculum content, implementation, and evaluation.3 

Although emergency medicine (EM) is not considered a 
primary care specialty, emergency physicians are routinely 
confronted with SDoH, social needs, and the reality of 
health disparities. The emergency department (ED) has been 
described as “the social barometer of its community.”4 Given 
the unique relationship between SDoH and acute care in 
the ED, the field of social emergency medicine (SEM) has 
emerged, in which both individual and population health 
needs are considered.5 Research in this field has led to the 
implementation of many effective ED-based interventions 
to address population health needs in domains including 
access to care, exposure to violence/crime, language/literacy/
healthcare literacy, and poverty.6

 Despite this recognized overlap between SDoH and EM, 
medical training, specifically EM residency training, often 
lacks a formalized curriculum related to SEM. A need has 
now developed for training in SDoH and application of this 
knowledge to practice.4 Existing literature demonstrates the 
feasibility of integrating SDoH-specific education as a part 
of an EM clerkship.7 The need for a SEM curriculum adapted 
specifically for EM residency training has been described 
and called for in previous literature,8 and objectives for such 
a curricular addition have been proposed.9 However, there 
is a gap in the literature related to the feasibility of such 
a curriculum addition. In this study we sought to address 
this need as we evaluated the feasibility of a multifaceted, 
immersive, introductory SEM curriculum for use in EM 
resident education. 

OBJECTIVES
      Our study goals were as follows:

1)  To design, implement, and evaluate the feasibility of a 
replicable, multifaceted SEM curriculum for EM residents.

2)  To increase EM residents’ level of awareness related to 
SEM and to improve their ability to identify and intervene in 
SDoH in clinical practice.

CURRICULAR DESIGN
Study Design and Protocol

We developed this curriculum using the six-step approach 
for curriculum development by Kern et al.10 The overall need 
for a SEM curriculum was established in the literature as 
previously discussed and was confirmed in a needs assessment 

conducted among EM residents. Next, following Kern’s 
framework, we established goals, objectives, and educational 
strategies to meet these objectives. The curriculum was then 
implemented and subsequently evaluated by the learners.10

A task force comprised of EM clinician-educators, 
including a SEM fellowship director and fellow, an EM 
residency program director, and an EM resident and senior 
medical student with specific interest in SEM, was assembled 
at the University of Alabama at Birmingham (UAB). The 
pilot “SEM curriculum” was designed as a single didactic and 
experiential learning block. It included four continuous hours 
of resident education time plus 30 minutes of asynchronous 
pre-learning with debrief, for a total of 4.5 hours of didactic 
time. This study was reviewed and subsequently determined to 
be exempt by the UAB Institutional Review Board.

The final curriculum (Table 1) included asynchronous 
flipped learning via a podcast,11 four subtopic lecture 
didactics, guest speakers from the ED social work team 
and a community representative, and a poverty simulation 
and debrief.12, 13 The material for the subtopic lectures 
was chosen considering the patient population frequently 
encountered by the resident learners and, when replicated, 
can be adjusted to meet the needs of the learners and their 
surrounding community. The curriculum was delivered by 
members of the curriculum development task force along 
with simulation faculty in April 2021 via videoconferencing 
due to COVID-19 restrictions.

Study Setting and Population 
The UAB Emergency Medicine Residency Program 

is a three-year ACGME-accredited residency program in 
Birmingham, Alabama with 32 residents as of July 2020. 
The program is accredited by the Accreditation Council for 
Graduate Medical Education. Residents are allotted protected 
time from clinical duties to attend weekly didactics for a 4-5 
hour block. 

Key Outcome Measures 
We developed two participant surveys, including a “pre-

intervention” and “post-intervention” survey, and distributed the 
survey by email to UAB EM residents and participating faculty 
to evaluate the effect and impact of the virtual curriculum as 
well as generate general feedback. Survey responses were 
kept anonymous, but pre- and post-intervention surveys were 
matched using a unique identifier. Surveys included general 
demographic information (eg, gender, race) and subjective 
information measured by a Likert scale including self-perceived 
attitude and comfort level regarding identifying and addressing 
SDoH in the ED setting. The pre-conference survey also 
incorporated the “Medical Condition Regard Scale” (MCRS) 
to assess participants’ general attitude toward patients with 
social needs. The MCRS has prior evidence of validity in a 
similar population and measures “the degree to which the 
respondents find patients with a given medical condition 
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Table 1. Components of a social emergency medicine curriculum.
Component Description Time allotted To replicate

1. Pre-didactic asynchronous 
learning

Announce Podcast “Episode 4 – Social 
Determinants of Health and Unmet Needs 
in the Emergency Department”11

30 minutes See Reference 11 for podcast

2. Subtopic lectures PowerPoint slide presentations
1.     Intro to SEM/Asynchronous Debrief
2.     Incarceration
3.     Firearm Violence
4.     Homelessness

60 minutes (10-15 
minutes each)

Tailor topics to local 
community need. 
Specific materials used here 
can be provided upon request 
to corresponding author

3. Guest speaker from 
community resource

The executive director of a local homeless 
shelter spoke about the many resources 
provided by this shelter, as well as about 
the population that the shelter serves and 
the interaction between this population and 
the medical community.

30 minutes Contact local community 
partner to present

4. ED care coordination 
presentation

Members from the ED Care Coordination 
and Social Services team spoke about 
available resources for ED patients and 
how clinicians can connect patients with 
these resources.

30 minutes Contact ED social services to 
present

5. Poverty simulation Led by the UAB Office of Interprofessional 
Simulation, the “Poverty Simulation” is 
an interactive experience “designed to 
raise awareness of the challenges that 
individuals may face when living in low-
income situations.”12 While this simulation 
is typically an in-person event, given 
COVID-19 restrictions an online interactive 
simulation, SPENT, was used and the 
interprofessional debriefing took place by 
video conferencing.13

2 hours See Reference 13 for virtual 
poverty simulation

SEM, social emergency medicine; ED, emergency department; UAB, University of Alabama at Birmingham; COVID-19, coronavirus 
disease 2019.

enjoyable, treatable, and worthy of medical resources.”14 The 
surveys focused on the Kirkpatrick Model of Evaluation levels 
1 and 2, evaluating learner reaction to and satisfaction with the 
curriculum as well as measuring learner attitude change as a 
result of the curriculum.15

Data Analysis
We used JotForm (Jotform, Inc, San Francisco, CA) 

to create the survey and collect all survey data. Descriptive 
statistics were conducted using frequencies and percentages for 
categorical data. We performed paired sample t-test analysis to 
assess whether there was a difference between matched pre- and 
post- survey responses from residents and other participants. 
P-values <0.05 were considered to be statistically significant. 
We performed all statistical analyses using JMP Pro 14 (JMP 
Statistical Discovery, LLC, Cary, NC).16 

IMPACT/EFFECTIVENESS
Results

A total of 23 residents (71.9%) along with 12 other 
participants including EM faculty and a medical student 

attended the conference day. Eighteen people (51.4% of total 
participants) including 14 residents (60.9% of participating 
residents) completed the immediate post-conference survey, 
and 10 people (28.6% of total participants) including seven 
residents (30.4% of participating residents) completed the 
two-month delayed, post-conference survey.  

Participant pre- and immediate post-survey results are 
displayed in Table 2. Before the conference, only 31.3% of 
responding participants reported prior training on identifying 
and intervening on SDoH. After the conference, participants 
were significantly more likely to report being aware of and 
familiar with local community resources to address SDoH 
and were also more confident in their knowledge of these 
community resources and their ability to connect patients 
to them. In addition, the post-conference data indicated 
that participants were significantly more likely to consider 
SDoH when providing treatment to ED patients and were 
significantly more comfortable with identifying social risk in 
the ED.

A majority of the participants reported caring for greater 
than 15 patients with social needs in the ED in the previous 
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Survey question
Pre-survey response 

(n=32)
Post-survey 

response (n=18)
The emergency department (ED) is an appropriate venue to connect patients with 
community resources. 
        Strongly agree/Agree
        Strongly disagree/Disagree

30 (93.8)
2 (6.3)

17 (94.4)
1 (5.6)

I feel comfortable identifying social need (ex: homelessness, food insecurity) in the ED.
        Strongly agree/Agree
        Strongly disagree/Disagree

28 (87.5)
4 (12.5)

17 (94.5)
1 (5.6)

I feel comfortable identifying social risk (ex: risk of worse health outcome for certain races) 
in the ED.*
        Strongly agree/Agree
        Strongly disagree/Disagree

24 (75.0)
8 (25.0)

17 (94.5)
1 (5.6)

I have been trained to identify and intervene on social determinants of health (SDoH).*
        Strongly agree/Agree
        Strongly disagree/Disagree

10 (31.3)
22 (68.8)

14 (77.8)
4 (22.2)

I am aware of and familiar with local community resources to address social 
determinants of health.*
        Strongly agree/Agree
        Strongly disagree/Disagree

18 (56.3)
14 (43.8)

16 (88.9)
2 (11.1)

I feel confident in my knowledge about community resources and ability to connect 
patients to them.*
        Strongly agree/Agree
        Strongly disagree/Disagree

8 (25.0)
24 (75.0)

15 (83.3)
3 (16.7)

I frequently encounter patients in the ED with social need that impacts their health. 
        Strongly agree/Agree
        Strongly disagree/Disagree

31 (96.9)
1 (3.1)

18 (100.0)
0 (0.0)

I frequently encounter patients in the ED with social risk that impacts their health.
        Strongly agree/Agree
        Strongly disagree/Disagree

31 (96.9)
1 (3.1)

18 (100.0)
0 (0.0)

I frequently consider SDoH when providing treatment for my patients in the ED.
        Strongly agree/Agree
        Strongly disagree/Disagree

21 (65.6)
11 (34.4)

17 (94.5)
1 (5.6)

Table 2. Survey results, [n (%)].

 *Paired samples, P<.05
ED, emergency department; SDoH, social determinants of health.

month, with 44% of the participants reporting caring 
for greater than 30 patients with social needs. The most 
commonly encountered or anticipated barriers to addressing 
SDoH in the ED setting were thought to be emergency 
physician (EP) time constraints, lack of knowledge of 
resources, and availability of resources.

As demonstrated in Table 3, respondents reported overall 
positive attitude toward patients experiencing social needs 
(eg, homelessness, food insecurity). However, a majority of 
participants (59%) disagreed with the statement that they 
enjoy giving extra time to patients like this. As resident 
postgraduate (PGY) year increased, respondents became 
more likely to disagree with the following statement: “I feel 
especially compassionate toward patients like this,” with zero 
percent of PGY-1 participants, 27% of PGY-2 participants, and 
57% of PGY-3 participants disagreeing with this statement. 
The MCRS survey was repeated in the two-month delayed, 
post-conference survey. Unfortunately, only four participants 

could be matched to their pre-survey responses; therefore, we 
did not analyze this data for trends.

Feedback received following completion of the course 
was positive. Seventeen of eighteen (94.4%) of the respondents 
reported an improved understanding of the topic. Sixteen of 
eighteen (88.9%) respondents would recommend this curriculum 
to other EM residents. Similarly, 83% of respondents reported 
that this training increased their confidence in caring for patients 
with social needs. Overall, all components of the curriculum were 
felt to be beneficial and meaningful to the training. The ED care 
coordination, poverty simulation, and the subtopic lectures were 
rated most meaningful (Appendix 1).

DISCUSSION
Emergency physicians encounter patients with both acute 

and chronic medical and social needs on a daily basis. Just 
as we expect every practicing EP to be trained and ready 
to appropriately respond to a patient presenting with stroke 
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Table 3. MCRS* survey results, stratified by training year [n(%)].
Pre-survey response

Survey question Total (n=32) PGY-1 (n=7) PGY-2 (n=11) PGY-3 (n=7) Attending (n=5)
I prefer not to work with patients like this.
        Agree
        Disagree

4 (12.5)
28 (87.5)

1 (14.3)
6 (85.7)

2 (18.2)
9 (81.8)

0 (0.0)
7 (100.0)

1 (20.0)
4 (80.0)

Patients like this irritate me.
        Agree
        Disagree

4 (12.5)
28 (87.5)

1 (14.3)
6 (85.7)

3 (27.3)
8 (72.7)

0 (0.0)
7 (100.0)

0 (0.0)
5 (100.0)

I enjoy giving extra time to patients like this.
        Agree
        Disagree

13 (40.6)
19 (59.4)

3 (42.9)
4 (57.1)

5 (45.5)
6 (54.6)

1 (14.3)
6 (85.7)

2 (40.0)
3 (60.0)

Patients like this are particularly difficult for me to 
work with.
        Agree
        Disagree

10 (31.3)
22 (68.8)

2 (28.6)
5 (71.4)

5 (45.5)
6 (54.6)

1 (14.3)
6 (85.7)

1 (20.0)
4 (80.0)

Working with patients like this is satisfying.
        Agree
        Disagree

20 (62.5)
12 (37.5)

5 (71.4)
2 (28.6)

7 (63.6)
4 (36.4)

3 (42.9)
4 (57.1)

3 (60.0)
2 (40.0)

I feel especially compassionate toward patients like this.
        Agree
        Disagree

23 (71.9)
9 (28.1)

7 (100.0)
0 (0.0)

8 (72.7)
3 (27.3)

3 (42.9)
4 (57.1)

3 (60.0)
2 (40.0)

I can usually find something that helps patients like 
this feel better.
        Agree
        Disagree

20 (62.5)
12 (37.5)

5 (71.4)
2 (28.6)

7 (63.6)
4 (36.4)

5 (71.4)
2 (28.6)

1 (20.0)
4 (80.0)

There is little I can do to help patients like this.
        Agree
        Disagree

15 (46.9)
17 (53.1)

3 (42.9)
4 (57.1)

5 (45.5)
6 (54.6)

3 (42.9)
4 (57.1)

3 (60.0)
2 (40.0)

Treating patients like this is a waste of medical dollars.
        Agree
        Disagree

3 (9.4)
29 (90.6)

1 (14.3)
6 (85.7)

2 (18.2)
9 (81.8) 0 (0.0)

7 (100.0)
0 (0.0)

5 (100.0)
*MCRS, Medical Condition Regard Scale; PGY, postgraduate year.

symptoms, we should also expect every EP to be trained and 
ready to appropriately respond to a patient presenting with 
social need. This requires appropriate education and training. 
There is exciting work being done in the realm of education 
related to SDoH in EM. The feasibility of integrating SDoH-
specific education into undergraduate medical education 
was described in 2019 when a three-part curriculum was 
integrated into an EM clerkship.7 The concepts of SEM have 
also recently been incorporated into resident education at 
one institution using simulation with eight cases focusing on 
health equity.17 Despite these recent advances, a formalized, 
standardized residency training on SDoH and SEM is missing 
from most required curricula. Less than one-third of our 
participants reported receiving previous training on how to 
identify and intervene on SDoH. 

This study demonstrates that the implementation of 
an introductory virtual SEM curriculum for EM residents 
is feasible and effective. Given the multifaceted approach, 
we anticipate that other institutions may be able to use or 

incorporate some or all of this framework, modifying it to fit 
the needs of their learners and local SDoH. The curriculum is 
intended to be locally relevant but can be easily replicated using 
the same model. Some components of the curriculum can be 
used directly (asynchronous podcast and poverty simulation), 
while other didactic components should be tailored to the 
specific needs of the local community (Table 1).

Ideally, EM training programs will be able to implement 
a longitudinal, integrated, SDoH-focused curriculum to 
better equip EPs to care for the social needs of their patients.9 
However, this half-day curriculum serves as a demonstration 
of a focused didactic block that can be used either as an 
introduction to a longitudinal curriculum or as the first step 
in integrating SEM education into the resident curriculum. 
While this initial curriculum took only four hours of allotted 
resident conference time, participant surveys indicate that 
implementation of a single conference day was effective. We 
anticipate a longitudinal SEM curriculum would be just as 
effective and comprehensive, if not more so.
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In the specialty of EM, burnout rates are high, and 
successful mechanisms to reduce burnout are needed.18 One 
component of burnout is emotional erosion, or “the transition 
of enthusiasm and compassion at the beginning of practice 
to anger, cynicism, and bitterness.”19 An interesting finding 
of the pre-survey MCRS was that participants’ feelings of 
compassion toward patients with social needs decreased with 
each year of residency training. While the significance of this 
should be interpreted with caution as the sample size was 
small, this trend warrants further consideration. 

Axelson et al. proposed that an under-recognized contributor 
to burnout is a sense of futility in the daily practice of EM due to 
lack of training to identify and intervene on SDoH.8 This makes 
sense, as it could be frustrating to consistently be confronted with 
an issue that you have not been adequately trained to address. 
It is reasonable to consider that increasing SDoH education for 
EPs could be a useful tool for reducing burnout in the specialty. 
Perhaps including this education early in residency, even as 
early as during intern orientation, could mitigate this contributor 
to burnout if EM trainees felt more equipped to provide this 
compassionate, effective care and address patients’ social needs 
from the start of training. The impact of SDoH education on 
markers of EP burnout is an important factor to consider with 
future educational interventions. 

LIMITATIONS
This was a single-center, pilot study involving one 

EM residency program and, therefore, participant numbers 
were small. Further implementation at other sites as a 
multicenter study will be necessary to further investigate 
the generalizability of the results of this pilot study to all 
EM residency programs. Additionally, this curriculum was 
implemented during the COVID-19 pandemic. For the safety 
of all participants and guest speakers, the entire curriculum 
including the simulation took place virtually using online 
video conferencing. This virtual learning platform introduces 
limitations including technical difficulties and reduced learner 
engagement.20 The response rate fell with each subsequent 
survey despite multiple email reminders to complete the 
surveys, increasing the possibility of nonresponse bias. 

Future in-person course delivery should attempt to 
increase immediate post-survey response rates by offering 
participants a variety of options for survey completion (eg, 
web-based survey, written survey). We were also unable to 
supplement the classroom and simulation experience with an 
in-person community experience (eg, service activity, touring 
community resources) given these restrictions. When planning 
future curriculum innovation, we will seek to expand this 
SEM resident curriculum with the addition of a community 
engagement component.

CONCLUSION
Emergency physicians are in a unique position to impact 
both individual as well as community and population health. 

Despite this, formalized resident training in the social 
determinants of health is lacking. This single pilot study 
demonstrates the feasibility and perceived participant value 
of incorporating a social emergency medicine curriculum into 
residency training.
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Introduction: Low tidal-volume ventilation (LTVV), defined as a maximum tidal volume of 8 
milliliters per kilogram (mL/kg) of ideal body weight, is a key component of lung protective 
ventilation. Although emergency department (ED) initiation of LTVV has been associated with 
improved outcomes, disparities in LTVV application exist. In this study our aim was to evaluate 
whether rates of LTVV are associated with demographic and physical characteristics in the ED.
 
Methods: We conducted a retrospective observational cohort study using a dataset of patients 
who underwent mechanical ventilation at three EDs in two health systems from January 2016–
June 2019. Demographic, mechanical ventilation, and outcome data including mortality and 
hospital-free days were abstracted by automatic query. A LTVV approach was defined as a tidal 
volume ≤8 mL/kg ideal body weight. We performed descriptive statistics and univariate analysis 
as indicated, and created a multivariate logistic regression model.
 
Results: Of 1,029 patients included in the study, 79.5% received LTVV. Tidal volumes of 400-
500 mL were used in 81.9% of patients. Approximately 18% of patients had tidal volumes 
changed in the ED. Female gender (adjusted odds ratio [aOR] 4.17, P< 0.001), obesity (aOR 
2.27, P< 0.001), and first-quartile height (aOR 12.2, P < 0.001) were associated with receiving 
non-LTVV in multivariate regression analysis. Hispanic ethnicity and female gender were 
associated with first quartile height (68.5%, 43.7%, P < 0.001 for all). Hispanic ethnicity was 
associated with receiving non-LTVV in univariate analysis (40.8% vs 23.0%, P < 0.001). This 
relationship did not persist in sensitivity analysis controlling for height, weight, gender, and body 
mass index. Patients who received LTVV in the ED had 2.1 more hospital-free days compared to 
those who did not (P = 0.040). No difference in mortality was observed.
 
Conclusion: Emergency physicians use a narrow range of initial tidal volumes that may not 
meet lung-protective ventilation goals, with few corrections. Female gender, obesity, and first-
quartile height are independently associated with receiving non-LTVV in the ED. Using LTVV in 
the ED was associated with 2.1 fewer hospital-free days. If confirmed in future studies, these 
findings have important implications for achieving quality improvement and health equality. 
[West J Emerg Med. 2023;24(3)502–510.]
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Population Health Research Capsule

What do we already know about this issue?
Low tidal volume ventilation is associated with 
improved patient-centered outcomes in patients 
undergoing mechanical ventilation in the ED.

What was the research question?
Are rates of inappropriate high tidal volumes 
associated with demographic and physical 
patient characteristics?

What was the major finding of the study? 
Female sex (OR 4.17, 95% CI 2.7–6.3) and 
short stature (OR 12.2, 95% CI 7.8–19.0) were 
associated with non-LTVV.

How does this improve population health?
Attention to initial selection of tidal volume in 
females and those with short stature may help 
emergency physicians mitigate this modifiable 
health disparity.

INTRODUCTION
More than 250,000 patients receive mechanical 

ventilation each year in emergency departments (ED) in the 
United States.1–3 Although potentially life-saving, mechanical 
ventilation may cause harm through volutrauma, barotrauma, 
and atelectrauma—collectively referred to as ventilator-
induced lung injury (VILI).4 Adherence to lung-protective 
ventilation strategies mitigates these injuries and has been 
associated with improved patient-centered outcomes, 
including decreased mortality, for patients with and without 
acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS).5 In addition 
to appropriate positive end expiratory pressure (PEEP), 
an important component of a lung-protective strategy is 
adherence to low tidal-volume ventilation (LTVV), defined as 
a tidal volume ≤ 8 milliliters per kilogram (mL/kg) ideal body 
weight (IBW).6,7

Decades of data suggest that use of LTVV decreases 
mortality and VILI in patients undergoing mechanical 
ventilation in the intensive care unit (ICU).8 Recent data has 
demonstrated benefits to initiating LTVV in the ED, including 
decreased mortality, increased ventilator-free days, and reduced 
healthcare costs.9–11 Additionally, for patients with ARDS, or 
at risk for ARDS, convincing data shows that early adjustment 
of ventilator settings to target LTVV impacts outcomes.12,13 
Changes to tidal volumes are infrequently made in the ED after 
initial ventilator settings are selected.14 Increased ED patient 
volumes over the past decade, coupled with rising inpatient 
critical care occupancy, have resulted in more critically ill 
patients boarding in the ED for longer times while undergoing 
mechanical ventilation, highlighting the importance of careful 
attention to ventilator settings in the ED.15–18 

Various disparities in ED patient care have been 
described, including gender and racial differences in pain 
management, traumatic brain injury management, and 
emergency cardiology interventions.19–21 While adoption of 
LTVV has increased in the past decade, few investigations 
have evaluated demographic disparities in the use of LTVV 
in the ED.10,14 Several observational studies in the ICU have 
shown that female and obese patients are less likely to receive 
LTVV.22,23 Furthermore, outcome data from mechanically 
ventilated patients in the ICU has previously shown significant 
differences in survival based on race and ethnicity,24 as well 
as body mass index (BMI).25 A recent analysis found that 
women were less likely to receive LTVV in the ED compared 
to men, although this finding was limited by small sample 
size and single-center design.26 Given the importance of ED 
ventilator management, it is critical to identify patients at 
risk for receiving inappropriate tidal volumes, as this may 
directly impact survival and development of ARDS. Such data 
may help inform protocols designed to ensure appropriate 
ventilator settings for patients who receive mechanical 
ventilation in the ED, increase awareness among emergency 
physicians, and alleviate disparities in care that may impact 
patient-centered outcomes. 

In our study we aimed to evaluate whether rates of 
LTVV were associated with demographic and physical 
characteristics. Using a large dataset from multiple 
institutions, we hypothesized that female gender, height, and 
elevated BMI would be associated with lower use of LTVV in 
the ED. 
 
METHODS
Study Design and Setting

We conducted a retrospective, multicenter, 
observational cohort study consisting of patients who 
received endotracheal intubation (ETI) and mechanical 
ventilation  at three EDs across two healthcare systems 
from January 2016–June 2019. Our institutional review 
boards approved this study under a waiver of informed 
consent. This manuscript was prepared in accordance with 
STROBE guidelines.27 The urban ED is a regional safety-
net hospital and has approximately 55,000 patient visits 
per year. The suburban ED is a tertiary referral center 
serving a population of patients who largely receive their 
primary and subspecialty care at the institution and has 
approximately 40,000 patient visits per year. The rural 
ED is in a high needs, primary care health professional 
shortage area near the US-Mexico border in a low-density, 
agricultural community with approximately 50,000 patient 
visits per year. The urban and suburban sites are part of an 
academic health system, while the rural site is a distinct 
health system. Data from the urban and suburban sites was 
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abstracted by automated query, while data from the rural 
site was extracted manually by two trained reviewers using 
a standardized data collection template. 
 
Selection of Participants

Patients who underwent ETI were identified by the 
presence of an intubation order, neuromuscular blockade 
order, mechanical ventilation order, or documentation 
of ETI within the study period. Identified patients were 
included in the study if they were at least 18 years of age, 
with fraction of inspired oxygen (FiO2) and PEEP values 
recorded in the ED and with complete weight, height, and 
demographic data, and a height greater than 1.52 meters 
(the lower limit of acceptable height when calculating 
IBW using the Devine formula). We excluded patients with 
implausible data (eg, FiO2 > 1.00 or < 0.21). Missing data 
was not substituted for any cases.

Mechanical Ventilation
At both health systems, initial mechanical ventilation 

settings are decided upon by the treating physician and 
entered by a respiratory therapist. At the urban and suburban 
EDs, a hospital-wide protocol sets the default ventilator 
mode to volume-targeted pressure control (VTPC). 
The treating physician may choose a different mode of 
ventilation, but virtually all patients receive VTPC. At 
the rural hospital, initial ventilator settings are input by 
the treating physician. If an initial order for mechanical 
ventilation settings is not placed, a respiratory-therapist 
protocol allows selection of initial mechanical ventilation 
settings with volume control, PEEP of 8, and respiratory 
rate set based on the patient’s clinical picture. Measuring 
patient height with a tape measure is recommended but not 
mandated in both healthcare systems.

Measurements
Baseline demographics (including height, weight, 

gender, race, ethnicity, and comorbidities), vital signs, 
laboratory values, ventilator settings, maximum sequential 
organ failure assessment (SOFA) score within 24 hours, 
hospital discharge disposition, ED length of stay, and ED 
boarding time were abstracted by automated query from 
the electronic health record (EHR). Height and weight 
were obtained by any of the following means: directly 
measured in the ED; patient reported; obtained from patient 
identification; or obtained from prior ED visits. Gender was 
recorded as assigned gender at birth in the EHR and was 
patient reported, obtained from previous visits, or obtained 
from patient identification. 

We retrospectively collected race and ethnicity from 
the EHR in accordance with recent guidance on appropriate 
reporting of race and ethnicity in scientific and medical 
journals.28 Registration staff record race and ethnicity data 
through protocolized approaches to obtain self-reported 

race and ethnicity from the patient or patient surrogate, 
if the patient is unable to provide information. The 
EHR’s prespecified race and ethnicity categories, based 
on nationally accepted categories, are reported as more 
detailed information but was not available. “Other Race or 
Mixed Race” and “Unknown” are reported with quotation 
marks as these are not specific races but EHR constructs. 
Vital signs and ventilator settings were abstracted 
from nurse or respiratory therapist-verified flowsheets, 
respectively. The SOFA scores were automatically 
calculated by the EHR. Our institution only started 
automatically calculating SOFA scores in July 2017; thus, 
a number of patients did not have this score recorded. The 
Charlson Comorbidity Index was calculated as described 
by Charlson et al.29 Ideal body weight was calculated based 
on patient height using the Devine formula.30 We abstracted 
BMI from the chart, and obesity was defined as a BMI >30 
kilograms per meter squared (kg/m2). Hospital-free days 
were defined as days out of the hospital in a 28-day period 
and were calculated using the date and time of ED arrival 
and hospital disposition. A patient who expired during 
admission received zero HFDs.
 
Outcome Measures

The primary outcome was the use of tidal volume (Vt) 
> 8 mL/kg IBW with mechanical ventilation in the ED. 
Secondary outcomes included the percentage of patients 
who had a tidal volume change in the ED, hospital-free 
days, and mortality.
 
Analysis

We used descriptive statistics and frequency 
distributions to compare patient characteristics. Categorical 
variables were compared using the chi-squared and Fisher 
exact test where appropriate. We compared continuous 
variables using the independent two-sample t-test or 
the Mann-Whitney U test as indicated. Data normality 
was assessed by examining kurtosis and skewness and 
inspection of histograms.

We developed a logistic regression model to analyze 
the relationship between receiving Vt > 8 mL/kg IBW and 
baseline patient demographics. A priori variables of known 
significance to the outcome (female gender, BMI >30 kg/m2) 
and clinically relevant and biologically plausible variables 
(age, first-quartile height) were included in the model. We 
used a multivariate backwards stepwise logistic regression 
model that selected variables sequentially for inclusion 
or exclusion at the 0.10 significance level. The model’s 
goodness-of-fit was assessed by the Hosmer-Lemeshow 
test and R-squared values. We reported adjusted odds ratios 
(aOR) and corresponding 95% CIs for all variables in the 
model. All tests used a two-tailed approach, and a P-value 
of < 0.05 was considered significant. A second multivariate 
analysis was performed using the same methodology, with 
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height, weight, female gender, age and Hispanic ethnicity, 
with variables selected based on biologic plausibility or 
results of univariate analysis.

RESULTS
Patient Demographics

We assessed a total of 1,073 cases for inclusion from 
the automatic query. Of these, 1,029 were included in the 
final study population. Patients were excluded for initial 
FiO2 <0.21 or >1.00 (8, 0.75%) (Figure 1).  Data regarding 
length of stay and mortality was missing for 94 (9.14%) 
patients, primarily from the rural site, and were excluded 
from calculations of hospital-free days and mortality. 
Baseline characteristics are shown in Table 1. The mean 
age was 56 years, 31.2% of patients were female, 54.9% 
were identified as White, 13.5% were identified as Black, 
and 4.5% were identified as Asian. A total of 25.0% were 
identified as “Other Race or Mixed Race” patients. Of 
these, 73.9% were identified as having Hispanic ethnicity, 
compared to 14.2% of White patients and 23.5% of 
“Unknown” patients (P <0.001). A total of 26.7% were 
identified as Hispanic patients. The median BMI was 25.9 
(range 22.4-30.5), and 27.1% had a BMI > 30 kg/m2. A 
total of 315 (30.6%) patients were in the first quartile of 
height (1.52-1.65 meters). 

Intubation Indication, Initial Ventilator Settings and 
Modifications in the Emergency Department

Airway protection was the most common reason for 
intubation (44.1%), followed by primary respiratory failure 

 
Figure 1. Patient selection and exclusion. Tidal volume (Vt) > 8: 
tidal volume > 8 mL/kg ideal body weight. Vt ≤ 8: tidal volume ≤ 8 
mL/kg ideal body weight.
ED, emergency department; MV, mechanical ventilation; Vt, tidal 
volume, FiO2, fraction of inspired oxygen. 

(31.5%), cardiac arrest (12.6%), and refractory shock (11.5%). 
There was no clinically or statistically significant difference 
in intubation indication between patients who received Vt 
> 8 mL/kg IBW and those who did not (P = 0.91), nor was 
there a difference in Vt/IBW (P = 0.40). Initial ventilator 
settings in the ED, as well as changes to those settings while 
the patient remained in the ED are provided in Table 2. Most 
patients (65.5%) had an initial Vt between 6-8 mL/kg IBW, 
while 148 (14.0%) had an initial Vt < 6 mL/kg IBW, and 211 
(20.5%) had an initial Vt > 8 mL/kg IBW. Initial tidal volume 
was most frequently set at either 500 mL (36.5%) or 450 mL 
(28.2%). Tidal volume was changed in the ED in 183 patients 
(17.8%). Only 4% of ventilator changes in the ED corrected 
non-LTVV to LTVV. 

Low Tidal Volume Ventilation and Sex, Race and Ethnicity
A total of 211 patients (20.5%) had an initial Vt set at > 

8 mL/kg IBW (Table 1). Patients who received Vt > 8 mL/
kg IBW were more frequently female than male (75.8% vs 
19.7%, P < 0.001). Females also had a significantly higher Vt/
IBW than males (8.0 +/- 1.14 mL/kg vs 6.7 +/- 0.89 mL/kg, P 
< 0.001). Race was found to be significantly associated with 
Vt > 8 mL/kg IBW (P < 0.001). Specifically, patients who 
received Vt > 8 mL/kg IBW were more frequently identified 
as “Other or Mixed Race” (36.5% vs. 22.0%, P < 0.001), 
while those who received Vt ≤ 8 mL/kg IBW were more 
frequently identified as White (56.6% vs 48.3%, P < 0.001) or 
Black (14.9% vs 8.1%, P = 0.009), when compared against all 
other racial categories. Patients who received Vt > 8 mL/kg 
IBW were also more likely to be Hispanic (40.8% vs 23.0%, 
P < 0.001) as compared to non-Hispanic patients. Vt/IBW 
followed a similar trend, with a significant difference found 
between “Other or Mixed Race” patients and both Black and 
White patients (7.4 +/- 1.3 vs. 6.8 +/- 1.0 and 7.0 +/- 1.1, 
respectively, P < 0.001) as well as Hispanic patients and non-
Hispanic patients (7.4 +/- 1.3 vs 7.0 +/- 1.1, P < 0.001).

Low-tidal Volume Ventilation and Body Mass Index, 
Height Quartile, Comorbidities, and Maximum SOFA 
Score 

Obese patients (BMI >/= 30 kg/m2) were more likely 
to receive Vt > 8 mL/kg IBW (40.8% vs 23.6%, P < 0.001) 
and had a higher Vt/IBW than patients without obesity (7.5 
+/- 1.1 mL/kg vs 7.0 +/- 1.1 mL/kg, P < 0.001). Patients in 
the first quartile for height were more likely to receive Vt > 
8 mL/kg IBW (82.5% vs 17.2%, P < 0.001) and had a higher 
Vt/IBW than patients in other quartiles (8.1 +/- 1.2 mL/
kg vs 6.7 +/- 0.81 mL/kg, P <0.001). Patients in all other 
quartiles were more likely to receive Vt ≤ 8 mL/kg IBW (P 
< 0.001 for all). Female, Hispanic, “Other or Mixed Race” 
and “Unknown race” patients more frequently had a first 
quartile height than male gender, and other ethnicities and 
races (68.5%, 43.7%, 41.2%, 52.9%, respectively; P < 0.001 
for all). Patients who received Vt > 8 mL/kg IBW were 
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Table 1. Study population characteristics.
Total

N = 1,029
Initial Vt > 8 mL/kg IBW

n = 211 (20.5%)
Initial Vt ≤ 8 mL/kg IBW

n = 818 (79.5%)
Age, y 56.3 (17.2) 57.9 (18.2) 55.9 (16.8)
Female, No. (%) 321 (31.2) 160 (75.8) 161 (19.7)
Males, No. (%) 708 (68.8) 51 (24.2) 657 (80.3)
Race, No. (%)

Black 139 (13.5) 17 (8.1) 122 (14.9)
Asian 46 (4.5) 9 (4.3) 37 (4.5)
Native American 2 (0.2) 0 (0.0) 2 (0.2)
Pacific Islander 3 (0.3) 1 (0.5) 2 (0.2)
Other or mixed 257 (25.0) 77 (36.5) 180 (22.0)
Unknown 17 (1.7) 5 (2.4) 12 (1.5)
White 565 (54.9) 102 (48.3) 463 (56.6)

Hispanic, No. (%) 274 (26.7) 86 (40.8) 188 (23.0)
Weight (kg) 77.0 (65.7 – 91.0) 74.1 (63.4 – 87.2) 77.7 (56.0 – 92.0)
BMI (kg/m2) 25.9 (22.4 – 30.5) 25.2 (21.9 – 29.6) 28.4 (24.8 – 33.9)
BMI > 30, No. (%) 279 (27.1) 86 (40.8) 193 (23.6)
Height quartile, No. (%)

1st (min. – 1.65 m) 315 (30.6) 174 (82.5) 141 (17.2)
2nd (1.66 m – 1.73 m) 258 (25.1) 28 (13.3) 230 (28.1)
3rd (1.74 m – 1.80 m) 253 (24.6) 8 (3.8) 245 (30.0)
4th (1.81 m – max.) 203 (19.7) 1 (0.5) 202 (24.7)

Rural hospital, No. (%) 85 (8.3) 20 (9.5) 65 (7.9)
Urban safety-net hospital, No. (%) 825 (80.1) 161 (76.3) 664 (81.2)
Urban academic center, No. (%) 119 (11.6) 30 (14.2) 89 (10.9)
Indication for intubation, No. (%)

Airway protection 454 (44.1) 93 (44.1) 361 (44.1)
Cardiac arrest 130 (12.6) 29 (13.7) 101 (12.3)
Primary respiratory failure 324 (31.5) 63 (29.9) 261 (31.9)
Refractory shock 121 (11.8) 26 (12.3) 95 (11.6)

CCI Score (n = 915) 3 (1 – 6) 3 (1 – 6) 3 (1 – 6)
Comorbidities, No. (%) n = 915 n = 183 n = 732

Cancer 148 (16.2) 27 (14.8) 121 (16.5)
Cerebrovascular disease 216 (23.6) 48 (26.2) 168 (23.0)
CHF 262 (28.6) 53 (29.0) 209 (28.6)
Chronic lung disease 292 (31.9) 62 (33.9) 230 (31.4)
Diabetes mellitus 256 (28.0) 65 (35.5) 191 (26.1)
HIV 29 (3.2) 3 (1.6) 26 (3.6)
Liver disease 219 (23.9 37 (20.2) 182 (24.9)
Myocardial infarction 117 (12.8) 22 (12.0) 95 (13.0)
Renal disease 195 (21.3) 38 (20.8) 157 (21.4)

Max. SOFA score (n = 652) 9 (4) 9 (4) 9 (4)
Length of stay (min.; n = 935) 313 (234 – 468) 313 (215 – 484) 314 (236 – 461)
Boarding time (min.; n = 935) 139 (86 – 229) 134 (90 – 232) 140 (85 – 228)

Notes: data are reported as mean (SD), median (IQR) or number (%). 
mL, milliliter; kg/M2, kilogram, meter squared; Vt, tidal volume; IBW, ideal body weight; BMI, body mass index; CHF, congestive heart 
failure; SOFA, sequential organ failure assessment; CCI, Charlson Comorbidity Index; m, meter.
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Total
N = 1,029

Initial Vt > 8 mL/kg IBW
n = 211 (20.5%)

Initial Vt ≤ 8 mL/kg IBW
n = 818 (79.5%)

Mortality, admitted ≥48 hrs, No. (%) 116 (23.4) 20 (9.4%) 96 (11.8%)
Hospital-free days (d.; n = 904) 10.4 (15.3) 8.9 (±11.4) 11.0 (±16.6)

Table 1. Continued.

Notes: data are reported as mean (SD), median (IQR) or number (%). 
mL, milliliter; kg/M2, kilogram, meter squared; Vt, tidal volume; IBW, ideal body weight; BMI, body mass index; CHF, congestive heart 
failure; SOFA, sequential organ failure assessment; CCI, Charlson Comorbidity Index; m, meter.

Variable aOR 95% CI SE P-value
Age 0.997 0.986 – 1.01 0.01 0.56
Female sex 4.17 2.73 – 6.36 0.22 < 0.001
BMI >30 2.27 1.49 – 3.47 0.22 < 0.001
1st quartile height 12.2 7.81 – 19.0 0.23 < 0.001

Table 2. Initial tidal volume settings and changes. 

aOR, adjusted odds ratio; SE, standard error; BMI, body mass 
index; ED, emergency department.

more likely to have diabetes (35.5% vs 26.1%, P = 0.01); 
otherwise, there were no differences between the groups. The 
mean maximum SOFA score of 9 was the same between the 
groups and overall cohort.
 
Low-tidal Volume Ventilation and Outcomes 

There was no difference in hospital mortality for patients 
who received at least 48 hours of mechanical ventilation 
with high and low tidal volume volumes (9.4% vs 11.8%, 
P = 0.40), nor was there a significant difference in Vt/IBW 
between patients who died compared to those who survived 
(7.0 +/- 1.2 mL/kg vs 7.1 +/- 1.1 mL/kg, P = 0.21). However, 
there was a significant reduction in hospital-free days for 
patients who received LTVV compared to those who did not 
(8.9 days vs 11.0 days, P = 0.03). 
 
Multivariate Regression Analysis

Age, female gender, BMI > 30 kg/m2 and first-quartile 
height were included a priori in the multivariate regression 
analysis. Table 3 shows the results of the multivariate 
regression analysis. 

First-quartile height and female gender were strongly 
associated with receiving Vt > 8 (aOR 12.2, P < 0.001 and 
aOR 4.17, P < 0.001, respectively). BMI >30 kg/m2 (aOR 
2.27, P < 0.001) was also independently associated with 

Table 3. Multivariate regression analysis results (N=1,029).
Variable (N = 1,029) No. (%)

Initial Vt, range 270 – 700
Initial Vt 600 mL 22 (2.1)
Initial Vt 550 mL 56 (5.4)
Initial Vt 500 mL 376 (36.5)
Initial Vt 450 mL 290 (28.2)
Initial Vt 400 mL 177 (17.2)
Initial Vt 350 mL 36 (3.5)
Vt Changed in ED 183 (17.8)
Initial Vt 6-8 mL/kg IBW 674 (65.5)
Initial Vt < 6 mL/kg IBW 144 (14.0)
Initial Vt >8 mL/kg IBW 191 (18.6)
Initial Vt >10 mL/kg IBW 20 (1.9)

IBW, ideal body weight; Vt, tidal volume; mL, mililiter; kg, kilogram; 
ED, emergency department.

receiving Vt > 8. Age was not significantly associated with 
receiving Vt > 8 mL/kg IBW. These associations persisted 
in second multivariate analysis performed, with strong 
associations between height, weight, female gender, and 
receiving Vt > 8 mL/kg IBW. There was no association 
between Hispanic ethnicity and Vt > 8 mL/kg IBW in this 
second analysis. 

DISCUSSION
Our analysis is the largest to date showing that female 

gender, first quartile height, and obesity are independently 
associated with receiving Vt > 8 mL/kg IBW in ED 
patients. Also, we showed that physicians use a narrow 
range of convenient, round tidal volumes (450 mL, 500 
mL) with overall poor correlation to anthropomorphic 
characteristics such as height, weight, and BMI. Although 
this practice resulted in over 80% of patients receiving 
LTVV, we found that female gender and Hispanic ethnicity 
were factors associated with receiving non-LTVV, and 
these patients were more often in the first quartile for 
height. Finally, we found that these ED tidal volume 
disparities and practice patterns were associated with 2.1 
fewer hospital-free days.

We speculate that emergency physicians infrequently 
use a height-based calculation for tidal volume, rather 
using a narrow range of seemingly preset volumes. Tidal 
volumes of either 400, 450, or 500 mL were used in 81.9% 
of patients. Only 6.2% of patients received a Vt < 400 mL, 
which represents the upper limit of the LTVV goal for a man 
60 inches tall or a woman 62 inches tall. This could in part 
explain why   the 13.1% of our cohort that was <62 inches 
was significantly less likely to receive LTVV. While Wiess 
et al made similar observations and hypotheses in their 2016 
study of ICU patients, ours extends this observation to ED 
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patients.10,31 That the shortest patients in our cohort received 
the highest Vt/IBW fits with this conclusion.

Furthermore, patients were unlikely to have tidal volume 
adjusted in the ED, with only 18% of patients having a 
change. Of patients with a Vt change, 22% were changed 
from a non-LTVV to LTVV and 12% were changed from 
LTVV to non-LTVV. While Vt changes away from LTVV 
appear concerning, there are several plausible reasons to 
make such an adjustment that our study did not account for 
(ie, severe acidosis requiring higher minute ventilation). 
More importantly, our study shows that few ED patients 
will receive a Vt adjustment, emphasizing the importance 
of appropriate initial ventilator settings. Furthermore, it is 
imperative to remember that height based Vts are a convenient 
initial estimate that must be fine-tuned based on the individual 
patients’ pulmonary mechanics, the management of which is 
outside the scope of this work.

Importantly, we demonstrated that this practice pattern 
results in female and Hispanic patients, who were more 
often in the first quartile for height, receiving non-LTVV 
more frequently, an important disparity given that non-
LTVV was associated with fewer hospital-free days. We 
found no association between Hispanic ethnicity and Vt 
> 8 mL/kg IBW when controlling for height and gender 
in a sensitivity analysis, supporting this conclusion. 
Although the “Other or Mixed Race” racial category was 
also associated with non-LTVV we suspect that there is 
significant overlap between this grouping and Hispanic 
ethnicity. Over 74% of “Other or Mixed Race” patients also 
identified as Hispanic, significantly more than any other 
racial group, and these groups had an identical Vt/IBW. 
While multiple studies have demonstrated disparities in 
topics ranging from analgesic practices, intensity of ICU 
care, and outcomes from critical illness, ours is the first to 
our knowledge to do so with respect to LTVV in the ED.32,33 
Unlike many healthcare disparities with complicated 
origins, a simple change in practice pattern from “preset” 
tidal volumes to a calculated, height-based tidal volume 
could mitigate this issue.

While first-quartile height had the strongest association, 
the presence of obesity and female sex were also 
independently associated with non-LTVV. We hypothesize 
that obesity may cause physicians to overestimate patients’ 
tidal volume, supported by the observation that obesity is 
associated with a higher Vt/IBW compared to non-obese 
patients. We also suspect that female gender led physicians 
to overestimate patients’ tidal volume demands for reasons 
beyond the association between female gender and first-
quartile height. Commonly used models for the prediction 
of IBW estimate lower weights for women than for men 
of the same height.30 It is possible that this consideration is 
underappreciated when estimating tidal volume requirements. 
Similarly, we suspect that the tidal volume demand of patients 
of first-quartile height was frequently overestimated. It has 

previously been shown that clinicians perform poorly at 
estimating the height of patients.34

The patients in our cohort who did not receive LTVV 
had 2.1 fewer hospital-free days than those who received 
LTVV (8.9 vs 11.0, P = 0.04). This observation is consistent 
with several recent studies showing that initiation of LTVV 
as part of a lung-protective strategy in the ED is associated 
with better patient outcomes. While we did not find a 
significant difference in mortality, prior studies utilizing 
LTVV as part of a multifaceted lung protective ventilation 
strategy have done so when adjusting for comorbidities and 
illness severity.9-11 While the reason for this is uncertain, 
there are several possibilities. First is that we assessed a 
single component of a lung-protective ventilation strategy 
and did not analyze PEEP or other ventilator settings 
included in other ED-based investigations, such as the LOV-
ED trial by Fuller et al.10 Second, we did not include severity 
of illness as a covariate in our analysis due to insufficient 
data. Third, although the data supporting the use of LTVV is 
strongest for patients with or at risk for ARDS, we did not 
include presence of ARDS due to insufficient data. Despite 
this, our analysis shows that the demographic variability 
in the application of LTVV has meaningful clinical 
consequences and thus warrants intervention.

We believe that the patient characteristics identified 
in our analysis as risk factors for inappropriately high 
tidal volumes can serve as targets for improvement. 
A 2021 trial by Tallman et al showed that providing 
respiratory therapists with a tape measure increased the 
rate of LTVV in the ED/ICU patients.35 This low-cost, 
practical intervention would allow measured height to 
guide Vt, rather than estimated height or absolute body 
weight. Finally, we hope that awareness of the trend that 
certain demographics are less likely to receive LTVV 
will contribute to the collective cognitive effort to reduce 
healthcare disparities. 

LIMITATIONS
Our study has several limitations. With a retrospective 

design, our study could only show associations and was 
vulnerable to incomplete and inaccurate documentation. 
Mortality and hospital-free days data was missing from 
approximately 9% of patients and was excluded from those 
calculations, which may have affected outcomes data. Race 
and ethnicity data was abstracted from the EHR and the 
source of this information was not available, making it subject 
to reporting bias, although both institutions place major 
emphasis on self-reported demographic information. The 
Pew Research Center has shown that Hispanic patients are 
often confused by or do not relate to the survey category of 
“White, Hispanic,” and instead identify as “other or mixed.”36 
Accordingly, a significant association was detected between 
Hispanic ethnicity and other/mixed race in our population. 
Due to limitations in our retrospective dataset, we did not 
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include the presence of or risk factors for ARDS, which may 
have influenced outcome data.

CONCLUSION
Female gender, obesity (body mass index > 30), and first-

quartile height are independently associated with receiving 
non-low-tidal volume ventilation in the ED. Emergency 
physicians use a narrow range of default initial tidal volumes 
that may not meet lung-protective ventilation goals for many 
patients, with few corrections. Future prospective studies are 
required to validate these findings.
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Introduction: High-flow nasal cannula (HFNC) is a respiratory support measure for coronavirus 
2019 (COVID-19) patients that has been increasingly used in the emergency department (ED). 
Although the respiratory rate oxygenation (ROX) index can predict HFNC success, its utility in 
emergency COVID-19 patients has not been well-established. Also, no studies have compared it to 
its simpler component, the oxygen saturation to fraction of inspired oxygen (SpO2/FiO2 [SF]) ratio, 
or its modified version incorporating heart rate. Therefore, we aimed to compare the utility of the SF 
ratio, the ROX index (SF ratio/respiratory rate), and the modified ROX index (ROX index/heart rate) 
in predicting HFNC success in emergency COVID-19 patients.

Methods: We conducted this multicenter retrospective study at five EDs in Thailand between 
January–December 2021. Adult patients with COVID-19 treated with HFNC in the ED were included. 
The three study parameters were recorded at 0 and 2 hours. The primary outcome was HFNC 
success, defined as no requirement of mechanical ventilation at HFNC termination. 

Results: A total of 173 patients were recruited; 55 (31.8%) had successful treatment. The two-hour 
SF ratio yielded the highest discrimination capacity (AUROC 0.651, 95% CI 0.558-0.744), followed 
by two-hour ROX and modified ROX indices (AUROC 0.612 and 0.606, respectively). The two-hour 
SF ratio also had the best calibration and overall model performance. At its optimal cut-point of 
128.19, it gave a balanced sensitivity (65.3%) and specificity (61.8%). The two-hour SF≥128.19 was 
also significantly and independently associated with HFNC failure (adjusted odds ratio 0.29, 95% CI 
0.13-0.65; P=0.003).

Conclusion: The SF ratio predicted HFNC success better than the ROX and modified ROX indices 
in ED patients with COVID-19. With its simplicity and efficiency, it may be the appropriate tool to 
guide management and ED disposition for COVID-19 patients receiving HFNC in the ED. [West J 
Emerg Med. 2023;24(3)511–521.]
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Population Health Research Capsule

What do we already know about this issue?
The respiratory rate oxygenation (ROX) 
index is a validated predictor of high-flow 
nasal cannula success only in non-COVID-19 
patients.

What was the research question?
Our goal was to compare the prognostic utility 
of the SpO2/FiO2 ratio, ROX, and modified 
ROX index in COVID-19 patients.

What was the major finding of the study? 
The two-hour SpO2/FiO2 ratio has the best 
discriminative ability (AUROC 0.651, 95% CI 
0.558-0.744).

How does this improve population health?
For emergency COVID-19 patients, the SpO2/
FiO2 ratio should be used for prognostication 
instead of the ROX or modified ROX indices.

INTRODUCTION
Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) is an infectious 

disease caused by the severe acute respiratory syndrome 
coronavirus 2 that has infected millions of individuals 
worldwide.1 Its emergence has been regarded as a worldwide 
public health emergency that has prompted the transformation 
of healthcare systems, including those of the emergency 
department (ED).2 Appropriate and effective treatment of acute 
hypoxemic respiratory failure (AHRF) due to COVID-19 
early in the ED is essential to improve patients’ outcomes. 

High-flow nasal cannula (HFNC), an oxygen-delivering 
technique whereby heated and humidified air is delivered with 
positive pressure generated, has been proven to be an effective 
initial respiratory support measure for patients with AHRF of 
many etiologies in both inpatient and ED settings.3-6 It has also 
been used successfully as a non-invasive airway management 
strategy for AHRF in COVID-19 patients.7,8 Nevertheless, 
HFNC therapy should always be administered with caution, 
as its failure may result in delayed intubation and increased 
mortality.9,10 Therefore, predicting HFNC success or failure 
and determining the optimal timing of treatment escalation to 
invasive mechanical ventilation are critical to avoid delayed 
intubation and possibly prevent mortality. 

The ROX (respiratory rate oxygenation) index, a ratio of 
oxygen saturation (SpO2)/fraction of inspired oxygen (FiO2) 
to respiratory rate, has been demonstrated to be a reliable 
predictor of HFNC success for AHRF patients in the intensive 
care unit (ICU) and inpatient settings.11,12 Many studies 
have externally validated the ROX index as a predictor of 
HFNC outcomes for COVID-19 patients; however, reported 
results were inconsistent, possibly due to different clinical 
settings and cut-points employed, as well as heterogeneous 
population.13–16 The modified ROX index is another index 
incorporating heart rate (HR) to the original ROX index, 
which has been shown to be a good predictor of HFNC 
outcomes for HFNC application post-extubation.17 However, 
no studies have validated its utility in COVID-19 patients.

The SpO2/FiO2 (SF) ratio can also be employed as a 
predictive marker for HFNC outcomes.18 The SF ratio may 
even have superior prognostic utility to the ROX or the 
modified ROX indices for COVID-19 pneumonia, a specific 
condition in which patients usually do not present with 
an abnormal respiratory pattern despite severe hypoxia.19 
Therefore, respiratory rate, a component of both types of ROX 
indices, may not be a good predictor of HFNC outcomes in 
COVID-19 patients. Although a previous study reported a 
superior prognosticating ability of the SF ratio over the ROX 
index in COVID-19 patients, it was a single-center study 
conducted in an inpatient setting.20 

No studies have validated and compared the SF ratio 
with the ROX index or its modified version in the ED setting, 
where HFNC is usually initiated earlier in the disease course. 
Consequently, we conducted this study to evaluate and 
compare the prognostic utility of the SF ratio, the ROX index, 

and the modified ROX index in predicting HFNC success in 
patients with AHRF secondary to COVID-19 in the ED. 

METHODS
Study Design and Setting

This multicenter retrospective observational study was 
conducted between January 1–December 31, 2021 at five EDs 
in Thailand. A variety of EDs from various regions of the 
country, including those of university hospitals and secondary- 
and tertiary-level hospitals, participated in the study. The 
five study centers were Siriraj Hospital (the nation’s largest 
tertiary university hospital); Banphaeo Hospital (a large 
general hospital); Ratchaburi Hospital (a provincial teaching 
hospital); Buddhachinaraj hospital (a tertiary regional 
advanced-level hospital); and Prachuap Khiri Khan hospital (a 
general standard-level hospital). The Central Research Ethics 
Committee of Thailand approved the study (certificate number 
CREC044/2022). Due to its retrospective nature, informed 
consent was waived. The study was reported according to the 
STROBE guidelines.21

Participants
Adult patients over 18 years of age diagnosed with 

AHRF due to COVID-19 who received HFNC in the ED 
were included. We excluded COVID-19 patients who did not 
receive HFNC therapy initiated in the ED. Also excluded were 
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those with a do-not-intubate order who received HFNC for 
palliative purposes. 

Study Process and Data Collection
Using International Classification of Diseases, 10th Revision, 

codes, we retrospectively reviewed consecutive patients visiting 
the participating EDs with the diagnosis of COVID-19 infection 
made before or within the index ED visit. Their electronic health 
records were reviewed to determine whether they had received 
HFNC in the ED. We used this data if all the inclusion and 
exclusion criteria were satisfied. With retrospective chart review 
performed by trained data abstractors at each study center,22 
we recorded the patients’ baseline characteristics, physiologic 
parameters, relevant blood examination results, HFNC settings, 
co-treatments, and important clinical outcomes. 

Parameters required for calculating the SF ratio, the ROX 
index, and the modified ROX index were recorded before HFNC 
application (hour 0) and at 2 hours after HFNC initiation. All 
these parameters were measured while the patients were still in 
the ED awaiting disposition. The decisions to initiate HFNC to 
the patients, adjust HFNC settings, and escalate the treatment 
toward a more invasive respiratory support measure were 
determined by the attending physicians at each study center. 
Another study coordinator double-checked the recorded data 
in the electronic case-report forms to ensure the reliability and 
accuracy of the study data.

Study Parameters and Outcomes
At 0 and 2 hours after HFNC initiation, we calculated three 

parameters and assessed them for their utility in predicting HFNC 
outcomes: the SF ratio; the ROX index; and the modified ROX 
index. The SF ratio was calculated from the ratio of SpO2 to 
FiO2.

18 The ROX index was calculated from the ratio of SpO2/
FiO2 to respiratory rate,11 and the modified ROX index was 
defined as the ratio of the ROX index over heart rate multiplied 
by 100.17 The primary outcome was HFNC success, defined 
as no requirement of mechanical ventilation following HFNC 
treatment at HFNC termination. The secondary outcome was 
overall treatment failure, defined as a requirement of escalation to 
mechanical ventilation following HFNC termination or mortality 
at hospital discharge.23,24

Statistical Analyses
We employed descriptive statistics to describe patients’ 

characteristics. Categorical data is reported as frequency and 
percentage. Continuous variables are reported as mean and 
standard deviation (SD) or median and interquartile range 
for normally distributed and non-normally distributed data, 
respectively, evaluated based on histograms and Q-Q plots. We 
compared these variables between the success and failure groups 
by using the chi-squared or Fisher exact test for categorical 
data and an independent t-test or the Mann-Whitney U test for 
continuous data. 

As an external validation study, the predictive performance 

of the SF ratio, the ROX index, and the modified ROX index 
for the study outcomes were assessed primarily with their 
discrimination and calibration capacities, coupled with other 
additional analyses.25 We chose the parameter with an overall 
superior ability over the others among all analyses performed 
as the best parameter in predicting the study outcomes.25-27 We 
reported the discrimination of each parameter with the area under 
the receiver operator characteristics curve (AUROC) and its 95% 
confidence interval (CI). We also made comparisons between 
the AUROCs of the study parameters for each study outcome.28 
Calibration was reported with calibration plots and the Hosmer-
Lemeshow test.29,30 

Moreover, we evaluated overall model performance using 
the Nagelkerke R-squared. A parameter that could yield a 
higher R-squared value should perform better than others.31,32 
We also evaluated the clinical usefulness of the parameters at 
the optimal cut-off values according to the Youden index by 
reporting their sensitivity, specificity, positive likelihood ratio, 
negative likelihood ratio, negative predictive value, positive 
predictive value, and diagnostic odds ratio. We also performed 
univariate and multivariate logistic regression analyses to identify 
independent predictors of adverse clinical outcomes: HFNC 
failure and overall treatment failure. 

Age, gender, body mass index, day of symptoms, Charlson 
Comorbidity Index, Sequential Organ Failure Assessment 
(SOFA) score, D-dimer, C-reactive protein, and steroid were 
determined a priori based as existing evidence as potential 
associating variables with HFNC outcomes to be adjusted for in 
the multivariate models. We included variables with univariate 
P-value <0.2 in the multivariate regression model for each 
outcome. Nonetheless, each multivariate model evaluated only 
one potential predictor value among the three parameters at one 
time point to avoid multicollinearity.

We performed all statistical analyses using SPSS version 
18.0 (IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY), R version 3.6.1 (R 
Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria) with 
the rms, Hmisc, foreign, pROC, sciplot, and dca packages, and 
MedCalc for Windows version 19 (MedCalc Software, Ltd, 
Ostend, Belgium).

RESULTS
Study Population

Between January 1–December 31, 2021, a total of 978 
COVID-19 patients visited the participating EDs. Of these, 
184 patients were treated with HFNC initiated in the ED 
and 11 (6%) had do-not-intubate status. Consequently, 173 
patients were included in the study. Their characteristics are 
shown in Table 1. Of all the included patients, 92 were male 
(53.2%), and their mean age was 64.8±16.2 years. A total of 
118 patients (68.2%) were successfully treated with HFNC, 
while the other 55 (31.8%) were mechanically ventilated at 
HFNC termination. Meanwhile, 87 patients met the criteria for 
overall treatment failure, and 72.4% of them had mortality at 
hospital discharge. The HFNC failure group had significantly 
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Characteristic Success (n=118) Failure (n=55) P-value
Gender, male 61 (51.7) 31 (56.4) 0.57
Age, years 66.3±17.1 61.2±13.6 0.04
Body mass index (kg/m2) 27.3±7.1 27.5±7.7 0.85
Day of symptoms upon arrival 5.5 [4.3] 5 [4.0] 0.50
Underlying diseases

Chronic pulmonary disease 13 (11.0) 5 (9.1) 0.70
Cardiovascular disease 17 (14.4) 8 (14.5) 0.98
Diabetes mellitus 45 (38.1) 19 (34.5) 0.65
Chronic kidney disease 16 (13.6) 12 (21.8) 0.17

Charlson Comorbidity Index 1 [3] 1 [3] 0.40
Initial vital signs

Systolic blood pressure 140.8±27.4 144.0±30.9 0.50
Diastolic blood pressure 79.0±15.9 81.7±17.6 0.31
Pulse rate 94.6±20.1 98.0±21.5 0.31
Respiratory rate 35.2±8.1 35.5±6.3 0.79
Pulse oximetry 86 [13.5] 82.5 [15.0] 0.09

Glasgow Coma Scale 15 [0] 15 [0] 0.21
Initial blood examination

White blood cells (x1000/mm3) 7.8 [4.6] 8.9 [4.8] 0.52
Platelet (x1,000/mm3) 240.1±113.6 226.1±98.2 0.44
Glomerular filtration rate (mL/min) 68.8±33.2 65.3±30.6 0.51
D-dimer (mg/L) 1.2 [2.6] 1.1 [1.8] 0.22
C-reactive protein (mg/L) 108.1 [99.5] 106.3 [92.8] 0.58

Sequential Organ Failure Assessment 
score

3.0±1.9 2.9±1.6 0.71

HFNC settings
Temperature (ºC) 34 [3] 34 [3] 0.79
Flow (L/min) 51.2±6.0 51.6±4.8 0.67
Fraction of inspired oxygen 0.67±0.13 0.75±0.15 0.001

HFNC treatment duration, day 6.2 [5.5] 1.9 [3.9] <0.001
Co-treatment

Steroid 115 (97.5) 55 (100) 0.23
Favipiravir 113 (95.8) 52 (94.5) 0.72
Remdesivir 41 (34.7) 27 (49.1) 0.07
Tocilizumab 16 (13.6) 9 (16.4) 0.63
Vasopressor 10 (8.5) 34 (61.8) <0.001
Continuous renal replacement therapy 7 (5.9) 8 (14.5) 0.06

Complication
Bacterial pneumonia 32 (27.1) 22 (40.0) 0.09
Acute respiratory distress syndrome 14 (11.9) 41 (74.5) <0.001
Septic shock 12 (10.2) 33 (60.0) <0.001

ICU admission 25 (21.2) 44 (80.0) <0.001
ED length of stay, hour 24 [40] 26 [40] 0.80

Table 1. Patient characteristics by high-flow nasal cannula success status.

Note: Data is presented as frequency (percentage), mean ± SD or median [interquartile range] as appropriate.
HFNC, high-flow nasal cannula; ICU, intensive care unit; ED, emergency department. 
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Characteristic Success (n=118) Failure (n=55) P-value
Hospital length of stay, day 11 [9] 17 [18] <0.001
Hospital mortality 32 (27.1) 31 (56.4) <0.001

Table 1. Continued.

Note: Data is presented as frequency (percentage), mean ± SD or median [interquartile range] as appropriate.
HFNC, high-flow nasal cannula; ICU, intensive care unit; ED, emergency department. 

higher mean age than the success group (Table 1). Otherwise, 
baseline demographics and initial physiologic variables were 
generally comparable between the two groups. Nevertheless, 
the failure group required higher FiO2 on HFNC, were on 
HFNC for a shorter duration, and had more complications and 
longer hospital length of stay than the success group (Table 1). 

Study Parameters
There were no missing values for any parameters 

evaluated at either the 0- or 2-hour time points. We included  
all 173 samples in the analyses for both time points because 
no outcome events occurred prior to the two-hour time point at 
which the second parameter values were measured. The mean 
values of the three indices were lower in the HFNC failure 
group than in the success group; however, only the parameters 
measured at two hours were significantly different between 
the groups for both study outcomes (Table 2). Distributions 
of the parameter values among the study population are 
shown in Figure 1. For all parameters, a higher proportion of 
patients with higher parameter values were those with overall 
treatment success, implying strong associations between the 
parameter values and overall treatment failure (Figure 1D-1F). 
However, such trends and associations were not as prominent 
for any parameters with HFNC success (Figure 1A-1C). 

Parameters’ Performance
The ROC curves of all parameters are shown in Figure 

1S, and their AUROCs are presented in Table 3. The SF ratio 
measured at two hours post-HFNC application had the highest 
discriminating capacity (AUROC 0.651, 95% CI 0.558-0.744), 

Parameter
Time-point 

(hours)

HFNC success Overall treatment failure
Success 
(n=118) Failure (n=55) P-value

Success 
(n=86) Failure (n=87) P-value

SpO2/FiO2 
ratio

0 193.44±66.90 180.44±70.63 0.25 197.04±65.54 187.71±70.22 0.14
2 147.57±31.17 130.28±30.39 0.001 151.96±30.46 132.14±30.28 <0.001

ROX
0 5.92±2.56 5.26±2.13 0.08 6.0±2.43 5.42±2.43 0.12
2 5.27±1.81 4.53±1.52 0.01 5.50±1.87 4.57±1.49 <0.001

Modified ROX
0 6.91±3.49 5.90±2.83 0.06 6.97±3.45 6.20±3.15 0.13
2 6.38±2.86 5.42±2.21 0.03 6.72±2.97 5.44±2.25 0.002

Table 2. Descriptive statistics of potential predictors of high-flow nasal cannula outcomes.

HFNC, high-flow nasal cannula; SpO2, pulse oximetry; FiO2, fraction of inspired oxygen; ROX, respiratory rate oxygenation index.

followed by the two-hour ROX index (AUROC 0.612, 95% 
CI 0.516-0.707), and two-hour modified ROX index (AUROC 
0.606, 95% CI 0.512-0.700). However, none of these AUROCs 
were significantly different from each other (P-value for 
difference among AUROCs=0.80). Similarly, the two-hour SF 
ratio could yield higher AUROC for overall treatment failure 
than the two-hour ROX and modified ROX indices (Table 
3), but these AUROCs were also not significantly different 
(P-value=0.21). The parameters measured at hour 0 all had lower 
discrimination than those at two hours for both study outcomes 
(Table 3).

The two-hour SF ratio was the parameter with the best 
overall performance based on the Nagelkerke R-squared 
for both study outcomes (Table 3). Calibration based on the 
Hosmer-Lemeshow tests also showed that the two-hour SF 
ratio calibrated well with both outcomes, especially with overall 
treatment failure. Although the calibration plots in Figure 2 
imply that there may have been an underestimation of the 
probability of both outcomes in the lowest and highest quintiles 
of probability predictions for the SF ratio that was worse than 
the other two parameters, these plots need to be interpreted 
with caution due to the small number of sample and event rates 
at the very low and very high predicted probabilities, possibly 
resulting in over/underestimation of risks due to random noise. 

The two-hour SF ratio at the optimal cut-point of 128.19 
for predicting HFNC success yielded the most balanced 
sensitivity (65.3%) and specificity (61.8%) compared to two-
hour ROX>3.23 and two-hour modified ROX>4.27 (Table 4). 
Although it could also detect the lowest proportion of patients 
(56.6%), the rate of false positives was the lowest (21.4%) 
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A. B C  

 

D  E F  

 Figure 1. Distribution and descriptive calibration of SF ratio, ROX, and modified ROX at 2 hours for HFNC success [A, B, C] and for 
overall treatment failure [D, E, F].
HFNC, high-flow nasal cannula; SF, pulse oximetry/fraction of inspired oxygen ratio; ROX, respiratory rate oxygenation index.

Parameter

Before HFNC (0 hour) 2 hours after HFNC
Overall 

performance Calibration Discrimination
Overall 

performance Calibration Discrimination
Nagelkerke 

R-Square (%)
Hosmer-

Lemeshow test
AUROC
(95%CI)

p-value Nagelkerke 
R-square (%)

Hosmer-
Lemeshow test

AUROC
(95%CI) P-value

HFNC success

SpO2/FiO2 
ratio

1.2 0.021 0.603
(0.510-0.695)

0.029 9.4 0.321 0.651
(0.558-0.744)

0.001

ROX 2.4 0.730 0.586
(0.495-0.677)

0.063 5.8 0.005 0.612
(0.516-0.707)

0.022

Modified 
ROX

3.1 0.216 0.593
(0.500-0.686)

0.049 4.2 0.939 0.606
(0.512-0.700)

0.026

Overall treatment failure

SpO2/FiO2 
ratio

1.7 0.086 0.616
(0.529-0.703)

0.009 13.0 0.604 0.692
(0.612-0.771)

<0.001

ROX 1.9 0.221 0.592 
(0.504-0.679)

0.039 9.6 0.030 0.649
(0.565-0.732)

<0.001

Modified 
ROX

1.8 0.213 0.569
(0.481-0.656)

0.121 7.9 0.087 0.647
(0.563-0.731)

0.001

Note: P-value for differences in AUROC among any parameters for HFNC success = 0.799, for overall treatment failure = 0.213. 
HFNC, high-flow nasal cannula; SpO2, pulse oximetry; FiO2, fraction of inspired oxygen; ROX, respiratory rate oxygenation index.

Table 3. Prognostic performance of the parameters before and after high-flow nasal cannula (HFNC) application in predicting HFNC 
success and overall treatment failure.
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Figure 2. Calibration plots of SF ratio, ROX, and modified ROX at 2 hours for predicting HFNC success [A, B, C], and overall treatment 
failure (D, E, F].
HFNC, high-flow nasal cannula; SF, pulse oximetry/fraction of inspired oxygen ratio; ROX, respiratory rate oxygenation index

Table 4. Diagnostic accuracy indices of the parameters measured two hours after application of high-flow nasal cannula.

Parameter
N (%)

[false positive (%)]
Sensitivity 

(%)
Specificity 

(%) PPV (%) NPV (%) LR+ LR- DOR

HFNC success

SF 
ratio≥128.19

98 (56.6)
[21 (21.4)]

65.3
(55.9, 73.8)

61.8
(47.7, 74.6)

78.6
(69.1, 86.2)

45.3
(33.8, 57.3)

1.7
(1.2, 2.5)

0.6
(0.4, 0.8)

3.0
(1.6, 5.9)

ROX≥3.23 157 (90.8)
[42 (26.8)]

97.5
(92.7, 99.5)

23.6
(13.2, 37.0)

73.2
(65.6, 80.0)

81.3
(54.4, 96.0)

1.3
(1.1, 1.5)

0.1
(0.03, 0.4)

11.9
(3.4, 40.6)

Modified 
ROX≥4.27

127 (73.4)
[34 (26.8)]

78.8
(70.3, 85.8)

38.2
(25.4, 52.3)

73.2
(64.6, 80.7)

45.7
(30.9, 61.0)

1.3
(1.0, 1.6)

0.6
(0.3, 0.9)

2.3
(1.2, 4.6)

Overall treatment failure

SF 
ratio≥119.38

126 (72.8)
[50 (39.7)] 

88.4
(79.7, 94.3)

42.5
(32.0, 53.6)

60.3
(51.2, 68.9)

78.7
(64.3, 89.3)

1.5
(1.3, 1.9)

0.3
(0.2, 0.5)

5.6
(2.6, 12.2)

ROX≥4.36 103 (59.5)
[40 (38.8)]

73.3
(62.6, 82.2)

54.0
(43.0, 64.8)

61.2
(51.1, 70.6)

67.1
(54.9, 77.9)

1.6
(1.2, 2.1)

0.5
(0.3, 0.7)

3.2
(1.7, 6.1)

Modified 
ROX≥4.06

107 (61.8)
[43 (40.2)]

74.4
(63.9, 83.2)

50.6
(39.6, 61.5)

59.8
(49.9, 69.2)

66.7
(54.0, 77.8)

1.5
(1.2, 1.9)

0.5
(0.3, 0.8)

3.0
(1.6, 5.6)

HFNC, high-flow nasal cannula; SF, ratio of oxygen saturation (SpO2)/fraction of inspired oxygen (FiO2); ROX, respiratory rate 
oxygenation index; PPV, positive predictive value; NPV, negative predictive value; LR, likelihood ratio; DOR, diagnostic odds ratio.
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compared to the other indices. For overall treatment failure, 
two-hour SF ratio>119.38 had the most balanced sensitivity 
and specificity and could detect the highest proportion of 
patients with the least false positives (Table 5). 

Additionally, two-hour SF ratio was the chosen variable to 
be included in the multivariate regression models because it was 

Variable

HFNC failure Overall treatment failure
Univariate OR (95% CI; 

P-value)
Multivariate OR (95% CI; 

P-value)
Univariate OR (95% CI; 

P-value)
Multivariate OR (95% CI; 

P-value)
Age (per 1-year 
increase)

0.98 (0.96-1.04; P=0.25) - 1.03 (1.01-1.05; 
P=0.005)

1.02 (0.99-1.04; P=0.23)

Gender male (vs female) 1.21 (0.63-2.30; P=0.57) - 1.18 (0.65-2.14; P=0.60) -
Body mass index (kg/m2) 1.0 (0.96-1.05; P=0.85) - 0.97 (0.93-1.01; P=0.11) 0.98 (0.93-1.04; P=0.50)
Day of symptoms on 
arrival 

0.95 (0.86-1.05; P=0.31) - 0.91 (0.83-0.99; P=0.04) 0.92 (0.82-1.03; P=0.16)

Charlson Comorbidity 
Index 

1.04 (0.91-1.18; P=0.59) - 1.12 (0.98-1.27; P=0.09) 1.03 (0.87-1.21; P=0.74)

Sequential Organ Failure 
Assessment score (per 
1-point increase)

0.96 (0.79-1.17; P=0.71) - 1.34 (1.10-1.64; 
P=0.004)

1.19 (0.95-1.49; P=0.14)

D-dimer≥1.5mg/L (vs 
<1.5 mg/L)

0.57 (0.26-1.26; P=0.17) 0.52 (0.23-1.19; P=0.12) 1.13 (0.55-2.33; P=0.74) -

C-reactive protein (vs 
<100 mg/L)
100-200 mg/L
>200 mg/L

Ref

0.94 (0.45-1.94; P=0.87)
1.20 (0.46-3.09; P=0.71)

- Ref

1.32 (0.67-2.58; P=0.43)
1.38 (0.56-3.43; P=0.49)

-

Steroid n/a (too few 
observations)

- 2.05 (0.18-23.01; 
P=0.56)

-

0-hour SpO2/FiO2 ratio 1.0 (0.99-1.0; P=0.25) - 1.0 (0.99-1.0; P=0.14) -
0-hour  ROX 0.88 (0.76-1.03; P=0.10) - 0.91 (0.80-1.03; P=0.12) -
0-hour modified ROX 0.90 (0.80-1.01; P=0.07) - 0.93 (0.85-1.02; P=0.14) -
2-hour SpO2/FiO2 ratio 
≥ optimal cut-point (vs < 
optimal cut-point)a

0.32 (0.16-0.62; 
P=0.001)

0.29 (0.13-0.65; 
P=0.003)

0.17 (0.08-0.38; 
P<0.001)

0.19  (0.08-0.46; 
P<0.001)

2-hour ROX ≥ optimal 
cut-point (vs < optimal 
cut-point)b

0.38 (0.17-0.71; 
P=0.002)

- 0.29 (0.15-0.56; 
P<0.001)

-

2-hour modified ROX; ≥ 
optimal cut-point (vs < 
optimal cut-point)c

0.41 (0.20-0.82; P=0.01) - 0.25 (0.11-0.56; 
P=0.001)

-

Table 5. Univariate and multivariate analyses of factors predicting high-flow nasal cannula outcomes.

Note: aOptimal cut-points of SpO2/FiO2 ratio were 128.19 for HFNC failure and 119.38 for overall treatment failure, boptimal cut-points of 
ROX were 3.23 for HFNC failure and 4.36 for overall treatment failure, coptimal cut-points of Modified ROX were 4.27 for HFNC failure 
and 4.06 for overall treatment failure. Variables with univariate P-value< 0.2 were included in the multivariate logistic regression models. 
Only one strongest parameters in predicting each outcome among SpO2/FiO2 ratio, ROX, and modified ROX were included in the 
multivariate models to avoid multicollinearity. 
OR, odds ratio; CI, confidence interval; GFR, glomerular filtration rate; SpO2, pulse oximetry; FiO2, fraction of inspired oxygen; ROX, 
respiratory rate oxygenation index.

the strongest predictor of the outcomes based on the univariate 
regression results (Table 5) and because it had the most superior 
diagnostic ability (based on Table 3 and 4) with the least input 
variables compared to the ROX and the modified ROX indices. 
From the multivariate model, two-hour SF ratio>128.19 was 
the only variable independently associated with HFNC failure 
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after adjusting for other potential confounders (adjusted odds 
ratio [aOR] 0.29, 95% CI 0.13-0.65; P=0.003) (Table 5). For 
overall treatment failure, the two-hour SF ratio>119.38 was also 
significantly and strongly associated with the outcome (aOR 
0.19, 95% CI 0.08-0.38; P<0.001) (Table 5).

DISCUSSION
To the best of our knowledge, this study was the first to 

directly compare the prognostic utility of the SF ratio, the ROX 
index, and the modified ROX index for AHRF patients secondary 
to COVID-19 in the ED setting. We found that the SF ratio 
measured at two hours post-HFNC application was the best 
predictor of HFNC and overall treatment success since it could 
yield the highest discriminating ability and overall performance 
index, as well as good calibration, well-balanced diagnostic 
accuracy indices, and strong association with HFNC and overall 
treatment failure. 

High-flow nasal cannula has been recommended as the 
respiratory and oxygenation support measure for patients with 
AHRF due to COVID-19 since it has been shown to provide 
many physiologic benefits and may reduce adverse outcomes, 
such as mechanical ventilation rate.7,8 Therefore, it has been 
increasingly used in many settings, including the ED, where the 
disease trajectory may differ from inpatient or ICU settings given 
that HFNC is initiated earlier in the disease course. Still, patients 
with failed HFNC treatment may end up requiring mechanical 
ventilation, and a delay in this process may result in mortality.9 
To avoid these undesirable outcomes, it is necessary to employ 
adequate and appropriate patient monitoring using effective and 
efficient instruments. 

The ROX index, the most widely validated prognostic 
marker of HFNC outcomes, has been shown by many studies to 
also have acceptable prognostic utility in COVID-19 patients.14-16, 

27 However, only one single-center study has evaluated its utility 
in the ED setting.34 Moreover, no multicenter studies have 
compared the ROX index to the SF ratio, a more convenient 
and possibly more relevant tool for COVID-19 considering 
its pathophysiology and general patient characteristics, or the 
modified ROX index, a relatively more complex measure that 
also incorporates another vital sign (HR) that may be related to 
the disease severity and progression.

Consequently, the present study has added to the current 
body of evidence that the SF ratio, the simplest parameter among 
the three, could outperform the ROX and the modified ROX 
indices in predicting HFNC success for COVID-19 patients in 
the ED setting. Although the discrimination based on AUROC of 
the SF ratio was not significantly higher than those of the other 
parameters, it was still superior to the others by a wide range of 
other statistical analyses, including calibration, overall model 
performance, diagnostic accuracy indices based on the optimal 
cut-point, and associations with the outcome based on regression 
analyses. The superiority of the SF ratio over other more complex 
parameters could have been because patients with COVID-19 
usually present with silent hypoxia, a condition in which 

other physiologic parameters can appear normal despite very 
low oxygenation.19 As a result, the study parameter with only 
variables relevant to oxygenation was more highly related and 
predictive of the outcome. The present study yielded concordant 
results with a study by Kim et al, who evaluated 133 COVID-19 
patients receiving HFNC treatment in an inpatient setting and 
found that the SF ratio at one hour provided superior AUROC to 
that of the ROX index.20 

However, it is important to note that although the SF ratio 
offered a more balanced sensitivity and specificity than the other 
two indices for HFNC success, the ROX index yielded a largely 
higher sensitivity and the proportion of detectable patients. 
This controversy might have been because the Youden index 
employed in these analyses may not be the most appropriate 
method to identify the optimal cut-point for this outcome as it 
only focused on the highest product of sensitivity combined with 
specificity without considering their balance. This matter was 
evidenced by a very high sensitivity and low specificity for the 
ROX index compared to the other two parameters.

Interestingly, we found that the SF ratio clearly had better 
predictive ability than the other indices for overall treatment 
failure based on all statistical analyses performed. Its performance 
was even better than the SF ratio for HFNC success. This result 
adds to the current body of evidence that mortality could have 
been another measure of adverse clinical outcomes of COVID-19 
in patients treated with HFNC that predictive scoring systems, 
especially the SF ratio, could be able to predict accurately. With 
its unique clinical progression, disease-specific mortality could 
imply severe disease deterioration despite initial successful 
HFNC weaning.24

Nevertheless, despite the SF ratio having the highest 
AUROC, the AUROCs found in our study were generally 
lower than in other studies in COVID-19 patients.14-16,20,33 Such 
a contrast could have been explained partly by different settings 
and population between this study and previous studies (ED vs 
non-ED). Also, it could have been because of the characteristics 
of the population and setting specific to Thailand, a middle-
income country, where the quality of care and available 
healthcare resources are much more limited than in other higher 
income countries. Our generally higher mortality and HFNC 
failure rates compared to other studies of higher income countries 
may reflect our limited-resources situation. Also, the events of in-
hospital mortality and mechanical ventilation experienced by our 
study population might not have arisen directly due to COVID-19 
but also partly due to limited healthcare provisions and 
suboptimal quality of care. These issues might have explained 
the lower discrimination capacity of the study parameters in the 
present study. Nevertheless, they underlie the importance of the 
present study as the much higher validation AUROCs in previous 
studies from higher income countries would not have been 
applicable to our scenario. 

Nonetheless, from the present study, it was still appropriate 
to conclude that the SF ratio was superior to the ROX index 
and the modified ROX index in predicting HFNC success and 
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overall treatment failure for emergency COVID-19 patients not 
only because of its superior performance over a wide range of 
statistical analytic methods but also because the SF ratio is easier 
to calculate at bedside, thereby being more efficient to be used in 
the ED. 

LIMITATIONS
There were some limitations to this study. First, the study 

was conducted in a middle-income country, which may limit its 
generalizability even though it involved multiple EDs of hospitals 
with varying levels of care. Second, the data was collected 
retrospectively, which may have caused possible errors and 
corresponding bias associated with the nature of a retrospective 
study. Third, we only measured the parameters at two hours 
post-HFNC application and not at any later time points because 
it was the longest duration that all the patients were still in the 
EDs; therefore, the clinical utility of the parameters could also 
involve aiding in ED disposition decision-making. The other 
reason was that there were many missing variables at later time 
points because the physiologic parameters were not monitored 
simultaneously among inpatient units of participating hospitals. 
Nevertheless, had the parameters been followed for longer than 
two hours, their prognostic utility and their relative ability in 
prognostication could have changed. Regardless, the applicability 
of those findings to the ED setting may be limited. 

CONCLUSION
The SF ratio measured two hours after high-flow nasal 

cannula initiation was better than the ROX index and the 
modified ROX index at predicting HFNC success in patients with 
acute hypoxemic respiratory failure secondary to COVID-19 
in the ED setting. Compared to the other two ROX indices, the 
two-hour SF ratio had the greatest prognostic utility, as well as 
the utmost simplicity and bedside efficiency. Therefore, it may 
be an appropriate tool to guide appropriate disposition, further 
management, and potential escalation therapy for COVID-19 
patients treated with HFNC therapy in the ED.
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Introduction: Geriatric patients are often frail and may lose independence through a variety of 
mechanisms including cognitive decline, reduced mobility, and falls. Our goal was to measure the effect of a 
multidisciplinary home health program that assessed frailty and safety and then coordinated ongoing delivery 
of community resources on short-term, all-cause emergency department (ED) utilization across three study 
arms that attempted to stratify frailty by fall risk.

Methods: Subjects became eligible for this prospective observational study via one of three pathways: 1) by 
visiting the ED after a fall (2,757 patients); 2) by self-identifying as at risk for falling (2,787); or 3) by calling 
9-1-1 for a “lift assist” after falling and being unable to get up (121). The intervention consisted of sequential 
home visits by a research paramedic who used standardized assessments of frailty and risk of falling 
(including providing home safety guidance), and a home health nurse who aligned resources to address the 
conditions found. Outcomes of interest were all-cause ED utilization at 30, 60, and 90 days post-intervention 
compared with subjects who enrolled via the same study pathway but declined the study intervention 
(controls). 

Results: Subjects in the fall-related ED visit arm were significantly less likely to have one or more subsequent 
ED encounters post-intervention than controls at 30 days (18.2% vs 29.2%, P<0.001); 60 days (27.5% vs 
39.8%, P<0.001); and 90 days (34.6% vs 46.2%, P<0.001). In contrast, participants in the self-referral arm 
had no difference in ED encounters post-intervention compared to controls at 30, 60, or 90 days (P=0.30, 
0.84, and 0.23, respectively). The size of the 9-1-1 call arm limited statistical power for analysis. 

Conclusion: A history of a fall requiring ED evaluation appeared to be a useful marker of frailty. Subjects 
recruited through this pathway experienced less all-cause ED utilization over subsequent months after a 
coordinated community intervention than without it. The participants who only self-identified as at risk for 
falling had lower rates of subsequent ED utilization than those recruited in the ED after a fall and did not 
significantly benefit from the intervention. [West J Emerg Med. 2023;24(3)522–531.]
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Population Health Research Capsule

What do we already know about this issue?
Elderly falls at home requiring EMS response 
were associated with repeat 9-1-1 calls and 
transport to an ED over the following 30 days.

What was the research question?
Can a coordinated health and safety visit by a 
paramedic and a home care nurse decrease all-
cause ED utilization over 30-90 days?

What was the major finding of the study?
Among frail elderly, the intervention reduced 
the proportion of repeat ED visits significantly 
at 30, 60, and 90 days (18.2% vs 29.2%, 27.5% 
vs 39.8%, and 34.6% vs 46.2%, respectively, 
P<0.001 for all).

How does this improve population health?
The complementary skills of EMS and home 
care nurses can enhance the health and safety 
of elders, reducing their reliance on emergency 
medical care.

INTRODUCTION 
The preservation of autonomy and the ability to live 

independently is a major focus of geriatric  
medicine.1,2,3 Geriatric patients are often frail and 
vulnerable and may lose independence through a variety 
of mechanisms including cognitive decline, depression, 
functional decline and reduced mobility, and falls.1,2 
Importantly, many of these risk factors are modifiable.4 
A growing body of research surrounding geriatric falls 
has demonstrated that they are both prevalent, afflicting 
approximately 30% of community-living persons >65 
years, and significant drivers of loss of independence, often 
triggering nursing home placement.5,6,7,8 

Approximately three million individuals are treated for 
falls each year in emergency departments (ED).9 Fall-related 
deaths appear to be increasing, with the US Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention noting a 30% increase from 
2007 to 2016.9 Falls are also costly both to individuals and 
to the healthcare system, with a median cost of more than 
$26,000.10 In 2015 the total cost associated with falls in the US 
exceeded $50 billion.9  From the community and prehospital 
standpoint, falls also result in significant resource expenditure 
and call volume to emergency medical services (EMS).11,12,13,14 
Individuals who fall are also likely to have repeat EMS and 
ED encounters.15,16 

Multiple significant barriers have limited frail elders’ 
acceptance of home healthcare assessments and delivery. 
One observed barrier for high-risk populations has been 
patient reluctance to admit home health personnel into 
their homes; however, once EMS professionals have been 
trained in “community paramedicine” techniques, they 
were able to achieve patient trust and have made significant 
contributions to various public health aims.17 A second 
barrier is finding a reliable marker for frailty that detects 
individuals likely to benefit without over-enrolling patients 
who will not. Falls appear to be an indicator of frailty 
among the elderly, although target populations in the fall-
prevention literature range from healthy volunteers in day 
centers to hospitalized patients, and it is not discernible 
whether differences in effectiveness of interventions derive 
from diversity of the study population or the interventions 
themselves. A final barrier is defining success without 
patient-valued outcomes; most studies reported recurrent 
falls as an endpoint, but few measured broader, all-cause 
morbidity or mortality.

Importance
Providing the elderly who are frail with the ability 

to maintain independence and live safely at home is of 
paramount importance to preserving their quality of life.18 
Multiple interventions have been attempted to target this 
population with varying effect. Interventions in the ED 
have had limited success, with few documenting improved 
outcomes.19,20,21,22,23 Primary care-based interventions 

have shown similar results.24 25 Multifactorial approaches 
appear to be more successful.26 Additionally, EMS-based 
interventions have shown some promise.27,28,29,30,31,32 
Widespread success with home safety assessment 
interventions in the real world, however, remains limited as 
they have often not been coupled with ongoing community 
resources and care. This study introduces a novel approach 
to address this significant gap in healthcare support of the 
frail elderly living at home.

Goals of This Investigation
We sought to measure the effect of a coordinated 

frailty assessment and home safety intervention by research 
paramedics with follow-up visits by community-based home 
health nurses on subsequent, all-cause ED utilization at 30, 
60, and 90 days post-intervention. Ultimately, the goal was 
to improve the safety of enrolled subjects and enhance their 
ability to live independently.

METHODS
Study Design and Setting

The Paramedic Referrals for Increased Independence 
and Decreased Disability in the Elderly (PRIDE) program 
was a prospective observational study, conducted between 
March 2015–April 2018. Subjects resided in the geographic 
catchment area of 15 towns in south-central Connecticut.
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Selection of Participants 
Study subjects were recruited into one of three enrollment 

populations: 1) those who were seen in the ED after falls; 2) 
individuals who responded to public messaging and perceived 
themselves to be at risk for falling; and 3) those referred 
by EMS agencies after they called 9-1-1 for a “lift assist” 
or help getting up after a non-injury fall at home. Subjects 
were recruited into the ED arm by research associates (RA) 
stationed in the ED of a large, urban, tertiary care hospital 
with over 100,000 ED visits per year. 

On assigned schedules that generally covered day and 
evening shifts seven days a week, these RAs monitored 
patient locator boards for chief complaints suggestive of falls 
by seniors. When appropriate, they approached the patient 
and/or family, explained the study, and if eligible, invited them 
to participate. Following informed consent, the participants 
were enrolled as study subjects. Those who were interested in 
participating but were admitted to the hospital on that ED visit 
were contacted again by the RAs near the time of discharge to 
facilitate entry into the study. 

Subjects who perceived themselves as elderly and at risk 
of falling, were recruited through information events and public 
messaging. Recruitment efforts included tables at senior centers, 
senior housing complexes, churches, and other venues, which 
were staffed by research paramedics wearing PRIDE logos 
who answered questions and distributed brochures. Radio spots 
and billboards describing the program and providing contact 
information were also used. 

Subjects were recruited into the EMS referral arm at the 
time of a “lift assist” call if they or the responsible family 
member at the scene agreed that a study representative could 
subsequently call and invite them to participate in the study. 
If the patient consented to the follow-up call, his or her name 
and telephone number were forwarded by the EMS responders 
to study personnel. Following informed consent, all subjects 
who did not wish to participate in the study intervention were 
given the option of declining.

In all arms of the study, eligibility was restricted to 
adults living at home or in assisted living facilities within the 
geographic catchment area. Participants living in long-term care 
facilities were not eligible to participate. There was no explicit 
age requirement, but participants were primarily over 65, likely 
due to use of the term “elderly” in the program title. We defined 
the intervention group as those who agreed to participate in 
the intervention. Participants comprising the control group 
consented to have their subsequent ED utilization followed but 
chose not to participate in the intervention. Each participant 
received a $10 gift card to a local supermarket for enrolling, and 
a $15 gift card for completing the interventions. 

Intervention
The intervention consisted of a visit by a Connecticut-

licensed paramedic serving independently of the EMS system 
and trained and identified to the public as a research assistant 

for this project. The research paramedic performed a home 
safety check (availability of grab bars, working smoke 
detectors, risks associated with throw rugs, trip hazards, 
etc), obtained a list of current medications, and employed 
standard instruments to assess degrees of frailty.33,34,35,36 The 
research paramedic also contacted the study subject’s primary 
care clinician, discussed relevant findings from the home 
assessment, and if the subject consented, facilitated a follow-
up visit. Free transportation to the primary care office site 
was offered as part of the intervention. The precise screening 
performed, and the field-adapted Fall Risk Inventory, can be 
found in Appendix 1.

Following the research paramedic’s visit, there was 
a pre-arranged house call by a nurse from one of several 
participating home health agencies. The nurse reviewed the 
findings of the research paramedic’s assessment, performed 
medication reconciliation, and confirmed access to currently 
prescribed medications. The nurse also determined needs for 
durable equipment and ongoing services such as physical 
or occupational therapy and arranged for delivery. Research 
paramedics and visiting nurse staff were formally trained for 
the intervention, including didactic training and opportunities 
to ride along with their counterparts in the care team and 
to shadow case managers and care coordinators in the ED. 
Further details on the training curriculum for paramedics and 
nurses can be found in Appendix 2.

Finally, after the interventions were completed, a brief 
satisfaction survey was mailed to each participant. This 
survey was adapted for PRIDE from the Centers for Medicare 
& Medicaid Home Health Care Consumer Assessment of 
Healthcare Providers and Systems, which was beta-tested on 
an early subset of subjects representing all three enrollment 
populations and did not require revision before deployment.

Measurements
Data obtained from the participants directly at the time of 

enrollment, during the interventions performed by the research 
paramedics and visiting nurses during the home visits, and 
participants’ responses to the post-completion satisfaction 
survey, were collected and maintained using REDCap 
electronic data capture tools hosted at Yale University.37 38 We 
captured subsequent ED admissions or hospitalizations by 
matching multiple identifiers in REDCap with participants’ 
electronic health records.

We measured ED utilization that occurred 30, 60, and 
90 days after enrollment in the control group, and after the 
home health nurse visit was completed in the intervention 
group. Study subjects were considered part of the control 
group until both visits outlined in the intervention (research 
paramedic and visiting nurse) were completed. For example, 
subjects whose study intervention was completed over 60 days 
following enrollment, had 30-day and 60-day data included in 
the control group. The date of completion of the second visit 
was considered day 0 for the intervention group. Any EMS 
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use at 30 days was also measured and published separately.13 

Outcomes
Primary outcomes were subsequent all-cause ED utilization.

Analysis
We conducted a generalized estimating equation (GEE) 

analysis using SAS analytic software 9.4 (SAS Institute, Inc, 
Cary, NC) to compare the proportions of participants that had 
at least one ED visit during the 30, 60, or 90 days following 
enrollment in the control group or following completion of 
the visits in the intervention group. The GEE was used to 
accommodate repeated assessments from the participants, 
some of whom were sequentially included in control and then 
intervention groups. We similarly compared data across the 
three enrollment populations (ie, ED-recruited, self-referred, 
and EMS-referred) to determine whether the intervention 
appeared more or less effective among these groups. We also 
conducted a multivariable analysis with covariate adjustment 
including age, gender, and insurance type. 

Additional supportive analyses were performed on the 
ED-enrolled subject populations to evaluate sensitivity. 
First, to further evaluate for any effects related to having 
some data from the same subjects in both intervention and 
no-intervention groups, we removed all the data from the 
crossover subjects from the dataset and only those who had 
never received the intervention throughout the study were 
compared by logistic regression with those who did. Second, 
to address potential bias due to variable delays between the 
time of enrollment in the ED and the time of the intervention, 
we looked at our population of crossover subjects (those 
who had outcomes recorded both before and after the study 
intervention). We performed paired analysis using GEE to 
compare the no-intervention phase vs the intervention phase 
of their study participation. The crossover subjects thus served 
as their own controls.

We performed person-time analysis using generalized 
Poisson regression to further evaluate the intervention’s effect 
on healthcare utilization. The statistical significance was 
defined as P<0.05, two-sided.

RESULTS
There were 5,665 individuals enrolled in the PRIDE 

study: 121 from 9-1-1 calls; 2,757 from ED visits; and 2,787 
via self-referral. Of these, full 90-day follow-up data were 
available for 5,439 (96%) of enrolled subjects. Figure 1 
shows the numbers of subjects and their study participation 
following enrollment. A few (<10) subjects contacted us 
requesting to withdraw from the study after initially enrolling. 
All of these occurred prior to an initial home visit by a PRIDE 
research paramedic. The records of those individuals were 
totally deleted from the REDCap database so that none of 
their personal data or medical records could subsequently 
be accessed by the investigators. They are not included in 

 

Total Enrolled (All  Study Arms)
5,665

No Study Interven�on
2,092

30 Day Follow-up
2,055

60 Day Follow-up
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90 Day Follow-up
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30 Day Follow-up
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60 Day Follow-up
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90 Day Follow-up
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Figure 1. Flowchart showing total enrollment and the number of 
participants at each stage of the PRIDE* study. The subjects who 
began their 30- or 60-day observation period without the PRIDE 
intervention but then participated in the PRIDE interventions are 
shown in the transition area in the middle of the chart. 
*PRIDE, Paramedic Referrals for Increased Independence and 
Decreased Disability in the Elderly.

the total enrollment shown in the flow chart. There were 
146 deaths (2.6%) of study subjects over the course of the 
interventions and follow-up periods; the number who died at 
each stage of the study is also shown in the flow chart. 

Table 1 shows demographic statistics by enrollment 
population. The study population had an average age of 76 
years, was 68% female, and 53% urban-dwelling; 81% of 
the participants had Medicare insurance. At least 32% of 
PRIDE participants lived in subsidized or public housing 
(data not shown), and 45% fell below the poverty line, based 
upon Medicaid enrollment figures. Approximately 53% of 
participants lived in the city of New Haven, while the rest lived 
in the surrounding suburbs. The self-referral arm included 
73.4% participants over the age of 65 years, whereas the 9-1-
1 lift assist and ED referral arms included 88.4% and 89% of 
subjects over 65, respectively. 

Table 2 shows the main outcomes of our intervention. 
We found that that the PRIDE intervention had the greatest 
effect among those subjects invited to participate during a fall-
related ED visit. In this group, the PRIDE intervention was 
associated with a 38% relative reduction in subsequent ED 
visits within 30 days, and a 25% relative reduction at 90 days 
of follow-up (all P-values significant at <0.001). The adjusted 
P value reflects demographic covariates including age, gender 
and insurance type(s). Individuals who entered this study 
through the self-referral mechanism did not have significant 
reductions in subsequent ED encounters (all P-values >0.2). 
Those who enrolled as a result of 9-1-1 referrals also showed 
no apparent benefit, although the numbers in this arm were too 
small for reliable comparison.
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Table 1. PRIDE* participant demographics.

Characteristics
9-1-1 Lift assist (N=121)

Emergency department
(N= 2,757)

Self-referral
(N=2,787)

Number Percentage Number Percentage Number Percentage
Age at enrollment

Younger than 
65

14 11.6% 296 11% 743 26.6%

65-74 25 20.6% 788 28.4% 679 24.3%
75-84 44 36.3% 877 31.8% 769 27.5%
85 and older 38 31.5% 796 28.8% 596 21.3%

Gender
Female 76 63% 1834 66.6% 1,931 69.3%
Male 45 37% 923 33.4% 856 30.7%

Race
White 96 79% 1760 64% 1,594 57%
Black 18 15% 760 27.5% 716 25.5%
Hispanic 4 3% 209 7.5% 432 15.5%
American 
Indian, Alaska 
Native, Asian/
Pacific Island 
American, or 
other

3 2% 28 1% 45 2%

Insurance*
Medicare 69 57% 1554 56% 1,128 40%
Medicaid 4 3% 240 10% 436 16%
Medicare+ 
Medicaid

46 38% 809 29% 1,005 36%

Private 2 2% 97 3% 106 4%
None 0 0 57 2% 112 4%

*PRIDE, Paramedic Referrals for Increased Independence and Decreased Disability in the Elderly.

Percentage of subjects with ≥1 subsequent ED encounter
Follow-up time No intervention PRIDE intervention Unadjusted P-value Adjusted P-value

9-1-1 lift assist
30 days 3/9 (33.33%) 22/83 (26.51%) 0.50  -
60 days 4/8 (50.00%) 28/81(34.57%) 0.38 0.36
90 days 2/6 (33.33%) 35/80(43.75%) 0.60 0.30

Self-referral
30 days 54/516 (10.47%) 198/2,297 (8.62%) 0.31 0.30
60 days 62/440 (14.09%) 342/2,297 (14.89%) 0.56 0.84
90 days 75/393 (19.08%) 431/2,297 (18.76%) 0.66 0.23

Emergency department enrollment
30 days 447/1,530 (29.22%) 259/1,424 (18.19%) <0.001 <0.001
60 days 545/1,370 (39.78%) 390/1,419 (27.48%) <0.001 <0.001
90 days 576/1,246(46.23%) 491/1,417 (34.65%) <0.001 <0.001

Table 2. PRIDE* study outcomes comparing the percentage of study subjects with at least one subsequent, any-cause ED visit 30, 60, 
and 90 days following completion of the PRIDE intervention or enrollment only “No Intervention” in subjects in the 9-1-1 lift assist, self-
referral, or ED enrollment populations.

*PRIDE, Paramedic Referrals for Increased Independence and Decreased Disability in the Elderly; ED, emergency department.
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The results of the analysis for the ED-enrolled subjects 
excluding the intervention crossovers are presented in Table 
3. The statistically significant difference between the PRIDE 
intervention and no intervention groups in terms of subsequent 
ED utilization was preserved over all three follow-up intervals 
with adjusted and unadjusted P-values <0.001.

In analyses of crossover participants only (ie, those 
observed during both control and intervention periods), all 
of the subjects had at least 30, and some up to 90 days, of 
outcomes data prior to receiving the intervention. As the 
data shown in Table 4 demonstrates, the percentage of these 
subjects with at least one ED visit following enrollment 
increased with each month of follow-up both pre- and post-
intervention but was comparatively decreased following the 
PRIDE intervention. The differences between the groups remain 
statistically significant, with higher P-values reflecting the 
smaller numbers included in these subsets of study participants.

We also performed a person-time analysis to initial 
ED visit and an event-time analysis for all ED visits. The 
results are displayed in Tables 5 and 6, respectively. In the 
group of individuals originally recruited from the ED, the 
incidence rate was 3.36 per 1,000 follow-up days among 
intervention subjects vs 4.54 per 1,000 follow-up days in 
the no-intervention group, a difference that was statistically 
significant (P<0.001). The incidence rates of first ED visit 
among the 9-1-1 lift-assist and self-referral groups showed 
no significant difference between the intervention and no 
intervention groups. Incidence rates of total overall visits 
also demonstrated a significant difference among subjects 
recruited from the ED: 6.27 visits per 1,000 follow-up days in 

Percentage of ED-enrolled unique subjects with ≥1 subsequent ED encounter
Follow-up time No intervention PRIDE intervention Unadjusted P-value Adjusted P-value 

30 days 341/1,156 (29.5%) 259/1,424 (18.19%) <0.001 <0.001
60 days 438/1,114 (39.32%) 390/1,419 (27.48%) <0.001 <0.001
90 days 481/1,075 (45.57%) 491/1,417 (34.65%) <0.001 <0.001

Table 3. PRIDE* study outcomes comparing the percentage of study subjects who had been enrolled in the ED and had at least one 
subsequent, any-cause ED visit 30, 60, and 90 days following completion of the PRIDE intervention vs enrollment only. The crossover 
patients included in Table 2 who had results in both the no-intervention (by virtue of time passed between enrollment and completion 
of the intervention) and the intervention groups were excluded in this analysis. Thus, there is no overlap between the control and 
intervention groups.

*PRIDE, Paramedic Referrals for Increased Independence and Decreased Disability in the Elderly; ED, emergency department.

Percentage of crossover ED-enrolled subjects with ≥1 subsequent ED encounter
No intervention PRIDE intervention Unadjusted P-value Adjusted P-value

30 days 106/374 (28.34%) 74/374 (19.8%) 0.003 0.002
60 days 107/256 (41.8%) 83/256 (32.42%) 0.01 0.01
90 days 85/171 (49.7%) 69/171 (40.35%) 0.04 0.05

Table 4. PRIDE* study outcomes comparing the percentage of study subjects who had been enrolled in the ED and had at least one 
subsequent, any-cause ED visit 30, 60, and 90 days prior to (no Intervention) or following completion of the PRIDE intervention.

*PRIDE, Paramedic Referrals for Increased Independence and Decreased Disability in the Elderly; ED, emergency department.

the intervention arm vs 7.16 visits per 1,000 follow-up days in 
the control arm (P<0.01), but not among subjects recruited via 
9-1-1 lift assist or self-referral. 

The following question was asked as part of the 
participant satisfaction survey that was mailed to every 
subject who completed both the PRIDE paramedic and nurse 
visits: “Using any number from 0 to 10, where 0 is the worst 
healthcare experience possible and 10 is the best healthcare 
experience possible, what number would you use to rate your 
experience with the PRIDE program?” The participants were 
provided self-addressed, stamped envelopes for returning their 
surveys. A total of 3,806 surveys were mailed to participants 
and 1,952 were returned, for a response rate of 51%, although 
77 individuals (3.9%) left this question blank. Table 7 depicts 
the distribution of results along the satisfaction scale described 
above. Of the 1,875 who answered this question, 69% rated 
participation in the PRIDE program a “10,” or the best 
healthcare experience possible. 

DISCUSSION
To our knowledge, this is the largest study of an 

intervention aimed at reducing short-term morbidity while 
maintaining independence among frail, community-dwelling 
older adults. Based on promising earlier studies, EMS 
personnel coordinated with home healthcare agency nurses 
and primary care physicians to address gaps in home support 
services and to define the individuals who were most likely to 
benefit from the interventions. 13 

This study demonstrated decreased subsequent all-cause 
ED utilization at 30, 60, and 90 days after a home assessment 
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Enrollment 
population No intervention PRIDE intervention

 
Follow-up 

days # of people

# of people 
per 1,000 

follow-up days 
Follow-up 

days # of people

# of people 
per 1,000 

follow-up days P-value
9-1-1 Lift 
assist 1,670 6 3.59 19,146 64 3.34 0.91

Self-referral 142,352 203 1.43 695,166 1,974 1.54 0.36
ED visits 254,595 1,156 4.54 292,016 982 3.36 <0.0001
Total overall 398,617 1,365 3.42 1,006,328 2120 2.11 <0.0001

*PRIDE, Paramedic Referrals for Increased Independence and Decreased Disability in the Elderly; ED, emergency department.

Table 5. Person-time analysis for first healthcare encounter with or without PRIDE* intervention, by enrollment population.

Enrollment 
population No intervention PRIDE intervention

 
Follow-up 

Days # ED visits

# ED visits per 
1,000 follow-

up days 
Follow-up 

days # ED visits

# ED visits per 
1,000 follow-

up days P-value
9-1-1 Lift 
assist 3,084 11 3.57 52,753 299 5.67 0.30

Self-referral 200,107 537 2.68 1,038,001 3,327 3.21 0.044
ED visits 606,716 4,343 7.16 606,578 3,801 6.27 0.0092
Total overall 809,907 4,891 6.04 1,697,332 7,427 4.38 <0.0001

*PRIDE, Paramedic Referrals for Increased Independence and Decreased Disability in the Elderly; ED, emergency department.

Table 6. Event-time analysis for all ED visits, with or without PRIDE* intervention, by enrollment population.

Table 7. Results of a satisfaction rating question that was part of a survey mailed to study participants after they completed both 
elements of the PRIDE* intervention. (See text for the wording of the question and the scale used.) 

*PRIDE, Paramedic Referrals for Increased Independence and Decreased Disability in the Elderly.
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intervention among ED patients who presented with falls, but 
not among individuals who self-referred. There were substantial 
demographic differences between the self-referred and ED-
enrolled arms, as seen in Table 1. The self-referred subject 
group was younger, included a higher percentage of minorities, 
and more likely to have Medicaid or no insurance than the ED-
enrolled subjects. The baseline rates of ED re-utilization in the 
fall-related ED visit enrollment population were two to three 
times the rates seen in the self-referral population. (With no 
intervention, 29%, 40%, and 46% of the ED subgroup visited 
the ED at 30, 60, and 90 days, respectively, vs 10%, 14%, and 
19% of the self-referral subgroup.) This rate of subsequent ED 
use suggests that ED presentation by elderly individuals for falls 
may be a salient indicator for health systems to identify patients 
at high risk of returning for any reason if no intervention is 
performed. Based on these group comparisons, older age 
and falls requiring medical evaluation appeared to be more 
predictive of benefit from the PRIDE intervention than race or 
type of insurance coverage.

The significantly lower ED utilization among subjects 
receiving the PRIDE intervention within the ED-recruited 
population but not in the self-referral population further 
suggests that falls are a useful marker for frailty, and that 
the associated high risk of short-term illness and injury may 
be modifiable by the right set of interventions. Indeed, for 
patient populations not specifically restricted to falls, home 
visit interventions have been found to be more effective 
on higher risk patients.39 Interventions such as this are also 
more effective in patients who have had falls; Cumming et al 
and Nikolaus et al both found their interventions to be more 
effective in the subgroups that had previous falls.40,41 

Recent research has shown that emergency physicians 
fail to identify risk factors for falls in the ED.21 Although 
the ED is a place where high-risk patients are concentrated, 
the risk mitigation strategies these patients acutely need is 
difficult to implement onsite, given the competing demands on 
a clinician’s time and the hectic environment. However, this 
study provides evidence that patients’ time in the ED can be 
harnessed effectively another way, by dedicated enrollment 
staff to coordinate post-visit, risk-mitigating follow-up.  

In contrast, the difficulty enrolling subjects into the 
9-1-1 lift-assist arm attests to the regulatory and workflow 
challenges for EMS personnel to enroll individuals in the 
same intervention. Several towns within the geographic 
catchment area were reluctant to allow EMS personnel to 
perform this enrollment, and unlike in the ED, EMS did not 
have additional staff helping with patient enrollment. These 
practical considerations are unlikely to be unique to this study 
and may represent reasons ED enrollment may be preferable 
to EMS agencies recruiting subjects on scene.  

LIMITATIONS
This was an observational cohort study that provided 

participants the choice whether to receive the intervention, 
rather than being a randomized controlled trial. Without 
randomization it is unknown whether selection bias is 
present and a contributor to the differences in outcomes 
between the control and intervention arms. Nevertheless, 
analyses of those that were observed during both control 
and intervention periods (ie, intervention crossovers) 
provided similar results. Another limitation in analysis 
of the intervention is that the efficacy of the PRIDE 
intervention was assessed in aggregate. The effect size or 
direction of independent components of the multifactorial 
intervention (research paramedic visit, nurse visit, 
medication reconciliation, mobility screening, primary care 
clinician communication, free transportation to follow-up 
appointments, ongoing visiting nurse services, medical 
equipment, etc) could not be determined from this study. 

Outcomes reporting of ED visits was limited to within 
the Yale New Haven Health System (YNHHS); therefore, 
repeat ED visits to other health systems are not reflected in our 
analysis. However, the vast majority (at least 85%, based on 
EMS data) of ED visits and 88% of the inpatient beds in the 
study’s catchment area are at YNHHS facilities. 

CONCLUSION
Research paramedic and visiting nurse home visits 

were associated with lower rates of subsequent all-cause ED 
utilization among subjects who presented to the ED after 
falls but not among subjects who self-enrolled by identifying 
themselves as at risk for falling, nor among subjects who 
contacted 9-1-1 for lift assists. These findings suggest that 
individuals who present to the ED after falls can efficiently 
be enrolled and are likely to benefit from a program involving 
standardized home assessment of frailty and safety by 
specially trained paramedics and follow-up visits by home 
health nurses to arrange for appropriate, ongoing medical 
and community resources. By targeting this vulnerable group 
with a focused intervention, the autonomy of these patients 
and their ability to live independently may be enhanced and 
potentially preserved.
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INTRODUCTION
Delirium, an acute, fluctuating condition with an 

alteration in level of consciousness associated with inattention 
and disorganized thinking, is the most common complication 

University of California Davis School of Medicine, Department of Emergency Medicine, 
Sacramento, California
University of California Davis School of Medicine, Department of Pediatrics, Sacramento, 
California
The Robert Larner College of Medicine at The University of Vermont, Department of 
Emergency Medicine, Burlington, Vermont

Introduction: Incident delirium in older patients is associated with prolonged hospitalization and 
mortality. A recent study suggested an association between emergency department (ED) length 
of stay (LOS), time in ED hallways, and incident delirium. In this study we further evaluated the 
emerging association between incident delirium with ED LOS, time in ED hallways, and number of 
non-clinical patient moves in the ED.

Methods: We performed this retrospective cohort study at a single, urban, academic medical center. 
All data were extracted from the electronic health record. We included patients aged ≥65 years 
presenting to the ED and admitted to family or internal medicine services over a two-year period . 
Patients admitted to any other service, transferred from another hospital, discharged from the ED, 
or who underwent procedural sedation were excluded. The primary outcome was incident delirium, 
defined as a positive delirium screen, receipt of sedative medications, or use of physical restraints. 
Multivariable logistic regression models including age, gender, language, history of dementia, 
Elixhauser Comorbidity Index, number of non-clinical patient moves within the ED, total time spent in 
the ED hallway, and ED LOS were fitted.

Results: We studied 5,886 patients ≥65 years of age; median age was 77 (69-83) years; 3,031 
(52%) were female, and 1,361 (23%) reported a history of dementia. Overall, 1,408 (24%) patients 
experienced incident delirium. In multivariable models, ED LOS was associated with development of 
delirium (odds ratio [OR] 1.02, 95% confidence interval [CI] 1.01-1.03, per hour), while non-clinical 
patient moves [OR 0.97, (95% CI 0.91-1.04) and ED hallway time [OR 0.99, 95% CI 0.98-1.01, per 
hour) was not associated with development of delirium.

Conclusion: In this single-center study, ED length of stay was associated with incident delirium 
in older adults, while non-clinical patient moves and ED hallway time in the ED were not. Health 
systems should systemically limit time in the ED for admitted older adults.
[West J Emerg Med. 2023;24(3)532–537.]

in hospitalized patients ≥65 years in age. It affects more than 
2.6 million older adults each year with substantial annual 
costs for advanced healthcare systems, estimated to be 
between $38-152 billion in the United States (US).2-4 Delirium 
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What do we already know about this issue?
Older adults are vulnerable to developing 
incident delirium during their emergency 
department (ED) stay.

What was the research question?
Is incident delirium associated with ED length 
of stay, time in the hallway, and number of bed 
movements? 

What was the major finding of the study? 
Length of stay in the ED was associated with 
development of incident delirium (OR 1.02, 
95% CI 1.01-1.03, per hour). 

How does this improve population health?
Delirium is harmful, preventable, and costly to 
our healthcare system. Older adults should be 
given priority for bed assignment after admission.

substantially impacts mortality, morbidity, and hospital length 
of stay (LOS).5,6 Delirium outcomes are worse in patients with 
dementia, and delirium may contribute to the development of 
dementia.7,8 Furthermore, preventing episodes of delirium may 
help to prevent dementia.9

Incident delirium is delirium that was not present on initial 
evaluation and develops during the hospital encounter. Known 
risk factors for incident delirium include sleep deprivation, lack 
of natural light, ambient noise, infection, immobility, urinary 
catheterization, malnutrition, history of cognitive impairment, 
pain, and acute medical conditions.10 Protective factors include 
early mobilization, maintenance of diurnal rhythms, and adequate 
hydration. The emergency department (ED) epitomizes a clinical 
space that is likely to precipitate delirium, especially if the 
exposure is prolonged or intense. As hospitals and EDs become 
more crowded, patients are spending more time in the ED. Early 
data from inpatient settings suggests that multiple bed moves are 
associated with increased delirium.11-13 However, it is unknown 
whether unnecessary non-clinical bed moves within the ED, 
in addition to the risks of longer ED LOS, are associated with 
development of incident delirium in older patients. 

Our objective in this study was to evaluate the association 
between development of incident delirium during admission 
and (a) ED LOS, (b) ED hallway time, and (c) number of 
times a patient is moved from one treatment space to another 
for non-clinical reasons within the ED.

METHODS
Study Design and Setting

This retrospective cohort study was performed at a single, 
urban, academic ED with approximately 65,000 adult ED 
encounters annually. The study period extended from January 
1, 2018–December 31, 2019. This study was approved by the 
local institutional review board.

Study Population
We included consecutive patients ≥65 years presenting to 

the ED and admitted to the hospital on the internal medicine or 
family and community medicine services. Patients admitted to 
the ED observation unit prior to hospital admission were included 
in the study cohort. Patients were excluded if they were admitted 
to any other service, were admitted to an intensive care unit, 
were interfacility transfers from another health system, or were 
discharged directly from the ED or the ED observation unit. Also 
excluded were patients who underwent procedural sedation in the 
ED or as inpatients. We defined inclusion and exclusion criteria 
prior to data collection.

Data Collection
All study data were directly extracted from the local 

electronic health record system (EHR) (Epic Systems 
Corporation, Verona, WI) by information technology (IT) 
data analysts. The IT data analysts were blinded to the study’s 
hypothesis and objectives. As part of the standard institutional 

data curation process, we validated key variables and a 
representative sample of complete records prior to final data 
extraction. Key variables validated included time intervals, 
number and type of bed moves, medication administration, 
restraint use, and delirium screen. The institutional data team 
had previously validated the Elixhauser Comorbidity Index 
(ECI)  for data extraction. We did not manually review or abstract 
data for the final dataset. For this reason, using data abstraction 
forms, training and monitoring data abstractors, and measuring 
interobserver reliability as would be done for traditional chart 
review studies were not applicable.14

Measurements
Key variables collected included patient demographics, 

ECI, history of dementia, time intervals in the ED, total 
number and type of patient movements in the ED, use of 
sedative medications, use of physical restraints, results of 
the Confusion Assessment Method–Intensive Care Unit 
(CAM-ICU) delirium screen, and encounter diagnoses. 
We calculated the ECI for each record according to the 
methodology described by van Walraven et al, and assigned 
the corresponding point value when a condition was 
present.15-17 The score ranges from -19 to 89, with a higher 
score indicating higher likelihood of in-hospital death.

We defined total ED LOS as the interval from ED arrival to 
physical departure from the ED; this included ED waiting time, 
ED treatment time, and any boarding time after the admission 
orders were placed in which the patient remained in the ED. 
Waiting time was defined as the interval from ED arrival to 
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placement in a treatment bed or assignment of an attending 
physician to the patient, whichever occurred first. This included 
time spent in ED intake, triage, and waiting for a treatment bed. 
We defined ED treatment time as the interval from placement 
in an ED treatment bed to placement of inpatient bed request. 
Admit order time was defined as the interval from placement of 
an inpatient bed request to receipt of inpatient admission orders. 
Hallway time was defined as any time spent in a hallway bed. 
Throughout the study period, hallway beds were used only in the 
ED and not in the inpatient areas.

Patient moves were divided into clinical and non-clinical 
patient moves. We defined clinical patient moves as a patient 
changing physical locations between ED arrival and physical 
departure from the ED that directly advanced patient care. 
Examples include moving from ED triage to an ED treatment 
bed or from an ED treatment bed to ED radiology imaging. Non-
clinical patient moves were defined as those that did not directly 
advance patient care. For example, moving from triage to any 
waiting area (waiting room or hallway waiting) or from one ED 
treatment bed to another was a non-clinical patient move. 

Sedative medications included oral and parenteral 
benzodiazepines (lorazepam, midazolam, diazepam) and 
antipsychotic agents (haloperidol, olanzapine, risperidone, 
quetiapine) administered at any time during the patient’s 
ED or inpatient stay. Medications that were ordered but not 
administered were not included. Neither did we include 
antihistamines (diphenhydramine) or medications given for 
insomnia (melatonin, zolpidem).

The use of restraints was defined as an EHR order for any 
level of physical restraints during the ED or inpatient stay.

The CAM-ICU is the institutional delirium screen used in 
all levels of inpatient care. During inpatient care, the CAM-
ICU was recorded by nursing staff twice daily. The CAM-ICU 
was variably recorded in the ED. Any positive CAM-ICU 
screen was considered to indicate the presence of delirium. 

Outcomes
Delirium was the primary outcome, defined as the 

composite outcome of a positive CAM-ICU screen at any 
time, administration of sedative medication, or use of patient 
restraints. We considered use of sedative medications and 
physical restraints to be a proxy for acute confusion, which 
equates to a positive CAM-ICU. Secondary outcomes 
included individual elements of the primary composite 
outcome: a positive CAM-ICU screen, administration of 
sedative medication, or use of physical restraints. 

Analysis
Analyses began with descriptive statistics. Logistic 

regression models with robust standard errors were fitted with the 
primary composite outcome as the dependent variable and the 
following independent variables: age; gender; English language 
preference; history of dementia; ECI, number of unnecessary 
non-clinical bed moves within the ED; total hallway time in 

the ED; ED LOS; and hospital LOS. We also fitted Poisson 
regression models with the same covariates with hospital LOS 
as the exposure, as the relationship between incident delirium 
and hospital LOS is bi-directional and complex. Patients missing 
outcome or predictor variables were excluded from analyses 
including the missing variables. We conducted all analyses using 
Stata 14 (StataCorp LP, College Station, TX).

RESULTS 
Characteristics of Study Subjects

During the study period from January 1, 2018–December 
31, 2019, 13,601 patients ≥65 years of age were admitted 
to our hospital. Sixty-six patients underwent procedural 
sedation during the admission and were excluded, resulting in 
a population of 13,535 patients. Of these, 5,886 patients were 
admitted from the ED to the internal medicine or family and 
community medicine service. This cohort included 3,031 (52%) 
women and 1,361 (23%) patients with a documented history of 
dementia. The study population included White non-Hispanic/
Latinx (3,058; 52%), Black (802; 14%), Hispanic/Latinx (671; 
11%), and Asian (601; 10%) patients (Table 1). No patients 

Characteristic N (%)
Age* 77 (69, 83)
Female gender 3,031 (51%)
Race/ethnicity

White 3,058 (52%)
Black 802 (14%)
Hispanic or Latinx 671 (11%)
Asian 601 (10%)
Multiracial/other 709 (12%)
Not available 45 (1%)

English-language preference 4,799 (81%)
History of dementia 1,361 (23%)
Elixhauser Comorbidity Index* 18 (10, 26)
ED length of stay (hours)* 16 (8.0, 21)
ED wait time (hours)* 1.2 (0.1, 1.6)
ED treatment time (hours)* 4.1 (2.2, 4.8)
ED hallway time (hours)* 1.5 (0.6, 4.7)
Total ED non-clinical patient moves

0 1,172 (20%)
1 2,413 (41%)
2 1,625 (28%)
3 or more 676 (11%)

Positive CAM-ICU screen 592 (10%)
Use of physical restraints 189 (3%)
Use of sedative medication 1,086 (18%)

*Data presented as median (25th, 75th percentile) ED, Emergency 
department; CAM-ICU, Confusion Assessment Method.

Table 1. Demographic and clinic characteristics (N=5,886).
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were excluded due to missing data.
 Main Results

Approximately one in four patients (1,408/5,886; 24%) 
experienced the primary composite outcome of a positive CAM-
ICU screen, use of sedative medications, or use of physical 
restraints; 592 (10%) had a positive CAM-ICU screen; 1,086 
(18%) received sedative medications; and 189 (3%) were 
physically restrained. After adjusting for demographic and 
clinical factors, ED LOS per hour was independently associated 
with both the primary composite outcome (odds ratio [OR] 
1.02, 95% confidence interval [CI] 1.01-1.03) and the secondary 
outcomes of positive CAM-ICU screen (OR 1.02, 95% CI 1.00-
1.02), administration of sedative medications (OR 1.02, 1.01-
1.02), and use of physical restraints (OR 1.02, 95% CI 1.01-1.02) 
(Table 2). Male patients were more likely to receive physical 
restraints (OR 1.40, 95% CI 1.03-1.89) and less likely to receive 
sedative medication (OR 0.85, 95% CI 0.75-0.98) compared 
to female patients. Higher ECI score was associated with all 
outcomes (Table 2). The number of ED non-clinical patient 
moves were not associated with the primary composite outcome 
(OR 0.97, 95% CI 0.91-1.04) or secondary outcomes (Table 2).

DISCUSSION 
Delirium is a common, expensive to treat, and partially 

preventable condition in older adults that is under-recognized 
and may have devastating sequelae.4,18 The ED environment 
may promote the development of incident delirium.19-21 
Associations between ED LOS and incident delirium have 
been recently described.1,22 Our study also found ED LOS 
associated with the development of incident delirium. 

Multiple room transfers have been associated with 
incident delirium and with falls in the ED1 and inpatient 
setting.11-13 The current study of older adults did not find a 
significant association between the development of incident 
delirium and non-clinical patient moves within the ED. 
However, only 11% of our cohort underwent three or more 
non-clinical patient moves. It is possible that the low number 

of non-clinical patient moves in our cohort mitigated the 
development of incident delirium. Our study of older adults 
did not find an association between time spent in the ED 
hallway and incident delirium in contrast to a prior study.18

Multiple screening tools for delirium exist23; in this study 
we used the CAM-ICU delirium screening tool built into the 
institution’s EHR. The feasibility of screening for delirium in 
the ED and in the inpatient setting remains complex. Clinician 
gestalt without a formal screening tool is associated with poor 
sensitivity and specificity.21,23 The CAM-ICU is brief, easy to 
administer, and has been shown to have excellent specificity 
in older adult ED patients (although specificity decreases in 
patients who have dementia).24  Both sedative medications and 
restraints are more frequently used when behaviors associated 
with hyperactive delirium are present such as agitation or 
attempts to get out of bed. It is likely that patients with 
hypoactive or mixed delirium are undercounted using this 
primary composite model, as it is easier to clinically recognize 
hyperactive delirium than hypoactive delirium. Prior research 
in the ED suggests that hyperactive delirium accounts for less 
than 10% of ED delirium, while hypoactive or mixed delirium 
is more common, less likely to be recognized, and accounts 
for substantial mortality.18,25 

Approximately 10% of patients in this study screened 
CAM-ICU positive. English-speaking patients were more 
likely to have a positive CAM-ICU screen. The CAM-ICU 
requires excellent English comprehension; patients who do not 
have conversational English may be disadvantaged, even with 
liberal use of interpreters. 

Nearly 20% of older inpatients admitted through the ED 
received a sedative medication at some point during their 
hospitalization. With known exceptions, such as alcohol 
or benzodiazepine withdrawal, sedative medications do 
not treat the underlying processes precipitating delirium. 
Of note, we found that female patients were significantly 
more likely to have sedative medications administered. In 
contrast, male patients were more likely to be physically 

Primary outcome Secondary outcomes
Variable Incident delirium

N=1,408
Positive CAM-ICU 

screen, N=592
Sedative medication

N=1,086
Physical restraint 

use N=189
Age (per year) 0.98 (0.98-0.99) 1.02 (1.02-1.09) 0.97 (0.96-0.98) 1.00 (0.98-1.02)
Male gender 0.86 (0.75-0.97) 1.01 (0.84-1.21) 0.85 (0.75-0.98) 1.40 (1.03-1.89)
English language 1.72 (1.45-2.05) 1.33 (1.05-1.69) 1.95 (1.59-2.38) 0.81 (0.56-1.17)
History of dementia 2.86 (2.48-3.30) 3.00 (2.49-3.63) 2.34 (1.99-2.73) 4.64 (3.35-6.42)
Elixhauser Comorbidity Index (per 10 points) 1.02 (1.01-1.02) 1.03 (1.03-1.04) 1.01 (1.00-1.01) 1.02 (1.01-1.03)
Total ED non-clinical bed moves 0.97 (0.91-1.04) 1.00 (0.91-1.10) 0.99 (0.92-1.06) 1.15 (0.98-1.34)
ED hallway time (per hour) 0.99 (0.98-1.01) 1.00 (0.98-1.02) 0.99 (0.98-1.01) 1.00 (0.97-1.03)
ED LOS (per hour) 1.02 (1.01-1.03) 1.02 (1.00-1.02) 1.02 (1.01-1.02) 1.02 (1.01-1.02)

Table 2. Multivariable logistic regression results.

CAM-ICU, Confusion Assessment Method; ED, emergency department; LOS, length of stay.
Data are presented as odds ratios with 95% confidence intervals.
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restrained. To our knowledge, there are no prior studies 
that have reported gender differences in the management of 
delirium in older adults. 

Physical restraints were used in 3% of older adults 
in this study, most commonly in patients with history 
of dementia and in male patients. This proportion is 
substantially lower than recent reports showing restraint 
use in hospitalized non-critical care patients to be between 
8.5-11.8%.26,27 Restraints have not been shown to reduce 
falls and may increase the risk of developing delirium in 
hospitalized patients,26,28 highlighting the importance of 
minimizing restraint use in older adults.

LIMITATIONS
This retrospective cohort study was performed at a single, 

urban, academic hospital, and our experiences may differ from 
those in other institutions. While this study has the limitations 
inherent in a retrospective cohort study, it is strengthened by 
adherence to applicable methodologic recommendations.14 
During the study period, delirium screening was not 
consistently performed in the ED, limiting our ability to 
identify delirium that was present on arrival. This study did 
not adjust for receipt of opioids or adequacy of pain control 
measures.  Other risk factors for developing delirium that 
were not routinely documented in the EHR included living in 
a residential care facility, sensory impairments such as hearing 
or vision loss, and outpatient polypharmacy. 

CONCLUSION
This study builds on recent work that suggests prolonged 

ED length of stay is harmful for older patients who require 
admission. Longer ED LOS (per additional hour) was 
significantly associated with the development of delirium in 
older patients admitted to the hospital. Patients and health 
systems will benefit if admitted older patients, especially 
those with a history of dementia and multiple comorbidities, 
are promptly assigned and moved to a hospital inpatient bed, 
minimizing their length of stay in the ED.
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Introduction: Social insecurity, a form of deprivation of social amenities, if present among patients 
presenting in a rural emergency department (ED) can be a source of medical burden and poor health 
outcomes. Although knowledge and understanding of the insecurity profile of such patients is necessary for 
targeted care that improves their health outcomes, the concept has not been comprehensively quantified. 
In this study we explored, characterized, and quantified the social insecurity profile of ED patients at a rural 
teaching hospital in southeastern North Carolina with a large Native American population.

Methods: A paper survey questionnaire was administered by trained research assistants between May–
June 2018 to patients who presented to the ED and consented to participate in this cross-sectional, single-
center study. The survey was anonymous with no identifying information collected on the respondents. A 
general demographic section and questions derived from the literature capturing sub-constructs of social 
insecurity—communication access, access to transportation, housing insecurity and home environment, food 
insecurity, and exposure to violence–were captured in the survey. We assessed the factors included in the 
index of social insecurity based on a rank ordering using the magnitude of their coefficient of variation and the 
Cronbach’s alpha reliability index of the constituent items.

Results: Overall, we collected 312 surveys from the approximately 445 administered and included them 
in the analysis, representing a response rate of about 70%. The average age of the 312 respondents was 
45.1 (±17.7) years with a range of 18.0-96.0. More females (54.2%) than males participated in the survey. 
Native Americans (34.3%), Blacks (33.7%), and Whites (27.6%) comprised the three major racial/ethnicity 
groups of the sample, which are representative of the study area’s population distribution. Social insecurity 
was observed among this population regarding all the subdomains and an overall measure (P <.001). We 
identified three key determinants of social insecurity—food insecurity, transportation insecurity, and exposure 
to violence. Social insecurity significantly differed overall and among the three of its key constituent domains 
by patients’ race/ethnicity and gender (P <.05).

Conclusion: Emergency department visits in a rural North Carolina teaching hospital are characterized by a 
diverse patient population, including patients with some degree of social insecurity. Historically marginalized 
and minoritized groups including Native Americans and Blacks demonstrated overall higher rates of social 
insecurity and higher indexes on exposure to violence than their White counterparts. Such patients struggle 
with basic needs such as food, transportation, and safety. As social factors play a critical role in health 
outcomes, supporting the social well-being of a historically marginalized and minoritized rural community 
would likely help build the foundation for safe livelihood with improved and sustainable health outcomes. 
The need for a more valid and psychometrically desirable measurement tool of social insecurity among ED 
populations is compelling. [West J Emerg Med. 2023;24(3)538–546.]
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What do we already know about this issue?
Social determinants of health critically 
impact the health outcomes of individuals 
and communities.

What was the research question?
We sought to determine, characterize, and 
quantify the social insecurity profile of a rural 
ED patient population.

What was the major finding of the study? 
Significant race/ethnicity and gender 
differences exist between Native Americans/
Blacks compared to Whites in three key 
constituent domains of social insecurity: Food 
insecurity, transportation insecurity, and 
exposure to violence. (P<.05).

How does this improve population health?
Supporting the social well-being of historically 
marginalized rural populations is imperative 
for building safe and sustainable livelihoods 
with improved health outcomes.

INTRODUCTION
Emergency departments (ED) across the United 

States (U.S.) frequently serve as medical safety nets for 
marginalized and excluded populations. The ED has become 
the oasis of primary healthcare access for patients who are 
uninsured, underinsured, low income, and homeless.1-6 Prior 
studies suggest that any forms of social deprivation can 
significantly and negatively impact health outcomes in a given 
population.4,7-9 The concept of social insecurity, in a health-
related context, has been studied or described in various ways 
without a clear consensus. Studies involving any semblance 
of social insecurity have been situated within the context 
and conceptual framework of social determinants of health 
(SDOH).4,7,10,11 

Social insecurity can be construed as the multitude of 
social factors that increase threats and risks to people’s lives 
and the likely negative impacts on their health outcomes.10 
Social insecurity can be described as an overarching factor 
among the plethora of factors that underpins healthcare 
disparities in the U.S. It undergirds many of the variables 
associated with lack of access to affordable and quality 
healthcare.7 Underlying social insecurity is the coexistence 
of economic deprivation and inequity. Some researchers 
have measured a community’s degree of disparity using 
the Deprivation Index, which consists of four indicators: 
unemployment; social class; type of housing tenure; and car 
ownership.7, 11,13 Other variables such as race/ethnicity, income, 
food availability, and education are often incorporated in 
analyses of a community’s Deprivation Index.11,12

The literature on SDOH has highlighted the association 
between social factors and health outcomes of the population. 
However, studies that have coherently examined multiple 
factors in defining and characterizing social insecurity among 
rural populations have been scanty.4,5,7-12 Our study took 
a more coherent and comprehensive approach to explore, 
characterize, and quantify social insecurity in a unique and 
previously unstudied population. We explored the factors 
contributing to social insecurity in a rural community teaching 
hospital with a large Native American population. We 
hypothesized that patient demographics, namely age, race/
ethnicity, and gender, would be associated with the key factors 
or sub-domains of social insecurity.

METHODS
Study Design and Location

This was a cross-sectional study conducted at the ED 
of University of North Carolina (UNC) Health Southeastern 
in Lumberton, NC. Lumberton is the most populated city 
in Robeson County, which is one of the largest and poorest 
counties in the state. Robeson County measures 973 square 
miles, and UNC Southeastern is the sole regional medical center 
in the county. This rural hospital serves a diverse, medically 
disinvested, and economically impoverished population. Life 
expectancy in Robeson County is the lowest of all counties 

in the state. In 2015 it ranked 100 of 100 counties in “health 
factors” and 95 of 100 counties in “health outcomes.”6,21-24 
Additionally, Robeson County is home to the Lumbee Tribe 
of North Carolina, a state-recognized Native American tribe 
without federal benefits, which comprises nearly 40% of the 
population.24 Compared to the U.S. median household income 
of $63,179 during the study period, the median household 
income in Robeson County was just $34,976.24 Furthermore, 
only 14% of Robeson County residents have achieved an 
education level of Bachelor’s degree or higher, compared with 
nearly 33% of the U.S. population.23 

For this cross-sectional study, we implemented an 
intercept survey method with convenience sampling of ED 
patients at UNC Southeastern. Although it was a convenience 
sampling, it bore some resemblance to a quasi-random 
sampling. Research assistants (RA) were present at varying 
times in alternating sequence and, except for the exclusion 
criteria, every patient had equal opportunity to participate in 
the survey. 

Participants: Recruitment, Informed Consent, and 
Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria

The research team, including trained RAs, administered 
a survey questionnaire to ED patients who met inclusion 
criterion between May–June 2018. The inclusion criterion was 
subjects ≥18 years of age who completed a consent process. 
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We excluded subjects who were non-English speaking, 
currently incarcerated, presented with psychiatric chief 
complaints, or those who presented as critically ill. Subjects 
were not screened for literacy, but upon a subject’s request, 
RAs provided verbal assistance with survey completion. 
The survey questionnaires were printed and placed in sealed 
envelopes by the subjects, and their anonymity was preserved.

Construct of Social Insecurity
After reviewing prior research on  SDOH, we identified 

five major domains as the framework for evaluating social 
insecurity.1,5,7,13 The five domains underlying the construct 
of social insecurity with their associated number of survey 
questions are as follows9:

•	 Communication access (3 items)
•	 Access to transportation (4 items)
•	 Housing security and home environment (3 items)
•	 Food insecurity (3 items)
•	 Exposure to violence (5 items)

The survey questions reflected these overarching themes 
found in various prior works involving SDOH. Additionally, 
we collected sociodemographic information from the 
participants. Beyond the five domains listed above, we aimed 
to identify other nuances of social insecurity.

Data Analysis
We generated descriptive statistics, such as frequencies/

percentages for categorical variables, and determined means, 
ranges, and standard deviations for continuous variables. 
To quantify social insecurity, we constructed a scoring 
index using items of the sub-domains and an overall score 
consisting of all the items together. We performed reliability 
analysis (as measured by the Cronbach’s alpha) for each 
item of the sub-domains, and for the overall construct of 
social insecurity. Furthermore, we used a rank ordering of the 
factors based on coefficient of variation (CV) in conjunction 
with the Cronbach’s alpha to select the factors to be included 
in the social insecurity index construction. We performed a 
preliminary multivariate analysis by using the sub-domains 
as dependent variables and demographics (age, gender, and 
ethnicity) as independent variables. Following that analysis, 
we determined statistically significant group differences 
with respect to continuous variables by using parametric (or 
non-parametric equivalents where necessary) tests such as 
analysis of variance (ANOVA), independent samples t-test, 
and one-sample t-test as appropriate. Statistical significance 
level was set at a P-value of of less than 5% for all inferential 
questions. We used SPSS Statistical Program version 27 (IBM 
Corporation, Armonk, NY) to analyze the data.

RESULTS
Demographics

The average age of the respondents was 45.1 (±17.7) 
years ranging from 18.0-96.0 years. Table 1 presents the 

demographic profile of the survey respondents. Overall, 
312 surveys were collected from the approximately 445 
administered and included in the analysis, representing a 
response rate of about 70%. Of the 312 respondents, 92.3% 
lived in Robeson County and 45.8% were male. The race/
ethnicity distribution was almost evenly divided between 
Native American (34.4%), Black (33.7%), and White (27.6). 
The remainder was Hispanic or “other.” It should be noted 
that this demographic of race/ethnicity distribution of the 
survey participants/respondents intimately mirrors that of the 
population of Robeson County.21,24

Domains and Item Analyses of Social Insecurity 
Manifestations 

Table 2 outlines the response distribution over the five 
sub-domains of social insecurity among the respondent 
patients presenting to the ED of a large, rural teaching medical 
center. In all, 18 binary-anchored (0=no and 1=yes) items 
constituted social insecurity across each of the delineated five 
sub-domains. The items were intentionally calibrated such 
that a total response score of zero would indicate low while 18 
would indicate high as a measure of overall social insecurity. 
We reverse coded items to correspond to the direction of the 
core items for consistency of the score—8 of the 18 items 
were reverse coded. The reverse coded items were 1, 2, 4, 5, 

Table 1. Demographic characteristics of respondents (N=312).

Characteristic
Number of 
responses Percent

Gender
Female 169 54.2
Male 143 45.8

Race/Ethnicity
Native American/Alaska 
Native

107 34.3

Black 105 33.7
Hispanic 3 1.0
White 86 27.6
Other (including more than 
one category)

11 3.5

Highest education completed
Less than high school 75 24.0
High school graduate 130 41.7
Some college/associate 
degree

89 28.5

Bachelor’s degree 11 3.5
Advanced degree 7 2.2

Lives in Robeson County
Yes 288 92.3
No 24 7.7
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Table 2. Response frequencies by subdomains and associated items of social insecurity construct.
Yes No

Subdomain and items n % n %
Communication 
1. Do you have a traditional phone line (“land line”) in your home? 116 37.2 196 62.8
2. Do you have a personal cell phone (not shared with another person)? 268 85.9 44 14.1
3. Are there ever times you need to make a phone call, but do not have 

access to a phone?
68 21.9 242 78.1

Transportation
4. Do you have a government-issued identification card such as a driver’s 

license, state ID or passport?
294 94.5 17 5.5

5. Do you have a valid driver’s license? 209 67.0 103 33.0
6. Do you have reliable transportation to get to an appointment in 

Robeson County?
274 87.8 38 12.2

7. Do you have reliable transportation to get to an appointment outside Robeson 
County?  (For example, Raleigh, Durham, Chapel Hill, or Wilmington)

241 77.5 70 22.5

Housing security and home environment
8. At any time in the past 12 months have you been homeless? 37 11.9 274 88.1
9. Does your home have running water and electricity? 308 98.7 4 1.3
10. In the past 12 months have you been without water or electricity at home 

because the bill was not paid?
29 9.3 282 90.7

Food insecurity
11. Are there ever times when you run out of food because you do not have 

money to buy more?
85 27.2 227 72.8

12. Do you have access to the types of food you believe are healthy? 273 88.1 37 11.9
13. Do you ever have to cut the size of your meals or skip them because of 

limited budget for food?
84 27.1 226 72.4

Exposure to violence 
14. Has your home ever been robbed? 89 28.7 221 71.3
15. Have you ever been threatened with a gun? 83 26.9 226 73.1
16. Have you ever been shot with a gun? 32 10.3 278 89.7
17. Has anyone in your family ever been shot with a gun? 96 31.0 214 69.0
18. Has anyone in your family ever died of a gunshot wound? 54 17.4 256 82.6

*Missing data was omitted; thus, n varies from item to item.

6, 7, 9, and 12 (refer to Table 2). For each of the sub-domains 
the ranges were 0-3 for communication, housing security and 
environment, food insecurity; 0-4 for transportation; and 0-5 
for violence exposure. These ranges defined the number of 
items that composed each of the sub-domains of the overall 
social insecurity construct.

We conducted a reliability analysis on the items within 
each domain as well as for all the items overall. Table 3 shows 
the results of Cronbach’s alphas from the reliability analysis of 
the items in each sub-domain, as well as all the items together 
(overall). Three of the observed reliabilities and overall were 
fair and acceptable (Cronbach’s alpha ≥ 0.6); however, the 
negative reliability of the items underlying the communication 
sub-domain, although problematic, might hold plausible 
explanations that would be of policy relevance. Furthermore, 

Table 3. Reliability coefficients for each subdomain and the overall.
Subdomain Cronbach alpha

Communication -0.147
Transportation 0.603
Housing insecurity 0.439
Food insecurity 0.713
Exposure to violence 0.627
Overall** 0.759

**Overall + mean summative score of the subdomains.

the relatively low reliability for housing insecurity may need 
further exploration.

In Table 4, the mean of the overall summated social 
insecurity measure was higher than zero suggesting the 
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on average, a statistically significant lower measure of social 
insecurity than American Indians/Alaska Natives (P< .001) and 
Blacks (P=.004). The results for the sub-domain of exposure 
to violence were similar; no statistically significant difference 
was observed between Native Americans/Alaska Natives and 
Blacks (P=1). However, statistically significant differences 
were observed between Whites and Native Americans/Alaska 
Natives (P<.001), and Blacks (P=.001). Whites on average had 
a lower index of exposure to violence than the other two race/
ethnicity categories. On transportation insecurity, there was only 
a statistically significant difference between Native Americans/
Alaska Natives and Whites (P=.03) with the former showing 
a higher index compared to the latter. Food insecurity yielded 
similar results, but in this case, the difference was between 
Whites and Blacks (P=.04).

Similarly, gender differences were observed for the 
overall measure of social insecurity as well as the three key 
sub-domains—exposure to violence, transportation, and food 
insecurity. Males on average than females exhibited higher 
overall social insecurity (P<.001). The same was true for 
exposure to violence (P<.001) and transportation insecurity 
(P=.004), but no statistically significant difference in food 
insecurity (P=.59) was observed.

DISCUSSION
In this study we sought to determine, characterize, and 

quantify the most common elements of the social landscape 
that are associated with the patient population of this 
rural ED. The study presents an exploratory, descriptive, 
and quantitative characterization of social insecurity in a 
rural, underserved, and racially diverse county. Our results 
demonstrate higher levels of social insecurity among Native 
Americans/Alaska Natives and Blacks compared to White 
counterparts. This finding is consistent with numerous prior 
works that highlight the link between racial inequality and 
health outcomes in the US.25-28 

Structural racism has been linked to poorer mental 
health, general health, and physical health through numerous 
pathways.26 Structural racism includes societal policies and 

Table 4. Descriptive statistics of the subdomains and overall score of social insecurity.
Subdomain N* Minimum Maximum Mean# SD CV

Communication 312 0 3 0.99 0.69 0.70
Transportation 312 0 4 0.73 1.01 1.38
Housing insecurity 312 0 3 0.22 0.53 2.41
Food insecurity 312 0 3 0.66 0.98 1.48
Exposure to violence 310 0 5 1.14 1.31 1.15
Overall** 312 0 14 3.74 3.12

*Sample size varied due to missing values. 
**Due to missing values the range of the overall was 0-14 rather than the theorized 0-18.
#A one-sample t-test showed that all the means were different than zero, (P < 0.001), indicating somewhat the presence of social insecurity.
CV, coefficient of variation.

presence of perceived social insecurity among the population 
under study. To account for scaling differences in the 
constituent number of items, rank ordering of the summated 
sub-domains from the highest to the least contributing 
subdomain to overall social insecurity (using CV = standard 
deviation/mean) yielded the following:

1. Housing insecurity
2. Food insecurity
3. Transportation
4. Exposure to violence
5. Communication
Although from the CV ordering, housing insecurity 

commanded a first place among the five sub-domains, its 
Cronbach’s alpha reliability index was not satisfactory: 
It was lower than the conventionally acceptable value of 
at least 0.6 for the purpose of this study. Hence, it would 
not be considered a factor in the quantification of the 
measurement of social insecurity in the population under 
study. Communication was the least in the CV ranking with 
even an unacceptable negative Cronbach’s alpha value. Thus, 
examining the results of the Cronbach’s alpha reliability 
analysis in tandem with the CV ordering, the top three factors 
of the five constituting social insecurity would be as follows: 
exposure to violence; transportation; and food insecurity—
in relative increasing order of importance.

Age, Gender, Race/Ethnicity, and Social Insecurity
In an initial multivariate analysis involving demographic 

variables age, gender, and race/ethnicity, age did not 
significantly predict any of the three social insecurity sub-
domains. Following up using an ANOVA, we observed 
statistically significant differences among the three major 
ethnicity classifications of the population under study, namely 
Native American, Black, and White, regarding social insecurity 
overall and for each of the three key sub-domains—exposure 
to violence, transportation insecurity, and food insecurity. 
Native Americans/Alaska Natives and Blacks on average did 
not show a statistically significant difference in their index 
score of overall social insecurity (P=.79). However, Whites had 
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systems that reinforce unequal access to housing, education, 
employment, credit, and healthcare. In turn, this can lead 
to poorer health outcomes, perpetuated discrimination, 
and unequal allocation of resources.25 Furthermore, racism 
contributes to poorer health outcomes by inflicting adverse 
cognitive and emotional stress, inducing allostatic and 
physiological stress, and potential physical injury from 
racially motivated assaults and violence.25, 26 Gleaning 
from our study, we found that Robeson County represents 
a microcosm of this national trend whereby structural 
and systemic racism may underpin the health-outcome 
discrepancies observed.25-28 

Our results show that there was a significant level of 
social insecurity (although difficult to exactly benchmark 
or realistically quantify) among the study population. Of 
the five sub-domains of social insecurity delineated, three 
emerged as the most notable. Food insecurity was the topmost 
factor identified, followed by transportation availability, and 
exposure to violence. 

Prior research suggests that rural residents of the western 
and southern US experience more food insecurity than their 
counterparts in other regions.29-31 Likewise, historically 
marginalized and minoritized populations incur higher rates 
of food insecurity than other groups.29-31 The rates of food 
insecurity in Robeson County were nearly twice the state 
average and more than double the national average.29 Although 
most respondents (88.1%) affirmed that they have access 
to healthy foods, a high proportion of them (27%) reported 
running out of food due to lack of money or reducing/skipping 
meals due to budget constraints. Interestingly, reported food 
insecurity was associated with higher rates of crime (ever 
having been robbed, threatened with a gun, or shot) than those 
without reported food insecurity.32

Transportation availability or access emerged as the 
second topmost source of social insecurity in this population. 
Subjects were surveyed on this topic to explore their ability to 
obtain outpatient specialty care when not available in Robeson 
County. As a rural, medically underserved county, many 
medical specialties are not available within Robeson County. It 
is not uncommon for ED patients to require outpatient follow-
up with a specialist located at a distant urban area. Despite 
a high proportion (87.8%) reporting that they had reliable 
transportation within the county, over 30% did not have a valid 
driver’s license. Furthermore, 22.5% reported not having had 
reliable transportation to appointments, up to three hours away, 
outside the county. These findings highlight transportation 
barriers to obtaining healthcare within the population.

The third topmost factor contributing to social insecurity 
in the study population was exposure to violence. Our results 
suggest that many respondents had been victims of burglary 
and larceny: 28.5% reported a prior home robbery. In fact, 
the crime rate in Robeson County is consistently one of the 
highest in the country.24,23 Compared to urban Wake County, 
rates of violent crimes in Robeson County are nearly four 

times higher. Violent crime rates in Robeson County during 
the study dates were nearly triple the national rate.33-34 

More than one in four respondents (26.9%) affirmed 
that they had been threatened with a gun, and about 10% 
reported personally sustaining a gunshot wound. Almost 
one third (31%) of respondents reported having a family 
member who had sustained a gunshot wound, and 17.4% 
reported having a family member die of a gunshot wound. 
Our results were consistent with prior works that have 
suggested a higher prevalence of gun violence among poor 
and minoritized populations than others. The implications 
of gun violence could be far-reaching. The sequelae of gun 
violence impact healthcare costs, disability, and mental 
health for victims and survivors.18-24,32-34

Housing insecurity and communication were found to be 
the least favorable factors, respectively, in the quantitative 
ranking of the five social insecurity domains examined in 
this study population. They did not yield basic, desirable, 
psychometric properties as sub-domains in the overall measure 
of the social insecurity construct. Nevertheless, they cannot 
be dismissed as unimportant factors in the SDOH framework. 
Further research may be warranted in quantifying their relative 
importance in a more coherent and comprehensive manner 
for development and measurement of the construct of social 
insecurity beyond that done in this study. 

Although homelessness did not emerge as a top factor, 
many respondents in Robeson County had been affected 
by homelessness—an integral factor undergirding housing 
insecurity.35-38 With our finding of an affirmative response 
rate of 11.9%, it was suggestive that housing insecurity is 
more prevalent in Robeson County than other regions of 
NC. According to 2018 Continuum of Care data, the state 
of NC had approximately 8,962 homeless on any given day, 
representing a rate of 0.08% of a total state population of 
10,383,620.37-40 Nationally, homelessness rates are reported to 
be 0.17%. It should be noted that our survey questions asked 
about homelessness over the prior year rather than currently. 

Interestingly, our results suggest that homelessness 
is a possible risk factor for exposure to crime and gun 
violence. We observed that homeless respondents reported 
higher rates of home robbery and gun violence than those 
who did not report homelessness in the prior year. Of the 
homeless respondents, 48.6% affirmed that they had ever 
been robbed, 59.5% ever threatened with a gun, and 21.6% 
reported having ever been shot with a gun. These numbers 
were significantly higher on average than those reported in 
the general population. In fact, these rates were substantially 
higher than nationally reported rates of violence against 
homeless persons. The National Coalition for the Homeless 
reported that in 2016, for example, a total of 122 incidents of 
violent crime occurred among 578,424 homeless persons—a 
nationally reported, violent-crimes prevalence rate of 
0.02%.41 This rate was in stark contrast to the 21.6% of 
homeless ED respondents in our study who reported having 
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sustained a gunshot wound and 59.5% who had ever been 
threatened by a gun. 

Surprisingly, the data suggests that communication by 
telephone, possessing a government-issued identification card, 
and having active utilities (water and electricity) in the home 
were not major challenges faced by the study population. In 
fact, 85.9% of respondents reported having a personal cell 
phone. A plausible explanation for the counterintuitive result 
could be that many respondents likely qualified for low-cost 
cell phone service such as Lifeline Support for Affordable 
Communities under a Federal Communications Commission 
assistance program. This program, at the study time, was 
available in all 50 states for people whose income level is at 
or below 135% of the federal poverty guidelines, and for those 
who qualified for other federal programs such as Medicaid, 
Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program, or free public 
housing assistance.42-44 

Despite high rates of personal cell phone ownership, 
21.8% reported times when they did not have access to a 
phone if needed to make a phone call for health purposes. 
Notably, a high percentage of participants reported having 
a government-issued identification card (94.2%), which 
is required by many healthcare and social institutions. 
Furthermore, most respondents affirmed that they currently 
had running water and electricity in their home (98.7%). These 
results suggest that, although many residents of Robeson 
County live in poverty, most do not report deficiencies in 
access to phones and/or utilities. 

LIMITATIONS
Several limitations to this study should be noted. As a 

consented and convenience sampling survey, respondents 
may have been different from those who did not consent to 
participate. Consequently, a self-selection bias leading to more 
socially desirable responses was possible. Moreover, critically 
ill patients or those who presented with acute complaints were 
excluded. There was no way to force or coerce non-participants 
for any information, even their basic demographic information. 
Hence, we could only state this lack of comparison between 
participants and non-participants as a study limitation serving as 
a caution for the interpretation of the results. 

Furthermore, participants were not screened for literacy. It 
is possible that a small number of illiterate participants did not 
seek verbal assistance from the RAs and provided unreliable 
responses. Moreover, the instrument used in this study did not 
demonstrate foolproof, desirable psychometric properties, and 
no general population sub-domain means existed for context 
of comparisons and benchmarking. Hence, it was difficult to 
benchmark a meaningful measure of “insecurity” exactly and 
realistically with established cut-off points. Additionally, non-
English speaking patients were excluded from participation. 
According to US census data, 7.9% of households in Robeson 
County speak a language other than English in the home.22 It 
is plausible that non-English speaking status could be a factor 

associated with social insecurity, and this could be an area of 
future research.

While participants were not surveyed on income level or 
insurance status, race/ethnicity is a known factor associated 
with income levels and health insurance status/rates in 
the US.40-41 Prior works have noted large and pervasive 
differences over time in income by race/ethnicity, with 
Whites accruing higher incomes than Blacks, Hispanics, 
and Native Americans.40 Additionally, Whites have lower 
rates of uninsured persons compared to other racial/ethnic 
groups. The rates of uninsured non-Hispanic Blacks are 
nearly double the rate of uninsured Whites, and the rate of 
uninsured Hispanics is nearly four times higher than that of 
Whites.41,43 Demographic data from the study population, 
and Robeson County in general, suggests that poverty and 
lack of health insurance likely contribute to social insecurity 
in the study population. Finally, although the survey used 
in this study was similar to one used in a published study, 
neither was validated. In addition, the cross-sectional nature 
of the study regarding the data collected over a short period 
may have missed temporal variations that contribute to 
social insecurity.

Notwithstanding these limitations, this study could 
serve as a first step to rekindle the conversation about social 
insecurity among not only ED patients, but in patients 
throughout the healthcare system. Furthermore, it could 
provide the foundational framework for the development, 
construction, and quantification of a more valid measure of 
social insecurity in the US for rural, underserved populations 
that are similar to the current study population.

CONCLUSION
This study highlights the social challenges facing ED 

patients in a rural North Carolina teaching hospital. Food 
insecurity, transportation difficulties, and exposure to violence 
stood as the top three of five factors of social insecurity 
studied. Historically marginalized and minoritized groups, 
including Native Americans and Blacks, demonstrated 
overall higher rates of social insecurity and higher indexes on 
exposure to violence than their White counterparts. Housing 
security and communication yielded perverse results that 
warrant further study. 

Our findings suggest that multifaceted interventions 
targeted at violence reduction, easing transportation 
difficulties, and assuring food security are needed to improve 
the overall social well-being and health outcomes of 
Robeson County’s diverse, rural, and medically underserved 
population. Deliberate and targeted national policies 
addressing structural racism holistically would be necessary 
to improve socioeconomic outcomes, overall health, and 
well-being of individuals and communities, especially the 
historically marginalized. Finally, a more valid and robust 
measure of a comprehensively developed construct of social 
insecurity is warranted.
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INTRODUCTION
Race and ethnicity are social constructs that are associated 

with meaningful health inequities. To identify and address 
health disparities, it is necessary to have accurate race and 
ethnicity data. In 2009, the Institute of Medicine released 
Race, Ethnicity, and Language Data: Standardization for 
Healthcare Quality Improvement, with recommendations and 
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Introduction: Race and ethnicity are social constructs that are associated with meaningful 
health inequities. To address health disparities, it is essential to have valid, reliable race and 
ethnicity data. We compared child race and ethnicity as identified by the parent with that 
reported in the electronic health record (EHR).

Methods: A convenience sample of parents of pediatric emergency department (PED) patients 
completed a tablet-based questionnaire (February-May 2021). Parents identified their child’s race 
and ethnicity from options within a single category. We used chi-square to compare concordance 
between child race and ethnicity reported by the parent with that recorded in the EHR.

Results: Of 219 approached parents, 206 (94%) completed questionnaires. Race and/or 
ethnicity were misidentified in the EHR for 56 children (27%). Misidentifications were most 
common among children whose parents identified them as multiracial (100% vs 15% of children 
identified as a single race, P < 0.001) or Hispanic (84% vs 17% of non-Hispanic children, P < 
0.001), and children whose race and/or ethnicity differed from that of their parent (79% vs 18% 
of children with the same race and ethnicity as their parent, P < 0.001). 

Conclusion: In this PED, misidentification of race and ethnicity was common. This study 
provides the basis for a multifaceted quality improvement effort at our institution. The quality 
of child race and ethnicity data in the emergency setting warrants further consideration across 
health equity efforts. [West J Emerg Med. 2023;24(3)547–551.]
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best practices for race and ethnicity data collection.1 However, 
inaccuracies in race and ethnicity data persist in hospital and 
administrative databases of adult patients.2–4 

The causes of inaccuracies in race and ethnicity data are 
multifactorial. Although self-identified race and ethnicity are 
considered the gold standard by the Institute of Medicine, 
patients are not always given the ability to provide self-identified 
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demographics.1,5–7 This may be more likely in the emergency 
department (ED), where hospital registration staff must find time 
to collect patient information and sign consents to care without 
interrupting urgent and fragmented clinical care. Race and 
ethnicity that are determined based on staff observation may be 
particularly inaccurate for children, who may not have the same 
race and/or ethnicity as their caregiver.8,9 

Inaccuracies can be further compounded by limitations 
in available race and ethnicity categories.1,9,10 Healthcare 
systems often restrict race and ethnicity data collection to the 
minimum standard categories required for federal reporting 
and rarely give the option to select “other” or to select 
multiple races or “multiracial.”11 Additionally, although the 
Institute of Medicine supports the option of presenting race 
and ethnicity within a single question, healthcare systems 
often separate these into distinct categories as used in 
federal reporting.1 This format can lead to misidentification 
of Hispanic individuals who do not otherwise identify with 
the options listed in a distinct race category.1,12  As part of 
a quality initiative to improve and standardize accurate 
demographic data collection, we sought to assess the 
accuracy of child race and ethnicity data in an academic 
pediatric emergency department (PED), and to identify risk 
factors for misidentification.

METHODS
We conducted a cross-sectional analysis comparing child 

race and ethnicity reported by the parent to that documented 
in the electronic health record (EHR). This study took place 
in a single, academic PED with an affiliated onsite children’s 
hospital. The PED has an annual volume of approximately 
26,000 patients. In the EHR (Epic Systems Corporation; 
Verona, WI), race and ethnicity data are documented separately 
using the minimum US Office of Management and Budget 
categories.7 Both fields are required. In each field multiple 
options can be selected, including an option for “other.” If 
not already documented from a prior visit within the hospital 
system, PED registration staff obtain patient race and ethnicity 
from patient or parent self-report or through staff observation.

Between February–May 2021, three trained research 
assistants (RA) approached a convenience sample of parents 
or caregivers (“parents”). Parents of critically ill children 
were excluded. The RAs were in the PED during afternoons 
and evenings. Sample size was determined by RA availability 
during the study period. Parents were approached at any time 
during the PED visit. The RAs explained the purpose of the 
study and asked parents to complete a brief, tablet-based 
questionnaire while the RA remained in the room. Parents 
who used a language other than English completed the 
questionnaire verbally with video interpretation. The parent 
was asked to identify the child’s race and ethnicity from a 
single question (“What is your child’s race and ethnicity? You 
can choose as many answers as you want to: American Indian/

Alaska Native; Asian; Black/African American; Hispanic/
Latino; Native Hawaiian/other Pacific Islander; White; other 
(free-text optional); I don’t want to say; I don’t know”).1 
We chose to use a single question with race and ethnicity 
presented together, an option suggested by the Institute 
of Medicine, so that parents were not compelled to make 
selections within a category with which they or their child 
did not identify.1,8 Parents were also asked to identify their 
own race and ethnicity in a similar, single-question format.1 
Child race and ethnicity were abstracted from the EHR. This 
study was approved by the University of Florida Quality 
Improvement Project Registry and determined not to require 
institutional review board review.

Our primary outcome was EHR misidentification of child 
race and ethnicity. Child race and ethnicity was considered 
“misidentified” if the EHR record did not match the parent 
report. Misidentifications in the EHR included situations in 
which the parent selected multiple options but not all of those 
were selected in the EHR, or vice versa. This also included 
situations in which the parent selected “other” but “other” 
was not reported in the EHR, or vice versa. Finally, race and 
ethnicity data are often missing from EHRs, leading to the 
exclusion of those individuals from equity-focused analyses 
and research.3 Thus, if EHR race and/or ethnicity was missing 
but the parent provided a response in the questionnaire, this 
was considered a misidentification. To assess this approach, 
we conducted sensitivity analyses in which we excluded those 
patients with missing race and/or ethnicity. We performed sta-
tistical analyses in R (R Core Team, 2021, R Foundation for 
Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria). We performed chi-
square and bivariate regression analyses to evaluate misiden-
tification by child race and/or ethnicity and age, respectively. 
We assessed statistical significance at the P = 0.05 level.

RESULTS
Of 219 approached parents, 206 completed a 

questionnaire (94%). Most parents identified their child as 
non-Hispanic White (51%) or non-Hispanic Black (26%) 
(Table 1). Thirty-one parents (15%) identified their child as 
Hispanic, half of whom did not identify a separate race for 
their child. Seventeen parents (8.3%) identified their child as 
multiracial. 

Fifty-six children (27%) had misidentified race and/or 
ethnicity in the EHR. Most misidentifications (89%) were 
misidentification of race. This includes all 17 multiracial 
children, most of whom were inaccurately reported as having 
a single race. Of the 16 Hispanic children who did not have 
separate race identified by the parent, 70% were misidentified 
as “other race,” and 30% were misidentified as “White” in the 
EHR. Six children had misidentified ethnicity, all of whom 
were identified as Hispanic by the parent and in the EHR as 
“not Hispanic or Latino.” A full list of misidentified EHR race 
and ethnicity data is found in Table 2.
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Child race and ethnicity correct 
in EHR (n = 150)

Child race and/or ethnicity 
misidentified in EHR (n = 56)

Child age in years, median (IQR) 6 (1 – 12) 3 (1 – 8)
Child race and ethnicity as reported by parent, no. (%)
Not Hispanic1

American Indian / Alaska Native 0 0
Asian 0 1 (100)
Black / African American 50 (92.6) 4 (7.4)
Native Hawaiian / other Pacific Islander 0 1 (100)
White 96 (92.3) 8 (7.7)
Other 0 1 (100)
Multiracial 0 15 (100)

Hispanic2

No race selected3 0 16 (100)
Black / African American 1 (20.0) 4 (80.0)
White 3 (37.5) 5 (62.5)
Multiracial 0 2 (100)

Child and parent race and/or ethnicity differ,3 no. (%) 6 (20.7) 23 (79.3)
1 Parent did not select “Hispanic” in the single combined race and ethnicity question.
2 Parent selected “Hispanic” in the single combined race and ethnicity question.
3 Child and parent race and ethnicity as reported by the parent. EHR, electronic health record; IQR, interquartile range.

Table 1. Patient characteristics stratified by accuracy of demographic data in electronic health records. 

Child race and ethnicity identified by the parent EHR misidentification
Not Hispanic2

Asian “Other Race” (1)
Black/African American “White” (2), 

“Other race” (1), 
“Unknown” (1)

Native Hawaiian/other Pacific Islander Unknown (1)
White “White + American Indian/Alaska Native” (AIAN) (1), 

“Asian” (1), 
“White + Asian + other” (1), 

“Other race” (1), 
“Declines to state” (4)

Other3 “White” (1)
Multiracial

AIAN + White “White” (2)
AIAN + Black + White “Black / African American” (1), 

“Black / African American + White” (1)
Black / African American + White “Black / African American” (3), 

“White” (3), 
“Other race” (1), 
“Unknown” (1), 

“Declines to state” (1)
Other4 + White “White” (2)

Table 2. Details of ethnicity listed in the electronic health record (EHR) compared to parent report of child race and ethnicity for children 
with misidentifications in the EHR.

1 Number in parentheses indicates the number of children for each listed EHR race and ethnicity combination.
2 Ethnicity not specified, as all were correctly identified as “not Hispanic or Latino” in the EHR.
3 One parent wrote in “Black white mixed.”
4 One parent wrote in “Native American”; one parent wrote in “Indian.”
5 Ethnicity not specified as all were correctly identified as “Hispanic” in the EHR. EHR, electronic health record; IQR, interquartile range. 
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Child race and ethnicity identified by the parent EHR misidentification
Hispanic

No race selected5 “White” (4), 
“White + other race” (1), 

“Other race” (11)
Black/African American “Not Hispanic or Latino + Black / African American” (1), 

“Hispanic + other race” (2)
White “Not Hispanic or Latino + White” (3), 

“Not Hispanic or Latino + other race” (1), 
“Hispanic + other race” (1)

Multiracial
Black/African American + White “Not Hispanic or Latino + Black / African American + White” (1), 

“Hispanic + other race” (1)

Table 2 Continued. Details of ethnicity listed in the electronic health record (EHR) compared to parent report of child race and ethnicity 
for children with misidentifications in the EHR.

1 Number in parentheses indicates the number of children for each listed EHR race and ethnicity combination.
2 Ethnicity not specified, as all were correctly identified as “not Hispanic or Latino” in the EHR.
3 One parent wrote in “Black white mixed.”
4 One parent wrote in “Native American”; one parent wrote in “Indian.”
5 Ethnicity not specified as all were correctly identified as “Hispanic” in the EHR. EHR, electronic health record; IQR, interquartile range.

Misidentifications were most common among children 
who were multiracial (100%, 95% confidence interval [CI] 
77-100%] vs 15%, 95% CI 10-21%) of children identified 
as a single race, P < 0.001), children who were Hispanic 
(87%, 95% CI 69-96% vs 17%, 95% CI 12-23%) of non-
Hispanic children, P < 0.001), and children whose race and/
or ethnicity differed from that of their parent (79%, 95% 
CI 60-91% vs 18%, 95% CI 13-25%) of children with the 
same race and ethnicity as their parent, P < 0.001). There 
was no association between child age and misidentification 
(odds ratio 1.04, 95% CI 0.99-1.11). No parents selected “I 
don’t know” or “I don’t want to say” on the questionnaire, 
and nine children had missing race and/or ethnicity data in 
the EHR. The results were not changed when these subjects 
were excluded in sensitivity analyses.

DISCUSSION
Misidentification of child race and ethnicity was 

common in our PED, findings that remain similar to 
pediatric administrative-database analyses from the early 
2000s.8 Our findings demonstrate a clear need to develop 
strategies to enhance precise data collection within our 
EHR and to facilitate self-report of race and ethnicity. 
Importantly, such efforts to improve precision must be 
partnered with analyses that consider complex demographic 
subgroups.6

Strategies applied in other healthcare systems have 
included the following: 1) staff training on self-report 
of race and ethnicity and education to increase patient 
awareness; 2) EHR systems that allow the selection of 
multiple races; 3) EHR alerts when race and/or ethnicity 
are missing; 4) use of granular race and ethnicity 
subcategories; and 5) a single-item question for race and 
ethnicity.1,4,9,10 Our findings highlight the importance of 

this multifaceted approach. All multiracial children in our 
sample were misidentified in the EHR. Our EHR allows 
for the selection of multiple races, yet in most of these 
cases multiracial children were misidentified in the EHR as 
having a single race. Additionally, by intentionally using 
a single item for race and ethnicity, we found that half of 
Hispanic parents did not select an additional race option 
for their child. Most of these children were categorized in 
the EHR as “other race,” an all-encompassing category that 
loses precision and is often excluded entirely from data 
analysis.6 

We assessed race and ethnicity as a single construct for 
two reasons. First, as we found in our sample, individuals 
who identify as Hispanic may not additionally identify 
with a distinct race category.12,13 Second, this approach 
was pragmatic.13 Race and ethnicity are often presented 
as a single construct in health equity research, which 
requires researchers to collapse the two variable data that 
are found in administrative and hospital databases.14 Thus, 
our approach mirrors the practice of many health equity 
researchers. By offering choices that reflect the way data 
will be reported, we allow patients and parents greater self-
determination in how precisely they will be identified.

LIMITATIONS
This study is subject to limitations. Questionnaires 

were completed by parents, which may not reflect child 
self-identification. Race and ethnicity categories used 
by the US Census Bureau are themselves limited and do 
not fully capture individual realities. We were unable to 
determine how EHR data was collected and could not 
determine which misidentifications occurred at the level 
of data entry (ie, if race and ethnicity were determined by 
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staff observation). Demographics may have been collected 
during prior visits within the hospital system, so our 
findings are not sufficient to identify misidentifications that 
are uniquely due to the PED registration process. Finally, 
we approached a convenience sample, and responses 
may have been influenced by the timing and methods 
of questionnaire administration. As part of a quality 
improvement initiative, our findings are not intended to be 
generalizable. 

CONCLUSION
Despite representing arbitrary social constructs, 

accurate race and ethnicity data are essential to identifying 
and addressing health inequities. Although we found that 
rigidity within race and ethnicity items in the EHR was 
an important factor in many misidentifications (ie, the 
requirement for both a race and ethnicity response), we 
also found that some features of the EHR were not used (ie, 
the ability to select multiple responses within a category). 
This work provides the basis for a multifaceted quality 
improvement effort at our institution. The quality of child 
race and ethnicity data in the emergency setting warrants 
further consideration across health equity efforts.
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Introduction: The epidemic of gun violence in the United States (US) is exacerbated by frequent mass shootings. 
In 2021, there were 698 mass shootings in the US, resulting in 705 deaths and 2,830 injuries. This is a companion 
paper to a publication in JAMA Network Open, in which the nonfatal outcomes of victims of mass shootings have 
been only partially described. 

Methods: We gathered clinical and logistic information from 31 hospitals in the US about 403 survivors of 13 mass 
shootings, each event involving greater than 10 injuries, from 2012-19. Local champions in emergency medicine 
and trauma surgery provided clinical data from electronic health records within 24 hours of a mass shooting. 
We organized descriptive statistics of individual-level diagnoses recorded in medical records using International 
Classification of Diseases codes, according to the Barell Injury Diagnosis Matrix (BIDM), a standardized tool that 
classifies 12 types of injuries within 36 body regions.

Results: Of the 403 patients who were evaluated at a hospital, 364 sustained physical injuries—252 by gunshot 
wound (GSW) and 112 by non-ballistic trauma—and 39 were uninjured. Fifty patients had 75 psychiatric 
diagnoses. Nearly 10% of victims came to the hospital for symptoms triggered by, but not directly related to, the 
shooting, or for exacerbations of underlying conditions. There were 362 gunshot wounds recorded in the Barell 
Matrix (1.44 per patient). The Emergency Severity Index (ESI) distribution was skewed toward higher acuity than 
typical for an emergency department (ED), with 15.1% ESI 1 and 17.6% ESI 2 patients. Semi-automatic firearms 
were used in 100% of these civilian public mass shootings, with 50 total weapons for 13 shootings (Route 91 
Harvest Festival, Las Vegas. 24).  Assailant motivations were reported to be associated with hate crimes in 23.1%. 

Conclusion: Survivors of mass shootings have substantial morbidity and characteristic injury distribution, but 37% 
of victims had no GSW. Law enforcement, emergency medical systems, and hospital and ED disaster planners can 
use this information for injury mitigation and public policy planning. The BIDM is useful to organize data regarding 
gun violence injuries. We call for additional research funding to prevent and mitigate interpersonal firearm injuries, 
and for the National Violent Death Reporting System to expand tracking of injuries, their sequelae, complications, 
and societal costs. [West J Emerg Med. 2023;24(X)XXX–XXX.]
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Population Health Research Capsule

What do we already know about this issue?
The firearm violence epidemic in the US is 
exacerbated by increasingly frequent mass 
shooting, involving significant deaths and a 
greater number of non-fatal injuries.

What was the research question?
We describe the morbidity (gunshot wounds 
and other) among mass shooting survivors and 
discuss the types of firearms used and public 
health implications.

What was the major finding of the study?
In 13 mass shootings, 887 nonfatal injuries were 
associated with semi-automatic firearm use. 
There were 2.88 GSW injuries, and 1.56 non-
GSW injuries per patient.

How does this improve population health?
Law enforcement, EMS, and hospital disaster 
committees may use these insights into mass 
shooting morbidity for injury mitigation and 
public policy planning

INTRODUCTION
Civilian public mass shootings (CPMS) are increasing 

in frequency and are the leading cause of potential years of 
lost life in the United States (US).1 Nonfatal interpersonal 
firearm injuries outnumber deaths two- to threefold.2 As 
greater than 75% of all firearm deaths occur prior to hospital 
arrival, reports that focus on mass shooting deaths provide an 
incomplete picture of the medical resources required to care 
for injured victims and provide inadequate information for 
effective hospital and emergency department (ED) disaster 
planning.2 While most research on firearm-related injuries, 
including reports on mass shootings, focus on deaths, less is 
known about injury patterns and outcomes among survivors, 
including those injured by non-ballistic means.  

Mass shootings are a complex subset of the larger firearm 
violence epidemic in the US. Some are random, but others are 
associated with hate crime ideology or a response to bullying 
or social isolation.3 One factor common to CPMS is the use of 
automatic or semi-automatic firearms (SAF).3 “Assault rifles,” 
generally defined as selective-fire rifles that use intermediate 
power ammunition fed from a detachable magazine (often 
high capacity), cause greater mortality and morbidity in mass 
shootings than non-automatic weapons.4 The kinetic firepower 
and resulting damage of these SAFs is potentially orders of 
magnitude greater than that of a musket ball used in the late 
18th century, at the time the Second Amendment was adopted, 
and is further compounded by the increased rate of fire of 
modern weapons.5,6

This is a companion manuscript to the JAMA Network 
Open paper entitled “Injury Characteristics, Outcomes, and 
Health Care Services Use Associated with Nonfatal Injuries 
Sustained in Mass Shootings in the US, 2012-2019.”7 
Our report provides a greater level of detail on the injury 
epidemiology of the 13 mass shootings previously analyzed, 
by organizing all traumatic diagnoses according to the Barell 
Injury Diagnosis Matrix (BIDM).8  We also present atraumatic 
diagnoses and illnesses, including sequelae of trauma. Lastly, 
this report addresses mass shooting settings, firearm type 
and legality, and hate crime associations, with expanded 
discussion of the research processes and limitations.

METHODS
This retrospective case series of 403 patients reports 13 

CPMSs with greater than 10 injuries per event from 2012-
19. The study design and data abstraction methods have 
been reported previously.7 Briefly, we identified these CPMS 
incidents via public databases, The Violence Project (TVP),9 
and Mother Jones,10 and contacted local champions to report 
data from 31 hospitals that received injured victims to report 
data to a central hub. The study was deemed exempt from 
institutional review board (IRB) approval at the central site. 
Data were abstracted from primary medical records of victims 
presenting within 24 hours after the CPMS, and IRB approval 
was obtained at each spoke center. 

We used best-practice methods of retrospective chart 
review.11 We excluded deaths at the scene, in the emergency 
department (ED), and in the operating room during initial 
surgery. We included all patients from the CPMS, including 
those not injured by GSW, as well as uninjured patients 
presenting for medical complaints. To add context to the 
injured victims, we summarize the incident-level data 
retrieved from TVP database on type, number and legality of 
firearms used, hate crime components, and reported motive.9 
We collected Emergency Severity Index (ESI) triage levels 
on 232 of 403 patient (57.6%). For the other 171 victims, we 
assigned an ESI based on diagnosis, injury type, and projected 
resources used as per the definition for each ESI level.12

We compiled patient-level data on ED and inpatient 
diagnoses from medical records according to the International 
Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision, Clinical 
Modification (ICD-9-CM) and Tenth Revision (ICD-10-
CM) codes.13,14 We employed the BIDM, a standardized 
epidemiological tool that presents ICD-9-CM codes describing 
trauma in a two-dimensional array (matrix) of 36 body region 
rows and 12 nature-of-injury columns.8 To deal with the ICD-
10-CM codes in our sample, we used an online converter tool 
to translate these codes into their ICD-9-CM equivalents.15 For 
an additional layer of precision, we also referenced the Injury 
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Mortality Diagnosis Matrix, which is a similar matrix using 
ICD-10-CM codes.16 We chose to model this study’s CPMS 
injury matrix on the BIDM given its widespread application on 
morbidity data, as opposed to mortality/cause-of-death data.17

We made several modifications to the BIDM to more 
appropriately present CPMS-specific traumatic diagnosis 
codes. In this study, the mass shooting injury matrix (MSIM) 
has an additional nature-of-injury column, “Gunshot Wound,” 
to describe penetrating open wounds caused explicitly by 
GSWs. Therefore, non-GSW penetrating open wounds, 
lacerations, and abrasions are described in the column 
“Laceration and Abrasion.” Such a distinction is not possible 
in the unmodified BIDM. The BIDM also features three 
types of traumatic brain injuries (TBI): “Type 1” describes 
intracranial, and “Type 2” and “Type 3” describe extracranial 
trauma, with the latter distinguishable only by loss-of-
consciousness status. The MSIM features only two types of 
TBI, “Intracranial” and “Extracranial.” Next, we removed 
“Trunk” and “Burns” because our dataset did not contain any 
of these codes (ie, unspecified thorax trauma). Finally, we also 
removed “System-wide and Late Effects (Row 36),” as we 
reported these diagnosis codes separately from the MSIM.

For purposes of categorizing firearms used in CPMS in 
this report, we defined a SAF, whether pistol or rifle, as one 
that places the subsequent round in the chamber and then 
requires the user to depress the trigger again to fire the next 
round.18 Non-SAFs require additional actions by the user to 
fire the next round, other than pulling the trigger.18 The term 
“assault weapon” generally refers to a SAF with a detachable, 
large-capacity magazine and additional components that 
may include a pistol grip, a forward grip, and/or a flash 
suppressor.19 We relied on descriptions of the weapons used in 
mass shootings by TVP9 and did not independently verify the 
types of weapons used.

RESULTS
This study describes 13 CPMSs from 2012-2019 across 

nine US states (Table 1). Three of the mass shootings 
occurred at religious sites, three at bars/nightclubs, and 
two each at schools and concerts/festivals. All shootings 
featured SAFs: 9 of 13 (69.2%) involved at least one 
semi-automatic assault rifle (SAAR), and 4 of 13 (30.8%) 
only involved semi-automatic pistols (SAP). A total of 50 
firearms (3.85 per CPMS) were used by the perpetrators. 
Excluding the Las Vegas CPMS, which featured 24 
firearms, there were 26 firearms used in the other 12 
incidents (2.17 per shooting). There were 30 SAARs, 13 
SAPs, three shotguns, three other handguns, and one bolt-
action (non-automatic) rifle.

According to available public data, at least 32 of 50 
(64%) firearms were obtained legally for six mass shootings. 
Only three firearms used in one CPMS were known to have 
been obtained illegally. Most legally obtained firearms were 
purchased from a federal licensed dealer, including all 24 

firearms used in the Las Vegas CPMS. One legal firearm was 
bought in a private sale. 

Figure 1 shows that the distribution of ESI categories 
in this study’s 403 mass shooting survivors from disaster 
situations was skewed to the right, representing substantially 
higher acuity when compared to a national US sample of 138 
million patients in 2017 from the National Center of Health 
Statistics.20 Figure 2 shows the anatomic distribution of four 
trauma subtypes: GSW; fracture; neurologic; and vascular 
trauma, with colored-dot sizes proportional to frequency of 
injury at each anatomic location.

Mass Shooting Injury Diagnosis Matrix
There were 897 traumatic diagnoses recorded in the 

MSIM (Table 2) in total, equating to 2.48 per injured patient 
(364). Of these diagnoses, 725 (80%) were caused by GSW-
related trauma and 172 (20%) were from other blunt trauma 
(eg, fall, stampede, trampling). There were almost twice as 
many traumatic diagnoses per GSW patient than for non-
GSW mass shooting victims, reflecting the complicated 
nature of these injuries. The 725 GSW-related diagnoses for 
252 GSW patients equates to 2.88/patient vs 172 non-GSW 
diagnoses for 112 patients, or 1.56/patient. For GSW victims, 
the most common forms of trauma involved fractures (163) 
and internal organ injuries (113). For non-GSW victims, 
lacerations/abrasions (60), soft tissue contusions (55), and 
musculoskeletal strains (33) accounted for most injuries. For 
all patients, the most frequent anatomic regions of trauma 
involved the chest/thorax (113), followed by the abdomen 
(89), and shoulder/upper arm/axilla (89). 

Internal Organs
The most common internal injuries from GSWs were 48 

abdominal/retroperitoneal (including kidney), 41 thoracic, 
13 intracranial, and 11 urogenital/pelvis. In addition, there 
were four myocardial infarctions, two injuries from blunt 
trauma, and two from pre-existing coronary artery disease. 
These injuries resulted in 64 diagnoses of organ failure and 
shock: 30 acute blood loss anemia; 11 hemorrhagic shock; 9 
acute respiratory failure; and 14 other various organ failure 
diagnoses.

Musculoskeletal 
There were 196 total musculoskeletal diagnoses. The most 

common were wrist/hand (30), ribs (23), lower leg and ankle 
(18), upper extremity (17), foot (14), face (12), and skull (8). 
There were three reported cases of compartment syndrome of 
the leg associated with GSW trauma.

Neurologic
There were 44 patients with 51 neurologic trauma 

diagnoses. Thirty-one of these patients (70.4%) had GSW, and 
13 diagnoses were related to blunt head trauma (concussions). 
For GSW victims, there were 24 with peripheral nerve injuries 
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Figure 1. Distribution of Emergency Severity Index triage level at the 
primary receiving hospital for 403 survivors of 13 civilian public mass 
shootings in the United States (2012-19) compared to data from the 
2017 National Hospital Ambulatory Medical Care Survey.

 

and six patients with 13 intracranial TBIs (eg, epidural, 
subdural, subarachnoid, brain parenchymal). One patient had 
a traumatic spinal cord injury (not recorded in MSIM). The 
most common peripheral nerve injuries involved the lower 
extremity (of eight peripheral nerve injuries, four were to 
sciatic nerves and four were other leg nerve injuries), and the 
upper arm/axilla and forearm/elbow/wrist (seven each).  

Vascular
Vascular injuries were most commonly paired with 

peripheral nerve injuries (22 with nerve injuries and 12 
isolated). There were 34 patients with 34 vascular injuries, 
comprised of 17 upper extremity, 12 lower extremity, two 
abdominal, and one neck (two unknown).

Complications/Sequelae
There were 88 diagnoses related to complications 

and sequelae of trauma: 43 involving foreign bodies; 11 
gastrointestinal with ileus/constipation (opioid-induced 
and other); six with venous thromboembolism; two with 
ostomies; and two with wound dehiscence during the index 
hospitalization. 

Infectious/Metabolic
There were 20 reported infectious diagnoses among 144 

admitted patients (13.9% of all victims) and 37 diagnoses 
involving metabolic derangements, most frequently 
hypokalemia (11). 

Atraumatic
Thirty-nine patients did not sustain any physical injury, and 

21 of these cases (53.8%) involved psychiatric diagnoses. The 
others had a combination of acute concerns associated with the 
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Figure 2. Anatomic distribution of nonfatal gunshot wounds and 
other trauma sustained by 403 survivors of 13 civilian public mass 
shootings in the United States (2012-19).

 
Colored circles are proportional to the number of coded injuries, 
with black denoting gunshot wounds (n=357), yellow, fracture 
(n=157), blue, neurologic (n=34), and red, vascular (n=30).

shooting (ie, syncope, hearing loss from gunfire), exacerbations 
of pre-existing chronic conditions, and occupational exposure 
to blood products (first responders). Some injured patients 
concurrently had non-traumatic diagnoses, especially admitted 
patients. Four patients had asthma exacerbations, four had 
hearing loss, three had cardiovascular disease (two atraumatic 
myocardial infarctions and one hypertensive emergency), and 
three had obstetric concerns. 

Psychiatric
Overall, 50 patients had 75 psychiatric diagnoses (1.50 

per patient); Twenty-nine of these 50 patients (58.0%) also 
had physical trauma, and 21 (42.0%) did not have a physical 
injury. Thirty-five (46.7%) of the psychiatric diagnoses were 
anxiety/panic/adjustment disorders. Fifteen patients (20%) were 
diagnosed with acute stress disorder (ASD), seven (9.3%) with 
major depressive disorder/depressive symptoms, and six (8.0%) 
with post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), indicating a hospital 
stay longer than 30 days according to the Diagnostic and 
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fifth Edition.21

DISCUSSION 
This report focuses on injuries and related CPMS 

conditions, rather than deaths, to broaden and further 
describe the morbidity of victims, along with the societal and 
healthcare sequelae. This study is an additional analysis of 
a prior publication, in which we now report further detail on 
mass shooting settings, firearm type and legality, reported 

hate crime association, non-GSW trauma and illnesses, and 
research processes and limitations.7

As per Table 1, mass shootings occur in a variety of 
settings, including concerts, schools, places of worship, 
social gathering sites like bars, military bases, hospitals, 
and workplaces.22 Over 90% occur within one mile of 
places frequented by children (eg, school, park).23 Figure 
1 demonstrates that CPMSs survivors skew toward 
substantially higher acuity for triage severity and anticipated 
care resources compared with a national comprehensive 
sample of EDs in the US.20

Prehospital planning and mass casualty incident training 
simulations are key to preventing loss of life, especially 
given the shift toward higher acuity. There is ample evidence 
suggesting that prehospital training programs and tourniquet 
training for laypersons increase survival.25,26,27 Some public 
gathering places now have “STOP THE BLEED” kits, 
analogous to previous deployment of cardiac defibrillators. 
For example, in 2022 the city of Chicago deployed 550 STOP 
THE BLEED kits in 350 locations throughout the city.28

Brown and Goodin29 reported that 44% of fatalities and 62% 
of all CPMS victims were associated with SAAR use. In these 
13 CPMSs, there were 157 deaths and 887 nonfatal injuries, 
all of which were associated with SAF use.7 Nine incidents 
involved SAAR use, corresponding to 147 of 157 (94%) deaths 
and 810 of 887 (91%) nonfatal injuries, although approximately 
one-third of these were non-GSW trauma. The ability to fire 
many bullets from a high-capacity magazine of a SAF is a direct 
cause of multiple injuries and deaths, and their lethality far 
exceeds anything likely imagined by the authors of the Second 
Amendment.5 Public policy recommendations include restriction 
on purchase of high-capacity magazines as an important plank in 
mitigating potential injuries and deaths of mass shootings.30

Policy Implications
High-capacity SAF (which include assault rifles) are 

used in 20-58% of all firearm mass murders, but are used in 
a particularly high proportion of public mass shootings.3,4,29 
Civilian public mass shootings with SAFs result in substantially 
more fatal and especially non-fatal victims due to their rapid-
fire abilities, enabling the perpetrator to indiscriminately 
target victims in enclosed spaces or large gatherings.3,4,29 The 
1994 federal ban on assault weapons and large-capacity (>10 
rounds) ammunition magazines had exemptions and loopholes 
that limited its short-term effects, but its expiration in 2004 
was followed by an increase in the use of these weapons in 
mass shootings and other crimes.31,32 Data suggests that policy 
measures involving state-level restrictions on large-capacity 
magazines may reduce mass shootings.4

Evidence from 130 studies in 10 countries demonstrates 
that, in other nations, the simultaneous implementation of 
laws targeting multiple firearms restrictions is associated with 
reductions in firearm deaths.33 Laws restricting the purchase 
of (eg, background checks) and access to firearms (eg, safer 
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storage) are also associated with lower rates of intimate 
partner homicides and unintentional firearms deaths in 
children, respectively.33 Furthermore, laws requiring permits 
to purchase a gun are also associated with a lower incidence of 
mass public shootings, and bans on large-capacity magazines 
are associated with fewer fatalities and nonfatal injuries when 
such events do occur.34

Our findings from mass shooting events represent a 
subset of US national firearm injuries and deaths. The US 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention established 
the National Violent Death Reporting System (NVDRS) in 
2002, with six states reporting.35,36 Currently all 50 states, the 
District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico report their data. This 
robust dataset tracks all types of firearm deaths, including 
intentional, unintentional, those from interpersonal violence, 
legal intervention, and undetermined intent. However, the 
NVDRS does not track nonfatal firearm injuries as described 
here.36 Research funding to study important aspects of firearm 
death is now available and has been distributed to 16 projects 
to date. However, none of these currently funded projects 
focus on mass shooting intervention or prevention. Ten state 
government agencies have received funding to enhance death 
surveillance and reporting, again excluding firearm injuries. 

The NVDRS applies the principles of public health 
research and intervention pioneered by Dr. William 
Haddon, the first director of the National Highway Safety 
Administration, whose use of the scientific approach led to 
dramatically reduced morbidity and mortality of highway 
crashes over decades. Application of these principles has 
promise to similarly reduce both injuries and deaths from 
firearm violence.37  

Anatomic and Organ System Injuries in the Barell Injury 
Diagnosis Matrix

The BIDM is a reliable and useful format for describing 
trauma-related morbidity. There is already a NVDRS, and 
this matrix could form the backbone of an analogous national 
violent injury reporting system.38 In this study, we modified 
the BIDM to distinguish between GSW and non-GSW open 
wounds and penetrating trauma. The ICD system is imperfect, 
as it was designed for billing purposes rather than clinical 
research. However, its use here as a clinical surrogate is 
widespread and relatively straightforward. We call for greater 
resources and funding to better capture CPMS data in trauma 
registries and to separate these data from other firearm 
violence. We also recognize the need for a universal definition 
for mass shooting for clinicians and public health workers. 
Finally, there is a need to separately track the GSW vs non-
GSW injuries. Although we found most injuries were ballistic-
related, 19.1% of the injuries were not. 

Mass Shootings Patient Conditions Apart from Trauma
While we did not collect long-term follow-up data, it is 

well known that victims of firearm injury and mass shootings 
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suffer from higher rates of psychological illness.39 Children 
and adolescents may be especially vulnerable, suffering from 
higher rates of post-traumatic stress, suicide, depression, 
substance abuse, and anxiety.40 Hospitals should incorporate 
aftermath services that address the psychological sequelae 
of a CPMS into their emergency medical systems (EMS) 
disaster plans. 

Psychiatric conditions were common among our patients 
from mass shootings. We found 12.4% of the victims 
presented for acute mental health issues; given the chaos of 
these incidents, the true proportion and impact on mental 
health is certainly higher. Fifteen patients were formally 
diagnosed with ASD, and six were diagnosed with PTSD 
by the time of hospital discharge. These 21 patients formed 
almost one-third (28%) of all psychiatric diagnoses. As a key 
difference between ASD and PTSD involves the duration 
of symptoms (3-30 days vs > 30 days),21 it is plausible that 
some of the patients with ASD may have subsequently 
developed PTSD.

Furthermore, the incidence of psychiatric sequelae in 
our sample is likely under-reported, as some patients never 
presented with acute psychological distress, and 256 of all 
403 patients (63.5%) were discharged from the ED before any 
detailed evaluation of their emotional state. Therefore, the 
incidence of 5.2% (21/403) should be considered a minimum 
proportion. In the acute post-disaster period, one study found 
20% of men and 36% of women met criteria for PTSD, the 
most prevalent psychiatric disorder. One-half of women and 
one-fourth of men with PTSD also met criteria for other 
psychiatric diagnoses, most commonly major depression.40 

Survivors of GSWs may experience negative psychiatric 
outcomes for years after.41 The diagnoses not included in 
the MSIM speak to this point. We found 39 patients with 
only non-traumatic diagnoses (9.7%) and an additional 50 
patients (12.4%) with 75 more psychiatric diagnoses, for a 
total of 22.1% with only or additional non-injury diagnoses. 
It is unlikely that all potential psychiatric diagnoses were 
contemporaneously captured due to the chaos and short 
evaluation time of many patients; therefore, this report 
likely underestimates the true number. Vela et al41 evaluated 
GSW victims (not specifically from CPMS) and found that 
combined alcohol and substance use increased from 30.8% 
pre-to 44.0% post-GSW. Subjects up to five years after GSW 
had lower than comparison population scores on Global 
Physical Health (45 [11]; P < .001), Global Mental Health (48 
[11]; P = .03), and Physical Function (45 [12]; P < .001) on 
the National Institutes of Health’s Patient-Reported Outcome 
Measure Information System.42 Furthermore, they found 
48.6% of their subjects screened positive for probable PTSD, 
far greater than the 12.4% found here.

Physical problems for victims of a CPMS last far beyond 
the acute care/initial hospitalization phase. Although we 
gathered systematic data on all injured patients during the 
index ED visit and subsequent hospitalization, and hospital 

charges for the following week, we recognize that healthcare 
costs and disability continue. An example from the dataset 
includes one patient from a CPMS who was shot in the 
extremity and presented for initial care the next day to his 
home hospital hundreds of miles away, with a complex long-
bone fracture. His ongoing care included five major surgeries 
and follow-up visits for 2.5 years. until ultimately lost to 
follow-up. He accumulated $450,000 in medical charges, 
and, at the last documented visit, continued to suffer residual 
disability with work restrictions involving light duty only. 
Victims of mass shootings have complex and ongoing care 
needs. Therefore, this report should be considered an accurate 
description of only the initial phase of injury care. Further 
work is needed to better understand the comprehensive 
consequences of physical and psychological injury.

Communities, individuals, and healthcare workers who 
fall victim to CPMS can benefit from mental health resources 
such as critical incident stress debriefing (CISD).43,44 Per 
the US Department of Labor, CISD is a facilitator-led 
group process conducted soon after a traumatic event with 
individuals considered to be under stress from trauma 
exposure. In addition, psychosocial interventions, such as 
Psychological First Aid, Skills for Psychological Recovery, 
and Listen, Protect, and Connect: Psychological First Aid for 
Children and Parents, have been developed to aid victims.45,46 
These programs should be incorporated into hospital- and 
EMS-level disaster plans to help individuals cope with the 
aftermath of CPMS.

Emergency Planning
Our results also provide information for emergency 

planning and resource allocation preparation by community 
EDs in the event of a mass shooting. Any community ED 
could face, and should be prepared for, a mass casualty 
event from a civilian mass shooting. Injured victims could 
quickly overwhelm the resources of community hospitals that 
lack the advanced resources of a tertiary trauma or regional 
referral center. (Community hospitals received 194/403 
[48.1%] of the patients in the current study.) Although 14/403 
(3.5%) patients were ultimately transferred to centers with 
advanced resources, the initial stabilization and much of the 
comprehensive care were provided in non-trauma centers. 
Therefore, it is critical that these facilities prepare for the 
types and frequencies of injuries described here.

Future Research
Important foci of research and public policy change 

include assessment of the potential impact of “smart guns,” 
which can only be fired by the registered user; increased 
background checks and waiting periods (including closing so-
called “gun-show loopholes” that avoid background checks); 
appropriate application of concealed weapon permits; removal 
of tort liability protections for gun manufacturers; restriction 
of semi-automatic and automatic weapons; and restriction of 
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large-capacity magazines, which is specifically important to 
mitigate the harm from CPMS described here.

LIMITATIONS
Neighborhood Shootings/Public Databases

This study focuses on mass shootings with >10 injuries, 
but numerous shootings occur daily (698 in the US in 2021) 
with multiple victims sustaining considerable morbidity 
along with death. These daily shootings do not fit within the 
Congressional Research Service definition of mass shootings, 
which excludes gang violence and shootings involving 
criminal profit.47 Furthermore, public databases have varying 
definitions of mass shootings.48 While the definition used here 
was purposely narrow to identify a large number of victims at 
sites with high potential for engaged local champions (see Site 
Recruitment, below), the injuries from neighborhood gang 
violence and criminal profit are no less devastating. In fact, 
these neighborhood shootings have been shown to garner less 
public attention from the media, another indicator of health 
and safety inequities in minority communities.49 The injury 
patterns, outcomes, and resource use reported here are likely 
generalizable to the larger firearm violence epidemic, with 
the caveat that neighborhood shootings may be less likely to 
involve SAFs with high-capacity magazines.

Site Recruitment
Mass shooting site recruitment for this study required local 

champions at hospitals that treated victims from CPMSs. Some 
institutions were unwilling to contribute data to the study for 
fear of public relations damage (personal communication). In 
addition, some patients presented to non-teaching hospitals, 
which lacked either research infrastructure or interest to 
participate. Data on 377 patients (45% of our potential sample) 
from the Las Vegas Route 91 Harvest Festival CPMS were 
unobtainable due to site-related limitations.7 This reinforces 
our call for a national database of mass shooting deaths and 
injuries, not dependent on local cooperation.

Data Collection
The true number of patients who presented to EDs for 

12 of the CPMSs reported here are generally lower than 
publicly reported databases. By contrast, for the Las Vegas 
CPMS, local treating physicians reported that many patients 
were never registered or had incomplete documentation, 
given the volume, pace of influx, acuity, and arrival without 
identification.50 Chaos and communication breakdowns are 
common to all mass shootings, with one study finding that 13 
of 17 (76.5%) incidents experienced a communication failure 
in the aftermath.51 Public databases are based on lay media and 
have different definitions; thus, the challenges we encountered 
highlight the importance of accurate information. Data 
collection was also hindered by age of records, legacy medical 
records, and IRB-specific restrictions, such as the exclusion of 
children, pregnant women, and police officers at some sites. 

Despite the difficulties in site recruitment and discrepancies 
with reported statistics, the 403 victims described in this study 
represent real patients, as opposed to media estimates. 

CONCLUSION
 Mass shootings are common in the United States. 

In addition to further research on the human toll of these 
events, we call for additional study of the psychology of 
the perpetrators, the forensics of their weapons, abortive/
prevention strategies, and the long-term physical and 
emotional impact on survivors. We advocate for the addition 
of firearm-related injuries to the existing infrastructure of the 
National Violent Death Reporting System. Only with proper 
research and funding will we best inform public policy to 
mitigate the enormous consequences of mass shootings.
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INTRODUCTION
Immediate hemorrhage control with a limb tourniquet 

has been life-saving both on and off the battlefield.1,2 The US 
military estimates that tourniquets saved more than 1,000 
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Introduction: While windlass-rod style tourniquets stop bleeding in limbs when used by skilled 
responders, they are less successful in the hands of the untrained or not recently trained public. To 
improve usability, an academic-industry partnership developed the Layperson Audiovisual Assist 
Tourniquet (LAVA TQ). The LAVA TQ is novel in design and technology and addresses known 
challenges in public tourniquet application. A previously published multisite, randomized controlled 
trial of 147 participants showed that the LAVA TQ is much easier for the lay public to use compared 
to the Combat Application Tourniquet (CAT). This study evaluates the LAVA TQ’s ability to occlude 
blood flow in humans compared to the CAT. 

Methods: This study was a prospective, blinded, randomized controlled trial to demonstrate the 
non-inferiority of the LAVA TQ to occlude blood flow when applied by expert users compared to the 
CAT. The study team enrolled participants in Bethesda, Maryland, in 2022. The primary outcome 
was the proportion of blood flow occlusion by each tourniquet. The secondary outcome was surface 
application pressure for each device.

Results: The LAVA TQ and CAT occluded blood flow in all limbs (21 LAVA TQ, 100%; 21 CAT, 
100%). The LAVA TQ was applied at a mean pressure of 366 millimeters of mercury (mm Hg) (SD 20 
mm Hg), and the CAT at a mean pressure of 386 mm Hg (SD 63 mm Hg) (P = 0.14).

Conclusion: The novel LAVA TQ is non-inferior to the traditional windlass-rod CAT in occluding 
blood flow in human legs. The application pressure of LAVA TQ is similar to that used in the CAT. 
The findings of this study, coupled with LAVA TQ’s demonstrated superior usability, make the LAVA 
TQ an acceptable alternative limb tourniquet. [West J Emerg Med. 2023;24(3)566–571.]
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lives in Iraq and Afghanistan, and tourniquets are now being 
used throughout communities and hospitals across the United 
States.1 The Stop the Bleed (STB) campaign, launched at the 
White House in 2015, brings these battlefield medical lessons 
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What do we already know about this issue?
A layperson is not as successful in applying 
the Combat Application Tourniquet (CAT) as a 
skilled responder. 

What was the research question?
Is the new Layperson Audiovisual Tourniquet 
(LAVA TQ) non-inferior to CAT in occluding 
blood flow in human volunteers?

What was the major finding of the study?
The LAVA TQ and CAT occluded blood flow in 
all limbs (n=21 LAVA TQ, 100%; n = 21 CAT, 
100%).

How does this improve population health?
Stop the Bleed advocates for public access to 
trauma supplies. The easier-to-use LAVA TQ, 
which occludes blood flow comparably to a 
CAT, might enhance bystander response.

home by teaching the public to control hemorrhage prior to the 
arrival of an ambulance.3,4 Rapid tourniquet application—a core 
STB principle—is now the first-line treatment for extremity 
hemorrhage in mainstream, public education guidelines.5 

While the Combat Application Tourniquet (CAT) and 
other windlass-rod tourniquets can stop bleeding, the public 
is just 20% successful at applying them without training.6 
Even with training, a layperson’s ability to apply tourniquets 
successfully drops to about 50% mere months after training.7 
While widely available windlass-rod style tourniquets, such as 
the CAT, can stop bleeding when used by skilled responders, 
they are not intuitively designed. The non-optimized design 
makes them difficult for the minimally or untrained public to 
achieve successful extremity hemorrhage control. Multiple 
studies have shown poor performance by untrained layperson 
users, as well as rapid skill loss after training.6-8

To boost performance by the lay public, a team of 
academic and industry partners developed the Layperson 
Audiovisual Assist Tourniquet (LAVA TQ)—the first 
audiovisual-enabled layperson tourniquet to improve the 
public’s ability, even if untrained, to save lives from extremity 
hemorrhage (Figure 1). The design and technology of the 
LAVA TQ address several known problems with tourniquets 
applied by the public. The LAVA TQ replaces the sometimes-
confusing windlass-rod mechanism found in many standard 
tourniquets with an intuitive seatbelt design as the tourniquet’s 
strap and a user-friendly knob for tightening. Like a seatbelt 
in a vehicle, the LAVA TQ will tighten to snug against the 
extremity once the belt is clicked into place. This action 
removes the initial tightening step required in most standard 
windlass-rod tourniquets, thereby requiring fewer steps to 
apply. The LAVA TQ guides the user to successful application 
with a series of lights, color cues, pressure application 
feedback, and audio instructions. 

A recent multisite, international study addressed the 
usability of the LAVA TQ by showing that the untrained public 
is much more successful at applying the LAVA TQ compared 
to a CAT (93% vs 22%) on simulated limbs.9 In this study we 
compare the ability of the LAVA TQ and CAT to occlude blood 
flow in human legs. We hypothesized that trained users with 
medical backgrounds would occlude blood flow during all 
applications of both the LAVA TQ and CAT on human limbs.

METHODS
This study was a prospective, blinded, randomized 

controlled trial to assess non-inferiority of the novel LAVA TQ 
(experimental arm) to occlude blood flow in human volunteers 
when compared to the CAT (control arm). The Uniformed 
Services University (USU) Institutional Review Board (IRB) 
reviewed and approved this study (USUHS.2020-060), and it 
is registered on the National Library of Medicine’s Clinical 
Trials website (clinicaltrials.gov, NCT05504733). 

We performed an a priori power calculation for a parallel 
group non-inferiority trial. We assumed that all tourniquet 

 
Figure 1. The LAVA TQ*: a user-intuitive tourniquet with a seatbelt 
design and audiovisual instructions.
*LAVA TQ, Layperson Audiovisual Assist Tourniquet.

applications, in both the control (CAT) and experimental 
(LAVA TQ) study arms, would occlude blood flow. We then 
calculated a minimum sample size of 13 applications with 
each device (26 total) to have 80% power to detect a 10% 
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difference (non-inferiority limit) in performance between the 
two devices. With IRB permission, we enrolled a total of 21 
participants to undergo 42 applications (one device on each 
leg) by medical professionals. The primary outcome was the 
proportion of CAT applications compared to the LAVA TQ 
applications that occluded blood flow in human volunteers. 
The secondary outcome was the surface pressure of an applied 
CAT tourniquet compared to an applied LAVA TQ tourniquet 
in human volunteers. 

We recruited healthy participants to undergo application 
of tourniquets to both of their legs. The exclusion criteria 
were as follows: age <18 or >65 years old; hypertension; prior 
vascular surgery; peripheral vascular disease; diabetes; prior 
lower extremity surgery; active lower extremity infection; 
any hypercoagulable condition; pregnancy; or any condition 
in which participants felt they could suffer harm from brief 
tourniquet application. Participants were recruited via email 
messages sent to members of the USU community, as well as 
word of mouth. Participants were not compensated. Studies 
involving military members and students at USU are reviewed 
and approved by a series of offices, including the Office of 
Student Affairs and military chain of command to prevent 
coercion of participants. For this study protocol we obtained 
all the routine approvals prior to execution.  

The study team collected all data on May 9, 2022, 
on the USU campus in Bethesda, Maryland. Twenty-
one participants arrived at a pre-scheduled time and then 
completed a screening questionnaire to verify eligibility 
(Table 1, Figure 2). After completing screening, each 
participant reviewed and signed an informed consent 
document that described the study, potential risks, and their 
ability to withdraw voluntarily at any time. 

The study team randomized each participant and assigned 
them a participant number. The number was not linked to the 
participant, and no personally identifying data was collected 
as part of the study. The randomization occurred in blocks 
with the first 10 participants assigned to begin the study with 
CAT application, and the next 11 participants assigned to begin 
the study with the LAVA TQ application. Study observers 
evaluating blood flow were blinded to the participants’ 
randomization. Participants completed a pre-study questionnaire 
consisting of basic demographic information, height, and 
weight. Then study team members measured and recorded 
their resting brachial blood pressure and calf circumferences 10 
centimeters (cm) distal to the tibial plateau. 

Following the enrollment procedures, participants 
underwent the first part of the study. The participant removed 
shoes and socks from both feet and removed or moved any 
clothing distal to their knees. A trained observer then entered 
the study room and used a handheld Doppler ultrasound to 
detect the participant’s dorsalis pedis pulse in each foot. The 
observer used a surgical marker to place an “X” at the location 
of the detected pulse on the participant’s foot, and then left 
the room. One of two trained medical professionals, both with 

All (N = 19)a

n (%)
Age (years), M (range) 28 (22-51)
Gender

Female 5 (26)
Raceb

Asian or Pacific Islander 3 (16)
Black 0 (0)
White 18 (95)
Other 1 (5)

Ethnicity
Hispanic origin 5 (26)
Not of Hispanic origin 14 (74)

Height (cm), M (range) 175 (152-196)
Weight (kg), M (range) 81 (50-132)
Right leg circumference (cm), 
M (range)

38 (27-47)

Left leg circumference (cm), M 
(range)

38 (27-47)

Table 1. Participant demographics.

aTwo participants did not complete the demographic information.
bMixed race participants were counted for multiple races.
cm, centimeter; kg, kilogram.

 

Figure 2. Study flow.
LAVA TQ, Layperson Audiovisual Assist Tourniquet; CAT, Combat 
Application Tourniquet.

military medical experience and a history of numerous CAT 
applications, applied either a CAT or LAVA TQ, as determined 
by randomization, to one of the participant’s legs. The medical 
professionals had been trained to use LAVA TQ prior to 
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the study. Neither medical professional was involved in the 
development of the LAVA TQ nor did they have any financial 
or intellectual property interest in the device. The medical 
professionals did not assist with study design. 

The medical professionals applied the tourniquet at a 
standardized location on all participants: 10 cm distal to the 
tibial plateau. They applied the tourniquet until they thought it 
was tight enough to stop blood flow. As soon as the tourniquet 
was applied, the medical professional covered the tourniquet 
and the participant’s lower leg with a blinding box and asked 
the observer to return to the room (Figure 3). The observer 
placed the Doppler ultrasound at the previously marked 
location of the participant’s dorsalis pulse and annotated a 
checklist to indicate if a pulse was present. The observer 
left the room, and the medical professional then removed 
the blinding box and tourniquet. The medical professional 
followed the same procedures to place the other type of 
tourniquet on the opposite leg.

After performing the experiment to determine the 
ability of the CAT and LAVA TQ to occlude blood flow, the 
participants underwent a second application of each device 
to determine their respective surface application pressures. 
The medical professional placed a neonatal blood pressure 
cuff (Neonate #1, single hose), which had been connected to 
an external gas pressure sensor system (Vernier Gas Pressure 
sensor, LabQuest 3 interface [Vernier Science Education, 
Beaverton, OR]), on the participant’s anterior lower leg 10 cm 
distal to the tibial plateau, with the length of the cuff oriented 
in the limb circumference direction. This blood pressure cuff 
was then wrapped lightly with an elastic wrap bandage to 
hold it in place. Then the external pressure gauge was zeroed, 
and the medical professional applied either the CAT or LAVA 

 
Figure 3. Blinding box used to shield the type of tourniquet from 
an observer who used handheld Doppler ultrasound to confirm the 
presence or absence of a dorsalis pedis pulse.

TQ, based on randomization, to the participant’s leg with the 
attached neonatal blood pressure cuff. 

The study team chose a neonatal blood pressure cuff as it 
fit under the band of either the CAT or LAVA TQ. The medical 
professional applied the device until they thought it would 
stop blood and covered the participant’s leg and tourniquet 
with the same blinding box used previously. The observer then 
entered the room and used the Doppler ultrasound to confirm 
the presence or absence of a dorsalis pedis pulse. If the pulse 
was absent, the medical professional recorded the surface 
pressure measured by the blood pressure cuff and gauge. If the 
pulse had been present, the medical professional would tighten 
and re-check. The observer left the room, and the medical 
professional removed the box and tourniquet. The medical 
professional then repeated the same series of steps using the 
other tourniquet on the participant’s opposite leg. 

RESULTS
The 21 study participants had a mean age of 28 years 

(range 22-51), a mean weight of 81 kilograms (kg) (range 
50-132 kg), and 26% were female (Table 1). For the study’s 
primary outcome, the medical professionals occluded blood 
flow in all participants in both the experimental LAVA TQ arm 
(21, 100%), and the control CAT arm (21, 100%) (Table 2). 
For the study’s secondary outcome of tourniquet application 
pressure, the LAVA TQ was applied at a mean pressure of 366 
millimeters of mercury (mm Hg) (SD 20 mm Hg), and the 
CAT was applied at a mean pressure of 386 mm Hg (SD 63 
mm Hg) (Table 2). The difference in application pressures was 
not statistically significant (P = 0.14). 

DISCUSSION
The novel LAVA TQ is non-inferior to a traditional 

windlass-rod CAT in occluding blood flow in human legs. For 
skilled users, the CAT has proven effective at stopping life-
threatening hemorrhage in limbs, and the LAVA TQ is equally 
effective in occluding blood flow in this experiment in human 
limbs. While the primary anticipated benefit of the LAVA TQ 
is enhanced usability compared to the CAT, it is essential to 
document the device’s performance in occluding blood flow. 
The use of handheld Doppler ultrasound for measuring blood 

LAVA TQ (n = 21)
n (%)

CAT (n = 21)
n (%) P-value

Successful 
occlusion 21 (100) 21 (100)
Occlusion pressure 
(mm Hg), Mean 
(SD) 366 (20) 386 (63) 0.14

Table 2. Blood flow occlusion in the Layperson Audiovisual Assist 
Tourniquet vs the Combat Appllcation Tourniquet.

LAVA TQ, Layperson Audiovisual Assist Tourniquet; CAT, Combat 
Application Tourniquet; mm Hg, millimeters of mercury. 
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flow has been validated previously.10,11 Since all blood flow was 
occluded in both the experimental and control study arms, there 
is little reason to suspect bias from the blinded observers. None 
of the study’s observers, participants, or medical professionals 
have any financial interest in the LAVA TQ.

Tourniquets are now widely recommended for use by 
the public as the first-line treatment for life-threatening 
extremity hemorrhage.5,12 While existing standard tourniquets 
can occlude blood flow, multiple studies have shown that 
laypersons have difficulty applying them if they have never 
been trained to apply a tourniquet, if they have not been 
trained within the prior several weeks, or if they do not have 
adjunctive aids to assist them.6,13-14 Since most people in the 
US will not receive ongoing or refresher STB training, finding 
alternative methods or devices to assist tourniquet application 
at the point of injury is essential. In fact, using audiovisual 
instructions to assist tourniquet application was one of the five 
original goals of the Stop the Bleed campaign.4 The LAVA TQ 
is the first device to bring this goal to reality, and this study 
demonstrates that it can accomplish its essential function of 
stopping blood flow on a human extremity.

While the difference in pressure applied to the limbs when 
applying either device was not statistically different in this 
study, other studies have demonstrated significantly higher 
application pressures for CAT.15 It is important to note that 
the pressures reported here are not necessarily the minimum 
pressure required to achieve occlusion (ie, the pressure 
above which there is an absence of arterial pulse). In this 
study, medical professionals used their judgment to assess 
adequate tightness but were not reacting to patient parameters 
such as ongoing bleeding. It is possible that the measured 
pressure differences were similar in part because the medical 
professionals were familiar with the CAT application and 
applied a similar tightness with the LAVA TQ. It is expected 
that the greater strap width in the LAVA TQ compared to the 
CAT will occlude arterial flow at lower application pressures, 
which might reduce the possibility of nerve injury or other 
damage compared to traditional windlass-rod designs. 
Additionally, the LAVA TQ design allows for pressure 
increase in smaller increments than the CAT, further reducing 
the risk of over-tightening.

LIMITATIONS
This study has limitations. These tourniquet applications 

were performed in a laboratory setting, and findings could 
vary with actual injury. The study does not assess durability 
factors or usability for either device. Trained professionals 
applied the devices in this study, rather than the lay public 
who may use the LAVA TQ eventually. We used professionals 
to ensure that we could attribute an inability of either device 
to occlude blood flow to device design, rather than human 
application error. The neonatal blood pressure cuff measuring 
system has been described previously but has limitations.15 
The use of air in the measurement cuffs, rather than an 

incompressible liquid, could cause some variation from the 
actual pressures applied due to cuff deformation or air leakage. 
We anticipate that any errors due to cuff performance would 
affect the LAVA TQ and CAT equally, but this is not certain. 

Tourniquet application is a painful procedure. We did not 
survey the participants specifically about application pain of 
the two tourniquets. However, multiple participants remarked 
spontaneously to the study team that the LAVA TQ was less 
painful than the CAT. This is likely due to the wider strap on 
the LAVA TQ compared to the CAT; this could be a useful 
area for future investigation.

CONCLUSION
The novel Layperson Audiovisual Assist Tourniquet 

is non-inferior to the traditional windlass-rod Combat 
Application Tourniquet in occluding blood flow in human legs 
when applied by a trained medical professional. The surface 
application pressure of LAVA TQ is similar to that of the CAT 
in healthy volunteer study subjects. The findings of this study 
confirm that the LAVA TQ is an acceptable alternative limb 
tourniquet for occluding blood flow. Study of the LAVA TQ’s 
performance in real-world bleeding situations is warranted.
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INTRODUCTION
Children are among the most vulnerable populations in 

healthcare. Economic hardship has a significant burden on 
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Introduction: Economic hardship is a major threat to children’s health, implying that pediatric out-
of-hospital cardiac arrest (pOHCA) might be promoted by lower incomes and child poverty. To target 
resources, it is helpful to identify geographical hotspots. Rhode Island is the smallest state by area in 
the United States of America. It has one million inhabitants and is comparable to many larger cities 
worldwide. We aimed to investigate the possible associations of pOHCA with economic factors and 
the coronavirus 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic. Our goal was to identify high-risk areas and evaluate 
whether the COVID-19 pandemic had an influence on delays in prehospital care.

Methods: We analyzed all pOHCA cases (patients <18 years of age) in Rhode Island between 
March 1, 2018–February 28, 2022. We performed Poisson regression with pOHCA as dependent 
and economic risk factors (median household income [MHI] and child poverty rate from the US 
Census Bureau) as well as the COVID-19 pandemic as independent variables. Hotspots were 
identified using local indicators of spatial association (LISA) statistics. We used linear regression to 
assess the association of emergency nedical services-related times with economic risk factors and 
COVID-19. 

Results: A total of 51 cases met our inclusion criteria. Lower MHIs (incidence-rate ratio [IRR]) 
0.99 per $1,000 MHI; P=0.01) and higher child poverty rates (IRR 1.02 per percent; P=0.02) were 
significantly associated with higher numbers of ambulance calls due to pOHCA. The pandemic 
did not have a significant influence (IRR 1.1; P=0.7). LISA identified 12 census tracts as hotspots 
(P<0.01). The pandemic was not associated with delays in prehospital care.

Conclusion: Lower median household income and higher child poverty rate are associated with 
higher numbers of pediatric out-of-hospital cardiac arrest. [West J Emerg Med. 2023;24(3)572–578.]

their well-being. The United Nations International Children’s 
Emergency Fund estimates that about a billion children live 
in poverty around the world.1 Their risk of dying during 
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What do we already know about this issue?
Pediatric out-of-hospital cardiac arrest 
(pOHCA) is a rare but important condition 
in emergency medicine. Children’s health is 
associated with socioeconomic status.

What was the research question?
Is there an association between median 
household income and the occurrence of 
pOHCA?

What was the major finding of the study? 
Lower median household income and higher 
child poverty rates are associated with higher 
numbers of pOHCA (1% per 1,000$ change; 
P=0.01).

How does this improve population health?
Interventions focusing on areas with lower 
household incomes might help to improve 
patient care and the prevention of pOHCA.

childhood is twice as high compared to individuals raised 
under economically stable conditions.1 In the United States 
of America (US), up to 20% of children are considered to 
be poor, which makes them one of the largest groups of 
destitute people in the country.2 The ongoing coronavirus 
2019 (COVID-19) pandemic has further aggravated these 
issues globally.3

The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) defines 
children as individuals <18 years of age.4 Pediatric out-
of-hospital cardiac arrest (pOHCA) is an infrequently 
encountered condition by emergency medical services 
(EMS).5, 6 An efficient rescue chain including prompt 
recognition of the condition, Basic Life Support instructions 
for bystanders prior to the arrival of EMS, proper 
training, and equipment for the EMS professionals are the 
cornerstones to improve outcomes, which nevertheless 
remain poor.5, 7, 8 To target resources, it might be useful for 
EMS personnel to know areas with higher likelihoods of 
encountering pOHCA. Identifying structural risk factors 
within society, such as economic hardship, might be of value 
for healthcare policymakers. Interventions, including first-aid 
training, community automatic defibrillator deployment, and 
prevention efforts may be of higher value in communities 
with higher prevalence.9

Rhode Island has approximately one million inhabitants 
and is the smallest state in the US by area. Its demographics 
and household economic status are near the national 
average.10 The US Census Bureau publishes the respective 
data on a census-tract basis (ie, small geographical areas 
with similar numbers of inhabitants).11 Rhode Island’s 
overall population density, with suburban and rural areas 
surrounding the densely populated urban area of the capital, 
Providence, makes it well comparable to many major cities 
worldwide. The state’s EMS system includes many different 
agencies but is regulated by the state Department of Health, 
which implies mandatory statewide EMS protocols and 
data reporting. All ambulance agency patient records are 
automatically uploaded into two databases, a biospatial 
platform and an EMS data capture tool (ImageTrend Elite, 
Lakeville, MN), where they are stored under the standardized 
paradigms of the National EMS Information System.12, 13 
This comprises clinical and geospatial information on 911 
emergency calls.

Geospatial data can be analyzed using various 
approaches. These include non-spatial methodology, such 
as linear and Poisson regression models, and methods of 
geospatial statistics. One of the latter techniques is the local 
indicators of spatial association (LISA) test, which focuses 
on reviewing geographical areas (eg, census tracts) in the 
context of their surroundings regarding a characteristic 
(eg, rate of EMS calls).14 It allows identification of clusters 
with similar properties or outliers with dissimilar properties 
in immediate neighborhoods. The global Moran’s I is 
another geospatial test, which facilitates the detection of 

geographical patterns over the entire map of interest.15 
Similar methods have been used in the past to examine the 
geospatial properties of adult OHCA.16-18

We aimed to investigate whether there is an association 
between a census tract’s median household income (MHI), 
child poverty rate, and the occurrence of pOHCA over a four-
year observation period that included two years prior to the 
COVID-19 outbreak and the first two years of the pandemic. 
Furthermore, we aimed to elaborate on whether the pandemic 
was associated with any EMS-related delays of patient care. 
To our knowledge, no study has yet investigated these issues 
using a comprehensive, statewide dataset.

METHODS
We conducted a retrospective analysis of all ambulance 

calls for pOHCA in the state of Rhode Island between 
March 1, 2018–February 28, 2022. Subjects had to be 
<18 years of age, according to the AAP’s definition of 
childhood.4 The study period corresponds to equal intervals 
before (March 1, 2018–February 29, 2020) and after 
(March 1, 2020–February 28, 2022) the beginning of the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

Records of non-primary responses (eg, interfacility 
transfers) and mass casualty incidents were excluded. We 
extracted the patients’ demographics (gender and age) and 
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EMS-related information (geo-coordinates, mission times, 
clinical data, and the patient report narrative) from the 
biospatial and EMS data capture platforms. The datasets 
from these two sources were merged in Microsoft Excel 
16.62 (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA) based on 
the patient-care report number, a unique identifier. All 
patient care reports including their narratives were manually 
reviewed by a board-certified EMS physician, who is also a 
licensed paramedic.

The census tracts’ most recent year (2020) shapefiles, 
demographic (population <18 years and poverty rates), and 
economic (median household income [MHI]) information 
were downloaded from the website of the US Census 
Bureau.19, 20 We excluded census tracts without any inhabitants 
<18 years of age (ie, no population at risk, such as water 
areas, of which there are four). Another two census tracts, 
which are inhabited but isolated islands, were excluded from 
geospatial analysis only, as they do not have any adjacent 
neighbors according to our definition (identifiers of census 
tracts comprising water: 44005990000, 44009990100, 
44009990200; islands: 44005041300, 44009041500). The 
Providence Airport census tract (identifier 44003980000) was 
merged with one of its neighbors (identifier 44003021902) 
for geospatial analysis only, as it doesn’t have any 
sociodemographic attributes.

The data was imported into ArcGIS Pro 2.9.3 (Esri 
Corporation, Redlands, CA). All pOHCA cases were 
assigned to census tracts by their geocoordinates. We 
calculated rates (ie, the number of pOHCA cases over the 
four-year observation period divided by the population <18 
years of age) for all census tracts and the state of Rhode 
Island. We investigated differences in MHI, measured in 
2020 inflation-adjusted US dollars ($), using a Poisson 
regression model with the number of pOHCA cases as the 
dependent and the economic risk factors MHI and child 
poverty rate, as well as the period of the pandemic, as 
independent variables. We used the poisson command in 
Stata 17MP (StataCorp, LLC, College Station, TX), with the 
exposure option to control for the census tracts’ individual 
population size. We used the vce [cluster clustvar] option 
to link census tracts by their geographic identifiers, thereby 
allowing us to include COVID-19 (before pandemic and 
pandemic phase) as a variable into the model. Results 
are presented as incidence-rate ratios (IRR) with their 
corresponding 95% confidence intervals and P-values. We 
controlled for the population at risk.

We calculated Global Moran’s I statistics across all 
eligible census tracts. LISA statistics regarding the pOHCA 
rate of each census tract were calculated using a row-
standardized, with 499 permutations.21 We used the spatial 
contiguity Queen criterion (sharing common edges and/
or corners) to define the neighbor relationship. Results are 
presented graphically on a map. 

We defined EMS times as follows:

• Response time: from unit dispatched to arrival at the patient
•	 On-scene time: from arrival at the patient to leaving the 

scene
•	 Transport time: from leaving the scene to arrival at the 

destination
•	 Back-to-service time: from patient arriving at destination 

to unit back to service
•	 Overall mission time: from dispatch to unit back in service.

Time values of zero were excluded. We calculated 
differences in medians between before and after the beginning 
of the COVID-19 pandemic and their corresponding 95% 
CIs, using quantile regression in Stata 17MP. We used linear 
regression models with the respective times as the dependent 
variables. Census tracts neighborhood hotspots (ie, high-low 
outliers identified by LISA) and the economic risk factors 
served as independent variables. A two-sided P-value ≤0.05 
was considered to be statistically significant.

As data on the geospatial distribution of EMS calls for 
pOHCA is sparse, we could not perform a formal a priori 
sample-size calculation. We therefore chose to include all 
cases within the observation period into our study. The Ethics 
Committee of the Rhode Island Department of Health approved 
the study protocol with an exemption from full review (vote 
#2022-01). Our study was conducted following the principles 
of the Declaration of Helsinki.

RESULTS
A total of 51 emergency calls, of which 24 were for 

females (47%) met our inclusion criteria. Twenty-four cases 
(47%) occurred before and 27 (53%) after the beginning of the 
COVID-19 pandemic. The median age of the study population 
was two years (interquartile range [IQR] 0-13). Table 1 
provides the baseline characteristics of the study population.

The associated median MHI was $62,589 (IQR 39,754-
$75,591) and the median child poverty rate 22.1% (IQR 
4.9-32.9%). The statewide averages were $71,166 (IQR 
$51,349-90,795) and 8.8% (IQR 1.4- 23.1%), respectively. We 
identified four census tracts without any population <18 years 
of age. In 45 census tracts, pOHCA rates ranged from 6-30 per 

Pediatric out-of-hospital 
cardiac arrest cases (N=51)

Female, n (%) 24 (47)
Age, years, median (IQR) 2 (0 to 13)
Before COVID-19, n (%) 24 (47)
Shockable rhythm, n (%) 6 (12)
Biological death on arrival of 
EMS, n (%)

4 (8)

Table 1. Baseline characteristics of the study population.

IQR, interquartile range; COVID-19, coronavirus 2019; EMS, 
emergency medical services.
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10,000 children. All other census tracts (201) did not observe 
any cases of pOHCA. We found an overall rate of pOHCA of 
1 per 4,000 individuals <18 years of age over the four-year 
observation period in Rhode Island.

Our Poisson regression analysis showed that lower MHI 
was associated with higher numbers of pOHCA (IRR 0.99, 
95% CI 0.976-0.997), for every $1,000 change in MHI; 
P=0.01). The same applied to higher child poverty rates (IRR 
1.02, 95% CI 1.004-1.03], for every percentage change in 
child poverty rate; P=0.02) (see Figure 1). The pandemic had 
no significant association with the occurrence of pOHCA (IRR 
1.1, 95% CI 0.6-2; P=0.7).

 
Figure 1. Association between the rate of pediatric out-of-hospital 
cardiac arrest, median household income of the prior 12 months 
in 2020 United States dollars, and child poverty.

No cases were lost by excluding six census tracts due 
to their geographical properties. In the 244 census tracts 
included for geospatial analysis, Global Moran’s I statistics 
showed a random spatial pattern of pOHCA rates across 
Rhode Island over the four-year observation period (z-score= 
-0.08, P=0.93). Focusing on immediate neighborhoods, LISA 
analysis revealed that 12 census tracts were significant high-
low outliers (P<0.01), ie, community hotspots with high 
rates, surrounded by census tracts with relatively low rates. 
No low-high outliers, high-high, or low-low clusters were 
identified (Figure 2). The high-low clusters were concentrated 
in the northern parts of Rhode Island. This includes the less 
wealthy regions of the greater city area of Providence, in the 
northeast, and suburban Kent County in the northwest. The 
wealthier Newport and Washington counties in the southeast 
and southwest had cases of pOHCA but hardly any clusters in 
immediate neighborhoods.

Regarding EMS times, one case (search for a missing 
child) was excluded from the analysis. In the remaining 50 
missions, we did not find any significant differences between 

Figure 2. High-low outlier census tracts (red) in respect of the rate 
of pediatric out-of-hospital cardiac arrest in Rhode Island, arrow 
indicates north.
N, north.

the time periods before and since the beginning of the 
COVID-19 pandemic in response (median difference 0, 95% 
CI -1-2 minutes), on-scene (median difference -2, 95% CI 
-13-9 minutes), transport (median difference -2, 95% CI -6-2 
minutes), back-to-service (median difference -4, 95% CI -29-
21 minutes), or overall mission time (median difference -9, 
95% CI -40-21 minutes). Table 2 summarizes our secondary 
findings. The transport time was log transformed to better 
fit the linear regression model. Higher MHI was associated 
with longer transport times (coefficient 0.01, 95% CI 0.003-
0.019), for every $1,000 change) and higher child poverty 
rates (coefficient -0.01, 95% CI -0.024- -0.002], for every 
percentage change) were associated with shorter transport 
times. The EMS times were not altered by census tracts being 
community hotspots.

DISCUSSION
Our findings indicate that pOHCA might more 

frequently occur in census tracts with lower MHI and higher 
child poverty rates. While the overall distribution of cases 
follows a random geographical pattern, we were able to 
identify hotspots on the community level using geospatial 
analysis techniques. These also concentrate around the less 
wealthy neighborhoods.

Strengths of our study include the analysis of 
comprehensive, statewide data over a four-year observation 
period by a multidisciplinary team. The analyses were 
conducted by experts in the field and controlled for the 
population at risk. Furthermore, we are confident that Rhode 
Island is a good model region for our analyses due to its 
sociodemographic profile. We did not limit our research 
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Overall Before pandemic (n=24) Since pandemic (n=27)
Before vs since pandemic, 

median [95% CI]
Response time, minutes, 
median (IQR), n=49 5 (4 to 6) 5 (4 to 7) 4 (3 to 5) 0 [-1, 2]
On-scene time, minutes, 
median (IQR), n=47 14 (7 to 28) 13 (7 to 24) 16 (8 to 30) -2 [-13, 9]
Transport time, minutes, 
median (IQR), n=46 8 (5 to 11) 7 (5 to 10) 9 (6 to 11) -2 [-6, 2]
Back-to-service time, 
minutes, median (IQR), 
n=46 63 (46 to 83) 60 (40 to 78) 64 (53 to 85) -4 [-29, 21]
Overall mission time, 
minutes, median (IQR), 
n=50 91 (67 to 121) 83 (55 to 105) 92 (76 to 127) -9 [-40, 21]

Table 2. Emergency medical service-related times before and since the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic.

IQR, interquartile range.

question to the whole state; rather, we also took into account 
differences of immediate neighborhoods. These include urban 
and suburban areas, which many cities worldwide have.

Most of the previouly published literature on the 
investigation of socioeconomic risk factors and OHCA 
focuses on adults. Prior research strongly supports the concept 
that a higher socioeconomic status is protective in this context, 
with the outcome being survival.22, 23 Data on the situation in 
children is still sparse. One trial examined the influence of 
parental socioeconomic status on the survival of pOHCA, 
indicating that higher household income and education 
increase the chances of survival.24 Our findings are also well 
compatible with those of Salmi et al, who found that children 
living in poorer economic areas are in general more likely to 
be encountered by EMS than those living in wealthier areas.25 
However, their study includes many disease entities, not solely 
cardiac arrest.

A few studies aimed to identify geographical hotspots 
of OHCA using similar means of geospatial statistics. Those 
studies focused on adults on a census-tract level and show 
feasibility of the methodology in this context.16-18 Wong et al 
included cases of pOHCA but provided no subgroup analysis 
for the pediatric population.26 Our results are consistent with 
those of Sasson and colleagues, who also found that areas 
with higher numbers of OHCA tend to have lower household 
incomes.17 Targeted interventions, including the education of 
potential bystanders, public access defibrillators and naloxone 
boxes might improve the care of patients in high-risk areas. 
Enhancing the economic situation in less wealthy regions, 
eg, by subsidies and support for unemployed parents, might 
help to prevent the condition in the first place. Furthermore, 
broad insurance coverage for regular health care checks for 
all children would be desirable to detect chronic medical 
conditions, which increase the risk of early pOHCA.

Interestingly, we did not find any differences in EMS times 
between the periods before and since the beginning of the 
COVID-19 pandemic. Contrarily, prior data indicates that on-

scene times might be longer since its onset.27 However, those 
authors looked at all ambulance missions with lights and sirens, 
not solely at cardiac arrest, in which the treatment algorithms 
are well standardized.27 Other factors might be system- specific, 
such as how long it takes to find the right destination for the 
individual patient before initiating transport.

Prior research also shows that respiratory issues are the 
most common reason for cardiac arrest in children, with 
primary heart problems being rare.7 Noteworthy, shockable 
rhythms were more common in our population (12%) than 
expected. The reasons for this discrepancy between the 
literature and our data remain unclear. Screening of the 
patient-care report narratives revealed no clearly documented 
reasons for the cardiac arrest in most of our cases.

LIMITATIONS
Our study has limitations. We used the medians of the 

2020 median household incomes of the census tracts as an 
economic risk factor. This seemed the most appropriate 
strategy to us, as individual earnings remain unknown. One 
must, therefore, bear in mind that a census tract’s MHI might 
differ from that of the family of an individual case. The same 
applies to the child poverty rate. However, our approach to use 
census tract-level data is consistent with previously published 
research and has also been used in the field of cardiovascular 
medicine.28-31 Furthermore, we took the most recently 
available (2020) five-year census data as the basis for our 
calculations. This information might not necessarily reflect the 
economic situation before or after this year. We believe that 
incorporating both MHI and the child poverty rate into our 
model increases the interpretability of the findings.

CONCLUSION
Our results indicate that EMS crews serving the 

population of less wealthy census tracts might be more 
likely to face pediatric out-of-hospital cardiac arrest. This 
finding could have implications for targeted professional and 
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bystanders’ training, as well as community interventions. 
Prevention strategies might include regular healthcare checks 
in children and approaches to enhance the economic situation 
of a region, eg, with subsidy programs. Data on the topic is 
still scarce.
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INTRODUCTION
The larynx of children younger than the age of eight 

(hereafter, “young children”) was thought to be narrowest at 
the cricoid level, circular in axial section, and funnel shaped. 
Thus, it was believed that the cricoid level was snugly fit by an 
uncuffed endotracheal tube (ETT) large enough to allow some 
air leakage around the tube at 20 centimeters of water (cmH2O) 
airway pressure (Figure 1A). In contrast, cuffed tubes incurred 
concerns of cuff-induced pressure exertion on the cricoid 
mucosa (Figure 1B), which can manifest as post-extubation 
stridor (PES) and potentially lead to subglottic stenosis. From 
this perspective, use of uncuffed tubes had been routinely 
favored for use in young children.1-3 

Since 2003, imaging-based studies have clarified that the 
pediatric larynx is narrowest at the glottis, elliptical in section, 
and cylindrical in shape, like an adult larynx. This updated 
anatomic consideration coincided with a shift from the use 
of uncuffed to cuffed ETTs by anesthesiologists, which had 
already been initiated in the late 1990s (Figure 1). Initially, 
this shift was supported by the emerging benefits of cuffed 
tubes, chiefly cuff-induced adjustable sealing, which has been 
shown to result in less frequent tube changes (Table 1).1, 2, 

4-7 Moreover, the shift was reinforced by contemporaneous 
technical advances such as high volume-low pressure (HVLP) 

Ajou University School of Medicine, Department of Emergency Medicine, Suwon, 
Korea
Ajou University School of Medicine, Department of Anesthesiology, Suwon, Korea

A young child’s larynx was formerly believed to be narrowest at the cricoid level, circular in section, 
and funnel shaped. This supported the routine use of uncuffed endotracheal tubes (ETTs) in young 
children despite the benefits of cuffed ETTs, such as lower risk for air leakage and aspiration. 
In the late 1990s, evidence supporting the pediatric use of cuffed tubes emerged largely from 
anesthesiology studies, while some technical flaws of the tubes remained a concern. Since the 
2000s, imaging-based studies have clarified laryngeal anatomy, revealing that it is narrowest at the 
glottis, elliptical in section, and cylindrical in shape. The update was contemporaneous with technical 
advances in the design, size, and material of cuffed tubes. The American Heart Association currently 
recommends the pediatric use of cuffed tubes. In this review, we present the rationale for using 
cuffed ETTs in young children based on our updated knowledge of pediatric anatomy and technical 
advances. [West J Emerg Med. 2023;24(3)579–587.]

polyurethane (PU) cuff.8 Currently, the American Heart 
Association (AHA) and the European Resuscitation Council 
recommend that young children be intubated with cuffed 
tubes.9,10 

This topic has been discussed most commonly in the 
context of pediatric anesthesia or critical care.2, 11 However, 
there is a paucity of literature relevant to emergency 
department (ED) settings.12,13 This knowledge gap highlights 
the need to encourage the pediatric application of cuffed 
ETTs in ED practice. In this article, we review the literature 
addressing the use of cuffed tubes in young children based 
on the updated understanding of laryngeal anatomy and other 
rationales.

METHODS
We searched PubMed and Scopus for articles in English 

using the keywords “intubation,” “cuffed,” and “child,” 
which had been published from 1997–2022. Of the searched 
items, we preferentially selected systematic reviews, narrative 
reviews, original articles, and editorials that describe the 
pediatric application of cuffed ETTs. Given the paucity of 
literature relevant to emergency settings, we had to include 
many articles authored by anesthesiologists. However, we 
excluded articles not focused on the benefits of cuffed tubes 
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of shifts from uncuffed (A and C) to cuffed (B and D) endotracheal tubes, and from cricoid-circular-
funnel (A and B) to glottis-elliptical-cylinder (C and D) laryngeal configuration. In addition, this schema depicts the myths 1 (A) and 2 
(B) and recently discovered features (C and D). Each inset shows a transverse section with a tube shaft inserted at each level (marked 
in black). The cricoid cartilage is drawn as a blue-gray ring (insets in A and B) or V-shaped lamina (insets in C and D [upper]). B 
exemplifies an erroneously high cuff location caused by a Murphy eye (asterisks). C illustrates the posterolateral compression by the 
tube shaft. The compression is considered stronger than previously expected, given the shift in laryngeal configuration. C also shows 
that the tip of movable, uncuffed tube can injure the tracheal wall, which can be minimized by the added stability provided by a cuff. 
D depicts a high volume-low pressure cuff without a Murphy eye placed at an appropriate location, which results in stabilization of 
the tip by the cuff, less leak through the cuff, less pressure on the subglottis by the tube shaft (upper inset) and on the trachea by the 
cuff (lower inset). Airway injury may be further prevented by the posterior trachea, which distends when intracuff pressure increases. 
Numbers in millimeters indicate the inner diameters of the tubes.

or the updated knowledge of the laryngeal anatomy in young 
children. We added manually searched articles regarding the 
updated laryngeal anatomy, other articles, textbooks, and 
guidelines.  In total, this narrative review covered 66 articles 
(Supplement Figure 1), including three systematic reviews, 
two guidelines, four textbooks, 13 narrative reviews, seven 
randomized controlled trials, 12 experimental studies, 14 
observational studies, four surveys, five editorials, one letter, 
and one case report. 

DISCUSSION
Updated Laryngeal Anatomy: From the Cricoid-Circular-
Funnel to the Glottis-Elliptical-Cylinder

The dogma of cricoid-circular-funnel shape was prevalent 
in pediatric practice due to a key article on infant laryngeal 
configuration that was based on autopsies showing the cricoid 
as the narrowest level in 15 children aged 4 months–14 
years.14,15 A cadaveric glottis is more distensible than live 
human glottis owing to the laxity of devitalized tissue and the 
use of wax or plaster to fill up the larynx. In the autopsies, 

the glottis was probably overestimated relative to the 
circumferentially fixed cricoid.

Imaging-based studies on 86‒401 live children have 
resulted in a revised understanding of pediatric laryngeal 
configuration from the cricoid-circular-funnel shape to 
the glottis-elliptical-cylinder shape (Table 2).16-20 The first 
refutation to the dogma came from Litman et al16 who 
measured laryngeal dimensions on magnetic resonance 
imaging. The measurement revealed a longer anteroposterior 
diameter than the transverse diameter (ie, elliptical), an 
increase in transverse diameter as we move caudad, and a 
linear association of age with the diameters at all levels. This 
means that the cylindrical larynx, with the glottis being the 
narrowest, grows proportionally without a configurational 
transition from the funnel to the cylinder. Subsequently, 
the implications have been confirmed by plain radiography, 
computed tomography (CT), and bronchoscopy.17-20 The CT-
based studies proved differential sections per level: the more 
cephalad, the more elliptical (Figure 2).18-20 

Holzki et al21,22 criticized the updated anatomy, 
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Variable Feature* Remark
Emerging benefits† Improved seal and less need for tube change Cuff size is adjustable to variable tracheal sizes at same age

Adjustable fit Lower rate of oversized intubation
Similar incidence of severe injury (eg, PES) Cuffed, 2.4%–4.4% vs uncuffed, 3.0%–4.7% 
Lower incidence of minor injury (eg, sore 
throat)‡

Tube shaft-induced posterolateral compression of the glottis-
subglottis 
Cuff-induced separation of tube tip and the trachea prevents 
tracheal injury

Established 
benefits§

Less leakage More reliable delivery/monitoring of tidal volume/capnography
Less consumption of/pollution by anesthetics

Less aspiration Lower rate of ventilator-associated pneumonia
Limitations Need for intracuff pressure monitoring† Safe range: <20‒25 cmH2O (ideally, using cuff manometer)

0.5‒1.0 mL of air may be sufficient to inflate cuffs of 3.0‒5.0 mm 
ID tubes

Available down to size 3.0 mm ID Still recommended to use uncuffed tubes in <3 kg neonates
Higher airway resistance due to 0.5 mm-
smaller ID

Compensated by pressure-support ventilation
Difficult suctioning

Higher cost Compensated by less need for tube change and more reliable 
ventilation

Table 1. Comparative benefits and limitations of cuffed endotracheal tubes over uncuffed tubes.1,2,4-7,33,34

*Listed in the order of relevance in emergency settings, rather than of frequency. 
†The benefits have become known since the mid-1990s. Although the benefits are of cuffed tubes per se, they have been reinforced, 
and a lower intracuff pressure is enabled by the use of high volume-low pressure, polyurethane cuffs.
‡Refer to Figure 1C.
§Known before the mid-1990s and thereafter, accumulation of relevant evidence.
ID, inner diameter; PES, post-extubation stridor; cmH2O, centimeters of water; mL, milliliter; kg, kilogram; mm, millimeter. 

Author Study design and setting Narrowest dimension AP-to-transverse 
ratio

Association/correlation 
of diameter with age

Litman et 
al (2003)16

N = 99, 2 mo-13 y (mean, 61.6 mo), 
MRI under PSA, and 1 center in the 
United States

Transverse glottic diameter* >1 at all levels† Linear association in all 
diameters at all levels 

Dalal et al 
(2009)17

N = 128, 6 mo-13 y (mean, 70.8 mo), 
bronchoscopy under anesthesia/
paralysis, and 2 centers in the U.S.

Transverse glottic diameter
CSA: 30.0 mm2 (glottis) vs. 
48.9 mm2 (cricoid)

>1 at all levels† Linear association in 
CSA at all levels

Wani et al 
(2016)18

N = 130, 1 mo-10 y (mean, 47.4 mo), 
CT under PSA, and 1 center in Saudi 
Arabia

Transverse glottic diameter 
CSA: 55.9 mm2 (subglottis) 
vs. 57.1 mm2 (cricoid)

1.2 at the subglottis‡

1.0 at the cricoid‡
Correlation in all 
diameters at all levels

Mizuguchi 
et al 
(2019)19

N = 86, 1 mo-15 y (median, 53 mo), CT 
± PSA, and 1 center in Japan

Transverse subglottic 
diameter 

1.5 at the subglottis§

1.1 at the cricoid§
Correlation in transverse 
glottic diameter

Kim et al 
(2022)20

N = 401, 1 mo-4 y (median, 26.0 mo), 
plain radiography, and 1 center in 
Korea

Transverse glottic diameter*
CSA: 26.5 mm2 (glottis) vs. 
40.5 mm2 (cricoid)

2.9 at the glottis‡

1.1 at the cricoid‡
Correlation in all 
diameters at all levels

Table 2. Literature on imaging-based, updated understanding of laryngeal anatomy.16-20

*In the two studies, the glottis and subglottis were defined separately. Otherwise, the two levels were defined interchangeably.
†Unavailable detailed numerical data.
‡Calculated with the reported mean or median values.
§The ratios remained generally constant per age group.
MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; PSA, procedural sedation and analgesia; CT, computed tomography; CSA, cross-sectional area; 
AP, anteroposterior; mm2, square millimeter.
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Figure 2. A laryngeal configuration based on the computed tomography-measured transverse diameters on AP view (A) and AP (ie, 
sagittal) diameters on lateral view (B).18 It is narrowest in the transverse diameter at the glottis (A). Looking down the larynx at 45° from 
above, elliptical section is noted at the glottis (C). The ellipticity means a potential for uncuffed tube-induced posterolateral compression 
(See Figure 1C). 
Modified from Kim et al.20

AP, anteroposterior. 

proposing that movable vocal cords make the fixed cricoid 
the functionally narrowest laryngeal level and insisting 
that the cricoid is most prone to endoscopy-proven airway 
injury. This criticism is refuted by the following evidence: 1) 
autopsy reports show the narrowest level is at the glottis21,23; 
2) the subglottis, which is less distensible than the glottis, 
has a smaller cross-sectional area (CSA) and volume than 
the cricoid20,24; 3) injury usually occurs in the posterolateral 
portions of the glottis or subglottis, relatively sparing the 
cricoid level25-28; and 4) the conus elasticus, a soft tissue 
extending from the lower border of the vocal cords to the 
upper border of the cricoid, is prone to edema in cases of 
intubation or croup, owing to its lax attachment.20,28,29 This 
feature makes the subglottis an obstruction-prone level. (5) 
On optical coherence tomography, airway wall thickness 
was correlated with intubation duration at the glottis and 
subglottis, not at the upper trachea.27 Hence, we speculate that 
some level between the glottis and subglottis is functionally 
narrowest in the larynx.

Briefly, the larynx in a young child is proportionally 
smaller than the adult larynx with the glottis or subglottis 
being the most injury-prone level. This update makes a valid 
rebuttal to the groundwork for the well-established use of 
uncuffed ETTs in young children.

Myth Breakers: Benefits of Cuffed Tubes
The known benefits of cuffed ETTs involve lower risk for 

air leakage and aspiration around the cuffs, favoring their use 
in endotracheal intubation for older children and adults (Table 
1).1,2 In young children, uncuffed tubes are often selected, 
whereas cuffed tubes were rarely used and restricted primarily 
to those with reduced lung compliance.30 The persistence 
of this choice was exemplified by a French survey in 1999 
showing that only 25.4% of anesthesiologists used cuffed 
tubes in >80% of pediatric cases.31 At that time in EDs, cuffed 
tubes were probably used less frequently. This preference 

may have been affected by two myths derived from the false 
laryngeal configuration:

Myth 1. Uncuffed tubes snugly fit the circular larynx 
(Figure 1A). 

Myth 2. Cuffs injure the cricoid mucosa (Figure 1B).
These myths were modified by the knowledge of the 

elliptical section of the larynx and the unexpectedly lower 
incidence of cuffed ETT-induced airway injury. 

In a rebuttal to myth 1, a snugly fit, uncuffed ETT can 
incur ischemia by compressing the posterolateral mucosa, 
with a leak via anterior space (Figure 1C).32 To reduce such 
pressure, the tube should be relatively smaller in diameter 
than the snugly fitting size.32 This need can be met by using 
a cuffed tube, of which inner diameter (ID) is 0.5 millimeters 
(mm) smaller than a same age group-matched uncuffed tube 
(Figure 1D; cf, Cole and Duracher formulae in Supplement 
Table 1). If a cuffed tube is appropriately positioned, the tube 
shaft and cuff come in contact with the glottic-subglottic 
and tracheal mucosae, respectively. Thus, in the larynx, the 
relatively narrower tube shaft lowers risk for compression. 

Contrary to myth 2, PES or other croup symptoms occur 
comparably in both types of ETTs (cuffed, 2.4%‒4.4% vs 
uncuffed, 3.0%‒4.7%).33,34 The occurrence of airway injury 
is associated not with the cuff per se, but with the following 
factors: intubation duration; tube size; traumatic intubation; 
intracuff pressure (Pcuff); poorly designed or fit tube; movement 
of tube; low birth weight; infection; and shock.5,11,30,35 Further, 
sore throat more commonly occured with uncuffed tubes 
(cuffed, 7.7%–19.4% vs uncuffed, 32.4%–36.6%), indicating 
greater vulnerability to such minor injuries.36-38 This finding 
may be related to the contact of the tube tip with the tracheal 
wall, in addition to the posterolateral compression and 
frequent tube change mentioned above (Figure 1C).2,34,39,40 
The tip-induced injury may deteriorate by movement of the 
tip during ventilation.35,39,40 If a cuffed tube is used, the cuff 
separates the tip and tracheal wall (Figure 1D).32-34;39, 40 
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Additional benefits of cuffed ETTs need to be mentioned 
(Figure 1D). Two randomized controlled trials compared 
the two types of tubes in 488 (age ≤8 years) and 2,246 (≤5 
years) anesthetized children, respectively.33,34 As per the 
trials, uncuffed tubes required more frequent changes (cuffed, 
1.2%–2.1% vs uncuffed, 22.8%–30.8%).33,34 Moreover, the 
need for fewer cuffed tube changes was demonstrated by a 
0.17 relative risk (95% confidence interval 0.07–0.41).4 This 
benefit may stem from the cuff volume, which is adjustable to 
seal the trachea when its diameter varies with airway pressure, 
sedation, muscle relaxation, or the patient’s position.30,40 
This adjustability contrasts with the fixed outer diameter of 
uncuffed tubes. 

To prevent cuff-induced tracheal injury, Pcuff should be 
limited to <20‒25 cmH2O, since 20 cmH2O is presumed to 
be a capillary perfusion pressure in the tracheal mucosa.9,41 
Theoretically, the posterior distensibility of the trachea 
may contribute to injury prevention (Figure 1D). Krishna 
et al42 showed 14, 23, and 45 cmH2O mean Pcuff of 5.0, 4.5, 
and 4.0 mm ID cuffed tubes, respectively, in a 10-mm ID, 
circumferentially fixed model trachea. In the tracheas of 
children aged 4‒8 years, the mean Pcuff was 27 (5.0), 25 
(4.5), and 31 cmH2O (4.0 mm).42 This slower increase in Pcuff 
in vivo indicates a pressure-buffering role of the posterior 
distensible trachea. 

Technical Flaws of Cuffed Tubes: Until the Early 2000s
Despite the benefits of cuffed tubes, concerns remained 

over their design, size, and material until the early 2000s.  
Compared to uncuffed tubes, cuffed tubes have an estimated 
22%–52% margin of safety against intra-laryngeal cuff 
location and endobronchial intubation.43 Among the 11 cuffed 
tubes available in 2002, all cuffs of 3.0‒5.0 mm ID tubes were 
located in the larynx with the tube tips at the mid-trachea.44 

This erroneously high cuff location was related to the 
elongated shape of the cuff or the presence of distal Murphy 
eye (Figure 1B). Only five of the 11 products had depth marks, 
which should be leveled to the glottis to place the cuff below 
the cricoid. If a 3.0 mm ID tube was inserted with the mark 
at the glottis, three of the five products had their tips at the 
carina, indicating a too high location of the marks.44 Until the 
1990s, a cuffed tube of size <5.0 mm ID was less available.40

Given the association between high Pcuff and airway injury, 
since the mid-1990s, HVLP cuffs have replaced high-pressure 
cuffs.36 With this change, there was increased clinical interest 
in studying to what degree high cuff volume is appropriate 
while limiting Pcuff. At Pcuff of 20 cmH2O, CSA (or diameter) 
of the cuff should cover 120%–150% of CSA (or diameter) of 
the age group-related, maximally sized trachea.1,45 This high 
volume enables the cuff surface to drape along the tracheal wall, 
enhancing the sealing effect.46 As of 2002, most cuffs had CSAs 
that failed to meet the 120%–150% requirement.44 The 3.0–4.5 
mm ID and 5.0–7.0 mm ID ETTs covered 71.4%–141.6% and 
114.5%‒301.0% of the tracheal CSAs, respectively.44 This 

indicates that the size was too small for children <5 years, and 
too large for older ones (Duracher’s, Supplement Table 1).44 A 
polyvinylchloride (PVC) cuff may create folds and channels 
on its surface, leading to leakage or airway injury.1 A 3.5–6.0 
mm ID PVC cuffed tube (Mallinckrodt HiLo [Mallinckrodt 
Medical, Athlone, Ireland]) showed a median Pcuff of 23 cmH2O 
(maximum, 120 cmH2O) with only 40.8% of Pcuff <20 cmH2O.47

Contemporaneous Technical Advances in Cuffed Tubes
PU emerged as an HVLP cuff material while conventional 

PVC was still being used. Advances in the design, size, and 
material of cuffed tubes is represented by the MicrocuffTM 
(Microcuff GmbH, Weinheim, Germany), a PU-cuffed ETT 
released in 2004. This product features a short, distally 
located, cylindrical, 10 micrometer (µm)-thick cuff (cf, PVC, 
50‒80 µm), absence of Murphy eye, properly located depth 
mark, and a size ranging from 3.0–7.0 mm ID (for children 
weighing ≥3.0 kilograms [kg]).1,8,48,49 The PU cuff enabled 
sealing with a mean Pcuff of 9.7 cmH2O with 1.6% and 1.8% 
oversize and PES rates, respectively.8 

PU is a better cuff material than PVC in meeting the 
120%–150% requirement of HVLP cuffs and maintaining 
low Pcuff. Fischer et al50 compared two PU cuffs (Microcuff 
and Parker ThinCuff PTCL [Parker Medical, Danbury, CT]) 
and three PVC cuffs of 3.0–7.0 mm ID tubes at 20 cmH2O 
Pcuff, in terms of sealing the age group-related maximally 
sized tracheas. As a result, the PU and PVC cuffs covered 
110%‒129% and 68%‒157% of the tracheal diameters, 
respectively. Of note, the PVC cuffs of 3.0–4.5 mm ID tubes 
tended to insufficiently seal the trachea (68%–114%). A study 
comparing one PU cuff (Microcuff) and three PVC cuffs of 4.0 
mm ID tubes in 80 children 2–4 years old showed a median 
Pcuff of 11 cmH2O in the PU cuff, in contrast to 21–36 cmH2O 
in the PVC cuffs.51 Compared to PVC cuffs, PU cuffs have 
a smaller difference between measured and manufacturer-
provided cuff diameters, and expand more symmetrically.50 
Compared to PVC cuffs, ultrathin PU cuffs result in fewer or 
finer folds and channels, preventing leakage and aspiration.49,52 
Consistent with the benefits of cuffed tubes and the updated 
anatomy, technical advances in cuff tube design have 
facilitated their application in young children.

Current Recommendations for Cuffed Tubes
Cuffed ETTs have gained popularity in anesthesia 

worldwide. Approximately 70%–90% of Dutch and 50%–
80% of British anesthesiologists preferred cuffed tubes for 
children aged 1 month‒8 years.53 Another survey showed 
that using the tubes in ≥50% of occasions for those with the 
same age range was reported in 74%–85% of the Society of 
Pediatric Anesthesia members, of whom 88% were from the 
United States.54 These proportions contrast with the 25.4% 
of anesthesiologists surveyed in 1999.31 As of 2019, in an 
academic hospital in Maryland, it was decided to discontinue 
use of uncuffed tubes in the operating rooms.55
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The current guidelines are consistent with the updated 
anatomy and technical advances, promoting the pediatric 
application of cuffed tubes in EDs. The 2020 American 
Heart Association recommendation for use of cuffed ETTs 
facilitates the translation of the tubes from operating rooms 
into emergency departments.9 In addition, cuffed tubes are 
recommended for children—except “small” infants—by 
the 2021 European Resuscitation Council guidelines.10 The 
most recent emergency medicine textbooks recommend 
cuffed tubes or at least highlight their benefits, whereas a 
representative textbook of pediatrics does not discuss the topic 
(Supplement Table 2 lists textbook descriptions).56-59

Is the Anesthesiologic Evidence Applicable to EDs?
Unlike elective intubation under anesthesia, emergency 

intubation features urgency, lack of nil per os, greater 
frequency of crash airways, shorter length of induction, longer 
intubation duration, and variable skill levels of intubators. 
In EDs, critically ill or injured children should be stabilized 
with first-pass success of intubation and positive pressure 
ventilation. Cuffed tubes require fewer tube changes due to the 
adjustability of the cuffs. Even if a tube smaller than the best 
fitting size is intubated (ie, undersized intubation), which leads 
to excessive leakage at 20 cmH2O Pcuff, a cuffed tube expedites 
positive pressure ventilation by temporarily hyperinflating 
the cuff and permitting high Pcuff, or vice versa, permitting 
some leakage around the cuff.12 After stabilization, it may be 
replaced with a larger tube. Undeniably, airway resistance 
could rise more acutely in a 0.5 mm ID smaller cuffed tube 
than in an uncuffed tube.42 Such an issue can be eased by 
applying pressure-controlled ventilation or, if spontaneous 
ventilation is possible, pressure-support ventilation.6 
Essentially, uncuffed tubes require more frequent tube changes 
as compared with cuffed tubes. If undersized, uncuffed tubes 
more easily develop an unacceptable degree of leakage or 
aspiration, incurring inaccurate delivery of tidal volume or 
occurrence of ventilator-associated pneumonia.7,37

With increased awareness of pediatric laryngeal anatomy 
and technical advances, cuffed ETTs are becoming the norm 
for emergency intubation in young children.9,10 Hence, we 
recommend the preferential use of cuffed tubes in EDs while 
awaiting ED-based evidence. 

Three Caveats 
First, it is recommended to monitor Pcuff of <20‒25 

cmH2O using a cuff manometer (Table 1). Although the 
monitoring is associated with a reduction of PES from 21.8% 
to 9.9%,60 a cuff manometer is rarely available in EDs. 
Instead, many emergency physicians slowly inflate cuffs until 
the cessation of audible leakage around the cuffs, despite the 
unreliability of this maneuver.56 Compared to the maneuver, 
Pcuff estimation by palpating the cuffs is related to even higher 
Pcuff.61 As an interim measure in the case of the unavailability 
of a manometer, it may be acceptable to slowly put 0.5 

milliliters (mL) of air (maximum 1 mL) using a 1-mL syringe 
until the leaking stops. This maneuver is supported by 0.6 
mL of air required to achieve 20 cmH2O Pcuff of a 3.0 mm ID 
Microcuff tube in a model trachea and the association between 
0.9 mL median air volume and 12 cmH2O median Pcuff in 44 
children with a median age of three years.62,63 

Second, small-sized ETTs (eg, <5.0 mm ID) need more 
judicious cuff inflation and size estimation, or the use of PU cuffs. 
If a formula is used, we recommend the Duracher formula instead 
of Khine’s (Supplement Table 1).62 In children weighing ≥3.0 kg, 
the small size of cuffed tubes might lead to inadvertent undersize, 
inducing inevitable rises in airway resistance and Pcuff. This 
scenario is plausible given the association of a 0.5 mm decrease 
in the ID of tubes with higher mean Pcuff (Khine-estimated, 25 
cmH2O vs 0.5 mm smaller tube, 37 cmH2O),42 and more frequent 
PES, hoarseness or sore throat if estimated by Khine’s than by 
Duracher’s formula.62 Undersized intubation may predispose 
children to an obstruction by mucus plugging or if bronchoscopy 
is required, a need for tube change to a larger size.

Third, in neonates or infants weighing <3.0 kg, it remains 
prudent to use uncuffed ETTs. In this population, a 3.0 mm ID 
cuffed tube may still be too large for their airways and cause 
airway injuries more frequently than an uncuffed tube. The 
injury is more likely to occur when cuffed tubes are inserted 
into infants with low birth weight or the tracheal wall is in 
contact with the wrinkled edge of a deflated cuff.64,65 In those 
infants weighing 2–3 kg, cuffed tubes may be chosen in >50% 
of occasions at ≥2.7 kg weight.11,66 Reportedly, a 2.5 mm ID 
Mircocuff tube is currently under development.11

LIMITATIONS
First, there might have been a potential exclusion of 

articles mentioning the pediatric difficult or crash airway 
situations during the exclusion process of searched articles. 
Despite the insufficient evidence, we speculate that the use 
of cuffed ETTs may be beneficial in those situations. Second, 
the impact of sedatives or neuromuscular blocking agents on 
leakage or aspiration was not detailed given that regardless of 
the choice between cuffed and uncuffed tubes, the drugs are 
used during rapid sequence intubation or critical care.

CONCLUSION
A young child’s larynx features the glottis as the narrowest 

level, elliptical section, and cylindrical shape. This updated 
anatomic consideration and technical advances are facilitating 
the use of HVLP cuffed ETTs, particularly tubes with PU cuffs. 
In emergency intubation of young children, cuffed tubes are 
preferred to uncuffed tubes while monitoring low Pcuff, judiciously 
inflating cuffs of small-size tubes, and continuing to use uncuffed 
tubes in neonates or infants weighing <3.0 kg. 
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INTRODUCTION
The emergency physician trainee educational environment 

of both emergency department (ED) and off-service rotations 
has changed over the last decade with a rapid increase in 
staffing by non-physician practitioners (NPP), often nurse 
practitioners and physician assistants.1–3 Recently the American 
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Introduction: The effects of non-physician practitioners (NPP) such as physician assistants and 
nurse practitioners on the education of emergency medicine (EM) residents have not previously been 
specifically evaluated. Emergency medicine societies have made policy statements regarding NPP 
presence in EM residencies without the benefit of empiric studies. 

Methods: A cross-sectional, mixed methods questionnaire with strong validity evidence was distributed 
to current EM residents who were members of a large national society, the American Academy of 
Emergency Medicine Resident and Student Association (AAEM/RSA), between June 4–July 5, 2021. 

Results: We received 393 partial and complete responses, representing a 34% response rate. A 
majority of respondents (66.9%) reported that NPPs have a detracting or greatly detracting impact on 
their education overall. The workload in the emergency department was reported generally as lighter 
(45.2%) to no impact (40.1%), which was cited in narrative responses as an aspect of both enhancing 
and detracting from resident physician education. Non-physician practitioner postgraduate programs in 
EM were associated with a 14x increase in the median number of procedures forfeited over the course of 
the prior year (median = 7.0 vs 0.5, P<.001). Among respondents, 33.5% reported feeling “not confident 
at all” in their ability to report concerns about NPPs to local leadership without retribution, and 65.2% 
reported feeling “not confident at all” regarding confidence in the Accreditation Council for Graduate 
Medical Education to satisfactorily address concerns about NPPs raised in the end-of-year survey.

Conclusion: Resident members of the AAEM/RSA reported having concerns about the effects of NPPs 
on their education and their confidence in being able to address the concerns. [West J Emerg Med. 
2023;24(3)588–596.]

Academy of Emergency Medicine Resident and Student 
Association (AAEM/RSA), as well as several other EM and 
EM resident societies, published policy statements detailing 
concerns and best practices for the presence of NPPs—and 
their postgraduate training programs—in EDs with emergency 
medicine (EM) residents.4,5 However, there is scant literature 
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Population Health Research Capsule

What do we already know about this issue?
Non-physician practitioners (NPPs) are a 
growing part of the workforce in emergency 
departments with emergency medicine (EM) 
residency programs.

What was the research question?
What is the impact of NPPs on resident 
education from the EM resident’s perspective?

What was the major finding of the study? 
66.9% of residents reported a detracting 
impact on their education. Presence of an NPP 
postgraduate program was associated with 14x 
increase in resident-forfeited procedures.

How does this improve population health?
Excellent physician education is critical to 
addressing population health needs throughout 
the country.

assessing the effects of NPPs on physician resident education 
across the breadth of medicine and no literature specific to EM. 

Most prior studies evaluating the impact of NPPs on 
physician trainee education are from surgical specialties, which 
consistently report reduced workload, primarily due to reduced 
documentation responsibilities. Findings are mixed with respect 
to the impact on residents’ education, with conflicting reports 
of better operative experiences because of fewer floor pages vs 
forfeiting some operative procedures to NPs and PAs.6–8  

One survey across an entire academic institution found 
that NPs reported contributing positively to the education 
experience of resident physicians.9 Another study found 
a generally positive impact on intensive care unit fellow 
education according to fellowship directors.10 Notably, the 
residents and fellows whose education was being assessed 
were not included in either study. 

Additionally, an important development across US 
academic medical centers that has not been captured in any 
prior studies of resident education to date in any specialty is the 
increasing number of institutions that now host postgraduate 
training programs for NPPs.4 Early studies have started 
to evaluate such programs in EM but once again without 
the perspectives of physician residents, leaving a primary 
stakeholder unaddressed.11,12 Our primary objective in this study 
was to establish how EM residents perceive the effects of NPPs 
on their education, both while on service in the ED and off 
service. Our secondary objective was to establish whether those 
perceptions are associated with the presence vs absence of NPP 
postgraduate training programs in EM. 

METHODS 
In-depth paradata are available in Appendix A. Best 

practices for survey research were followed and reported 
using recommended reporting guidelines.13,14 The study was 
confirmed to be exempt by the Washington Hospital Health 
System Institutional Review board. 

Participants and Eligibility
The sampling frame was EM residents at US (state 

and territory) Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical 
Education (ACGME)-accredited programs who are members 
of the American Academy of Emergency Medicine Resident 
and Student Association (AAEM-RSA), drawn from its 
files. Residents in combined programs, such as EM/internal 
medicine, were included as well. Personal leave was not an 
exclusion criterion since items assessed perspectives over 
varying amounts of time.

Survey Method and Validity Evidence
Our primary objective was to capture the physician residents’ 

perspectives of the effects of NPPs on their education, which 
is intangible and, thus, best suited for a survey approach.15 The 
instrument was built using established best practices including 
expert and stakeholder involvement, layout recommendations, 

cognitive interviews, pilot testing, and nonresponse bias 
analysis.16,17 Appendix A contains all relevant paradata. 

We applied Messick’s validity framework consistent with 
recommendations by the American Association of Public Opinion 
Research.18 Appendix A includes a full validity evaluation, and 
Appendix B is the final instrument. Educational items were 
drawn from an existing instrument with good validity evidence,8 
while gender and race/ethnicity demographics items were 
drawn from publicly available Association of American Medical 
Colleges records.19 The procedure list was drawn from the 
ACGME requirements,20 and designations of unsupervised NPP 
practice laws were drawn from a published third-party review 
study.21 A complete list of existing instruments that we considered 
for use, along with our rationale for inclusion or exclusion in this 
study, is available in Appendix A.

The survey was open from June 4–July 5, 2021 and 
distributed electronically via Qualtrics (Qualtrics International, 
Inc., Provo, UT) with four reminders and an electronic pre-
notification the week before the initial invitation, all consistent 
with best practices.17 Although the cohort was AAEM/RSA 
resident physicians, neither AAEM/RSA as an organization, 
nor its employees or representatives, were involved in any part 
of this study including instrument creation and analysis, other 
than simply distributing the instrument to its members.

Statistical Analysis
We used skewness and kurtosis to assess whether items met 

normal distribution requirements for parametric analyses.22 The 
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Mann-Whitney U test, chi-square, and Fisher exact tests were 
used to compare the frequencies of events and scale ratings 
against the presence of an NPP postgraduate training program, 
postgraduate year status, and the existence of state laws 
regarding NPP supervision. We used the Spearman correlation 
coefficient to assess correlations. 

Per published recommendations, we determined a priori 
to assess for nonresponse bias with both a wave analysis and 
demographics comparison (Appendix A).17 Qualitative analysis 
was conducted using a holistic coding approach.23 Two authors 
simultaneously developed codes and applied them accordingly 
(Appendix A). We followed reporting guidelines from Academic 
Medicine for surveys and qualitative data.13,24

RESULTS
Respondents

We received 393 partial and complete responses of 
1,168 invitations that were confirmed received and viewed, 
yielding a 34% response rate. Table 1 shows the respondents’ 

demographics. State representation is in Appendix C. 
No empirical evidence for nonresponse bias using two 
independent analyses was found (Appendix A).

General Education and Work Experience
Detailed responses to Likert-type items are in Table 2; 

histograms are shown in Appendix D. Residents reported a 
generally unchanged or lighter workload and generally unaffected 
documentation time due to NPPs in the ED. In contrast, more 
than two-thirds of residents reported a negative impact of NPPs 
in the ED on their education.  Residents reported having limited 
confidence in the local and national institutions responsible for 
ensuring the quality of residents’ medical education with respect 
to the presence of NPPs in the ED. One-third of residents reported 
feeling no confidence at all in being able to report concerns about 
the presence of NPPs in the ED without retribution. 

Enhancing and Detracting Educational Impact of Non-
physician Practitioners

Responses to the two narrative items evaluating how 
NPPs in the ED enhance and detract from EM resident 
education are characterized in Table 3. 

Procedure Experiences in the Emergency Department and 
Off Service

Appendix E shows the complete numeric breakdown of 
procedure types and the number of each of those procedures 
forfeited in the ED and off-service, in addition to histograms 
for the same information. Table 4 describes the reasons why 
procedures were forfeited. All narrative responses and their 
final codes are in Appendix F.

Across all procedures, 264 residents (57.2%) reported 
at least one procedure for their patient being performed 
by an NPP during an ED rotation and 220 (59.5%) during 
an off-service rotation. The median number of procedures 
being performed by an NPP on residents’ patients in the 
ED was 2.00, while the off- service median was 2.5. The 
total number of forfeited procedures correlated inversely 
with the perception of overall impact on education (ie, 
forfeited procedures were associated with the perception of 
detraction from education), rs=.381, P<.001, r2=0.14. Almost 
one-third (30.5%) of 269 responding residents reported at 
least one instance during an EM rotation of a patient being 
preferentially assigned to an NPP. Slightly fewer (25% of 200) 
reported at least one such instance while off service.

Conversely, 53.3% of 246 respondents reported having 
at least one patient preferentially assigned to them (physician 
resident) in lieu of an NPP because of the educational value 
during an EM rotation. Only 26.1% of 203 respondents 
reported the same on an off-service rotation. Additionally, of 
280 residents who responded to the survey, 15% reported that 
an NPP taught or supervised them for at least one procedure 
in the ED, whereas 213 (38%) reported at least one such 
occurrence while on an off-service rotation.

Table 1. Demographic features of survey respondents.
Category No. (%)

Postgraduate year
1 94 (32.1%)
2 89 (30.4%)
3 75 (25.6%)
4 32 (10.9%)
5 3 (1.0%)

Gender
Male 187 (65.4%)
Female 99 (34.6%)

Race/ethnicity
Asian 31 (11.0%)
Black 12 (4.3%)
Hispanic, Latino, other, Pacific Islander 12 (7.4%)
White 195 (69.1%)
Other race/ethnicity 19 (6.7%)
Unknown race/ethnicity 3 (1.1%)
Non-US citizen or non-permanent 
resident

1 (0.4%)

State NPP supervision laws
Independent 80 (29.7)
Supervised 189 (70.3)

Post-Graduate program for NPs and/or PAs
Yes 133 (22.9)
No 214 (36.8)
Don’t know 32 (5.5)

*Total n for each item varies due to item nonresponse.
NPP, non-physician practitioner; PA, physician assistant.
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Table 2. Likert-type responses to items assessing the impact of non-physician practitioners in the emergency department on general 
education and work experience.

Effect on resident workload in the emergency department (n=392)
Much lighter Lighter No impact Heavier Much heavier

1.3 45.2 40.1 12.2 1.3
Effect on resident documentation time (n=392)

Greatly decrease Decrease No effect Increase Greatly increase
1.0 4.8 80.6 11.5 2.0

Effect on patient care in the emergency department (n=391)
Greatly detract Detract No impact Enhance Greatly enhance

11.8 45.0 24.8 18.2 0.3
Effect on resident education (n=393)

Greatly detract Detract No impact Enhance Greatly enhance
19.3 47.6 29.8 3.1 0.3

Confidence in ability to report concerns about NP/PA presence to local leadership without retribution (n=379)
Not confident at all A little confident Moderately confident Quite confident Extremely confident

33.5 26.4 17.9 15.8 6.3
Confidence in the ACGME to satisfactorily address concerns about NP/PA presence reported in the annual end-of-year survey (n=379)

Not confident at all A little confident Moderately confident Quite confident Extremely confident
65.2 24.8 7.1 2.1 0.8

*Percentage values are reported as a function of the total item responses.
NP, nurse practitioner; PA, physician assistant.

When asked why procedures were forfeited, unit culture 
was independently cited significantly more frequently for off-
service rotations than for ED rotations (28.0% vs 19.7%, 𝜒2 (1, 
n=132)=10.696, P<.01, Cramer’s V=0.285). “Intimidation” as 
a theme was expressed only in the ED responses. 

Presence of EM Postgraduate Training Programs for Non-
physician Practitioners

The presence of a postgraduate training program for NPPs 
was not significantly associated with residents’ impression 
of the overall impact of NPPs on their education (P=.26, 
Fisher exact test) or on their confidence in being able to report 
concerns about NPPs to local leadership without retribution 
(𝜒2 (4, n=347)=1.290, P=.87). However, EM residents 
were significantly more likely to have forfeited at least one 
procedure on their patients than those without such programs 
on both EM rotations (69% vs 50%, 𝜒2 (1, n=264)=9.160, 
P<.01, Cramer’s V=.186) and off-service rotations (68.8% 
vs 54.3%, 𝜒2 (1, n=220)=4.422, P=.04, Cramer’s V=.142). 
Significantly more total procedures in the ED were forfeited 
as well by residents whose institutions hosted an NPP 
postgraduate EM program (median = 7.0) compared to not 
[median =0.5, U(Nwith=100, Nwithout=164)=6,070.5, z=-3.687, 
P<.001, η2=.052], a factor of 14x, and trended similarly for 
reports of off-service procedures [median =7.5 with vs 2.0 
without, U(Nwith=80, Nwithout=140)=4,769.0, z=-1.894, P=.06].

Twice as many residents reported forfeiting at least one 
educational ED patient encounter at programs with an associated 

NPP postgraduate program than those without (43.6% vs 
21.3%, 𝜒2 (1, n=249)=13.965, P<.001, Cramer’s V=0.237), 
but the reverse was not true for patients being preferentially 
assigned to residents (59.3% vs 47.6%, 𝜒2 (1, n=229)=2.970, 
P=.09). The presence of an NPP postgraduate EM program was 
not significantly associated with the incidence of teaching or 
supervision by an NPP in the ED (18.8% vs 11.7%, with and 
without, respectively, 𝜒2 (1, n=259)=2.483, P=.12).

EM Resident Postgraduate Training Status
Postgraduate year (PGY) status was not associated with 

a difference in probability of having forfeited a procedure to 
an NPP in the ED but was during off-service rotations, with 
63.0%, 70.9%, and 47.1% of PGY 1, 2, and 3+, respectively, 
reporting at least one forfeiture, 𝜒2 (2, n=237)=10.101, P<.01, 
Cramer’s V=0.206. There was no significant difference in the 
incidence of forfeiting at least one highly educational patient 
to NPPs across PGY status in the ED [30.0%, 29.1%, 30.4% 
for PGY 1, 2, 3+, respectively, 𝜒2 (2, n=251)=0.036, P=.98] 
or off-service rotations [20.6%, 9.5%, 9.0% for PGY 1, 2, 3+, 
respectively, 𝜒2 (2, n=199)=1.081, P=.58].

DISCUSSION
A substantial majority of EM residents in AAEM-RSA 

reported that NPPs in the ED have a detracting or greatly 
detracting impact on their education. The presence of an EM 
NPP postgraduate training program was associated with a 
significantly greater median number of forfeited procedures 
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Table 3. Ways in which non-physician practitioners enhance and detract from resident education in the emergency department.
Theme No. (%) Example(s)

Enhance
No enhancement 197 (62.9%) “There is no conceivable way that the presence of NP/PA 

enhances resident education.”
Offload lower acuity patients 56 (17.9%) “[NPPs] frequently run fast track, which opens the opportunity 

to see sicker patients without being overloaded with lower 
acuity complaints.”

Miscellaneous 34 (10.9%) “We work very independently from the PAs/NP in our department. 
They cover the ED during resident conference days, so in that 
way they allow us time for education. However, at our particular 
institution they do not move patients through the department at 
quite the same speed as the physicians and so often we come 
onto shift after conference to a very busy board.”

Resource/Experienced for advice 24 (7.7%) “They have knowledge of the system when you’re starting out.”

“Some PAs have previous experience of working other 
specialties and can provide clinical insight as well as tips/tricks.”

Practice overseeing NPP 14 (4.5%) “Enhances my sense of the dynamic between attending 
practitioners and APPs, something I am sure I will deal with 
later in my career.”

“....practice leading APP practitioners before graduation.”
Detract

Fewer patient encounters for learning 155 (47.7%) “[NPPs] take all the procedures without seeing the patients.”
Fewer procedural opportunities 122 (37.5%) “None.”
No detraction 72 (22.2%) “None.”
Miscellaneous 36 (11.1%) “I’m expected to spend time educating NP/PA students to train 

my replacements.”

“I end up teaching them. I taught one how to do a pelvic exam!”
Monopolizing attending time 31 (9.5%) “APPs in the ED take up time and energy from Attending 

Physician [sic] who need to supervise them. This is time that 
could be directed at resident education and supervision.” 

Hostile learning environment 29 (8.9%) “Talk down to residents…”

“Aggressively lobbying leadership for autonomy.”

“They are in a parallel training environment with different standards 
and often give sub-par advice or worse, aggressive sub-par advice 
because they consider themselves more advanced.”

NPP, non-physician practitioner; APP, advanced practice practitioner; PA, physician assistant; NP, nurse practitioner.

but not with effects of NPPs on resident perception of 
education. Additionally, more than one-third of residents 
reported feeling “not confident at all” that they could 
approach local leadership about NPP concerns without facing 
retribution, and almost two-thirds of residents were “not 
confident at all” that the ACGME would satisfactorily address 
concerns about NPPs impacting resident education as reported 
in the oversight body’s year-end survey. 

Of further interest are the measures that were not 
statistically significant. For example, the data do not 

show that more experienced senior residents are the ones 
primarily forfeiting procedures; rather, there was no 
significant difference by PGY status. Additionally, a higher 
number of forfeited procedures was significantly associated 
with a negative effect of NPPs on education, and NPP 
postgraduate programs were significantly associated with a 
higher number of forfeited procedures. Nonetheless, NPP 
postgraduate programs were not significantly associated 
with a difference in the overall perception of NPP effects 
on resident education. This finding suggests there is at least 
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Table 4. Reasons procedures were forfeited by emergency medicine residents to non-physician practitioners in the emergency department 
and while off-service.

Theme No. (%) Example(s)
Emergency department

NPP does not offer 20 (10.2%) “Off-service APPs generally from the trauma 
service covering during surgical conferences 
generally will not defer to ED residents for 
procedures during trauma resuscitations”

Intimidation 15 (7.6%) “They just push their way in and tend to have 
the support of the administration.”

“PA/NP insisted that it was their procedure, and 
I did not think I was in a position to speak back 
to them.”

Direct competition/trainee 61 (31%) “For the PA ‘fellow’ to get more experience.”

“The NP/PA asked the attending to do the 
procedure as part of their training, but they 
could not take the patient as a primary because 
of their current volume load.”

Unit culture 32 (16.7%) “Customary at that institution. I was a rotator.”

“Some attendings preferred to work with non-
physician [practitioners] who they had more 
experience with than a resident who they only 
knew for a short period.”

Miscellaneous 18 (9.1%) “Time.”

“Because the attending was busy and couldn’t 
supervise.”  

None 63 (32%) “None.”
Off-service

Attending comfort with NPP 14 (7.9%) “ICU, NP/PA had priority due to attending 
comfort with them.”

NPP more experienced 14 (7.9%) “The PA/NP was more experienced.” 

“More training.” 
Direct competition/trainee 29 (16.4%) “CRNA took anesthesia intubations and only let 

CRNA students intubate over EM residents.”

“For their educational value.”
NPP stole procedure 7 (4.0%) “There was no reason-they stole it.”
Unit culture 52 (29.7%) “They worked on the unit and oversaw 

procedures.”

“My senior resident in the MICU was not 
credentialed to do central lines, fellow/attending 
were not in house overnight. NPs are not 
technically allowed to supervise us so she put 
the central lines in overnight.”

Miscellaneous 28 (15.0%) “Division of labor. I was doing other stuff.”

“I was staffing the PA/NP.” 
No reason 51 (29.0%) “None”

“No reasons”
NPP, non-physician practitioner; APP, advanced practice practitioner; PA, physician assistant; NP, nurse practitioner; ICU, intensive 
care unit; CRNA, certified registered nurse anesthetist.
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one mitigating factor of NPP postgraduate programs that 
balances the loss of procedures. 

Of note, forfeited procedures reported here are for those 
patients the residents were primarily managing, procedures for 
whom the residents were ostensibly responsible. The number 
of such forfeited procedures was moderately associated 
with residents’ perception of educational effects, accounting 
for 14% of the variance; nevertheless, the confluence of 
data suggests a phenomenon that is far more complex than 
frustration over fewer opportunities for procedures. 

The narrative responses were telling with respect to 
the hidden curriculum, which is generally described as a 
construct for the effects of tacit learning as a confluence of 
culture, structures, and institutions.25 Intimidation and unit-
culture themes suggest a new facet for a hostile learning 
environment and conditions that appear to leave physician 
trainees feeling defenseless. The example quotation from 
Table 4—“They just push their way in and tend to have the 
support of the administration”—points to a structured, even 
if unintentional, hidden curriculum that is a hindrance to 
physician resident education.

The narrative responses also described a loop of 
exclusion in which residents were told at times that they 
were required to forfeit their procedure so an NPP could have 
more experience but also reported times in which they were 
required to forfeit their procedure because the NPP had more 
experience than the resident. Findings from the Kang et al 
study alluded to a similar phenomenon in the operating room 
for junior residents,8 and it is thus not surprising that narrative 
responses described problematic relationships with NPPs on 
off-service rotations as well, putting at jeopardy the value-add 
of off-service rotations for EM residents. 

Comparison to the study of surgical residents by Kang 
and colleagues bears striking contrasts across items that were 
replicated in our instrument.8 A full 88% of their respondents 
reported that NPPs made their workload lighter or much lighter, 
compared to 46.5% in our study. Similarly, 86% of surgical 
residents reported that NPPs enhanced or greatly enhanced care, 
whereas only 18.5% of emergency physicians shared the same 
opinion in the ED setting. Finally, 47% of surgical residents felt 
that NPPs enhanced or greatly enhanced their education (with 
47% reporting no impact), whereas 66.9% of EM residents 
reported that an NPP presence detracted or greatly detracted 
from their education (with 29.8% reporting no impact), which 
is essentially the inverse of the surgical findings. The perceived 
workload and educational benefits found in the surgical 
specialties are not translated in EM from the perspective of EM 
residents.6,8 The specialized and largely procedural nature of 
surgical education is distinct from the breadth of case exposure 
required for EM education. The contrast makes clear that 
surgical and EM resident cohorts are different, and conclusions 
cannot be inferred across the two groups.

The conflicting findings in the surgical literature of 
reduced workload on the one hand but reduced procedural 

opportunities on the other was present in EM residents’ 
responses as well. One of the most frequently cited 
educational enhancements provided by NPPs in the ED 
(17.9%) was reduced workload via fewer lower acuity patients 
to see, thereby allowing an educational emphasis for residents 
on more complex patients. By the same token, however, one 
of the most frequently cited detractions from education as a 
result of NPPs in the ED (47.7%) was the reduction of cases, 
including lower acuity cases. 

As EM societies grapple with this issue, identifying 
institutional features of the reported positive interactions 
will be essential to inform best practices to improve the 
team relationship.4 Within that context, two aspects of 
structured interaction between NPPs and EM residents must 
be independently addressed: 1) NPPs in the ED as staff; and 
2) NPPs as postgraduate trainees. One resident response in 
particular was telling with regard to the potential negative 
impact of the postgraduate programs on physician residents, 
given the recent report of a novel, parallel track postgraduate 
physician assistant program:11 “They are in a parallel training 
environment with different standards and often give [physician 
residents] sub-par advice or worse, aggressive sub-par advice 
because they consider themselves more advanced.” It is 
likely sentiments such as these from physician residents that 
have led to the AAEM-RSA calling for the cessation of NPP 
postgraduate programs.26

LIMITATIONS
Our survey asked the survey participants for recall 

over the course of a full year, which raises the potential for 
recall bias; however, none was found on the pilot test/retest 
analysis, supporting item reliability. An additional limitation 
is that our sampling frame was of a group that did not include 
every resident in the US and whose members are part of a 
specific EM society. It is notable that the sampling frame still 
represents almost three-fifths of all EM residents in the US, a 
large group indeed. Additionally, most AAEM-RSA members 
have membership through their programs, suggestive of those 
programs supporting less involvement of NPPs in resident 
education if consistent with AAEM and AAEM-RSA position 
statements. Thus, our findings would be underestimates 
of the detracting educational effects of NPPs on resident 
education and of forfeited procedures. It is also worth noting 
that the other major resident societies, the Emergency 
Medicine Residents’ Association and the American College 
of Osteopathic Emergency Physicians’ Resident Student 
Organization, also signed on to the letter regarding NPP 
involvement in resident education, underscoring that there is 
clearly not a bias of our particular cohort.4

Importantly, in this study we evaluated how many 
procedures and patient opportunities were lost but did not 
count how many were experienced in total, which is an 
undoubtedly larger and similarly consequential number. 
Fourteen lost procedures in a year could represent any 
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percentage; the denominator is unknown. Finally, our study 
focused on the educational aspect of NPPs in the ED from 
the perspective of EM residents. Staffing models must also 
account for throughput, cost, and myriad other factors. 

Future Study
Although our study focused on physician residents 

because they were not previously studied, all stakeholders—
including physician residents, attendings, staff NPPs and NPPs 
in postgraduate programs, medical directors, and department 
administrators—must be included in addressing what residents 
report to be a hindrance in their education. Additional study 
and intervention are warranted regarding residents’ lack of 
confidence in local leadership and the ACGME. Finally, 
the findings in this study provide tangible evidence of the 
theoretical concerns raised by the major EM societies. 

CONCLUSION
A strong majority of resident members of AAEM-RSA report 
that non-physician practitioners in the ED have a detracting 
impact on their overall education and opportunities for 
learning cases and procedures, at least in part because of 
preferential treatment of NPPs. Educational enhancement was 
reported but limited. Residents overwhelmingly do not have 
confidence in local or national authorities to address potential 
concerns about NPPs in the ED impacting their education.
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Introduction: Hospitals have implemented various wellness interventions to offset the negative effects 
of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) on emergency physician morale and burnout. There is limited 
high quality evidence regarding effectiveness of hospital-directed wellness interventions, leaving hospitals 
without guidance on best practices. We sought to determine intervention effectiveness and frequency of 
use in the spring/summer 2020. The goal was to facilitate evidence-based guidance for hospital wellness 
program planning. 

Methods: This cross-sectional observational study we used a novel survey tool piloted at a single 
hospital and then distributed throughout the United States via major emergency medicine (EM) society 
listservs and closed social media groups. Subjects reported their morale levels using a slider scale from 1 
(lowest) to 10 (highest) at the time of the survey and, retrospectively, at their respective COVID-19 peak 
in 2020. Subjects also rated effectiveness of wellness interventions using a Likert scale from 1 (not at all 
effective) to 5 (very effective). Subjects indicated their hospital’s usage frequency of common wellness 
interventions. We analyzed results using descriptive statistics and t-tests.

Results: Of 76,100 EM society and closed social media group members, 522 (0.69%) subjects were 
enrolled. Study population demographics were similar to the national emergency physician population. 
Morale at the time of the survey was worse (mean [M] 4.36, SD 2.29) than the spring/summer 2020 peak 
(M 4.57, SD 2.13) [t(458)=-2.27, P=0.024]. The most effective interventions were hazard pay (M 3.59, SD 
1.12), staff debriefing groups (M 3.51, SD 1.16), and free food (M 3.34, SD 1.14). The most frequently 
used interventions were free food (350/522, 67.1%), support sign display (300/522, 57.5%), and daily 
email updates (266/522, 51.0%). Infrequently used were hazard pay (53/522, 10.2%) and staff debriefing 
groups (127/522, 24.3%).

Conclusion: There is discordance between the most effective and most frequently used hospital-directed 
wellness interventions. Only free food was both highly effective and frequently used. Hazard pay and 
staff debriefing groups were the two most effective interventions but were infrequently used. Daily email 
updates and support sign display were the most frequently used interventions but were not as effective. 
Hospitals should focus effort and resources on the most effective wellness interventions. [West J Emerg 
Med. 2023;24(3)597–604.]
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Population Health Research Capsule

What do we already know about this issue?
Hospitals implemented wellness 
interventions to offset the effects of 
COVID-19 on physician morale, but there 
is little evidence-based guidance on their 
effectiveness.

What was the research question?
What is the perceived effectiveness of 
hospital-directed wellness interventions on 
emergency physicians’ morale?

What was the major finding of the study?
Hazard pay, debriefing groups, and free 
food were the most effective interventions. 
Of these three, only free food was 
frequently implemented.

How does this improve population health?
This study provides guidance for hospitals 
to refocus their wellness planning efforts to 
use the most effective interventions.

INTRODUCTION
Background

Burnout was already an issue for half of United States 
(US) emergency physicians (EP) in the years leading up to the 
coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic.1-6 A national 
survey conducted from 2011–2014 revealed that physicians 
in frontline specialties are at greatest risk of burnout,7 and a 
2018 review suggested that healthcare organizations already 
had insufficient basic resources to support physician wellness.8 
Attempts have been made to ameliorate this concerning trend. 
Particularly among emergency medicine (EM) residency 
programs, over 162 unique wellness interventions have 
been described. The most commonly addressed themes of 
these interventions were program factors such as culture; 
environmental and clinical factors; and wellness activities, 
practices, and resources.9 Despite the implementation of these 
numerous interventions, a review study found that prior to 
the COVID-19 pandemic there has been little high mquality 
literature assessing the effectiveness of wellness interventions 
targeting EM residents.10

During the 2020 COVID-19 surges, EPs reported 
increased work-related anxiety, emotional exhaustion, and 
burnout.11 Despite these reports, the EP burnout rate showed a 
modest increase from 43% in 20196 to 44% in the fall 2020.12 
However, the issue of burnout has worsened markedly since 
then, even as the initial COVID-19 surges have waned.13-14 

Among EM residents who worked during surges, 35% 
experienced acute post-traumatic symptoms.15 Common 
causes have been found to center around the themes of moral 
distress regarding patient deaths, resource allocation/scarcity, 
personal safety, economic insecurity, social/family life 
disruption, stigmatization of healthcare workers, and a sense 
of powerlessness.16

Recent COVID-19 pandemic-era literature has discussed 
how best to mitigate this issue. Some have recommended 
taking steps to improve healthcare workers’ exercise, food, 
and diet practices,17 but as Li-Sauerwine et al discuss,9 
these recommendations are limited to personal factors as 
indicated by the National Academy of Medicine Model of 
Clinician Well-Being and Resilience.8 Specifically among 
EM residency programs, many have implemented additional 
wellness interventions beyond the minimum requirements of 
the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education 
(ACGME),18 such as obtaining outside food donations, holding 
virtual social gatherings, and establishing new wellness/respite 
spaces.19 However, lack of high quality evidence on intervention 
effectiveness leaves hospitals and residency programs to guess 
which methods will work. 

One study conducted in November 2020 revealed that 
several themes increased feelings of joy and fulfillment 
for frontline healthcare workers, including meaningful 
practitioner-patient interactions, team camaraderie, teaching/
mentoring, physical activity, and time with family/friends.20 
Thus far in the COVID-19 pandemic, the best evidence-based 

recommendations for hospital wellness interventions have 
been to focus on the following resources: social, leadership, 
financial, and mental health support; meeting safety needs; and 
providing childcare options.21 One specific intervention—a 
facilitated physician peer-support group model—was piloted 
across 10 hospitals and showed promise in improving anxiety, 
depression, distress, and burnout.22 However, no study has 
asked participants to rate the effectiveness of hospital wellness 
interventions during the COVID-19 pandemic era.

OBJECTIVES
We aimed to assess the effectiveness and use of hospital-

directed wellness interventions from the perspective of EPs 
in the first surges of the COVID-19 pandemic in the US. 
The goal was to provide evidence-based recommendations 
for future hospital wellness plans both during and after 
COVID-19 surges. The hypotheses were that some hospital-
directed wellness interventions are significantly more effective 
to subjects’ personal well-being than others; that some highly 
effective interventions are infrequently used; and that some 
ineffective interventions are frequently used.

METHODS
Human Subjects

This study was approved as exempt by the institutional 
review board. Study procedures were disclosed to subjects 
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prior to answering an informed consent question at the 
beginning of the survey. The survey was anonymous.

Study Setting and Population
This cross-sectional survey used convenience sampling 

in a virtual setting. No incentives were offered. Those who 
took the survey included EP attendings, fellows, and residents 
practicing or training in the US and outlying territories. 
Included were subjects who completed the “Information, 
Consent, and Demographics” page of the survey and answered 
at least one question in the “Wellness Initiatives” page. 
We analyzed the subjects’ data only for the questions the 
participants answered. We excluded subjects who completed 
only the “Information, Consent, and Demographics” section. 

Survey Development and Pilot Testing
Survey content was developed by author team consensus, 

with additional guidance from a townhall-style discussion with 
25 attending and resident EPs at the primary institution on May 
20, 2020. All attendees at this townhall had the lived experience 
of practicing medicine in the emergency department and/or 
intensive care unit during spring 2020 in Westchester County, 
NY, which was the second hardest hit county in New York 
State as of July 1, 2020, based on COVID-19 case numbers 
per capita.23 Two senior authors were also members of regional 
groups of academic institutions that had met and discussed EP 
wellness challenges and hospital responses. 

See Appendix A for the recruitment script. See Appendix 
B for the complete survey tool including informed consent. 
In addition to hospital demographic information, we included 
questions about hospital-directed wellness interventions. 
Subjects’ reports of intervention effectiveness on their own 
personal wellness were assessed using a Likert scale from 1 (not 
at all effective) to 5 (very effective). We assessed the subjects’ 
reports of their personal morale levels using a slider scale from 
1 (lowest) to 10 (highest) at time of survey and, retrospectively, 
at the first US COVID-19 surge peak in spring/summer 2020. 
Subjects were also given the opportunity to contribute free-
text comments on wellness interventions they wish had been 
offered, other things that may have improved morale, and 
additional suggestions or comments. We collected this free-
text data for the purpose of future thematic analysis (a planned 
future direction for this research group), but this data was not 
employed in the present study.

The survey was sent to a pilot group of resident and attending 
physicians at a single hospital for clarity and usability feedback, 
and for preliminary analysis, prior to national-scale distribution. 
No clarity or usability issues were cited, and no changes to the 
survey instrument were required prior to national distribution. 

Study Protocol and Statistical Analysis
We used the electronic platform SurveyMonkey 

(SurveyMonkey Enterprise, San Mateo, CA) to construct and 
distribute the survey. In deciding on survey distribution methods, 

we aimed to reach the largest and most diverse group of EPs 
possible. To achieve this aim, we used listservs associated with 
The American College of Emergency Physicians (ACEP), 
the Council of Residency Directors in Emergency Medicine 
(CORD), and the Society for Academic Emergency Medicine 
(SAEM), and posts on two closed Facebook social media groups 
EMDocs and Emergency Physician Forum. These organizations 
and groups had a collective membership of 76,100 members at 
the time of data collection from July 25–August 9, 2020. (See 
Appendix C for medical society listserv and closed Facebook 
group membership numbers at the time of survey distribution and 
active data collection.).

Recruitment occurred online via listserv email invitations 
and closed social media group posts, including ACEP, CORD, 
SAEM, and the closed Facebook groups EMDocs and 
Emergency Physician Forum. We determined these platforms 
to be the most accessible for the wider population of EPs. On 
average, two contacts were attempted on each of these five 
platforms. We analyzed data with descriptive statistics and paired 
t-tests using R version 3.6.1 for Windows (R Foundation for 
Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria). In reporting results of 
the study, we used the recommendations outlined by STROBE 
(Strengthening the Reporting of Observational studies in 
Epidemiology). See Appendix D for the STROBE checklist used.

RESULTS
Pilot Data

Of 16 pilot subjects who completed the survey from June 
29–July 10, 2020, two (12.5%) were attending physicians and 
14 (87.5%) were resident physicians. Preliminary analyses 
of pilot data showed the most effective interventions to be 
hazard pay (mean [M] 4.5, SD 0.78), free food at work (M 
4.2, SD 0.97), and staff debriefing groups (M 3.4, SD 1.3). 
Also, morale was reported to be lower at the time of the pilot 
survey (M 3.8, SD 2.3) than during the first peak (M 5.1, SD 
2.3). The pilot population and main population demographics 
were dissimilar in terms of practice location and breakdown 
of participant level of training. However, the major study 
outcomes of personal morale and perceived intervention 
effectiveness were found to follow the same patterns. Thus, 
we incorporated the pilot data into the main analysis.

Enrollment and Demographics
A total of 566 subjects logged into the survey, and 522 

subjects were enrolled. The barriers to calculating a response 
rate are discussed in the “Limitations” section of this paper. 
The enrollment flowsheet is shown in Figure 1. Study 
group demographic characteristics are shown in Table 1. 
Participation by US region is depicted in Figure 2. 

Main Results
Morale at the time of the survey (M 4.36, SD 2.29) was 

significantly worse than morale during the initial spring/summer 
surge (M 4.57, SD 2.13); [t(458)=-2.27, P=0.02). See Table 2 for 
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frequently used interventions. It appears to be a relatively 
novel intervention, and we were unable to find any previous 
research regarding the effectiveness of such hospital-
sponsored hazard pay. Subjects’ reported hazard payment 
amounts ranged remarkably. It is interesting to note that 
48% of the subjects who reported a non-zero payment and 
answered the hazard pay sufficiency question felt the amount 
was sufficient. Attending and fellow physicians found hazard 
pay amounts to be sufficient more frequently than resident 
physicians, but the mean hazard pay reported by attendings 
and fellows was higher than for residents.

Notably, we found that staff debriefing groups were also a 
highly effective intervention, although this was only reported 
by 25% of the subjects. This is a low-cost intervention that 
could be quickly implemented and should be within the 
capacity of every hospital. This is consistent with the work 
of Schneider and Weigi, who found that peer support and pay 
were associated with improved practitioner well-being,25 and 
with other studies that have found peer support groups to be 
effective in supporting practitioner wellness.26 The results of 
this study support the use of peer support groups to promote 
wellness during pandemics or other times of stress. The only 
other interventions that had greater-than-average effectiveness 
ratings were free food at work and “thank you” cards. 

The most frequent interventions were free food, support 
sign display, and daily email updates. These interventions 
may require very few hospital resources to accomplish. 
For example, it is possible that free food at work may have 
been subsidized by numerous different sources, including 
the hospital itself or by local community members or 
businesses that wished to show appreciation. It is important 
to acknowledge that any food provided by the hospital itself 

 
Figure 1. Enrollment flowsheet. Included were consenting EP 
attendings, fellows, and residents currently practicing or training in 
the US and outlying territories who answered questions in both the 
“Demographics” and “Wellness Initiatives” sections of the survey.

Table 1. Study population demographic characteristics. “Other” 
hospital types include military, Veterans Administration, and all 
other reported types.

Measure n (%)
Level of training

Attending 436 (83.52%)
Fellow 16 (3.07%)
Resident 70 (13.41%)

Hospital setting
Urban 279 (53.45%)
Suburban 171 (32.76%)
Rural 64 (12.26%)
Other 8 (1.53%)

Hospital type
Academic/university 213 (40.80%)
Community 268 (51.34%)
County 22 (4.21%)
Other 19 (3.63%)

frequency and effectiveness of hospital wellness interventions. 
See Figure 3 for the ranking of hospital wellness interventions 
based on participant reports of effectiveness on their personal 
wellness. See Table 3 for analyses of hazard pay amounts, the 
details of which are provided because hazard pay was ranked as 
the most effective hospital-directed wellness intervention.

DISCUSSION
Effectiveness of Interventions

The most effective intervention was found to be hospital-
sponsored hazard payment. This was also one of the least 

Figure 2. Subjects by United States region. Regional breakdown 
based on prior emergency physician workforce studies. Puerto 
Rico was included in the South Atlantic region. 
ENC, East North Central; ESC, East South Central; MA, Mid 
Atlantic; NE, Northeast; SA, South Atlantic; WNC, West North 
Central; WSC, West South Central.
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Table 2. Descriptive data on frequency and effectiveness of hospital-directed COVID-19 wellness interventions, as reported by 
emergency physicians in the United States.

Effectiveness (1-5)
Intervention Frequency (%) Median Mean (SD)
Hazard pay 53 (10.2%) 4 3.59 (1.12)
Staff debriefing groups 127 (24.3%) 4 3.51 (1.16)
Free food at work 350 (67.1%) 3 3.34 (1.14)
Community “thank you” card display 254 (48.7%) 3 3.21 (1.11)
Public acknowledgment/displays* 231 (44.3%) 3 2.96 (1.24)
Daily email updates† 266 (51.0%) 3 2.90 (1.25)
Support sign display 300 (57.5%) 3 2.87 (1.14)
Celebrating COVID-19 discharges 92 (17.7%) 3 2.85 (1.23)
Psychiatric/psychological services 188 (36.0%) 3 2.55 (1.12)
“Victory” song overhead 100 (19.2%) 2 2.09 (1.12)
Other support 17 (3.26%) N/A N/A
No support 23 (4.41%) N/A N/A

*“Public acknowledgment/displays” includes applause for hospital staff, military jets overhead, emergency medical services/fire 
department/police display of lights/sirens, etc.
†“Daily email updates” are emails to employees by hospital administration or other staff.
COVID-19, coronavirus disease 2019.

 
1 2 3 4 5

Victory song overhead
Psychiatric/psychological services
Celebrating COVID-19 discharges

Support sign display
Daily email updates

Public acknowledgement/displays
Community thank-you card display

Free food at work
Staff debriefing groups

Hazard pay

Not At All  <-------------- Effectiveness -------------->  Very
Figure 3. Ranking of hospital-directed wellness intervention 
effectiveness on a Likert scale from 1 (not at all effective) to 5 
(very effective). Error bars represent the 95% confidence interval.
COVID-19, coronavirus disease 2019.

(not by the community in the outpouring of support during the 
surges) may have had different effects on physician wellness; 
however, this was not something the survey tool assessed.

Among the least effective interventions was the 
presence of psychiatric/psychological support services. Only 
36% of subjects reported having psychiatric or counseling 
services made available to them by their hospital. This 
was surprising because providing counseling services is 
frequently recommended to improve physician wellness 
after exposure to stressful or traumatic events. In fact, 
residency programs are required by the ACGME to make 

counseling on demand available to their residents.18 Also 
among the least effective interventions was the practice 
of playing a “victory” song overhead in the hospital for 
COVID-19 patient successes, purported to boost morale. 
We had a particular interest in this intervention because 
of the potential for overhead “victory” songs to interrupt 
conversations at inopportune times (eg, during delivery of 
bad news to loved ones of patients).

External Validity
The survey instrument content was not based on any 

prior validated assessment but was developed by consensus 
of EP residents and attendings with the lived experience of 
working during a significant COVID-19 surge and was piloted 
prior to national distribution. The survey items were carefully 
constructed and closely related to the research questions. 

In terms of population validity, while we do believe that 
using large medical societies and closed social media groups 
as key recruitment platforms maximized inclusivity, this 
brings external validity into question because not all EPs are 
members of medical societies or closed social media groups. 
The study sample was, however, largely representative of 
the overall US EP population in terms of the demographic 
characteristics collected. At the time of data collection, there 
were 8,642 EM residents27 and 48,835 active EPs in the 
US.24 The regional distribution and urban rural distribution 
of subjects adequately mirrors the demographics of the 
EM workforce as described in Table 4. No information on 
breakdown of greater population hospital type was available.
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Table 4. Study population vs emergency physician workforce 
demographics.

Demographic characteristic
Study 

population (%)
EP 

workforce (%)
Level of training*

Attending (Including Fellows) 87 85
Resident 13 15

Region†

New England 5 6
Mid Atlantic 17 12
East North Central 15 15
West North Central 9 6
South Atlantic 20 20
East South Central 5 5
West South Central 9 11
Mountain 7 9
Pacific 13 17

Geographic Setting‡

Urban 86 92
Rural 14 8

*Greater population level of training was based on 2020 
Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education reports.27 
†Greater population region was based on the 2020 Workforce 
report.24 
‡Greater population geographic setting was based on the 2020 
Workforce report,24 which uses only urban or rural categories, 
consistent with modern Urban Influence Codes.28 Subjects 
reporting suburban setting are categorized as urban. 
EP, emergency physician.

Lastly, we used a specific disaster, the COVID-19 
pandemic, to measure EP personal morale and perceived 
effectiveness of hospital-directed wellness interventions. 
However, we do believe our findings have transferability to 
other contexts such as future epidemics, pandemics, natural 
disasters, and other situations that increase stressors on EPs 
and put them at higher risk of burnout and low morale.

Big-picture Meaning
Trends in the burnout rates for EPs can be followed 

over the past decade from large annual survey reports. The 
reports reveal two peaks in EP burnout, both closely trailing 
epidemic/pandemic scares in the US. The first peak was in 
2016, two years after the Ebola virus was detected in the 
US. (EP burnout rates were 52% in 2014,1 55% in 2015,2 
and 59% in 20163 – an all-time high for EM at the time – 
before dropping to 45% in 20174). The trend following the 
COVID-19 pandemic has mirrored the trend following the 
Ebola epidemic, with EP burnout rates at 44% in 2020,12 
60% in 2021,13 and 65% in 2022.14 This 2022 figure is 
another all-time high, and 2022 is the second year in a row 

that EPs have experienced the highest burnout rate of all 
medical specialties. 

Although the US case positivity rate was drastically 
different between Ebola and COVID-19, we do speculate that 
the Ebola scare was a significant factor in the 2015 and 2016 
burnout rates. Even with low case positivity rates in the US, 
the Ebola epidemic took a psychological toll on healthcare 
workers.29 The reason for the delayed rise in burnout after 
these pandemic/epidemic scares is likely multifactorial. 
The American Psychological Association (APA) argues that 
although longer work hours and home demands have been 
commonplace since the first surges, these stressors have now 
become persistent and indefinite, and exposure to such chronic 
states of stress increases the risk of burnout.30 The APA also 
cites public resistance to COVID-19 prevention measures as 
another potential persistent stressor that may affect frontline 
workers in particular.30

Although our subjects were surveyed at varied times 
relative to their local COVID-19 surge, the majority did 
report that their morale at the time of the survey was worse 
than during their respective surge peak. This information, 
and the annual EP survey of burnout trends, not only 
suggests that there is a correlation between low morale/
high burnout and epidemic/pandemic scares, but also that 
the detrimental psychological effects on physicians last 
long after disease incidence wanes. While overall hospital 
admission rates for COVID-19 are significantly lower than 
peak rates,31 the pandemic has been ongoing now for more 
than two years, with unprecedented effects on clinician 
wellness. Our study shows that common hospital-directed 
wellness interventions vary greatly in effectiveness, 
and continued research is necessary to identify targeted 
interventions that can assist hospitals in supporting their EPs 
as the pandemic continues, even as COVID-19 rates continue 
to decrease in the US.

LIMITATIONS
The survey was an original and unvalidated tool. Although 

it was piloted at a single, suburban community hospital to 
glean preliminary evidence of response process validity and 
improve the survey prior to national distribution, the pilot 
group was not representative of the main study population 
in terms of attending/resident breakdown. However, data 
trends for main outcomes were similar between the pilot and 
main study populations. One limitation in survey tool clarity 
that was not brought up in the pilot is that subjects may 
have had different definitions of “informal staff-debriefing 
groups,” which may have impacted the reported frequency and 
effectiveness of this intervention.

Subjects were surveyed during a discrete two-week 
timeframe, but surges at their hospitals peaked on various 
dates. Thus, there was potential for varied degrees of recall 
bias, particularly regarding retrospective morale levels. 
The effectiveness of interventions may also vary based on 
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their timing relative to peaks and valleys in COVID-19 
incidence; this was not possible to measure with the 
methodology used. 

Study enrollment was voluntary (specifically, a 
voluntary response sampling method was used), and thus 
the survey results were vulnerable to self-selection bias (ie, 
some participants were inherently more likely to volunteer). 
In using this method, subjects with strong feelings about 
hospital-directed wellness interventions may have been 
more likely to participate, and subjects with neutral feelings 
may have been unintentionally excluded. We believe this 
source of bias would have increased the variability of reports 
of morale and intervention effectiveness (stronger subject 
opinions on both sides). Similarly, non-response bias may 
also have resulted from failure to enroll potential subjects 
who had experienced the peak of their local surge closer 
to the two-week survey administration period and were 
working longer hours or otherwise preoccupied. Given 
the trend in reported morale levels, the potential exclusion 
of these subjects may have biased our sample toward 
increased changes in pre/post-surge morale reports, as well 
as decreased absolute morale levels at the time of survey 
administration. Our sample also included a heterogeneous 
group of attendings, fellows, and residents with different 
wellness needs. 

We were unable to precisely calculate response 
rate. Medical society members do not necessarily check 
organizational message boards, and may ignore, delete, or opt 
out of listserv emails. The rate of dual membership in these 
medical societies and groups could not be determined, thereby 
further limiting our response rate calculation; however, we 
acknowledge that dual membership is common and, thus, 
we speculate that we reached out to far fewer than 76,100 
potential subjects. To mitigate this issue, future studies will 
use a more structured method of direct email contact and open 
rate tracking to obtain response-rate denominators. Further 
research will also employ thematic analysis of the free-text 
commentary provided by subjects in this survey, the results 
for which were extensive but outside the scope of the present 
study. Further research is also necessary to directly measure 
the effect of these interventions on burnout (rather than 
subjective effectiveness ratings).

CONCLUSION
There is discordance between the most effective and most 
frequently used hospital-directed wellness interventions. 
Only free food was both highly effective and frequently 
used. Hazard pay and staff debriefing groups were the two 
most effective interventions but were infrequently used. 
Daily email updates and support sign display were the most 
frequently used interventions but were not as effective. 
Hospitals should consider the relative effectiveness of these 
wellness interventions when deciding where to focus their 
efforts and resources.
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Introduction: The return of spontaneous circulation after cardiac arrest (RACA) score is a well-validated 
model for estimating the probability of return of spontaneous circulation (ROSC) in patients with out-
of-hospital cardiac arrest (OHCA) by incorporating several variables, including gender, age, arrest 
aetiology, witness status, arrest location, initial cardiac rhythms, bystander cardiopulmonary resuscitation 
(CPR), and emergency medical services (EMS) arrival time. The RACA score was initially designed for 
comparisons between different EMS systems by standardising ROSC rates. End-tidal carbon dioxide 
(EtCO2) is a quality indicator of CPR. We aimed to improve the performance of the RACA score by 
adding minimum EtCO2 measured during CPR to develop the EtCO2 + RACA score for OHCA patients 
transported to an emergency department (ED).

Methods: This was a retrospective analysis using prospectively collected data for OHCA patients 
resuscitated at an ED during 2015–2020. Adult patients with advanced airways inserted and available 
EtCO2 measurements were included. We used the EtCO2 values recorded in the ED for analysis. The 
primary outcome was ROSC. In the derivation cohort, we used multivariable logistic regression to 
develop the model. In the temporally split validation cohort, we assessed the discriminative performance 
of the EtCO2 + RACA score by the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) and 
compared it with the RACA score using the DeLong test.

Results: There were 530 and 228 patients in the derivation and validation cohorts, respectively. The 
median measurements of EtCO2 were 8.0 times (interquartile range [IQR] 3.0-12.0 times), with the 
median minimum EtCO2 of 15.5 millimeters of mercury (mm Hg) (IQR 8.0-26.0 mm Hg). The median 
RACA score was 36.4% (IQR 28.9-48.0%), and a total of 393 patients (51.8%) achieved ROSC. The 
EtCO2 + RACA score was validated with good discriminative performance (AUC, 0.82, 95% CI 0.77-
0.88), outperforming the RACA score (AUC, 0.71, 95% CI 0.65-0.78) (DeLong test: P < 0.001).

Conclusion: The EtCO2 + RACA score may facilitate the decision-making process regarding allocations 
of medical resources in EDs for OHCA resuscitation. [West J Emerg Med. 2023;24(3)605–614.]
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Population Health Research Capsule

What do we already know about this issue?
The return of spontaneous circulation after 
cardiac arrest (RACA) score was developed 
to estimate the probability of RACA.

What was the research question?
Can end-tidal carbon dioxide (EtCO2), 
a quality indicator of cardiopulmonary 
resuscitation, be used to improve the 
RACA score?

What was the major finding of the study?
The EtCO2 + RACA score (AUC 0.82, 
95% CI 0.77-0.88) outperformed the 
original RACA score (AUC 0.7, 95% CI 
0.65-0.78; P < 0.001).

How does this improve population health?
The EtCO2 + RACA score may help 
allocate medical resources in emergency 
departments during resuscitation of out-
of-hospital cardiac arrest.

INTRODUCTION
The global incidence of out-of-hospital cardiac arrest 

(OHCA) is estimated to be 28-44 people per 100,000 population 
annually.1 In Asia, according to the Pan-Asian Resuscitation 
Outcomes Study (PAROS) registry, only 5.4% of patients 
survived to hospital discharge and 2.7% of patients were able to 
recover favourable neurological function after OHCA.2 

The concept of “chain of survival”3,4 has been proposed 
to streamline OHCA management to improve outcomes. 
With the advancement of resuscitation skills and equipment, 
most time-sensitive interventions can now be performed by 
emergency medical services (EMS) personnel in prehospital 
settings in a timely manner without being postponed until 
patients are transported to the emergency department (ED). To 
further improve outcomes, emergency physicians (EP) may 
initiate certain invasive interventions,5 such as extracorporeal 
cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR), for selected patients.

Accurate estimation for probability of return of 
spontaneous circulation (ROSC) is important for EPs in their 
decision-making regarding mobilising medical resources for 
these selected patients. The RACA6 score was developed to 
estimate the ROSC probability after OHCA and is composed 
of several variables, including gender, age, arrest aetiology, 
witness status, arrest location, initial cardiac rhythms, 
bystander CPR, and EMS arrival time. Nonetheless, the 
RACA score was initially designed for comparisons between 
different EMS systems by standardising ROSC rates rather 
than for predicting ROSC probabilities of individual patients.

End‐tidal carbon dioxide (EtCO2) refers to the 
concentration of carbon dioxide at the end of exhalation, 
which is determined by pulmonary blood flow generated 
during CPR,7,8 and is suggested to be maintained above at 
least 10 millimetres of mercury (mm Hg) to increase ROSC 
probability.9,10 Therefore, in the current study we attempted to 
develop the EtCO2 + RACA score by combining the RACA 
score, a baseline risk-stratifying model, and minimum EtCO2 
(a CPR quality indicator) to provide EPs with an accurate 
estimated ROSC probability of OHCA patients sent to the ED 
for ongoing CPR.

METHODS
We performed this study by retrospectively analysing 

a registry database, which prospectively collected data 
of OHCA patients sent to the ED of the National Taiwan 
University Hospital (NTUH) for resuscitation. The results 
are reported according to the Transparent Reporting of a 
Multivariable Prediction Model for Individual Prognosis or 
Diagnosis (TRIPOD) statement.11 

Ethical Statements
This study was conducted in accordance with the 

Declaration of Helsinki amendments. The institutional review 
board approved this study (reference number: 201906082RINB) 
and waived the requirement for informed consent.

Study Setting
The NTUH Hospital has 2,600 beds, including 220 beds 

in intensive care units, and there are approximately 100,000 
patient visits to the NTUH ED each year. For OHCA, CPR 
is performed according to the resuscitation guidelines.9,10 
Furthermore, since 2013 ED personnel who may be involved 
in the resuscitation of OHCA, including clinicians and 
nursing staff, have received a specialised training course 
of the Advanced Cardiac Life Support (ACLS) teamwork 
model.12,13 This training model addresses both CPR 
techniques and non-technical skills.14,15 Any interventions 
performed during CPR are timestamped by nurses using a 
specially designed tablet app. The cardiac rhythm and EtCO2 
are recorded every two minutes during pulse checking and 
then uploaded to the electronic health record. The EtCO2 
is monitored by devices attached to the supraglottic airway 
(SGA) or endotracheal tube (ETT). 

The decision to insert advanced airways, including 
SGA or ETT, during CPR is at the discretion of the treating 
physicians. Nonetheless, in our practice most clinicians 
tend to insert an ETT as soon as possible because, in the 
ACLS teamwork model, airway management is assigned to 
a dedicated squad of clinicians and nurses; thus, inserting an 
ETT does not influence delivery of high quality CPR. Also, for 
OHCA patients who never achieve ROSC, CPR would usually 
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be performed for at least 30 minutes, except for those with a 
documented do-not-resuscitate (DNR) order.

Study Population
Consecutive OHCA patients resuscitated at the ED of 

NTUH between January 1 2015–December 31, 2020 were 
screened. Patients fulfilling the following criteria were eligible 
for inclusion in the study: 1) non-traumatic arrest; 2) absence 
of ROSC before ED arrival; 3) absence of documentation 
of DNR order before CPR; 4) transport by EMS; 5) age ≥18 
years; 6) insertion of advanced airways, either SGA or ETT; 
and 7) availability of EtCO2 measurement at least once. If a 
single patient underwent CPR multiple times, we extracted 
only the first episode for analysis.

Data Collection, Variable Definitions, and Outcome 
Measures

In the NTUH ED registry, OHCA scenarios were recorded 
per the Utstein template.16 We used the following variables 
for analysis: age; gender; variables derived from the Utstein 
template; management by EMS and in the ED; measured 
EtCO2 levels; and outcomes.

We calculated the RACA score according to the original 
formula reported by Gräsner et al6 (Supplemental Table 1). 
Nonetheless, the variables of arrest aetiology and location were 
not explicitly defined by Gräsner et al.6 Hence, we defined these 
variables as follows: 1) After classifying aetiology into trauma, 
hypoxia, and intoxication in the RACA score, we excluded 
traumatic OHCA patients in our registry, while including 
patients with external causes of asphyxia,16 and patients with 
suspected drug overdose;16 and 2) we reclassified the arrest 
location as used in the RACA score. Nursing home designation 
included assisted living/nursing home; doctor’s office included 
primary care clinics; public place included sports/recreation 
event, street/highway, public building, and educational 
institution; and medical institution included dialysis clinics. 

Finally, the initial cardiac rhythms used in the RACA 
score were those recorded by EMS at initial contact, which 
were classified into ventricular fibrillation, pulseless electrical 
activity (PEA), asystole, and other. Nonetheless, our EMS 
only categorised the initial cardiac rhythms into shockable and 
non-shockable rhythms. Therefore, we used the initial rhythms 
recorded upon ED arrival in computing the RACA score. In 
the NTUH ED registry, the initial 15 EtCO2 measurements 
were recorded. In the current analysis, we retrieved only the 
EtCO2 measured after insertion of advanced airways. The 
EtCO2 summary parameters were computed accordingly, 
including initial, maximum, minimum, and average EtCO2.

The ROSC was specified as the primary outcome and 
defined as a palpable pulse > 20 seconds, as used by Gräsner 
et al.6 We also reported survival and favourable neurological 
function at the time of hospital discharge. Favourable 
neurological function was defined as a score of 1 or 2 on the 
Cerebral Performance Category scale.17 

Sample Size
Because of the retrospective nature of this study, the 

number of eligible patients during the study period determined 
the final sample size. We temporally split the final cohort into 
a derivation cohort and a validation cohort with the ratio of 
patient numbers being 70% vs 30%.

Statistical Analysis
Categorical variables are presented as counts with 

proportions, and continuous variables are presented as 
medians with interquartile ranges (IQR). We examined 
categorical variables by chi-square test, while continuous 
variables were compared by the Wilcoxon rank-sum test.

In the derivation cohort, we calculated the odds ratio 
(OR) as the outcome measure. We only tested the two 
predetermined variables, RACA score and minimum EtCO2 
in the multivariable logistic regression analyses to estimate 
their association with the primary outcome. We employed 
generalised additive models (GAM)18 to explore non-linear 
effects of the RACA score or minimum EtCO2 on the primary 
outcome and to identify the optimal cut-off points to transform 
these variables into categorical variables, if necessary. Since 
we did not know whether there would be confounding effects 
or multicollinearity between the RACA score and minimum 
EtCO2, we still conducted formal, stepwise, variable selection 
procedure with iterations to derive the final prediction model. 
We defined the significance levels for entry and to stay at P 
= 0.15. We derived the final prediction model by excluding 
non-significant variables sequentially until all regression 
coefficients were significant.

In the validation cohort, we assessed the discriminative 
performance of the derived model by area under the receiver 
operating characteristic (ROC) curve (AUC). We evaluated 
model calibration by the Hosmer–Lemeshow goodness-of-
fit test and a calibration plot to compare predicted ROSC 
probabilities with the observed ROSC rates. We compared 
the AUCs of the EtCO2 + RACA and RACA scores by the 
DeLong test of correlated ROC curves.19 We used R 4.1.1 
software (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, 
Austria) to analyse the data. A two-tailed P-value < 0.05 was 
considered significant.

RESULTS
The patient selection procedure resulted in the final cohort 

of 758 patients (Supplemental Figure 1). We temporally split 
the final cohort on May 1, 2019, because the ratio of patient 
numbers in the derivation and validation cohorts was the 
closest to 70% vs 30%. The characteristics of the patients 
in the final cohort are presented in Table 1, and we made 
comparisons between the derivation and validation cohorts. 

Overall, the median patient age was 71.0 years 
(IQR 60.0-82.0 years), and 489 patients (64.5%) were 
male. Only a small proportion of patients suffered from 
hypoxia- (5.3%, 40) or intoxication-associated (1.3%, 
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Table 1. Characteristics of all included patients during the study period.

Variables
Total cohort
(N = 758)

Derivation cohort
(n = 530)

Validation cohort
(n = 228) P-value

Age, year 71.0 (60.0–82.0) 73.0 (60.0–83.0) 68.0 (59.0–79.0) 0.005
Age ≥ 80 years 227 (29.9) 173 (32.6) 54 (23.7) 0.01
Male, n 489 (64.5) 335 (63.2) 154 (67.5) 0.25
Arrest etiology, n

Hypoxia 40 (5.3) 33 (6.2) 7 (3.1) 0.07
Intoxication 10 (1.3) 7 (1.3) 3 (1.3) 0.99

Arrest location, n
At home 455 (60.0) 325 (61.3) 130 (57.0) 0.27
Nursing home 28 (3.7) 25 (4.7) 3 (1.3) 0.02
Doctor’s office 13 (1.7) 8 (1.5) 5 (2.2) 0.51
Public place 172 (22.7) 109 (20.6) 63 (27.6) 0.03
Medical institution 6 (0.8) 6 (1.1) 0 (0) 0.11

Witness status, n
Witness by bystander 313 (41.3) 214 (40.4) 99 (43.4) 0.44
Witness by EMS 58 (7.7) 48 (9.1) 10 (4.4) 0.03
Witness by bystander or EMS 350 (46.2) 242 (45.7) 108 (47.4) 0.67

Bystander CPR, n 398 (52.5) 265 (50.0) 133 (58.3) 0.04
EMS management

Call to EMS arrival, minutes 4.0 (3.0–5.0) 4.0 (3.0–5.0) 4.0 (3.0–6.0) 0.01
Prehospital SGA use, n 527 (69.5) 372 (70.2) 155 (68.0) 0.55
Prehospital ETT use, n 54 (7.1) 37 (7.0) 17 (7.5) 0.82
Prehospital epinephrine use, n 187 (24.7) 119 (22.5) 68 (29.8) 0.03
Prehospital defibrillation, n 150 (19.8) 96 (18.1) 96 (23.7) 0.08
Prehospital CPR duration, 
minutes

17.0 (13.0–21.0) 16.0 (12.0–20.0) 19.0 (16.0–23.0) <0.001

ED management
Initial cardiac rhythms at ED 
arrival, n
Shockable rhythms 51 (6.7) 36 (6.8) 15 (6.6) 0.91
PEA 304 (40.1) 215 (40.6) 89 (39.0) 0.69
Asystole 403 (53.2) 279 (52.6) 124 (54.4) 0.66

ED SGA use, n 526 (69.4) 371 (70.0) 155 (68.0) 0.58
ED ETT use, n 735 (97.0) 510 (96.2) 225 (98.7) 0.07
Available measurements of 
EtCO2, times

8.0 (3.0–12.0) 6.0 (3.0–11.0) 11.0 (4.0–13.0) <0.001

EtCO2 summary parameters, 
mm Hg
Initial 26.0 (16.0–41.0) 25.0 (16.0–40.0) 27.0 (15.5–42.5) 0.40
Maximum 39.0 (25.0–54.0) 37.5 (24.0–52.0) 41.0 (25.5–56.0) 0.19
Minimum 15.5 (8.0–26.0) 16.0 (9.0–26.0) 15.0 (7.0–26.0) 0.57
Average 26.4 (16.0–38.3) 25.7 (16.5–37.8) 27.4 (15.3–39.1) 0.66

ED CPR duration, min 28.5 (12.0–32.0) 26.0 (12.0–32.0) 30.0 (13.0–31.0) 0.38
Data are presented as median (interquartile range) or counts (proportion). Bold-typed variables represent those used in the RACA score. 
EMS, emergency medical service; CPR, cardiopulmonary resuscitation; SGA, supraglottic airway; ETT, endotracheal tube; ED, 
emergency department; EtCO2, end-tidal carbon dioxide; mm Hg, millimeters of mercury; PEA, pulseless electrical activity.
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Variables
Total cohort
(N = 758)

Derivation cohort
(n = 530)

Validation cohort
(n = 228) P-value

ROSC probability predicted by 
RACA score, %

36.4 (28.9–48.0) 36.4 (28.5–48.5) 36.8 (29.3–47.5) 0.69

Outcome, n
ROSC 393 (51.8) 281 (53.0) 112 (49.1) 0.33
Survival to hospital discharge 78 (10.3) 53 (10.0) 25 (11.0) 0.69
Favorable neurological outcome 
at hospital discharge

41 (5.4) 28 (5.3) 13 (5.7) 0.82

Table 1. Continued.

Data are presented as median (interquartile range) or counts (proportion). Bold-typed variables represent those used in the RACA score.
ROSC, return of spontaneous circulation; RACA, ROSC after cardiac arrest.

10) OHCA. Most OHCA occurred at home (60.0%, 455 
patients). Approximately 46.2% of OHCA (350 patients) 
was witnessed by bystanders or EMS, and 52.5% of them 
received bystander CPR (398 patients). The median time 
interval between call and EMS arrival was 4.0 minutes 
(min) (IQR 3.0-5.0 min). A total of 527 patients (69.5%) 
received SGA placement during prehospital CPR, while 735 
patients (97.0%) received an ETT during CPR at the ED. 
Most of the initial cardiac rhythms recorded upon ED arrival 

were non-shockable rhythms, including PEA (40.1%, 304 
patients) and asystole (53.2%, 403 patients). The median 
available measurements of EtCO2 were 8.0 times (IQR: 3.0-
12.0 times), with the median minimum EtCO2 of 15.5 mm 
Hg (IQR: 8.0-26.0 mm Hg). The median RACA score was 
36.4% (28.9-48.0%), and a total of 393 patients (51.8%) 
achieved ROSC. 

The differences between patients stratified by ROSC in the 
derivation cohort are shown in Table 2. Significant differences 

Table 2. Characteristics of patients in derivation cohort stratified by return of spontaneous circulation.

Variables
Derivation cohort

(n = 530)
ROSC

(n = 281)
Absence of ROSC

(n = 249) P-value
Age, year 73.0 (60.0–83.0) 70.0 (60.0–82.3) 75.0 (61.0–84.0) 0.05
Age ≥ 80 years 173 (32.6) 80 (28.5) 93 (37.3) 0.03
Male, n 335 (63.2) 188 (66.9) 147 (59.0) 0.06
Arrest etiology, n

Hypoxia 33 (6.2) 25 (8.9) 8 (3.2) 0.007
Intoxication 7 (1.3) 4 (2.5) 3 (1.2) 0.83

Arrest location, n
At home 325 (61.3) 148 (52.7) 177 (71.1) <0.001
Nursing home 25 (4.7) 10 (3.6) 15 (6.0) 0.18
Doctor’s office 8 (1.5) 6 (2.1) 2 (0.8) 0.21
Public place 109 (20.6) 74 (26.3) 35 (14.1) <0.001
Medical institution 6 (1.1) 5 (1.8) 1 (0.4) 0.13

Witness status, n
Witness by bystander 214 (40.4) 141 (50.2) 73 (29.3) <0.001
Witness by EMS 48 (9.1) 35 (12.5) 13 (5.2) 0.004
Witness by bystander or EMS 242 (45.7) 161 (57.3) 81 (32.5) <0.001

Bystander CPR, n 265 (50.0) 142 (50.5) 123 (49.4) 0.79
EMS management

Call to EMS arrival, minutes 4.0 (3.0–5.0) 4.0 (3.0–5.0) 4.0 (3.0–5.0) 0.15
Prehospital SGA use, n 372 (70.2) 189 (67.3) 183 (73.5) 0.12

Data are presented as median (interquartile range) or counts (proportion). Bold-typed variables represent those used in the RACA score. 
EMS, emergency medical service; CPR, cardiopulmonary resuscitation; SGA, supraglottic airway.
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Variables
Derivation cohort

(n = 530)
ROSC

(n = 281)
Absence of ROSC

(n = 249) P-value
Prehospital ETT use, n 37 (7.0) 15 (5.3) 22 (8.8) 0.12
Prehospital epinephrine use, n 119 (22.5) 56 (19.9) 63 (25.3) 0.14
Prehospital defibrillation, n 96 (18.1) 68 (24.2) 28 (11.2) <0.001
Prehospital CPR duration, 
minutes

16.0 (12.0–20.0) 16.0 (11.0–19.0) 17.0 (13.0–20.0) 0.005

ED management
Initial cardiac rhythms at ED 
arrival, n
Shockable rhythms 36 (6.8) 30 (10.7) 6 (2.4) <0.001
PEA 215 (40.6) 132 (47.0) 83 (33.3) 0.001
Asystole 279 (52.6) 119 (42.3) 160 (64.3) <0.001

ED SGA use, n 371 (70.0) 189 (67.3) 182 (73.1) 0.14
ED ETT use, n 510 (96.2) 271 (96.4) 239 (96.0) 0.78
Available measurements of 
EtCO2, times

6.0 (3.0–11.0) 4.0 (2.0–8.0) 10.0 (5.0–13.0) <0.001

EtCO2 summary parameters, 
mm Hg
Initial 25.0 (16.0–40.0) 31.0 (21.0–45.0) 21.0 (12.0–30.3) <0.001
Maximum 37.5 (24.0–52.0) 43.0 (30.0–57.0) 31.0 (18.0–48.0) <0.001
Minimum 16.0 (9.0–26.0) 22.0 (15.0–32.3) 11.0 (5.0–18.0) <0.001
Average 25.7 (16.5–37.8) 30.5 (22.9–43.1) 19.9 (11.2–29.1) <0.001

ED CPR duration, minutes 26.0 (12.0–32.0) 14.0 (9.0–28.0) 31.0 (27.0–34.0) <0.001
ROSC probability predicted by 
RACA score, %

36.4 (28.5–48.5) 41.1 (31.4–54.5) 31.9 (26.1–39.8) <0.001

Data are presented as median (interquartile range) or counts (proportion). Bold-typed variables represent those used in the RACA score. 
ETT, endotracheal tube; ED, emergency department; EtCO2, end-tidal carbon dioxide; mm Hg, millimeters of mercury; PEA, pulseless 
electrical activity.

Table 2. Continued.

between patients with and without ROSC were noted in 
approximately half of the variables included in the RACA 
score, including age ≥80 years, hypoxia, public place, witness 
by bystander or EMS, PEA, and asystole. Values of all EtCO2 
summary parameters were significantly higher in patients with 
than without ROSC. The GAM plots (Supplemental Figure 
2) demonstrated a near-linear association between minimum 
EtCO2 and ROSC. Therefore, we analysed minimum EtCO2 as 
a continuous variable without transformation.

After stepwise variable selection, the final EtCO2 + RACA 
score resulted in good discriminative performance in the 
derivation cohort (AUC 0.80, 95% CI 0.76–0.83; Table 3) (online 
EtCO2 + RACA score calculator: https://chou2.chou-tw.com/
index.php/etco2/). In the validation cohort, the EtCO2 +RACA 
score also demonstrated good discriminative performance (AUC 
0.82, 95% CI 0.77-0.88), significantly outperforming the RACA 
score (AUC 0.71, 95% CI 0.65-0.78) (DeLong test: P < 0.001) 
(Figure 1). Finally, the calibration plot (Figure 2) indicated that 
EtCO2 + RACA score was calibrated well in the validation cohort 
(Hosmer–Lemeshow test: P = 0.33).

Table 3. The EtCO2-plus RACA score

Intercept and 
predictors β coefficient

Odds ratio 
(95% CI) P-value

Intercept −3.34284

RACA score 5.76509 318.97 
(62.63-1624.36)

<0.001

Minimum EtCO2, 
mm Hg

0.06721 1.07 
(1.05-1.09)

<0.001

The predicted probability of return of spontaneous circulation 
(ROSC) can be calculated using the following formula: probability 
of ROSC = 1/{1 + exp[−(−3.34284 + RACA score × 5.76509 + 
minimum EtCO2 × 0.06721)]}.
EtCO2, end-tidal carbon dioxide; RACA, return of spontaneous 
circulation after cardiac arrest.

DISCUSSION
Main Findings

Based on the RACA score, we developed and validated 
a logistic regression model, the EtCO2 + RACA score, to 

https://chou2.chou-tw.com/index.php/etco2/
https://chou2.chou-tw.com/index.php/etco2/
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 Figure 1. Comparison of receiver operating characteristic curves 
between the RACA and EtCO2-plus RACA scores. 
AUC, area under ROC curve; EtCO2, end-tidal carbon dioxide; 
RACA, return of spontaneous circulation after cardiac arrest.

 Figure 2. Calibration curve when validating the EtCO2 + RACA 
score for probability of return of spontaneous circulation (in the 
validation cohort. The ticks on the X-axis separate the validation 
cohort into 10 equal patient numbers of subgroups. Red curve, 
calibration curve; grey area, 95% CI.
EtCO2, end-tidal carbon dioxide; ROSC, return of spontaneous 
circulation; RACA, return of spontaneous circulation after 
cardiac arrest.

facilitate estimating ROSC probability of OHCA patients 
transported to EDs for continuing CPR. By adding minimum 
EtCO2 to the original RACA score, the discriminative 
performance of the EtCO2 + RACA score significantly 
outperformed the original RACA score. By combining a 
baseline risk-stratifying score and a CPR quality indicator, 
the EtCO2 + RACA score may assist EPs in decision-making 
regarding OHCA management.

Comparisons with Previous Studies
For OHCA patients, most prediction models were 

designed for those who had achieved ROSC,20 with only a 
few models available for patients who were still undergoing 
CPR. By using registry data, Baldi et al21 used Utstein-based 
(UB) variables to develop the UB-ROSC score for predicting 
the probability of survival to hospital admission of an 
OHCA victim with AUCs above 0.77. Also, according to the 
Utstein-based variables recorded in the PAROS registry, Liu 
et al22 employed machine-learning to derive the prehospital 
(P-ROSC) score to predict the individualized probability 
of P-ROSC23 with an AUC of 0.806. The RACA score6 was 
originally developed for predicting ROSC after OHCA, using 
readily available factors when EMS personnel arrive at the 
scene. With slight differences in definitions, these RACA 
score-related variables were similar to the Utstein-based 
ones used by UB-ROSC21 and P-ROSC, 22 suggesting that 
these variables might be employed to make individualized 
predictions. In the validation cohort of the original study by 
Gräsner et al,6 the RACA score achieved a fair discriminative 
performance (AUC 0.73). 

The RACA score has been validated in many regions, 
including Finland (AUC 0.71),24 Asia (AUC 0.74),25 Italy, and 
Switzerland (AUC 0.76),26 as well as in our validation cohort 
(AUC 0.71), suggesting that the RACA score is generalisable 
and applicable to a wide range of diverse populations. Our 
validation cohort had a higher proportion of non-shockable 
rhythms above 90% (PEA: 39.0%, asystole: 54.4%), compared 
with the validation cohort of the Gräsner et al6 study (PEA: 
15.0%, asystole: 46.6%). Despite the substantial difference 
in the presenting rhythms, the discriminative performance 
of the RACA score in our validation cohort was similar to 
that in previous studies (AUC 0.71, Figure 1). Therefore, we 
adopted the RACA score in our study to calculate the baseline 
probability of ROSC. 

The ROSC rate (51.8%) of our total cohort was slightly 
higher than the ROSC rate (43.3%) reported by Gräsner et al,6 

despite the fact that the proportions of non-shockable rhythms 
were higher in our study. When using the EMS registry of 
our city, the Chiang et al study27 reported the proportion 
of survival or favourable neurological outcome at hospital 
discharge among OHCA patients receiving ETT or SGA was 
7.2% and 3.1%, respectively, similar to our results (survival: 
10.3%, favourable neurological outcome: 5.4%). Chiang et 
al27 also noted high proportions of non-shockable rhythms 
(89.2%) and sustained ROSC of ≥2 hours (26.6%) among 
these patients. Since ROSC was defined as a palpable pulse 
lasting longer than 20 seconds6 in our study, the seemingly 
high ROSC rate may be reasonable.

The RACA score tended to underestimate the ROSC 
probability in our cohort, with predicted vs observed ROSC 
rate being 36.4% vs 51.8% (Table 1). This miscalibration 
may have occurred because in the original study in which 
the RACA score was developed,6 the arrest aetiology 
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and location were not classified according to the Utstein 
template16 and needed to be reclassified in our study 
retrospectively. Furthermore, the component variables of 
the RACA score, such as age or arrest location, were all 
baseline variables and unmodifiable during CPR. These 
baseline variables may not reflect the highly dynamic nature 
of CPR. That is, if the ROSC probability predicted by the 
RACA score was low, the outcomes could still be improved 
by high quality CPR; in contrast, even if the RACA score 
predicted a high ROSC probability, the outcomes may still 
be compromised if CPR quality was poor. Hence, to make 
individualised prognostication during CPR, variables specific 
to the patient and resuscitation process such as EtCO2 may be 
more helpful.

Interpretation of Current Studies
The systematic review by Paiva et al28 indicated that 

EtCO2 was associated with ROSC probability, likely because 
EtCO2 could reflect CPR quality. Nonetheless, the optimal 
parameter for EtCO2 being a prognostic factor is still under 
debate.28 For example, the so-called “initial” EtCO2 may not 
be truly measured at the initial stage of CPR since an ETT 
may be inserted at a later stage of CPR. Also, the maximum 
EtCO2 may be confusing since it did not account for the 
influence of measurement timing, ie, whether the predictive 
value of a maximum EtCO2 measured at the early stage of 
CPR was the same as that measured at the late stage of CPR. 
Average EtCO2 was also a frequently reported parameter. 
Despite its convenience in summarising the overall measured 
EtCO2, average EtCO2 could not differentiate between 
different EtCO2 trends. While ascending and descending 
EtCO2 trends may have similar average EtCO2, their prognoses 
may be very different.29 Furthermore, average EtCO2 is not 
very practical in clinical application since clinicians may not 
be able to compute the average EtCO2 in real time. Lastly, 
the most promising parameter in predicting ROSC may be 
the minimum EtCO2 since this parameter may reflect the 
minimum CPR quality achieved by rescuers.

The higher the minimum EtCO2, the higher the ROSC 
probability would be (Supplemental Figure 2). Similarly, the 
systematic review of Paiva et al28 indicated that EtCO2 ≥ 20 
mm Hg was a stronger predictor for ROSC than EtCO2 ≥10  
mm Hg. An abrupt rise of EtCO2 over 40 mm Hg was 
suggested to be the first sign of ROSC.28 For minimum EtCO2 
≤40 mm Hg, the higher EtCO2 may indicate higher CPR-
generated cardiac output and better CPR quality. In contrast, 
for minimum EtCO2 >40 mm Hg, the high EtCO2 may simply 
suggest that the cardiac arrest was caused by asphyxia or 
hypercapnic respiratory failure prior to collapse rather than 
augmented cardiac output.30 

Our research has several advantages over previous 
studies28 in investigating EtCO2 as an outcome predictor. First, 
as one part of the ACLS teamwork model,12,13 the EtCO2 is 
routinely recorded in our ED. Second, the clinical practice is 

consistent across different clinicians who treat OHCA in our 
ED’s resuscitation bay. As shown in Table 1, the proportions 
of ETT use in the ED were similarly high in the derivation 
and validation cohorts. Finally, CPR is usually performed for 
approximately 30 min in patients who never achieve ROSC 
(median duration of CPR performed in the ED was 28.5 
min, Table 1), which would not be shortened simply because 
of clinicians’ perception of poor prognosis for the patient. 
This practice may help circumvent the “bias of self-fulfilling 
prophecy”31 since EtCO2 has been proposed as a variable in 
the termination of resuscitation rule.9 

Future Applications
In most Asian countries, EMS personnel are usually 

not legally allowed to pronounce death2 and must transfer 
OHCA patients to EDs despite most interventions of 
Advanced Life Support being able to be performed in 
prehospital resuscitation. The EPs resuscitating EMS-
transported patients are faced with the problem of 
whether resuscitation should be continued as set up 
by EMS personnel or further invasive interventions 
should be implemented. Advanced therapeutics, such as 
extracorporeal CPR5 or resuscitative endovascular balloon 
occlusion of the aorta,32 are being tested and may be 
applicable in the near future for OHCA. Nonetheless, these 
interventions may only be beneficial in a certain group of 
patients. A prediction model like the EtCO2 + RACA score 
may assist EPs in determining whether the interventions 
should be upgraded for an individual patient. It should 
be emphasized that like other scoring systems predicting 
ROSC for OHCA patients,21,22 the EtCO2 + RACA score is 
not intended to terminate CPR for OHCA patients. With 
the assistance of advanced technology, the EtCO2 + RACA 
score may be computed instantaneously along with the 
real-time updated minimum EtCO2 during CPR. Further 
studies are needed to validate the EtCO2 + RACA score and 
explore the possibility of integrating the prediction model, 
internet-based devices, and the resuscitation process.

LIMITATIONS
First, the analysed EtCO2 dataset was derived from 

a prospectively collected database of a single centre with 
a specialised training model for CPR. The median of the 
minimum EtCO2 was higher than 10 mm Hg (Table 1), 
revealing the high CPR quality achieved by the ACLS 
teamwork model. Further studies are needed to investigate 
the generalisability of our results. Second, as suggested by 
the TRIPOD statement,11 the temporally split derivation and 
validation cohorts allowed non-random variation between the 
two cohorts, and this kind of validation could be considered an 
intermediary between internal and external validation. 

Even the number of measurements of EtCO2 was 
significantly higher in the validation than the derivation 
cohort (Table 1), suggesting that the ACLS teamwork model 
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matured with time. Despite this advantage in the validation 
procedure, further external validation of the EtCO2 + RACA 
score in other communities is needed because this model was 
developed from a single medical centre. Finally, we only used 
EtCO2 recorded in the ED to develop the EtCO2 + RACA 
score. Because of the limitations in the facility and human 
resources, the EtCO2 values were not recorded at regular time 
intervals in the field and during transport. Future studies are 
needed to test whether the EtCO2 values measured by EMT 
during CPR could further improve the performance of the 
EtCO2 + RACA score.

CONCLUSION
The derived EtCO2 +RACA score may be used to assist 

emergency physicians in estimating the probability of return 
of spontaneous circulation for EMS-transported patients 
with out-of-hospital cardiac arrest. By adding a CPR quality 
indicator, minimum EtCO2, to the well-validated RACA 
score, the EtCO2 + RACA score achieved good discriminative 
performance. The EtCO2 + RACA score may facilitate the 
decision-making process regarding allocations of medical 
resources in EDs for OHCA resuscitation. Nonetheless, it 
should be emphasized that the EtCO2 + RACA score is not 
intended to terminate CPR. Further validation by external 
datasets is warranted to ensure the generalizability of the 
EtCO2 + RACA score. 
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INTRODUCTION
Intimate partner violence (IPV), sexual assault, and sex 

trafficking are forms of gender-based violence (GBV), which 
results in preventable morbidity and mortality. In the US, one in 
five women experience severe physical violence from an intimate 
partner during their lifetime; likewise, one in five women have 
experienced rape with even more experiencing any form of 
sexual violence.1 While human trafficking is especially hard to 
measure it is known to share the same risk and consequences 
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Emory University School of Medicine, Atlanta, Georgia
Emory University School of Medicine, Grady Health System, Emergency 
Care Center, Atlanta, Georgia
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Introduction:  For survivors of gender-based violence (GBV) seeking care in hospital emergency 
departments (ED) the need for medical care and safe discharge is acute.

Methods: In this study we evaluated safe discharge needs of GBV survivors following hospital-
based care at a public hospital in Atlanta, GA, in 2019 and between April 1, 2020–September 30, 
2021, using both retrospective chart review and evaluation of a novel clinical observation protocol for 
safe discharge planning.

Results: Of 245 unique encounters, only 60% of patients experiencing intimate partner violence 
(IPV) were discharged with a safe plan and only 6% were discharged to shelters. This hospital 
instituted an ED observation unit (EDOU) to support GBV survivors with safe disposition. Then, 
through the EDOU protocol, 70.7% were able to achieve safe disposition, with 33% discharged to a 
family/friend and 31% discharged to a shelter.

Conclusion: Safe disposition following experience or disclosure of IPV and GBV in the ED 
is difficult, and social work staff have limited bandwidth to assist with navigation of accessing 
community-based resources. Through an average 24.3 hours of an extended ED observation 
protocol, 70% of patients were able to achieve a safe disposition. The EDOU supportive protocol 
substantially increased the proportion of the GBV survivors who experienced a safe discharge. [West 
J Emerg Med. 2023;24(3)615–621.]

as IPV and sexual violence.2 Since the onset of the coronavirus 
2019 (COVID-19) pandemic, GBV has increased in the US and 
globally.3–8 Gender-based violence describes violence toward an 
individual based on their gender; for our purposes we use the 
term to reference three forms of GBV—IPV, sexual violence, 
and sex trafficking—as these were the specific forms of violence 
measured within our study setting. 

With GBV survivors seeking care in hospital emergency 
departments (ED) the need for survivor identification, medical 
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Population Health Research Capsule

What do we already know about this issue?
Gender-based violence (GBV) such as 
intimate partner violence and sex trafficking 
is prevalent; emergency department (ED) 
patients often require assistance to access a 
safe discharge plan. 

What was the research question?
How frequently are ED patients unable to 
access a safe discharge, and does a novel ED 
observation protocol improve safe discharge

What was the major finding of the study?
Through a novel ED observation protocol, 
70% of the patients who did not have a safe 
discharge plan were able to achieve one.

How does this improve population health?
Understanding facilitators of safe discharge 
plans such as an ED observation protocol 
allows EDs to support secondary prevention of 
re-injury or another form of GBV.

care, and safe discharge is acute. Many studies have sought 
to measure the presence of GBV cases in hospital EDs, but 
even before the pandemic accurate quantitative estimates were 
challenging to gather given stigma and survivor hesitancy to 
disclose experiences of abuse, violence, and exploitation.11–13 
In addition to the barriers faced by survivors in seeking care, 
ED staff often face significant challenges in assessment 
and treatment of patients experiencing violence due to time 
constraints, insufficient training, and lack of systematic 
processes, including a process for referral to further services.13,14

Constraints on time in a fast-paced ED setting are 
barriers to the identification of GBV survivors.14,16 While 
screening can lead to survivor identification and help to 
reduce recurrent hospital visits, it also has a number of 
limitations, namely that it does not necessarily promote 
referral or linkage to community services.14,17–19 There is an 
urgent need to develop models for referral and community 
support services after survivors leave the ED. One study that 
examined the patterns of abuse reoccurrence after severe 
injury presence in the ED due to IPV found that only 19% of 
patients were referred to “advocacy,” regardless of severity 
of injury or likelihood of IPV reoccurrence.20 Additionally, 
these same patients were likely to have experienced severe 
violence and were at high risk for IPV reoccurrence and/or 
death. Successful efforts to improve GBV care and referral 
to services in EDs have included standardizing forms/
assessment tools, funding specialized nurses, staff training, 
and building electronic health records systems (EHR) to 
detect previous incidences of IPV.13,21

Social conditions and well-intended pandemic mitigation 
tactics exacerbated GBV including increased likelihood of 
abuse and exploitation, and loss of access to social supports 
and community resources.7,9,10 As the pandemic began in 
Spring 2020 ED clinicians at a large, safety net hospital 
in Atlanta GA, observed increased difficulty attaining 
safe discharge plans, including connections to community 
resources, for survivors of GBV. Our goal in this study was to 
assess the needs of survivors of IPV, sexual assault, and sex 
trafficking to secure a safe discharge plan following hospital-
based care.

METHODS
Design

After receiving medical care, individuals who are 
clinically assessed as having experienced violence, have 
disclosed experiences of violence, or screen positively for 
IPV or sex trafficking are routinely referred to ED-based 
social worker to identify their need for social support 
services. Survivors of GBV presenting to EDs often rely on 
social workers to help identify a safe disposition plan. We 
examined the hospital’s ED social work encounters during 
2019. This included both review of a social work patient log 
and associated EHR charts. After assessing the distribution 
of social work encounters, we conducted a chart review on 

patients presenting to the ED in 2019 who reported IPV, 
sexual assault, or sex trafficking to determine disposition after 
their ED encounter.  

In addition, beginning in April 2020, patients identified 
as survivors of IPV or sex trafficking with no safe discharge 
location and a desire for placement were assisted by 
an ED social worker to contact local shelters. If no bed 
was available, the patient was placed in the emergency 
department observation unit (EDOU) for assistance in 
further contacting local shelters, arranging transport to 
out-of-state family, and/or contacting supportive family 
or friends. A separate chart review was performed for the 
patients placed on the EDOU supportive care protocol over 
the first 18 months (April 1, 2020-September 30, 2021) to 
understand the feasibility of implementation and any barriers 
experienced in safe patient disposition.

Ethics 
We obtained social work data through the hospital 

quality/performance improvement data request form process 
in compliance with the hospital data-use agreement. The 
Emory University Institutional Review Board determined 
that based on its nature as quality improvement this study 
did not meet the criteria for human subjects research and was 
exempt from review. 
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Data Management and Analysis
Social Worker Chart Review 

Social workers in the ED record daily patient encounters 
in a shared Excel file (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA) 
that is organized by month. The monthly ED social work 
records were combined into a single Excel file collating data 
from January 1–December 31, 2019. To assess the distribution 
of social work effort, we first sorted data based on the 
“problem” variable, an open-ended variable without coding 
or preset categorization. The entire dataset was categorized 
to the greatest extent based on the open-ended variable entry. 
Of the entries, we were able to categorize 69% into 11 service 
issues: traumatic injury resuscitation; medical resuscitation; 
transportation; family contact; housing/shelter; substance use 
disorder; IPV; sexual assault; human trafficking; non-partner 
abuse (violence perpetrated by someone who is not identified 
as a “partner” of the victim); and physical assault. The 
remaining 31% did not fall into one of these predetermined 
categories and were thus marked as “other.” 

To identify and verify all 2019 encounters related to GBV, 
data cleaning began with an examination of the “problem” 
field. Encounters unrelated to IPV, sexual assault, or sex 
trafficking were excluded; some unspecified encounters that 
remained as the recorded problems were non-specific in 
nature. Next, we deleted duplicate entries (entries for the same 
patient encounter on the same date), leaving 2,201 charts for 
comprehensive review.  

All EHR chart clinical notes were reviewed to confirm 
the “problem” category, resources provided, and ultimate 
disposition from the ED. We chose problem categories 
(domestic violence, sexual assault, human trafficking, shelter, 
financial resource counseling, manage police contact, other, 
unknown, unable to review) and disposition categories 
from standardized options (discharge to self, discharge to 
friend/family, discharge to home, discharge to domestic 
violence/human trafficking shelter, discharge to homeless 
shelter, admit, psychiatric admission, eloped), respectively. 
“Discharge to self” reflected being discharged without an 
identified home or shelter and typically reflected a patient 
being undomiciled without an available shelter bed identified; 
eloped referred to those individuals who left of their own 
accord without receiving further care. After chart review, 
identifiable information was removed and a unique identifier 
assigned to each entry. We ran basic descriptive statistics using 
Excel to assess the social work “problem” and disposition 
across survivors of IPV, sexual assault and sex trafficking. 

ED Observation Unit Protocol Chart Review
We reviewed EDOU patient records for the “general 

observation” protocol between April 1, 2020– September 30, 
2021, and found that 17 patients had received the observation 
protocol for safe disposition support related to IPV, sex 
trafficking, or sexual assault. We performed a chart review for 
the related clinical encounter for each patient identified and 

reviewed clinician and social work notes from the encounter. 
Patient demographics, length of stay, barriers to discharge, and 
whether the encounter occurred on a weekend were recorded. 
Dispositions were chosen from standardized options (discharge 
to self, discharge to friend/family, discharge to home, discharge 
to domestic violence/human trafficking shelter, discharge to 
homeless shelter, admit, psychiatric admission, eloped). After 
chart review, we used Excel to run basic descriptive statistics to 
assess barriers to discharge and disposition across survivors of 
IPV, sexual assault, and sex trafficking.

RESULTS
In the ED, social workers were staffed 24 hours per 

day, seven days per week, and provided support in 24,522 
patient encounters in 2019. Nearly 50% (12,164) of entries 
were related to arranging transportation, demonstrating 
the overwhelming burden of transportation logistics that 
is borne by the social work team in this ED. These tasks 
include checking insurance coverage, contacting medical 
transportation, and arranging transportation with hospital-
based transportation services. Other problem areas of note 
included responding to traumatic injury resuscitations (10.3%) 
and medical resuscitations (3.3%), assisting with family 
contact (2.0%;), and responding to housing needs (1.6%398). 
Notably, 138 of the ED social worker encounters were 
explicitly related to IPV (0.6%), 50 to sexual assault (0.2%), 
and 47 to sex trafficking (0.2%) (See Figure 1).

 Figure 1. Social work effort by problem at a public hospital 
emergency department in Atlanta, Georgia (2019).

Through chart review we identified 245 unique social 
worker encounters for IPV in 2019. Almost all the entries 
reflect separate individuals, although 24 individuals were 
treated for IPV more than once in the year. We found that 
97 IPV patients (40%) were discharged with no identified 
safe shelter, essentially being discharged to the street (Table 
1). The proportion of patients discharged without a safe 
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to a general homeless shelter. 
There were 94 social work encounters for sexual assault 

in 2019 (Table 3). A total of 53 (56%) sexual assault survivors 
were recorded as discharged to self; however, the disposition 
was less reliably recorded for victims of sexual assault, likely 
reflecting lack of explicit disposition planning unless sexual 
assault occurred in their residence. Among sexual assault 
survivors, 30 (32%)were experiencing homelessness in a way 
that was associated with the assault. This included individuals 
who accepted invitations for shelter or use of amenities due to 
experiencing homelessness and subsequently being sexually 
assaulted, as well as individuals who were victimized while 
homeless and traveling or sleeping in a public space.

In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, a protocol for 

Disposition N (%)
Discharge to self 9 (47.40%)
Discharge to domestic violence/
human trafficking shelter

2 (10.50%)

Discharge to family/friend 2 (10.50%)
Discharge to home (Safe disposition) 2 (10.50%)
Discharge to homeless shelter 2 (10.50%)
Psychiatric admission 2 (10.53%)
Total 19 (100%)

Table 2. Disposition of survivors identified with a likely experience 
of sex trafficking after hospital-based care in a public hospital in 
Atlanta, Georgia (2019).

plan or shelter increased across later shifts (37% between 
7 am–3 pm; 40% from 3 pm -11 pm; and 44% from 11 pm 
-7 am). We found that 69 patients (≈28%) were discharged 
to a family member or friend with whom they felt safe, 
and 49 (20%) felt safe returning to their own home with 
notes often reflecting the assailant had been arrested or 
was not living in the same home. Only 14 patients (6%) 
were discharged to a domestic violence shelter. Social work 
notes typically reflected assisting the patient in calling one 
or more of the local domestic violence shelters and being 
told there were no beds available. Thirteen patients (≈5%) 
were admitted to the hospital for additional medical care.

During 2019, 45 recorded social work encounters 
followed a positive screen for sex trafficking, of which 19 
(42%) were identified as likely having experience of sex 
trafficking. Nine patients (≈50%) who were identified with 
likely experience of trafficking were “discharged to self” with 
no safe shelter or community organization assistance (Table 
2). Four patients (≈20%) were discharged either to home (two) 
or with family or friends (two) who were reported to be safe. 
Two patients (≈10%) were discharged to a human trafficking 
or domestic violence shelter, and two (10%) were discharged 

Table 1. Disposition survivors of intimate partner violence after 
hospital-based care at a public hospital in Atlanta, Georgia (2019). 

Disposition N (%)
Discharge to self 97 (39.59%)
Discharge to family/friend 69 (28.16%)
Discharge to home (safe disposition) 49 (20.00%)
Discharge to domestic violence/
human trafficking shelter 14 (5.7%)

Admitted to hospital 13 (5.3%)
Discharge to homeless shelter 2 (0.82%)
Eloped 1 (0.41%)
Psychiatric admission 0 (0%)
Total 245

Table 3. Disposition of sexual assault survivors after hospital-
based care in a public hospital in Atlanta, Georgia (2019).

Disposition N (%)
Discharge to self 53 (56.38%)
Discharge to home (safe disposition) 20 (21.28%)
Discharge to family/friend 10 (10.64%)
Psychiatric admission 4 (4.26%)
Discharge to homeless shelter 3 (3.19%)
Admit 2 (2.13%)
Discharge to domestic violence/human 
trafficking shelter

1 (1.06%)

Eloped 1 (1.06%)
Total 94

extended observation in the EDOU was established to assist 
with the safe discharge for survivors of GBV. Over 18 months 
(April 1, 2020–September 30, 2021) 35 survivors of IPV 
(58%), 10 survivors of sex trafficking, and 10 of non-partner 
violence were placed on the EDOU supportive care protocol. 
All identified as female, except for one who identified as 
transgender female and one male. The average length of stay 
in the EDOU was 24.3 hours. Among cases placed on the 
EDOU supportive care protocol 41 patients (70.7%) were able 
to achieve safe disposition. Of those on the protocol for IPV, 
29% had been previously treated for IPV within the prior year. 

Eighteen patients (≈31%) who participated in the EDOU 
supportive care protocol were ultimately discharged to a shelter 
and 19 (33%) were discharged to a family or friend they were 
able to contact during the extended observation, while 17 (29%) 
were ultimately “discharged to self” with recommendations 
to pursue local homeless shelter services (Table 4). Patients 
were relatively less likely to be discharged to a shelter bed on a 
weekend (40% weekday; 25% weekend). The primary barrier 
to safe disposition for 28 survivors of IPV and sex trafficking 
(62.2%) was shelter bed availability, but for four patients (9%) 
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transportation to shelter and for one patient (2%) substance use 
disorder were also noted as barriers to disposition.  

DISCUSSION
We examined social work encounters at a large, safety-net 

hospital in metropolitan Atlanta during 2019 to understand 
the safe discharge needs of survivors of IPV, sexual assault 
and sex trafficking. Our finding that over 50% of recorded 
encounters were related to arranging transportation 
demonstrates the overwhelming burden of transportation 
logistics that is borne by the ED social work team. These 
appear to be tasks that may be undertaken by a clerk rather 
than licensed social workers with specialized clinical skills. 
Health systems could consider task-shifting logistical 
responsibilities from clinicians to clerical or support staff and 
partnering with municipal transit authorities as well as private 
ride-share organizations to provide vouchers to those in need. 

Safe housing was a major unmet need among GBV 
survivors. We found that 40% of IPV survivors and 47% 
of sex trafficking survivors were discharged without 
confirmed safe housing.  One third (32%) of sexual assaults 
in this analysis were directly related to the experience of 
homelessness. All survivors of violence would benefit from 
safe dispositions planning; for survivors of sexual assault, 
the hospital may leverage standard Sexual Assault Forensic 
Exam protocols so that all survivors are evaluated for a safe 
discharge plan. Survivors of sex trafficking would benefit 
from increased coordination between hospital-based care and 
community-based anti-trafficking organizations that could 
provide early wraparound services and emergency shelter. 
Survivors of IPV would benefit from increased bed capacity at 
IPV-specific shelters, while all survivors would benefit from 
increased temporary shelter access. 

The EDOU supportive care protocol was created in 
response to the spike in domestic crimes in Atlanta at the 
outset of the COVID-19 pandemic during the time when stay-
at-home orders were in effect and domestic violence crimes 
increased weekly while local shelters operated with limited 
capacity.22 The EDOU supportive care protocol was designed 
to support the most isolated patients experiencing violence 
who do not have an immediate support network to offer safe 

shelter; the protocol allows for up to 48 hours of social work 
assistance in shelter placement for victims of IPV and sex 
trafficking and included collaboration with a local IPV shelter 
manager to build the capacity and enhance contacts for ED 
social work staff. While the EDOU supportive care protocol 
was borne out of the pandemic, it has continued to serve as a 
critical bridge between the most isolated patients experiencing 
IPV and sex trafficking and needed shelter and support 
resources. The EDOU supportive protocol substantially 
increased the proportion of GBV survivors who experienced 
safe discharge through increased time to access community- 
and personal-support networks. In the future this program 
should be more rigorously evaluated to determine its effect on 
improved hospital-based care and uptake of community-based 
social services.  

This initial review of the EDOU supportive care protocol 
raises specific concerns for the safe-discharge needs of 
chronically undomiciled survivors. For undomiciled IPV 
survivors, traditional IPV social support services may be 
especially challenging to access. In such cases, while IPV 
may not displace an undomiciled individual from their home, 
it may disrupt a relationship that is protective against other 
forms of violence, or it may otherwise be difficult to remain 
safe when discharged. 

Likewise, a significant proportion of sexual assault 
survivors also experienced homelessness in a way that was 
related to the assault (such as being coerced into sex and 
assaulted in exchange for shelter or being assaulted while 
sleeping in a public space). This highlights the vulnerabilities 
to violence created by a lack of shelter as well as the 
importance of securing shelter after receiving hospital-based 
care in the wake of experiencing violence. Shelter resources 
for individuals who are chronically undomiciled, have 
psychiatric medical conditions, or substance use disorder are 
needed as these populations are likely simultaneously more 
at risk for abuse or coercion and more difficult to engage in 
services. Individuals experiencing both violence and substance 
use disorder likely need specialized intersectional resources 
such as treatment with buprenorphine and toxicology clinic 
support services while in shelters or programs. 

The EDOU supportive care protocol demonstrated that 
safe disposition for survivors of violence is more possible 
with additional dedicated time and supportive effort. While 
provided by ED social workers in this model, such supportive 
care is also an integral component of patient navigation 
programs, which could be a complement to an EDOU 
supportive care protocol. With the intention of providing a 
patient-centered and holistic model of care, patient navigation 
aims to make the transition to care easier for patients by 
removing barriers.23 Patient navigation programs have shown 
improved health outcomes for patients, reduced unmet 
needs, increased self-efficacy, increased access to care, 
and heightened patient satisfaction. Additionally, patient 
navigation services improved patients’ satisfaction with 

Table 4. Safe disposition location for survivors of gender-based 
violence after participation in a hospital-based extended care 
protocol in a public hospital in Atlanta, Georgia (2020-2021).

Disposition location N (%)
Discharged to family/friend 19 (32.75%)
Discharged to shelter 18 (31.03%)
Discharge to self 17 (29.31%)
Other 4 (6.89%)
Safe disposition total 41 (70.68%)
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healthcare clinicians, increased their communication with 
community services, and led to stronger care coordination.23

LIMITATIONS
Efforts to improve safe disposition for IPV survivors 

require increased social work effort, including repeated calls to 
community service partners and follow-up evaluations to reassess 
patients. The analysis of social worker tasks did not account for 
the time burden that different tasks or problems require. 

Because the study site serves as a rape crisis center, 
survivors of sexual assault routinely receive care from 
designated Sexual Assault Nurse Examiners with evidence 
collection, crisis counselor assistance, and post- exposure 
prophylaxis treatment for sexually transmitted disease. On 
occasional shifts when there is no rape crisis counselor 
on call, social workers provide counseling and education 
regarding support services. Thus, social worker encounters 
related to sexual assault only represent a subset of the 
patients evaluated at this study site following such 
experience. Likewise, during the review period there were 
also specific nurse leaders who assisted victims of sex 
trafficking to contact partner organizations and assist with 
shelter. Those who were helped by nursing did not require 
social work evaluation and therefore were not included in 
this analysis. Other patients who eloped or left before social 
work evaluation were also not likely recorded in the social 
work encounters.

This review included encounters with patients who 
overwhelmingly identified as female, although some male 
survivors were identified. This may reflect a clinical failure 
to adequately screen for or recognize IPV or sex trafficking 
in the male population. The 2020-2021 portion of this study 
took place during the COVID-19 pandemic. The limitations 
associated with this context include the strain on public 
resources during the pandemic, as well as the observed increase 
in GBV that occurred during the pandemic. This context may 
limit the applicability and usefulness of the proposed protocol in 
a non-pandemic time. Finally, this study took place in a single 
hospital setting; while the results are not generalizable they may 
inform efforts in other hospital locations.

 
CONCLUSION

Survivors of gender-based violence seeking hospital-
based care often have acute social support needs. In our study 
site social worker time was largely spent on transportation 
logistics with a very small proportion of encounters being 
explicitly tied to experiences of IPV, sexual assault or sex 
trafficking. A significant proportion of GBV survivors required 
safe housing but were unable to obtain it, placing them at risk 
for further violence, abuse, and exploitation. The supportive 
protocol of the emergency department observation unit 
substantially increased the proportion of GBV survivors who 
experienced a safe discharge. 
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Introduction: Point-of-care ultrasound (POCUS) plays a pivotal role in evaluating ocular complaints 
in the emergency department (ED). The rapid and non-invasive nature of ocular POCUS makes it a 
safe and informative imaging modality. Previous studies have investigated using ocular POCUS to 
diagnose posterior vitreous detachment (PVD), vitreous hemorrhage (VH), and retinal detachment 
(RD); however, there are few studies that assess image optimization techniques and how they 
impact the overall accuracy of ocular POCUS.

Methods: We performed a retrospective review of ED patients who received ocular POCUS 
examinations and ophthalmology consultations as part of their evaluation for eye complaints at our 
urban, Level I trauma center ED from November 2017–January 2021. Of 706 exams, 383 qualified 
for the study. In this study we primarily investigated how stratified gain levels impact the accuracy of 
ocular POCUS for detection of any posterior chamber pathology and, secondarily, whether stratified 
gain levels impact the accuracy of detecting RD, VH, and PVD specifically.

Results: The images were found to have an overall sensitivity of 81% (76-86%), specificity of 82% 
(76-88%), positive predictive value (PPV) of 86% (81-91%), and negative predictive value (NPV) of 
77% (70-83%). Images acquired with a gain of (25, 50] had a sensitivity of 71% (61-80%), specificity 
of 95% (85-99%), PPV of 96% (88-99%), and NPV of 68% (56-78%). Images acquired with a gain 
of (50, 75] had a sensitivity of 85% (73-93%), specificity of 85% (72-93%), PPV of 86% (75-94%), 
and NPV of 83% (70-92%). Images acquired with a high gain (75, 100] had a sensitivity of 91% (82-
97%), specificity of 67% (53-79%), PPV of 78% (68-86%), and NPV of 86% (72-95%). 

Conclusion: In the ED setting, high (75, 100] gain on ocular POCUS scanning has a higher degree 
of sensitivity for detecting any posterior chamber abnormality, as compared to low (25, 50] gain 
levels. Thus, incorporating the use of high gain for ocular POCUS exams produces a more effective 
tool for ocular pathologies in acute care settings and may be particularly valuable in resource-limited 
settings. [West J Emerg Med. 2023;24(3)622–628.]

department (ED). The rapid and non-invasive nature of ocular 
ultrasounds enables practitioners to assess the eye, regardless 
of periorbital swelling, making ocular ultrasound a safe and 
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Population Health Research Capsule

What do we already know about this issue?
Point-of-care ultrasound can accurately 
identify ophthalmologic pathologies, including 
retinal detachment, vitreous hemorrhage, and 
posterior vitreous detachment.

What was the research question?
How do stratified gain levels impact the 
accuracy of detection of posterior chamber 
pathologies?

What was the major finding of the study? 
High gain has increased sensitivity (91%, 
CI 82-97%) for detecting posterior chamber 
abnormalities compared to low gain (71%, CI 
61-80%).

How does this improve population health?
Incorporating high gain for ocular POCUS 
exams is an effective screening tool for 
detecting ocular pathologies in acute care and 
resource-limited settings.

informative imaging modality.1 Eye complaints, including 
primary ophthalmologic pathology, infectious problems, and 
traumatic injuries, account for approximately 2-3% of all ED 
visits.2,3 A six-year analysis of eye-related ED visits found that 
41.2% of ocular problems could be classified as emergent.4 
Ocular complaints have a spectrum of severity, many of which 
require rapid diagnosis for appropriate treatment and recovery. 
Rapid diagnosis of retinal detachment (RD) is needed to 
prevent irreversible vision loss,5 whereas posterior vitreous 
detachment (PVD) is generally a benign condition.6 

Ocular POCUS has been shown to accurately detect PVD, 
vitreous hemorrhage (VH), and RD in the ED setting,3,7-14 
and previous research has shown emergency physicians 
(EP) to have high diagnostic accuracy with ocular POCUS. 
Blaivas et al performed a study (n=61) in a community ED 
with a residency program, which resulted in a sensitivity of 
100% and specificity 97.2% in identifying a variety of ocular 
pathologies.10 Shinar et al found EPs at an academic center to 
have a sensitivity of 97% and a specificity of 92% in diagnosis 
of RD.13 Similarly, Yoonessi et al found academic EPs to have 
a sensitivity of 100% and a specificity of 83% in RD diagnosis 
with ocular POCUS.11 Baker et al found that academic EPs are 
“modestly accurate” at differentiating ocular diagnoses such 
as PVD (86% diagnostic accuracy) vs RD (74.6% diagnostic 
accuracy).12 

While it has been established that POCUS can accurately 
detect these specific posterior vitreous pathologies, little is 
known as to whether over-gaining or under-gaining an ocular 
ultrasound image may ultimately result in erroneous diagnoses 
or missed abnormalities. One ophthalmologic report of B-scan 
ultrasonography use suggests that over-gaining an image 
can create a hyperechoic posterior vitreous humor; these 
artifactual internal echoes can result in false positives for RD 
or VH.15 However, this has not been evaluated using POCUS. 
Contrary to that, a protocol described by Gandhi et al notes 
that high-gain settings must be used to detect PVDs, while 
normal or low-gain settings are sufficient for RDs and VHs.6

We primarily investigate retrospectively how various gain 
levels impact the accuracy of ocular POCUS for detection 
and identification of any posterior chamber pathology. 
Secondarily, we focused specifically on RD, VH, and PVD to 
determine whether different gain levels impact the accuracy 
of detecting and identifying these specific pathologies. There 
are few studies that assess image optimization techniques and 
how they impact the overall accuracy of POCUS; establishing 
optimal gain settings for ocular ultrasound may improve 
ED diagnostic accuracy and efficiency by minimizing false 
positive and false negative diagnoses.

METHODS
We performed a retrospective review of ED patients who 

received ocular POCUS examinations and ophthalmology 
consultations as part of their evaluation for eye complaints at 
our urban, Level I trauma center ED from November 2017–

January 2021. We included adults aged 18 or older with a 
documented chief complaint of acute vision change if the 
following three conditions were met: 1) an ocular POCUS 
was documented via a “procedure note” in the electronic 
health record (EHR); 2) ophthalmology consultation was the 
gold standard for final diagnosis; and 3) there were stored 
images of the POCUS scan. Of the 706 patient charts that 
were accessed and reviewed, 383 met these characteristics. 
Exclusion criteria included incarcerated patients or those 
on a psychiatric hold. All research followed best practices 
of retrospective chart review as described by Worster and 
Bledsoe16 and was approved by the institutional review board 
at our institution. 

Ocular POCUS was performed by resident, fellow, and 
attending physicians. Any scans performed by residents were 
reviewed in real time by their supervising fellow or attending 
physician, which consisted of 53 fellows and attendings in 
total. All fellow and attending physicians were credentialed 
in interpretation of ocular ultrasound examinations and had 
performed at least 25 ocular scans in their own training 
or in the credentialing process. Every POCUS exam was 
performed with the Mindray TE7 ultrasound system (Mindray 
DS USA Inc., Mahwah, NJ) using the high-frequency 
linear probe. The gain values from 0-100 are displayed on 
the screen during use and were captured during the image/
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clip recording process. Gain is used for contrast resolution 
and is uniform amplification of the ultrasound signal that is 
returning to the transducer; therefore, it does not have any 
units of measurement. It is standardized across machines and 
brands, although auto-gain settings differ from brand to brand 
and differ based on probe and exam setting used. Auto-gain 
using the ocular setting on the Mindray TE7 is set to 48-55; 
however, clinicians do not always use the auto-gain setting.

We identified ocular US examinations through the billing 
reports provided by the coders. If ophthalmology consultation 
was obtained in the same visit, and the saved ocular US 
images could be reviewed, then that subject was eligible for 
enrollment. Chart reviewers were provided a standardized 
data collection form that was developed a priori (ED POCUS 
interpretation [PVD, VH, RD, normal], ophthalmology final 
diagnosis, and gain level used), and they were trained to 
collect necessary data points from the EHR. Chart reviewers 
then screened the obtained data for discrepancies, errors, 
or missing data points. Incomplete or erroneous ocular 
exams were excluded. Chart reviewers were blinded to the 
study endpoint. Original clinician interpretation of the US 
study documented in the EHR was used for ocular US exam 
findings. Two ultrasound fellows manually verified data. 

The gain used by clinicians when scanning ranged from 
29-100. Study participants were divided into three roughly 
equal groups by gain, and from this division we determined the 
stratified gain levels for analysis purposes as (25, 50] low gain; 
(50, 75] intermediate gain; and (75, 100] high gain. Each group 
had 147, 112, and 124 participants, respectively. A true positive or 
negative was operationally defined as a matching diagnosis that is 
detectable or undetectable through ocular POCUS (such as PVD, 
VH, RD, etc), respectively. We calculated sensitivity, specificity, 
positive predictive value (PPV), and negative predictive value 
(NPV) using the ophthalmologist’s final diagnosis as the gold 
standard. We analyzed data using STATA 17 (StataCorp LLC, 
College Station, TX), and we calculated test characteristics using 
“diagti” command.17 Continuous variables are reported as mean 
± SD, and frequencies as N (%). Sensitivity and specificities are 
reported as point estimates (95% confidence interval).

RESULTS
A total of 706 records were accessed for this study. All 

duplicates (16) were removed. We excluded 237 patients due 
to the ocular ultrasound files having been corrupted or not 
saved. Lastly, 70 records did not have a final ocular diagnosis 
and were, therefore, excluded. We analyzed 383 (50.7%) 
charts that met inclusion criteria (Figure 1). The mean age 
was 49.2±15.8 years, and 207 (54.0%) were male. The right 
eye was affected in 187 patients (48.8%). Most common 
comorbidities included hypertension in 159 patients (41.5%) 
and diabetes in 132  patients (34.5%), while 48 (12.5%) had a 
history of glaucoma, 34 (8.9%) had prior RD, one (0.2%) had 
prior PVD, and there were zero patients (0%) with prior VH.

Per the ophthalmology final diagnoses, VH was the most 

diagnosed ocular pathology with a total of 84 cases (21.9%), 
followed by RD in 64 cases (16.7%), and PVD in 50 cases 
(13.1%). The total diagnoses amount to greater than 383 
patients included in the study due to several patients having 
multiple ocular findings. Other final diagnoses included 
“no pathology noted,” or less common ocular pathologies, 
some of which are not always seen on POCUS: specifically, 
metamorphopsia; diabetic retinopathy; traumatic retinopathy; 
glaucoma; cataracts; vitreous degeneration; preretinal 
hemorrhage; papilledema; keratitis; conjunctivitis; iritis; optic 
nerve edema; macular holes; and macular edema.

In our primary analysis we looked at the ability of EPs to 
detect any posterior chamber abnormality on ocular POCUS, and 
how the accuracy of detection changed at stratified gain levels 
(Figure 2). The images were found to have an overall sensitivity 
of 81% (76-86%), specificity of 82% (76-88%), PPV of 86% (81-
91%), and NPV of 77% (70-83%). This was then further stratified 
by gain level, as shown in Figure 2. For the secondary analysis, 
we analyzed accuracy of detection of PVD, VH, and RD by EPs 
using ocular POCUS at stratified gain levels.

For the diagnosis of RD (Figure 3), there were 63 (16.4%) 
cases confirmed by ophthalmology gold standard. Overall, 
the images had a sensitivity of 97% (89-100%), specificity 
of 92% (88-94%), PPV of 70% (59-79%), and NPV of 99% 
(98-100%). This was then further stratified by gain level, as 
described in Figure 3. For the secondary analysis of PVD 
diagnosis (Figure 4), there were 47 (12.3%) cases confirmed 
by ophthalmology gold standard. Overall, the images had a 
sensitivity of 20% (10-34%), specificity of 95% (92-97%), 
PPV of 39% (20-59%), and NPV of 89% (85-92%). This was 
then further stratified by gain level, as described in Figure 4. 

For the secondary analysis of VH diagnosis (Figure 5), 
there were 84 (21.9%) cases confirmed by ophthalmology 
gold standard. Overall, the images had a sensitivity of 76% 

Figure 1. Flow chart of participants included (n= 383) and 
excluded (n=323) in the study.
POCUS, point of care ultrasound.
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Figure 2. Diagnostic characteristics of emergency department ocular point-of-care ultrasound to detect any posterior chamber pathology.

 
TP, true positive; FP, false positive; FN, false negative; TN, true negative; PPV, positive predictive value; NPV, negative predictive value; 
CI, confidence interval.

Figure 3. Diagnostic characteristics of emergency department ocular point-of-care ultrasound to detect retinal detachment.

 
TP, true positive; FP, false positive; FN, false negative; TN, true negative; PPV, positive predictive value; NPV, negative predictive value; 
CI, confidence interval.

(66-85%), specificity of 85% (81-89%), PPV of 59% (49-
69%), and NPV of 93% (89-96%). This was then further 
stratified by gain level, as described in Figure 5. 

DISCUSSION
In this retrospective study, we aimed to investigate the 

accuracy of identification of posterior chamber pathologies 
at stratified gain levels. We found that increasing the gain 
for (or “overgaining”) ocular POCUS images allowed for 
increased sensitivity. The high-gain level (75, 100] was 
more sensitive than low-gain level (25, 50] for detecting 
these pathologies as confirmed by the gold standard 
ophthalmology consult (Figure 2). Higher sensitivity is 
preferable in ocular ultrasound; the cost of missing a case 
(ie, false negative), especially in the case of a RD, may result 
in vision loss, which would be life-altering for a patient, 
whereas the consequence of a false positive would result 
in potentially unnecessary specialist workup. Lower gains 
(26, 50] have the highest specificity for ruling in posterior 
chamber pathology but the greatest chance of missing 
pathology due to lower sensitivity. Therefore, when using 
ocular ultrasound as a screening modality, it is advantageous 
to incorporate higher gain levels. 

Few previous studies have discussed that higher gain 
levels may be associated with increased false positive 
rates;3,15 however, high-gain levels have also been shown to 
be better for identifying posterior chamber abnormalities.6 
Complementing our recommendation that high gains be 
incorporated into ocular POCUS exams, Shiner et al and 

Lahham et al. suggest that ultrasonographers should slowly 
adjust the ultrasound gain level while scanning to increase the 
likelihood of capturing pathology.3,13 

Prior research has shown that the sensitivity of ocular 
POCUS in detecting a variety of ocular pathologies ranges 
from 97-100%, and that specificity ranges from 83-97.2%.10-13 

For specific posterior chamber pathologies, high-gain settings 
have been recommended to detect PVDs, while normal or 
low-gain settings are sufficient for RDs and VHs.6 In our 
study, regardless of gain, ED ultrasonographers using POCUS 
perform well in the diagnosis of RD (sensitivity 97%) and are 
moderately accurate in diagnosing VH (sensitivity 76%). 

In our secondary analysis, looking at stratified gain 
levels by specific pathology (RD, PVD, and VH), we 
found that sensitivities and specificities did vary depending 
on pathology. When stratified additionally into low-, 
intermediate-, and high-gain levels, our results for the 
detection of RD showed high sensitivity and specificity 
across all gain levels (Table 3), supporting the guidelines 
that low gains are sufficient to detect RD, and adding that 
high gains do not preclude accurate diagnoses. Due to 
its high sensitivity, POCUS can be considered a reliable 
screening tool for RD; therefore, ocular POCUS training 
in residencies should be promoted and incorporated into 
nearly all examinations for complaints of vision changes. 
As mentioned previously, the cost of missing a case, 
especially a RD, may be life-altering for a patient, whereas 
the consequence of a false positive would result in further 
specialist workup that later may turn out to be unnecessary. 
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Lastly, since POCUS for RD has an acceptable specificity, 
it could serve as a reliable diagnostic tool to escalate to 
ophthalmological intervention, which may be beneficial 
in the outpatient setting or in underserved areas where 
ophthalmology is not readily available.

For PVD, there was a statistically significant increase 
in sensitivity at higher gain levels compared to lower gain 
levels; however, there were overall low sensitivities across 
all gain levels (Figure 4), suggesting that ocular POCUS 
may not be as effective at detecting PVD. It is possible that 
this is due to one of the following: 1) previous studies have 
noted that PVDs require higher gains; therefore, if PVDs 
are present along with other pathology, the ultrasonographer 
may have needed to increase to higher gains to catch 
the additional finding of PVD; or 2) there is a range of 
vitreous degeneration that may lead to PVD; however, the 
ophthalmologist’s diagnosis of vitreous degeneration was 
not counted as a PVD unless specifically stated. Specificity 
was high for all gain levels (93-97%); however, clinically 
this is of lower importance given that EPs are not typically 
screening specifically for PVDs, and these are often 
incidentally detected when looking for an intervenable 
pathology such as a RD. 

Lastly, for VH, low gain had higher specificity compared 
to high gain (Figure 5). We did not find a difference in 
sensitivity of ocular US in detecting VH at different gain 
levels, which may reflect a limitation in sample size. 

Nevertheless, our results show that using low-gain levels 
as opposed to high-gain levels for suspected VHs minimize 
false positives.

Given the frequency of eye complaints seen in the 
ED2 and given that nearly half of them can be classified as 
emergent, the use of high gain on ocular POCUS exam can 
provide a manner to screen for these emergent cases to ensure 
that RDs that can be intervened upon are not missed. Most 
non-academic EDs do not have ophthalmologists readily 
available, making screening methods important tools for 
allocating limited resources. This could have particularly 
profound implications in resource-strained settings such as 
rural areas where ophthalmology consult may be miles away 
or nonexistent. 

LIMITATIONS
This study has several important limitations. A 

few studies have shown that the range and speed at 
which ultrasound gain levels are adjusted influence 
which pathologies are detected.3,13 Due to this study’s 
retrospective nature, the full range of gains that the 
physician ultrasonographer may have used were not 
obtained, and only when the user saved an image were 
we able to assess the gain level used for that image/clip. 
It is commonly taught and typical for users to increase 
the gain while performing ocular POCUS; therefore, our 
data may not have captured pathology that was noted by 

Figure 4. Diagnostic characteristics of emergency department ocular point-of-care ultrasound to detect posterior vitreous detachment.

 TP, true positive; FP, false positive; FN, false negative; TN, true negative; PPV, positive predictive value; NPV, negative predictive value; 
CI, confidence interval.

Figure 5. Diagnostic characteristics of emergency department ocular point-of-care ultrasound to detect vitreous hemorrhage.

 
TP, true positive; FP, false positive; FN, false negative; TN, true negative; PPV, positive predictive value; NPV, negative predictive value; 
CI, confidence interval.
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the EP at a lower gain but was only captured when saving 
images at a higher gain. If this is the case, sensitivity at 
lower gains would likely be improved and specificity would 
be decreased. Additionally, our study did not capture the 
length of time spent scanning each specific patient; it is 
worth considering whether patients with a higher pretest 
probability for concerning pathology were scanned for a 
longer duration of time and, therefore, were more likely to 
have had more accurate interpretations of their scans.

Another limitation is the potential for selection bias. Only 
those patients with an ocular ultrasound and an ophthalmology 
consult were included in the study. While this likely influenced 
the resulting test characteristics, this is also the population of 
greatest concern with a higher pretest probability for a RD or 
other concerning ocular pathology. The decision to perform 
an ocular ultrasound and consult ophthalmology represents 
the clinical judgment of the clinician, and ophthalmology 
consults are more likely to be obtained in more concerning 
cases; therefore, this was the population studied. Given that 
the ophthalmologic exam was used as the diagnostic gold 
standard, it is likely that patients with a low pretest probability 
were excluded.

Excluding patients with a low pretest probability 
either by not performing ocular POCUS or not consulting 
ophthalmology likely would result in an overestimation of 
the true sensitivity of ocular POCUS. Our results could be 
further corroborated by a prospective study design in which all 
patients presenting to the ED with an ocular concern receive 
an ophthalmologist consult, although this would be limited by 
institutional resources.

In addition, this study was conducted at an academic 
institution with an established emergency medicine 
residency and ultrasound fellowship programs, leading to 
a strong emphasis on ultrasound training and the use of 
ultrasound. All physician sonographers have had a baseline 
amount of training to perform and interpret ocular POCUS, 
and this may not be generalizable to all academic programs 
or private practices. Lastly, this study stratified the analysis 
by gain level, and further by disease (PVD, VH, RD) in 
the secondary analysis. This additional stratification led to 
smaller sample sizes in each specific disease-gain category, 
which may have affected the power of the analysis. As 
different pathology is seen at different gain levels,6,13 further 
study is warranted to corroborate optimal gain settings for 
each specific eye pathology.

CONCLUSION
In the ED setting, high (75, 100] gain on ocular 

POCUS scanning has a higher degree of sensitivity for 
detecting any posterior chamber abnormality, as compared 
to lower (25, 50] gain levels. Thus, incorporating the use of 
high gain for ocular POCUS exams is an effective screening 
tool for ocular pathologies in acute care settings and may 
be particularly valuable in resource-limited settings.
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Introduction: Emergency departments (ED) provide trauma-informed care to sexual assault (SA) 
survivors and connect them with comprehensive services. Through surveying SA survivor advocates, 
we aimed to 1) document updated trends in the quality of care and resources offered to SA survivors 
and 2) identify potential disparities according to geographic regions in the US, urban vs rural clinic 
locations, and the availability of sexual assault nurse examiners (SANE).

Methods: We conducted a cross-sectional study between June-August 2021, surveying SA 
advocates who were dispatched from rape crisis centers to support survivors during ED care. Survey 
questions addressed two major themes in quality of care: staff preparedness to provide trauma-
response care; and available resources. Staff preparedness to provide trauma-informed care was 
assessed through observations of staff behaviors. We used Wilcoxon rank-sum and Kruskal-Wallis 
tests to analyze differences in responses according to geographic regions and SANE presence. 

Results: A total of 315 advocates from 99 crisis centers completed the survey. The survey had a 
participation rate of 88.7% and a completion rate of 87.9%. Advocates who indicated that a higher 
proportion of their cases were attended by SANEs were more likely to report higher rates of trauma-
informed staff behaviors. For example, the recalled rate of staff asking patients for consent at every 
step of the exam was significantly associated with SANE presence (P < 0.001). With respect to 
access to resources, 66.7% of advocates reported that hospitals often or always have evidence 
collection kits available; 30.6% reported that resources such as transportation and housing are often 
or always available, and 55.3% reported that SANEs are often or always part of the care team. The 
SANEs were reported to be more frequently available in the Southwest than in other US regions (P < 
0.001) and in urban as opposed to rural areas (P < 0.001).

Conclusion: Our study indicates that support from sexual assault nurse examiners is highly 
associated with trauma-informed staff behaviors and comprehensive resources. Urban-rural and 
regional disparities exist regarding access to SANEs, suggesting that elevating nationwide quality 
and equity in care of survivors of sexual assault requires increased investments in SANE training 
and coverage. [West J Emerg Med. 2023;24(3)629–636.]
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Population Health Research Capsule

What do we already know about this issue?
Unites States’ emergency departments provide 
post-assault care to over 55,000 sexual assault (SA) 
survivors per year. The quality of trauma-informed 
care and resources offered are highly variable. 

What was the research question?
Are there disparities in the care offered to SA 
survivors according to geography (region and 
urban vs rural)?

What was the major finding of the study? 
The availability of SA nurse examiners (SANE), 
which is lower in rural compared to urban areas  
(P<0.001), is positively associated with trauma-
informed care (P<0.001) to the benefit of SA 
patients.

How does this improve population health?
Elevating nationwide quality and equity in SA 
survivor care requires increased investments in 
SANE training and coverage.

INTRODUCTION
Sexual assault (SA) is a nationwide public health crisis with 

long-term health consequences. Within the United States, 43.6% 
of women and 24.8% of men experience some form of contact 
sexual violence within their lifetime.1 Survivors of SA bear 
the burden of both acute and long-lasting sequelae, including 
injuries, sexually transmitted diseases, and an increased risk of 
chronic physical and mental health problems.2

Emergency departments (ED) play a critical role in 
serving the approximately 21% of SA survivors who seek 
acute medical attention.3 Ideally, EDs provide survivors with 
comprehensive services to address their physical and mental 
health needs, including crisis counseling, sexually transmitted 
infection management, emergency contraception, and HIV 
exposure management.4,5 Survivors are also offered the option 
to complete a SA examination kit to obtain forensic evidence. 
This includes swabbing the vagina, rectum, and mouth, 
plucking and combing head and pubic hairs, and obtaining 
fingernail scrapings and blood samples.6,7 The interpersonal 
dynamic between ED staff and patient is critical during these 
invasive procedures. While positive interactions can be 
empowering to SA survivors, negative interactions with ED 
staff can increase SA survivors’ risk of post-traumatic stress 
symptomatology and decrease their likelihood of seeking 
further medical and legal assistance.8-10 

Many EDs use additional support from specialized sexual 
assault response teams when caring for SA survivors. These 
teams typically consist of SA patient advocates and/or sexual 
assault nurse examiners (SANE). The SA patient advocates 
serve as first-response crisis counselors, assist survivors in 
navigating the medical and legal processes in the ED, and 
provide referrals to follow-up support services.11 The SA 
patient advocates are volunteers or staff members at sexual 
violence crisis centers who are dispatched to hospitals to 
assist with SA patient cases.12 SANEs are registered nurses 
trained in trauma-informed approaches to survivors’ medical 
care, conducting forensic examinations and providing forensic 
documentation in legal cases.13-15 Budgetary constraints, 
scheduling, or a lack of contracts between hospitals, SANE 
programs, and/or rape crisis centers lead to many SA patients 
receiving specialized support from only a SA advocate, a 
SANE, or neither.16

Providing SA survivors with high-quality care can be 
challenging for many hospitals. A 2013 survey of US hospitals 
found that only ~20% provided survivors with comprehensive 
services, including SA crisis counseling, sexually transmitted 
infection management, HIV management, and emergency 
contraception.17 Furthermore, small, qualitative studies suggest 
that ED staff have low self-efficacy when working with SA 
patients.18 Despite SA-related ED visits in the US increasing 
from 3,607 in 2006 to 55,296 in 2019, there is limited research 
documenting how EDs have responded to this increase in 
utilization volume.19 Additionally, there are no nationwide 
perspectives on the quality of care offered to SA patients in EDs 

in the wake of societal shifts such as the #MeToo movement, 
which has led to changes in societal perceptions of survivors 
and their treatment in other medical settings.20-22

When studying nationwide trends and potential disparities 
in ED care of SA survivors, patient advocates can serve as 
reliable sources of information.8 As observers of numerous 
SA ED cases, patient advocates have valuable insight 
into SA patients’ ED experiences, and their nationwide 
presence allows for widespread data collection. The most 
recent surveys of ED care of SA survivors in the US are not 
nationwide. For example, testimony by the US Government 
Accountability Office on the availability of forensic examiners 
was limited to data collection from six states. Therefore, 
more comprehensive data collection is needed. Our aim in 
this study, therefore, was to survey advocates to 1) document 
updated trends in the quality of care and resources offered to 
SA survivors, and 2) identify potential disparities with regard 
to SANE and resource availability in EDs according to US 
geographic regions and urban vs rural clinic locations. 

METHODS
Our methods are reported according to the Checklist for 

Reporting Results of Internet E-Surveys (CHERRIES).23 
We developed an electronic survey to explore two major 

themes in ED preparedness in caring for SA patients: staff 
preparedness and physical resources. Staff preparedness 
to provide trauma-informed care was assessed through 
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advocates’ observations of staff behaviors that previous 
studies have identified as potentially retraumatizing, such as 
expressing disbelief or blame and not providing thorough 
explanations of care.9,24,25 Assessment of physical resources 
included questions regarding how frequently hospitals had 
evidence collection kits available, in addition to access to 
resources such as transportation and emergency housing. 
To assess the validity of the online survey, we conducted 
cognitive interviews with three SA patient advocates via Zoom 
video call (Zoom Video Communications, San Jose, CA), and 
iterative changes were made to ensure survey clarity.26,27 A link 
to the full survey is available in Appendix 1.  

Patient advocates for SA victims were recruited from 
participating rape crisis centers via email. We identified 
participating rape crisis centers via online search and 
contacted them via phone and email. Of 137 centers with 
advocacy services where study team members spoke directly 
to center staff, 135 agreed to distribute the survey to their 
SA patient advocates. After agreeing to assist with survey 
distribution, staff at participating centers sent the survey link 
and background information to their SA patient advocates via 
email. Before providing consent via an online survey form, 
participating SA patient advocates were provided information 
about the research aims, study time commitment, privacy 
risks, and investigator contact information. Participants were 
offered the opportunity to enter a raffle for a $250 gift card as 
a survey incentive.

Survey responses were captured automatically via the 
secure REDcap platform hosted at University of Chicago 
between June-August 2021. Survey data were stored 
separately from identifiable participant data that was collected 
for recruitment purposes. The survey included between 57-
100 items (dependent on adaptive questioning) distributed 
over four pages. Survey respondents were able to review and 
change their answers using a back button. Surveys that were 
terminated early were included in the analysis.

To analyze differences in survey responses between 
geographic regions in the US and between urban and rural 
clinic locations, we first coded Likert-type survey responses 
on a five-point ordinal scale. Data from the US Department 
of Agriculture were used to classify the county within which 
rape crisis centers were located as urban or rural.28 We used 
non-parametric tests to assess differences in these ordinal 
values across comparison groups. A Wilcoxon rank-sum 
test was used for comparisons between two groups, and we 
used a Kruskal-Wallis test for comparisons of more than two 
groups. Correlations between two ordinal variables were 
assessed using a Spearman correlation. All statistical tests 
were two-sided and performed using R v4.0.5 (R Foundation 
for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria). Adjusted P-values 
to control the false discovery rate were computed using the 
Benjamini-Hochberg method; an adjusted P-value of < 0.05 
was considered significant.29 The institutional review board at 
the study institution approved the study procedures.

RESULTS
The survey had a participation rate (unique webpage 

viewers who agreed to participate out of total unique first 
survey-page views) of 88.7% and a completion rate (unique 
webpage viewers who finished the survey out of total unique 
views who agreed to participate) of 87.9%. A total of 321 
advocates from 119 crisis centers responded to the survey. 
Crisis centers represented 44 states and ranged from rural 
crisis centers serving numerous counties to crisis centers 
affiliated with urban, academic medical centers. Participant 
demographic information is summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Demographic data of survey participants.
Participant Characteristics (N = 315) n, %

Racial/ethnic background
White 218, 79.0%
Black 20, 7.2%
Hispanic/LatinX 41, 14.9%
Asian 10, 3.6%
Native American/Alaskan Native 5, 1.8%
Native Hawaiian /Pacific Islander 1, 0.4%
Other 4, 1.4%

Gender Identity
Female-identifying 254, 92.4%
Male-identifying 10, 3.6%
Non-binary/gender fluid 9, 3.3%
Prefer not to say 2, 0.7%

Age (mean, standard deviation) 37.5, 13.0
Number of years of experience as advocate 
(mean, standard deviation)

4.6, 4.8

Number of patient experiences as a survivor 
advocate

1-20 104, 37.9%
20-50 62, 22.7%
50+ 108, 39.4%

Quality-of-care Trends
Figure 1 presents selected quality-of-care indicators 

related to clinician attitudes and behaviors. Over half of 
respondents (53.2%) reported that they observe ED staff 
conveying skepticism, either verbally or non-verbally, about 
a patient’s account of SA sometimes, often, or always. 
Approximately one-quarter of respondents (28.35%) reported 
observing ED staff blaming survivors for the circumstances of 
their SA sometimes, often, or always. Similar proportions of 
advocates recalled that health professionals sometimes, often, 
or always thoroughly explain all medical care/each step of the 
exam and ask for consent at every step of the exam (83.6% 
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advocates (71.5%) recalled that survivors sometimes, often, or 
always must repeat their assault story to multiple members of 
the care team. 

In assessing ED staff preparedness, 65.8% of advocates 
recalled that ED staff were sometimes, often, or always 
comfortable completing a medical forensic exam. A notable 
percentage of advocates (18.0%) reported that ED staff were 
never or rarely comfortable completing a medical forensic 
exam. While most hospitals have the resources to conduct 
forensic medical examinations, resources to meet survivors’ 
comprehensive needs are less consistent. For example, while 
78.8% of advocates recalled that hospitals sometimes, often, 
or always have SA evidence collection kits available, only 
57.9% of advocates recalled that hospitals sometimes, often, or 
always have resources to support patients after discharge, such 
as clothes for patients to change into, vouchers for follow-up 
care, and information to address survivors’ basic needs, such as 
transportation and emergency housing. Nearly three-quarters 
(74.4%) of advocates reported that the patient care team was 
sometimes, often, or always supported by a SANE.

Hospital Resources: Geographic Disparities 
With respect to differences in hospital preparedness 

among both US geographical regions and urban vs rural 
regions, SANEs were more often part of the care team in 
the Southwest than in other US regions (P < 0.001). SANEs 
were also more frequently present in urban as opposed to 
rural areas (P <0.001). Advocates who indicated that a higher 

 
Figure 1. Selected quality-of-care indicators: clinician attitudes and behaviors.
SANE, Sexual Assault Nurse Examiner.

and 78.4%, respectively), and 43.9% of advocates stated that 
they sometimes, often, or always recalled ED staff pressuring 
survivors to complete the exam or file a police report. Rates of 
recalled empathy were high: 95.6% of advocates reported that 
ED staff were sometimes, often, or always empathetic towards 
SA survivors.

Quality-of-care Disparities 
There were no significant differences in quality-of-care 

indicators related to provider attitudes and behaviors between 
US geographical regions or urban vs. rural regions. However, 
advocates who indicated that a higher proportion of their cases 
were attended by SANEs were more likely to report higher rates 
of trauma-informed staff behaviors. Notably, the recalled rate 
of ED staff explaining all medical care and asking patients for 
consent at every step of the exam was significantly associated 
with SANE presence (P < 0.001).

Hospital Resource Trends
Figure 2 presents indicators of hospital preparedness, 

including protocols, ED staff preparedness, and resources. 
Indicators of procedural inefficiencies were common. A 
high percentage (70.7%) of advocates reported that patients 
sometimes, often, or always experience long wait times (>30 
minutes) between different steps of their visit, including 
moving from the waiting room to an examination room, 
starting the medical forensic exam, medications, follow-up 
education, and discharge papers. A similar percentage of 
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proportion of their cases were attended by SANEs were 
more likely to report higher rates of several components of 
hospital preparedness, including shorter waiting times, lower 
rates of survivors repeating their story, ED staff comfort with 
the medical exam, availability of forensic exam kits, and 
availability of follow-up resources (Figure 2). SANE presence 
was most highly associated with ED staff being comfortable 
completing a medical forensic exam (P <0.001) and the 
availability of post-discharge resources (P< 0.001). 

DISCUSSION
Evolving societal perceptions of SA have changed the 

ED care of SA survivors, with increased ED utilization and 
advancing standards for trauma-informed care.19 However, our 
study reveals widespread variations in the quality of trauma-
informed care and delivery of appropriate post-SA resources. 
Increased SANE presence is highly associated with more 
consistent observations of trauma-informed ED staff-patient 
interactions, as well as improved delivery of comprehensive 
resources to address patients’ medical and social needs. When 
comparing urban to rural regions of the US, patients seeking 
care in urban regions are more likely to be supported by a 
SANE. 

Our findings on quality-of-care indicators related to 
clinician attitudes and behaviors, including levels of conveyed 
disbelief and blame, indicate that SA survivors who present 
to hospitals nationwide may be exposed to retraumatizing 
interactions. This study provides a nationwide perspective on 
the prevalence of negative interactions between SA survivors 
and ED staff that have been previously documented in local or 
regional qualitative studies.25,30,31 The reasons for widespread 

deficiencies in quality of care are multifactorial. The ED often 
serves as the medical safety net of communities, and patients 
with a myriad of acute and complex medical and social needs 
seek care in EDs across the country.32,33 High patient volumes, 
especially in the context of staffing shortages, can contribute 
to the deterioration in quality of care.34,35 While global 
improvements in patient care are a complex challenge, targeted 
improvement in SANE staffing can mitigate the outsized impact 
of negative ED encounters on survivors of SA. 

The association of SANE presence with various survey 
measures of high-quality care aligns with prior studies 
documenting that EDs with SANE programs provide 
comprehensive medical services and proper completion 
of forensic examinations at higher rates than EDs lacking 
SANEs.36,37 Numerous studies have also demonstrated that SA 
survivors whose ED care is supported by SANEs are more 
likely to report receiving compassion, clear explanations, and 
choices.38,39 Our study provides an update on the trajectory 
of nationwide SANE coverage. In a 2009-2010 survey, 
approximately one-third of hospitals reported never having a 
SANE present during the care of SA survivors in the ED; less 
than 3% of advocates surveyed in our study reported never 
having worked with SANEs during ED management of SA 
survivors.17 This is likely the result of initiatives such as the 
2018 Advanced Nursing Education - Sexual Assault Nurse 
Examiners Program, which allocated 24.3 million dollars of 
Bureau of Health Workforce of the Health Resources and 
Services Administration funding to SANE training at 20 
academic institutions.40

Although SA is understudied in rural areas, our data 
aligns with studies documenting scarce resources, including 

 Figure 2. Selected hospital preparedness indicators: protocols, staff preparedness, and resources.
SANE, Sexual Assault Nurse Examiner.
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healthcare personnel, in specific rural areas.41-43 As reported 
in a Pennsylvania-based study, SANEs are limited by 
inconsistent coverage, placing rural SA survivors at risk of 
receiving lower quality ED care.44 While our study did not find 
direct correlations between urban vs rural location and quality-
of-care measures, SANE presence, which was less common 
in rural areas, was associated with many positive clinician 
behaviors, and their absence was associated with several 
negative behaviors. These negative clinician behaviors, such 
as conveying disbelief of the survivor’s account of sexual 
assault, may have serious ramifications for survivors’ legal 
credibility and access to resources.45-47 

Addressing these urban vs rural disparities in SA survivor 
care requires the implementation of evidence-based strategies 
to recruit, train, and retain SANEs to serve rural regions. 
Innovative training programs developed through the Advanced 
Nursing Education - Sexual Assault Nurse Examiners Program 
have proved successful in improving SANE coverage in 
regions of Texas and Florida and can serve as a model for 
widescale SANE-coverage expansion.48 Blended learning 
programs that supplement simulated clinical experiences with 
online education are a promising alternative to traditional 
classroom learning that can be employed in rural settings.49 

While expanding educational opportunities for SANE 
training is a foundational step, it is merely one component 
of many necessary steps to reduce disparities and elevate 
the quality of SA survivor care nationwide. Our study 
and previous work show that notable proportions of non-
SANE ED staff may be uncomfortable with performing the 
medical forensic exam. This also provides a wider context 
to qualitative studies documenting low self-efficacy among 
ED staff when working with SA patients and demonstrates 
that insufficient training in SA patient care is a problem on 
a national level.18,50 Although there is currently no published 
standardized curriculum that provides continuing medical 
education in the trauma-informed management of SA 
survivors for physician trainees,51 educational interventions 
for ED staff show great promise in increasing self-efficacy 
and ability to avoid retraumatizing patients.52,53 Collaborative 
trainings that use the experience of SANEs are particularly 
impactful.54 

LIMITATIONS
The inherent limitations of this study should inform 

interpretation of our data. Advocates who work with centers 
that dispatch SA advocates to multiple hospitals reported an 
average of their experiences. Therefore, granularity regarding 
hospital type was lost. Additionally, most survey respondents 
were White, cisgender women. While this is likely reflective 
of the nationwide population of SA patient advocates, it is not 
reflective of SA survivors themselves and, therefore, could 
have influenced the survey data obtained. Future studies 
should further explore disparities in quality of ED care offered 
to SA survivors that may be influenced by patient identity. 

Additionally, survey respondents may have been influenced by 
recall bias and thus may have reported the more memorable 
interactions with emergency clinicians.  

CONCLUSION
Our study underscores the importance of more consistent 
standards for hospital preparedness to elevate the nationwide 
quality of ED care of sexual assault patients. Interventions 
should aim to decrease ED wait times, reduce the number 
of times patients must repeat their stories, and improve the 
consistency with which post-discharge resources are offered to 
patients. Addressing gaps in staff preparedness through more 
robust clinician training and increased consistency in coverage 
by sexual assault nurse examiners should also be prioritized 
to minimize potentially retraumatizing experiences for SA 
patients in the ED. This is particularly important to address 
disparities in the quality of care offered to urban and rural 
sexual assault survivors.
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INTRODUCTION
Massachusetts had the third highest prevalence of 

coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) after New York and 
New Jersey with a total of 72,025 cases and 4,420 deaths, as of 
May 6, 2020.1 Boston and the surrounding municipalities were 

Brigham and Women’s Hospital, Department of Emergency Medicine, 
Boston, Massachusetts
Boston University School of Medicine, Boston, Massachusetts
Boston Medical Center, Department of Emergency Medicine, Boston, 
Massachusetts
Boston Medical Center, Department of Geriatrics, Boston, 
Massachusetts
Boston Medical Center, Department of Internal Medicine, Boston, 
Massachusetts
Boston Medical Center, Department of Family Medicine, Boston, 
Massachusetts

Background: Boston Medical Center (BMC), a safety-net hospital, treated a substantial portion of 
the Boston cohort that was sick with COVID-19. Unfortunately, these patients experienced high rates 
of morbidity and mortality given the significant health disparities that many of BMC’s patients face. 
Boston Medical Center launched a palliative care extender program to help address the needs of 
critically ill ED patients under crisis conditions. In this program evaluation our goal was to assess 
outcomes between those who received palliative care in the emergency department (ED) vs those 
who received palliative care as an inpatient or were admitted to an intensive care unit (ICU).

Methods: We used a matched retrospective cohort study design to assess the difference in 
outcomes between the two groups.

Results: A total of 82 patients received palliative care services in the ED, and 317 patients received 
palliative care services as an inpatient. After controlling for demographics, patients who received 
palliative care services in the ED were less likely to have a change in level of care (P<0.001) or 
be admitted to an ICU (P<0.001). Cases had an average length of stay of 5.2 days compared to 
controls who stayed 9.9 days (P<0.001). 

Conclusion: Within a busy ED environment, initiating palliative care discussions by ED staff can be 
challenging. This study demonstrates that consulting palliative care specialists early in the course of 
the patient’s ED stay can benefit patients and families and improve resource utilization.
[West J Emerg Med. 2023;24(3)637–643.]

disproportionately affected with 21.2% of the state’s COVID-19 
cases diagnosed.1 As New England’s largest safety-net hospital, 
serving primarily low-income individuals and those who are 
defined as racial and ethnic minorities, Boston Medical Center 
(BMC) saw a surge of COVID-19 patients. This population 
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Population Health Research Capsule

What do we already know about this issue?
Palliative care improves outcomes when 
initiated early. It improves patient and family 
satisfaction with symptoms management and 
improves quality of life.

What was the research question?
We sought to assess the impact on patient 
outcomes of initiating palliative care services 
in the ED. 

What was the major finding of the study? 
Patients in the intervention had shorter length 
of stay (5.2 vs 9.9 days), were less likely to 
have a change in level of care (36% vs 68%) 
or be admitted to an ICU (20% vs 63%, all 
P<0.0001).

How does this improve population health?
Consulting palliative care specialists during an 
ED stay can improve resource utilization with 
shorter hospital stays, fewer changes in level 
of care, and fewer ICU stays.

has historically experienced significant disparities in health and 
outcomes, including elevated rates of morbidity and mortality 
from chronic disease, which added to the increased risk of poor 
outcomes from COVID-19.2 

In response to the rapidly rising number of patients whose 
health was seriously impacted by COVID-19, in April 2020 
BMC established a palliative care working group to address 
the high mortality from the disease. From a series of informal 
interviews with emergency department (ED) staff, the working 
group identified the ED’s concern about adequately addressing 
the needs of critically ill patients and their family members under 
crisis conditions, as well as the unmet needs of patients and 
families for counseling, education, and advance care planning. 
Furthermore, with the discussion of crisis standards of care 
looming across the United States, the BMC ED staff was not 
equipped to initiate and handle such conversations in a patient-
centered manner while caring for the multitude of sick patients in 
an already crowded ED. Therefore, BMC established a working 
group to create an all-volunteer Palliative Care Extender Team 
(PCXT), to initiate palliative care consults and advance-care 
planning discussions in the ED for any patient who was identified 
as benefitting from this additional support. 

For this program evaluation we used a matched, 
retrospective cohort study design to assess the difference 
in outcomes between those who received palliative care in 
the ED vs those who received palliative care as an inpatient 
or were admitted to the intensive care unit (ICU) without 
a palliative care consult. Our primary outcome was length 
of stay (LOS). Our secondary outcomes followed intensity 
of services (using LOS in the ICU vs floor vs discharge 
disposition) and change in level of care. We hypothesized that 
patients who had palliative care services initiated in the ED 
would have a shorter overall LOS and a decrease in intensity 
of services compared to their matched controls. 

METHODS
Palliative Care Extender Team Program

The PCXT was an all-volunteer group of 48 health 
professionals consisting of a dyad team of a physician or 
midlevel practitioner (advanced practice nurse or physician 
assistant) and a licensed clinical social worker (LICSW) 
or licensed clinical mental health counselor (LMHC) 
implemented in response to the COVID-19 pandemic 
surge from April 10–June 30, 2020. The dyad teams staffed 
two ED shifts daily from 8 am–10 pm, providing serious 
illness conversations and palliative care support for patients 
presenting to the ED with COVID-19 symptoms. Attending 
emergency physicians could initiate the palliative care consult 
based on clinical discretion for patients who they felt were 
moderately to severely ill from COVID-19 or if they felt 
the patient needed more urgent advanced care planning. No 
strict inclusion or exclusion criteria was implemented as this 
began as a program and not a research study. The dyad teams 
implemented palliative care assessments and serious illness 

conversations with patients and families and completed a 
documentation and billing template through the electronic 
health record (EHR) (Epic Systems Corporation, Verona, WI). 
We used the Strengthening the Reporting of Observational 
Studies in Epidemiology (STROBE) statement guidelines to 
ensure the reporting of this observational study.3 

Palliative Car Extender Team Professionals and Training
The clinician volunteers came from internal medicine, 

family medicine, and pediatrics, and the psychosocial support 
members came from social work, behavioral health, child 
health, patient advocacy, and chaplaincy departments, all of 
whom normally practice in the ambulatory care setting. The 
volunteers received a one-hour virtual orientation and training 
around palliative care and addressing primary palliative care 
needs. These included communication skills training and 
pocket-guide resources based on evidence-based models of 
serious illness communication,4,5 as well as a walk-through 
of the PCXT logistics and education concerning palliative-
care symptom assessment and safety protocols in the ED. 
Concurrently, the working group created training materials 
and conducted rapid cycle testing of an ED-embedded 
workflow to guide them. The volunteer dyads were also 
oriented to key documentation elements to be included in 
the patients’ charts regarding any discussions about advance 
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directives and goals of care. A documentation and billing 
template through the EHR was developed and used to 
document and track encounters. The teams staffed two ED 
shifts daily from 8 am–4 pm and 2 pm–10 pm. 

Intervention Workflow
The PCXT implementation team informed ED clinicians 

of the new PCXT services through departmental meetings 
and emails. The teams also provided in-service education on 
how to request a PCXT consult. The PCXT was available for 
consults of any COVID-19-positive patient seeking emergency 
care. Consult requests and their associated orders in the EHR 
were placed by emergency physicians. The PCXT conducted 
in-person and telephonic discussions with patients, emergency 
clinicians, healthcare proxies, and family members about goals of 
medical care in the setting of a pending or confirmed COVID-19 
diagnosis. The PCXT also provided guidance on symptom 
management to maximize patient comfort and directly supported 
patients and family members through phone updates. Each 
consult took approximately one hour to complete. Consult teams 
would continue to follow these patients as inpatients. 

Evaluation Design
We used a matched, retrospective cohort study design 

to compare outcomes between those who received palliative 
care in the ED via the PCXTs to those who did not receive 
the PCXT intervention in the ED. Our primary outcome was 
hospital LOS (outcome); our secondary outcomes included 
change in level of care and intensity of services (ICU vs floor 
vs discharge disposition). We matched patients on age and 
gender. This program evaluation was approved by the BMC 
Institutional Review Board, protocol H-40627.

Data Collection
We collected patient logs for the cases from the PCXT 

database where services were delivered in the ED. This 
data was already collected through an ongoing quality 
improvement initiative to monitor those who obtained such 
services. This data was then verified through BMC’s Clinical 
Data Warehouse (CDW). Due to the overall volume of 
patients in the hospital during the initial pandemic, we were 
unable to match an adequate sampling of control cases; thus, 
the controls we used were COVID-19 patients admitted to 
the ICU without an ED palliative care consult or those who 
received their palliative care consult only as an inpatient. 
The CDW provided all relevant patient characteristics and 
outcomes for both cases and controls. 

Outcomes
We defined cases as COVID-19 patients who received 

palliative care services in the ED due to the palliative care 
extender program. Controls were those COVID-19 patients who 
either received palliative care as an inpatient or were admitted to 

the ICU and  received a palliative care consult only after arrival to 
the ICU from March 1–June 30, 2020. All included patients were 
at least 22 years old as this is the general cutoff age for patients 
seen in the adult ED. Due to staffing constraints, the palliative 
care extender program was not available in the pediatric ED and, 
thus, we excluded pediatric patients from the controls.

We obtained patient demographics including age, race, 
ethnicity, gender, and primary insurance through the CDW for 
the controls and through a combination of the CDW and ED 
registration for the cases. Information obtained through ED 
registration happened via phone conversation into patient rooms 
to minimize exposure of registration staff to COVID-19 patients. 
We also assessed hospital visit-specific data, including overall 
LOS, ICU LOS, and discharge disposition (to be used as a proxy 
for intensity of services). Code status, defined as either full code, 
do not resuscitate (DNR), do not intubate (DNI) or comfort 
measures only (CMO), was obtained via review of EHR notes. 
A patient’s status was ultimately based on their most recent code 
status.

Primary insurance was defined as either commercial, 
Medicaid, Medicare, managed care, or other. Discharge 
disposition was defined as deceased, discharged home (including 
with home healthcare services), discharged to hospice/other 
facility, or other. 

Analysis
We calculated basic descriptive statistics to summarize the 

outcome measures, as well as demographic information for all 
participants and separately by intervention group. Continuous 
characteristics were summarized by using means and SD or 
using medians and interquartile ranges (IQR) if non-normally 
distributed. We summarized dichotomous and categorical 
variables using frequencies and percentages. Patient-level 
statistics were calculated per patient, and visit-level statistics were 
calculated per visit. We used chi-squared and Wilcoxon ranked-
sum tests to compare primary and secondary outcomes between 
cases and controls.

We then used simple and multivariable linear mixed 
models with random effects to compare overall LOS, ICU LOS, 
changes in level of care and discharge disposition between 
cases and controls while accounting for multiple visits per some 
patients. Models were produced first without covariates and then 
separately with the addition of patient age, race/ethnicity, and 
gender. 

RESULTS
A total of 82 patients who received palliative care services 

in the ED were compared to the 317 patients who received 
palliative care services as an inpatient. No patients in either 
group were discharged home with home hospice services as 
there were no hospice services for COVID-19 patients this early 
in the pandemic. Patients who received palliative care services 
in the ED were predominantly male (43, 52.4%) and non-
Hispanic Black (47, 57.3%), with an average age of 76.3 years 
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(SD 13.7). The majority (51/82, 62.2%) had only one admission 
during the study period. These demographics were consistent 
with the national trend during this period, whereby the US 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention noted COVID-19 to 
disproportionately affect males and non-Hispanic Blacks.6 

Managed care and Medicare were the most frequent primary 
insurance types (46.3% and 41%, respectively) among this group, 
and they predominantly carried a full code (24) or DNI/DNR 
(27) status. Patients who received palliative care services as an 

inpatient were also predominantly male (204, 64.4%), had an 
average age of 59.3 years (SD 17.3), were non-Hispanic Black 
(137, 43.2%), and had one admission in the study period (252, 
79.5%). The majority also carried a full code status (204, 64.8%) 
or DNR (50, 15.9%) or both a DNI/DNR status (38, 12.1%). The 
control group was significantly younger (P<0.001) and had more 
admissions (P<0.001). In addition, patient type was significantly 
associated with primary insurance type (P<0.001) and code status 
(P<0.001) (Table 1).

Patients who received palliative 
services in the ED (n=82)

Patients who had palliative services 
initiated as an Inpatient  (n=317) P-value

Gender, n (%) 0.05 (chi-square)
Female 39 (47.6) 113 (35.6)
Male 43 (52.4) 204 (64.4)
Age (years), mean (SD) 76.3 (13.7) 59.3 (17.3) <0.001 (t-test)
Race/ethnicity, n (%) 0.02 (chi-square)
Black, non-Hispanic 47 (57.3) 137 (43.2)
White, non-Hispanic 17 (20.7) 51 (16.1)
Hispanic 14 (17.1) 102 (32.2)
Other 3 (3.7) 8 (2.5)
Missing 1 (1.2) 19 (6.0)

Admissions per patient, n (%) <0.001 (Fisher exact)
1 51 (62.2) 252 (79.5)
2 14 (17.1) 41 (12.9)
3 11 (13.4) 9 (2.8)
4 2 (2.4) 11 (3.5)
5 2 (2.4) 0 (0.0)
6 1 (1.2) 1 (0.3)
7 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0)
8 0 (0.0) 1 (0.3)
9 1 (1.2) 1 (0.3)
10 0 (0.0) 1 (0.3)

Primary insurance, n (%) <0.001 (chi-square)
Commercial 0 (0.0) 21 (6.6)
Managed care 38 (46.3) 143 (45.1)
Medicaid 8 (9.8) 62 (19.6)
Medicare 34 (41.5) 64 (20.2)
Other 2 (2.4) 26 (8.2)
Missing 0 (0.0) 1 (0.3)

Code status <0.001 (chi-square)
Full code, n (%) 29 (36.7) 209 (66.4)
DNI, n (%) 3 (3.8) 3 (1.0)
DNR, n (%) 4 (5.1) 53 (16.8)
Both DNI/DNR, n (%) 28 (35.4) 39 (12.4)
CMO, n (%) 15 (19.0) 11 (3.5)

Table 1. Baseline characteristics of patients receiving palliative services during COVID-19.

ED, emergency department; nH, non-Hispanic; DNI, do not intubate; DNR, do not resuscitate; CMO, comfort measures only.
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Patients who received palliative care services in the ED 
were less likely to have a change in level of care (P<0.001) 
or be admitted to an intensive care unit (P<0.001) compared 
to controls. When adjusting for age, race/ethnicity, insurance 
and gender, cases had an average LOS of 5.2 days compared 
to controls who stayed 9.9 days (P<0.001), amounting to a 
difference of 4.7 days. With regard to intensity of services 
as measured by ICU visits, after controlling for age, race/
ethnicity, insurance and gender, cases averaged fewer total 
number of ICU admissions (29) as compared to controls (274) 
(P<0.001). However, there was no difference in ICU LOS 
with a median number of five days in both groups (P=0.83). 
Discharge disposition did not differ significantly between 
cases and controls (P = 0.52). Code status was not included 
in the multivariable models because we could not be sure 
whether the code status extracted was the status at the time of 
their initial ED presentation or if this was a change when they 
were admitted. (See Table 2).

DISCUSSION
This study demonstrated that patients for whom palliative 

care services were initiated in the ED were less likely to 
have a change in level of disposition while admitted when 
compared to controls, had significantly shorter LOS and 
fewer admissions to an ICU. This is in line with prior studies 
demonstrating improved outcomes with early initiation of 
palliative care, specifically improved satisfaction for patients 
and families and symptom management.7-10 Specifically, 
Grudzen et al and Meier et al noted improvements in quality 
of life for those who received early palliative care services.7,8 
Additionally, Wu et al noted shortened hospital stays of less 
by 3.6 days with early initiation of such services,9 and Temel 
et al found improved quality of life.10

In this study we also noted that both groups had 
similar rates of commercial insurance; however, the cases 

were comprised primarily of Medicare patients, whereas 
the controls carried similar frequencies of Medicare and 
Medicaid. There was also a higher rate of patients with DNR/
DNI or CMO status among the PCXT patients as compared to 
the controls. Based on this, we can surmise that older patients 
who were likely sicker were engaging with the PCXT in the 
ED, as compared to the controls. While this is not surprising 
given the known increased severity of sickness in the older 
population,11 this does underscore the importance of initiating 
palliative care discussions among sick patients in the ED with 
trained clinicians. 

During the height of the COVID-19 pandemic, BMC 
received most of the symptomatic cases in the city of Boston. 
Given the significant stress the ED faced, a palliative care 
extender program was initiated to remove some of the burden 
of initiating discussions on goals of care and symptom 
management for patients who would be admitted to the 
hospital. To our knowledge, the BMC Palliative Care Extender 
Program is one of only a few novel responses implemented by 
a safety-net healthcare system to meet the immediate demands 
for palliative care in the ED during the early days and weeks 
of the COVID-19 pandemic.

A 2014 meta-analysis estimated that palliative care 
consultation reduced hospital inpatient costs by  
10-30%.12 Clearly, palliative care services provide an invaluable 
benefit to hospitals, patients, and families that would otherwise 
be difficult to achieve with ED staff alone, given the time and 
resource constraints of initiating and engaging in these vital, high-
stakes discussions. Furthermore, physicians who can palliative 
care should be able to connect with patients in an unbiased 
manner to enter into shared decision-making processes on goals 
of care and appointment of a healthcare proxy. Too often, ED 
staffing constraints limit the reach of palliative care services to 
inpatient or ambulatory settings.

This program was unique in that there was a physician or 
a mid-level clinician with a licensed mental health clinician 

Patients who received 
palliative services in 

the ED (n=82)

Patients who had 
palliative services initiated 

as an inpatient (n=317) Test P-value
LOS (days), median (IQR) 5.2 (7.2) 9.9 (13.5) Wilcoxon ranked-sum test <0.001
Visits with ICU stays, n (%) 29 (20.1) 274 (63.4) chi-squared <0.001
ICU LOS (days), median (IQR) 5.0 (8.0) 5.0 (11.0) Wilcoxon ranked-sum test 0.83
Change in level of care (either upgraded 
or downgraded while inpatient), n (%) 52 (36.1) 294 (68.1) chi-squared <0.001
Discharge disposition, n (%) chi-squared 0.52

Home 62 (43.1) 199 (46.1)
Other medical facility 16 (11.1) 80 (18.5)
Deceased 23 (16.0) 83 (19.2)
Other 3 (2.1) 8 (1.9)

Table 2. Adjusted outcomes.

ED, emergency dexpartment; LOS, length of stay; IQR, interquartile range; ICU, intensive care unit.
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who received palliative care training and resources to initiate 
advance care planning in a setting where this discussion 
is frequently initiated by those with limited palliative care 
training. This dyad was able to provide support and guidance to 
emergency clinicians on symptom management in a way that 
allowed the ED staff to efficiently run the department without 
taking away from the sensitivity of advance care planning. 
Lastly, because these dyads work throughout a hospital system, 
they can provide continuous support throughout an entire 
hospitalization to patients and family members through phone 
calls and meetings regarding a patient’s change in status—
something emergency clinicians are unable to do.

To date, few palliative care service programs operate in the 
ED setting. Those EDs that have implemented such services 
noted an increase in educational awareness and confidence of 
palliative care delivery, but time constraints and implementation 
logistics were their biggest limitation.13,14 Despite the ongoing 
education of emergency physicians and movements through 
national emergency medicine societies to increase palliative 
care education, emergency physicians still often find it difficult 
to engage in these discussions, accurately predict a disease 
process, or foreshadow outcomes of an invasive procedure.15 
With the many competing interests (dealing with a variety of 
acutely ill patients, unpredictable ED volumes, lack of dedicated 
time and training), emergency clinicians face many challenges 
regarding initiating and completing advance care planning 
discussions in a meaningful way that does not feel rushed by the 
patient. The extender model developed in this program was able 
to address these barriers and provide patient-centered care in a 
clinically appropriate manner. 

LIMITATIONS
As we were limited by the true number of patients who 

received this service, this was a small sample size; larger 
numbers would have provided more power. Second, we 
were unable to match an adequate sampling of controls to 
cases due to overall low hospital volumes during this time; 
thus, over half of our cases had no control. Because of this, 
we were unable to match on other important factors such 
as level of admission, comorbidities, or illness severity, 
which are reflected in the differences in some of the baseline 
characteristics between groups. However, based on the sample 
size available to us, we controlled for as many variables 
as possible in the multivariate analysis. Third, we did not 
control for comorbidity, which limited our ability to assess 
whether underlying sickness contributed to differences in their 
outcomes. 

While there was no difference in death and discharge 
disposition to suggest that patient severity could be similar 
for both groups, the age difference between the groups could 
also indicate the opposite. As previously mentioned, hospital 
volumes limited our ability to obtain an adequate, comparative 
sample. Fourth, there may have been variation in volunteer 

comfort in providing elements of palliative care, especially 
for those who do not exclusively practice palliative care or 
typically deal with serious illness conversations, which could 
have led to a difference in outcomes. However, if this was 
an overriding theme, the outcomes would likely have been 
biased toward the null. Lastly, this data was taken from an 
urban, academic hospital using volunteers; thus, results and 
true costs of such an intervention may not be generalizable 
for community settings where palliative care services are not 
always available. 

CONCLUSION
The ED may not seem the ideal place to initiate sensitive 

discussions regarding patients’ and families’ goals and 
values regarding their healthcare. However, it may also be 
the most meaningful place to do so, especially given the 
isolation and prognostic uncertainty that patients and families 
faced surrounding COVID-19. This study demonstrates that 
consulting palliative care specialists early in the patient’s 
course of their ED stay can improve resource utilization 
with shorter hospitalization stays, fewer changes in level 
of care, and fewer ICU stays. It also offloaded this delicate 
conversation from members of the ED care team who are 
often multitasking other patients and procedures to an 
independent team who had time to focus on a conversation 
about serious illness. Future studies should follow usage 
and further assess the barriers to replicating such models or 
consulting palliative care services in the ED. 
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INTRODUCTION
Acute pain is responsible for more than half of the visits 

to the emergency department (ED).1,2 Therefore, management 
of acute pain is an essential aspect of patient satisfaction 
and care. Currently, opioids are the most common group of 
analgesics used for the management of acute pain.3 However, 
given the complications associated with use of opioids, 
many patients would benefit from an opioid alternative for 

Changxing People’s Hospital of China, Department of Emergency Medicine, Zhejiang 
Province, People’s Republic of China 

Introduction: Ketamine can be particularly helpful in situations where the clinician is not able to administer 
opioids and require an alternate analgesic, such as for patients who are already on high-dose opioids, 
have a history of addiction, or for opioid-naïve children and adults. In this review, our goal was to obtain a 
comprehensive estimate of the efficacy and safety of low-dose ketamine (dose less than 0.5 milligrams per 
kilogram or equivalent) compared to opiates for the control of acute pain in the emergency setting. 

Methods: We conducted systematic searches in PubMed Central, EMBASE, MEDLINE, the Cochrane Library, 
ScienceDirect, and Google Scholar from inception until November 2021. We used the Cochrane risk-of-bias tool 
to assess the quality of included studies. 

Results: We carried out a meta-analysis with a random-effects model and reported pooled standardized mean 
difference (SMD) and risk ratio (RR) with 95% confidence intervals depending on the type of the outcome. We 
analyzed a total of 15 studies with 1,613 participants. Half of them had high risk of bias and were conducted in 
the United States of America. The pooled SMD for pain score was -0.12 (95% CI -0.50-0.25; I2=68.8%) within 
15 minutes, -0.45 (95% CI -0.84- -0.07; I2=83.3%) within 30 minutes, -0.05 (95% CI -0.41-0.31; I2=86.9%) 
within 45 minutes, -0.07 (95% CI -0.41-0.26; I2=82%) within 60 minutes, and after 60 minutes the pooled SMD 
was 0.17 (95% CI -0.07-0.42; I2=64.8%). The pooled RR for need of rescue analgesics was 1.35 (95% CI 0.73-
2.50; I2=82.2%). The pooled RRs were as follows: 1.18 (95% CI 0.76-1.84; I2=28.3%) for gastrointestinal side 
effects; 1.41 (95% CI 0.96-2.06; I2=29.7%) for neurological side effects; 2.83 (95% CI 0.98-8.18; I2=47%) for 
psychological side effects; and 0.58 (95% CI 0.23-1.48; I2=36.1%) for cardiopulmonary side effects. 

Conclusion: Low-dose ketamine might have higher or equivalent efficacy and safety when compared to opioids 
for managing acute pain among patients presenting to the emergency setting. However, further studies are 
required to establish conclusive evidence, owing to the heterogeneity and poor quality of existing studies. 
[West J Emerg Med. 2023;24(3)644–653.]

an effective and safer control of pain. In addition, certain 
categories of patients, such as opioid-naïve children and 
adults, the elderly, chronic users of opioid medications, 
patients with a history of opioid use disorder, and those using 
drugs for opioid use disorders or alcohol dependence, would 
also benefit from an effective alternative to opioids.4,5

Ketamine is a N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor 
antagonist drug with anaesthetic and analgesic properties.6 
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While traditionally it was used as an anaesthetic, it was 
replaced by the newer class of anaesthetics with better efficacy 
and minimal side effects. Over the past few years, ketamine 
has been used in the emergency setting for induction before 
intubation and procedural sedations, given its dissociative 
properties that allow preservation of the airway reflexes and 
hemodynamic stability properties.7 

At the lower sub-dissociative doses (less than 0.5 
milligrams per kilogram [mg/kg] intravenous [IV] doses), 
ketamine has been shown to have better analgesic property 
than opiates for the acute and chronic pain.[8]. Although, 
the use of ketamine for managing acute pain is a relatively 
novel concept, it has certain unique features that could 
prove advantageous in improving patient outcomes, 
particularly for the group of people mentioned above. 
Several studies have examined the role of ketamine 
compared to opioids for the management of acute pain.9–11 
Although few reviews have attempted to summarized the 
findings of these reports, they have included a very limited 
number of studies and provided inconclusive evidence 
on the efficacy and safety of ketamine for acute pain 
management.12,13 Our main goal in this comprehensive 
systematic review and meta-analysis was to evaluate the 
role of low-dose ketamine compared to opiates for the 
management of acute pain in the emergency setting.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Design

The protocol of the study was registered in PROSPERO, 
registration number CRD42021289270. In this systematic 
review, we used the “Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic 
Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) statement 2020” for 
reporting meta-analyses.14

Eligibility Criteria
Study Design

We included studies with any of the following study 
designs: parallel-arm individual or cluster randomized 
controlled trials (RCT). For cross-over trials, only the first half 
of the trial (before crossing over) were included. We included 
only published, full-text studies or abstracts, while excluding 
unpublished data or gray literature.

Participants
We included studies conducted in patients reporting to 

the emergency setting or ED with acute pain were included to 
form two groups (ketamine and control groups), irrespective 
of the cause of pain. We excluded studies conducted among 
postoperative patients.

Intervention and Comparison Groups
Studies using the IV low-dose ketamine (dose less than 

0.5 mg/kg or equivalent) for the management of acute pain 
as intervention were included. The comparison group used 

opioids such as morphine, fentanyl, etc, or were placebo-
controlled trials or standard care.

Outcome Measures
Our outcome measures were pain score, the need for rescue 

analgesic medication, and adverse effects (gastrointestinal, 
neurological, psychological or cardiopulmonary side effects). 
Studies reporting either the pain score or need for rescue 
analgesic medication were included.

Search Strategy
We systematically searched electronic databases, 

including PubMed Central, EMBASE, MEDLINE, and the 
Cochrane Library and search engines such as ScienceDirect 
and Google Scholar, for eligible studies using medical 
subject headings and free-text words. Individual search 
results were combined, and the final search was performed 
using appropriate Boolean operators (“OR” and “AND”) and 
narrowed down using the available filters on time period (from 
inception to October 2021), language (English language only), 
as summarized in the Supplementary Appendix.

Study Selection
We selected the relevant studies by screening the title, 

abstract, and keywords of the identified manuscripts. For the 
studies that met the eligibility criteria, we then reviewed and 
screened the full-text articles were. The eligibility criteria 
of the reviews were assessed. We included studies that 

Population Health Research Capsule

What do we already know about this issue?
At the lower sub-dissociative doses (< 0.5 mg/
kg IV dose), ketamine has been shown to have 
better analgesic property than opiates for the 
acute and chronic pain.

What was the research question?
What is the efficacy of low-dose ketamine for 
the control of acute pain in emergency setting?

What was the major finding of the study? 
The pooled standard mean difference of 
ketamine for pain score was -0.45 (95%CI: 
-0.84 to -0.07; p<0.001) within 30 minutes.

How does this improve population health?
The study provides important information to 
clinicians and emergency physicians on the use 
of low-dose ketamine for management of acute 
pain in emergency setting.
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met eligibility criteria with respect to design, participants, 
intervention, comparisons, and outcomes. All cases of 
disagreement were resolved by discussion.

Data Extraction
Data was manually extracted using a predefined structured 

data extraction form and included authors, title of study, year 
of publication, study period, study design, setting, country/
region, total sample size, outcome assessment details, average 
age, and primary and secondary outcomes in each approach. 
The primary investigator was responsible for entering the data, 
and the secondary investigator double-checked for accuracy.

Risk-of-bias (Quality) Assessment
Quality of included studies was assessed by two 

independent investigators using the revised Cochrane risk-of-
bias tool (RoB 2) for RCTs.15 We assessed risk of bias under 
the following domains: 

Domain 1: Bias risk arising from the process of 
randomization

Domain 2: Bias risk due to deviation from the intended 
intervention

Domain 3: Bias risk arising due to missing data on 
outcomes

Domain 4: Bias risk in the measurement of outcome
Domain 5: Bias risk in the selection of reported result.

Based on the rating obtained from these domains, we 
classified the quality of evidence of each study as having “low 
bias risk,” “high bias risk,” and “some concerns.” 

Statistical Analysis
We performed data analysis using STATA version 14.2. 

(StataCorp LLC, College Station, TX). For continuous data such 
as pain score and total analgesic requirement, we obtained mean, 
standard deviation, and total sample size for both groups. The 
pooled effect was calculated as standardized mean difference 
(SMD) with 95% confidence interval, as different scales were 
used by each of the studies for reporting pain scores. Since all 
the other outcomes were dichotomous, the number of events and 
participants in each group were entered to obtain the pooled effect 
estimate as a risk ratio (RR) with 95% CI. Visual representation 
of these pooled estimates was done by forest plot. We used the 
random-effects model with inverse variance method to calculate 
the weight of individual studies.16

Heterogeneity was evaluated by chi square of heterogeneity 
and the I2 statistic. A P-value less than 0.05 in chi square testing 
indicated significant heterogeneity, while we used the I2 value to 
quantify the heterogeneity using the following criteria: less than 
25% = mild heterogeneity, 25-75% = moderate heterogeneity 
and >75% = substantial heterogeneity.16 We performed 
subgroup analysis and meta-regression to explore the source of 
heterogeneity using possible potential covariates such as dose of 
ketamine and comparison group. Publication bias was evaluated 
and visually represented using a funnel plot. We assessed the 

asymmetry of plot using Egger’s test. A P-value < 0.10 was 
considered as statistically significant publication bias.17

Quality of Evidence
The risk of bias and quality of evidence for included studies 

were independently assessed by two investigators using Grading 
of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation 
(GRADE) guidelines.16 The GRADE approach consists of 
five components: 1) risk of bias assessment; 2) indirectness; 3) 
imprecision; 4) inconsistency; and 5) publication bias. 

Risk of bias assessment: Determined using the Cochrane 
risk-of-bias tool

Indirectness: Assessed in terms of population, 
intervention, comparison, or outcomes

Imprecision: Determined the precision of the estimate 
obtained, based on sample size and CI

Inconsistency: Assessed evidence of heterogeneity using 
the I2 statistic and chi square test of heterogeneity

Publication bias: Assessed using Egger’s test and a 
funnel plot.
Finally, we classified the quality of the included studies as 
“very low,” “low,” “moderate,” and “high” based on certainty 
of evidence.

RESULTS
Study Selection

Figure 1 shows the PRISMA flowchart of the study 
selection process. During primary screening, 188 full-text 
studies were retrieved. Of them, 133 studies remained after 
removal of duplicates. An additional three articles were 

Figure 1. PRISMA flowchart. 
PRISMA, Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and 
Meta-Analyses.
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Table 1. Characteristics of the included studies (N=28).

Author and 
year Country

Sample 
size Study participants Pain scale

Route of 
administration 
of ketamine

Dose of 
ketamine

Comparator 
group

Mean 
age

Risk of 
bias

Alshahrani 
2021

Saudi 
Arabia

I=138
C=140

Adults with sickle 
cell disease who 
presented with 
acute sickle vaso- 
occlusive crisis.

NRS Intravenous 0.3 mg/
kg

Morphine I=29.1
C=29.6

High

Beaudoin 
2014

USA I=20
C=20

Patients 18-65 
years old with acute 
moderate to severe 
pain and pain 
duration <7 days) 
who were deemed 
by their treating 
physician to require 
IV opioid

NRS Intravenous 0.3 mg/
kg

Morphine I=37.5
C=32.5

Some 
concerns

Carver 
2019

USA I=45
C=46

Adult patients with 
three or more rib 
fractures admitted 
to a Level I trauma 
center

NRS Intravenous 2.5 μg/kg Placebo I=46
C=50

High

Esfahani 
2021

Iran I=36
C=37

Patients referred to 
EDs due to isolated 
limb traumatic 
injuries

NRS Intravenous 0.1 mg/
kg

Morphine I=32.5
C=33.4

High

Etchison 
2018

USA I=16
C=18

Adults 18- 65 years 
of age with acute 
migraine at a single 
academic ED

NRS Intravenous 0.2 mg/
kg

Placebo I=38.5
C=30.5

Some 
concerns

Forouzan 
2019

Iran I=68
C=68

Patients who had 
suffered kidney 
pain due to kidney 
stones referred 
to Ahvaz Imam 
Khomeini Hospital

NRS Intravenous 0.3 mg/
kg

Morphine NR High

Galinski 
2007

France I=33
C=32

Trauma patients 
with a severe acute 
pain defined as a 
VAS score of at 
least 60/100 were 
enrolled

VAS Intravenous 0.2 mg/
kg

Placebo I=35
C=40

Some 
concerns

Jahanian 
2018

Iran I=78
C=78

Adult patients 18- 
65 years with upper 
or lower extremity 
long bone fractures 
caused by blunt 
trauma referring to 
our ED

VAS Intravenous 0.5 mg/
kg

Morphine I=35.8
C=36.3

High

Kugler 
2019

USA I=30
C=29

Elderly patients 
(age, ≥65 years) 
with three or 
more rib fractures 
admitted to a Level 
I trauma center

NRS Intravenous 0.2 mg/
kg

Placebo I=75
C=73

High

I, Intervention (ketamine) group; C, control/comparator group; FPS, Faces Pain Scale; NR, not reported; NRS, Numerical Rating Scale; 
VAS, Visual Analog Scale; USA, United States of America; ED, emergency department.
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Author and 
year Country

Sample 
size Study participants Pain scale

Route of 
administration 
of ketamine

Dose of 
ketamine

Comparator 
group

Mean 
age

Risk of 
bias

Mahshidfar 
2017

Iran I=150
C=150

Trauma patients 
aged 18-70 
years with a 
musculoskeletal 
pain score of 5 or 
more on 11-point 
NRS who were 
referred to EDs

NRS Intravenous 0.2 mg/
kg

Morphine I=34.4
C=34.1

Some 
concerns

Majidinejad 
2014

Iran I=63
C=63

Patients with 
fractures of long 
bones, referred to 
the emergency unit.

NRS Intravenous 0.5 mg/
kg

Morphine I=35.1
C=53.6

Some 
concerns

Miller 2015 USA I=24
C=21

Patients 18- 59 
years with acute 
abdominal,
flank, low back, or 
extremity pain were 
enrolled

NRS Intravenous 0.3 mg/
kg

Morphine I=31
C=29

Some 
concerns

Motov 2015 USA I=45
C=45

ED patients 18-55 
years and
experiencing 
moderate to 
severe acute 
abdominal, flank, or 
musculoskeletal pain

NRS Intravenous 0.3 mg/
kg

Morphine I=35
C=36

Some 
concerns

Motov 2019 USA I=30
C=30

ED patients 18-55 
years and
experiencing 
moderate to 
severe acute 
abdominal, flank, or 
musculoskeletal pain

NRS Intravenous 0.3 mg/
kg

Morphine I=77.3
C=77.1

Some 
concerns

Sin 2017 USA I=30
C=30

Patients >18 years 
who presented to 
the ED with a chief 
complaint of acute 
pain with moderate 
to severe intensity

NRS Intravenous 0.3 mg/
kg

Placebo I=41
C=48

High

I, Intervention (ketamine) group; C, control/comparator group; FPS, Faces Pain Scale; NR, not reported; NRS, Numerical Rating Scale; 
VAS, Visual Analog Scale; USA, United States of America; ED, emergency department.

Table 1. Continued.

retrieved from the bibliography of the screened articles. 
Studies underwent secondary screening that resulted in a 
total of 15 studies with 1,613 participants, which satisfied the 
inclusion criteria and were included in the analysis.9–11,18–29

Study Characteristics
We have included only RCTs in our review. Most 

studies (8/15) were conducted in the United States of 
America (US), followed by Middle Eastern countries 
such as Iran and Saudi Arabia. The mean age of study 
participants in the intervention arm ranged from 29.1-77.3 
years, while in the control arm it ranged from 29.6-77.1. 

The sample sizes among the included studies varied from 
34-300. The IV dose of ketamine ranged from 0.1-0.5 mg/
kg. Morphine was the most commonly used opioid in the 
comparison group (10 studies) followed by placebo (normal 
saline in five studies). Regarding quality assessment, at 
least half of the studies had higher risk of bias (seven 
studies), while the remaining studies evidenced some 
concerns as per the RoB 2 checklist (Table 1). 

Efficacy of Ketamine for Control of Acute Pain
Pain Score within 15 Minutes

Four studies reported on the difference in pain score 
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within 15 minutes. The pooled SMD was -0.12 (95% CI 
-0.50-0.25; I2=68.8%), indicating no significant difference 
between the ketamine and control groups in the control 
of pain within 15 minutes (Figure 2A). Analysis based 
on the dose of ketamine was not possible as each of the 
studies used different doses, making it difficult to provide a 
pooled estimate for each dose. Similarly, analysis based on 
the control group was not possible as all the studies used 
morphine in the control group. The quality of evidence was 
found to be low as per the GRADE approach.

Pain Score within 30 Minutes (15-29 minutes)
Seven studies reported on the difference in pain score 

within 30 minutes. The pooled SMD was -0.45 (95% CI 
-0.84- -0.07; I2=83.3%), indicating a significant decline in 
the pain score among the patients’ receiving ketamine when 
compared to the control arm within 30 minutes (Figure 2B). 
Sensitivity analysis did not affect the significant findings 
obtained in the primary analysis in terms of magnitude 
or direction of association because of small-study effects 
(Supplementary Figure 1).  The most commonly used dose 
of ketamine (five studies) was 0.3 mg/kg and was associated 
with a significant difference in pain score (pooled SMD = 
-0.51, 95% CI -1.01- -0.01). Analysis based on the control 
group was not possible as all the studies (except Sin et 
al 2017) used morphine as control group. The quality of 
evidence was found to be low as per the GRADE approach.

Pain Score within 45 Minutes (30-44 minutes)
Eleven studies reported on the difference in pain score within 

45 minutes. The pooled SMD was -0.05 (95% CI -0.41-0.31; 
I2=86.9%), indicating no significant difference in pain score 
between ketamine and the control group within 45 minutes 
(Figure 2C). Sensitivity analysis did not reveal any significant 
difference in the magnitude or direction of association because 
of small-study effects (Supplementary Figure 2). The funnel plot 
showed a symmetrical plot indicating the lack of publication bias 
(Supplementary Figure 3), and it was further confirmed by a non-
significant Egger’s test (P=0.96). The quality of evidence was 
found to be low as per the GRADE approach.

Analysis based on the dose of ketamine did not show 
significant effect at any of the doses ranging from 0.1-0.5 
mg/kg. Analysis based on the control group did not reveal a 
significant effect for ketamine when compared to morphine 
(pooled SMD = -0.11; 95% CI -0.3-0.13) or placebo (pooled 
SMD = 0.42, 95% CI -1.51-2.36). Univariable meta-regression 
revealed that none of these factors were responsible for the 
significant heterogeneity in the estimates. The quality of 
evidence was found to be low as per the GRADE approach.

Pain Score between 45-60 Minutes
Eight studies reported on the difference in pain score 

between 45-60 minutes. The pooled SMD was -0.07 (95% CI 
-0.41 to 0.26; I2=82%), indicating no significant difference in 

pain score between the ketamine and control groups between 
45-60 minutes (Figure 2D). Sensitivity analysis did not reveal 
any significant difference in the magnitude or direction of 
association because of small-study effects (Supplementary 
Figure 4). Analysis based on the dose of ketamine did not 
show significant effect at any of the doses ranging from 
0.1-0.5 mg/kg. Analysis based on the control group was 
not possible as all the studies (except Sin et al 2017) used 
morphine in the control group. The quality of evidence was 
found to be low as per the GRADE approach.

Pain Score after 60 Minutes
Eight studies reported on the difference in pain score 

after 60 minutes. The pooled SMD was 0.17 (95% CI -0.07-
0.42; I2=64.8%), indicating no significant difference in pain 
score between the ketamine group and control group after 
60 minutes (Figure 2E). Sensitivity analysis did not reveal 
any significant difference in the magnitude or direction of 
association because of small-study effects (Supplementary 
Figure 5). Analysis based on the dose of ketamine was not 
possible as each of the studies used a different dose, making it 
difficult to provide a pooled estimate for each dose. Analysis 
based on the control group did not reveal a significant effect 
for ketamine when compared to morphine (pooled SMD = 
0.28, 95% CI 0.05-0.62) or placebo (pooled SMD = -0.05, 
95% CI -0.32-0.22). The quality of evidence was found to be 
low as per the GRADE approach.

Need for Rescue Analgesic Medication
Five studies reported on the difference in need for rescue 

analgesic medication between the ketamine and control groups. 
The pooled RR was 1.35 (95% CI 0.73- 2.50; I2=82.2%), 
indicating no significant difference in need for rescue analgesics 
between the ketamine and control groups (Figure 3). Sensitivity 
analysis did not reveal any significant difference in the 
magnitude or direction of association because of small-study 
effects (Supplementary Figure 6). Analysis based on the dose 
of ketamine did not show significant effect at any of the doses 
ranging from 0.1-0.5 mg/kg. Analysis based on the control 
group was not possible as all the studies (except Etchison et 
al 2018) used morphine in the control group. The quality of 
evidence was found to be low as per the GRADE approach.

Adverse Effects
Gastrointestinal Side Effects

Ten studies reported on the difference in gastrointestinal 
side effects (nausea and vomiting) between the ketamine 
and control groups. The pooled RR was 1.18 (95% CI 0.76-
1.84; I2=28.3%), indicating no significant difference in the 
gastrointestinal side effects between the ketamine and control 
groups (Figure 4A). Analysis based on the dose of ketamine 
did not show any difference in gastrointestinal side effects 
at any of the doses ranging from 0.1-0.5 mg/kg. Analysis 
based on the control group revealed no significant difference 
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Figure 2. Forest plot showing the difference in pain score between ketamine and control group A) within 15 minutes, B) within 30 minutes, 
C) within 45 minutes, D) within 60 minutes, and E) > 60 minutes.

compared to any of the control group. The quality of evidence 
was found to be low as per the GRADE approach.

Neurological Side Effects
Ten studies reported on the difference in neurological 

side effects (dizziness, drowsiness, emergence phenomena, 

dysphoria/dissociation) between the ketamine and control 
groups. The pooled RR was 1.41 (95% CI 0.96-2.06; 
I2=29.7%), indicating no significant difference in the 
neurological side effects between the ketamine and control 
groups (Figure 4B). Analysis based on the dose of ketamine 
showed significantly higher risk of neurological side effects 
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Figure 3. Forest plot showing the difference in need for rescue 
analgesic between the ketamine and control groups.

 

 

 

 Figure 4. Forest plot showing the difference in adverse reactions 
between the ketamine and control groups. A) gastrointestinal side 
effects, B) neurological side effects, C) psychological side effects, 
and D) cardiopulmonary side effects.

at a dose of 0.3 mg/kg (pooled RR=1.82, 95% CI 1.17- 2.83), 
while it was not significant at a dose less than 0.3 mg/kg. 
Analysis based on the control group revealed no significant 
difference compared to any of the control group. The quality 
of evidence was found to be low as per the GRADE approach.

Psychological Side Effects
Six studies reported on the difference in psychological 

side effects (delirium, hallucinations, and mood changes) 
between the ketamine and control groups. The pooled RR was 
2.83 (95% CI 0.98-8.18; I2=47%), indicating no significant 
difference in psychological side effects between the ketamine 
and control groups (Figure 4C). Subgroup analysis based on 
the route of administration, dose, or control group did not 
reveal any difference in terms of magnitude or direction of 
association. The quality of evidence was found to be low as 
per the GRADE approach.

Cardiopulmonary Side Effects
Seven studies reported on the difference in 

cardiopulmonary side effects (hypoxia, hypotension, 
and respiratory failure) between the ketamine and 
control groups. The pooled RR was 0.58 (95% CI 0.23-
1.48; I2=36.1%), indicating no significant difference in 
cardiopulmonary side effects between the ketamine and 
control groups (Figure 4D). Subgroup analysis based on 
the route of administration, dose, or control group did not 
reveal any difference in terms of magnitude or direction of 
association. The quality of evidence was found to be low as 
per the GRADE approach.

DISCUSSION
Our aim in this systematic review was to obtain a 

comprehensive estimate of the efficacy and safety of low-
dose ketamine for the control of acute pain among patients 
presenting to the ED. We found that ketamine causes a 
significant decline in the pain score within 30 minutes of 
infusion when compared to any control group. We also found 
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that ketamine had maximum efficacy at a dosage of 0.3 
mg/kg when administered through the IV route. However, 
primary evidence is limited on the dose-related analysis 
and conclusive evidence on dosage cannot be provided. 
Ketamine had better efficacy when compared to morphine 
and placebo. However, its effect was similar to morphine 
and placebo at other time intervals (>30 minutes). Previous 
reviews have also reported that ketamine had equivalent or 
higher efficacy in the pain score at short-term and long-term 
time intervals compared to opioids such as morphine or 
fentanyl.12,13,30 In addition, a review has also reported 0.3 mg/
kg as the optimal dose of ketamine.13 

Mechanism of action of ketamine involves binding 
to the spinal μ receptors and increasing the efficacy of 
the opioid-induced signalling.31 In addition, ketamine 
also functions as a NMDA receptor antagonist and acts 
preferentially post-synoptically, causing a reduction in 
hyperexcitability.32 Therefore, the blockage of NMDA by 
ketamine might further improve the opioid efficacy leading 
to opioid-sparing effect. 

We also assessed risk of various adverse effects associated 
with ketamine for the management of acute pain in emergency 
settings. We found that ketamine was associated with a 
significantly higher risk of neurological side effects at a dose 
of 0.3 mg/kg when compared to the opioid group of drugs. 
Previous reviews have also warned against the neurological 
complications of ketamine, especially at higher doses. Ketamine 
prevents serious adverse effects of opioids and inhibits the 
chronic pain that develops due to opioid tolerance.33,34 Ketamine 
inhibits nociception through the high affinity and selective 
interaction with the NMDA receptor.33,34At the full-anaesthetic 
dose, ketamine activates different types of opioid receptors, 
such as κ, μ, and σ opioid receptors, with various affinities.35,36 

However, previous review has shown that a higher rate of 
neurological effects was associated with the intranasal route.37,38 
Other adverse effects such as gastrointestinal, psychological, 
and cardiopulmonary effects were almost equivalent between 
the ketamine and opioid groups. 

The major strength of this paper is that it provides an 
up-to-date, comprehensive review of the efficacy and safety 
of low-dose ketamine in the management of acute pain 
among patients presenting to the emergency setting. This 
review also includes a large number of studies to provide 
a reasonable estimate on burden. We performed additional 
sensitivity analysis, subgroup analysis, and meta-regression 
to provide a more robust estimate. We did not find significant 
publication bias, adding more credibility to the results. 

LIMITATIONS
Our review did have certain limitations. Almost half of the 

included studies had high risk of bias. The chi square test for 
heterogeneity also revealed significant variability across the 
included studies. This could have led to biased estimates with 
limited generalizability. We tried to overcome this limitation by 

performing meta-regression. However, meta-regression could 
not be performed for the majority of the outcomes due to the 
limitation in the number of studies (<10 studies). Ketamine 
works fairly quickly, yet only four studies reported pain scores 
within 15 minutes, and only seven studies reported them within 
30 minutes. This was a limitation with the primary studies, in 
that it was not possible to really report the full pain effect of 
ketamine. Finally, we could not perform subgroup analysis 
based on the type of pain. Future studies could specifically 
focus on different types of pain conditions, as the mechanism 
and neurochemistry behind the pain pathways for each 
condition is entirely different.

CONCLUSION
Low-dose ketamine may have equivalent or higher 

efficacy and safety when compared to opioids for managing 
acute pain among patients presenting to the emergency 
care setting. However, we could not make a conclusive 
recommendation based on the available evidence. Hence, 
further studies are required to compare the combination 
of ketamine with specific opioids to identify the best 
approach to pain control. This will help clinicians manage 
their patients with the least chance of complications and an 
optimal success rate.
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front line. We thank you for your 

tireless work and effort.

www.acoep.org

Championing 
individual physician rights 

and workplace fairness

JOIN 

CAL/AAEM!

BENEFITS
- Western Journal of Emergency Medicine Subscription
- CAL/AAEM News Service email updates
- Free and discounted registration to CAL/AAEM events
- And more! 

CAL/AAEM NEWS SERVICE
- Healthcare industry news
- Public policy
- Government issues
-  Legal cases and court decisions

In collaboration with our official journal

  Join the CAL/AAEM Facebook Group to stay up-to-date:  
www.facebook.com/groups/calaaem

www.aaem.org/calaaem
AAEM-0720-255
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Friday, September 8, 2023
The Sheraton Pasadena

CALIFORNIA ACEP’S ANNUAL CONFERENCE 2023

Education is targeted to Medical Students and Residents, but all 
are welcome to attend.

EvolvED: Redefining EM




